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14, 1984.-Comrnitted to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of
the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. RosTENKOWSKI, from the Committee on Ways and Means,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 3755]
[Including the cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the
bill (H.R. 3755) to amend title II of the Social Security Act to provide for reform in the disability determination process, having considered the same, report favorably thereon with amendments and
recommend that the bill as amended do pass.
The amendment to the text of the bill is a complete substitute
therefor and appears in italic type in the reported bill.
The title of the bill is amended to reflect the amendment to the
text of the bill.
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2
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS REFORM ACT OF

1984

I. Purpose and Scope

The committee's bill also amends Title II of the Social Security
Act to provide for necessary reforms in the administration of the
social security disability insurance program. The disability insurance program has attracted substantial Congressional attention
over the last two years, primarily because of the numbers of
beneficiaries whose benefits have been terminated. The review of
current beneficiaries that has produced these terminations was
mandated by Congress, but was accelerated in pace in March, 1981.
There has been no suggestion that those receiving disability benefits should never be examined again, but the committee believes
that the process over the last several years has resulted in erroneous termination of benefits for at least some people.
Therefore, the committee's bill addresses three major areas
where reform appears to be most critically needed: in the standards for determining eligibility for disability benefits, both for new
applicants and more particularly for current beneficiaries being reviewed; in the structure of the administrative process itself; and in
the way in which the Social Security Adminstration makes disability policy, both on its own initiative and in conjunction with rulings of the .F ederal courts. There are in addition several miscellaneous provisions concerning payments to vocational rehabilitation
agencies, publication of policies concerning consultative medical examinations, and establishment of new positions for social security
staff attorneys.
The overall purpose of the bill is, first, to clarifly statutory guidelines for the determination process to insure that no beneficiary
loses eligibility for benefits as a result of careless or arbitrary decision-making by the Federal government. Second, the bill is intended to provide a more humane and understandable application and
appeal process for disability applicants and beneficiaries appealing
termination of their benefits. Finally, the bill seeks to standardize
the Social Security Administration's policy-making procedures
through the notice and comment procedures of the Administrative
Procedures Act, and to make those procedures conform with the
standard practices of Federal law, through aquiescence in Federal
Court of Appeals rulings.
The committee is deeply concerned about the erosion of public
faith and confidence in the social security disability programs, and
in the agency as part of the Federal government, that has occurred
as a result of the changes in policies over the last several years.
The guidelines established in this bill appear to the committee to
be the best way to restore confidence in the program. The committee believes it is crucial to continued public support for the social
security program as a whole for the public to understand that the
program will be administered according to the law rather than by
constantly shifting and possibly arbitrary policies.
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II. Summary of Provisions
Standards of Disability

Standard of review for terminations of disability benefits (medical
improvement)
Section 101 of the bill requires the continuation of benefits for
those individuals whose conditions have not medically improved to
the point of ability to perform SGA, with the following exceptions:
(a) benefits may be terminated if new evidence shows the beneficiary has benefited from advances in medical therapy or technology or from any vocational therapy to the point of ability to perform SGA; and
(b) benefits may be terminated if new evidence (including new diagnostic or evaluation techniques not available or used at the original determination) shows the impairment or impairments to be less
severe than originally thought.
Section 101 also provides for termination of benefits whether or
not the impairment has improved if the person is currently working at the substantial gainful activity (SGA) level, or if the prior
determination of entitlement to benefits was either clearly erroneous at the time it was made, or was fraudulently obtained. SSA
would be authorized to secure additional medical evidence to reconstruct initial decisions in cases where there is no medical evidence
supporting the initial decision.
Study on evalution of pain
Section 102 requires the Secretary, in conjunction with the National Academy of Sciences, to conduct a study concerning the
questions of using subjective evidence of pain in determining
whether a person is under a disability, and the state of the art of
preventing, reducing or coping with pain. A report is to be submitted to the Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by Aprill, 1985.
Multiple impairments
Section 103 provides that in determinations of disability, the Secretary must consider the combined effect of all of an individual's
impairments whether or not each or any impairment would alone
be severe enough to qualify the person for benefits.
Disability Determination Process
Temporary moratorium on mental improvement reviews
Section 201 provides for a temporary delay on reviews of all
mental impairment disabilities until the listings for mental impairments have been revised in consultation with the Advisory Council,
and are published in final form in regulations. Regulations must be
published no later than 9 months after the date of enactment. The
delay also would be imposed on review of all CDI mental impairment cases after June 7, 1983.
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Face-to-face evidentiary hearing
Section 202 provides for the implementation, no later than January 1, 1985, of face-to-face evidentiary interviews at the State
agency level for medical termination cases. Under this provision,
the State agency would send the beneficiary a preliminary notice
of an unfavorable decision and the claimant would have 30 days in
which to request a face-to-face meeting before a formal determination is made. The reconsideration level would be abolished for all
initial CDI decisions completed after January 1, 1985.
Section 205 also requires the Secretary to initiate demonstration
projects with respect to face-to-face evidentiary meetings at the initial level of .State agency determination for new applicants and
report to the Congress by April 1, 1984, and projects begun no later
than July 1, 1984.
Payments of benefits during appeal
Section 203 provides on a permanent basis for the continuation
of benefits during appeal in all CDI cases through the decision of
the Administrative Law Judge. Where the ALJ's decision is adverse to the beneficiary, such benefit payments would be subject to
recoupment as under present law. The provision also requires the
Secretary to report to Congress on the impact of the provision by
July 1, 1986.
Qualifications of medical professionals
Section 204 provides that no determination that a person is not
under a disability be made with respect to mental impairments
until a psychiatrist or psychologist employed by the State agency
has completed the medical portion of the case review as well as the
assessment of residual functional capacity.
Consultative examinations
Section 205 provides that regulations be promulgated regarding
consultative examinations.
Miscellaneous Provisions
Application of uniform standards for disability determiMtions
Section 301 provides that the notice and comment provisions of
Section 553 of the Administrative Procedures Act would apply to
be!lefit progra~s u~der Ti.tle II. The provision leaves in place the
ex1stmg exceptions m Section 553 of the APA referring to the issuance of interpretive rulings, as well as purely administrative procedures.
SSA compliance with certain Federal court decisions
Section 302 requires SSA to either apply the decisions of circuit
c~u~ of ap~al .to at least all beneficiaries residing within States
w1th1n the C1rcu1t, or appeal the decision to the Supreme Court.
This provision applies to circuit court opinions issued after the date
of enactment as well as to those opinions which the Secretary still
has the opportunity to appeal to the Supreme Court as of the date
of enactment.
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Payment from trust funds for costs of rehabilitation services
Section 303 repeals the requirement in those cases where there is
a medical recovery that a disabled beneficiary must perform 9
months of SGA to qualify the vocational rehabilitation provider for
reimbursement. In addition, payment for services to VR providers
would be authorized for beneficiaries who without good cause
refuse to continue to accept services or fail to cooperate with the
rehabilitation process.
Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability
Section 304 creates an Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of
Disability composed of independent medical and vocational experts
to provide advice and recommendations to the Secretary on disability standards, policies and procedures. The Council would include
10 members to be appointed by the Secretary (with the Commissioner of Social Security an ex officio member) and must include at
least one psychiatrist, one rehabilitation psychologist and one
medical social worker.
The Council would be authorized to periodically convene a larger
representative group to assure the input of appropriate professional and consumer organizations, and would also be authorized to set
up temporary short-term task forces to examine some specialized
issues.
Section 304 further provides that the Council must be appointed
no later than 60 days after the enactment (to assure the timely
participation of the Council in the review of the mental impairment listings) and would expire on December 31, 1985.
Staff attorneys
Section 305 requires the Secretary of HHS to establish higher
grade attorney positions to enable staff attorneys to achieve qualifying experience necessary to be appointed to ALJ positions.
Effective Date
Except as otherwise provided, these provisions will apply only
with respect to cases involving disability deteminations pending in
HHS or in court on or after the date of enactment.
Supplement Security Income (SSJ) Disability Changes
The bill would make the same changes in the SSI disability program as the bill makes in the Social Security Disability Insurance
program. In addition, the bill would extend for two and one-half
years, through June 30, 1986, the temporary authority in section
1619 of the Social Security Act that provides for the continuation
of SSI benefits and/ or Medicaid for disabled recipients who are
able to work in spite of their impairments. As related to the SSI
disability program, the . Advisory Council on Disability would also
be required to consider alternative approaches to the use of work
evaluation in determining eligibility for SSI disability benefits and
to reexamine the definition of a successful rehabilitation of an SSI
recipient to include the ability of the severely disabled to work in a
sheltered environment and live independently.
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III. Explanation of Provisions
A. Standards of disability (sees. 101-103 of the bill)
1. Overview
Sections 101-103 of the bill are designed to clarify the criteria
that must be used in evaluating whether new applicants or current
beneficiaries are disabled. The criteria laid out in present law are
few, and brief:
(1) Disability is defined in Section 223(dX1) of the Social Security
Act as the inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by
reason of a medically determinable impairment which can be expected to result in death or to last at least 12 months;
(2) A second sentence added in 1967 expanded on this defmition
with respect to the type of work an individual must be unable to
perform, i.e., not only his previous work but, considering his age,
education and work experience, any work existing in the national
economy, regardless of the existence of any specific job he might
actually be hired for.
The committee does not intend to alter the current definition,
which embodies the intent of Congress that only those who are verifiably unable to work are to be found eligible for disability benefits. However, it must be recognized that determining inability to
work in each individual case must ultimately rest to some degree
on the subjective judgment of the examiner.
In response to this inherent subjectivity, the disability determination process has developed into an elaborate system of checks
and balances designed to prevent individual judgment from
outweighing national policies defining who is totally disabled. The
initial decision is made according to the submitted clinical fmdings,
a deliberate paper decision that avoids as much as possible the personal influence of either the claimant or of his physician. The examiner's decision is then subject to several different kinds of reviews, through the quality assurance system and through a multilayered appeals system, in an attempt to ensure as much objectivity as possible in an inherently subjective decision.
The process each examiner follows in making disability decisions
at the State agency level is known as the "sequential evaluation"
process. After checking to see whether the claimant is currently
working at the substantial gainful activity (SGA) level, the examiner next must determine whether the individual has a severe impairment; if he does not, the process goes no further.
SSA has been criticized for using the severe/non-severe test at
this stage of the process as a way to terminate benefits, or deny
initial applications without fully evaluating the person's real ability to wo.rk. T?is c~iticism has been particularly strong in the case
of multiple Impairments, because the regulations require that
where the person has several impairments, of which none are
severe, no disability can be found.
J\t t~is steJ? and later on in the process, current policy is to take
subJective evidence of pain into account only if objective medical
data! su?h as. laboratory tests and documented case history, show a
specific Impairment that can reasonably be concluded to be causing
the pain. This policy is an attempt to ensure that a finding of dis-
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ability is based only on "medically determinable" impairments, as
required by the statutory definition, and to reduce the level of subjectivity inherent in the disability determination.
After finding that the person has a severe impairment, the examiner must determine whether that impairment matches the listings of disabling impairments or if, in combination with other less
severe conditions, the total impairment equals the severity level in
the listings (the "meets or equals'' test). If it does not, the examiner
must assess the person's "residual functional capacity"- ability to
do either his past work or any other work in the national economy.
SSA evaluates work capacity in a variety of ways, using all available evidence of work or productive activity in sheltered workshops,
home settings and competitive work environments.
This evaluation is difficult to make for beneficiaries who have
been receiving benefits for some time, particularly for those with
mental impairments, whose illness may allow certain types of activity with limited circumstances, but possible not under the day to
day pressure of a real job. SSA has been particularly criticized for
not giving sufficient weight to the longitudinal medical and work
history of mentally impaired claimants.
In summary, SSA's current policies for interpreting the definition of disability place a heavy emphasis on objective evidence to
support a finding of disability. The sequential evaluation is designed to create a series of clear decisions for the examiner, particularly as to the severity of the impairment, which are to be
made based only on verifiable clinical data, so that the subjectivity
of the decision can be kept to a minimum.
While this process allows tighter control over the number of
people allowed benefits, and therefore over program costs, it can
result in denial of benefits for people who cannot be expected to
work in view of their total condition. The definition of disability
clearly states that benefits are to be paid to those who are unable
to work because of severe impairment, not merely to those who
meet a certain impairment level and incidentally are unable to
work. The current procedures thus represent a compromise between complete evaluation of every individual's particular circumstances, on one hand, and, on the other, a completely objective
"screen" of characteristics which must be satisfied in order to find
a person disabled.
The committee wishes to reaffirm that the purpose of the disability insurance program is to provide benefits only for those who are
unable to work. It is therefore completely appropriate for the
Social Security Administration to periodically review beneficiaries
who are not deemed to be permanently disabled, in order to ensure
that the law is being carried out.
However, the committee is concerned that the consideration of
eligibility for disability benefits be conducted using criteria that
clearly reflect the intent of Congress that all those who are unable
to work receive benefits. It is of particular concern that the Social
Security Administration has been criticized for basing terminations
of benefits solely and erroneously on the judgment that the person's medical impairment is "slight," according to very strict criteria and is therefore not disabling, without making any further
ev~uation of the person's ability to work.
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The committee believes that in the interests of reasonable administrative flexibility and efficiency, a determination that a
person is not disabled may be based on a judgment that the person
has no impairment, or that the impairment or combination of impairments are slight enough to warrant a presumption that the
person's work ability is not seriously affected. The current "sequential evaluation process" allows such a determination, and the committee does not wish to eliminate or seriously impair use of that
process. However, the committee notes that the Secretary has already planned to re-evaluate the current criteria for non-severe impairments, and urges that all due consideration be given to revising those criteria to reflect the real impact of impairments upon
the ability to work.
It is also assumed that the length of time the beneficiary has
been on the benefit rolls will be taken into account in assessing the
person's residual functional capacity. The committee is concerned
that the periodic review of beneficiaries who are over age 50, and
who have been on the benefit rolls for some period of time, may
result in termination of benefits for many in that age group who
realistically cannot be expected to re-enter the work force given
their age and length of time in receipt of benefits. Therefore, the
committee directs the Secretary to re-evaluate the consideration
given in the determination process for such beneficiaries to past
relevant work, in order to ensure that older beneficiaries who have
been receiving benefits for several years are carefully reviewed for
realistic ability to work.
The committee is also concerned that the evaluation of the person's ability to work be made in a context that accurately reflects
the capacity to work in a normal, competitive environment. Such
an evaluation does not necessarily require a full "work evaluation"
by a vocational expert in each case, although such evaluations are
desirable and should be used wherever feasible where the additional information provided by such evaluations would be helpful in deciding close cases. The committee particularly urges that such evaluations should be used if at all possible in cases of mental impairment, where necessary to aid in determining eligibility in "borderline" cases, at the point in the sequential evaluation process where
such evaluations would normally be done under current policy. '
It is also important in such cases to evaluate the person's entire
work history, rather than to examine only recent evidence of work
activity, in order to determine whether the person can really
engage in substantial gainful activity. The committee emphasizes
that in any evaluation of work activity, the presence of work in a
sheltered setting or workshop cannot in and of itself be used as
conclusive evidence of ability to work at the substantial gainful activity level. Such work may be used in conjunction with other evidence that the beneficiary or claimant is not disabled, but benefits
should not be denied simply because of sheltered work experience.
The committee emphasizes that the foregoing discussion does not
constitute any change in the current definition of disability, but
rather is a clarification of the intent of Congress that disability
benefits should be granted to those who are unable to work because
of a medically determinable impairment. Sections 101 and 103 of
the bill provide statutory standards for determining disability: sec-
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tion 101 establishes specific criteria for re-examination of current
beneficiaries, while section 103 establishes criteria for multiple impairment cases both on initial application and on re-examination.
Section 102 mandates a study and recommendations on the possible
use of subjective evidence of pain in determinations of disability,
with a view toward establishing standards in this area through legislation after consideration of the report. Taken together, these
new statutory standards will provide much needed clarification of
the law and of Congressional intent.
The committee also wishes to emphasize that the social security
disability insurance program is a Federal social insurance program,
fully funded by the disability insurance trust fund (including State
and Federal administrative costs), and administered by the Social
Security Administration. While disability determinations are made
by State disability agencies under voluntary agreements with the
Department of Health and Human Services, policies for making
these evaluations are and must be established at the Federal level,
for implementation on a nationwide basis.
The committee is aware of the actions several States have taken
in response to conflicting interpretations of the applicable provisions of law relating to the termination of benefits-actions which,
in effect, represent a failure to comply with certain policies issued
by SSA. While such actions must be regarded as questionable, the
current confusion that has given rise to them is understandable
and creates a compelling need for congressional clarification. We
believe the relevant issues would be resolved by this bill and that,
as a result, the basis for any such actions would be eliminated.
The committee bill makes clear what the law is with regard to
certain areas of contention such as the standard for medical improvement. With respect to the area that is not so clarified, i.e., the
use of subjective evidence of pain in disability determinations, the
intent of Congress is clear: upon receipt of information adequate to
form a reasonable basis for legislating, Congress will enact a specific policy concerning pain; until that time, no change in policy by
the Social Security Administration is mandated by this bill.
2. Standard of review for terminations of disability benefits
(sec. 101 of the bill)
Section 101 of the bill provides for the first time in the social security statute a specific standard that must be met before a disability beneficiary can be found to be not disabled. SSA has always
scheduled a certain percentage of disability beneficiaries for re-examination to determine whether they are still disabled. The statute
contains no guidelines for appropriate criteria to govern these reexaminations, other than the definition of disability.
From 1969 to 1976, SSA's policy, established originally by an administrative law judge in one hearing, was to not terminate benefits for anyone whose condition had not improved sin~e the i~it~al
determination of eligibility. This policy wass reversed In 1976 In I~
temal SSA directives. Shortly thereafter, the Supreme Court, In
Matthews v. Eldridge, agreed with the agency that the bu~den of
proving continuing eligibility for benefits was on the beneficiary..
However possible as a result of the pre-1975, a decreasmg
number of'people seemed to be leaving the benefit rolls to return
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to work in the 1970's-the rate of benefit terminations due to recovery or return to work fell from 32 percent per thousand
beneficiaries in 1967 to 16 persons per thousand in 1975. As a
result, Congressional interest was expressed, beginning in 1978, in
requiring SSA to look at people who had been receiving benefits for
a long time to see if they were still eligible. SSA's standard prooodures for re-examining only a small number of beneficiaries
seemed to be inadequate in light of the declining number of benefit
terminations for return to work.
·
The 1980 Social Security Disability Amendments made a number
of significant changes in disability program operations. Responding
to the need for more effective management of the program,·the legislation required a dramatic increase in the amount of management review and oversight of the program, with the objective of
tightening central Federal control over State agency and ALJ decisions, and re-invigorating ongoing review of current beneficiaries.
Of particular concern in connection with Section 901 of the bill was
the provision requiring review at least once every three years of all
beneficiaries not permanently disabled, beginning in January,
1982.
However, the Department of Health and Human Services moved
up the date of implementation of this provision, and accelerated
the rate of review of current beneficiaries beyond the schedule required in the 1980 Amendments. Beginning in March 1981, SSA
began sending out about three times the normal number of CDI
cases: about 160,000 were done in FY 1981, 496,771 in FY 1982, and
640,000 were budgeted for FY 1983 prior to the Secretary's new initiative to slow down the review process announced in June, 1983.
The rate of terminations in these CDI cases at the initial level
currently is about 45 percent, which is very close to the rate for
reexaminations done in previous years. However, the types of cases
being examined in the accelerated CDI process are different from
the relative few cases SSA used to designate for re-examination because they had great potential for medical recovery.
The new caseload consists in large part of beneficiaries who were
not scheduled for re-examination before, and who in manr cases
were found disabled several years ago, during and after the mauguration of the SSI program, when the decision criteria may have
been less precise than those being used today. The magnitude of
the CDI initiatives has meant that a very large number of the
cases SSA considers were wrongly allowed (either by the original
State examiner or by an ALJ overturning the State agency) are
being re-examined for the first time since the policy change on
medical improvement in 1976.
These re-evaluations are based on current standards and medical
criteria which are in many cases more clear~ut and exact than the
standards on which benefits were initially based, and reflect improvements in medical technology and treatment. Moreover, the
overall "adjudicative climate" has been generally more rigorous
than in earlier years, so that re-examined beneficiaries, now being
looked at as if they are new applicants, will have more rigorous
standards applied than in their initial determination. For example;
beneficiaries who originally were allowed benefits because their
combination of impairments roughly approximated the level re-
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quired by the medical listings ("equals the listings"), are now more
likely to be evaluated according to whether their impairment
matches the medical criteria ("meets the listings"), which are
themselves different from the criteria in 1970.
It has been alleged that the agency, particularly in mental impairment cases, has focused too heavily on the severity of the medical condition without making an adequate evaluation of the beneficiary's ability to work, with the result that benefits have been terminated for many people who cannot function in a work environment. These policies seem to have been in effect well before the inauguration of the accelerated review in 1981, but the combination
of an apparently more restrictive policy and reviews of large numbers of beneficiaries have resulted in widespread complaints about
SSA's procedures.
These policies have come under severe criticism in Federal
courts, particularly in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals which
has ruled twice that SSA must demonstrate either medical improvement or (in the later ruling) clear and specific error in the
original award, in order to terminate disability benefits. Similar
11
rnedical improvement" standards have been declared in other circuit courts as well, and an increasing number of State governors
have declared those judgements to be binding on ALJ's and State
adjudicators in opposition to Federal policy guidelines.
In summary, the re-examination of large numbers of current disability beneficiaries has resulted in termination of benefits for
many beneficiaries whose medical condition has not changed substantially since they were allowed benefits. Medical impairments
are being closely examined to determine whether they meet today's
standards-if the impairment is now judged to be not severe, the
person's benefits are terminated, whether or not the impairment is
any different from when the person was first allowed. The primary
issue therefore is whether a person's benefits should be terminated
because standards of disability have changed since the individual
was first allowed benefits, so that he is judged able to work under
current criteria even though his medical condition has not improved.
The committee recognizes that the problems with the current
review have arisen, at least in part, because the criteria for termination of benefits as a result of review were left unstated in the
law. SSA has therefore had wide discretion to apply whatever
standards it deemed appropriate-and since the standards of the
current program apparently are stricter than those in the past, applying today's standards has meant eliminating benefits for many
more beneficiaries than was anticipated when the 1980 Amendments were enacted.
Therefore, section 101 of the bill establishes a clear "medical improvement" standard that creates a category of beneficiaries who,
because their medical conditions have not improved, are presumed
to be unable to work and who therefore must continue to receive
benefits. This standard contains several important exceptions
which would allow termination of benefits even where the beneficiary's medical condition has not improved: where th~ beneficiary
is performing substantial gainful activity, where med1~al or. rehabilitation techniques allow the person to work desp1te h1s un-
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changed condition, where the original decision was in error, or was
fraudulent, or where new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations reveal that the impairment is less disabling than originally thought.
The committee believes these exceptions address several legitimate concerns: that benefits which were improperly allowed originally should not be continued; and that the documented effects of
medical or vocational therapy on an individual's ability to perform
SGA, and the result of a reassessment of the severity of an individual's impairment based on the application of new or improved diagnostic or evaluative techniques need to be taken fully into account
in making continuing disability determinations. The committee emphasizes, however, that the application of these exceptions is contingent on the satisfaction of specified requirements relating to
documentation, the acquisition of appropriate medical and vocational evidence and the use of specified techniques or procedures.
Thus, with respect to the effect of medical or vocational therapy on
an individual's ability to perform SGA, the exception would be applicable only if it is demonstrated, on the basis of new medical evidence and a new assessment of the individual's residual functional
capacity (RFC), that the individual has been the recipient of services which reflect advances in medical therapy or technology (or
the recipient of any vocational therapy) which has had the effect of
restoring the individual's ability to engage in SGA.
Similarly rigorous requirements must be satisfied with respect to
the use of the exception relating to the results obtained from the
application of new or improved diagnostic or evaluative techniques
which may disclose that the individual's impairment is less disabling than originally thought at the time of the prior determination (for example, the individual has the ability to do his previous
work, that is, usual work or other past work). The committee recognizes that there may be some cases in which the prior decision that
the individual was disabled was based, in part, on an assessment of
residual functional capacity that was either improperly or inadequately documented. While it might be argued that in such cases
a finding of clear error ought to be made, it is not intended that
the standard of "clearly erroneous" be loosely applied to encompass
inadequate development of a case. Moreover, the cases involved
here do not represent "erroneous determinations"; rather, they reflect decisions properly made in accordance with the state of the
art at the time the decisions were made and in accordance with the
administrative procedures in place at that time. The fact is, however, that changing methodologies and advances in medical and vocational diagnostic and evaluative techniques have given rise to improved methods for documenting and evaluating medical evidence,
RFC, and vocational factors. Where such methods, properly used,
permit the development of more accurate, objective and valid results, they should not be ignored.
The committee intends that where SSA uses new or improved
evaluation techniques to determine and document an individual's
ability or inability to work, and where this new determination
shows that an individual is not as disabled as initially considered
(for example, the individual can do his previous work), such evidence may serve as the basis for a fmding under this section that
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the individual is not disabled within the meaning of Title II of the
Social Security Act.
The committee expects that this exception will be carefully applied and that any determinations made in accordance with this
provision will be fully documented~ accurate and consistent with
objective medical and vocational findings. Since these cases may involve individuals who have been receiving disability benefits in
good faith~ the committee re-emphasizes here that it expects the
Secretary to re-evaluate the consideration given in the continuing
disability process to factors such as age and duration in benefit
status. Nonetheless, when appropriately and responsibly applied,
this exception is available to assure the equitable attainment of the
objectives of the program.
The committee is aware that in some cases adjudicated in prior
years all the medical information relevant to the initial decision
may not still be in the beneficiary's file and that such a situation
would preclude the possibility of making an objective finding with
respect to a change in the severity of the beneficiary's impairment.
In such cases, SSA would be authorized to secure such medical informat~on as may be necessary to fully reconstruct the medical
records and data that were utilized in making the initial decision.
The commit~ emphasizes, however, that the inability to reconstruct such records and data cannot serve, in and of itself, as a
basis for a determination that there has been medical improvement. Such a conclusion may be reached only if the records applicable to the initial decision have been fully reconstructed and the
prior and current medical evidence discloses that there has in fact
been medical improvement.
3. Study concerning evaluation of pain (sec. 102 of the bill)
The social security statute currently provides no guidance on the
use of allegations of pain by the claimant in the disability determination process. Because the definition of disability states that inability to work must be "by reason of a medically determinable impairment", the Social Security Administration has allowed allegations of pain to be used only if a specific physical impairment
exists to which the pain can be reasonably attributed.
However, many claimants allege disability primarily or substantially as a result of disabling pain that cannot be specifically attributed to a physical condition. Because the law itself is not explicit,
allowance decisions at the ALJ and Federal court levels have not
infrequently depended heavily on this kind of subjective evidence.
Almost every circuit court of appeals has ruled at some point over
the last ten years that eligibility should be based on subjective evidence of pain, at least in cases where it corroborated by testimony
of other witnesses.
The committee is concerned that a fragmented standard is now
in effect for using subjective evidence of pain, depending on whether the beneficary has pursued his claim through t~e .ALJ or di~trict
court level. While it may well be the case that pain In and of Itself,
regardless of its cause, can ~esult in i~ability to work~ t~ere is apparently still no way to verify the eXIstence of such pain through
objective medical testing.
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The committee is therefore reluctant at this time to allow deter~
minations of disability to be based on such subjective criteria.
There is plainly a critical need for a clear legislative policy, to be
applied to all cases on a nationwide basis; it is not appropriate for
the Federal courts to establish policy on such an issue simply ~
cause the statute is insufficiently specific. However, the committee
cannot, at this time, mandate such a policy, simply because there is
not enough information about the impact this kind of change
would have on the types of cases that would be allowed and on the
costs to the disability program.
Therefore, section 102 of the bill requires the Secretary in con~
junction with the National Academy of Sciences, to conduct a study
on the question of using subjective evidence of pain in determining
disability, and on the question of the state of the art of preventing,
reducing or coping with pain, and to report to the Congress by
April 1, 1985 on the results of the study. It is anticipated that at
that time, Congress will be able to develop a satisfactory statutory
standard.
The committee also directs the Secretary to conduct such studies
as are necessary to obtain complete information and statistics on
both the fiScal costs and administrative feasibility of eliminating
the 5-month waiting period for disability benefits for persons diagnosed by their physicians as terminally ill with less than 12
months to live. The results of such studies shall be presented to the
Congress no later than October 1, 1984.
4. Multiple impairments (sec. 103 of the bill)
Under current law, the first step in the sequential evaluation
process through which the disability determination is made is to
determine whether the applicant has a severe impairment. If SSA
determines that a claimant's impairment is not severe, the consideration of the claim ends at that point. In cases where a person has
several impairments, none of which meet the standard for
"severe", he is judged not disabled, without any further evaluation
of the cumulative impact of his impairments on his ability to work.
The committee believes that this does not represent a realistic
policy with respect to persons with several impairments which may
in many cases interact and effectively eliminate the person's ability to work. While it is clear that the determination of disability
must be based on the existence of a medically determinable impairment, there are plainly many cases where the total effect of a
number of different conditions can safely be characterized as disabling, even if each by itself would not be. Section 103 of the bill
therefore requires that in determining whether an individual's
physical or mental impairment or impairments are so severe as to
be disabling, SSA must consider the combined effect of all the individual's impairments without regard to whether any individual impairment considered separately would be considered severe.
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B. Disability determination process (sees. 201-205 of the bill)

1. Moratorium on mental impairment reviews (sec. 201 of the

bill)

Serious questions have been raised by Federal courts, professionals in the fields of psychiatry and vocational counseling and the
General Accounting Office about the adequacy of SSA's Listing of
Mental Impairments and the appropriateness of SSA's current
methods for assessing residual functional capacity and predicting
ability to work in individuals with mental impairments. While the
validity of all these criticisms may be subject to some debate, it is
clear that in many cases individuals have been improperly denied
benefits. Moreover, the Secretary has determined that a full scale
re-evaluation of the Listings and current procedures is necessary
and, on her own motion, has imposed a moratorium on reviews of
mental impairment cases classified as functional psychotic disorders. However, the moratorium imposed by the Secretary does not
include all mental impairment cases that will be affected by
changes in the listings and procedures, does not provide a precise
timetable for the review and resolution of the pertinent issues and
does not stipulate how the results of these changes are to be subse·
quently implemented.
The committee agrees that a moratorium of the kind imposed by
the Secretary is warranted. However, the committee is concerned
about the need to establish clear guidelines with respect to the
review process, the timeframe for conducting the re-evaluation and
procedures for the disposition of cases, including new applications
and prior CDI's in the categories affected by the moratorium. The
purpose of section 201 is to provide these guidelines.
Under section 201 a temporary delay would be imposed on reviews of all mental impairment cases until the Secretary revises
the criteria embodied under the category "Mental Disorders" in
the "Listing of Impairments." The revised listings and procedures
for assessment of residual functional capacity are to be designed so
as to realistically evaluate the ability of a mentally impaired individual to engage in substantial gainful activity in a competitive environment. Regulations establishing such reviewed criteria and listings are to be published no later than 9 months after the enactment. Moreover, the Secretary is required to conduct this re-evaluation and to prepare the appropriate regulations in consultation
with the Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability (created
under section 304 of the bill).
This delay of reviews would apply to all CDis of mental impairment cases upon which a timely appeal was pending on or after
June 7, 1983 or on which no initial decision has been rendered as of
the date of enactment, unless the individual is engaged in substantial gainful activity or fraud is involved. .
.
Initial cases denied during the moratortum pertod are to be reviewed by the Secretary as soon as feasible after the new criteria
are established, and those with mental impairments who were
denied benefits or had their benefits terminated between March 1,
1981 and the date of enactment will have their cases reopened as of
the most recent prior determination if they reapply within one
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year. Benefits would be paid as of the date of reapplication but the
individual's insured status would thus be protected.
The committee is cognizant of the fact that revision of the listings in the mental impairment area could potentially result in an
increase in the cost of the disability program. For that reason, the
committee intends to monitor closely the cost effects of these revi·
sions and directs the Secretary to report to the Committee on Ways
and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance on the cost effects of any proposed changes in the listings 30 days in advance of
the implementation of the regulations.
2. Face-to-face hearings in State disability determint~tion
·agencies (sec. 202 of the bill)
Decisions as to whether or not an individual is disabled are made
by 54 State disability agencies under agreements with SSA. These
decisions may be appealed. Currently a disability claim or a CDI
may go through five or more decision levels:
(1) The initial decision by the State agency, which if adverse
can be appealed to
(2) the reconsideration level, also conducted by the State
agency, which if adverse can be appealed to
(3) the Federal administrative law judge hearing, followed
by, if adverse,
(4) an appeals council review; and finally
(5) if all prior decisions are adverse, the claimant can file an
appeal in the Federal court system.
Under present law, the Federal Administrative Law Judge (A.I.J)
is the first level at which the disabled individual meets face-to-face
with a decisionmaker. Initial interviews are conducted in SSA district or branch offices (of which there are about 1300) when the individual first applies or is first called in for a CDI, but no decisions
are rendered there.
Even though no decisions are rendered in the social security district office, the committee recognizes the importance of the initial
interview a CDI beneficiary or new applicant receives there. The
district office has traditionally played a major role in assuring a
full explanation of the program, of the individual's rights, the procedures involved, and in providing assistance to the individual in
pursuing his or her claim.
P.L. 97-455 mandated that by January 1, 1984, individuals whose
benefits are terminated due to a medical review (CDI) must be
given the opportunity to have a face-to-face evidentiary hearing at
the reconsideration level conducted either by the Secretary or the
State agency. Although it may be necessary for logistical reasons
for the Secretary to implement this provision in many areas of the
country through the use of SSA hearings officers, the committee
would encourage the Secretary to offer State agencies the option to
conduct these face-to-face hearings. Since, under the provisions of
the committee's bills, this reconsideration hearing would be only a
temporary transitional procedure which would be phased out as
the State agencies implement a face-to-face interview at the initial
State agency decision level, State agencies could acquire valuable
experience in conducting the transitional reconsideration hearing.
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There is virtually unanimous agreement about the desirability of
providing for a face-to-face meeting between the disability beneficiary and the administrative decisionmaker. The committee believes
that such a meeting at the initial stage in the adjudicative process
would permit State agency disability examiners to better assess the
individual's residual functional capacity and assure that all relevant medical and vocational information has been obtained. Moreover, an interview at the initial State agency level, rather than at
some later stage, would both simplify and expedite the decisionmaking process.
Consequently, section 202 provides for the implementation, no
later than January 1, 1985, of face-to-face evidentiary interviews by
all State disability agencies at the initial decision level for all
medical termination cases. Under this provision, the State agency
would send the beneficiary a preliminary notice of an unfavorable
decision and the claimant would have 30 days in which to request a
face-to-face meeting before a formal determination is made. The
present reconsideration level would be abolished upon implementation of the State interviews. The committee emphasizes that where
it is possible it would prefer that this provision be implemented
earlier than January 1, 1985, and that where this occurs the transitional reconsideration hearings would be terminated.
The committee also endorses the concept of instituting face-toface hearings at the initial, State level, and of abolishing the reconsideration level, for initial claims as well as CDI review cases. However, it is recognized that this procedure would be a complicated
and major change for the program necessitating further study and
preparatory administrative planning. As a result, section 905 also
requires the Secretary to initiate demonstration projects with respect to face-to-face evidentiary meetings at the initial level of
State agency determinations for new applicants and requires the
Secretary to report to the Congress by April 1, 1985, on these projects. These projects must be conducted in a minimum of five States
with the participating States to be selected no later than January
1, 1984. Where the projects are initiated, the reconsideration level
would be eliminated.
The committee emphasizes that, where feasible, these demonstration projects should be implemented prior to the dates in the bill
and notes that some States have expressed a strong interest in testing out this procedure. Since the committee is concerned that there
be a full and cooperative effort made to implement and carry out
all phases of a face-to-face interview in initial cases, the committee
believes it would be appropriate to use these particular States in
the demonstration projects.
3. Payment of benefits during appeal (sec. 203 of the bill)
P.L. 97-455, passed by Congress in December 1982, included a
provision to allow beneficiaries whose benefits had been ceased be-

cause of a medical review of their eligibility to elect to continue receiving benefits until an ALJ has rendered a decision on. the case.
If the case is denied, then the benefits, except for Medtcare, are
subject to recoupment (subject to the hardship waiver standards already in law). This provision, ~owev~r, was adopted. on a temporary
basis only-until further consideration could be gtven to the CDI
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issue in the 98th Congress. Thus, under present law, no extended
payment can be made after June 1984 and the provision applies
only to cessations occurring before October 1, 1983. For cessations
after that date the program will revert to prior law which provided
benefits for the month of cessation and two additional months.
Since January approximately 113,000 individuals have elected to
continue benefit payments during appeal.
Section 203 provides on a permanent basis for the continuation
of benefits during appeal in all CDI cases through the decision of
the Administrative Law Judge. Where the ALJ's decision is adverse to the beneficiary, such benefit payments would be subject to
recoupment as under present law. The Secretary also must report
to the committee on Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance by July 1, 1986, on the impact of this provision on expenditures from the social security and Medicare trust funds and the
rate of appeals to ALJs. The committee believes, based on the experience under the present temporary provision, that providing for
continuation of payments during appeal helps considerably to ease
the severe financial and emotional hardships that would otherwise
be suffered by disabled persons.
In addition, it is recognized that beneficiaries may be reluctant
to elect to receive continued benefit payments for fear of not being
able to repay the benefits provided if the decision of the Administrative Law Judge is unfavorable. The committee intends that at
the time beneficiaries are given the opportunity to make this election they be informed that, in the event of an unfavorable determination, they might be eligible for a waiver or for a long-term repay·
ment plan. The committee further intends that the Secretary take
into account individual circumstances in making a determination
as to whether or not to waive the overpayment.
4. Qualifications of medical professionals (sec. 204 of th$ bill)

A shortage of qualified medical personnel has been a chronic
problem in the social security disability program. Knowledgeable
medical consultation is necessary for accurate decisions, and particular concerns have been raised that in the area of mental impairments a general medical knowledge is often not sufficient for a full
evaluation of an individual's claim. The committee notes that
through the encouragement of the Social Security Administration
almost all State agencies now have staff psychiatrists available.
Section 204 requires that where there is an unfavorable decision
in a mental impairment case, a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist must complete the medical portion and the residual functional
capacity assessment of the determination. The committee believes
that this requirement will help assure an accurate determination
of the individual's capacity for substantial gainful activitY..
The committee would also encourage the Social Secunty Admin·
istration to urge States to secure qualified specialists in other·areas
of impairments and to examine methods (such as referrals to
nearby States or to the SSA central office) for providing consulta·
tion with specialists where that would be helpful but is not locally
available. The committee notes that requiring States to hire physi·
cians in all specialties would be costly and in some States impossi·
ble. Nonetheless, the committee believes efforts should be maae, to
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the extent feasible, to provide disability examiners with the expert
consultation of specialists wherever that would be helpful in
making an accurate decision.
In this and other areas the committee notes that efforts to
gather every piece of evidence must be balanced against the time
and resources required to do so. If the disability judgment takes too
long or becomes too fraught with complicated procedures for gathering evidence it would be criticized on those grounds. Indeed, some
courts have interposed time limits on how long the agency can
spend in reaching a decision. Given the already substantial administrative costs of the program and the constraints imposed by individual States on securing additional personnel, the availability of
resources is also a real consideration since imposing requirements
for. which there are not adequate resources generally causes additional disruption of the program- the opposite effect from that intended.
Nevertheless, concerns have been expressed that in an effort to
process cases in an expeditious manner, procedures have been followed by SSA which inhibit the full development of medical and
other evidence and which made it more difficult for disabled claimants fully to state their case.
The committee emphasizes the need to examine all relevant evidence in making a disability determination and the need to actively seek and pay particular attention to evidence from treating physicians, especially in chronic illnesses. SSA and State agency personnel share an obligation to assist the claimant in understanding
the process and securing necessary medical data. The committee,
therefore, requests that the Secretary report to the Congress on the
current use of home visits by agency personnel and on whether
there are other instances where a home visit would not now occur
but which might be constructive in providing the agency with full
information on a claimant.
Similarly, the committee is concerned that hearings locations
(and face-to-face interview locations) be accessible to beneficiaries.
Such offices should be located in buildings fully accessible to the
handicapped; funding for medical evidence and travel should be
provided, and the Social Security Administration should re-examine the current requirement that a beneficiary must travel at least
75 miles in order to qualify for travel reimbursement as this standard may be inappropriate in many locations in this country.
5. Regulatory standards for consultative examinations (sec.
205 of the bill)
Consultative examinations are medical examinations purchased
by the agency from physicans outside the agency to secure medical
information necessary to make a determination or to check conflicting evidence. Many concerns have been raised about the improper or generally unsupervised use _of C~'s and SSA ha:' taken
several steps to tighten up procedures In thiS area and particularly
to restrict the use of doctors providing CE's on a volume basis
(volume providers).
.
The committee is pleased to note that effor_ts are be.Ing .made to
provide more direction in the use of consultative examinations and
would encourage SSA to redouble its efforts to secure reasonable
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fee structures for consultative examinations so that dependency on
volume providers can be reduced. The committee also believes,
however, that concerns about the use of consultative examinations
would be lessened if policies now in effect with respect to consultative examinations (or any subsequent policies that may be developed in this area) were embodied in regulations. Section 205, therefore, requires that the Secretary promulgate such policies in regulations. Since the purpose of this provision is only to assure that
the policies a'te published in regulations there is no intent or implication that any new claims or pending cases involving consultative
examinations be delayed until the regulations are published. On
the contrary, it is the committee's intent that such cases will continue to be processed and adjudicated as under present law.
The committee also notes that questions have been raised about
SSA's application of the trial work provision of present law. In
order to eliminate any possible misunderstanding or confusion
about the intent of this provision, the committee reaffirms that recency of work and sustained work over several consecutive months
is necessary for an individual to meet trial work conditions.
C. Miscellaneous provisions (sees. 301-305 of the bill)
1. Uniform standards for disability determiTUJtWns (sec. 301
of the bill)

Section 553 of the Administration Procedure Act of 1946 es~
lished basic requirements for informal rulemaking, the process by
which most regulations today are promulgated. This section requires general notice of proposed rulemaking to be published in the
Federal Register, and an opportunity for public comment during a
period of at least thirty days prior to the effective date of the rule.
There are general exceptions to these requirements for interpretative rules, statements of policy, and rules of agency procedure, organization or practice, and where the agency for good cause finds
the notice and comment procedures impractical or contrary to the
public interest.
Social security benefits are not covered under Section 553 by
virtue of an exception in Section 553(a)(2): "a matter relating to
agency management or personnel or to public property, loans,
grants, benefits, or contracts." This exception was part of the original APA, which was enacted at a time when there were very few
Federal benefit programs: the social security disability and Medicare programs did not exist, and requirements for old age and survivor benefits were fairly explicit in the statute. In 1971 then-Secretary of HEW (now HHS) Elliot Richardson issued a statement
placing all HEW programs voluntarily under the APA rule-making
requirements.
However, SSA has continued to issue, as do other agencies such
as the Internal Revenue Service, other policy statements, notably
Social Security Rulings and the disability claims manuals {P()MS),
which are supposed to contain only clarification and interpretation
of the policy contained in regulations. In addition, it has been alleged that real operating policy often develops as a result of State
disability examiner reaction to return of specific allowance decisions deemed incorrect by SSA's Federal quality assurance review-
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ers. None of these sources of policy are open to public notice or
comment.
The Bellmon Report on the hearings and appeals process, mandated by the 1980 Disability Amendments, found wide discrepancies in standards applied by the administrative law judges who are
bound by the statute and regulations, as opposed to those applied
by the State agencies who are bound by the POMS. This discrepancy may be a major reason for the high reversal rate of State agency
denials at the ALJ level (standing at around 55 percent currently).
As a result of this report, and the even higher reversal rate for CDI
cases, there has been considerable pressure for uniform criteria at
all levels of adjudication. SSA's response to this pressure was to
begin incorporating the POMS into Social Security Rulings, which
by regulation (20CFR 422.8) are to be relied upon as precedents in
cases where the facts are essentially similar by ALI's as well as
State agencies.
The original exception for social security to Section 553 notice
and comment requirements appears to have been more an accident
of history than deliberate Congressional intent concerning all
social security programs. When the APA was enacted, the disability program did not yet exist, and there were as yet very few social
security beneficiaries of any sort.
Elimination of the APA exception for benefits has been recommended by the American Bar Association, and such a change has
been incorporated in H.R. 2327, currently under consideration by
the Judiciary Committee (a similar provision was previously approved by the Senate). There appears to be widespread agreement
concerning eliminating just the exemption in 553(a)(2) for public
benefits. There appear to be considerably greater complications in
any changes to section 553(bXA) which allows interpretive statements to be issued without public notice and comments. The J udiciary bill provision for limiting the exemption in 553(b)(A) for interpretive rules has been the subject of extensive debate for some
time, and the bill retains the good cause exception in 553(b)(B).
The committee believes that it is appropriate for changes in policies that affect whether or not people receive disability benefits to
be published in regulations allowing for public participation in the
process. The policy decisions that must be made concerning disability determinations are far more complex than most policies in the
old age and survivor programs, for one major reason: the determination of ability to work is an inherently difficult eligibility decision, while eligibility for retirement benefits depends on factors of
age, quarters of coverage, and current earnings that are relatively
easily determined.
However, the agency should also have sufficient flexibility to respond to changes in conditions quickly, and to issue a~inistrative
guidance to State agencies on a timely basis. There 1s clearly an
appropriate role for issuance of informal policy cla~ification
through rulings or other i~formal ':ehicles, !l~d th~ comm1t~e ~8;8
no wish to deprive the Social Security Administration of this abih-

tyTherefore~

section 301 of the bill requires that the notice and
comment provisions concerning issuance of regulatio~s of section
553(a)(2) of the Administrative Procedures Act be apphed to benefit
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programs under Title II. The provision does not affect the application of the exception in section 553 allowing informal policy clarifi.
cations to be issued through non-regulatory statements.
The committee emphasizes that the intent of the provision is to
provide uniform standards for decision-making at all levels of the
disability determination process, through the normal channels of
rule-making that allow some degree of public participation in the
process. In order to allow SSA some degree of flexibility in administering the extremely complex disability program, the bill allows
the current practice of issuing Social Security Rulings to continue.
However, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that the intent of
the provision in eliminating the first exception is that all policy
that ~ubstantially affects the determination of eligibility must be
the same for all levels-State agency through administrative law
judge-and must be issued through regulations.
This provision does not address directly the problem of informal
policy direction given to State agencies through the quality assurance process. It may be difficult to prevent returns of cases to the
State agency from having an effect on overall adjudicative policy,
particuarly as the agency begins to review sixty-five percent of all
favorable decisions. However, the committee intends Section 301 of
this bill to produce uniform policy at all levels arrived at through
processes open to public scrutiny. It is therefore expected that the
Social Security Administration will take all steps necessary to limit
the influence of quality assurance systems on day to day operations
and policy of State agencies.
The committee is also aware of the grey area that exists between
issues clearly having substantial policy impact that plainly belong
in regulations, and issues clearly minor, administrative or merely
clarifying that plainly belong in informal policy statements. It will
be necessary, therefore, for the committee to closely monitor. SSA's
activities with respect to this provision to assure that misunder·
standings do not arise and that the desired ends are achieved. All
administrative law relies heavily on the presumption that agencies
will perform their duties in good faith, and the committee is, to, a
certain degree, relying on the expectation of good faith efforts by
the agency to promulgate uniform standards through the regulatory process. If after some period of experience, it is found that this
section has not had the desired effect of producing uniforms standards, further measures will be considered.
2. SSA compliance with certain Federal court decisioM (sec.
302 of the bill)
Under the Federal judicial system, decisions by a circuit Court of
Appeals are considered the "law of the circuit," and constitute
binding case law to be followed by all district courts in that circuit.
In general, if two circuits rule differently on a particular issue, the
Supreme Court will review the issue to settle the dispute. The ap-plication of Supreme Court decisions to executive branch policies is
virtually undisputed: if a particular policy is found unconstitutional, or contrary to the statute, that decision is binding on the
agency. The appropriate application of circuit and district court decisions to agency policies is not as clear-cut.
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Claimants for be!lefits under the Social Security Act may appeal
State agency denials through several layers of administrative
appeal, up through the appeals council. A claimant who wishes to
continue to pursue appeal may next turn to the Federal district
court with jurisdiction over his or her claim. The district court reviews the record as compiled by the agency to determine whether
substantial evidence existed for the agency's decision. The district
court's review is not a trial de novo, but rather is limited to a consideration of the pleadings and the transcript of the proceedings at
the ALJ hearing. If the district court finds substantial evidence existed to support the agency's decision to deny benefits, a claimant
may appeal the decision to the circuit court with jurisdiction, and
ultimately petition the Supreme Court for certiorari.
Appeals of the agency's determinations to the Federal district
courts are occurring with much greater frequency in recent years,
imposing a workload burden on some district courts. Between 1955
and 1970, the total number of disability appeals filed with the Federal district courts was about 10,000 cases. In 1982 alone, nearly
13,000 disabliity cases were appealed to the district courts. The
large increase in Federal court litigation on social security matters
may be partly responsible for the present tension between SSA and
the lower Federal courts.
Most disability cases decided in the Federal courts have little
value as precedent for SSA decisions, since most reversals of
agency determinations rest on the lack of substantial evidence for
the agency's position. However, in many instances the court's opinion sets forth a statutory interpretation contrary to that of the
agency, in the traditional manner in which Federal courts estab-lish a rule of law, which is intended to be binding on the agency in
later cases concerning the same issue. Circuit courts of appeals decisions in such cases have been issued with increasing frequency in
recent years, with the clear expectation of the court that SSA
would abide by its interpretation as would normally be the case
with rulings having precedent as law within the circuit.
The Social Security Administration does not follow U.S. Courts of
appeals decisions with which it disagrees, either nationwide or
within the circuit of the ruling. While the agency does obey the
court's ruling in the particular case being adjudicated, the interpretation of law from the court is not considered binding by the
agency either for State disability agency operations or for Federal
social security offices.
Moreover, the agency frequently does not appeal district court or
circuit court opinions with which it disagrees. This practice ensures
that the Supreme Court will not have the opportunity to review
the issue and render a decision with which the agency would be
compelled to comply. Social security ALJ's are not able to follow
court of appeals decisions as precedent if the Supreme Court does
not make a ruling or if the agency does not incorporate the circuit
court's decision in social security rulings or regulations, which is
most often the case in decisions SSA disagrees with.
SSA has been criticized for this policy, both by outside experts
and Federal judges, on the grounds that it undermines the structure of Federal law, and in essence allows SSA to overrule the
legal judgment of the Federal courts by administrative inaction.
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SSA defends its policy on the grounds that a Federal benefits program should be administered uniformly on a national basis. It
should be noted that in a brief before the Supreme Court in Califano v. Yamasaki (1979) the brief for petitioner Secretary Califano
stated the following:
When a statutory or constitutional issue is decided adversely to the Secretary in the course of judicial review obtained by an individual claimant, the Secretary will either
appeal or abide by the unfavorable ruling. Repetitious litigation will thus not be necessary in order to establish a
general legal principle applicable beyond the confmes of a
particular case. Stare decisis will impel the Secretary to
follow statutory or constitutional decisions within the jurisdiction of the courts having rendered them.
This statement is in marked contrast to the repeated instances
brought to the committee's attention of SSA's non-acquiescence
policy, summed up in the following statement from the Associate
Commissioner for Hearings and Appeals issued to Social Security
ALJ's in January, 1982:
The Federal courts do not run SSA's programs, and
[SSA's adjudicators] are responsible for applying the Secretary' s policies and guidelines regardless of court decisions
below the level of the Supreme Court. (Social Security
memorandum to its Administrative Law Judges)
Since 1978, there have arisen numerous cases in which circuit
courts of appeals have ruled on issues where the Title II or XVI
statute is unspecific or silent, most notably the issues of use of allegations of pain in disability determinations, and of whether a beneficiary whose condition has not medically improved can be found
not disabled. Every circuit court of appeals in the country with the
exception of the D.C. circuit has ruled that subjective evidence of
pain must be allowed in finding claimants eligible for benefits. Several circuits, including the Ninth Circuit in two separate opinions,
have ruled that SSA must show that a beneficiary has medically
improved before ruling him no longer disabled. In all of these
cases, SSA has not applied the court interpretation of the statute
beyond the litigated case, and has not pursued an appeal to the Su·
preme Court.
The committee is concerned about the result of this non-acquiescence policy for claimants, the courts and SSA. First, while it is
clearly of utmost importance that a Federal program be administered according to uniform, Federal standards, it is not clear that
SSA's non-acquiscence policy substantially achieves that end. In
fact, under the current policy, distinctions exist within circuits between policies applied to those claimants who pursue their claims
to the appeals court level, and those who cannot. Such a difference
will be particulary significant in those circuits where a class action
suit applying to several thousand claimants is successful.
The committee is most concerned about the impact of this policy
on beneficiaries and claimants, and on their relationship to the
social security program. If a circuit court rules on a given issue
such as medical improvement, it is a foregone conclusion that sub-
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sequent appeals to that court on that issue will be successful. By
refusing to apply the circuit court ruling, SSA forces beneficiaries
and applicants tore-litigate the same issue over and over again in
the circuit, even though the agency is certain to lose each case.
The committee can fmd no reason grounded in sensible public
policy to force beneficiaries to sue in order to obtain what has been
declared by the Federal court as justice in a particular area. Such
a policy creates a wholly undesirable distinction between those
beneficiaries with the resources and fortitude to pursue their
claims, and those who accept the government's original denial in
good faith or because they lack the means to appeal their case. The
strength of the social security program has always rested on the
public perception that the agency's mission is to provide benefits to
all those entitled to them, without undue delay or bureaucratic
barriers. The increasingly adversarial character of the process for
becoming eligible for disability benefits, and especially for retaining eligibility, does immeasurable harm to the public's trust in the
social security program and in government as a whole.
The committee is also concerned about the increasing number
and intensity of confrontations between the agency and the courts
as SSA refuses to apply circuit court opinions. The Ninth Circuit
court recently characterized the Secretary's cjefense of her non-acquiescence policy as "far from persuasive." The opinion goes on to
state:
. . . other circuits that have considered the question
have already rejected the Secretary's argument that a Federal agency can legitimately ignore Federal appeals court
precedents. See, e.g., Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. v. Marshall, 636 F.2d 32, 33 (3d Cir. 1980); liT World Communications v. FCC, 635 F .2d 32, 43 (2d Cir. 1980); Ithaca College v. NLRB, 623 F.2d 224, 228-29 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,
449 U.S. 975 (1980); Mary Thompson Hospital, Inc. v.
NLRB, 621 F.2d 858, 864 (7th Cir. 1980); Allegheny General
Hospital v. NLRB, 608 F.2d 965, 970 (3d Cir. 1979). Moreover, the cases cited by the Secretary to support her position appear to be inapposite. In short, our review of the
relevant case law indicates that there is little chance that
the Secretary will succeed in her argument that non-acquiescence is a legitimate policy, or, to put it more precisely,
that she will persuade us that there is a strong probability
that the plaintiffs would ultimately prevail on this fundamental issue.
While the issue of the constitutionality of the non-acquiscence
policy may he in doubt, the undesirable consequences of escalating
hostility between the Federal courts and the agency are clear. The
committee sees no compelling reason why the S~ial Sec~rity Administration's interpretation of the statute, particularly ~ Issues
where the definitions are not specific or are completely silent on
the issue, should be automatically considered superior to that of
the Federal court.
SSA's reasons for the current policy appear to be based largely
on the desire for consistent national administration of the program. It is a~so clear that Federal courts may frequently hand
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down decisions expanding agency policies in directions the agency
and Congress may not wish applied on a national or regional basis.
Since the guiding principle for Federal courts is the Constitution
and the law, policy considerations such as cost constraints may
play less of a role than they appropriately do in Congressional deliberations
In such instances, however, the committee strongly believes that
Congress' judgment as to the appropriate policy should prevail. If
the Federal circuit courts hand down decisions that appear detri·
mental to the purposes or operation of the program, either the Supreme Court should be given the opportunity to make a determination that remedies the situation, or Congress may well have to clarify the law. In such cases, Congress might reasonably expect the
agency to propose appropriate remedial legislation. Short of legislative changes, however, the committee sees no reason to allow SSA
to ignore the law as determined in each circuit by the highest Federal court simply because the administrators view the Federal
court's decision as mistaken.
Therefore, Section 302 of the bill requires the Social Security Administration to either apply the decisions of circuit courts of appeal
to at least all beneficiaries residing within States within the circuit, or appeal the decision to the Supreme Court. This provision
applies to circuit court opinions issued after the date of enactment
as well as to those opinions which the Secretary still has the opportunity to appeal to the Supreme Court as of the date of enactment.
3. Payment from trust funds for costs of rehabilitation serv·
ices (sec. 303 of the bill)

Prior to P.L. 97-35 (1981 Reconciliation Act), up to 1.5% of the
total amount of disability benefits could be transferred from the
trust funds for payment of vocational rehabilitation services for
SSDI beneficiaries. In FY 1980 the amount transferred was $110
million (the amounts transferred generally were well below the
1.5% ceiling). An additional $50 million in general revenue funds
were expended for SSI disability recipients. A benefit cost study
completed by the Social Security Administration found that in 1975
between $1.39 and $2.72 savings accrued to the social security trust
fund for every $1.00 spent in this program .
. P.L. 96-265 (the 1980 Disability Amendments) included a provi·
s1on that DI and SSI benefits could continue even after medical recovery until the individual completed a vocational rehabilitation
program in which he was participating provided he had not been
expected to recov:er when he entered the program and provided the
program would Increase the possibility of the individual perma·
nently leaving the rolls.
P .L. 97-35 abolished the general DI trust fund program and fur·
ther provided the State VR agencies could be reimbursed only for
the costs of services to beneficiaries that result in the beneficiary's
performance of SGA (substantial gainful activity) for a continuous
pertod of at least 9 months. Trust fund expenditures for FY 1982
were ~bout $2 million and have remained under $10 million each
year stnce.
Section 303 provides assurance to vocational rehabilitation serv·
ice providers that they will be reimbursed for services rendered to
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participants in the medical recovery program (Sec. 301 of P.L. 96265) be removing the restriction added by P .L. 97-35 that reimbursement could occur only where the beneficiary had performed
nine months of SGA and by adding a provision that reimbursement
will occur where the beneficiary without good cause refuses to
accept or fails to cooperate with services in such a way as to preclude successful rehabilitation.
The committee is concerned that provision of vocational rehabili·
tation services to social security beneficiaries be improved. Therefore, it directs the Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability to examine the whole area of the availability of vocational rehabilitation services for social security disability beneficiaries with
particular attention to the following issues: How to assure that
beneficiaries are referred for services in the most expeditious
manner; whether the Secretary should contract directly with public
and private non-profit providers of services, including rehabilitation facilities; how to provide adequate incentives for State and
non-profit organizations to participate in programs available to
social security beneficiaries; and what types of services should be
provided to people whose SSDI benefits are terminated as a result
of a continuing disability investigation and how best to provide
such services.
The committee also reaffirms the congressional intent that payment for eligible vocational rehabilitation services, based on reasonable estimates, be made to service providers in advance.
4. Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability (sec. 304
of the bill)
At a time when several major aspects of the social security disability program are to be re-evaluated and potentially revised in
the light of advances in medical and vocational diagnostic and
therapeutic techniques, the committee believes it is desirable to
assure that the Secretary has ready access to the advice and recom·
mendations of medical and vocational professionals. Thus, the bill
creates a temporary Advisory Council (which would expire on December 31, 1985) consisting of medical, psychological and vocational
experts to provide the necessary advice and recommendations to
the Secretary on disability standards, policies and procedures. To
assure the input of appropriate professional and consumer organizations, the Council would be authorized to periodically convene a
larger representative group and to set up temporary short-term
task forces to examine particular specialized issues. Under the bill,
the Council's recommendations to the Secretary would be communicated to the Congress in SSA's currently required annual report
to the Congress on the status of the disabili~y pr<;>gram.
. . .
Of most immediate concern to the committee 1s the participation
of the council in the required review of the mental impairment listings. The bill provides that the Council must be appointed within
60 days after enactment to assure the timely participation of the
Council in this review.
The committee believes that the Council can also productively
contribute to the re-examination of a number of other critical
issues in the program. Section 30~, for example, s~cific~.lly directs
the Council to examine and provtde recommendations wtth respect
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to the question of requiring the involvement of appropriate medical
specialists services; i..e., how best to assure their ~v~lability and effective delivery to disabled persons. Moreover, 1t IS expected that
the Council will participate in the assessment of possible policy
changes affecting medical aspects of the program, particularly any
changes that might be considered with respect to the evaluation of
pain. Because the Advisory Council will be considering issues concerning the delivery of vocational rehabilitation services, work
evaluation and appropriate procedures and criteria for such services and activities, it is expected that among those chosen to be included on the council will be those with expertise in administering
State and private non-profit vocational rehabilitation programs.
5. Qualifying experience for appointment of certain staff attorneys to administrative law judge positiom (sec. 305 of
the bill)
To qualify for an ALJ appointment, one must be an attorney
with at least seven years of experience participating in formal
cases at regulatory agencies, or in the preparation and trial of
cases in courts of record, or in certain other legal work described in
announcement. At least two of those years must be in the field of
administrative law or in certain activities regarding hearings or
the trial of court cases. At lease one year of qualifying experience
must have been at the GS-14 level in the Federal service, or at a
comparable level of difficulty and responsibility in other employment. The ·h ighest grade available for staff attorneys who assist
social security ALJs is the GS-12 level. Social security ALJ appointments carry a lifetime tenure at a GS-15 level.
The committee shares the concerns repeatedly expressed by OPM
and SSA about the difficulty of finding qualified candidates for
social security ALJ positions. Staff attorneys who work with social
security ALJs are readily familiar with the social security program
and with adequate training represent a potential pool of candidates
for ALJ positions.
Section 305 requires the Secretary to establish a sufficient
number of attorney advisor positions at GS-13 or GS-14 levels to
ensure adequate career advencement opportunity for attorneys employed by SSA, and to assign duties and responsibilities to enable
individuals in these positions to achieve qualifying experience for
an ALJ appointment. The committee notes that the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service has expressed support for this amendment.
D. SSI provisions

1. Extension of the section 1619 program for the SSI disabled
who perform substantial gainful activity despite severe
medical impairment (sec. 306 of the bill)
Section 306 extends for two and one-half years, through June 30,
198~, the te.mporary authority contained in section 1619 of the
Soc1al Secunty Act that provides for the continuation of SSI benefits ~d/ or Medicaid for disabled recipients who are able to work
desp1te the continuation of their impairments.
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Section 306 also requires the dissemination of information about
the section 1619 program to the disabled and staff of various agencies and organizations.
Prior to mid 1985, HHS would compile information on the characteristics of section 1619 recipients including health services
usage, impairments, and other information intended to be used in
making recommendations regarding the continuation and/ or
needed modification in section 1619.
Section 1619 was enacted as part of the Disability Amendments
of 1980 and was intended to lessen the work disincentives for SSI
disabled recipients who, under prior law, risked the loss of SSI and
Medicaid when they increase their work effort and earnings in
spite of. the continuation of their disability.
Section 1619(a) of the SSI law provides that an individual who
loses eligibility for SSI because he or she works and demonstrates
the ability to perform SGA, but who continues to have a disabling
impairment, may become eligible for special SSI benefits until
their countable income reaches the SSI income disregard "breakeven point". People who receive the special SSI benefits continue to
be eligible for Medicaid on the same basis as regular SSI recipients.
Under section 1619(b), an individual can continue to be eligible
for Medicaid even if their earnings have taken them past the SSI
income disregard "breakeven point." This special eligibility status,
under which the individual is considered a blind or disabled individual receiving SSI benefits for purposes of Medicaid eligibility,
applies as long as the individual: (1) continues to be blind or have a
disabling impairment; (2) except for earnings, continues to meet all
the other re.q uirements for SSI eligibility; (3) would be seriously inhibited from continuing to work by the termination of eligibility
for Medicaid services; and (4) has earnings that are not sufficient to
provide a reasonable equivalent of the benefits (SSI, State supplementary payments, and Medicaid) which would be available if he
or she did not have those earnings.
Section 1619 was enacted to be effective for three years with the
expectation that information would be gathered regarding the
characteristics of those who benefit from section 1619 and the
impact of such a program on reducing the work disincentives for
the disabled under the SSI disability program. The most recent information available to the Committee from the Social Security Administration shows that in December 1982, 287 SSI recipients were
receiving benefits under the provisions of Section 1619(a) and 5,600
former SSI recipients were retaining eligibility for Medicaid under
section 1619(b). Approximately one-half of section 1619 recipients
are under age 30 compared to only 16 percent of all SSI disabled
adult recipients.
The Administration has agreed to an extension of section 1619
with the understanding that more complete data will be collected
and available by mid 1985 for further evaluation of ~he program.
The Administration has agreed to collect data regardtng_ ~he characteristics of the individuals benefiting from these provtstons, the
effects on work effort, and, in the case of continued Medicaid coverage, the types of health care services ut.ilized and their cos~. So~e
of the specific areas that should be studied are: the types of Impairments of the affected individuals; the types of income available to
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these individuals-earned and unearned; the movement of individuals from one eligibility status to another; the kinds of health services used and the offsets to costs due to employer-related health in·
surance and other third-party resources. It is recognized that the
collection and analysis of these data require the participation and
cooperation of the Social Security administration for matters involving eligibility, characteristics, and work incentives; the Health
Care Financing Administration for matters relating to Medicaid
costs and utilization; and the State agencies administering the
Medicaid programs for providing Medicaid data in their files; and
the Committee expects such cooperation.
This provision to continue the section 1619 program, also directs
the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Secretary of
the Department of Education to develop and disseminate information and establish training programs for staff personnel, with respect to the potential availability of benefits and services for disabled individuals under the provisions of section 1619. At Committee hearings held in California and Washington, D.C. and from reports from the disabled and rehabilitation and social services agencies, the Committee found a lack of awareness or knowledge of the
section 1619 program.
As stated in testimony at the hearings, "Getting information out
to the disabled community is no simple task. It requires the best
effort of the Social Security Administration and the cooperative efforts of disability organizations, rehabilitation agencies, and other
groups concerned with disability." However, as was also stated in
hearings by a disabled individual, who did not utilize the option
available under section 1619 because the District office staff of the
Social Security Administration did not inform her about section
1619. u In order for SSI recipients like me to use these work incentive options, we need to be aware of how they can help us attain
our employment goals without jeopardizing our health and wellbeing."
The provision provides that the Social Security Administration
would be responsible for training programs for their staff in the
District offices. The Social Security Administration would also be
responsible for making a concerted effort to inform SSI disability
applicants and recipients about the provisions of Section 1619. The
amendment also mandates that the Department of Education, intended to be carried out primarily through the Rehabilitation Services Administration, to also be involved in getting information out
to the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies. In addition, working with and through such agencies, the information is also to be
made available to the other public and private rehabilitation and
social service agencies in the States and to the various organiza·
tions of and representing the disabled.
The section 1619 program is intended to be a tool which can be
used by those agencies and organizations responsible for enabling
the disabled to improve their capabilities to increase their level of
self support, to live independently or to work in a sheltered environment. Therefore, the Committee is concerned that unless there
is a greatly increased effort to get information out to a broad range
of individuals and organizations that many disabled individuals
will not be made aware of this attempt by Congress to eliminate
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the work disincentives for those disabled who are able to work in
spite of their impairment.
In a related matter, the Committee is concerned that the Administration is counting toward the "trial work period" any month in
which the disabled is earning over $75 a month in a sheltered
workshop. The Committee feels that the trial work period is to be
used to, in effect, test the individuals ability to be eventually employed in a sheltered work shop should not be counted toward the
"trial work period" months.
At the hearing held by the Subcommittee on Public Assistance
and Unemployment Compensation regarding the extension of the
section 1619 program, the following case examples were presented
as to the impact of the section 1619 program:
In order for this committee to realize the impact of section 1619, a description of two cases should provide you
with information that will, hopefully, assist in your decision. The first is a 26 year old woman who is a quadriplegic and requires an attendant to assist with her personal
care and home care needs such as bathing, dressing,
grooming, cooking, shopping and other needs. Vocational
rehabilitation helped her complete a college program, providing funds for training and for attendant care. After
graduating from college, she obtained full time employment as a computer operator with earnings of $650 a
month. Although she briefly received attendant care under
a State medical program, she eventually was told she must
either quit working or lose her eligibility. Since she was
unable to pay this herself, she decided to quit working.
The second case is a personal friend on SSI who has
overcome great barriers with his disability. He is a quadriplegic who has no use of his legs, right arm and limited
mobility with his left arm. He obtained his Bachelor's
degree in 1975 with assistance from the Vocational Rehabilitation Program. He then moved to Minnesota to continue with graduate school. Since no Medicaid Title 19 was
available to assist with Attendant Care costs, he was
forced into institutional care. In 1978, he was able to move
out into the community of Minnesota due to the Attendant
Care Program funded through the Federal and State Governments.
While finishing his education, he began full time work
for a Rehabilitation Center, but after the nine month Trial
Work Period, he would lose SSI status and, therefore, eligibility for Medicaid Title XIX and Social Services Title XX
which paid for his Attendant Care. Ultimately, he had to
quit an excellent position at the conclusion of his Trial
Work Period or be forced to return to a life of dependency
and institutional care. The cost of such care far exceeds
the cost of continuing to live independently in the community with partial benefits.
Passage of the 1980 Social Security Disability Amendment which included the provisions in Section 1619,
changed the picture dramatically for these two individuals.
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In 1981, my friend was able to obtain employment at another Rehabilitation Center in Minneapolis. He has retained Medicaid Title XIX and Social Services Title XX,
and receives some SSI payments which make it possible to
pay the additional expenses of living independently.
Today, he holds a new position with a private non-profit
consulting firm that provides technical assistance on disability awareness to corporations and businesses in the private sector. The firm sponsors seminars that show supervisors and management how to work and communicate with
disabled employees, thus, creating increased employment
opportunities for persons with disabilities.
If SSI Special Benefits Amendment (Section 1619) is not
continued, he will again be forced to quit his job in order
to avoid institutional care, since he cannot afford the cost
of attendant services without public assistance while engaged in employment.
2. SSI disability program lDork evalootion and rehabilitation
study
Section 307 would require the Advisory Council on the Medical
Aspects of Disability to also study the following issues related to
the SSI Disability program:
Consideration of alternative approaches to the use of work
evaluation related to determination of eligibility for SSI disability benefit including: criteria for referral to work evaluation; relationship to rehabilitation potential and training; and
appropriateness of providing stipends during extended work
evaluation; and
Reexamining the definition of a successful rehabilitation of
an SSI disabled recipient to include the ability of the severely
disabled to work in a sheltered environment and live independently.
Work evaluation for purpose of the study would include determining an individual's: work activity capabilities; work activity
limitations; rehabilitation potential; ability of the mentally impaired to cope with a competitive work environment; and needed
modifications in the work setting to enable the individual to work.
Section 307 of the bill would require the Advisory Council on the
Medical Aspects of Disability to consider alternative approaches to
the use of work evaluation related to the SSI disability program.
Such consideration by the Council should include examining proposals presented to the Committee on Ways and Means by various
individuals and organizations with expertise in the area of work
evaluation and rehabilitation.
The SSI program for the disabled grew out of the formerly State
administered program for the disabled and was not an offshoot of
the Social Security Disability Insurance program. Under the preSS! program the defmition of disability was set by each State
under some rather general Federal statutory and regulatory language.
While there is a common defmition for disability for the Disability Insurance program and the SSI program, there are a number of
very significant differences between the two programs and the
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characteristics of the recipients of disability insurance and SSI disability recipients. These differences are critical when evaluating an
individual's potential for employment and when determining the
approach which should be taken both in determining eligibility for
disability benefits and the approach to rehabilitation activities for
such recipients. In addition, it needs to be recognized that Congress
has defined a unique function for the SSI disability under the section 1619 program by providing ongoing income support and medical services under Medicaid for those disabled who have disabling
impairments but who wish to have some level of employment in
spite of their impairment.
The following chart compares some selected characteristics of the
two programs and of the recipients of benefits under the two
programs.
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CoMPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SSI DISABIIJTY
PROGRAM AND THE SociAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROGRAM AND A
COMPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF RECIPIENTS OF DisABILITY AND SSI DISABILITY BENEFITS
Social Security Disability Insurance

SSI Disability Program

A. NON-DISABILITY BASIS FOR ELIGIBILITY
A. Disability Insurance provides A. Eligibility for and the amount
benefits for workers who are
of SSI benefits for a disabled
" insured for disability" and
or blind individual is not relattheir dependents.
ed to whether the individual
has earned social security coverage or to the level of an individual's previous earnings.
Cash assistance for the disabled and blind under SSI is
provided only to those who, in
a ddition to meeting the disability criteria, have income
and resources low enough to
meet the eligibility standards.
While approximately 34 percent of the disabled receiving
SSI disability benefits also receive DI benefits, only onethird of those or 12 percent
are DI recipients on the basis
of their own work history.
B. IMPACT OF EARNINGS BY RECIPIENTS ON AMOUNTS OF ~ENEFITS
B. Earnings by DI recipients B. SSI recipients have a $1 rebelow the SGA earnings test
duction in SSI benefits for
every $2 in ee.rnings in excess
level does not reduce the
amount of DI benefits paid to
of $65 a month ($85 a month if
the recipient.
no other income).
C. MAJOR DISABLING DIAGNOSIS
C. Approximately 12 percent of C. Approximately 40 percent of
the DI recipients are eligible
the SSI disabled are eligible
of the basis of mental impairon the basis of mental impairments; circulatory disorders
ments. Approximately 20 peraccount for 29 percent of the
cent are on the basis of circudisabling impairment; and
latory disorders.
skeletal-muscular
impa irments a ccount for 19 percent.
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CoMPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SSI DISABILITY
PROGRAM AND THE SociAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROGRAM AND A
CoMPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF RECIPIENTS OF Dis-ABILITY AND SSI DISABILITY BENEFITS-CONTINUED
Soeial Security Disability Insurance

SSI Disability Program

AGE OF RECIPIENTS
D. 7. percent are under age 30 D. 24 percent are under age 30
and 66 percent of the DI popuof the SSI disabled population
lation in ages 50 through 64
ages 18-64 and 66 percent are
years of age.
ages 50-64 of the SSI disabled
population ages 18-64.
E. SEX OF RECIPIENTS
E. 70 percent male and 30 per- E. 40 percent male and 60 percent female.
cent female.
D.

At the August 3rd hearing of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, testimony was presented
on behalf of the State of Michigan's Interagency Task Force on Disabil~ty by the Director of the Michigan Department of Mental
Health. The Michigan Task Force, which consists of professional
staff from the State Disability Determination Service, the State vocational rehabilitation service agency, the State department of
Mental Health, Department of Social Services and other state
agencies made recommendations based on a broad view of the role
of Federal and state government's responsibilities as related to the
disabled. In describing the proposed Michigan model, as to the recommended use to be made of work evaluation, the Task Force representative contended that long term cost savings will accrue to
the Federal government and to States through the use of work
evaluations and vocational rehabilitation in selected cases.
The testimony stated that:
The relationship between multiple impairments and
work ability or the relationship between residual capacity
and work ability should be reliably documented. This documentation should involve the application of accepted techniques by a trained counselor who can become personally
familiar with the claimant. This vocational documentation
should become a part of the objective information which is
reviewed in deciding whether disability benefits should be
awarded. In this way, and only in this way, can ALJ's and
disability examiners render uniform, reliable decisions
based on objective assessments of a whole person-including equally-weighted medical and functional documenta·
tion
In directing the Advisory council to consider alternative approaches to work evaluation, section 307 defines work evaluation as
follows:
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For purposes of this section, "work evaluation" includes
(with respect to any individual) a determination of (a) such
individual's (b) the work activities or types of work activity
for which such individual's skills are insufficient or inadequate, (c) the work activities or types of work activity for
which such individual might potentially be trained or rehabilitated, (d) the length of time for which such individual is capable of sustaining work (including, in the case of
the mentally impaired, the ability to cope with the stress
of competitive work), and (e) any modifications which may
be necessary, in work activities for which such individual
might be trained or rehabilitated, in order to enable him
or her to perform such activities.
The reason that such an approach is recommended, especially as
related to the SSI program, is that most SSI applicants have had a
very tenuous or non-existent connection to the work force. Therefore, if work evaluation is used only to determine eligibility for
income assistance, the result could be to deny the individual the
opportunity to gain access to those rehabilitation services which
can enable an individual to lessen his or her dependency. On the
other hand, if work evaluation is not used to accurately gauge, to
the extent possible, the individual's limitations on being able to
work at a substantially gainful wage level then the individual may
be denied that fmancial assistance to which he or she is entitled
and which is reflective of his or her very limited capacity to be selfsufficient.
This approach to work evaluation is illustrated in the following
excerpt from the State of Michigan testimony:
In the model, I propose all individuals who pass through
the screening criteria would be determined "presumptively
disabled" and would be granted SSI benefits for up to six
months, during which time additional vocational information would be acquired. These presumptive beneficiaries
would be referred to state Vocational Rehabilitation agencies for a work evaluation to determine their potential for
either gainful employment or for the development of skills
needed for successful sheltered employment.
Results for work evaluations would be transmitted to examiners within the State DDS to be used in their final determinations of disability. If, based on comprehensive work
evaluations, the claimant is found capable of SGA, the
DDS would deny the individual as non-disabled. If the
person is found to have no potential for SGA, and it is determined that further efforts at rehabilitation would not
be effective (due to impairment), the case would be approved for SSI and SSDI benefits. In such cases, involvement in a sheltered workshop on an ongoing basis might
be appropriate, with benefit levels reduced by the amount
of sheltered workshop income. Finally, if the person is
found to be potentially employable, SSI benefits would be
granted during the person's progression (through rehabilitation) to more independent work settings. This latter possibility, involving training and rehabilitation, would vary
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in length depending on individual competencies. At all
points in a work rehabilitation plan, disability benefits
would be reduced by the amount of income earned, case
management responsibility would be vested in the rehabilitation agency (with DDS diarying claimant progress).
The amendment suggests the evaluation of the concept of "stipends" to be provided to those in the work evaluation process. The
purpose here is to recognize that those individuals with such borderline ability to be self supporting must have a subsistence level
of income while in an extended work evaluation.
Section 307 also requires the Advisory Council to examine the
criteria for assessing whether a recipient of SSI disability benefits
will benefit from rehabilitation services. Specifically, the amendment provides that such an examination will consider whether
such criteria should include not only whether an individual will be
able to engage in substantial gainful activity but also whether such
services can be expected to improve the individual's functioning so
that he or she will be able to live independently or work in a sheltered environment.
Unlike the Disability Insurance program, earned income below
the Substantial Gainful Activity earnings test of $300 a month re-ceived by SSI disability recipients does result in a savings to the
SSI program. SSI benefits are reduced $1 for every $2 of earnings
after the initial disregard of the first $85 a month for individuals
with no other income. Therefore, rehabilitation services and training will have a savings to the SSI program even if the earnings of
an SSI disability recipient does not reach the SGA earnings test of
$300 a month.
In addition, at the income level provided under the SSI program
even an additional small increment of income from sheltered employment can make a significant difference between marginal subsistence and some degree of independence, improved quality of life,
and self-esteem which such earnings can provide.

3. SSI conforming amendments
Included in the bill as reported by the Committee are provisions
to make generally the same changes in the SSI statute (Title XVI
of the Social Security Act) as are made in the Disability Insurance
program under Title II of the Social Security Act. The provisions
also ensure applicability to the SSI Disability program of certain
temporary provisions in Title IX affecting the Disability Insurance
program. These include, for example, making applicable to the SSI
program required studies related to pain and the moratorium in
the reviews of the mentally impaired.
E. Effective date (sec. 308 of the bill)
Except as otherwise provided, these provisions of the bill would
apply with respect to cases involving only disability determinations
pending in HHS or in court on or after the date of enactment.
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IV. Cost Estimates; Vote of the Committee and Other Matters to
be Discussed Under the Rules of the House
In compliance with clause (2)(1)(2)(B) of rule XI of the Rules of
the House of Representatives, the Committee states that the bill
was approved by voice vote.
In compliance with clause (2)(1)(3)(A) of rule IX, the Committee
reports that the need for legislation to provide for necessary re.
forms in the administration of the disability insurance program
has been confirmed by oversight hearings conducted by the Committee's Subcommittee on Social Security.
In compliance with clause (2)(1)(3)(D) of rule XI, the Committee
states that no oversight findings or recommendations have been
submitted to the Committee by the Committee on Government Operations with respect to the subject matter contained in the bill.
In compliance with clause (2)(1)(4) of rule XI, the Committee estimates that enactment of the bill will not create inflationary pressures on the national economy.
In compliance with clause (2)(1)(3)(B) of rule XI, the Committee
states that discussion of budgetary authority is contained in the
report of the Congressional Budget Office.
In compliance with clause 7(a) of rule XI, relative to the budget
effect of the bill, the Committee states that it agrees with the estimates of the Congressional Budget Office.
A. Cost estimates prepared by Congressional Budget Office
In compliance with clause (2)(1)(3)(C) of rule XI, the Committee
states that the Congressional Budget Office has examined the bill,
as reported by the Committee, and has submitted the following
statement.
U.S. CONGRESS,
CoNGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
Washington, D.C., March 14, 1984.
Hon. DAN RosTENKOWSKI,
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
. DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has re.
VIewed the provisions of H.R. 3755, the Social Security Disability
Benefits Reform Act of 1984, as ordered reported by the Committee
on Ways and Means on March 14, 1984. We have not received a
recent copy of this bill. On the advice of your staff, however, we
~ave _prepared t~e at~ached cost estimate assuming the provisions
In this bill are Identical to those in Title IX of H.R. 4170, as ordered repo~ed by the Committee on March 1, 1984.
If you wtsh further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to
provide them.
Sincerely,
RuDOLPH G. PENNER, Director.
CoNGRESSIONAL BuDGET OFFICE CosT EsTIMATE
1. Bill number: H.R. 3755.
2. Bill title: Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of
1984.
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3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the White House Ways and
Means Committee on March 14, 1984.
4. .Bill purpose: To amend Title II of the Social Security Act to
proVIde For reform of the disability determination process.
5. Estimated cost to the Federal Government: The following table
shows the estimated costs of this bill to the federal government.
~ese estimates assumt: an enactment date of May 1, 1984. The estrmate was prepared Without a draft of the bill, but it is assumed
that the provisions will be identical to those in Title IX of H.R.
4170, as ordered reported by the Committee on Ways and Means.
March 1, 1984.
TABLE I.-ESTIMATED BUDGETARY EFFECTS OF H.R. 3755
[By fcscal year, in millions of dollars]

Budget function

Function 550:1
Budget authority .........................................................................................
Estimated outlays........................................................................................
Function 570:
Budget authority .........................................................................................
Estimated outlays........................................................................................
Functioo 650:
Budget authority .........................................................................................
Estimated outlays ........................................................................................
function 600:1
Budget authority .........................................................................................
Estimated outlays........................................................................................
Total costs of savings:
Budget authority .........................................................................................
Estimated outlays........................................................................................

1984

1985

1986

3
3

10
10

11
11

1

28
73

28
86

7

- 1

46

4

57

1987

7

1988

1989

7

8
8

9
9

20
83

77

19

9
59

- 15 -35 -55
238 268 268

-75 - 105
271 195

7
7

10
10

11
11

13
13

14
14

30
328

14
375

- 17
369

-35
369

- 73
277

• Funding for entitlements that requires furtllef appropriations action.

Basis for estimate
This bill would change the disability process for those individuals
who undergo continuing disability reviews (CDR's) and for those
who apply for Disability Insurance (DI) and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) benefits. Historically, continuing disability reviews
have been performed on medical diaried cases-those cases which
the Social Security Administration (SSA) evaluates as having some
chance of medical improvement within a specific length of time. In
1981, SSA began an intensified process of periodically reviewing all
cases on the rolls not considered permanently disabled.
It is difficult to project the costs of the provisions in this bill for
several reasons. First, there are little data available on the characteristics of the people who have been terminated from the Dl rolls
as a result of the continuing disability investigations. Second, the
Administration has recently changed some of its policies regarding
the review process, and it is unknown how these changes will affect
the number of terminations from the program. Finally, the language of the provisions allows for various interpretations which
would affect costs. This estimate is based on the interpretations of
the bill provided by Committee staff.
This cost estimate assumes that 110,000 medical diary reviews
would be performed annually. The number of periodic reviews is
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assumed to decline from less than 300,000 in 1984 to 120,000 in
1989, as the percentage of beneficiari~s alr~ady re~iewed incr~ases.
Approximately 45 percent of the medical diary rev1ews are estimated to result in initial terminations of benefit payments, but CBO
estimates about 57 percent of these beneficiaries would have their
benefits restored after appeals are reviewed. For periodic reviews,
the percentage of initial terminations is projected to decline from
40 percent in 1984 to 20 percent in .1989. ~b?ut 55. percent of ~hose
initially terminated from the rolls In penodic reviews are estimated to have their benefits restored in the appeal process.
There are also costs to the Medicare program which would result
from a larger number of recipients continuing to receive DI benefits because most DI beneficiaries also receive assistance from the
Medicare program in either the Hospital Insurance (HI) or Supplemental Medical Insurance (SMI) components of that program. Estimates of these costs are based on the average number of disabled
beneficiaries receiving HI and SMI and the average benefit payments for these programs. There are also costs to the Medicaid program because SSI beneficiaries generally receive Medicaid.
Table 2 displays CBO's outlay estimates by section of the bill.
Following the table is a description of the methodology used for the
estimates of the outlays for each section listed in Table 2.

Termination of benefits based on medical improvement
This provision would re!Juire SSA, with some exceptions, to provide "substantial evidence' that a beneficiary's disability has medically improved before SSA can terminate benefits as a result of a
CDR. The bill does not specify what substantial evidence would be.
Currently SSA is not required to prove medical improvement
before terminating benefits.
This provision would affect those individuals who would not have
medically improved since their last evaluation but whose benefits
would be terminated under current law and regulations. Of those
projected to lose benefits at the initial stage under current law, it
is estimated that approximately 20 percent would not show medical
improvement. However, of those 20 percent initially denied benefits
under current law, it is projected that 85 percent would appeal and
75 percent of those who appeal would be continued on the rolls.
Therefore, under current law, about 64 percent of the people losing
benefits initially and whose disabilities have not improved would
ultimately be continued on the DI rolls. Costs for this provision
result from the continuation of benefits for the remaining 36 percen~, who under current law, would not appeal the decision to end
their benefits or who would not win their appeal and would be consequently dropped from the rolls. In 1985, the first full year this
provisi<?n would be in effect, it is estimated that 6,400 people would
be retained on the rolls as a result of this provision. The additional
number of beneficiaries receiving DI as a result of this provision
would fall to 2,000 by 1989 as CBO's estimate of the number of
CDR's performed declines. The costs, including administrative ex~ens~s are esti:rt?-ated. to rise from $22 million in 1984 to $133 milbon In 1989. Th1s estimate, on the advice of staff of the Committee
on Ways and Means, is assumed to be applied only to prospective
cases. In SSI, only concurrent cases-those receiving both DI and
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SSI-would be affected because no CDR's are planned for SSI only
cases.
Multiple impairments
This provision would require SSA to consider whether the combination of the applicant's disabilities is severe enough to keep the
individual from working at the "significant gainful activity" level
in the case where no one impairment is considered severe enough
to warrant benefit payments. The SSA estimates that about 500 additional cases per year would be added to the rolls as a result of
this provision. This would increase DI costs by a range of less than
$500,000 in 1984 to $15 million in 1989. In SSI, about 150 cases
would be added initially, increasing SSI costs by a negligible
amount in 1984 and by $3 million in 1989.
Face-to-face evidentiary hearings for reviews
This provision would require SSA to provide for face-to-face evidentiary hearings at the initial determination level for those terminated as a result of CDR's after January 1, 1985. There are no
benefit increases shown for this provision. Under current law, beginning in 1984, face-to-face evidentiary hearings will occur at the
first level of appeal. It is possible that more people will be retained
on the rolls by allowing evidentiary hearings one step earlier. However, it is equally possible that fewer people will choose to appeal
their decisions further because of the opportunity to present their
cases at the initial level. Assuming that there is no change in the
number of people who ultimately lose benefits, there would be no
cost associated with this provision. However, there would be added
administrative costs at the initial level due to a higher workload,
although these costs would be offset somewhat by administrative
savings because of fewer projected reconsiderations. The estimate
of administrative costs assumes that each review takes 22 hours
and that there would be some additional expenditures required for
office space and travel.
Continued payment during appeal
This provision would provide for continued payment of disability
benefits through the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) level of
appeal for those individuals who a_ppeal SSA's decisions to end
their benefits as a result of CDR's. The estimated costs, including
administrative costs, are $25 million in 1984, $149 million in 1985,
and declining to $31 million in 1989. The costs arise as a result of
extra benefits paid to those who ultimately lose their appeal but do
not repay the interim benefits as required under this provision.
The estimate assumes that seven months of additional benefits are
paid to each individual and that 15 percent of those who are fmally
terminated repay the extra benefits. This repayment is expected to
occur in the year after the benefits are paid.
Medical personnel qualifreations
This provision would require that a psychologist for a psychiatrist complete a medical evaluation of a claimant before the individual can be denied benefits. The SSA expects that about 1,000 individuals will be added to the rolls annually as a result of this
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change in procedure. DI costs would range from $7 million in 1985
to $27 million in 1989, while SSI costs would total $7 million by
1989.
Vocational rehabilitation
This provision changes the regulations concerning benefit payments for individuals participating in vocational rehabilitation programs. The SSA estimates that about 300 individuals per year
would be affected by this change. DI costs would range from negli·
gible in 1984 to $8 million in 1989. SSI costs would be insignificant.
Compliance with court orders
This provision requires SSA to apply the decisions of the circuit
courts of appeal to all beneficiaries residing within states within
the circuit, until or unless the decision is overruled by the Supreme
Court. This provision could substantially increase costs but these
effects cannot be estimated since they would depend on the out·
come of future court decisions.
Extension of section 1G19a and 1G19b
Sections 1619a and 1619b provide SSI and Medicaid benefits to
disabled individuals who work and who would not otherwise be eligible for benefits because their earnings exceed the "substantial
gainful activity" level. These sections, which expired on December
31, 1983, are extended by these amendments through June 30,
1986. Section 1619a is estimated to add 575 persons to the SSI rolls
in 1984 and 950 by 1986. Section 1619b is estimated to add 8,300
persons to the Medicaid rolls in 1984 and 10,500 by 1986.
6. Estimated cost to State and local government: A number of the
provisions of this bill would increase expenditures of state and
local governments. The estimated net impact of the bill on state
and local expenditures is less than $5 million a year.
The changes in SSI would increase state and local government
costs because virtually all states supplement federal SSI benefits.
By making more persons eligible for SSI benefits, state costs would
increase. States are also affected by the added outlays in Medicaid
because states finance a portion of the program. The current state
financing share is 46 percent.
There could be some offsets to these added SSI and Medicaid
costs to the extent that persons made eligible for DI and SSI by the
bill might otherwise be eligible for general assistance or health
care fmanced fully by states and localities. These potential offsets
are not included in the cost estimate.
7. Estimate comparison: The Social Security Administration's
latest estimate (January 13, 1984 and February 6, 1984) for this bill
shows combined costs of about $6 billion over the six year period
from. 1984-1~89. ?-'he SSA has higher estimates for the sections re.
gard1ng medtcal Improvement and for continued payment of bene.
fits through the appeals process. The major differences arise be.
cause SSA assumes that a greater number of CDR's will be done
each year, because the provision on medical improvements is as·
sumed to be applied retroactively and because they assume a large
increase in the number of appeals to the ALJ level, which would
greatly increase administrative costs. CBO has followed the Com·
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mittee's intent that the medical improvement provision be applied
only prospectively.
8. Previous CBO estimate: None.
9. Estimate prepared by: Stephen Chaikind, Kelly Lukins, and
Janice Peskin.
10. Estimate approved by:
C. G. NucKoLS
(For James L. Blum,
Assistant Director for Budget Analysis).
B. Administration estimates
The Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration, has
estimated the impact of the bill on the disability trust fund over a
75-year period. Under li-B economic assumptions, the disability
trust fund remains in actuarial balance. The following tables summarize the Administration's long-range and short-range estimates.
ESTIMATED OOST OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROVISIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1984-88
[In millions]

fiscal year-

PtOYision

1984

OASDI benefit payments...................................................................................
OASDI administrative expenses ........................................................................
Medicare ..........................................................................................................
Medical ............................................................................................................
SSI ...................................................................................................................
Total ...................................................................................................

1985

1986

Total,
1987

$60 $390 $580 $650
25 105 130 126
25
45
65
80
13
21
21
15
19
3
2
9
120 563 805 890

1984-88

1988

$730
131
95
20
23
999

$2,410
517
310
90
50
3,377

Note:-These estimates were made l1j the OffiCe of the Actuary, Social Security AdministratiOn, based on the alternative 11-B aSSIJmptJOOS ol the
1983 Trustees' Reports as revised in NoverOOer 1983.
Souree: Social Security Administration, OffiCe of the Actualy, January 1984.

ESTIMATED LONG-RANGE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROVISIONS
Change in
lonj-range

Bill
section

901
902
903

904
905
906
907
908
909

910

PrOYision

Standard of review for terminations of disability benefits..................................................................................
Study concenting evaIllation of pain ..................................................................................................................
Guidelines for disability detet"minatioos:
Multiple impairments................................................................................................................................ .
Noncompetitive woril.................................................................................................................................
Work evaluation in mental impairment cases 2 ........ .............. .............................................. ...... ..... ...... ...
Moratorium and revised criteria for mental impairment cases ...........................................................................
Review procedure governing disability determinations affecting continued entitlement to disability benefits;
demonstration projects relating to review of denials of disability benefit applications................................ ..
Continllation ot benefits through AU decisions ..................................................................................................
Qualifications of medical professional evalllating mental impairments ............................................................. ..
Regulatory standards for consultative examinations ...........................................................................................
Administrative procedure and unifoon standards ...............................................................................................
Compliance with certain court orders.................................................................................................................

OASOI
actuarial

balance (as

percent of
taxable
payroll)
( 1)'

( 1)
(1)

(I )
(1)

(')
(1)

-0.01
( 1)

( 1)

(1)
( 1)
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ESTIMATEDLONG-RANGEFINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROVISIONSContinued
Change in

~?

8111

sect1011

911
912
913

actuarial
balance (~
perce11t of
taxable
payroll}

Provision

Revision of vocational rehabilitation criteria................ ..... . ..............................................................................
( 1)
Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability ........................................_..:..................................................
(1 )
Qualifying expel"ience for appointment of certain staff attorneys to AU postiiOOS ............................................._..:.....(I.:._)_
Tota1 4

••• • • •

• •

••

•• • ..

• ..............................

• ............ •• .. • ••••••••

• ...

•

• • .......

• Change m loog-range OASDI actuanal balance is less than 0.005 peretnt of tauble payroN.
Report language urges lull "WOlk evaluation" by a vocational e.q,ert in "borderfine" mental impairment cases
' The financial elfect of thiS provision is attributed . to the Secretary's 1nitiabYl! of. June 7, 1983 1<1f r~ng the
unpairment cases IllustratiVe estimates of the change 1n the long-range OASDI actuanal balanc2 !Of thiS rev~s1on are
percent of taxable payroll based on the assttmption Ihat 10 percent, .25 percent of 50 _percent. of current mental
al~ (Slightly higher pefttntages are assumed lor current COl termrnabons}. At !Ius lime 1t •s not known wllat
these cnteria.
• Total Includes the effect of rnteraction among sectrons
Note: The estimates 111 this table are based on tlte alternative 11-8 assumptiOns of the 1983 Trustees Report
Souret: Soc1al Secunty Admmlstratton. Oflrce of the Actuary, Sept. 19, 1983
2

......

-

.02

crrteria fOf evaluating mental
- 0.03, - 0.07, and - 0.15
impairment denials woold bt
prOVISIOns would be made to

V. Changes in Existing Law Made by the Bill, As Reported
In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill,
as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omi~
ted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic,
existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
Soc iAL SECURITY A c T

•

•

•

•

TITLE II-FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY
INSURANCE BENEFITS

*

•

•

•

•

*

*

EVIDENCE , PROCEDU RE, AND CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT

205. ( a ) • • *
(b)(l) The Secretary is directed to make findings of fact, and decisions as to the rights of any individual a pplying for a payment
under this title. Any such decision by the Secretary which involves
a determination of disability and which is in whole or in part unfa·
vorable to such individual shall contain a statement of the case, in
understanda ble language, setting forth a discussion of the evidence,
and sta~ing the Secretary's det ermination and the reason or reasons upon which it is based. Upon request by any such individual
or upon request by a wife, divorced wife, widow, surviving divorced
wife, surviving divorced mother, surviving divorced father, husba nd, divorced husband, widower, surviving divorced husband,
c~ild, or parent who makes a showing in writing that his or her
n gh ts may be prejudiced by any decision the Secretary has rendered, he shall give such applicant and such other individual reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing with respect to such
decision, and, if a hearing is held, shall, on the basis of evidence
adduced at the hearing, affirm, modify, or reverse his findings of
SEc.
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fact and such decision. Any such request with respect to such a decision must be flied within sixty days after notice of such decision
is received by the individual making such request. Reviews of disability determinations on which decisions relating to continued entitlement to benefits are based shall be governed by the provisions of
section 221(dX2). The Secretary is further authorized, on his own
motion, to hold such hearings and to conduct such investigations
and other proceedings as he may deem necessary or proper for the
administration of this title. In the course of any hearing, investigation, or other proceeding, he may administer oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses, and receive evidence. Evidence may be
received at any hearing before the Secretary even though inadmissible under rules of evidence applicable to court procedure.
[(2) In any case where[(A) an individual is a recipient of disability insurance benefits, or of child's, widow's, or widower's insurnace benefits
based on disability,
[(B) the physical or mental impairment on the basis of
which such benefits are payable is found to have ceased, not to
have existed, or to no longer be disabling, and
[(C) as a consequence of the fmding described in subparagraph (B), such individual is determined by the Secretary not
to be entitled to such benefits,
any reconsideration of the finding described in subparagraph (B) in
connection with a reconsideration by the Secretary (before any
hearing under paragraph (1) on the issue of such entitlement) of
his determination described in subparagraph (C), shall be made
only after opportunity for an evidentiary hearing, with regard to
the fmding described in subparagraph (B), which is reasonably accessible to s-qch individual. Any reconsideration of a finding described in subparagraph (B) may be made either by the State
agency or the Secretary where the fmding was originally made by
the State agency, and shall be made by the Secretary where the
finding was originally made by the Secretary. In the case of a reconsideration by a State agency of a fmding described in subparagraph (B) which was originally made by such State agency, the evidentiary hearing shall be held by an adjudicatory unit of the State
agency other than the unit that made the fmding described in subparagraph (B). In the case of a reconsideration by the Secretary of
a fmding described in subparagraph (B) which was originally made
by the Secretary, the evidentiary hearing shall be held by a person
other than the person or persons who made the finding described
in subparagraph (B).]
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (aX2) of section 553 of title 5,
United States Code, the rulemaking requirements of subsections (b)
through (e) of such section shall apply to matters relating to benefits
under this title. With respect to matters to which rulemaking requirements urukr the proceeding sentence apply, only those rules
prescribed pursuant to subsections (b) through (e) of such section 553
and related provisions governing notice and comment rulemaking
urukr subchapter II of chapter 5 of such title 5 (relating to adminis·
trative procedure) shall be binding at any level of review by a State
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agency or the Secretary, including any hearing before an administrative law judge.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

OTHER DEFINITIONS

SEc. 216. For the purposes of this titleSpouse; Surviving Spouse
(a) * * •

•

*

•

•

•

Disability; Period of Disability
(i)(l) Except for purposes of sections 202(d), 202(e), 202(0, 223, and
225, the term "disability" means (A) inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable
physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result in
death or has lasted or can be expected to last for a continous period
of not less than 12 months, or (B) blindness; and the term "blindness" means central visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better
eye with the use of a correcting lens. An eye which is accompanied
by a limitation in the fields of vision such that the widest diameter
of the visual field subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees
shall be considered for purposes of this paragraph as having a central visual acuity of 20/200 or less. The provisions of paragraphs
(2XA), 2(C), (3), (4), (5), and (6) of section 223(d) shall be applied for
purposes of determining whether an individual is under a disability
within the meaning of the first sentence of ibis paragraph in the
same manner as they are applied for purposes of paragraph (1) of
such section. Nothing in this title shall be construed as authorizing
the Secretary or any other officer or employee of the United States
to interfere in any way with the practice of medicine or with relationships between practionero of medicine and their patients, or to
exercise any supervision or control over the administration or operation of any hospital.
(2)(A) * * *

•

•
•
•
•
*
(D) A period of disability shall end with the close of whichever of
the following months is the earlier: (i) the month preceding the
month in which the individual attains retirement age (as defined in
section 216(1)), or (ii) the month preceding (I) the termination
month (as defined in section 223(aX1)), or, if earlier (II) the first
month for which no benefit is payable by reason of section 223(e),
wht::re no benefit is payable for any of the succeeding months
dur1ng the 15-month period referred to in such section. A period of
disability may be determined to end on the basis of a finding that
the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which the finding of disability was made has ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling only if such finding is supported by substantial evidence described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of section 223({). Nothing in the
preceding sentence shall be construed to require a determination
that a period of disability continues if evidence on the record at the
•
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time any prior determination of such period of disability was made,
or new evidence which relates to such determination, shows that the
prior determination was either clearly erroneous at the time it was
made or was fraudulently obtained, or if the individual is engaged
in substantial gainful activity. In any case in which there is no
available medical evidence supporting a prior disability determina·
tion, nothing in this subparagraph shall preclude the Secretary, in
attempting to meet the requirements of the rreceding provisions of
this subparagraph, from securing additiona medical reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence which supported such prior disability determination .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS

SEc. 221. (aXl) •

•

•

••

•

•

•

(a) Except in cases to which paragraph (2) applies, any
indiviClual dissatisfied with any determination under subsection (a),
(b), (c), or (g) shall be entitled to a hearing thereon by the Secretary
to the same extent as is provided in section 205(b) with respect to
decisions of the Secretary, and to judicial review of the Secretary's
final decision after such hearing as is provided in section 205(g).
(2XA) In any case where(i) an individual is a recipient of disability insurance benefits, child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefits based on
disability, mother's or father's insurance benefits based on the
disability of the mother's or father's child who has attained age
16, or benefits under title XVIII based on disability, and
(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which
such benefits are payable is determined by a State agency (or
the Secretary in a case to which subsection (g) applies) to have
ceased, not to have existed, or to no longer be disabling,
such individual shall be entitled to notice and oportunity for review
as provided in this paragraph.
(BXi) Any determination referred to in subparagraph (AXAXii)aJ which has been prepared for issuance under this section by
a State agency (or the Secretary) for the purpose of providing a
basis for a decision of the Secretary with regard to the individual's continued rights to benefits under this title (including any
decision as to whether an individual's rights to benefits are terminated or otherwise changed, and
(11) which is in whole or in part unfavorable to such individual,
shall remain pending until after the notice and opportunity for
review provided in this subparagraph.
(ii) Any such pending determination shall contain a statement of
the case, in understandable language, setting forth a discussion of
the evidence and stating such determination, the reason or reasons
upon which such determination is based, the right to a review of
such determination (including the right to make a personal appearance as provided in this subparagraph), the right to submit additional evidence prior to or during such review as provided in this
(d) [Any]
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clause and that, if such review is not requested, the individual will
not ~ entitled to a hearing on such determination and such determination will be the disability rktermination upon which the final
decision of the Secretary on entitlement will be based. Such statement of the case shall be transmitted in writing to such individual.
Upon request by any such individual, or by a wife, divorced wife,
widow, surviving divorced wife, surviving divorced mother, husband, divorced husband, widower, surviving divorced husband, surviving divorced father, child, or parent, who makes a showing in
writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by such determination, he or she shall be entitled to a review by the State agency (or
the Secretary in a case to which subsection (g) applies) of such determination, including the right of such individual to make a personal
appearance, and may submit additional evirknce for purposes of
such review prior to or during such review. Any such request must
be filed within 30 days after notice of the pending determination is
received by the individual making such request. Any review carried
out by a State agency under this subparagraph shall be made in accordance with the pertinent provisions of this title and regulations
thereunder.
(iii) A review under this subparagraph shall inclurk a review ot
evirknce and medical history in the record at the time such disabi ity determination is pending, shall examine any new medical evidence submitted or obtained for purposes of the review, and shall
afford the individual requesting the review the opportunity to make
a personal appearance with respect to the case at a place which is
reasonably accessible to such individual.
(iv) On the basis of the review carried out unrkr this subparagraph, the State agency (or the Secretary in a case to which subsection (g) applies) shall affirm or modify the pending determination
and issue the pending determination, as so affirmed or modi(r,ed, as
the disability determination under section (a), (c), (g), or (h) (as ap.
plicable).
(C) Any disability determination described in subparagraph (AXii)
which is issued by the State agency (or the Secretary) and which is
in whole or in part unfavorable to the individual requesting the
review shall contain a statement of the case, in unrkrstandable language, setting forth a discussion of the evidence, and stating the determination, the reason or reasons upon which the determination is
~ed, the right (in the case of an individual who has exercised the
nght. to review under subparagraph (B)) of such individual to a
hel!-nng un~er subparagraph (D), and the right to submit additional
emdence prwr to or at such a hearing. Such statement of the case
shall be transmitted in writing to such individual and his or her
representative (if any).
(DXiJ An individual who has exercised the right to review under
su~pa~agraph (B) anc! who is dissatisfied with the disability deter'!Lmatwn referred to ln subparagraph (C) shall be entitled to a hearlng thereon to the same ex tent as is provided in section 205(b) with
respect to decisions of the Secretary on which hearings are required
und_e~ such section, and to judicial review of the Secretary s final
c!eclS_wn after such hearings as is provided in section 205(g). Nothlng l'!- thlS section shall be construed to deny an individual his or
her nght to notice and opportunity for hearing under section 205(b)
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with respect to matters other than the determination referred to in
subparagraph (AXii).
(ii) Any hearing referred to in clause (i) shall be held before an
administrative law judge who has been duly appointed in accordance with section 3105 of title 5, United States Code.

•

•

•

•

•

•

[(i)] <hXl) In any case where an individual is or has been determined to be under a disability, the case shall be reviewed by the
applicable State agency or the Secretary (as may be appropriate),
for purposes of continuing eligibility, at least once every 3 years,
subject to paragraph (2); except that where a finding has been
made that such disability is permanent, such reviews shall be made
at such times as the Secretary determines to be appropriate. Re·
views of cases under the preceding sentence shall be in addition to,
and shall not be considered as a substitute for, any other reviews
which are required or provided for under or in the administration
of this title.
(2) The requirement of paragraph (1) that cases be reviewed at
least every 3 years shall not apply to the extent that the Secretary
determines, on a State-by-State basis, that such requirement should
be waived to insure that only the appropriate number of such cases
are reviewed. The Secretary shall determine the appropriate
number of cases to be reviewed in each State after consultation
with the State agency performing such reviews, based upon the
backlog of pending reviews, the projected number of new applications for disability insurance benefits, and the current and projected staffing levels of the State agency, but the Secretary shall provide for a waiver of such requirement only in the case of a State
which makes a good faith effort to meet proper staffing requirements for the State agency and to process case reviews in a timely
fashion. The Secretary shall report annually to the Committee on
Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives with respect to the determinations
made by the Secretary under the preceding sentence.
(3) The Secretary shall report semiannually to the Committee on
Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives with respect to the number of reviews of continuing disability carried out under paragraph (1), the
number of such reviews which result in an initial termination of
benefits, the number of requests for reconsideration of such initial
termination or for a hearing with respect to such termination
under subsection (d), or both, and the number of such initial terminations which are overturned as the result of a reconsideration or
hearing.
(i) A determination under subsection (a), (c), (g), or (h) that an in·
dividual is not under a disability by reason of a mental impairment
shall be made only if, before its issuance by the State (or the Secretary), a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist who is employed by the
State agency or the Secretary (or whose services are contracted for by
the state agency or the Secretary) has completed the medical portion
of the case review, including any applicable residual functional capacity assessment.
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(j) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which set forth, m

detail-

(1) the standards to be utilized by State disability determination services and Federal personnel in determining when a consultative examination should be obtained in connection with
disability determinations;
(2) standards for the type of referral to be made; and
(3) procedures by which the Secretary will monitor both the
referral processes used and the product of professionals to
whom cases are referred.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to preclude the issuance, in accordance with section 533(bXAJ of title 5, United States
Code, of interpretive rules, general statements of policy, and rules of
agency organization relating to consultative examinations if such
rules and statements are consistent with such regulations.
REHABILITATION SERVICES

Referral for Rehabilitation Services
SEc.

222. (a) • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

Costs of Rehabilitation Services from Trust Funds
(d)(l) For purposes of making vocational rehabilitation services
more readily available to disabled individuals who areCA) entitled to disability insurance benefits under section
223,
(B) entitled to child's insurance benefits under section 202(d)
after having attained age 18 (and are under a disability),
(C) entitled to widow's insurance benefits under section
202(e) prior to attaining age 60, or
(D) entitled to widower's insurance benefits under section
202(f) prior to attaining 60,
to the end that savings accrue to the Trust Funds as a result of
rehabilitating such individuals [into substantial gainful activity],
there are authorized to be transferred from the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund each fiScal such sums as may be necessary to
enable the Secretary to reimburse the State for the reasonable and
necessary costs of vocational rehabilitation services furnished such
individual (including services during their waiting periods), under a
State plan for vocational rehabilitation services approved under
title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 701 et seq.),
[which result in their performance of substantial gainful activity
which lasts for a continuous period of nine months] (i) in cases
where the furnishing of such services results in the performance by
such individuals of substantial gainful activity for a continuous
period of nine months, (ii) in cases where such individuals receive
benefits as a result of section 225(b) (except that no reimbursement
under this paragraph shall be made for services furnished to any
individual receiving such benefits for any period after the close of
such individual's ninth consecutive month of substantial gainful
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activity or the close of the month in which his or her entitlement to
such benefits ceases, whichever first occurs), and (iii) in cases where
such individuals, without good cause, refuse to accept vocational rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude their successful rehabilitation. The determination that the vocational rehabilitation services contributed to the successful return
of such individuals to substantial gainful activity, the determination that an individual, without good cause, refused to accept vocational rehabilitation services or failed to cooperate in such a
manner as to preclude successful rehabilitation, and the determination of the amount of costs to be reimbursed under this subsection
shall be made by the Commissioner of Social Security in accordance with criteria formulated by him .

•

•

•

•

*

*

*

DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS

Disability Insurance Benefits
SEc. 223. (a)(l) *

•

•

• *
*

•

•

*

Defmition of Disability
(d)(l) • • •

(2) For purposes of paragraph (l)(A)
(A) • * *

•
•
•
•
•
*
*
(C) In determining whether an individuals physical or mental
impairment or impairments are of such severity that he or she
is unabk to engage in substantial gainful activity, the Secretary
shall consider the combined effect of all of the individuals impairments without regard to whether any such impairment, if
considered separately, would be of such severity.

•

•

*

*

*

*

*

Standard of Review for Termination of Disability Benefits
(f) A recipient of benefits under this title or title XVIII based on
the disability of any individual may be determined not to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of a finding that the physical or
mental impairment on the basis of which such benefits are provided
has ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling only if such finding is
supported by(1) substantial evidence which demonstrates that there has
been medical improvement in the individuals impairment or
combination of impairments so that(A) the individual is now able to engage in substantial
gainful activity, or
(B) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower a surviving divorced
husband under section 202({}, the severity of his or her impairment or impairments is no longer deemed under regula-
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tions prescribed by the Secretary sufficient to preclude the
individual from engaging in gainful activity; or
(2) substantial evidence which(A) consists of new medical evidence and (in a case to
which clause (ii) does not apply) a new assessment of the
individuals residual functional capacity and demonstrates
that, although the individual has not improved medically,
he or she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances in medical or vocational therapy or technology so that(i) the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
(ii) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced husband under section 202({), the severity
of his or her impairment or impairments is no longer
deemed under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
sufficient to preclude the individual from engaging in
gainful activity; or
(B) demonstrates that, although the individual has not
improved medically, he or she has undergone vocational
therapy so that the requirements of clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (A) are met; or
(3) substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individuals impairment or combination of impairments is not as disabling as it was considered to be at the
time of the most recent prior decison that he or she was under a
disability or continued to be under a disability, and that therefore(A) the individual is able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
(B) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced husband under section 202((), the severity of his or
her impairment or impairments is not deemed under regulations prescribed by the Secretary sufficient to preclude the
individual from engaging activity.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a determination that a recipient of benefits under this title or title XVIII
based on an individuals disability is entitled to such benefits if evidenced on the record at the time any prior determination of such
entitlement to disability was made, or new evidence which relates to
that determination, shows that the prior determination was either
clearly erroneous at the time it was made or was fraudulently obtained, or if the individual is engaged in substantial fainful activity. In any case in which there is no available medica evidence supporting a prior disability determination, nothing in this subsection
shall preclude the Secretary, in attempting to meet the requirements
of the preceding provisions of this subsection, from securing additional medical reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence which
supported such prior disability determination. For purposes of this
subsection, a benefit under this title is based on an individuals disability if it is a disability insurance benefit, a child's, widow~, or
widower's insurance benefit based on disability, or a mother's or fa-
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ther's insurance benefit based on the disability of the mother's or
father's child who has attained age 1G.
Continued Payment of Disability Benefits During Appeal
(g)(l) In any case where-·

(A) an individual is a recipient of disability insurance benefits, or of child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefits
based on disability,
(B) the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which
such benefits are payable is found to have ceased, not to have
existed, or to no longer be disabling, and as a consequence such
individual is determined not to be entitled to such benefits,
and
(C) as timely request [for a hearing under section 221(d), or
for an administrative review prior to such hearing] for review
under section 221(dX2XBJ or for a hearing under section
221(dX2)(D) is pending with respect to the determination that
he is not so entitled,
such individual may elect (in such manner and form and within
such time as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) to have
the payment of such benefits, [and the payment of any other benefits under this Act based on such individual's wages and self-employment income (including benefits under title XVIII)], the payment of any other benefits under this title based on such individ·
ual 's wages and self-employment income, the payment of mother's or
father's insurance benefits, to such individual's mother or father
based on the disability of such individual as a child who has attained age 1G, and the payment of benefits under title XVIII based
on such individual's disability, continued for an additional period
beginning with the first month beginning after the date of the enactment of this subsection for which (under such determination)
such benefits are no longer otherwise payable, and ending with the
earlier of (i) the month preceding the month in which a decision is
made after such a hearing, or (ii) the month preceding the month
in which no such request for [a hearing or an administrative
review] review or a hearing is pending [,or (ii) June 1984] .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(3) The provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply with respect to determinations (that individuals are not entitled to benefits) [which are made(A) on or after the date of the enactment of this subsection,
or prior to such date but only on the basis of a timely request
for a hearing under section 221(d), or for an administrative
review prior to such hearing, and
(B) prior to December 7, 1983.] which are made on or after
the date of the enactment of this subsection, or prior to such date
but only on the basis of a timely request for a hearing under
section 221(d), or for an administrative review prior to such
hearing.
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[EFFECTIVE AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1984]

(3) The provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply with respect to determinations (that individuals are not entitled to benefits) which are made(A) on or after the date of the enactment of this subsection,
or prior to such date but only on the basis of a timely request
for [a hearing under section 221(d), or for an administrative
review prior to such hearing,] review under secion 221(dX2)(B)
or for a hearing under section 221(dX2XD), and
(B) prior to December 7, 1983.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

COMPLIANCE WITH COURT OF APPEALS DECISION

Sec. 234. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), if, in any decision in a case to which the Department of Health and Human Services or an officer or employee thereof is a party, a United States
court of appeals(1) interprets a provision of this title or of any regulation pre·
scribed under this title, and
(2) requires such Department or such officer or employee to
apply or carry out the provision in a manner which varies from
the manner in which the provision is generally applied or car·
ried out in the circuit involved,
the Secretary shall acquiesce in the decision and apply the enterpre·
tation with respect to all individuals and circumstances covered by
the provision in the circuit until a different result is reached by a
ruling by the Supreme Court of the United States on the issue involved or by a subsequently enacted provision of Federal law.
(b) Acquiescence shall not be required under subsection (a) during
the pendency of any direct appeal of the case by the Secretary under
section 1252 of title 28, United States Code, or any request for
review of the case by the Secretary under section 1254 of such title if
such direct appeal or request for review is filed during the period of
time allowed for such tiling. If the Supreme Court finds that the
requirements for the direct appeal under such section 1252 have not
been met or denies a request for review under such section 1254, the
Secretary shall resume acquiescence in the decision of the court of
appeals in accordance with subsection (a) from the date of such
finding or denial.

*

*

*

•

•

TITLE VII-ADMINISTRATION

•

•

..
•
•
•
•
*
SEc. 704. The Secretary shall make a full report to Congress,
within one hundred and twenty days after the beginning of each
regular session, of the administration of the functions with which
he is charged under this Act. Each such report shall contain a comprehensive description of the current status of the disability insurance program under title II and the program of benefits for the
blind and disabled under title XVI (including, in the case of the
reports made in 1984, 1985, and 1986, any advice and recommenda•
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tions provided to the Secretary by the Advisory Council on Medical
Aspects of Disability, with respect to disability standards, policies,
and procedures, during the preceding year). In addition to the
number of copies of such report authorized by other law to be
printed, there is hereby authorized to be printed not more than
five thousand copies of such report for use by the Secretary for distribution to Members of Congress and to State and other public or
private agencies or organizations participating in or concerned
with the social security program.

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

TITLE XVI-SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FOR THE
AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED

•

*

•

•

•

•

PART A-DETERMINATION OF BENEFITS

•

•

•

•

•

•

MEANING OF TERMS
AGED, BLIND, OR DISABLED INDIVIDUAL

SEc. 1614. (aX1) • • •

•
(3XA) • • *

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
*
*
(G) In determining whether an individuals physical or mental
impairment or impairments are of such severity that he or she is
unable to engage in substantial gainful activity, the Secretary shall
consider the combined effect of all of the individuals impairments
without regard to whether any such impairment, if considered separately, would be of such severity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
(5) A recipient of benefits based on disability under this title may
be determined not be to entitled to such benefits on the basis of a
finding that the physical or mental impairment on the basis of
which such benefits are provided has ceased, does not exist, or is not
disabling only if such finding is supported by(AJ substantial evidence which demonstrates that there has
been medical improvement in the individuals impairment or
combination of impairments so that the individual is now able
to engage in substantial gainful activity; or
(B) substantial evidence (except in the case of an individual
eligible to receive benefits under section 1619) which(i) consists of new medical evidence and a new assessment
of the individual~ residual functional capacity and demonstrates that, although the individual has not improved
medically, he or she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances in medical or vocational therapy or technology so
that the individual is now able to engage in substantial
gainful activity, or
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(ii) demonstrates that, although the individual has not
improved medically, he or she has undergone vocational
therapy so that he or she is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity; or
(C) substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individuals impairment or combination of impairments is not as disabling as it was considered to be at the
time of the most recent prior decision that he or she was under
a disability Of continued to be under a disability, and that
therefore the individual is able to engage in substantial gainful
activity.
Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require a determination that a recipient of benefits under this title based on disability is entitled to such benefits if evidence on the record at the time
any prior determination of such entitlement to benefits was made,
or new evidence which relates to that determination, shows that the
prior determination was either clearly erroneous at the time it was
made or was fraudulently obtained, or if the individual (unless he
or she is eligible to receive benefits under section 1619) is engaged in
substantial gainful activity. In any case in which there is no available medical evidence supporting a prior determination of disability
nothing in this paragraph shall preclude the Secretary, in attempt·
ing to meet the requirements of the preceding provisions of this
paragraph, from securing additional medical reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence which supported such prior determination.

•

•

•

•

•

•

REHABIUTATION SERVICES FOR BLIND AND DISABLED INDIVIDUALS

SEc. 1615. (a) • * *

•
•
•
•
•
*
*
(d) The Secretary is authorized to reimburse to the State agency
administering or supervising the administration of a State plan for
vocational rehabilitation services approved under the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act the costs incurred under such plan in the provision of rehabilitation services to individuals who are referred for
such services pursuant to subsection (a) [if such services result in
their performance of substantial gainful activity which lasts for a
continuous period of nine months] (1) in cases where the furnish-

ing of such services results in the performance by such individuals
of substantial gainful activity for continuous periods of nine
months, (2) in cases where such individuals are determined to be no
longer entitled to benefits under this title because the physical or
mental impairments on which the benefits are based have ceased,
do not exist, or are not disabling (and no reimbursement under this
subsection shall be made for services furnished to any individual receiving .such benefits for any period after the close of such individuals ntnth consecutive month of substantial gainful activity or the
close of the month with which his or her entitlement to such benefi.ts ceases, whichever first occurs), and (3) in cases where such indiv~duals, without good cause, refuse to accept vocational rehabilitatwn services or fail to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude
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their successful rehabilitation. The determination of the amount of
costs to be reimbursed under this subsection shall be made by the
Commissioner of Social Security in accordance with criteria determined by him in the same manner as under section 222(d)(l) .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL
ACTIVITY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT

SEc. 1619. (a) • • •

•
•
•
*
*
(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Secretary of Education shall jointly develop and disseminate information, and establish training programs for staff personnel, with respect to the potential availability of benefits and services for disabled individuals under the provisions of this section. The Secretary
of Health and Human Services shall provide such information to
individuals who are applicants for and recipients of benefits based
on disability under this title and shall conduct such programs for
the staffs of the District offices of the Social Security Administration. The Secretary of Education shall conduct such programs for
the staffs of the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies, and in
cooperation with such agencies shall also provide such information
to other appropriate individuals and to public and private organizations and agencies which are concerned with rehabilitation and
social services or which represent the disabled.
t

•

•

•

•

•

•

PART B-PROCEDURAL AND GENERAL PROVISIONS
PAYMENTS AND PROCEDURES

Payment of Benefits
SEc. 1631. (a)(l) • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

(7XAJ In any case where(i) an individual is a recipient of benefits based on disability
or blindness under this title,
(ii} the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which
such benefits are payable is found to have ceased, not to have
existed, or to no longer be disabling, and as a consequence such
individual is determined not to be entitled to such benefits, and
(iii) a timely request for review or for a hearing is pending
with respect to the determination that he is not so entitled,
such individual may elect (in such manner and form and within
such time as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) to have the
payment of such benefits continued for an additional period beginning with the first month beginning after the date of the enactment
of this paragraph for which (under such determination) such benefits are no longer otherwise payable, and ending with the earlier of
(1) the month preceding the month in which a decision is made after
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such a hearing, or (II) the month preceding the month in which no
such request for review or a hearing is pending.
(BXi) If an individual elects to have the payment of his benefits
continued for an additional period under subparagraph (A), and the
final decision of the Secretary affirms the determination that he is
not entitled to such benefits, any benefits paid under this title pursuant to such election (for months in such additional period) shall
be considered overpayments for all purposes of this title, except as
otherwise provided in clause (ii).
(ii) If the Secretary determines that the individuals appeal of his
termination of benefits was made in good faith, all of the benefits
paid pursuant to such individuals election under subparagraph (A)
shall be subject to waiver consideration under the provisions of subsection (bXl).
(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall apply with
respect to determinations (that individuals are not entitled to benefits) which are made on or after the date of the enactment of this
paragraph, or prior to such date but only on the basis of a timely
request for review or for a hearing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

Procedures; Prohibitions of Assignments; Representation of
Claimants
(dXl) The provisions of section 207 and subsections (a) (bX2), (d),
(e), and (f) of section 205 shall apply with respect to this part to the
same extent as they apply in the case of title II .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ADMINISTRATION

SEc. 1633. (a) • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(c) Section 234 shall apply with respect to decisions of United
States courts of appeals involving interpretations of provisions of
this title or of regulations prescribed under this title (and requiring
action with respect to such provisions) in the same manner and to
the same extent as it applies with respect to decisions involving interpretations of provisions of title II or of regulations prescribed
thereunder (and requiring action with respect to such provisions).

•

PUBLIC LAw

97-455

AN ACT To amend Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to reduce the rate of certain
taxes paid to the Virgin Islands on Vigin Islands source income, to amend the
Social Security Act to provide for a temporary period that payment of disability
benefits may continue through the hearing stage of the appeals process, and for
other purposes.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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[SEC. 4. EVIDENTIARY HEARINGS IN RECONSIDERATIONS OF DISABILITY BENEFIT TERMINATIONS.

[(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 205(b) of the Social Security Act is
amended
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(b)"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
["(2) In any case where["(A) an individual is a recipient of disability insurance
benefits,. or of child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefits
based on disability,
["(B) the physical or mental impairment on the basis of
which such benefits are payable is found to have ceased, not to
have existed, or to no longer be disabling, and
["(C) as a consequence of the fmding described in subparagraph (B), such individual is determined by the Secretary not
to be entitled to such benefits.
any reconsideration of the fmding described in subparagraph (B), in
connection with a reconsideration by the Secretary (before any
hearing under paragraph (1) on the issue of such entitlement) of
his determination described in subparagraph (C), shall be made
only after opportunity for an evidentiary hearing, with regard to
the fmding described in subparagraph (B), which is reasonably accessible to such individual. Any reconsideration of a finding described in subparagraph (B) may be made either by the State
agency or the Secretary where the fmding was originally made by
the State agency, and shall be made by the Secretary where the
finding was originally made by the Secretary. In the case of a reconsideration by a State agency of a finding described in subparagraph (B) which was originally made by such State agency, the evidentiary hearing shall be held by an adjudicatory unit of the State
agency other than the unit that made the fmding described in subparagraph (B). In the case of a reconsideration by the Secretary of
a fm~g described in subparagraph (B) which was originally made
by the Secretary, the evidentiary hearing shall be held by a person
other than the person or persons who made the finding described
in subparagraph (B).".
[(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to reconsiderations (of findings described
in section 205(bX2XB) of the Social Security Act) which are requested on or after such date as the Secretary Health and Human Services may specify, but in any event not later than January 1, 1984.

E

[SEC. 5. CONDUCTS OF FACE-TO-FACE RECONSIDERATIONS IN DISABILITY CASES.

[The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall take such
steps as may be necessary or appropriate to assure public understanding of the importance the Congress attaches to the face-to-face
reconsiderations provided for in section 205(b)(2) of the Social Security Act (as added by section 4 of this Act). For this purpose the
Secretary shall[(1) provide for the establishment and implementation of
procedures for the conduct of such reconsiderations in a
manner which assures that beneficiaries will receive reasonable notice and information with respect to the time and place
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of reconsideration and the opportunities afforded to introduce
evidence and be represented by counsel; and
[(2) advise beneficiaries who request or are entitled to request such reconsiderations of the procedures so establishd, of
their opportunities to introduce evidence and be represented
by counsel at such reconsiderations, and of the importance of
submitting all evidence that relates to the question before the
Secretary or the State agency at such reconsideration.]

•

•
SECTION

201

•

•

•

•

•

OF THE SociAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS OF

1980

BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL
ACTIVITY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT
SEc.

201.

(a) • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

(d) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall become
effective on January 1, 1981, but [shall remain in effect only for a
period of three years after such effective date.] shall remain in
effect only through June 30, 1986.

*
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A BILL
To amend title II of the Social Security Act to provide for
reform in the disability determination process.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

1

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3

SHORT TITLE AND T.4BLE OF CONTENTS
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Social Secu.

4

5 rity Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984".
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1

TITLE I-STANDARDS OF DISABILITY

2

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR TERMINATION OF DISABILITY

3

BENEFITS AND PERIODS OF DISABILITY

4

SEc. 101. (a) Section 223 of the Social Security Act is

5 amended by inserting after subsection (e) the following new
6 subsection:
7 "Standard of Rm)iew for Termination of Disability Benefits

8

"(f) A recipient of benefits under this title or title

9 X VIII based on the disability of any individual may be del 0 termined not to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of a
11 finding that the physical or mental impairment on the basis

12 of which such benefits are provided has ceased, does not exist,

13 or is not disabling only if such finding is supported by14

"(1) substantial evidence which demor~trates that

15

there has been medical improvement in the individual's

16

impairment or combination of impairments so that-

!7

18

"(A) the individual is now able to engage in
substantial gainful activity, or

19

"(B) if the individual is a. widow or surviv-

20

ing divorced wife under section 202(e) or a wid-

21

ower or surviving divorced husband under section

22

202(f), the severity of his or her impairment or

23

impairments is no longer deemed under regula-

24

lions prescribed by the Secretary sufficient to pre-
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1

elude the individual from engaging in gainful ac-

2

tivity; or

3

"(2) substantial evidence which-

4

"(A) consists of new medical evidence and

5

(in a case to which clause (ii) a.,es not apply) a

6

new assessment of the individual's residual func-

7

tional capacity and demonstrates that, althouglt

8

the individual has not improt>ed medically, he or

9

she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances zn

10

medical or vocational therapy or technology so

11

that-

...

12

"(i)

13

the individual ls now able to

engage in substantial gainful activity, or

14

"(ii) if the individual is a widow or

15

surviving divorced wife under section 202(e)

16

or a widower or surviving di?'orced husband

17

unde1· section 202(f), the severity of his or

18

her impairment or impairments is no longer

19

deemed under regulations prescribed by the

20

Secretmy sufficient to preclude the individu-

21

al from en,qaging in gainful activity; or

22

"(B) demonstrates that, although the individ-

23

ual has not improved medically, he or she has un-

24

dergone vocational tlterapy so that the require-

-·-
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1

ments of clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (A) are

2

met; or

3

"(3) substantial evidence which demonstrates that.

4

as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnos-

5

tic techniques or evaluations. the individuars impai7'-

6

ment or combination of impairments is not as disabling

7

as it was considered to be at the time of the most recent

8

prior decision that he or she was under a disability or

9

continued to be under a disability. and that therefore-

tO

"(A) the individual is able to engage in sub-

11

stantial gainful activity. or

12

"(B) if the individual is a widow or surviv-

13

ing divorced wife under section 202(e) or a wid-

14

ower or surviving divorced husband under section

15

202({), the severity of his or her impairment or

16

impairments is not deemed und.er regulations pre-

17

scribed by the Secretary suffici-ent to preclude the

18

~ndividual

from engaging in gainful activity.

19 Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a

20 determination that a recipient of benefits under this title or
21 title X VI I I based on an individual's disability is entitled to

22 such benefits if evidence on the record at the time any prior
23 determination of such entitlement to disability benefits ·was

24 made, or new evidence which relates to that determination,
25 shows that the prior determination was either clearly errone-
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1 ous at the time it was made or was fraudulently obtained, or
2 if the individual is engaged in substantial gainful activity.

3 In any case in which there is no available medical evidence
4 supporting a prior disability determination, nothing in this
5 subsection shall preclude the Secretary, in attempting to meet
6 the requirements of the preceding provisions of this subsec7 tion, from securing additional medical reports necessary to

8 reconstruct the evidence which supported such prior disability
9 determination. For purposes of this subsection, a benefit
10 under this title is based on an individual's disability if it is a
11 disability insurance benefit, a child's, widow's, or widower's

12 insurance benefit based on disability, or a mother's or fa-

13 ther's insurance benefit based on the disability of the moth14 er's or father's child who has attained age 16. ".

15

(bj Section 216(i)(2)(D) of such Act is amended by

16 adding at the end thereof the following: "A period of disabil17 ity may be determined to end on the basis of a finding that

18 the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which the
19 finding of disability was made has ceased, does not exist, or
20 is not disabling only if such finding is supported by substan-

21 tial evidence described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of section
22 223({). Nothing in the preceding sentence shall be construed

23 to require a determination that a period of disability contin24 ues if evidence on the record at the time any prior determina-

25 ·tion of such period of disability was made, or new evidence
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1 which relates to such determination, shows that the prior de-

2 iennination was either clearly erroneous at the time iL was
3 made or was fraudulently :;btained, or if the individual is
4 engaged in substantial gu·i nful activity. In any case in which

5 there is no available medical evidence supporting a prior dis6 ability determination, nothing in this subparagraph shall
7 preclude the Secretary, in attempting to meet the require-

S ments of the preceding provisions of this subparagraph, from

9 securing additional medical reports necessary to reconstruct
10 the evidence which supported such prior disability determina11 lion.".

12

(c) Section 1614(a) of such Act is amended by adding

13 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
14

"(5) A recipient of benefits based on disability under

15 this title may be determined not be to entitled to such benefits
16 on the basis of a find-ing that the physical or mental impair} 7 ment on the basis of which such benefits are provided has

18 ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling only if such finding

19 is supported by20

"(A) substantial evidence which demonstrates that

21

there has been medical improvement in the individual's

22

impairment or combination of impairments so that the

23

individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful

24

activity; or
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1

"(B) substantial evidence (except in the case of

2

an individual eligible to receive benefits under section

3

1619) which-

4

"(i) consists of new medical evidence and a

5

new assessment of the individuals residual func-

6

tional capacity anl; demonstrates that, although

7

the individual has not improved medically, he or

8

she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances m

9

medical or vocational therapy or technology so

10

that the individual is now able to engage in sub-

11

stantial gainful activity, or

12

"(ii) demonstrates that, although the individ-

13

ual ha,<J not improved medically, he or .<Jhe has un-

14

dergone vocational therapy Ro that he o1· she is

15

now able to engage in substantial gainful activity;

16

or

17

"(C) substantial evidence which demonstrates

18

that, as determined on the basis of new or improved di-

19

agnosiic techniques or evaluations, the individual's im-

20

pairment or combination of impairments is not as dis-

21

abling as it was considered to be at the time of the

22

most recent prior decision that he or she was under a

23

disability or continued to be under a d·isability, and

24

that therefore the individual is able to engage in sub-

25

stantial gainful activity.
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1 Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to requtre a
2 determination that a recipient of benefits under this title
3 based on disability is entitled to such benefits if evidence on

4 the record at the time any prior determina.tion of such entitle5 ment to benefits was made, or new evidence which relates to

6 that

determinati~n,

shows that the prior determination was

7 either clearly erroneous at the time it was made or was fraud-

8 ulently obtained, or if the individual (unless he or she is
9 eligible to receive benefits under section 1619) is engaged in

10 substantial gainful activity. In any case in which there is no
11 available medical evidence supporting a prior determination

12 of disability nothing in this paragraph shall preclude the
13 Secretary, in attempting to meet the

requ~rements

of the pre-

14 ceding provisions of this paragraph, from securing additional

15 medical reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence which
16 supported such prior determination. ".
17

STUDY CONCERNING EVALUATION OF PAIN

18 SEc. 102. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human Services
19 shall, in conjunction with the National Academy of Sciences,

20 conduct a study of the issues concerning (1) the use of subjec21 live evidence of pain, including statements of the individual
22 alleging such pain as to the intensity and persistence of such
23 pain and corroborating evidence provided by treating physi
24 cians, fa.mily, neighbors, or behavioral indicia, in determin25 ing under section 221 or title XVI of the Social Security Act
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1 whether an indit1idual is under a disability, and (2) the state

2 of the art of preventing, reducing, or coping with pain.

3

(b) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study

. 4 under subsection (a), together with any recommendations, to

5 the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre6 sentatives and the C6mmittee on Finance of the Senate not
7 later than April 1, 198.5.

8

MULTIPLE IMP.41RJ1ENTS

9

8Ec. 108. (u)(l)

Section 223(d}(2) of the Social SPcu-

IO 1·ity Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow11 in,q

1/(' lr

subparagmph:

12

''((') In determining u·hether an individual's

1:)

physical or mental impairment 01' impah·ments ate of

l-1-

such Sl'l'e1·ity that he or she is unahle to engage in sub-

1:)

:>lantial ,r;ainful actil'ily, the Secretary shall considPr

16

the combined effert of all of the indil.'idual's impair-

17

men/.~ 1eithout regard to u:helha any such impairment,

1H

if considered sepamte1y, would be of such set:erity. ".

lH

(2) Th(' third sentence of ..,ection 216(i)(l) of such Act is

20 amended by inserting "(2)(C)! "after ''(2)(A), ".
21

(b) Section 16'14(a)(8) of such Act is amended by

22 addin,q at thP end thereof the followin,q new subparagraph:

2:-3

"(G) In determining whether an indiL1idual's physicial

24 or mental impairment or impairments arc of such seve'rity
25 that he or she is unable to engage in substantial gainful acIIR :m.; Rll

11

1 tivity, the Secretary shnll consider the combined effect of all
2 of the individual's impairments without regard to whether

3 any such impairment, if considered separately, loould be of
4 such severity. ".

5

TITLE II-DISABILITY DETERM I NATI ON

6

PROCESS

7

MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMP,1JRMENT REll / EWS

8

SEC.

201. (a) The Secretary of Health and Hu man

9 Services (hereafler in this sec:tion refen·f:d to as the "Secre-

10 tm·y ") shall revise the c1·iteria embodied under the cate.r;ory
11

"Mental Disorders" in the "Listing of Impairments '' in

12 effect on the date of the enactment of this Act under appendi.r

13 1 to subpart P of part 404 of title 20 of the Code of Federul
14 Regulations. The revised criteria and listings, alone and in

15 combination with assessments of tl1e residual functional ca-

16 pacity of the individuals involved, shall be designed to realis17 tically enaluate the ability of a mentally impaired i ndi1.'idual

18 to P.ngage in substantial gainful activity in a competiti11e
19 workplace environment. Regulations establishing such re20 vised criteria and listings shall be published no later than
21 nine months after the date of the enactment of this Act.
22

(b) The Secretary shall make the revisions pursuant to

23 subsection (a) in consultation with the Advisory Cou n.:il on

24 the Medical Aspects of Disability (established by section 304
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1 of this Act), and shall take the advice and recommendations

2 of such Council fully into account in making such revisions.

3

(c)(1) Until such time as revised criteria have been es-

4 tahlished by regulation in accordance with subsection (a), no
5 continuing eligibility 7'eview shall he carried out unde1· sec-

6 lion 221(h) of the Social Security Act (as redesignated by
7 section 204(1) of this Act) , or under the corresponding re-

8 quirements established for disability determinations and re. 9 views under title X VI of such Act, with respect to any indi-

10 vidual previously determined to be under a disability by
11 reason of a mental impairment, if12

(A) no initial decision on such revzew has been

13

1·ende1·ed with respect to such individual prior to the

14

date of the eflactment of this Act, or

15

(B) an initial decision on such 1·ev1ew was ren-

16

dered with respect to such individual prior to the date

17

of the enactment of this Act but a timely appeal from

18

such decision was filed or was pending on or after

19

June 7, 1983.

20 For purposes of this para,qraplt and subsection (d)(1) the
21 term "continuing eligibility review", when used to refer to a

22 review of a previous determination of disability, includes any
23 reconsideration of or hearing on the initial decision rendered
24 in such review as well as such initial decision itself, and any
25 review by the Appeals Council of the hearing decision.
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1

(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any ca.se where the

2 Secretary determines that fraud was involved in the prior

3 determination, or where an individual (other than an i ndi4 vidual eligible to receive benef'its under section 16'19 of the
5 Social Security Act) is determined by the Secretary to be

6 engaged in substantial gainful activity.
7

(d)(1) Any initial determination that an individual is

8 not under a disability by reason of a mental impairment and
9 any determination that an individual is not under a disabil-

10 ity by reason of a mental impairment in a reconsideration of
11 or hearing on an initial disability determination, made or

12 held under l'itle II

07'

XVI of the Social Security Act after

13 the date of the enactment of this Act and prior to the date on
14 wkich revised crite1i.a m·e established by regulation in accm·d-

15 ance with subsection (a), and any determ·inal'ion that an in-

16 dividual is not under a disability by reason of a mental im ·
17 pairment made under or in accordance w·ith title I I or XVI
18

of such Act in a reconsideration of, hearing on, m· judicial

19 review of a dec-is·ion rendered in any continuing eligibility
20 review to which subsection (c)(1) applies, shall be redeter21 mined by the Secretary as soon as feasible after the date on
22 which such criteria are so established, applying such revised
23 criteria.
24

(2) In the case of a redetermination under paragraph. .

25 (1) of a prior action which found that an individual was not
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1 under· a dis(lbility, if such individual is found on redetermi-

2 nation to be under a disability, such redeterminatioli slwll be

3 applied as though it had been made at the time of surh priur
4 action.

5

(3} Any individual with a mPT1tal 'impai1·ment who was

6 found to be not disabled pur·suant to an initial disability de7 termination or a continuing eligibility review between March

8 1, 1981, and the date of the enactment of this Act, and who

9 reapplies for benefits under title ll or X VI of the Social
10 Security Act, may be determined to be under a disability
11

during tl1 e period consideTed in the most recent pri01· determi-

12 nation. Any reapplication unde7' this paragraph must be filed

13 within one year after the date of the enactment of this Act,
14 and benefits payable as a result of the preceding sentence

15 shall be paid only on the basis of the reapplication.
16

REVIEW

PROCE~ URE

GOVERNING DISABILITY DETERMI-

17

NATIONS AFFECTING CONTINUED ENTI TLEMENT TO

18

DISABILITY BENEFITS; DEMONSTRATI ON PROJECTS

19

RELATING TO REVI EW OF OTHER DISABILITY DE-

20

TERMINATIONS

21

Sec. 202. (a){1) Sedion 221{d) of the Social Security

22 Act is amended23

(A) by striking out "Any" and inserting in lieu

24

thereof "(1) Except in cases to which pamgmph (2)

25

applies, any"; and
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(B) by adding at the end thereof the following

1

2

new paragraph:

3

"(2)(A) I n any case where-

4

"(i) an individual is a recipient of disability in-

5

surance benefits, .::hild 's, widow 's, or widower's insur-

6

ance benefits based on disab-ility, mother's or father's

7

insurance benefits based on the disability of the moth-

8

er's or father's child who has attained age 16, or bene-

9

fils under title X VI I I based on disability, and

10

"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the

11

basis of which such benefits are payable is determined

12

by a S tale agency (o• the Secretary in a case to which

1::3

subsection (g) applies) to have ceased, not to have ex-

l-!

isted, or to no longer be disabling,

15 such individual shall be entitled to notice and opportunity for

16 ret'iP.w as provided in this paragraph.
17

"(B)(i) Any determination referred to in subparagraph

18 (A)(ii)19

"(/) which has been prepared for issuance under

:w

this section by a Stale agency (or the Secretary) for

21

the purpose of providing a basis for a decision of the

·>->

Secretary U'ilh regard to the individual's continued

:!B

1·ights to benefits under· this title (including any deci-

2-l

sion as to whether an individual's rights to benefits are

25

terminated or otherwise changed), and
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"(II) which is in whole or in part unfavorable to

1

2

such individual,

3 shall remain pending until after the notice and opportunity

4 for review provided in this subparagraph.

5

"(ii) Any such pending determination shall contain a

6 statement of the case, in understandable language, setting
7 forth a discussion of the evidence and stating such determina-

8 lion, the reason or reasons upon which such determination is
.
9 based, the right to a re1,iew of such determination (includin,q
10

the right to make a personal appearance as provided in this

11 subpa.ragraph), the right to submit additional evidence prior·

12 to or· during such rev·iew as provided in this clause, and that,

13 if such r·eview is not requested, the individual will not he
14 entitled to a hearing on such determination and such determi15

nation will he the disability determination upon which the

16 final decision of the Secretary on entitlement will he based.
17 Such statement of the case shall be transmilled in writing to

18 such indiz.,idual. Upon request by any such individual, or by
19 a wife, dit1orced wife, widow, surviving divorced wife, surviv-

20 ing diwrced mother, husband, divorced husband, widower,
21 sun,it'i ng dit,or·ced husband, surviving divorced father, child,
22 m· parent, who makes a showing in writing that his or her

23 rights may be prejudiced by such determination, he or she
24

shall be entitled to a review by the State a,qency (or the Sec-

25 retary in a case to which subsection (g) applies) of such de-
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1 termination, including the right of such -indiv·idual to make a
2 personal appearance, and may submit additional evidence for

3 purposes of such -review prior to or during such review. Any
4 such request must be filed within 30 days after notice of the

5 pendin,g determination

i.~

received by the individual making

6 such request. Any review carried out by a State agency
7 under this subparagraph shall be made in acc01·dance w·ith

8 the pertinent provisions of this title and regulations there9 under.

10

"(iii) A review under this subparagraph shall include a

11 review of evidence and medical history in the record at the
12 time such disability determination is pending, shall examine

13 any new medical evidence submitted or obtained f01· purposes
_..1:1_

of the review, and shall afford the individual requesting the

15 review the oppor·tunity to make a personal appearance with

16 respect to the ca.se at a place which is reasonably accessible to
17 such individual.
18

"(iv) On the ba.sis of the re view carried out under this

19 subparagraph, the State agency (or the Secretary in a case to
2~

which subsection (g) applies) shall affirm or modify the pend-

2 1 ing determination and issue the pending determination, as so
22 affirmed or modified, as the disability determination under
23 subsection (a), (c), (g), o1· (h) (as applicable).

24

"(C) Any disability determination described in subpar-

25 agraph (A)(ii) which is issued by the S tale agency (or the
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1 Secreta.ry) and which is in whole or in part unfavorable to

2 the individual requesting the review .~hall contain a statement

3 of the case, in understandable language, setting .forth

a dis-

4 cussion of the evidence, and stating the determination, the

5 reason or reasons upon which the determination is based, the
6 right (in the case of an individual wlto has exerc-ised the right
7 to review under subparagraph (B)) of such individual to a
8 hearing unde1· subparagraph (D), and the right to submit ad-

9 ditional evidence prior to or at such a hearing. Such state10 ment of the case shall be transmitted in writing to such indi11 vidual and his or her representative (if any).

l2

"(D){i) An inditridual who has exercised the right to

13 review under subparagraph (B) and who is dissatisfied with
14 the disability determination referred to in subparagraph (C)

15 shall be entitled to a hearing thereon to lite same extent as is
16 provided in section 205(b) with respect to decisions of the

17 S ecretary on which hearings are required under such section,
18 and to judicial review of the Secrela1·y's final decision after
19 such hearin,q as is provided in section 205(g). Nothing in this

20 section shall be construed to deny an individual his or her
21 1·ight to notice and opportunity for hearing '.m der section
22 205(b) with respect to matters other than the determination
23 referred to in subparagraph {A)(i·i).
24

"(ii) Any hea·ring referred to in clause (i) shall be held

25 before an administrative law judge who has been duly ap-
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1 pointed in accordance w-ith section 3105 of title 5, United

2 States Code.".

3

(2) Section 205(b)(1) of such Act is amended by insert-

4 in,g after the fourth sentence the following new sentence: "Re-

5 views of disability determinations on which decisions relati n,9
6 to continued entitlement to benefits are based shall be gov-

7 erned by the p1·ovisions of section 221 (d)(2). ".

8

(b)(J) Section 205(b) of such Act (as amended by sub-

9 section (a)(2)) is fu7·ther amendedl0

(A) by striking out u(1)" after u(h) "; and

11

(8) hy striking out paragraph (2).

12

(2) Section 4 of Public Law 97-455 (relating to eviden-

13 tiary hearings in reconsiderations of disability benefit lermi14 nations) (96 Stat. 2499) and section .5 of such Act (relating

15 t conduct of face-to-face reconsiderations in disability cases)

16 (.96 Stat. 2500) m·e repealed.
17

(c) Section 223(g) of the Social Security Act (as

18 amended by section 203(a) of this Act) is further amended-

19

(1)

in paragraph (1)(0), by striking out "foT a

20

hearing under section .221(d), o1· for an administrative

21

review prior to such hearing" and inserting in lieu

22

thereof ''for review unde1· section 221(d)(2)(B) or for a

23

hearing under section 221(d)(2)(D)'';
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1

(2) in paragraph (1)(ii), by striking out "a hear-

2

ing or an administrative review" and inserting in lieu

3

thereof "review or a hearing"; and

4

(3) in paragraph (3), by striking out "a hearing

5

under section 2.21(d), or for an administrative review

6

prior to such hearing" and inserting in lieu thereof

7

"review under section 221(d)(2)(B) or for a hearin,q

8

under section 221(d)(2)(D) ".

9

(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

10 with respect to determinations (referred to in sectio11
11 221(d}(2)(A)(ii) of the Social Security Act (as amended by
12 this section)), and determinations under lite corresponding re-

13 quirements established for disability determinations and re14 views under title X VI of such Act, 1Dhich are issued after

15 December 31, 1984.
16

(e) The 8ec..,.etary of Health and Human Sert,ices slwll,

17 as soon as practicable after the date of the enactment of this

18 Act, implement as demonstration projects the amendments
19 made by this section with respect to all disability detennina-

20 lions under subsection.~ (a), (c), (g), and (h) of section 221 of
21 the Social Security Act, and with respect to all disability

22 determinations under title X VI of such Act in the same
23 mannet and to the same e:ctent as is provided in sucl1 amend24 ments with respect to determinations refen·ed to in section

25 221(d)(2)(A)(ii) of such Act (as amended by this section).
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1 Such demonstration projects shall be conducted in not fewer

2 than five States. The Secretary shall report to the Committee
3 on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the

4 Committee on Finance of the Senate concerning such demon-

5 stration projects, together with any recommendations, not
6 later than April1, 1985.
7

8

CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS DURING APPEAL

SEc. 203. (a)(1) Section. 223(g)(1) of the Social Secu-

9 rity Act is amen.ded-

10

(A) in the matter following subparagraph (C), by

11

striking out "and the payment of any other benefits

12

under this Act based on such individual's wages and

13

self-employment income (including be.nefits under title

14

XVIII)," and inserting in lieu thereof ", the payment

15

of any other benefits under this title based on such in-

16

dividual's wages and self-employment income, the pay-

17

ment of mother's or father's insurance benefits to such

18

individual's mother or· father based on the disability of

19

such individual as a child who has attained age 16,

20

and the payment of benefits under title XVIII based

21

on such individual's disability, ";

22
23

24

(B) in clause (i), by ·inserting "or" after ''hearing, "; and
(C) by striking out ", or (iii) June 1984 ".
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1

(2) Section 223(g)(3) of such Act i.: amended by strik-

2 ing out "which are made" and all that follows down through

3 the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
4 "which are made on or after the date of the enactment of this

5 subsection, or prior to such date but only on the basis of a
6 timely request for a hearing under section 221(d), or for an

7 administrative review prior to such hearing. ".
8

(b) Section 1631(a) of such Act is amended by adding

9 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

10

''(7)(A) In any case where"(i) art individual is a recipient of benefits based

]l

12

on disability or Olindness under· :.~is title,

13

"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the

14

basis of which such benefits are payable is found to

15

have ceased, not to have existed, or to no longer be dis-

16

abling, and as a consequence such individual is deter-

17

mined not to be entitled to such benefits, and

18

"(iii) a timely request for review or for a hearing

19

is pending with respect to the determination that he is

20

not so entitled,

21 s uch individual may elect (in such manner and form and

22 within such time as the Secretar·y shall by regulations pre-

23 scribe) to have the payment of such benefits continued for an
24 additional period beginning with the first month beginning

25 after the date of th e enactment of this paragraph for which
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1 (under such determination) such benefits are no longer olher2 wise payable, and ending with the earlier of (I) the month

3 preceding the month in which a decision is made after such a
4

hearing, or (11) the month preceding the month in which no

5 such request for review or a hea·ring is pending.
6

"(fJ)(i) If an individual elects to have the payment of

7 his benefits continued for o.n additional period under subpar-

8 agraph (A), and the final decision of the Secretary affirms
9 the determination that he is not entitled to such benefits, any

10 benefits paid under this title pursua,nt to such election (for
11 months in such additional period) shall be considered over-

12 payments for all purposes of this title, except as otherwise

13 provided in clause (ii).
14

"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the individual's

15 appeal of his termination of benefits was made in good faith,
16 all of the benefits paid pursuant to such individual's election
17 under· subparagraph (A) shall be subject to waiver considera18 tion under the provisions of subsection (b)(1).

19

"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall

20 apply with respect to determinations (that individuals are not
21 entitled to benefits) which are made on or after the dale of the
22 enactment of this paragraph, or prior to such date but only on
23 the basis of a timely request for review or for a hearing. ".
24

(c){1) The Secretary of Health and Human Services

25 shall, as soon as practicable after the date of the enactment of
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1 this Act, conduct a study concerning the effect which the en2 actment and continued operation of section 223(g) of the

3 Social Security Act ·is having on expenditures from the Fed4 eral Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the Fed-

5 eral Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital
6 Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supplementary

7 Medical Insurance Trust Fund, and the rate of appeals to
8 administrative law judges of unfavorable determinations re-

9 lating to disability or pe·riods of disability.
10

(2) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study

11 under paragraph (1), together with any recommendations, to

12 the Committee em Ways and Means of the House of Repre13 sentatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not
14 later than July 1, .1986.
15

QUALlFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL f;

16

EVALUATING MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS

17

SEc. 204. Section 221 of the Social Security Act is

18 amended-

19
20
21

(1) by redesignating subsection (i) as subsection
(h); and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

22

subsection:

23

"(i) A determination under subsection (a), (c), (g), or

24 (h) that an individual is not under a disability by reason of a

25 mental impairment shall be made only if, before its issuance
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1 by the Stale (or the Secretary), a qualified psychiatrist or
2 psychologist who is employed by the State agency or the Sec-

3 retary (or whose services are contracted for by the State
4 agency or the Secretary) has completed the medical portion of

5 the case review, including any applicable residu.al functional
6 capacity assessment. ".
7

REGULATORY STANDARDS FOR CONSULTATIVE

8

EXAMINATIONS

9

SEc. 205. Section 221 of the Social Secwity Act (as

10 amended by section 204 of this Act) is further amended by
11 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

12

"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which set

13 forth, in detail14

"(1) the standards to be utilized by Stale disabil-

15

ity determination sen;ices and Federal pe·rsonnel in de-

16

termining when a consultative examination should he

17

obtained in connection with disability determinations;

18

"(2) standards for the type of referral to be made;

19

and

20

"(3) procedures by which the Secretary will mon-

21

itor both the refe1"ral processes used and the product of

22

professionals to whom cases are referred.

23 Nothing in this subsection shall he construed to preclude the
24 issuance, in acco1·dance with section 553(b)(A) of title 5,
25 United States Code, of interpretive ru.les, general statements
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1 of policy, and rules of agency o7'ganization relating to consul-

2 tative examinations if such rules and statements are consist-

3 ent with such regulations. ".
4

TITLE Ill-MI SCELLANEOUS PRO.VISIONS

5

ADMINI S1'RATIVE PROCEDURE AND UNIFORM STANDARDS

6

SEc. 301. (a) S ection 205(b) oi the Social Security

7 Act (as amended by sections 202(a)(2) and 202(b)(1) of this

8 Act) is fu.rlher amended9
10

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(b)"; and
(2) by adding at the end ther·eof the following new

11

paragraph:

12

"(2) Notwithsta.nding subsection (a)(2) of section 553 of

13 title 5, United States Code, the rulemaking requirements of
14 subsections (b) through (e) of such section shall apply to mat-

15 ters relating to benefits under this title. With r·espect to mat-

16 ters to which rulemaking requirements under the preceding
17 sentence apply, only those rules prescribed pursuant to sub-

IS sections (b) through (e) of such section 553 and related prul:i19 sions governing notice and comment rulemaking under sub20 chapter II of chapter 5 of such title 5 (relating to administra21 tive procedure) shall be binding at any level of review by a

22 State agency or the Secretary, including any hearing before

2ll an administrative law judge. ".
24

(b) Section 1631(d)(1) of such Act is a.mendcd by in-

25 serting "(b)(2), "after "(a), ".
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1
2

COMPLIANCE WITH COURT OF APPEALS DECISIONS

SEC. 302. (a) Tille II of the Social Security Act ts

3 amended by adding at the end the following new section:
4

5

"COMPLIANCE WITH COURT OF APPEALS DECISIONS

"SEc. 234. (a) Except as prov·ided in subsection (b), if:

6 in any decision in a case to which the Department of Health
7 and Human Services or an officer or employee. thereof is a

8 party, a United Stales court o{ appeals-

9
10

"(1)

·interprets a provision of this title or of any

regu(ation presc1·ibed under this title, and

11

"(2) requires such Department or such officer or

12

employee to apply or carry out the provision in a

13

manner which varies from the manner in which the

14

provision is genemlly applied or carried out in the ci1'-

l5

cuit involved,

16 the Secretary shall acquiesce in the decision and apply the
17 interpretation with respect to all individuals and circum-

IS stances cove1·ed by the provision in the circuit until a differ19 ent result is reached by a 1-uli ng by the S upTeme Court of the

20 United States on the issue involved m· by a subsequently
21 enar.ted provision of Federal law.

22

"(b) Acquiescence shall not be required under subsection

23 (a) during the pendency of any direct appeaL a.f the case by

24 the Secretary under section 1252 of title 28, United States
25 Code, or any request for r·eview of the case by the Secretary
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1 under section 1254 of such title if such direct appeal or re-

2 quest for review is filed during the period of time allowed for
3 such filing. If the Supreme Court finds that the requirements

4 for the direct appeal under such section 1252 have not been

5 met or denies a request for review under such section 1254,
6 the Secretary shall resume acquiescence in the decision of the

7 court of appeals in accordance with subsection (a)_from the
8 date of such finding or denial. ".
9

(b) Section 1633 of such Act is amended by adding at

10 the end thereof the following new subsection:

11

"(c) Section 234 shall apply with 1'espect to decisions of

12 United Stales courts of appeals involving interp1·etations of

13 provisions of this title or of regulations prescribed under this
14 title (and requiring action with respect to such provisions) in
15 the same manne1' attd to the same c:~tent as it applies with

16 respect to decisions involving interp7'elations of provisions of
1i

title II or of regulations prescribed thereunder (and requiring

18 action with respect to such pr~'•visions). ".

19

(c) The amendments ntade by subsections (a) and (b) of

20 this section shall not apply with respect to a decision by a.
21

United States court of appeals in any case if the period al-

22 lowed for filing the direct appeal or request for review of the

23 case tl'ilh the 'iupreme Court of the Uni:ed States e:cpired

:!.t. before the date of t/u>enactment of this Act.
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1
2

PAYMENT OF COSTS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

SEc. 303. (a) The first sentence of section 222(d)(1) of

3 the Social Security Act is amended4

5

(1) by striking out "into substantial gainful activ-

ity''; and

6

(2) by striking out "which result in their perform-

7

a:-1ce of substantial ,qainful activity which la.flls for a

8

continuous pe1'iod of nine months'' and inserting in

9

lieu thereof the following: "(i) in cases where the fur-

l0

nishing of such services r·esults in the pe1·formance by

11

such individuals of substantial gainful activity for a

12

continuous period of nine months, (ii) in cases where

13

such individuals receive benefits as a result of section

14

225(b) (except that no reimbursement under this para-

15

graph shall be made for services fur·nished to any indi-

16

vidual recei1)'ing such benefits for any pe1wiod after the

17

close of such individual's ninth consecutive month of

18

substantial gainful activity o·r the close of the month in

19

which his or her entitlement to such benefits ceases,

20

whichever first occurs), and (iii) in cases where such

21

individuals, without good cause, refuse to accept voca-

22

tional rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in

23

such a manner as to preclude their successful rehabili-

24

tation ".
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1

(b) The second sentence of section 222(d)(1) of such Act

2 is amended by inserting after "substantial gainful actitily ''

3 the following: ", the determination that an individual, with4 out good cause, refused to accept vocational rehabilitation

5 services or failed to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude

6 successful rehabilitation,'~
7

(c) The first sentence of section 1615(d) of such Act is

8 amended by striking out "if such services result in their per9 formance of substantial gainful activity which lasts for a con10 tinuous period of nine months" and ·inserting in lieu thereof
11 the following: "(1) in cases where the furnishing of such se7'V12 ices results in the performance by such individuals of sub-

13 slantial gainful activity for continuous periods of nine
14 months, (2) in cases where such individuals are determined

15 to be no longer entitled to benefits under this title because the
16 physical or mental impairments on which the benefits are
17 based have ceased, do not exist, or are not disabling (and no

18 reimbursement under this subsection shall be made for serv-

19 ices furnished to any individual receiving such benefits for
20 any period after the close of such individual's ninth consecu21 Live month of substantial gainful activity or the close of the
22 month with which his or her entitlement to such benefits
23 ceases, whichever first occurs), and (3) in cases where such

24 individuals, without good cause, refuse to accept vocational
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1 rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in such a manner

2 as to preclude their successful rehabilitation ".

3

(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

4 with respect to individua,ls who receive benefits as a result of

5 section 225(b) of the Social Secu1·ity Act (m· who are deter6 mined to be no longer entitled to benefits under title X VI of
7 such Act because the physical or mental impairments on

8 which the benefits are based have ceased, do not exist, or are
9 not disabling), or who refuse to accept rehabilitation services

10 or fail to cooperate in an approved vocational 1·ehahilitation
11 program, in or afte7' the first month following the month Ln

1!? wf.ich this Act is enacted.
13

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON MEDICAL ASPECTS OF

14

DISABILITY

15

SEC. 304. (a) There is he1·ehy established in the De-

16_ ear·tment of Health and Human Services an Advisory Coun17 cil on the Medical Aspects of Disability (hereafter in this
18 section referred to as the Council'').
41

19

(b)(1) The Council shall consist of-

20

(A) 10 members appointed by the Secretary of

21

Health and Human Services (without regard to the re-

22

qu-irements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act)

23

within 60 days after the date of the enactment of this

24

Act from among independent medical and vocational

25

experts, including at least one psychiatrist, one rehaIIR 3755 RH
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1

bilitation psychologist, and one medical social worker;

2

and

3
4

(B) the Commissioner of Social Security ex offiC'I.O.

5 The Secretary shall from time to · time appoint one of the
6 members to serve as Chairman. The Council shall meet as
7 often as the Secretary deems necessart.j, but not less often
8 than twice each year.

9

(2) Members of the Council appointed under paragraph

10 (l)(A) shall be appointed without regard to the provisions of
11 title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the

12 competitive service. Such members, while attending meetings

13 or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on the business of
14 the Council, shall be paid at rates fi:ted by the Secretary, but

15 not exceeding $100 for· each day, including traveltime,
16

during which they are engaged in the actual performance of

17 duties vested in the Council; and while so serving away from
18 their homes or regular places of bwJiness they may be allowe_d
19 travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as
20 authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for

21 persons in the Government service employed intermittently.
22

(3) The Council may engage such technical assistance

23 from individuals skilled in medical and other a.spects of dis24 ability as may be necessary to carry out its function.s. The
25 Secretary shall make available to the Council ,'luch secretari-
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1 al, clerical, and other assistance and any pertinent data pre-

2 pared by the Department of Health and Human Services as

3 the Council may require to carry out its functions.
4

(c) It shall be the funcl'ion of the Council to provide

5 advice and recommendations to the Secretary of Health and
6 Human Services on disability standards, policies, and proce-

7 dures under titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act,
8 including advice and recommendations with respect to9

(1) the revisions to be made by the Secretary,

10

under section 201(a) of this Act, in the criteria em-

11

bodied under the category "Mental Disorders" in the

12

"Listing of Impairments"; a.nd

13

(2) the question of requiring•. in cases involving

14

impairments other than mental impai7'ments, that the

15

medical portion of each case review (as well as any ap-

16

plicable assessment of residual functional capac"ity) be

17

completed by an appropriate medical specialist em-

18

ployed by the State agency before any determination

19

can be made with r·espect to the impairment involved.

20 Th~ Council shall also have the functions and responsibilities
21 (with respect to wor·k evaluations in the case of applicants for

22 and recipients of benefits based on disability under title
23 XVI) which are set forth in section 307 of this Act.
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1

(d) Ulheneve1' the Council deems it necessary or desir-

2 able to obtain assistance in order to perform its fu net ions

3 under this section, the Council may4

(1) call together la1yer groups of experts, indud-

5

ing rep1'esentatives of appropriate professional and con-

6

sumer organizations, in order to obtain a broad expres-

7

sion of views on the issues involved; and

8

(2) establish temporary short-te1·m task {on. t1S of

H

e:cperts to consider and comment upon specialized

10

tssues.

11

(e)(1) A11y advice and recommendations provided by the

12 Council to the Secretary of Health and Human Services

13 shall be included in the ensuing annual report made by the
14

Secretary to Congress under section 704 of the Social Secu-

V> rity Act.
16

(2) Section 704 of the Social Security Act is amended

17 by inserting after the first sentence the following new sen18 tence: "Each such report shall contain a comprehensive de19

scription of the r.urrent status of the disability insurance pro-

~0

gmm under title II and the p1'ogram of benefits fo7' the blind

~1

ami di.•wbled under title XVI (including, in the case of the

~2

report.o; made in 1984, 1985, and 1986, any advice and rec-

~:-J

omnu•ndations prot,ided to the Sec1'etary by the Advisory

24

Counril on the Medical Aspects of Disability, with respect to
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1 disability slandard.s, policies, and procedures, during the pre-

2 ceding year). ".

3

(f) The Council shall cease to e:rist at the close of De-

4 cembe1· 31, 1985.

5

QUALIFYING EXPERIENCE FOR APPOINT.tiENT OF CER-

6

TAIN STAFF ATTORNEYS TO ADM/NISTRATH'E L.4 W

7

JUDGE POSITIONS

8

SEc. 305. (a)(1) The Secretm·y of Health and Human

9 Services shall, within 180 days after the date of the enact-

10 men/ of this Act, establish a sufficient number of allorney
11 adviser positions at ,grades GS-13 and GS-14 in the De12 partment of Health and Human Set'L'ices to r>nsure adequate

13 opporlu nity for cm·ee~· advancement for attorneys employed
14 by the Social Security Administration in the process of adju-

15 dicating claims undel' seclton 205(b), 221(d), or 16'81(c) of
H)

the Social Security Act. In assigning duties and rrsponsihil-

17 ities to such a position, the Srcretmy shall assign duties and

lR responsibilities to enable an indit~idual sening in .wch a po19 sition lo achiel'e qualifying e:rperience for appointment by th e

20 8ec1·etary for thP position of administratiee law judgt> undn
21 section 3105 fJf title 5, United States Code.
22

{b) The Secretary of Health and Human Sen·ires

23 shall-

24

(1) within .90 days aftN the date of the enactment

25

of this Act, submit an interin! report to the flommittee
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1

on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives

2

and the Committee on Finance of the Senate on the

3

SecretaTy 's progress in meeting the requirements of

4

subsection (a), and

5

(2) within 180 days after the date of the enact-

6

ment of this Act, submit a final report to such commit-

7

tees setting forth specifically the manner and e:rtent to

8

which the Secretary has complied wiih the require-

9

ments of subsection (a).

10

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS FrR INDI-

11

VIDUALS WHO PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL AC-

12

TIVITY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT

13

SEc. 306. (a) Section 20_1(d) of the Social Security

14 Disability Amendments of 1980 is amended by striking out
15 "shall remain in effect only for a period of three years after

16 such effective date" and inserting in lieu thereof "shall
17 remain in effect only through June 30, 1.986".

18

(b)

Section 1619 of the Social Security Act is amended

19 by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
20

"(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Services and

21 the Secretary of Education shall jointly develop and dissemi22 nate information, and establish training programs for staff

23 personnel, with respect to the potential availability of benefits
24 and services for disabled indiv"iduals under the provisions of
25

this section. The Secretary of Health and Human Ser-vices
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1 shall provide such information to individuals who are appli-

2 cants for and 1'ecipients of benefits based on disability under

3 this title and shall conduct such programs for the .fltaffs of the
4 District offices of the Social Security Administration. The

5 Secretary of Education shall conduct such programs for the

6 staffs of the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies, and in
7 cooperation with such agencies shall also provide such infor-

8 mation to other appropriate individuals and to public and
9 private organizations and agencies which are concerned with
10 rehabilitation and social services or which represent the
11 disabled. ".

12

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS OF ADVISORY COUNCIL; WORK

13

EVALUATIONS IN CASE OF APPLICANTS FOR AND RE-

14

CIPlENTS

15

BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY

16

SEc. 307. The functions and responsibilities of the Ad-

OF

SUPPLEMENTAL

SECURITY

INCOME

17 visory Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability (estab18 lished by section 304 of this Act) shall include-

19

(1) a consideration of alternative approaches to

20

work evaluation in the case of applicants for benefits

21

based on disability under title X VI and recipients of

22

such benefits undergoing ret,iews of their cases, includ-

23

ing immediate referral of any such applicant or recipi-

24

ent to a vocational rehabilitation agency for services at
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1

the same time he or she is referred to the appropriate

2

State agency for a disability determination;

3

(2) an examination of the feasibility and appro-

4

priateness of providing work evaluation stipends for

5

applicants for and recipients of benefits based on dis-

6

ability under title XVI in cases where extended work

7

evaluation is needed prior to the final determination of

8

their eligibility for such benefits or for fu1'ther rehabili-

9

tation and related services;

10

(3) a review of the standards, policies, and proce-

ll

du.res which are applied or used by the Secretary of

12

Health and Human Services with respect to work eval-

13

uations, in order to determine whether such standards,

14

policies,

15

screening criteria for work evaluation referrals in the

16

case of applicants for and recipients of benefits based

17

on disability under title XVI; and

and procedures will provide appropriate

18

(4) an examination of possible criteria for assess-

19

ing the probability that an applicant for or recipient of

20

benefits based on disability under title X VI will bene-

21

fit from rehabilitation services, taking into considera-

22

tion not only whether the individual involved will be

23

able after rehabilitation to engage in substantial gain-

24

ful activity but also whether rehabilitation services can

25

reasonably be expected to improve the individual's
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1

functioning so that he or she ?h-ill be able to live inde-

2

pendently or work in a sheltered environment.

3 For purposes of this section, "work evaluation" includes
4 (with. respect to any individual) a determination of (A) such

5 individual's skills, (B) the work activities or types of work
6 activity for which such individuals skills are insufficient or
7 inadequate, (C) the work activities or types of work activity

8 for which such individual might potentially be trained or re9 habilitated, (D) the length of time for which such individual

10 is capable of sustaining work (including, in the ca~e of the
11 mentally impaired, the ability to cope with the stress of com-

12 petitive work), and (E) any modifications which may be nee13 essary, in work activities for which such individual might be
14 trained or rehabilitated, in order to enable him or her to per-

15 form such activities.
16
17

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 308. Except a.~ othenvise provided in this title, the

18 amendments made by this title shall apply only with respect
19 to cases involving disability determinations pending in the
20 Department of Health and Human Services or in court on

21 the date of the enactment of this Act, or initiated on or after
22 such date.
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Amend the title so as to read: "A bill to amend titles
IT and XVI of the Social Security Act to provide for reform
in the disability determination process.''.
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tlon shall be considered as ordert>d on th~
bill and amendments thereto to final Pas.
sage 111ithout Intervening mot ion <,xccpt on~

motion to recommit with or without instruc.
tions.

PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION OF H.R. 3755. SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS
REFORM ACT OF 1984
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. SpeaKer, by direction of the Committee on Rules, I
calJ up House Resolution 466 and ask
for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:

H. RES. 468
That at any time after the adoption of this resolution the Speaker may.
pursuant to clause l<bl or rule XXIII. declare the House resolved Into the Committee or the Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration or the bill <H.R.
3'155) to amend title II ot the Social Security Act to provide for reform in the disabilIty determinat-ion process, and the first
reading of the bill shall be dispensed with.
All POints of order agatnst the consideration
of the bill for failure to comply with the
proviSions of sections 311Cal, 40l!b><l>. and
402Cal of the Congressional Budget Act of
19'14 <Public Law 93-.344) are hereby waived.
After general debate. v.·hich shall be confined to the bill and shall continue not to
exceed one hour. to be equally divided and
controlled by the chairman and ranking minoritY member of the Committee on Ways
and Means. the blll shall be considered as
having been read for amendment under the
five-minute rule. No amendment to the bill
shall be In order except the amendment In
the nature of a substitute recommended by
the Committee on Ways and Means now
printed In the bill. said substitute shall be
considered as having been read, and all
POints of order against said substitute for
failure to comply v.ith the provisions of sections 311<al and 40l!bXll of the Congressional Budget Act of 19'14 are hereby
waived. No amendment to said substitute
shall be in order. At the conclusion of the
consideration of the blll for amendment. the
Committee shall rise and report the bill to
the House with such amendments as may
have been adoptt>d. and tht> pre,·ious QUI'S·
Re$olv~d,

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Thl'
gentleman from Massachusetts <Mr
MoAKUY ) is recognized for 1 hour.
·
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, I Yield
the customary 30 minutes, for the pur.
poses of debate only to the gentleman
from Tennessee <Mr. Qun.L.EN), !>ending which I Y,ield myself such t ime as r
may consume.
<Mr. MOAKLEY asked and was
given permission to _revise and extend
his remarks.>
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, House
Resolution 466 provides for the consid·
eration of H.R. 3755, the Social Seeu.
rity Disability Benefits Reform Act ol
1984. The rule provides for 1 hour of
general ·dt>bate to be equally diVided
and controlled by the chairman and
ranking minority member of t he Committee on Ways and Means.
This is a modified closed rule
making in order only the amendment
in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Way.~
and Means now printed in the bill. No
amendment to the amendment in the
nature of a substitute is in order an<1
the substitute shall be considered as
having been read.
Under the provisions of the rule.
points of order against consideratior
of the bill for failure to comply wit.t
three seetions of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974 are waived. In ad
dition, t wo sections of the Budget An
are waived against consideratiQn of
the amendment in the nature of a substitute. Finally, the rule provides ont
motion to recommit with or without
instructions.
House Resolution 466 waives section
311(a) of the Budget Act against con·
sideratlon of the bill and the commit
tee amendment in the nature of a sui>
stitute. Section 31Ha> prohibits cOil'
sideration of any measure contamin~:
new spending authority in excess at
the appropriat e levels in t he most cur·
rent budget resolution. The waiver is
necessary because both the bill and
the amendment in the nature of a sub·
stitute would provide new entitlement
authority by modifying the standardS
of review for the payment of disabilitY
insurance benefits. If enacted. this
new entitlement authority would
cause the existing ceiling in House
Concurrent Resolution 91. the first
concurrent resolution on the· budget
for fiscal year 1984. to be. breached
Moreover, although House Concurreo
Resolution 91 exempts from points ~
order legislation which exceedS tbe
overall spendlne ceiling if the repOrt·
ing committee is within its secU 00
302<a> allocation of new spending au
thorlty, both the bill and substituJ.I'
would cause the Committee on W&Y~
and Means to exceed its 302(a) aJl()('B·
tion.
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The rule also waives section
Ol<b>< 1> of the Budget Act against
onsideration of the bill and the
mendment in the nature of a substiute. .Section 40l<b><1> prohibits the
onsideration of a measure with new
nUtlemcnt authority which is to
ee:>me effective before October 1 of
he c-alendar year in which the bill Is
eported. This waiver is necessary beause the bill and the substitute both
xtend certain supplemental security
Jcome disability benefits as of the
ate of enactment. While the social seurity disability program is exempt
rom the provisions of the Budget Act,
he SSI program is not.
r'!nally, Mr. Speaker, points of order
nder section 402<aJ of the Budget Act
re WP.ived. This section requires that
n authorization be reported by May
5 preceding the fiscal year in which it
; to be effective. The waiver is necesary because section 304 of the bill auborizes expenditures for an ad\'isory
ouncil on the medical aspects on disbility which is to become effective
runedlately upon enactment.
Mr. Speaker, over the past ye!!.T and
half as my colleagues are aware
here has been something of a crisis In
he social security disabi1ity program.
n 1980 a law was passed which was de·
igned to provide better oversight for
he dis&.bility program. Unfortunately,
bere h as been an un!ntended result.
'housands of individu.als have had
enefits discontinued as a result of a
e\'iew process which in my opinion
as been unfair to disability reciplnts.
Mr. Speaker, H.R. 3755 is designed
:> deal with the problems that have
een encountered in the re;;iew procss for social security disability. H.R.
755 would make several changes In
he standards for determining disabil·
.y which woulrt apply prospectively,
n order to reduce lhe cost o.f the bill,
o indi\·idual whose benefits were ter1lnated prior to the dat e of enactlent would be automatic:>.lly reir.statFor those beneficiaries reviewed
fter the date of enactment, however.
he Social SE>curit.y Administrat ion
rould have to dE'rnon~;trate a medical
nprovement in the condition of these
1dividua.ls. In :~ dcUtion, the bill aHows
hose who appeal termination of beneIts t,o continue receiving benefil.s until
final decision is reached by an actlinistratlve law Judge. These bt>ne!its
•ould be subject to repayment if the
1ithl term ination
deci~ion
was
phe!J.
The bill also provides for a Lempoary moratorium on the reviews of
1entalty impaired beneficiaries and
:>r a face-to-face review process. Fmal;. H.R. 3755 requires the Social Secutt:v Admin istration t o obey or appeal
'edPral circuit court d~cisions wit.h rePect to the review process.
Mr. Speakf: r H.R. 375fi Is a very imortant bill to t.l'lousa.nds of Amerians. The l'Ule provided for the bill
llows the House to dP.a.l u ith this very

important matter quickly. I urge my
colleagues to support the rule so that
we may proceed to the consideration
of H.R. 3755, the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act- of 1984.
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may use.
· <Mr. QUILLEN asked and was given
permisSion t.o revise and extend hls remarks.>
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, I urge a
vote
bill. for this rule and a vote for this

gress force the Social Security Admin·
lstratlon to be fair and decent to the
pecple who depend on us to represent
them.
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Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield
5 minutes to the distinguished chairman of the Subcommittee on Social
Security of the Committee on Ways
and Me.a ns, the Honorable gentleman
f rom T exas, Mr. J AKll PICKLE.
<Mr. PICKLE asked and was given
This bill is necessary to put a halt to permission to revise and extend his rethe abuse and indignity that the
Social Security Administration has in- marks.)
flicted on American citizens who are
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, I want to
disabled and ln need of help from thank the gentleman from Massachut.helr Government.
setts for yielding me this time. I cerWhat has been happening to these talnly want t.o thank the chairman of
people is a disgrace. I will not specu- the committee, the gentleman from
late about what has been going on in Florida <Mr. PEPPER), and the gentleother· Members' districts, but in my man from Tennessee <Mr. QurLLEN)
district we have people who are for bring!ng this rule.
thrown off the disability rolls who are
Mr. Spe-..uter, I rise In support of the
perman ently and totally disabled for rule. H.R. 3755, is of vital importance
any gainful work. They come to my to the social security disability insuroffice In tears with their dignity in tat- ance system. We must take immediate
ters and their confidence shattered.
action t.o restore order to the proceI am talking about truly disabled dures used in conducting disability repeople who need our help. They go to views of people on the social security
their doctors and they have state- · disability rolls.
ments that they remain totally and
In the past 3 years nearly half a milpermanently disabled. But then they lion beneficiaries have been notified
go to a social security doctor, and the that they were no longer qualified to
social security doctor looks at them, remain on the disability rolls. This
gives them sometimes only minutes, represents nearly 20 percent of the
and then the ' doctor tells them they people on the disability rolls when this
are able to go back to work.
process began. I am sure every
These people are being treated like Member has had pleas for help from
cattle and it i.s a disgraceful sit uation. disabled constituents back home.
And as lo~g as I am a Member of ConThe problem 1s not the disability regress I Wlll take up for these people views themselves. Review of the disand I will chan1plo_n their rights.
ability rolls on a periodic basis Is neeNobody Is argumg that we should essary and good. These recent reviews
not take every care to be certain that have in fact removed from the rolls
those who receive disability benefits many people' who can work and who
deserve the~. The review process was no longer meet the definition of disundertaken m an e~for~ to be sure that ability in social security law.
funds remain ava1lab.e to all those
The ol>lem is rather the guidelines
w'lO need them, and are not bled dry r d pr
s under which these r,.·
by those who do not need t h em.
~~ proce ure
T h e review process is not the prob- Vie~ws are pe_rformed. T h ese harsh pr?·
lem. The problem is. once again, a bu- ce~ure.s lla"'! worked gre_a t hardship
reaucraUc one- the rules. regulations both on thooe who benef1t fro~. and
and guidelines that were issued to lm- those who must administer this propleruent a necessary procedure. It is gram.
bureaucratic mistakes that we correct
These disabled people have been
in t his biU.
iorced to appeal to retain their beneNow, I want to say that I comnumd fits and over 160,000 have been rein·
th e distinguished chairman of lhe stated. Indeed, nearly two-thirds of
SociaJ Security Subcommittee, the those who appeal their cases are reingentleman from Texas <Mr. PICl~LE), stated. Although they are reinstated,
and the ot her members o! t he subcom· they can hardly be described as sucm ittec. They have done t he right cessful, because the process of appeal
t.hl'1g and t hey have a good bill. This is lengthy, stressful, and oft-en expenblll was reported by t-he full committee sive. Thousands of t hose who are reinin September of last year. It has been :c:tated have endured substantial hard·
d elayed because it was induded as a ship.
title to t he t ax bill which h as n ot yet
B<>cause of this mass of litigation,
b een brought to the House floor. But the Federal cou rts have held on nub ecause time is running out for t hese merous o(;c:o.asions that revised procepeople, It is imperative that we pass dures must be used in conducting
this legislation now.
these reviews. Today 20 States are opLet us pass this blll so t.h:lt these erating this national disability profine disabled people can at. l~a.st con- grain under court-ordered guidelin~s
tlnue to receive their benefits they which SSA opposes and has refused '"
need so desperately. Let us In Con- apply to the other States.
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Mr. PICKLE. The gentleman ought
In addition. t·h e ·Governors in nine
States have declared their own mora- not to be immodest at this point. He·is
torium on the processing of disability a coauthor of this legislation and has
terminations under the SSA guide- taken a very strong initiative 1n bringing it to fruition, so we compliment
lines.
The botton line is that today the the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. SHANNON. Mr. Speaker, I
program is operating in a state of adthank the gentleman very much.
ministrative uncertainty and chaos.
This legislation contains urgently
This bill does not attempt to liberalize the disability program. It provides needed reforms designed to address
revised rules and procedures t.o restore the ongoing crisis in t.he social security
ordt'r and humanity to the proct'ss for disability insurance re\·iew program.
conducting these reviews.
I urge the House to approve this rule
It achieves this goal by implement- so that we can advance this legislation
ing several reforms. The key provi- as soon as is possible.
sions are the medical improvements
The flaws in the current program
standard for terminations, the face-to- have been documented over and over
face evidentiary hearing, the payment again in congressional hearings, in the
of benefits during appeal. and the ap- media anct in the neighborhoods and
plication of uniform procedural st-and- homes of America. Almost half a mil·
ards for disability determinations lion disabled Americans have had
under the Administrative Procedures their lives seriously disrupted by the
Act.
disability review· process over the past
This, bill is strongly support:ed b y a 3 years.
wide variety of disability aqvocacy
While the idea of reviewing benefic!·
groups. It has the support of the State aries to insure they are still entitled to
agency administrators and it closely benefits is a sound one, in hundreds of
parallels solutions recommended by thousands of cases the current review
process has failed to accurately deter·
the National Governors' Conference.
There is a cost to this legislation: mine the ability to work and disabled
CBO estimates approximately $300 workers have been wrongly removed
million per year in the first 3 years. from the rolls. Of those beneficiaries
with an expenditure of $57 million in who have chosen to appeal a decision
1984. But, this is a worthwhile expend- to terminate their benefits, almost
Iture. and it does not endanger the two-thirds, or roughly 160,000 disabJed
social security trust funds. The Office workers had their benefits restored.
of the Actuary at the Social Security
While there has been some disagreeAdministration, has, in estimating the ment on how best to address this naimpact of the bill on the disabiJity tional crisis. few would deny that a se·
trust fund, determined that the fund rious problem does exist.
will remain in actuarial balance.
This legislation is a balanced com·
I would remind Members that there promise response to this crisis. It nei·
will be a terrible cost if we do not pass ther liberalizes the disability program
this bill. The money we save will be nor repeals the provision in current
money from the pockets of people on law requiring reviews of disability
our disability rolls today; people in beneficiaries.
e\•ery State and terrritory who have
The intent of this legislation is to
been declared totally disabled and improve and clarify the standards and
whose conditions have not improved. procedures used in assessing an IndiThis is the cost I urge you to keep in vidual's ability to WQrk.
mind as we consider the rule today.
During the months in which the
and as we consider the biiJ ·on Tues- Social Security Subcommirtee and the
day.
full Ways and Means Committee
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker. I yie ld worked on this legislation, a number
5 minutes to my distinguished col· of concerns were raised about the cost
league, the gentleman from Massachu· of the bill and some of its provisions.
setts <Mr. SHANNON), a member of the In several instances. the bill was modi·
Subcommittee on Social Security. who tied in response to the concerns.
has helped the Committee on Rules
When the bill was voted on last year
get the bill to the position it finds by the full Ways and Means Commititself in now.
tee. it received strong bipartisan supMr. SHANNON. Mr. Speaker, 1 want port. I hope that it will receive similar
to thank my colleague. the gentleman support ~.-hen jt reaches the House
from ~husetts. for yielding and floor.
·
for his leadership in the Rules ComWhile there rs a cost to this legislamittee in bringing this rule to the tion, there will be costs if we fail to
floor of the House.
adopt it as wt-11. There will be adminisI want to thank the chairman of the trat-ive costs. because thousands 6f'di~·
.subcommittee, the· gentleman from abled workers will continue to be
Texas. for the great leadership he has wrongly terminated and will have no
given on this issue, in particular. and option but to flood the appeals procon the social security Lc;sue in general ess. There will be costs because the
o\·er the last couple of years.
SSDI program will remain in total
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker. will the chaos. with many States being ordered
gentl('man yield?
by the courts to use guidelines which
Mr. SHANNON. I would be happy io dUfer from social secQrity policy.
yield.
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Most importantly, there will be tht
continued human cost of lost dignity
ruined lives, and shattered con!idenct!
among the disabled.
As Members of the House well know
it was the intention of the Ways anJ
Means Committee that this legislation
would be taken up on the House floor
last fall. Regretfully, that did not
happen.
But if this bill was needed then it ~~
urgently needed now. The temporary
halt in terminations ordered by Secre.
tary Heckler last year was ended in
February and cases are now being
processed. The provision contiuning
benefit payment during an appeal o! a
termination expired last December, so
individuals who are terminated in the
coming weeks will not have protection
during the appeal unless we act now.
Meanwhile, the entire disability program is ln chaos with 20 States operating under court ordered ~idelines
which differ from the Social Security
Adminis~rations national. guidelines,
and with some 9 other States having
chosen on their own to halt terminations until changes are made.
·These problems Will continue to es·
calate until Congress acts favorably on
H.R. 3755. I would urge the approval
of this rule so that we can advaru:e
this legislation as soon as it is possible.
This is not just responsibility; it is a
moral responsibility to make sure that
the disabled people of this country are
adequately t aken care of.
I yield back the balance of m y time.
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Con·
necticut <Mr. MoRRISON).
<Mr. MORRISON of Connecticut
asked and was given permission to
revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. MORRISON of Connecticut.
Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman
from Massachusetts for yielding and I
want to commend the Committee on
Ways and Means and the Committee
on Rules for expediting the cons1dcrar
tion of this matter here ln the House.
I would like to extend special thanks
and congratulations to the gentleman
from Texas <Mr. PICKLE) and the gen·
tleman from Massachusetts <Mr
SHANNON) for their work on this im·
portant legislation.
This legislation is urgently needed to
correct a cruel injustice in the way we
administer the social security dJsabil·
ity insurance program. Since March
1981, over 470,000 people have re·
ceived initial notices that their bene·
fits would be terminated; of t hese.
190.000 have been removed from the
rolls, Yet, 160,000 have been restored
on appeal and 120,000 cases are pending bearing. Nearly 24 percent of recipients whose benefits were imtiallY
terminated are mentally disabled. al·
though this category constitutes onlY
11 percent of SSDI recipients.
Three cases from my congressional
district dramatically illust.r ate the
r.eed for protective legislation. AD un·
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Mr. HUNTER changed his vote from
··yea" to "nay.''
Mr. SKEEN changed his vote •from
••nay" to "yea."
So the resolution was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced a.s above recorded.
A motion t o reconsider was laid on
the table.
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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY.
BENEFITS REFORM ACT OF 1984
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to House Resolution 466, and rule
XXIII, the Cha:i.r declares the H ouse
in the Committee of the Whole H ouse
on the State of the Union for the consideration of the bill, H .R. 3755.
Uf THE COLDliTTD OP THE WHOU:

Accordingly the House resolved
itself into the Committee of the
Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration of the bill
<H.R. 3755) to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to provide for
reform in the disabilit y determination
process, with Mr. W I SE in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the first reading of the bill is dispensed with.
Under the rule, the gentleman from
Illinois <Mr. ROSTENY.OWSKI) Will be
recognized for 30 minutes and the gen-
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Ueman from New York <Mr. CoNABU:)
will be recognized for 30 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from IDinois (Mr . RosTENKOWSEI).
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman. I yield myself snch time as I may
consume.
Mr. Chairman, I rise ·today to
present for the House's consideration
H.R. 3755, the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Aet of 1984. My
remarks will be brief, as many Members wish to speak In support of this
badly needed legislation. I would only
that this legislation fs critical to
the continued functioning of the social
security disabflity insurance program.
The massive number of beneficiaries
who have lost their benefits over the
last 3 years even though they are truly
disabled and unable to work, has led to
a national outcry for reform. Governors of many States Are refusing to administer this program; Federal courts
in every circuit have ruled the adminl.stratlon's current standards cruel, inequitable, and contrary to law. This
chaotic situation must be brought to
an end, and this bill is the only way to
restore order to this program.
H.R. 3755 has been forged over the
last 18 months under the leadership
and close guidance of JAKE PICKLE,
chairman of the Social Security Subcommittee. Chairman PICKLZ will dis·
cuss the bill in detail, and I want to
thank him now for the hard ·work he
and his subcommittee have done in developing this legislation.
I would also like to point out that
the gentleman from Massachusetts
<Mr. SHANNON) has worked very hard'
1n behalf of this legislation and has
been a persistent campaigner for it.
Mr. Chairman. this bill is fair, reasonable and even-handed. It does not
release SSA from the obligation to
review beneficiaries-it simply establishes clear, fair standards under
which that review m ust take place.
This legislation is desperately needed,
and has widespread support across the
country from disabled citizens and
their State govenunents. I urge its approval.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chainnan, I
yield myself such time as I may consume.
<Mr. CONABLE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.>
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, I
support H.R. 3755, the Social Security
Disability Benefits Refonn Act of
1984, which is the result of bipartisan
efforts by members of the Social Security Subcommittee.
It was a difficult bill to craft. It has
imperfections. I believe it is generally
responsive to the problems which surfaced after Public Law 96--265 was enacted in 1980 during the Carter &dminlstration.
In order to explain this bllJ and why
It comes up at this time, I think it
would be a good idea to put tt in historical context.

say

In October 1972 Cor,gress enacted
title XVI of the Social Security Act,
the supplemental security income program, converting to Federal rolls those
aged, blind and disabled recipients of
State administered payments which
were based on need.
The conversion became effective 1n
January 1974, and among other
things, State recipients were grandfathered into the Federal program.
SpecificalJy, this guaranteed that
those disabled and blind recipients of
State aid would be redetermined under
State criteria. not under the more
stringent requirements of the social
security dlsabOity insurance program
Ct!tle fl>. which would apply to new
applicants.
Late in 1973-responding to concerns
that States were loading their disability rolls with general assistance recipients who failed to meet the State disabllity criteria tn 1972-Congress en·acted rollback legislation requiring the
Social Security Administration to reevaluate, under Federal criteria, those
recipients who were first paid disability benefits by the State after June 30,
1972.
In other words, at that point, we
were victimized to some extent by
State manipulation of the law which
resulted in the inclusion of some unqualified beneficiaries under our Federal system.
The impact of the rollback legislation and of the many new applications
under title XVI combined to generate
overwhelming workloads for the State
agencies which administer the disability determination process.
As a result, the Social Security Administration fell far behind in rei\llarly scheduled investigations of .those already on the disability rolls.
Further, the new SSI program exerted a subtle but real pressure to pay
benefits to needy applicants. Since the
standards for title XVI were the same
standards used for title II, title ll was
affected equally.
In 1980, the General Accounting
Office report-ed that as many as 1 in 5
beneficiaries o!, title II were ineligible
under a strict interpretation of the
Federal disability criteria. This was
n ot entirely s urprising.
It confirmed earlier administration
studies. Periodic investigations of continuing disability cases were deemed
essential to the integrity of the program and It was estimated that these
continuing disability investigations, or
CDI's, would save $ 2 billion annually,
for the then endangered disability insurance trust funds. .
As a result, Public Law 96-265, the
cU.sabUity insurance amendment:; of
1980, was enacted during the Carter
administration.
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The gentleman from Texas <Mr.
PICKLE) was Instrumental in develop.
ing this provision.
The intent of the legislation was
meritorious, especially in light of the
GAO report, but the results were not
what the drafters intended. Not only
were ineligible beneficiaries terminated, but some eligible ·beneficiaries were
taken from the rolls, as well. Many, es.
pecialJy those With mental impairments, suffered duress and the economic hardship of interrupted benefits.
Both Congress and the administra.
tion have taken remedial steps. Late in
1982 we approved Public Law 97-455,
which, on an interim basis, provided
for the continuation of benefits during
an a ppeal of an adverse decision. And
on June 7, 1983, Secretary Heckler.
our former colleague, responded with
initiatives designed to alleviate the Situation, especially the reviews of those
with ment al impairments.
H.R. 3755 represents the next step.
It makes permanent the provision to
pay benefits during an appeal. pending
the decision of an administrative law
judge as to ·the continuance of a dis·
ability. The bill also establishes clearly
a national medical improvement stand·
ard and places the burden of proof on
the Secretary.
Is It true reform? Well, I certainly
will acknowledge that it represents
some backing off from our previous
view that there were a great many
people on the disability rolls who did
not belong there. It does establish
standards which, of course, will put
additional pressure on the Social Security Administration, to which we al·
ready haxe assigned major additional
tasks like BSI and black lung. Without
giving the agency additional personnel
to administer these programs, clearlY
we are going to see social security
overburdened again and we are going
to see a growth in the number of
people on the disability rolls at addi·
ttonal cost to the taxpayer and addi·
tiona! pressure on the social securitY
budget.
I think it is Inevitable that we are
going to have some degree of swinging
back and forth of this pendulum.
I must say, Mr. Chairman, we are a
long ways from final reform, and
much more work. is going to have to be
done. We are going to have to be v!gi·
lant, and insure that a lot of unquali·
fied people are not going onto the
rolls, That clearly is not only disad·
vantageous to the taxpayers but to the
oth er beneficiaries who have a valid
claim under the law.
Such reforms as federalizing the
system may lie ahead for us. I m ust
say that many conservatives who favored the State administration of t his
0 1250
program have come to the conclusion
The new law required, among other that federalizing It will be more likelY
things, t hat SSA review disability to produce uniformity of decisionma.lt·
cases, exclud ing the permanently dis- ing and greater equity for both t axabled, at least once every 3 years.
payers and claimants.
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Other reforms might include elimlFor the present. I feel that H.R.
These are reasonable and responsinatl.ng the appeals council and its 3755 is a reasonable response to the ble changes. Arrived at while working
review practice or creating some k.ind problems identified in the disability in cooperation with the administraof a disability or social security .court, deterf11ination process. It is not the tion. As a result when the Committee
or establishing medical improvement final answer. I will support the Social on Ways and Means first reported this
sta.ndards beyond those that are in- , Security Disability .Benefits Reform bill last fall it did so without opposivolved in this particular bill.
Act of 1984 when the time comes for a tion from the administration.
The administration, which initially vote, and I urge my colleagues to do so
This spring, during the budget procworked with the subcommittee to de- also.
ess, the administration suddenly anveloP the· medical improvement standThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman nounced that it could not support any
a,rd t hat Mr. PICKLE has in his bill, from New York <Mr. CONABLE) has disability legislation.
now opposes it. I understand some of consumed 11 minutes.
First, they argued that the bill was
l,heir concerns. For example, this
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair- too expensive.
;tandard would leave on the rolls some man. I yield 4 minutes to the gentleThere is a cost to this legislation.
who would not qualify as new appli- man from Texas <Mr. PicKLE>.
CBO estimates approximat-ely $350
j8Jlts.
<Mr. P ICKLE asked and was given million per year in the first 3 years.
I am persuaded . however, that those permission to revise and extend his re- But. this is a worthwhile expenditur~.
~tho have come to rely on monthly marks.)
and it does not endanger the social se:~enefits over the years of benign proMr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman. I thank curity trust funds. The Office of the
l'fW1 neglect do at least deserve due the gentleman for yielding me this Actuary has determined that t he fund
>rocess. Further, I see no other time, and I ask unanimous consent to will remain in actuarial balance.
>rompt resolution of the chaos created revise and extend my remarks.
I remind the Members that there
>Y disparate district and circuit court
I rise today in support of H.R. 3755 will be a terrible cost if we do not pass
lecisions regarding medical improve- because our social security disability this bill. The money we save will be
money from the pockets of people on
program is in a state of total chaos.
nent.
You see, similar cases come up in difTwenty States are administering this our disability rolls today; people in
'erent courts ·and get different treat- :national program under Federal court every State and territory who have
been declared totally disabled and
nent. And thus we have a chaotic situ- order.
1tlon as to a national standard.
Nine other States have dropped out whose conditions have not improved.
This is the cost' I urge you to keep in
I encourage the administration to on their own.
•ome full circle, to take another look
In the past 3 years nearly half a mil- mind as you vote on this bill.
Second, we were told that the ad·
.t this bill and work with our col- lion disabled beneficiaries have been
eagues in the oth er body to perfect notified that th eir benefits will end. ministration's internal reforms offered
hose administrative features which, Far too often this notice has been sent last June would solve the problem. If
n the Social Security Administration's in error, and corrected only at the this were true, we would npt be facing
a crisis today. For over 3 years this
Udgment. will be difficult to imple- beneficiary's expense.
11ent. Frankly, there are going to be
I could speak today of horror story problem has only grown worse. Con>roblems with this bill, and we should after horror story. but I will not be- rrress must provide leadership, not
lOt only provide continuing review of cause I am sure that every Member walt for bureaucratic action.
Finally, just last Saturday, the adhe functioning of this program, but has heard the desperate pleas from
ministration leaked word to the press
1e should encourage the administra- disabled constituents back home.
ton, if it does not like the wa.y this bill
Let me assure the Members that we of a possible 18-month moratorium on
xpresses reform, to go to the Senate who serve on the Social Security Sub- any further disability terminations.
nd try to develop something better so committee have heard those pleas This proposal confirms. beyond a
tlat we will have an appropriate ad- from the disabled and from the Gov- doubt, that the reforms offered by the
linistration of the program. That ernors and from 'those who must ad- administration in the past are not
•ould be far preferable, I believe, minister this program in the States. working. If they were, such a lengthy
mply to opposing this bill.
And for over a year now we h ave care- suspension of these reviews would be
It is appropriate for the adrninistra- fully drafted legislation t o bring order uncalled for.
The proposed moratorium also belies
on to work. with Congress to resolve to the groWing chaos.
lOSt' ~roblems. The executive branch,
We have listened to every concerned the administration's budgetary objections. If it is too expensive to keep a
I rettospect, implemented the reviews party, and have produced legislation
few more people on the rolls. it must
I way~ which were painfully slow to supported by Members on ·both sides
!COgnize and t:o respond to the prob- of the aisle. Legislation supported by surely be even more expensive to keep
·ms which surfaced with respect to om States. Legislation In keeping with everybody on the rolls.
But most importantly, a moratorium
'me .clearly disabled people.
Federal court guidelines. And legisla.·
I Wish I could assure you t his would tion which is supported by every dis· solves nothing. it only makes the prob~the last chapter in the story. The ability group I know of.
· lem worse.
It allows those who should be termiThis bill does not attempt to liberal.ory is not fiction. I expect we will
:al with it again when the issue of ize the disability program. It does re- nated to go on drawing benefits while
l&t comes up, because the diverse es· store order and humanity to the dis- -leaving the truly disabled in a state of
mates prepared by the Congressionai ability review process. It does so by re- continued uncertainty.
Finally, we must question the
Udget Office and th.e Social Security Quiring four key changes: First, a
dlllinistration in some instances re· medical improvement standard for ter- wisdom of letting the administration
ect speculation only on the impact of minations; second, a face-to-face evl- choose whether or not to enforce our
te changes we a.re enacting.
dentiary hearing at the initial review laws. If the Secretary can suspend one
~~r instance, the Social Security Ad- level; third, the payment of benefits provision of the law tod;ey, why not
lnistration says over 5 years this will through £~.ppeal, that is, to the ALJ some other provision tomorrow? Why
•st $3.4 billion. CBO says it will cost level; and fourth, the application of not just suspend the whole disability
.5 billion. That. !s a rather wide uniform procedural standards for dis- program?
nge.
ability determinations.
Congress must not endorse this
The bill requires the Social Security
On each desk, on both sides, there Is move toward lawlessness. The dis1m.inistration to conduct studies, to a printed outline of this bill showing abled, like all Americans, have a right
Port to Congress on several issues, section by section in essence what it to the prompt adjudication of their
ch as the consideration of subjective does, and I invite the Members to get a claims In accordance with the law.
·1n in the disability evaluation proc.- copy so that they be more famlllar
In conclusion let me say a gain. that
s, Which.eventually must be debated. with the bill.
in response to the growing crisis our
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subcommittee has worked on th:is legislation for over a year. We have
worked openly with every inte1·ested
party in an effort to craft the best possible bill. We have achieved broad support and have overcome every substantive objection. The time for study has
pa.<;sect. Now we must a~;t. Legislation
now is only a!1swe.r to this problem.
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mistake made by Congress Initially in heart r hythm continues to be that of
the broad authority given to review atrial f ibr illation. .He bas been denied
soclal security d isability cases in the education training because there is no
passage of H.R. 3236 in 1980.
employment potential for such a total.
As we know, that process of review ly disabled person. He is now in the
was seized upon by the present admin- hospital, having suffered another
istration to throw off of the rolls hun- heart attack in February.
dred'> of thousands of disabled persons
This man suffered a disabling heart
since 1981.
attack in 1977. followed thereafter by
Much of this activity, I ue.Ueve. has opo.m h eart surgery. He is physically
been ge.nf!rated by the public belief unable to co.mplete a simp.Je stress t est
o 1:~oo
Mt. PF.RKIWS. M r. Chairman, will th.at the.re are many undeserving per- lasting 10 minutes.
sons rt~eiving disabilit y benefits. This
the gentleman yield?
A number of doctors know this man
Mr. PICKLE. 1 yield to the _g.entle· public p erception, in my judgment, to be progressively becoming more d iS·
has come about by the national debate abied because of .a lung disease. T his
man .from Kentuc.k y.
<Mr . PERKINS a.~ked an.d was given surrounding the Federal budget and cancer patient requires constant SU·
pennis.$ion t o revise and extend his re- by highly publicized incidences of indi- pervision and medical attention. He
viduals receiving benefits to wh ich lacks the strength and mobility to seek
tna.r1~~.>
Mr. PERKINS. I tha.n.k the gentle- t hey were not entitled. In tlle Process any type of employment.
of reducing the cost of the d·i sability
man for yielding.
This woman's disability is based
Mr. Chairman, first let me compli· benefits program, we have made a lot upon a multitude of disabling disorment the d istinguished gentleman of families suffer.
ders: respiratory, nervous· condition,
Since 1981, 160.000 of the disabled severe arthritic changes. and inner ear
from Texas .for bringing the bill to the
that
were
notified
they
were
being
terfloor. A U of us know it is a tremendous
difficulty which causes frequent ver·
improvement, but in the case of many minated have been restored to benefits tigo.
in
the
legal
review
process,
either
by
severely disabled persons. medical imThis man suffered severe physical it·
ptovement, although clearly demon- hearings before adm inis.trative law remedial injuries, making it impossible
strated, i:nay 'not bring that person to judges or by appeals to the courts. At fo:r him to work In his trade as a
the point that he can engage in any least 120,000 are yet to be processed plumber. The Social Sectu·ity Adminis·
gainful acth·ity. Yet, the legislative and 190,000 .h ave been removed. Of tration has acknowledged that he is
guidelines in this bill would seem to the 190,000 that have been removed. physically unable to pursue his plumbprov.ide places for cutting such an indi· we have no way of knowing how many ing work or any other career. Because
were unjustly removed.
vidunl off the rolls.
Throughout the many years t hat I he i-; only 33 years old, however. hi.s
I would like to ask the gentleman if
h
ave
been in Congress, I have periodi- beneftts have been terminated.
he could clarify that for me.
This man suffered a spinal injury in
cally
visited every community in my
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
1972, totally disabling him. His condi·
district
and
have
talked
to
thousands
gentleman from Texas <Mr . PICKLE)
of people and visited thousands of t ion has remained the same since he
has expired.
families. It has been my experience first became entitled to benefits.
'Mr. ROS1'ENKOWSKl. Mr. Cha.l'rThis man suffers a multiple disc disthat disabled persons, almost without
man. I yield 1 minute to the gentle· exception,
ease of the spine and h as almost no
who
can
find
and
who
can
man from Kentucky <Mr. PERKINS) .
:J>erform work are most anxious to do use of hi.s right h and; is unable to
Mr. P ERKINS. I wold just like to so.
stand for more than an h our at a time.
ask the gentleman from Texas if the . What I feel we have accomplished in
Doctors have concluded that this
chairman of the subcommittee could our efforts to reform the disability m an is permanently· and totally disbe more specific with respect to the benefits program is to place insur- abled because .of numerous medical
intent of the term "medical improve- mountable -burdens upon the disabled problems. the most significant being
m ent"; if that would cut the indiridual in establishing benefits and to ma.i n· emphysema. cronic peptic ulcer, coal
off when he was unable to work.
workers' pneumoconiosis chronic ob·
tain th ose rights.
I yield to the gentleman from Texas
Maybe I !.ear this more intensely structive pulmonary disease, and
fo:r h is response.
than some of my colleagues because I chronic bilateral otitis m edia.
Mr. PICKLE. No. We are :;imply do .represent a large rural and mining
This 46-year-old man has chronic
t.rying to say there ought to b e a area. Because of the isolation of most low bac.k pain, peptic ulcer. arterio·
standard determi.ned whether the man of the ccm:muniti.es in counties that I sclerotic 11eart disease, ct~generative
or woman is able to work. We are am prh·ileged to represent, . health. disk disease, lumbosacral joint cervical
saying in effe~t that if there has not medical, and nutrition services have syndrome.
be~~n
medical improvement,
you been inadequate or nonexistent for
Yes, I commend my colleague. the
cannot terminate that Individual .from decades. This means that household. gentleman from Texas <Mr. PicKLE)
the rolls.
far.m. and mining injuries often result and the committee for their efforts to
Now. there are proYisions in there in aggrar ated and lifelong disabilities. redress some of the injuries occasioned
that i.f there has been mE!dical ad· Just as this isolation has made prompt by the harsh administration of this
vance.s in medical therapy or me<l.ical treatment &"'ld rehabilitation difficult . program. but I do not believe that it
science. or if t he o~·tgi.na.l finding of it makes. establishing a claim more dif- goes far enough in making it possible
di!;.;"liJility was in error, or if Jt was by ficult. Po1· this reason. ·r believe that for the disabled to secure their right·
fraud. then that person could be re· the people in rural areas such as I rep- Iul bene.fits. lt excludes from remedial
moved.
resent are more harshly treated QY the .treatment that large group of persons
In essence. we are ttying to say for administrative procedures required to who .have su.f fered the most during
Lhe fkst time there is a medical stand· establish and maintain rights to bene- the last 3 years. Thls caused·me to vote
ard. and -you cannot remove that fits.
against the rule precluding amend·
person unle.'iS it can be shown that
Let me cite to you a few of the cases ments, for I had hoped to broaden the
there ha.'> not been medical improve- ft'om .my area which involve disability scope of the bill, to provide a remedy
ment.
benefit recipients who were notified for all of those who had been caught
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chailman, 1 ap- since 1981 that they were bei.ng termi· in the administration's dragnet. The
preciate t he time given me by the ·dis- nated:·
measure before us is limited to t hose
tingnisbed chairman of the Social SeOne man has rheumatic heart dis- reviews issued a.fter December 31.
cmity Subcommittee, the gentleman ease, involving both the a ortic and 1984. This will be of absolutely no
from Texas <Mr. PICKLE). I appreciate mitral valves. Both of these valves benefit to thousands of deserving indi·
even more his efforts to redr{"SS the have been surgically replaced. His v.i duals who have been unjustly re·
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!lloved from the rolls- many of them.

The desperate and urgent call for reeven though having been restored, forms is now supported by every dishave suffered greatly.
ability organization across the counMY amendment would have made try, by labor and elderly organizations.
the provisions of this bill which by the Governors. and by key Memremedy the abuses in the disability bers of Congress.
review syst.em applicable to all cases
The legisjation before us today is
decided during this administration. the result of months of work by the
Unfortunately, under the ruie, my Social Security Subcommittee and the
lUI!rndment cannot be offered. It is yet Ways and Means Committee under
pa~ible that the Senate will perfect the leadership of Chairman PICKLE
this measure by making its provisions and Chairman RosTENKOWSKY. It is a
applicable to all thn:"~ who have been carefully crafted compromise bill
aggrieved.
which received strong bipartisan supThe text of my amendment had I port in the committee.
been able to offer it follows:
I regret to say that there are some
.AMENDMENT to H.R. 3755. AS REPORTED
people who remain opposed to these
0l''l'ERED BY MR. PERKINS
refOrmS.
on page 20, lines 14 and 15, strike out
After 3 years of human tragedies,
"Which are issued aft.er December 31, 1984." the time to act has come.
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
This crisis will not be solved by pos~·hich are issued on or after January 1,
1981. Any determination that an individual turing.
is not under a disability which was made by
It will not be solv·ed by playing polia State agency <or the Secretary of Health tics with the lives of the disabled.
and Human Services) under or in accordIt will not be solved by calling for
ance with tit.Je II or XVI of the Social Secu- more studies.
ntY Act on or after January 1, 1981, and
It will n ot be solved by starting and
before Lhe date of the ena<-tment of this Act halting and starting again moratorshaJI be redetermined by such State agency iums on the reviews of the disabled
(or the Secretary) as soon as poSsible after almost at random.
Lt>e date of the enactment of this Act. apIt will not be solved by trying to
plying section 22Hd)(2) 1:>f the Social Secu- reduce th
. e defl.Cl·t by tht·owing dl·sl'ltY Act as amended by this section.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the abled workers out into the streets.
gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. PERThis crisis will end only after we
IONS) h as expire~.
have acted to correct and to clarify
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair- the standards and procedures used by
man, I yield 3 minutes to the gentle- the Social Security Administ ration in
man from Massachusetts (Mr. SHAN- determining ability to work.
~ON!.
The disabled workers who have
Mr. SHANNON. I thank the gentle- -come from Massachusetts for this
nan for yielding me this time.
floor deba~e are committed to a fair
Mr. Chairman, by approving this .and just disability program. I share
>ill. we can go a long way toward put- that commitment, and I urge all of my
.ing an end to the abuse and the indig- colleagues to support this vital legislauty that is now being inflicted on dis~ tion.
tbled Americans across this country.
This ·is not just a political responsilt h as been 3 years since we first b.ility we have. it is a moral responsi~~~~an hearing of the tragic and de- lbility to the disabled people of this
tl·uctive results of the reviews of the country.
tisabled, 3 years in which half a milMr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chairion disabled Americans have had man, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleheir lives seriously disrupted.
man from Flortda <Nir. PEPPER).
The bill we are consiqering today is
Mr. PEPPER. Mr: Chairman, I betrgently needed Ior hundreds of thou- llieve the sad story of what the GovRnds of disabled workers like Damien ernment of the United States, under
va.nof, who was terminated from the the direction of this administration,
oll~ ~ven though he suf fers from epi· has done to the disabled people of this
~ttc seiz~n·es. which make it impossi- country covered by the disability prole for him to work and for Judy Fit- · gram· since mid-1980, is the cruelest,
~ry, who lost her benefits even most sordid story in the history of our
hough damage to her spine leaves her country.
~ excruciating pain much of the time.
In about mid-1980, the Congress, in
_hese two people were among the first an honest desire to get off the rolls of
!Sabled workers to be wrongly termi- the disabled those who were not de·
ated from the rolls. They found out serving of being there, authori3ed an
rsthand how flawed the standards of examination of those rolls every 3
r~cedures now being used by SSA years. The administration immediately
re, and they committed themselves to took advantage of that authority of
orking to fix a good system that had Congress. They determined not only
)ne awry.
to carry out the suggestion of ConIt has been through the courage and gress that they see who might be propersistence of people like them and erlY removed, they determined to
;her disabled people in Massachu- purge the rolls of the disabled of this
:tts and across the country, that country.
:embers of Congress on both sides of
As a matter of fact, they arbitrarily,
le aisle have come to know just how before there had been any physical ex~tructlve and unfair the implemen- aminations of these disabled people.
.tton of these reviews has hP.P.n.
they resolved that they were going to

get rid of about 30 percent of the
people that were on the rolls.
Mr. Chairman, who were those
people that were on the rolls? They
were people put there by disability
commissions or committees of the several States of this country. They. wer:e
not. usurpers; lhey were not transgn::;:;sors; they were there by the law of the
several States from which they came.
They had been adjudicated by a competezlt tribunal of a State as being disabled and unable to do any meaningful work for a least a year from the
date they were allowed to become a
p art of those on the disabled program.
0 1310

So what did the administration do?
They proceeded in many cases without
any examination. going entirely on
paper fact~ or paper evidence. They
began to disgorge the rolls of the disabled of this country until, at the
present time, they have taken off
470,000 people. Those are not figures;
those are human beings.
In many instances those people had
no ability to work. no capacity to earn ,
·no adequate income to sustain them·
selves, and in desperation many of
them have taken their ov.n lives.
Finally. we know that from the
country there came a remonstrance
that we could not ignore, and Congress
then began to take a. hand in this
matter. I want to pay great tribute
and commendation to the distinguished gentleman from Texas, Mr.
PICKLE, for taking the lead in this
matter and determining t hat these
people are going to have some kind of
fair protection against that kind of
cruel treatment on the part of the
Government of their country.
Now, Mr. Chairman, not only have
470.000 been taken off of the rolls, but
they have so worded the regulations in
respect to new entry to those rolls
that there has been a veri' sad decrease in the number of people becoming eligible for this program.
For example, in 1980 there were
883,000 people who were awarded eligibility for this program. They get, incidentally, an average of a little over
$100 a nronth if t,he are found to be
eligible for this service. That was in·
1980, 883,000. But under the stringency of these regulations promulgated
by the same Government institutions
that kicked 170,000 off of the rolls.
they have reduced the rolls from
883,000 In 1980 to 680.000 in 1983.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PEPPER. I yield to . the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. PICKLE. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
Mr. Chairman, 1 appreciate the gentleman's reference to me and our subcommittee. but 1 want to say that no
man in America has shown greater
care or concern for the elderly or for
the disabled than the gentleman in
the well. His help and his concern
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about this legislation has been invaluable to us and we thank the gentleman.
Mr. PEPPER. I am very grateful to
my distinguished friend. the gentleman from Texas.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Florida <Mr. PEPPER)
has.expired.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman. I yield
1 additional minute to the gentleman
from Florida.
Mr. PEPPER. I thank the gentleman for yielding me this additional
time.
So, my colleagues, this bill that is
before the House now provides. some
additional protection. These people
cannot be kicked off of the rolls until
an administrative law judge has heard
their case and determined upon the
evidence wh~ether they are entitled to
stay on there or not.
Not only that. my friends, but I
want to say one other thing. We have
had hearings before our Committee on
Aging where we were told by two ad·
ministrative law judges that if a judge
in his record showed that he bad reversed at least half of the cases that
were appealed to him, they began to
circulate the rumor around, "Well,
you know, we h ave too many of these
judges. We do not need· all these
judges that we have. We can save
money by getting rid of some of these
judges." Nothing these two judges said
was anythlrig more than an attempt to
intimidate those judges, because twothirds of the cases that were appealed
were reversed by the judges.
So I ask my colleagues to suppor t
this legislation and help these helpless
people.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PEP PER. I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota.
(Mr. VENTO asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.>
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, it has
now been about 2 years since we
learned of the serious problems surrounding the Reagan administration's
continuing disability reviews being
conducted on behalf of the Social Security Administration. We are aU too
familiar with the terrible stories of literally thousands of physically and
mentally impaired individuals who
had their disability benefits summarily cut off. In their zeal to cut Government spending, the Reagan administration apparently threw commonsense out the window in 1981. The
social security disability insurance program today. as a consequ en ce, is 1n
complete chaos as numerous States
have sued the Social Security Administration over its disability review guidelines or have acted on their own initiative to impOse moratoriums on further
disability reviews until fair and legal
guidelines are adopted. In March 1982,
I introduced H.R . 5684 in the 97th
Congress' because it was apparent that
the Reagan administration was not
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going to follow a commonsense ap- reviews are bringing great wor ries an(
proach. ·Many of the provisions in the uncertainty to social security benefJCI·
legislation before us today are similar. a:ries.
It is unfortunate that the Congress
Another important change i1; the
did not react more timely but rather provision for a face-to-face evidentiary
thought mistakenly that the Reagan hearing at the initial determination
administration would respond to the level.
courts and the overwhelming sentiThis will provide the beneficiaries
ment of the Congress. The administra- with
the opport unity to state their
tion has at every turn frustrated or- cases personally before an agency oifi.
derly resolution of the disability cer. Under current law. beneficill.ries
review process and that persists t<>day are on ly given the opportunity to a
with their opposition to this measure face-to-face hearing when they come
H.R. 3755. In my own State of Minne- before an administrative law judge.
sota. it took a Federal court order This happens after the beneficiaries
from Judge Earl Larson to reinstate have received two prior decisions
the disability benefits of some 14,000 against them at the initial and reconmentally impaired persons who had sideration level. This bill also includes
their benefits cut off. Federal judges a section which makes permanent a
in other jurisdictions have taken simi- tempora1·y protection previously enlar actions 1n an effort to convince the acted by Congress allowing benefic!·
administration to come to its senses aries whose benefit.s had been ceased
and to obey the law.
.
elect to continue receiving benefits
I ask Secretary Heckler now and to
until an administrative law judge ren·
those in and out of t he current admin- ders a decision on their case. This proistration who are responsible for this vision is of great importance since it
bureaucratic nightmare; would it not will eliminate the hardships suffered
have been easier and would it not have by thousands of beneficiaries whose
been right for you to have admitted benefits have been wrongly terminatthat these problems existed and to ed.
have worked with Members of this
House who have been working for
On behalf of my fellow American
years to solve these·problems? Instead, citizens residing in Puert o Rico, I urge
the administration demonstrated faint all my colleagues to support H.R. 3755
acceptance of the problems which and to vote for it..
were apparent and later announced
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman. I
that it would not support any legisla- now yield 2 minutes to the gentleman
tion to restore order and fairness to from Ohio <Mr. GRADISON), a valued
the disability review process. Mr. member of the committee.
Speaker, I commend Mr. PICKLE and
Mr. GRADISON. I thank the gentle·
Mr. SHANNON for their leadership 1n man for yielding this time to me.
writing this legislation and for insurMr. Chairman, I support H.R. 3755
ing that it reached the House today. I and I compliment my subcommittee
am pleased to be a cosponsor of this chairman. the gentleman from Texas.
measure. I am sure that they will for his perseverance in getting a
agree with me when I say that the reform measure to the floor.
time to pass H.R. 3755 is long overdue.
H .R. 3755 makes necessary reforms
Mr. CORRADA. Mr. Chairman, will in the administration of the social se·
the gentleman yield?
curity disability program. Many of
Mr. PEPPER. I yield to the gentle- these reforms were initiated adminis·
man from Puerto Rico.
th
<Mr. CORRADA asked and was tratively by the Secretary of Heal
and Human Services in June 1983 and
given permission to revise and extend molded into statutory form by the
his remarks.>
t
Mr. CORRADA. Mr. Chairman, the Social Security Subcommittee las
Social Security Disabllity Benefits summer. I am hopeful these initiatives
will make significant strides towa.rd
Reform Act of 1984 <H.R. 3755>. makes reestablishing the integrity of the disimportant and necessar.y changes in
the social security disability program. abillty program and ending beneficiThe most important change included ary trauma.
in this bill is the establishment of a
Perhaps most importantly, the bill
specific statutory standard to be fol- attempts to establish a uniform guidelowed by the agencies when reviewing line for determining when a. person's
social security disability cases.
disability status should be continued.
According to t his new standard, In particular, a person could onlY be
benefits could only be terminated terminated from the rolls if medical
·when the beneficiar y has experienced improvement is found.
medical · improvement 1n his or her
However, it is not completely clear
condition of such nature as to make how the medical improvement standhim or her able to perform substantial ard will be implemented. The report
gainful activity.
language reads that if the person has
If this. standard is properly imple- improved enough to do their old job,
mented, only those who are really able then they could be terminated from
to work will be terminated from the the rolls. But despite extensive constd·
disability rolls. I am concerned about eration by the subcommittee. the stat·
the large amount of disability pension utory language is vague. The resultlni
benefits which are t erminated in an . ambiguity between report and statu·
unfair manner. T h ese large number of tory language could allow either con·
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!nued disability or termination status
or persons who can do their old jobs.
If people .;apable of working at their
,1d jobs are n!lowed to collect benefits,
hen Congress will have taken disablllY policy for a full pendulum swing:
'rOm the lax standards of the 1970's,
0 harsh administration begun with
ne 1980 disability amendments, and
.ack again to the standards that are
00 lax. The only fair place for the
1endul um to rest Is In the middle,
1here onlY those who deserve to rccive benefits. and all those deserving,
.o receive beneflts.
·
This bill may be our last chance to
chieve uniform standards of disabil.Y determination throughout the
:tate·Federal system of disability adJdication. If it fails to create fair and
onsistent guidelines. then our next
teP might need to be to federalize the
dmlnistration of the program.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, I
ow yield 2 minutes to the distinuished gentleman from Massachu•tts <Mr. CONTE).
<Mr. CONTE asked and was given
ermission to revise and extend his reolarks.>
Mr. CONTE. I thank the gentleman
>r yielding this time to me.
Mr. Chairman, as one of the original
Jsponsors of H.R. 3~55, I rise in
rong support of this legislation. I
L~o want to thank some of the leaders
1 bringing this bill to the floor: the
eutlcman from Texas <Mr. PICKLE),
1e gentleman from Massachusetts
~r. SHANNON), the gentleman from
ew York <Mr. CoNABLE), the gentlelaD from Ohio (Mr. 0RADISON), and
1e members of the Ways and M~ans
ommittee for their efforts in bringtg this bill to the floor today.
We face a crisis in the social security
sabllity program. Since the so-called
>ntlnulng disability reviews began In
Iarch 1981, 470,000 recipie11ts have
ad t heir benefits terminated. By De!mber of last year, 160,000 of those
meficiaries had been restored to the
>lls on appeal, and 120.000 appeals
·e still pending.
On top of that, Federal distl"lct and
rcuit courts ha•;e ordered the Social
~curlty AcLrninistration to reor.en adrse decisions in over 100.000 cases.
wenty-six States have stopped fol11:ing Federal dis!lbility regulations
'o: det of their Governors or Federal
'uns, and many States are refusing
terminate the benefits of any dlsnllty recipient. I t is ridiculous to
gue-as some have- t i1at further rerms are net necessary.
The Issue in this program is one of
:lance: How do we In Congress balIC!' the competing needs of taxpays, who do not want their money
•ing to people who are not disabled,
t h tile sick in our Nation. those who
nnot speak for themselves? We took
t important first step in December of
32, by enacting temporary rl'form
slslation.
Today, that "'balance" t::; mis::;ing.
hat we need now Is a voice of reason

to get It back. H.R. 3755 is that voice
of reason. We ·have already heard the
provisions of that bill, and there Is no
need to repeat them, but I can safely
say that it addresses the problems created by Federal court concerns over
lack of a medical improvement standard, and the State concerns on terminations of benefits prior to a face-toface appeal.
This blll, most importantly, answers
the concern~ of disability recipients.
T h e committee bill gives them some
help; but more importantly, it gives
them some hope. It is time now for the
entire House to work together toward
the Important goal of fairness in the
disability program. It would not be an
easy task, for nothing wor th winning
is easjly gained. But H.R. 3755 responds to the needs of the disabled.
What greater task than that? Wbat
nobler challenge for which to work?
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Ch3.irman, I
now yield t minu te to the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. REGULA).
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Mr. REGULA. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding me
this time.
Mr. Chairman, today, I rise in support of H.R. 3755, the social security
disability amendments, and I would
like to encourage my colleagues to do
the same.
Over the last 2~ years there have
been many problems which have
plagued the social security disability
insurance <SSDI> program and its recipients.
In 1979, the General Accounting
Office <GAO>. a nonpartisan agency,
conduc~ an investigation which they
believed showed 20 percent of those
persons receiving social security disability insurance were not ··truely" disabled and, therefore, under the statutes, not actually eligible for those
be::~efits.

In response to the GAO report
which stated the SSDI program was
be!ng mlsu!led, Congress enacted the
Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980. One major provision of
these a mcndments mandated that the
Social Security Administr:~tion <SSA>.
beginning 1n 1S8l, re,•iew the ::;tatus of
everyone on the social scc.urily disability rolls who wa.:; not cla;;siflt=:d &.s permanently disabled.
These amendments. passed under
the previous administration, caused
unjust and lnhuma...'1e financial, emotional, and physical hardships which
can never be araended. Bec::.use the
caseworlt was so overwhelming. major
errors of termination were macte.
Nationally, through Dec('mber 1983:
Approximately 475,000 peo;.tle hat·e
been notified that they could lose
their benefits; 190,000 of them lost
their benefits after exhausting appe~!s; 160.000 were restored on appeal;
150,000 are stiU pending; and in the
SLate o! Ohio alone we had. as of December 1982, 120,260 workers on the
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disability Insurance rolls- 4.6 percent
of national cases.
During fiscal year 1983 the· CDR
rate in Ohio was 10,477 continuances
and 7,894 ce:;sations; mughly 43 percent of the decisions. For the first 3
months of fiscal year 1984-0ctober 1.
1983 through January 27, 1984-t here
were 968 continuances tmder the CDR
and 127 cessations under CDR-for approximately 11.6 percent.
Even though a number of these erro.
neous terminations have been over·
turned, the corrections were not easy
·t o come by- the national average processing time of the initial application
for reconsideration during February
1984 was 38.1 days. On top of that
delay, the workload for the already
overburdened appellate courts was further increased. The average national
processing tlrne for AL.J he.a rings In
fiscal year 1983 was 184 days. Some of
those terminated recipients had to
wait as long as a year before they were
able to receive a hearing before an administrative law judge <ALJ).
During the interim, many of these
people lost their homes and cars and
suffered a serious . deterioration in
their health due to stress and the loss
of their medicare insurance coverage.
The level of reinstatement reinf.orced the realization of the necessity
to reexamine the disability review
proce...~ and make immedia.te changes
where and when they were needed.
The current administration took
many good steps to accomplish this
task. In May 1982, the SSA undertook
administra.t.ive reforms to ameliorate
the CDR process and respond to congressional and State criticism. SSA expanded the definition of "permanentlY
disabled" which resulted ln 125,000
more persons being exempted from
the 3-year CDR process, bringing the
total of those exempted to more than
800.000 or 27 percent of the SSDI roll.
ln October 1982, SSA initiated faceto.face interviews at the start of every
review whlc:h, it Is estimated, exempted an additional 3 to 5 percent of the
cases from further action.
On June 7, 1983, Secretary Heckler
annotmced a series to further refOTm
of this review process. It was estimated
t h at these reforms would resu!t in an
additional 200,000 recipients- during
the next 2 years-being exempted permanently from having their eligibility
questioned. Those ·individuals Included
those aged 55 and over-reduced from
age 59- with muscular, lung or circulatory disorders, and the mentally
handicapped- IQ 70 or lower-who
su ffer from at least one other disability,
The Secretary also eliminated the
computer profile used to determine
who will be first in the co~tinujng disability imestigation. Instead of processing a CDR on a categorical basis
s uch as ?.ge or the amount of benefit
received, the CDR would be conducted
on a random sampling to eliminate
any bias which may have occurred.
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With these and other .steps this administration took to· correct bias and
the inhumane reviewing of disability
cases, we were well on our way to creating a good system for the disabled of
our country,
~owever;. this was not enough. Many
Qf the problems w)lich are, at the
moment, inherent in this program,
must be alleviated with legislation and
not administratively. For that reason,
I, along with many of my colleagues
on both sides of the aisle, became an
original cosponsor of H.R. 3755.
This legislation, which enjoys bipartisan cosponsorship, will insure
that the disabled will receive a fair
and adequate review process. It insures
that they will not be rejected from the
social security disability rolls because
they have many "minor" disabilities
which in and of themselves are not
classified as an eligible disability. Now,
these disabilities will be taken as a
total. A realistic view of the person
will be used to determine his or her
eligibility. Other areas which this bill
addresses are pain, medical improvement, face-to-face heai:ings, benefits
on appeal, uniform standards, and
nonacquiescence.
I am pleased we have finally been
able to bring this legislation to the
floor for action. It has been delayed
too long and I hope ail my colleagues
will vote in favor of H.R. 3755.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from California <Mr. RoYBAL), chairman of the
Select Committee on Aging.
Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Chairman. I rise
in support of H.R. 3755, the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1984.
These reforms establish fair and more
equitable guidelines for dE'termining
whether a person should continue to
receive disability benefits. I commend
the two gentlemen from Texas, Mr.
PICKLE and Mr. ARCHER, for shaping
legislation which is acceptable to
almost all who have been concerned
with this issue. The gentleman from
Massachussetts, Mr. SHANNON, the
gentleman from Tennessee. Mr. FoRD,
and other Members of the Ways and
Means Committee are also to be complimented for their efforts.
During the last year almost. every
m_e mber of the Select Committee on
Aging participated in at least one of
ot:r se•·en disability hearings. These
!~earings concentrated on how the
Federal courts and the States have
reacted to the stringent policies forced
on State disability agencies by the
Federal Government. Last October 20,
I inserted into the RECORD the first
comprehensive list of the effects of
these court orders and State actions.
Since that time, the rebellion among
the States and the tone of court o1·ders
have grown stronger, as hundreds of
thousands continue to suffer unjustly.
Over the last 2 years there have
been a series of administrative and legislative changes. All of them have
proven to be inadequate. It is clear
that the only way to reestablish some
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national uniformity in the disability the original baseline assumptions
process is to enact:legislation which es- upon which the social security actu.
tablishes a. fair process which will be aries made their cost projections were
upheld by the courts and su pported by predicat.ed on the unrealistic assumPthe Governors. This legislation before tion that there will be additional reus mandates such a review process.
ductions in the total number of dis·
Although 1 preferred the bill as ability beneficiaries. In fact, in last
originally conceived by Chairman year's trustee's · report, the actuaries
PICKLE, and would have added other project there will be fewer people restrengthening amendments, I recom- ceiving .disability benefits in the year
mend H.R. 3755 to my colleagues as an 2000 than there were in 1980 despite
adequate response to. most of the the growth in the U.S. population. It
major concerns expressed in our hear- is unfortunate that the policy choices
ings. I am pleased that 23 of the 60 co- of last spring's financing amendments
sponsors of the bill are members of and of the current disability provisions
the Aging Committee.
are predicated on the assumption that
. I also commend the Nation's Gover· simply maintaining current beneficinors and courts for acting courageoUs- ary levels shows tip as an increase ln
ly and correctly to halt further re- benefit costs.
views pending national reforms. The
Mr. Chairman, I conclude these restrong actions of the States and courts
should impress upon the other body marks with a summary of the status of
the need to enact each of the major the disability review process among
provisions of the House bill. Failure to the States. Currently, 33 States have
do so will not produce the measure of either court-ordered or self-imposed
fairness required by the courts and ad- moratoria on further terminations or
vocated by the National Governors' have otherwise significantly altered
Association. Therefore, I urge the pas- the determination process.
Seventeen Governors or other State
sage of this bill and urge also that our
conferees insist on all of the House officials have imposed a moratorium
on terminations pending congressional
provisions
Although ! support these disability action. In addition, two State legisla,
reforms, I wish we were doing more. I tures are in the process of legislating a
am disappointed that the reapplica- moratorium on the t erminations and
tion and reinstatement rights of all two others have iinplemented th~if
previously terminated beneficiaries own revised guidelines for assessing
are not better protected. Although the cardiovascular diseases.
bill does protect beneficiaries during
In the last 4 months there have been
future reviews, it does little to redress three major Federal court orders ·
the past injustk.es which have been which reouire the Social Security Ad·
well documented by the media and ministr ation to reopen previous dP.ci·
congressional hearings. In addition, sions and to make a new finding based
'the moratorium on reviews should in· on a medical improvement standarq.
clude those with physical impair- In Colorado, the Trujillo againSt
ments. ·
Heckler order is retroactive to Decem·
We have also missed an opportunity ber 1980. In North Carolina, the Hyatt
to give the Secretary of HHS more ad· against Heckler order is retroactive to
ministrative flexibility to carry out the March 1981. In nine Western States,
reviews than current.ly exists under the Lopez against Heckler order is retthe automatic 3-yeax review require- roactive to 1981. Nationwide, the
ment. We should also delete the sepa- courts have ordered SSA to use a
rate, more severe definition of disabil- medical improvement standard and to
ity established for disabled widow<er)s. retroactively reinstate benefits to over
To encourage retm·n to paid employ- 100,000 beneficiaries pending review
ment, we should provide betLer voca- under this standard. The administra.·
t ional rehabilitation and eliminate the tive c.o sts for implementing these ·
work disincentives which keep some court orders exceeds $100 m.illion, and
disabled persons on the disability rolls. since the courts require retroactive re·
In addition, there are stronger ways to instatement of the former benefic!·
assure the independence of adminis- aries, any marginal benefit savings will
trative Ia·.v judges than are contained be more than offset by the admin!sta·
in this legislation.
tive costs of the mitial termination
I also have t.hree comments to dir ect and reinstatement actions.
to those who are concerned with the
Currently, there are approximate.lY
alleged costs of this bill. First, even
with these amendments, the review 43,000 disability cases pending in diS·
process wm have reduced benefit pay- ' trict court, and the backlog is growing
ments by approximately $2.12 billion at the rate of 2,000 a month. To date.
by the end of fiscal year 1985. This is the administration has yet to win ."
almost 10 times the $218 million in single decision which affirms thel.l'
benefit savings projected when the policy of failing to use a medical im·
Congress created the review process in provement standard.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
1980. Second, nothing can be more
costly than the current chaotic situa- 1 minute to the gentleman from Calition in which a growing number o! fornia <Mr. STARK).
<Mr. STARK asked and was given
States are refusing to conduct any re·
views while the courts are ordering a permission to revise and extend his re~
reopening of previous decisions. Third, marks.>
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Mr. STARK. Mr. Chairman. I take
this opportunity to congratulate the
chairman of the subcommittee for an
excellent bill.
Mr. Chairman. like the knock at the
dOor in the middle of the night, the
continuing disability investigation
system h as struck fear in the hearts of
millions of truly vulnerable Americans. H.R. 3755 seeks t.o end this reign
of terror and Instead bring sense and
sensitivity back into the system. The
reforms contained in this bill will end
the quest for blood money and yet still
weed out those who would seek to
cheat the system.
Equally important. I would urge my
colleagues to support H.R. 3755 so
that severely disabled SSI recipients,
despite their impairments, will be able
to work under the special benefits pro-

gram.

The special benefits program. known

as section 1619 benefits, expired De-

cember 31, 1983. While the administration has continued' the prognim for 1
year under its demonstration authority, this is obviously not an adequate
solution. This bill will extend the pro·
gram through June 30, 1986. In this
way new, severely impaired SSI recipients will be able to seek employment
a.nd those on the program will not
have to live in fear of being reinstitutlonallzed or forced to stay at home
because they cannot afford their
a.ttendant care without assistance.
To use the words of one quadraplegic who testi!ied before the Public Assistance Subcommittee. ''For God's
sake, let us keep working. I don't believe that, on our own. we can eliminate a. $200 billion deficit, but I do believe t hat by allowing us to support
ourselves, we can help in our own
way."
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman. I
now yield 2 minutes to the gentleman
from Arkansas (Mr. HAMMERSCHKIDT).
<Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)
Mr.
HAMMERSCHMIDT .
Mr.
Chairman, I rise in support of H.R.
3755, the Social Security Disability
Benefits Reform Act.
Massive administrative confusion
and personal tragedy have resulted
!rom the implementation of the 1980
Amendments to the Social Security
Act which were signed into law by
President Carter. Since March 1983,
when the continuing disability reviews
began. 470,000 beneficiaries have been
terminated. By December 1983,
160,000 were restored on appeal,
120,000 appeals were still pending.
Moreover. the Federal courts have ordered the Social Security Administration <SSA> to reopen the adverse decisions in over 100,000 cases.
It would be difficult to Imagine any
Member who has not heard from
dozens of constituents who have been
dropped from the rolls with only cursory reviews and despite the fact that
they had not experienced any imProvement in their health. For many.

the loss of disabllity insurance benefits resulted in mortgage defaults,
bankruptcies, and other serious financial hardships. The loss of medicare
caused many people's · health to further deteriorate. In response to these
hardships, emergency legislation was
passed at the close of the 97th Congress which <among other things) continued financial and medical benefits
through the administrative law judge
decision. This temporary solution was
designed to give Congress time to pass
comprehensive legislat.ion. On Dec~m
ber 7, this emergency provision expired. Comprehensive reform should
not be further delayed.
The seriousness of the problems
with the disability program is clearly
e-v;denced by the fact that 30 States
have actually stopped following F'edcral guidelines by order of their Governors or Federal courts. Although the
administration in late January notified
eight Governors that they h ad 2 weeks
to resume full processing of reviews,
none of them has done so. Currently
there are approximately 43,000 social
security disability cases pending in
Federal district court. with the backlog growing at a rate of 2,000 a month.
At this rate, the court system alone
will spend over $200 million by 1988
just to hear these cases. AUhough I respect the administration's efforts to
improve the program, I cannot accept
its conclusion that, •·administrative
and legislative reforms already accomplished make further reforms unnecessary."
The administration's major opposition to H.R. 3755 is its requirement
that SSA return to it.c; previou.<; use of
a medical improvemen t standard. This
provision Recounts for two-thirds of
the bill's 5 year projected cost of up to
$6 billion.
As I see it, these cost estimates are
excessive for three reasons. First, the
Congressional Budget Office estimates
the cost of H.R. 3755 to be $1.5 billion
for the first 5 years. Second. SSA's $6
billion figure assumes that Federal
courts would order retroactive use of a
medical improvement standard only if
the legislation pa.:;ses. However, at
least 16 States are currently under a
court ordered medical improvement
standard which applies to previous decisions. Even without the bill, the administration has failed to win a single
court case on the medical improvement standard. Third, SSA's $6 billion
figure assumes that the Governors will
rescind their moratoria and begin
processing case$ under the current
rules. The evidence to date does not
support that conclusion. Many Governol·s have indicated that they will
simply turn the entire administrative
function back to the Federal Government rather than resume processing
under current rules. This is likely to
increase Federal administrative costs
by over $100 million per year.
It is Congress responsibility to
return fairness and uniformity to this
vital Federal program. I believe the
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termination of benefits to long-term
disabled people, many of whom are el·
derly and veterans. who were properly
adjudicated under the medical improvement standard put into ·the law
in 1967, is a violation of due process. I
hope we can pass· this bill with overwhelming numbers, assuring swift and
t:arnest consideration in the Senate.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Nebraska <Mr. DAUB).
Mr. DAUB. Mr. Chairman, i rise
today in strong support of H.R. 3755,
the Social Security Disability Benefits
Reform Act. I am pleased to st>e the
House &ctiia~ on legis!ation to reform
the disability determination process
and the disablllty reviews. I am aware
of the hardships the disability rc\'iew
program· has caused some of my const.ituents and since coming to Con·
gress, I have continued to work to resolve these concerns. I believe the legislation before us today is an important step in dealing with what has now
become a confusing and unworkable
program.
· The social security disability insur·
ance program was established over 25
years ago t:o provide benefits for workers and dependents unable to work
due to a disabling condition.
The absence of an adequate review
process in the seventies however
prompted Congress in 1980 to enact
disability amendments which mandated that the Social Security Administration review all nonpermanently disabled beneficiaries once every 3 years,
beginning no later than 1982. It was
President Carter and HEW Secretary
Joseph Califano who asked for the
weeding out of those who were abusing the system so that benefits for
those truly deserving could be protected.
This abuse was emphasized in a
report published by GAO in 1981
which indicated that as many as
584,000 individuals or about 20 percent
of all workers receiving disability
berlefits did not meet the eligibility requirements. Incorrect payments were
estimated at $2 billion annually. A
later report estimated that 30 percent
were not entitled to benefits costing as
much is $4 billion a year in benefits to
people who wcr·e not disabled.
In light of these alarming statistics
the review process began in March
1981. A number of criticisms immediately surfaced because of incorrect removals from the disability rolls and
the removal of some even though their
medical condition had not improved
during the course of their eligibility
for disability benefits.
In 1982 I joined Congressman
PicKLE in support of H.R. 6181 to address the problems of the disability
system. This legislation would 1\ave
strengthened the reconsideration proc·
ess and provided more uniformity in
the decislonmaking at all levelc; of adjudication.
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In December of the same year. I
again ioined my distinguished colleague in support of interim amendments t& provide a continuation of disability benefits through the appeals
process. This legislation allowed per:
sons terminated before October 1983
to choose to continue to receive benefits while they appealed. Benefits were
paid until the final hearing. However,
if the case was decided adversely, the
recipient was required to repay the
benefits he or she had received. While
this was only a temporary extension,
many believed it should have been permanent considering that the average
length of time between filing an
appeal and the ALJ decision is 180
days. This is a long period of time
without benefits for the majority of
beneficiaries whose appeal is successJul.
I continued my support for this pro-

vision when the House extended it
until December 7, 1983. Unfortunately, this provision has since expired and
without further legislation the last
payment date will be May 3, 1984.
All of us have heard from State officials administering this program, expressing the seriousness of the problems associated with the disability program. A major problem is that various
States are administering the program
differently either due to State initiated action or as a result of a court decision.
H.R. 3755, legislation that has received strong bipartisan support, is a
comprehensive bi!l addressing a
number of concerns with the ad.!Jlinistration of the disability program.
I want to commend Representative
PicKLE and the members of his committee for their sensitivity and hard
work on this issue.
One qf the key components of H.R.
3755 is the imposition of ·a medical im·provement standard which would be
the criterion used to determine whether benefits could ·be denied. Without
some type of medical improvement
standard, the patchwork of laws that
now exists with 24 States and 3 territories following various circuit court
and State initiated actions will continue to make the program unwieldy.
There are a number of other important measures in H.R .• 3755 that are
desperately needed including extending permanently the authority to continue payment of benefits during the
appeals process, requiring face to face
evidentiary hearings at the initial decision level and providing a delay on reviews of all mental impairment disabilities.
I am well aware of the necessary
provisions included in U.R. 371)5. I also
recognize the concerns my colleague
Congressman ARCHER ha.c; expressed
on this bill including the bill's total
cost and the additional administration
burdens that maY. be placed on the
Social Security Administration. I hope
all of my colleagues will keep these
concerns in mind.
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The disability program is an impor- this program has been administered ·
tant one. We must eliminate the abuse over the last 2V• years. is a crime, and
from the system ih order to insure it needs to be changed.
benefits to the truly disabled. Yet,
0 1330
equally important, we must insure
that those who are truly disabled do
This system is broken. This bill will
not undergo undue hardship to elimi- help correct it. It is long overdue. Any
nate the abuse. These do not have to Member of Congress who has sat in
be conflicting goals.
his or her office and listened to t he
I urge the immediate passage and people who have come before us who
implementation of H.R. 3755.
are disabled knows that this legisla·
. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair wishes tfon is long overdue.
to announce that the gentleman from
I congratulate the gentleman from
New York (Mr. CONABLE) has 11 minutes remaining. and the gentleman Texas <Mr. PICKLE) and the chairman
from Illinois <Mr. RosTENKOWSKI) has. of t.he Ways and Means Committee for
giving us the opportunlty to vote on
11 minutes remaining.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair- this.
Mr. Chainnan, I wish to state my
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentlestrong support for the Social Security
m~.n from Georgia <Mr. JENKINS).
<Mr. JENKINS asked and was given Disability Reform Act.• H.R. 3755. We
permission to revise and extend his re- often hear that. "If it ain't broke,
don't fix it." Well, Mr. Chairman, t hat
marks.)
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Chairman, I rise is just the problem: The social security
in strong support of this disability bill. disability system is broken. And the
All across this country, cries for relief administration and those opposed to
have been heard from disabled people this legislation refuse to acknowledge
who have lost their benefits, even the fact. But to the administrators at
though they cannot work and have no the State and local level, to Gover·
way of living without those benefits. nors, administrative law judges. and
These people are not shirkers, they Federal d istrict court judges. the eviare not cheats or deadbeats looking dence is plain. The system is not workfor an easy public handout. These ing the way Congress int ended.
people have paid. Into social security
An administrative law judge from
all their working lives and all they a.c;k Evansville, Ind., referred to "the overis the protection they have worked zealous reaction and meat-ax apand paid for. H.R. 3755 gives them this proach of social security officials to
protection in a fair and sensible way.
the well-intentioned and well-advised
Mr. Chairman, we cannot leave this mandate of Congress to review the dis·
Congress holding our heads up if we ability rolls."
fail to enact this legislation. We must
A few months ago, Judge Jack Wein·
.send out a clear message: We wm not stein, chief judge of the Southern Dis·
tolerate arrogant administ rative ac- trict of New York, wrote in his deci·
tions that destroy the lives of count- sion in favor of those who had been
less disabled people simply in order to wrongfully terminated:
save dollars. This administration
This case raises difficult issues respecting
wants to stop this bill by announcing a protection of the rights of claimants by the
lengthy moratorium. Such a move will bureaucracy charged with dispensing soc1al
only leave disabled citizens vulnerable security disability and supplemental secu·
to the arbitrary and capricious whims rity income benefits. Courts assume that
of those who w.ish to cut costs by forc- professionals such as doctors. lawyers. and
ing the disabled to choose between managers responsible for important govern·
starvation and suicide when their ment institutions will enforce the law w1th
impartiality and concern for the
benefits are cut off. This is unaccept- scrupulous
rights of their clients-here those claimmg
able-we must pass this bill, the disability. That presumption of legalitY has
Senate must act, and the President been rebutted by evidence o! denial of the
must sign it into law. We can do no rights of disabled persons acquiesced in bY
less for these least fortunate of our the professionals charged with assistmg
them. The result wr.s partic\.llarly tragic in
citizens.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair- the instant case beeause of Its de\·astatmg
effect
on thousands of ment ally iii persons
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewhose very disability prevented them from
man from New York <Mr. Dow~><"EY).
<Mr. DOWNEY of New York asked effectively confronting the system.
Faced with this situation, what can
and was given permission to revise and
we Members of Congress do? We can
extend his remarks.>
Mr. DOWNEY of New York. Mr. ·wait, I suppose, for the officials
Chainnan, if there is further evidence charged with administering this pro·
that this administration is out of gram to figure out that something Is
touch with reality, it is their contin- wrong. But we have been waiting for
ued opposition to this bill. Those of us several years, and still nothing is done.
who have been watching this debate This weekend, we heard rumors of a.n
have not heard one Member of Con- impending change of policy at the
gress come before this body and say Social
Security
Administration.
this is not a vital and necessary piece Rumors are not enough. What we can
of legislation. And it is. Anyone who do-what we must do-is act to force a
has dealt with this · program, from more humane, compassionate, and
local officials to State officials to n·a- rational process on the administrators
tional officials, knows l)hat the way of this program.
J
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Of all the changes proposed by H.R.
, 65 the medical imp rovement standthe most critical. There Is much
dence to show that there has been
~dard used in terminating cases
1111
&be past 3 Yz ye.a rs. According to the
jQclal security Administration's own
JrUftS· about 35 percent of the people
~wed from 1978 to 1982 'Vere terjllated although there was no im~&'lement in their medical condition
fOl%1 the time when they were . first
:ued on disability. As New York
~te
Attorney General Robert
iMamS has testified, without a clear
IIIJ)I"'vement in the medical condition
t the beneficiary, which would allow
UJII or her to retutr~ to work, there
~tot~ld not be a termination.
Tb.e Social Security Administration
~ such a standard until1976. When
ltW regulations were issued In 1980,
he Social Securi~y Adm inistration inupreted t hem in such a way to put
bt burden of proof of continued dls.btJity on the beneficiary. For those
~r review, they had to prove once
(ain that t hey were disabled. A medial improvement standard would mean
flat there would be an objective meastement that would remove the
ll!rden of proof from the beneficiary.
H.R. 3755 would also change the
10licY with regard to multiple impairdents. Presently, if a person suffers
tqm more than one disability, each
ability Is evaluated on its own, in
IO!ation from the others. The review
1rocess does .not t ake into account the
urnulative effect of the impairments.
"his "Alice in Wonderland" process, in
1llich the whole is mu<.:h less than the
tun of its parts, has resulted
many
tYerely disabled people being re:cn·ed from tlle rolls.
Now, you may say these are all adnmistrative problems. We do not need
law to fix them. I wish that were
rue. We have waited a long time for
be administrators to even a dmit that
he problem exists. Those terminated
.ofairly from the disability rolls have
lid to wait fa-r too long.
I cannot help but return to Judge
Ve:nstein's ruling. It is precisely those
lf'ople who. because of their disabil•es. are least able to deal with this
.njust system who have lost the proection of a fairly administer ed law.
Vein this House must r estore fairness
nd humanit y to a social security
}'Stem run amok.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKl. Mr. Chair'\an, I yield 1 minute to the gentlelP.n from C&lifornia (Mr. MATSUI).
Mr. MATSUI. Mr. Chairma."l, I
IOUld like to first of all commend the
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enlleman from Texas <Mr. PICKLE)

or the great job that he has done on
etting t his legislation through and, of
ourse, the full committee chairman,
he gentleman from Illinois <Mr. RosINKowsxx> and t he gentleman from
rei\' York <Mr. CoNABLE) for their un<'rstanding and humaneness in
1aking sure that this legislation now
as reached the floor of t he House.

I would also like t'o reiterate the
comments made by m y colleague on
the Ways and Means Committee, the
gentleman from New York <Mr.
DOWNEY), that the reason that we are
here today Is because, in my opinion,
the very strident Interpretation of the
Reagan administration of the DL.c;abil·
ity Act Amendments of 1980. We have
seen hundreds of thousands of citizens
throughout the United States lose
their disability payments and be in a
position where they are unable to
afford to live and care for themselves
while their cases are going under
appeal.
This legislation wUl take some small
step to make sure that while the
appeal is going on, these people will be
in a position to at least receive their
benefits, and second, there will have to
be a showing of some improvements
before the benefits may be cut.
I urge support of this bill.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
New Jersey <Mr. SMITH).
<Mr. SMITH of New Jersey asked
a.nd was given permission 'to revise and
extend his remarks.>
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman. I thank the gentleman for
yielding time to me.
I rise today in strong support of the
legislation before us, the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of
1984.
I would like to take this opportunity
to commend Chairman PicKLE for his
leadership in crafting this blll and
bringing it to the floor today. I am
proud to be an original cosponsor of
this legislation.
Mr. Chairman, as a ·direct result of
the 1980 Carter disability insurance
amendments, the Social Security Administration initiated an aggressive
program of reviewing those on the
social security disability rolls.
Within .a very short period of time,
however,
Members of Congress
became aware of the many problems,
the horror stories, and the sheer
misery imposed on disabled Americans
caused by mandated continuing disability investigations <CDl's>.
Mr. Chairman, I have been deeply
troubled by the slipshod and often callous manner in which truly disabled
persons have been mistakenly- some
would say deliberately-cut off from
their disability benefits. In my New
Jersey district, my caseworkers a.."1d r
have handled well over 500 disability
terminations. Time and time again we
have found the review process to be
less t han fair, thorough, or compassionate.
I am happy to say. that our intercession has helped to facilitate the reversal of many of those who were t erminated, but such intervention by their
Congressman should have not been
necessary.
I often feel that for every person expundged from the disability rolls who
calls me, there must be several who do
not. Their reasons are many. Perhaps
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they believe any appeal would be
futile and the appeals process not only
appears intimidating, drawn out, and
frightful; it is.
Mr. Chairman. between October
1982 and June 1983. SSA made decisions on 365,000 people on the disabil·
ity rolls. Of that number, 278,000 or 76
p ercent have been left untouched or
returned to the rolls after a lengthy
appeals process.
Significantly, of the 116,000 people
who opted to go through the review
proce.s s after initial termination, an
unbelievably: high 70,000 people, or 60
percent, had their benefits restored.
But let me remind my colleagues that
these restorations occurred only ·after a
very trying, traumatic, lengthy proc·
ess.
I would point out to my colleagues
that approximately 50 percent of
those terminated do not initiate a reconsideration. There are no hard facts
or data on what ·becomes of these
people. One finding by the GAO indi·
cat es that in the cases of 100 people
terminated only 7 were able to obtain
full-time jobs.
It seems to be that it 1S not too diffi·
cult to understand why so few apparently do not find jobs. Most, I would
suggest, are Just too sick or fragile. To
some employers such an employee
might be regarded as a potentialliabil·
ity-too much of a risk. I would ask
my colleagues, how many employers In
your district do you know who would
hire a person who has just been excised from the disability rolls?
With these experiences in mind. Mr.
Chairman, I committed myself over 2
years ago to the reform of the CDI
process. In the 97th Congress I cosponsored one of the earliest efforts to
ad just the CDI program and thus mitigate some of the misery imposed upon
disabled Americans. My colleagues
may recall that at the very end of the
97th Congress, we did adopt provisions
of this legislation-Public Law 97455-which extended benefit payments t o those in the review process,
and also slowed down the rate of the
CDI's.
I would remind my colleagues that
efforts to reform CDl's have been
truly bipartisan. Similarly, there is
more than enough blame to go around
as to who caused t he problem. As a
matter of fact, last November -I appeared before the Rules Committee to
request that my amendment to H.R.
4170 be made in order. The language
of that amendment actually went
beyond the provisions of H.R. 3755
and would have imposf!d a moratorium
on all- I repeat all-cont inuing disability reviews. Unfortunately, my amendment was defeated 8 to 5 by the Rules
Committee with all four Republicans
voting for it and all but one Member
from the other side of the aisle voting
against it.
F ollowing that action in the Rules
Committee, Mr. Chairman, I redrafted
t h e amendment and in November of
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1983, I t.1troduced legislation, H.R.
While I am pleased that these enti- favor of this man's disability claiJn; ~
4563, the Disability Beneficiaries Pro- tles have acted to protect disabled resi- the a dministration decided to appeal.
tection Act. Simply put, H .R. 4563 dents in New Jersey, I know t hat they
I ~alle<! the Social Security Admin~
would place a nationwide moratorium should not have been necessary, and I t~at10n.
J. ~aid, "Why, on what bastf
on all disability revie,w proceedings fear for those disabled Americans who did you dec1de to appeal?"
.:
until the entire proiram could be do not reside in a State which has

And they indicated to me something·
clarified, standardized, and adequate!~ been shielded by either a court order,
refurbished insUring humane and just a. moratorium issued by its Governor, they will not admit today, that it was
treatment for disabled Americans or by both. Mr. Chairman, in its based on the quota of that law judge,'·
Mr. Chairman, that is why t he aq.
across the Nation. At that time, H.R. present form the CDl process has
3755 was part of the all-inclusive tax proven to be discriminatory, contradic- ministrative law judges have filed suit
package and I was concerned that tha.t tory, careless, and arbitrary, in desper- against the administration.
Therefore. I rise in support of H.R
legislation, H.R. 4170, would move too ate need of reform.
Mr. Chairman, H.R. 3755 and the 3755, the Social Securjty Disability
slowly, inadequat{!Jy answering th.e
urgent call for help from the thou- CDI program h a ve been the object of Benefits Reform Act of 1984, becaus~t
sands of disabled Americans anxiously study by several·congressional commit- Congress needs to act immediately to
awaiting legislative reform.
tees including the Aging Committee, regain the American people's confi. .
The bill ! introduced has since on which I sit. The bill has received bi- dence in the disability program. SinCil
gained several cosponsors and fur- partisan support, and many National, 1980, an accelerated review process of
thered the disability reform effort, State, and local di:;ability prot.~ctlon disability cases has ·caused total chaos
perhaps acting as a catalyst Cor the organizations. as well as the NGA, within States which must process the
separation and advancement. of H.R. have all endorsed H.R. 3755. This bill cases and severe anxiety and financial
3755. I am encouraged by the fact that provides a comprehensive, long-term loss for the families that must remain
the revisions my bill anticipated are approach to the disability review pro- in limbo for a final decision to be ren.
dered. I am certain that most Memincorporated in H.R. 3755; and as an gram.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, the bers in this Chamber can list the
original consponsor of this legislation,
I am pleased that the bill's most im- overall purpose of the blll is, first, to horror stories of con.Stltuents who ,
portant provisions have been left un- clarify statutory guidelines for the de- never lived through the final decision.
amended through the legislative proc- termination process to insure that no stage.
beneficia.ry loses eligibility for benefits
States that felt overburdened with
ess-the provisions of H.R. 3755 to:
First, continue benefit payments as a result of careless or arbitrary deci- the process and uncommitted to thethrough the review of an administra- sionmaking by the Federal Govern- policy have taken the disability pro-_
ment. Second, the bill is intended to gram into their own hands, imposing
tive law judge;
Second, to require the SSA to clearly provide a more humane and under- moratoriums and slowdowns. My own
demonstrate medical improvement standable applif;ation and appeal proc- State of Ohio imposed a 15Q-day mora.
ess for disability applicants and torium on social security disabilitJ
before terminating an individual;
Third, to establish face-to-face meet- beneficiaries appealing termination of review cases last year. The Governot
their benefits. Finally, the bill seeks to vowed that he would continue in this
ing at the reconsideration level;
Fourth. to permit consideration of standardi?..e the Soci.al Security Ad- waY. until Congress or the administra..
ministration's policymaking proce- tion took steps to coordinate the dis· .
·the impact of multiple impairments;
Fifth, to place a. temporary morato- dures through the notice and com- ability review.pror.ess.
rium en all reviews of persons disabled. ment procedures of the Administrative · For the disabilits' program to mee.t
Procedures Act, and to make those the expectations of its framers and the 1,
by mental impairments;
Sixth, to require 'SSA to publish rel- procedures conform with the standard people who are to be protected by it,
ative CDI rulings and incorporate practices of Federal law, through some unity must be incorporated
in Federal Court of Ap- through legislation setting guidelines.
comments before initiating final acquiescence
peals rulings.
H.R. 3755 will protect 1ndividuals on
changes; and
H.R. 3755 is a good bill. It is not a the rolls who are disabled from being
Seventh, to require SSA to adhere to panac.ea,
but no proposal ever is. It is a terminated by mandating a 9-month
or appeal Federal court of appeals rul- reasonable effort.. I strongly urge adopmoratorium on reviews of the mental· · ·
ings.
tion of this legislation.
Iy impaired, making permanent cash ·
All are all very important changes
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair\Vhic:b are crucial to restoring fairness man. I yield 1 minute to the gentle- benefits awards through completion of
the ALJ appeal, requiring face-to-face
in th<! disability program.
woman from Ohio <Ms. 0AKAR).
interviews at the State DDS. and nar- '
Ml·. Chairman, ther~ is no question
<Ms. OAKAR asked and was given rowing the criteria for terminating a
that in the past months the disability permission to revise and extend her redisability benefit.
program has even further regressed marks.)
Quite frankly, we should not have to c
and is i!1 a present stat.e of anarchy
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Chairman, I w:mt
and turmoil. At least 21 States ha·:e to commend Chairman R.osTENKOWSY.:I legislate changes to the system. How- •
refused either in whole or in part to and Chairman PICKLE for their superb ever, our hands have been tied by an .
administration unwilling to compro· ,
administer the disability review proc- work on thls bi1l.
ess in the manner prescribed by the
Mr. Chairman, I think it is an indica- mise. In my opinion, Congressman
Department of Health and Huma.n tion of the c.allous disregard that the PicKLE's biB accomplisht>s some sig- .
Services.
administration ha,s for the disabled nificant goals. Unity will return to the ·•
In at least 25 States, Federal courts and those In m•ed, and in many in- social security disability system. I en·
have struck down the social security stances the elderly, when they oppose courage every Member in this bodY t~
guidelines, the r€:sult of \t'hir:h has this legislation that has been worked · vote in support .of H.R. 3755 and end (
been an erosion of public faith and on by bot.h sides of the nisie in t erms the mistreatment t-o our most vulnerable citizen~;. Thank you.
confidence in the entire program. In o{ the committee.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair· '
my own State of New J Prsey, the
l want to just cite one elas<Jlc exa.tnDOD-Division of DisabiUty Determi- ple. I know some people are afraid toi man, I yield 1 minat~ to the gentle· '
nations- has terminated it.s adherenc~ t?Jk about examples of peop!e who man from Arkangas (Mr. A-r.'lioNY}.
to social security rer,ulations for two have been discriminated against by
(Mr. ANTHONY asked and was •
legal reasons: Fir.s t, a moratorium pre- the admini.<;tration; but I had a call re- gi.ven permission t.o revise and extend
scribed by Governor Kean: and cently some months ago from an indi- 11is remar ks.>
second. a direct order issued by the vidual who told me he was going to
Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. Chairman. l
Third l<'ederal Distriet Court of Ap- commit suicide, because while the ad- yield to my colleague, the gent!emal1
peals.
ministrative Ja.w judge had ruled in from Arkansas (Mr. Ar.EXAI'DER).
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman. I
thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support for the Social Security Disability
Benefits Reform Act . of 1984 <H.R.
3'155>. In my district. the confusion
and disruption the Social Security Ad·
ministration has caused disabled persons has reached a crisis level. Since
1981. the disability caseload of my
wee district offices has tripled. The
arbitrary denial or benefits to persons
who otherwise qualified for them has
unleashed havoc in the lives of thousands of Americans who should have
been able to expect fair and compassJonate treatment from their Govemm~:nt.

This is a perfect example of this administration's going too far with its
meat ax approach to the management
cf social programs.
Mr. Chairman, I daresay there is not
a Member of the House of Representatives who has not been inundated by
inquiries from his district about social
security disability benefits. There is
not a one of us who has not heard
horror stories about the abrupt termination of benefits by the Social Security Administration under this administration's interpretation of exisiting
law-an interpretation which. in every
sense of the word, has been unduly
stnct.
One man, the father of a child with
cerebral palsy, had recently undergone
heart bypass surgery and was receiving 14 different medications; his dis·
ability benefits were cut off by the
Social Security Administration in the
middle of this misfortune. His entire
community-aided, I am proud to say,
by my own district staff-went to work
to make sure that he had groceries.
Another man-the recipient of benefits since 1975, was cut off under the
new administration guidelines In 1981.
Although he suffered from both heart
damage and liver cancer. it was not
until June of 1983 that we were able to
llelp him restore his- eligibility. That
lle survived In the meantime was
something of a miracle.
Another of my constituents was not
so lucky. Suffering from cancer, he
~-as summarily cut off from benefits in
1982 under the new guidelines. Although we immediately began to assist
him through the complicated and conrusing appeals process,· he died in the
'Ileantime-without benefits. In 1984.
2 years later, his case is still "pending"
,_efore the Social Security Administr:~.
:IOn.
In many cases of this sort-cases of
>eloved and helpless grandparents and
>f hard-pressed fathers and mothers
>till relSponsible for the care of chU~en-my office and the other congresuonal offices across this land have
leen able to assist in the restoration
?f ~nefits. But It is a flood-tide of sufermg, and no cost-accountant's explalation can excuse the redtape and
~rsh and bureaucratic judgments
· ~t we are forced to deal with on a
1a11Y basis.

It is a situation characterized by a
constituent of mine. Harold Jenks of
Jonesboro, Ark., as "a disgrace and a
shame." Mr. Jenks is a long-time
friend of mine-and, indeed, of an of
l!S in this country. He is a decorated
'Air Force veterlm of World War II,
wounded in the service of his country
and retired now after many years of
distinguished service in the Federal
Government.
Mr. Jenks knows the social contract
between Government and the people
from both sides. He has served as
chairman of a. district Social Security
Study Committee for me, and he
knows how the system should work.
He is appalled by what has happened
to so many SSDI beneficiaries. "Some
of these folks who were cut off were
disabled to the naked eye," he obs·erves. "It passes belief that they
could be removed from the lists without somebody at lea.St looking at them
and talking to them. I hate to say it,
but appears to be inescapable to conclude that the people running thls administration have a complete lack of
compassion-an inhuman attitude."
The present machinery for dealing
with -the continuing eligibility of disability beneficiaries-coupled with the
administration's rigid and inexplicable
attitude-has made it clear that we in
Congress must pass a reform bill. We
are faced with an emergency of unexpected proportions-a crisis of misery.
It has long been evident that the ad·
ministration's guidelines for cutting
off benefits were in conflict with Federal court orders which require States
to make different determinations for
continuing eligibility. At the present
time, 29 States are refusing to abide
by SSA guidelines, either by order of
the State government or by that of
the Federal courts. Many millions of
people are trapped In this unnecessary
snafu; it is incumbent upon us to restore both order and compassion to
the system for administering disability
benefit.s.
The Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 19M (H.R. 3755) is
intended to do just this. The bill represents the needs of both mercy and
efficiency, but essentially it is about
Justice.
At the present time, disability benefit cutoffs are relatively arbitrary.
Whi'le the beneficiary may appeal for
reconsideration, the process is time
consuming and, in the meantime, the
cutoff is in effect. Even t hough a reasonable number of the claimants are
successful in their lengthy appeals,
they must bear both the burden of
proof and the burden of misery.
The provisions of H.R. 3755 are designed to streamline the reconsideration process in the interests of fair·
ness.
The bill would first of all establish a
specific statutory standard, which prohibits termination of benefits unless
an explicit improvement in the
beneficiary's condition or a definite ir·
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regularity in the disability claim can
be demonstrated;
The bill provides for a moratorium
on mental Impairment reviews until
the Social Security Administration can
revise 1ts criteria for disability claims
on this basis; it also mandates that a
psychiatrist or psychologist review any
case where benefits are to be terminated for a person with mental impairment.
In cases where SSDI benefits are to
be terminated due to medical improvement, the bill requires that face-toface interviews be provided by State
agencies responsible for disability determinations. This provision woulc
end the cruel practice of termination
at a distance.
The bill provides that disability determinations be ·based on the total
range of impairments suffered by the
beneficiary, not on improvement of
isolated impairments where others
persist.
Crucially for the recipient threat·
ened with cutoff, the bill specifies that
beneficiaries must be permitted tc
continue to receive SSDI payments
while appealing a termination decision. The payments would continue
until a decision is rendered by an administrative law judge.
The bill would extend, through June
30, 1986, as existing temporary program that allows the continuation of
SSI and/or medicaid benefits for certain disabled persons who are working
but who continue to suffer from disabling impairments.
Among its other provisions, the bill
requires t.hat SSDI regulations be
standardized under the Administrative
Procedure Act; that the Social Security Administration follow generally
applicable principles of decision by circuit courts of appeal; that an advisory
council on medical aspects of disability
be created; and that the changes mandated ·Jor the SSDI program apply as
well t o the supplemental security
income system, which provides monthly cash benefits to needy persons who
are aged, blind, or disabled. This iS a
reform bill of commendable magnitude.
It is an overdue effort to restore Justice to our national priorities. but it is
more than that. It Is an emergency
measure to prevent needless cruelty
and pointless suffering. This bill sa.ys
that the Federal Government will no
longer permit confusion and callousness and redtape to govern the admin·
istration of social security disability
benefits. It says that the Government
of the United States of America is the
friend of the people of this Nation, not
their adversary. It says that we will
continue to respect the social contract
which is the social security system in
America.
I wholeheartedly urge the adoption
of this measure.
<Mr. ALEXANDER askE!d and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
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Mr. A.I"THOl'.'Y. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately, the situation in Arkansas
is ln a sorry mess, so sorry, in fact,
that the GoH:'rnor. Governor Clinton,
was COI":'l!Jell•:d o\.!t of frustration and
compassion for the affected indivld.uals to issue an executive order for a
moratorium on review.. This legislation
will help correct that situation.
Lawyers and ALJ's are faced with a
situation where SSA refused to follow
stere decisis. As my colleague, the gentleman from Ohio, said, our LJ's In Arkansas are intintidated, they are harassed and they are threatened to
follow the quota system, 55 percent on
the approval rate. They were forced to
join in this lawsuit to get some protecUon. They are forced to follow secret
rulings.
This piece of legislation, H.R. 3755,
will help solve it.
W~ are here today because hundreds
of horror stories have made their way
to our offices over the past 2 years as
the Reagan administration has tried
to comply with a congressional mandate to remove ineligible recipients
from the disability program. Unfortunately, there is a great deal of evidence that in their haste to remove
those who should not be on the disability rolls, and to provide a certain
level of cost-savings in the program,
the administration has used a meat-ax
approach and slashed checks to many
persons actually disabled who deserve
support under· the program.
Disability reform gained momentum
in the mid-1970;s because of the increasing cost of the progr-....m. Most
people concluded that the growth of,
the program was due to large numbers
of ineligible persons on the rolJs. The
solution was to rid the rolls of those
who were not truly disabled and provide incentives to beneficiaries to
return to work.
Responding to the need for more effective management of the progra.m,
Congress passed legislation in 1980
that required an Increase in the
a.mount of man:?.gement review and
oversight of the program. Among the
changes required at that time were
Federal review of beneficiaries not
permanently disabled at least once
every 3 years: a report on the wide
variations in administrative law judge
cteclsicns: and d1rections t.o the Secre·
tary of Ht•a.lth and Human Services to
prescribe r~gulations for state agency
determinatinn pr<Y.'.edures.
The pendulum has now swung the
other way. The concern in Congress
now is over 'the standards and methods
being used to examine beneficiaries
and Lerminate their benefits, and the
attempts by the Social Security Admitllstration to exert more control
over the ALJ's and their decisionmaklng standards. The massive and swift
review of cases by the Social Security
Administration has caused serious
emotional. physical, , and financial
harm to thousands of disabled Americans, and left the ALJ's feeling forced
into making decisions that are f:avora·

ble to the Social S ecuri ty Adrninistration.
No Member of C'c.Hgn·!';S condones
the· receil>t o! disabilitY benefits by
those who are not disabled. What we
are working on in Congress is a progr~,~m that is fair. compassionate, and
just. The Ways and Means Committee
has reported out legislation to provide
for the needed reforms in the administration of the program. I urge a favorable vote on H.R. 3755.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Ohio (Mr. DEWINE).
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of H.R. 3755. There is a
ver y serious need for this kind of
reform in the disability program. I listened last week to the stories of people
from my district whose lives were
shaken to the very foundations when
they were taken off the disabllity rolls
for months, sometimes years, only to
be told in the end what they know,
that they were in fact disabled My
colleague from Ohio <Mr. WILLIAMS)
and I heard this testimony in the
course of field hearings of the Select
Committ.ee on Aging which we conducted last week In Ohio.
We heard from Frederick· Stires of
Ashville who said he had to sell his
home after being taken off the disability rolls despite the fact that his condition had not changed at all since several episodes of surgery and frequent
physical therapy. Mr. Stires' case
became even more of a nightmare
after the Social Security Administ.ration lost his file. It took a year to find
it. My office finally found it in a
Social Security office in Chicago. In
the end he was found In fact to be disabled and eligible for disability 'bene·
fits.
T h e point is that there are real
people out there who have suffered a
great deal. The decision in 1980 to
review disability cases was well intentioned but it is very evident there are
serious problems in the way the law is
written and administered.
H.R. 37-55 addresses the main problems we have been finding in this law.
I urge you to pass It today.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman. I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Kentucky (Mr. ROGERS).
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman. I support this legislation, and urge my colleagues to do likewise. Yes, this is a
costly p!ece of legislation-but I believe the uncounted horror stories
which all of us have encountered in
our casework missing out of this
Cart.er administration procedures require that-- we take action now to
return fairness to this Federal program, which so many disabled people
depend on.
In my own congressional district I
have had people in wheelchairs who
are unable to walk across the room unassisted, removed from the ~cial security disability rolls, and I know most of
you.have had similar cases in your districts. I believe that the hardship im-
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posed on the disabled in thes~: Illstances could easily have been avoidt'd
if face-to-face meetings had been a
part of the initial review process.
This legislation provides for the Implementation of face-to-face int erviews. I believe this is one of t.he most
important pro\·isions of t'he bill, because we are dealing with people h ('re,
and I believe it is mandatory for
anyone conducting a medical revi~>w to
observe the person they are revie\\'lng.
I do not believe it is possible to accurately assess a person's medical condition by reviewing a lot of doctor's and
hospital's reports.
This lack of face-to-face meeting \\-as
one of t.he ree.sons why so many cases
have been overturned on appeal. Since
1981 when the d isabilit y reviews
began, 470,000 beneficiaries have been
terminated, and by December 1983,
160,000 were restored on appeal, and
120,000 are still pending. It is impossible to guess how many of these cases
would not have gotten through an lni·
tia.l review i! the agency people conducting the program had met with the
beneficiaries. It is also impossible to
determine how much needless anguish
and suffering was caused, not to mention the waste of taxpayers' dollars.
During· the past year I have cospon·
sored two bills which would require
the continued payment of disaoiHty
benefits during the appeals process,
and I am espechi..!ly pleased that this
measure extends permanently authority for a beneficiary to elect to continue receiving disability benefits during
the a ppeal of a medical review. The
enactment of t his bill will insure continued benefi~ for those whose payments are scheduled to terminate on
May 3,1984.
It is our responsibility to make sure
that the truly d isabled do not unfairly
lose their benefits-and I believe t his
bill will meet that responsibility. I
urge my colleagues on both sides of
the aisle to support this much-needed
reform.
0 1340
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Georgia <Mr. FowLER).
<Mr. FOWLER asked and was gi\en
permission to revlSe and extend his re·
marks.)
Mr. FOWLER. Mr. Chairman. this
p&St Friday, the Ways and Means S ub·
committee on Social Security held a
public hearing in Atlanta on the stat~s
of the social security continuing dJS·
ability reviews. We saw there, as we
see all over the country. that we are
facing a national problem of crisis proportions. Congress and the administration should act today to insure that
the disability program does not fall
into a state of total disarray.
The Reagan administration has
seized on the 1980 legislative reformsenacted by Congress to make sure that
disability benefits were provided or,lY
to those persons eligible to recel\'e
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tnem-as a way to cut social spending,
regardless of the consequences for disabled persons and their families. The
effects of the administration's overzealOUS and callous implementation of
these reforms have been devastating
a.,nd we can no longer allow this injustice to continue. The human costs are
too great.
Under Rea gan administration policy,
manY S tates find themselves in a
position where they have to choose between complying with a Federal mandate or following their own good coniCiences as to what is fair and equitable for t heir citizens. But this is a national program and we must work together to achieve uniformity and to
e,nd the unnecessary suffering and In·
timidation that many disabled Americans face when trying to secure the
benefits to which they are undeniably
entitled.
H.R. 3755, the Disability Reform Act
of 1984. Is needed to restore order to
contmuing disability reviews and to re·
store public faith and confidence in
tbe program. It is our duty t o assure
beneficiaries that, should their cases
be reviewed, the process will be as fair·
and as h umane as possible. Passage of
H.R. 3755 will give this assurance and
it is in t his spirit that I urge you, my
colleagues. to vote to enact this legisla·
tion.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair·
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from West Virginia <Mr. RAHALL).
<Mr. RAHALL asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.>
Mr. G LICKMAN. Mr. Chairman.
Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RAHALL. I yield to the gentleman front Kansas.
(Mr. GLICKMAN asked and was
giver) permission to revise and extend
his remarks.>
Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Chairman. I
rise in suppart of this bill.
Mr. Chairman, let me ask my col·
!~es a simple. straightforward ques·
oon: Do you want this Government of
ours to show decency and compassion?
U the answer is yes. as I certainly do. I
urge you to lend your support to H.R.
3'155, the disability insurance amendments which are before us today.
We need to protect the integrity of
Progr.ams like the disability insurance
program covered by this bill, but there
ue right ways and wrong ways to
:sure that. The legislation is designed
stop abusive practices which have
been used to cut people off who critically needed and were eventually
proven to be qualified for the benefits
~ey l~ad been receiving. At the same
, Ill~. 1t will not inhibit the Social SeUtlty Administration's ability to
ell!ove from the disability roles indi~duais who do not indeed belong on

em.

tn~ver the last several years. my staff

,
I have dealt with· all too many
~es Where individuals had their dis·
hhty benefits abruptly terminated·
en indeed they were qualified. Not
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only did that create a severe financial and everyone else involved are thoroughly
burden on these families, but,
some convinced that he would. at least. be alive
instances, the result was worsened today If it had not been for all of the aggraSocial Security Adtl'll.nistratlon
health or even death. As this issue has vation the
him whi<'ll deflnlt(>ly damaged his
been considered here in the House, caused
health further and faster. • • •
one particular letter I received last De·
I'll put it very bluntly-they killed Steve
'cember has come to my mind time and and it was legal. How can that be allowed in
again. It is from the brave widow of a this country? I realize his Isn't the only case
young man who, after months of has· that turned out this way but this one consellng over being cut off of the disabil· cerns my husband who I loved very much.
I sat in the hospital on his last day prayity roles, ultimately passed away. Let
me share with you excerpts from her Ing he would live even though I had been
told otherwise and · at the same time
letter:
t hought of the persons we had dealt with at
Prior to the review. Steve had had several the
Security Administration and real·
heart attacks and strokes. He also had rheu· ized Social
finally got what they wanted. He
matlc heart disease. severe hypertension, wouldthey
no longer qualify tor disability benehephrollthlasls, polycystic kidney disease. fits. How
I hated them that day. • • •
pericarditis and cardiac arrythmia. In 1976
It always has taken the Social Security
he had an artificial aortic valve replacement Administration
to do anything, but
during open heart surge.r y and the rest of Steve was dead forever
than one week before
these problems came up after that except they notified meless
hl.s benefits would be
for the rheumatic heart disease which he terminated and I that
had to go to the office to
had since age 6. He was quite frequently in make
myself the payee for our minor
the hospital. All oi this is documented in daughter's
survivor's benefits. • • •
the Social security records and some of It Is
Steve
never wanted to go on d.lsability. He
on file in your Wichit.a ·office.
When the notice of rev1ew was sent It wanted to work but could not find a doctor
upset Steve greatly and he was back in the that would sign a release. I know he could
hospital the same day. The tension he was not· have worked but he wanted to try
under while he wait-ed for the 'decision was always. ·Finally, 11e realized it was impossi·
extreme and caused his blood pressure to ble. I was always here to take care of him
elevate more than it ever had in the past. ~·hlch saved the government a fortune In
He was also in the hOsPital and at his doc- · Medicare payments beeause he could always
tor's much more often than before. He had be released from the hospital sooner than
a great deal of fear about our family's he could have been otherwise. This counts
future and the fact that I am an uncontrol- for nothing as far as my Social Security
are concerned. From the governlable diabetic made him fear for me and the credits
effect the stress was having on my health. ment's point of view I did nothin~ at all
during
these
years.
It was certainly showing on both of us.
• • • Steve would be pleased If he thought
We received the notice that he was losing
his benefits on November 26, 1982. We im- that the procedure used In the reviews could
mediately went to the Social Security Ad· be changed so someone else doesn't have to
ministration and filed for reconsideration. go through the anguish he did. • • •
We then went • • • to talk to • • • Steve's
Mr. Chairman, those are n ot the
brother and showed the letter to him. Steve words of a person who is trying to take
got very ill while we were there and I took the Government for a ride. They are
him to the hospital. This was another
words of a person who has every
stroke. I don't believe It was a coincidence the
that he got the denial and had a stroke on reason to resent what the Federal
the same day within a few hours of each Government has done to her and her
other or that it was a coincidence he was in family. We should never let a situation
the hospital after fi-rst receiving the notice like that happen again. This legislaof review. Steve's health steadily declined tion is a major step to assuring that It
after the denial.
does not.
We then filed an appeal and hired an atThere has been talk of a moratorium
torney. • • •
His case was finally decided in his favor in being imposed by the .administration
the early spring after six months. I can not on some of the heartless review procegive you an exact date because we were noti· dures that have been In use in these
fied by telephone and we never received a cases. I am certainly all for a moratoriconfirmation letter even though one was re- um, but I urge my colleagues not to let
quested.
that weaken your resolve about the
Steve was never the same after all of that. nee d for this legislative remedy. A
Too much damage had been done to his al· moratorium would help those people
ready unstable condition. He was constantly
in the hospital. On September • at 3:00 a.m. whose cases come up for review while
he had a cerebral hemorrhage at home and it is in effect. Still, the very term
was taken to St. Francis Hospital by ambu· "moratorium'' implies that the move is
lance. He died at 12:45 a.m. on September 5 of limited duration. As far as I am con·
without ever regaining consciousness. He cerned. there will never be a time
was 36 years old. The autopsy showed ex- when a situation llke that in the letter
tensive cerebral damage from previous I shared with you should be allowed to
strokes, arteries to his heart with 80% reoccur.
blockage. kidney deterioration to the point
I would· also urge my colleagues tQ
where he would have been on dialysis
within a short period of time among other consider as well, as a followup to the
problems. His hypertension contributed to a le gislation I trust we will approve here
great extent to the damage In all areas.
today, the need for a comprehensive
This was the man Social Security Disabil· look a t the whole structure under
Icy Determination said should go back to which the a dministrative law judges
work. I never believed they paid any atten· who review these cases and other adtion to his doctor's reports. They cared
about nothing except cutting off people's ministrative decisions operate. Just
last week, along with a bipartisan
benefits.
My husband was in bad health and could group of cosponsors from the Judie!·
not have lived a long life but I, his doctors. ary Committee. I Introduced legisla-

in
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tlon which would pull all of the administrative law judges from the varIous agencies where they are presently
assigned into a unified corps of admin·
istrative law judges. My goal in push·
ing such legislation is to protect these
judges from any undue pressure from
within their agencies to agree with
11gency determinations, to meet quotas
of one sort or another, or to any other
end. There have been some horror stories at the Social Security Administration and elsewhere. I hope H.R. 5156
will focus our attention on resolving
those circumstances as well.
Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Chairman, as a
cosponsor of this bill, I rise today to
express my very strong support for
this legislation which is intended to
bring some fairness to the disability
review process. I wish to personally express my appreciation to the chairman
of the Subcom.rnittee on Social Security, the Honorable J. J. PICKLE, the
chairman of the Committee on Ways
and Means the Honorable DAN Ros·
TENKOWSKI, and the Honorable JAMES
SHANNON for their efforts to bring this
most needed legislation before the
House for a vote. I urge that my colleagues pass H.R. 3755 and I ask that
my statement be Inserted here for the
RECORD.
The Social Security Disability
Reform Act of 1984 Is urgently-needed
by hundreds of thousands of Ameri·
cans who suffer from ·some form of
disability. Back in 1980 when Congress
enacted legislation requiring that dis·
ability cases be reviewed at least once
every 3 years. It was not anticipated
that the procedure used would be as
unfair and impersonal as the program
we see today. We have heard too many
accounts of how the Social Security
Administration <SSA> has terminated
the benefits of recipients whose med!·
cal condition h:::w> not improved. As an
illnstration, during fiscal year 1983
SSA completed 436.498 disability in·
vestigations. Benefits were terminated
In 182,074-42 percent-of those cases.
Yet, 61 percent of those terminations
were reverst>d at the administrative
law judge <AJL) level-very clearly indicating that disability cases are being
terminated based on faulty evidence.
Mr. Chairman, during the n umerous
meetings I have held with my constltutents, 1 have st:en the agony and
stress these review procedures gave
many truly disabled West Virginians.
This legislation, H.R. 3755, addresses
many of the problems with the cur·
rent disability termination program.
Under H.R. 3755, a statutory standard will be established- based primarIly on the concept of medical improvement-which must be met before a
social security disability insurance
<SSDI> beneficiary can be found to be
no longer disabled and have their
benefits terminated. This standard
would specify that benefits could not
be terminated unless one of the following conditions are met: A person's
medical condition Improves to the
point of being able to oerform sub·
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stantlal-gainful work. a person has amend, are two of the most important
benefited ·from advances in medical means by which American workers
therapy or technology permitting and their families are protected frorn

them to perform substantial-gainful the consequences of disabling acci.

work, new evidence demonstrating dents and illness. I strongly support
that the original impairment is less efforts to ~ure that o~y. Jqose who
severe that first thought, the person is are truly deserving are receivin.g bene.
currently working, or the original fits; if this was the P'tJ:pose of t~e addetermination was clearly in error or ministration's .Implementation of the
fraudulently obtained.
continuing disability review it has
Many Americans are afflicted with become increasingly clear: that some.
more than one disability. H.R. 3755 ad· thing is terribly wrong with it.
dresses this problem by stating that
Since March 1981, 435,000 cases were
the combined effects of all of an lndi· reviewed nationally and 195,000 lndi·
vidual's impairments must be taken viduals were terminated. In Michigan,
into account when making a disability 16,600 people were terminated before
determination. The establishment of the Governor issued an executive
face-to-face interviews by January 1, order halting further reviews. On the
1985, is an attempt ·to cut down on the surface this would Indicate that an as·
cases where obviously disabled indlvtd: tounding 45 percent of all beneficiuals are having to appeal their cases to aries were collecting benefits undeser.
prove their disabilitY.
vedly. The quality of these reviews.
The provision .of the greatest impor· however. was poor and unfair as seen
tance to disability recipients tn my dis- by the subsequt>nt reinstatement na·
trict is the one allowing for the contin· tionally ot 63 percent of the cases that
ued payment of benefits during the were appealed to Federal administraappeal process-through the ALJ tive law judges. ,In Michigan, 70 perhearing. However, if the termination Is cent of t hose who appealed were rein·
upheld, the beneficiary will be re· stated; ot.hers were reinstated by reap.
qutred to repay the Government for plication.
the money they got during the appeal.
The continuing disability review
Other provisions of interest are: A wreaked such havoc with the lives of
temporary moratorium on the review the disabled that 26 States, including
of beneficiaries suffering from mental Michigan, -are now either refusing to
illnesses until SSA releases review continue the review process until Con·
s~andards for mental Impa irments, re- gress enacts reform legislation or are
quiring the Secretary {)f Health and under court order to use more reason·
Human Services and the National able standards.
Academy of Sciences to conduct a
Before considering the merits of
joint study on the use of subjective
evidence of pain in determining a dis- H.R. 3755, I 1.\·ould like to share with
colleagues the results of a study
ability, allo"'ing those receiving sup- my
plemental security income <SSI> to use prepared by the Michigan Interagt>ncy
the same disability criteria established Task I'orce on Disability. This study
for SSDI recipients, and extending shows that rr.ost of the savings to the
through June 30. 1986, a temporary Federal Government from cutting the
program allowing the continuation of disabilit,y rolls results in increased
to the Statt-)S who have no paY·
SSI and/or medicaid benefits for cer· costs
tax to cover the expense. In 1982,
tain disabled persons who are working aroll
Michigan task force followed 158 SSI
but still suffer from disabling impairbeneficiaries whCJ had their benefits
ments.
By bringing some faimess and good termi nated by the disability re•Jew.
old commonsense to the disability Tht>.se terminations saved the Federal
review program we can save· money Government $366,831 while costing
and show the American people that the State of Michigan $341,068. T his
Congre:;s does really care for those was because, despite the termination
who are disabled. Again, I urge my col· order. most of these individuals lacked
leagues to pass this legislation and a means of basic support and became
demonstrate the compassion that the eligible for State assistance programs
citizens of· this great country expect and treatment services. This ·same
from their elected officials. It is my study shows that muc;h of t-he savings
hope that the other body will quickly from terminations is lczt through in·
pass this legislation and send It aiong creased administ ro.tive costs which can
total $14,049 per case through recon·
to the President for his slgnaturc.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr: Chair- slderation and the administrative
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentle· · hearing. Compare this to the average
SSDI benefiL level of $5,472 in 1983.
man from Michigan <Mr. LEvn'i).
Mr. Chairman, H.R. 3755 addresses
<Mr. LEVIN of Michigan asked and
was given permission to revise and the present failure of disability review
process in a fair and r easonable
extend his remarks.)
Mr. LEVIN of Michigan. Mr. Chair- manner. I am particularly pleased that
man, I rise in strong support for H.R. the bill will establish a requirement
3755 and I commend the committ ee on that a beneficiary's medical condition
their decision to bring H.R. 3755 to must have improved before benefits
can be terminated. Constituent service
the floor as a separa te bill.
The social security disability and the staff in our district offices are contln·
supplemental security income pro- ually relating horror stories of obvl·
grams, which this legislation seeks to ously disabled Individuals who have
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!)een receiving benefits for several
yellrs and are then suddently cut off
rrorn their sole source of income not
lJeCllUSe their condition has improved,
rmt bt:cause some new and arbitrary
Jbnda.rd or disability has been ap-

pt•ed.

I recently

recein~d

C'ife of one such

.;rites:

How cnn

11.

a letter f rom the
indhidnal. She

pnrscm be considered di!Jabled

tor tO years and suddt'n!y be totally well be-

caul'~'
the
Pr·es!d'.)r:t
change~<
the
guldtlines • • • It Is exhanstiJ>.g Just to try
011ct shave comers that have been cut so
n,..c-h. there is not anywhere to go • • • lt is
a tv.'>.~·UP as to whether you.eat. buy clotnes
11nd ~hoes or pay uliiity bills • • • It this Is
wMt America nnd our way of life are about.
we are slipping. It is not what I was taught
nor l:tt it what I belh:ved until t.hf. '})a{;t few

years.

We must not lose sight of the hunof thousands of disabled who
have been vict.imized by the current
system. These are the most vulnerable
of the poor no matter what the administration might say. Behind all the
numbers are real people with problems
that are all too real. I believe H.R.
3755 will correct the inequities in the
present system while providing the asiUJ'ances to the American t axpayer
that only tlie truly disabled are receiving benefits. I urge my colleagues to
Join me in passing this important legislation.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, I
now yield all my remaining time, not
to exceed 5 minutes, t~ the ranking
minority member of the Subcommittee on Social Security, the gentleman
from Texas <Mr. ARCHER).
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from T exas <Mr. ARCHER> is recognized
for 5 minutes.
<Mr. ARCHER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, H.R.
37.55 enjoys broad bipartisan support,
md given the recent status of the continuing disability reviews. this ~
understandable. But I want to add a
note of caution to the enthusiastic apProval being voiced today.
First, I want to remind my collPagues that Congress mandated these
;>eriodic investigations in 1980 under
the Carter administration. A portion
)f t hat legislation responded to a Gen~ral Accounting Office report ·that as
nany as 20 percent of social security
:hsabllity beneficiaries were no longer
iisabled. Many of us supported tl1at
egislation in part because we personilly knew of cases in which bene!icitries were working, or were able to
Nork. We believed those clearly inellgille beneficiaries undermined the credtability of the program.
Unfortunately. the Social Security
\dministration's existing, paper-ort~nted review process was overwhelmed
\ith the workload. As a result. the reliews brought hardship and duress to
:ome deserving beneficiaries~ Respondng to those beneficiaries and to a
1acuum in current law. the cou rts and
dreds

some States. which administer the disability d~termL'latlon process developed their 0 \\'11 medical improvement
criteria, underminlng a national program.
In our committee·s attempts to resolve this particular problem, I fear we
may be generating new problems. My
overriding concern i.<; equity, and I
question the eQuity of establishing a
dual cli~;i l>Uity standard, which in
some cases \Vili require a new applicant to be more severely disabled than
a bf:!nt>ficiary who has collected ber.efits for some time. Further, we may
find t.hat the determination of medical
improvement is as subjective as the dete.n nination of disability, and equally
prone to litigation.
I also have concerns about the bill's
costs. CBO has estimated the cost to
be $1.5 billion over the next 5 years.
SSA's estimate is even higher, $3.4 billion. S..'lA also warns that its estimate
could double if courts interpret medical improvement retroactively. For the
record, I would emphasize the commit·
tee's intent that the remedies in this
bill are prospective only. In any case,
neither CBO nor SSA may be correct,.
because the program is in a state of
flux now, and It is virtually impossible
to determine precisely the price of the
new criteria for mental impairment or
the effect the legislation will have on
those who actually make the frontline dic;ability decisions. Therefore, it
is possible that this bill could jeopardize the narrow margin of safety in
trust fund operating reserves if:
First.
ttie
economy
performs
poorly-that is, it performs worse than
the economic assumptions used in enacting the 1983 Social Security
Amendments; or
Second, the allowance rate for initial
claims goes up, and the corresponding
termination rate for cases periodically
reviewed goes down-more than either
SSA or CBO has projected.
I have additional reservations about
several other features of the bill.
As an Interim measure, in 1982 Congress enacted Public Law 97-455,
which among other provisions, continued payments for beneficiaries who
were appeallng the cessation of benefits, until the second level of appeal,
the review by an administrative law
judge. The rationale was that the ALJ
represented the first opportunity for a
face-to-face interview with one who
had the authority to make a disability
determination. T h at provision expired
December 7, 1983.
The current blll reinstates those
payments on a permanent basis. This
ignores the fact that the 1982 amendments also requ1red SSA to implem~nt
face-to-face interviews at the r¢consideration level, effective January 1984.
I believe we potentially jeopardize
the effectiveness of the first appeal
level, the reconsideration interview, by
explicitly encouraging beneficiaries to
appeal to the second l.evel. And, since
that second level has a backlog, we are
authorizing an additional 6 months of
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benefits. Frankly. Mr. Chailman. I
que.st.ion the wisdom of t ills provLc;!on.
A companion prO\'ision in this bill
would move that face-to·face interview
from the reconsideration letel back to
t.he initial dt!cision. and m :mdalc tllat
the States conduct thost~ inten·iews effect~ve January 1985. While some
States \\'clcome that pro\·islon, I fear
others will be overcome by problem:-;
of logistics a.nd personnt>l ceilings.
Th is will not. bt> an P.asy provisio.n to
implement.
Finally, this bill will be difficult for
SSA to implement in a timely fashion
because it incor porates maJor changes
in the disability determination process. T hat implementation is encumbered-unnecessarilY I believe- with
redtape. Is it, for example. really essential that SSA publish in the Federal Register its standards for consult,ative examinations? Those a.re the
medical examinations arranged at
SSA's expense to supplement medical
evidence submitted by an applicant.
Candidly, I worry about the prec~dent
this establishes. On this basis, I can
foresee the day when we require the
Social Security Administration to publish in the register the 25,000 pages of
operating manual instructions tabulated by J. Peter Grace for the President's Private Sector Survey on Cost
Control.
I have reservations. too. about re·
quir'..ng SSA to accept, as precedent,
uniavorable appellate court decisions.
T his is a national program, which certainly will be hampered by following
different rules in different judicial districts. Let me quote from a letter our
com."Dittee chairman received Jrom
Robert A. McConnell. Assistant Attorney General for the Department of
J ustice:

Because the agency adminl~ters a nationwide program while .court of appeals jurisdiction is only regional, a requirement that
t he SSA obey the co~rt of appeals may
simply be unworkable as a practical matter.
For example, In both Rosenberg v. Richardson, 538 F.2d 487 C2d Cir. 1976>and Davis v.
Califano, 603 F .2d 618 <7th Cir. 1979>. two
wives applied for benefits as widow of the
wa,ge earner. In Davis, the Court held that
benll!its could not be paid to the second wife
under the deemed spouse pro,·ision in section 216Ch)(l)(B) of the Act after the entit lement of 11 legal widow was established. as
t he facts of the case so indicated.
In contrast, the Rosenberg court divided
t he full widow·s benefit share between a
legal widow and a deemed widow. Thus, If
an Illinois legal widow and New York
deemed widow both applied for the same
benefits, the agency would necessarily have
to rule contrary to one of those decisions.

Mr. McConnell concludes:

. .. the Justice Department strongly objects to the provisions of H.R. 3755 a.Qd S.
476 requiring compliance with certain court
orders. Any such legislation would constitute an unprecedented interference with the
litigation efforts of the go\'emment and
would restrict the flexibility o.f the legal
system.

F or all these reasons, r would caution you that enactment of H.R. 3755 .
may in some instances complicate. and
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not resolve. some of the underlying
problems in the disa,bility program. I
hope certain constructive corrections
will occur in conference with the other
body.

restored. And that is in this particular
bill.
We also have been threatened. so to
speak. with a moratorium that t.he administration might propose saying
they could hold up all reviews for 18
0 1350
monlhs. Mr. Chairman, that does not
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the set-tle anythi ng. It only holds up and
gentleman from Texas <Mr. ARCHER) delays all reviews. the good and the
has expired.
bad.
. Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I a.sk
As a result i t hurts. it does not help.
unanimous consent to proceed for 1 A.r:~d I hope this House today by a
additional minute.
large vote will say to the other body
T he CHAIRMAN. Time is con- and to the administration that in spite
trolled, all time to the gentleman from of that threatened moratorium we are
New York (Mr. CONABLE) has expired. going to advance this bill because it is
Mr. ARCHER. I ask unanimous con- the right thing, it is the humane
sent for 1 additional minute.
thing, it is the fair thing, and it will
The CHAIRMAN. The time is con- bring relief to the thousands of
trolled by the rule and all time has ex- beneficj.a.ries across the land who need
pired.
to have these benefits restored.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
I COmmend the Chairman Of my COmMr. ARCHER. Parliamentary in· mittee <Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI) and the
quiry, Mr. Chairman. Is it not possible gentleman froxn New York <Mr. CONAby unanimous consent to proceed fur- BLE) for the bipartisan manner in
ther?
which we have presented this legislaThe CHAIRMAN. The House has set tion today a.nd I particularly want to
the time for debate. All time ha.s ex- compliment the members of my subpired to the gentleman from New committee who, together in a unaniYork (Mr. CoNABLEl. There will be a mous spirit, advanced this bill today.
limited debate upon the amendment
Mr. FORD of Tennessee. Will the
should the gentleman wish to rise gentleman yield?
then.
Mr. PICKLE. I yield to the' gentleMr. ARCHER. I thank the Chair.
man from Tennessee <Mr. FORD).
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleMr. FORD of Tennessee. I thank the
man from Illinois have anything fur- gentleman for yielding.
ther?
M:r. Chairman, I ri.se in strong supMr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chair- port of the bill that. is before the
man, I yield my remaining time to the House today. ·
gentleman from Texa.c; <Mr. P ICKLE).
<Mr. FORD of Tennessee asked and
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman was given permission to revise and
from Texas <Mr. PICKLE) Is recognized extend his r(!marks. l
for 3 minutes.
· Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Chairman.
<Mr. PICKLE asked and was given will the gentleman yield?
permission to revise and extend his reMr. PICKLE. I yield to the gentlemarks.>
woman from Connecticut.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, I wish
Mrs. KENNELLY. I thank the genthe gentleman from Texas (Mr. tleman, an.d also thank the gentleman
ARCHER) could have had more time, be- from Tex~.s. and commend him for
cause he certainly approaches this support of this bill.
measure with an objective spirit.
I want to commend the gentleman·
I think it has been interesting that from Texas <Mr. PICK;:..E) and the gentoday no one has spoken in opposition tleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
to this bill. I cto not know of any bill as SHANNON) for their hard work in develfar reaching that has such unanimous oping this legislation and bringing it
support.
to the point where I hope it will be
Now, the gentleman from Texas did passed by the I;Iouse today.
speak with some caution about the
I am sure my colleagues have been
actual operation of this program. The troubled by stories of individuals who
gentleman from Texa.-; is rather cau- are obviously disabled but whose benetious about these kinds of cha.nges and fits had been terminated by the harshwe accept that. But he has been com- ness of the disability review process
pletely cooperative with our subcom- that has been conducted. Perhaps the
mittee in advancing this legislation hardships that have been foistered on
and I thank him for it.
individ ~t fLlS is most evident in our own
I want to point out to you now that offices by the people who turn to us :
the trust fund will not be jeopardized for help when they suddenly face loss
by this act.
of benefits even though their medical
The social security actuaries have condition has not improved, and who
said that this bill will not cause that to face a. long and uncertain appeals
happen. We have two or three things process. For them, tl:!.e trauma, the
to remember about this bill, Mr. anxiety, and the pressure of the
Chairman. No. 1, in December we had present process is all too real and apa provision that said an individual parent.
could draw ben~fits up to the ALJ
The present disability review process
level. That has expired. We must pass is too chaotic. The Social Security Adnew legislation between now and May ministration declares a particular fact
3 in order that that provision can be and circumstance to be sufficient to
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end disabiHty benefits. but administrativ<; taw Judges declare the same f acts
and circumstances to be an insuffi.
cient reason for termination of beru'fits . The Governors of several States
are refusing to administer the current
disability review process. and l"ederal
courts have stepped in to reopen ca,;es
or establish their own guidelines.
Meanwhile. constituents and their
families are being whipsawed between
opposite poles in an administrative
struggle.
It is time for Congress to step in and
estabHsh clear and precise guidelines ·
for the disability review program. By
approving this legislation. we will be
doing precisely that, and I urge its
adoption.
Mr. PICKLE. Now, Mr. Chairman,
this . legislation needs to be passed.
Time is of the essence. Let us say
today to all Americans. we want to
have fairness and equity in the disability program. This legislation accomplishes this purpose.
G.ive us your vote so America will
know that we do care and we are concerned.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.
e Mr. DYSON. Mr. Chairman, 3 years
ago the Congress established a process
for periodically reviewing disability
claims submit.t.ed for social security or
supplementa.J security income benefits.
At the time. the Congress was responding to the concern that benefits
were being paid to individuals whose
disabiiiti(!S had substantially improved
since first being ruled eligible for payments.
If properly administered, the review
process would have worked smoothlY
and humanely. For more than 20 years
the Social Security Administration
had employed a medical improvement
standard and routinely terminated
claims when mental or physical disabilities had been successfully treated.
Had the SSA continued this standard.
the review should not have threatened
anyone. It would have inconvenienced
only those whose conditions did not
justify continuing benefits. The process would ·not have endangered the
safety nor disrupted the lives of the
seriously disabled.
The SSA, however, had little regard
for humane treatment or the legitimacy of benefit claims. The review process was used as a tool for purging from
the rolls more than 425,000 cases
during 1982- 83 alone. These cases were
simply terminated, without. a face-toface interview or any evidence of medical improvement. Those choosing to
appeal their case went without benefits until administrative judges ren·
dered a final decision.
Over half the 425,000 cases terminated 1982-83 were returned to the rolls.
They received retroactive benefits, but
this is meager compensation. The
sheer number of such court-ordered
reinstatements, however, suggests· the
reality of the SSA's interests. TheY
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were not looking to remove from the

rollS those whose disability had im·

proved and who could rejoin the work·
coree. T h ey were simply looking to cut
their expenditures. 10 million experi·
enced and able bodied workers could
not find suitable employment, and the
gsA was telling the mentally and
physically impaired they were completelY !lble. to locate and perform
;emi or unskilled work.
Today we take up H.R. 3755, the DisabilitY Reform Amendments Act. It is
a fair response to the SSA's callous ne·
g!ect of their responsibilities. It re·
~uires the SSA to employ a standard
of medical improvement when reviewIng a disability claim. It grants claimants the right to a personal interview
before. a review board, and it author1zes continuing benefits to all cases
under appeal. I am deeply gratified
t.hat the House is giving H.R. 3755 its
immediate attention, and proud to
have been an original cosponsor of

this bill.
I am also proud

to submit for the
exerpts !rom the testimony of
:he Honorable Stephen Sachs, attorney general for the State of Maryland.
Attorney General Sachs Is a compas;ionate man and a learned counsel. He
j1rects h is comroent.c;, made before the
fiouse Select Committee on Aging,
toward the particular hardships which
:he disability review process imposes
)D the mentally disabled. He diagnoses
!dministrative problems and suggests
legislative remedies, and his words are
~orth considering. Under his counsel,
Maryland took a leading position
1gainst the SSA, refusing to process
j!sa.bility claims without a clear and
~oherent medical improvement crlte·
ia. This was a risky position, and the
SSA was not unable to retaliate. But
ny State pressed ahead, and Attorney
leneral Sachs speaks on disbility
~·ith well earned authority.
RECORD

€XTRACT OF TE.'iTIMONY GIVEN BEFORE THE
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING BY THE
HONORABLE STEPHEN H. SACHS. ATTORNEY
G~L OP MARYLANll

I have been asked for advise about the le·
lalily of the Socinl Security Administra·
1on's actions by my clients-The Maryland
)epartment of Health and Mental HY!l'iene
•nd the Department of Human Resources.
~htch provide services to many persons who
·eceive SSI and SSDI and the State's De·
X\rtment of Vocational Rehabilitation,
~hwh is responsible for administering the
;oclal security disability determination pro·
~ram in Maryland. The State agencies in
•acb State which are responsible for making
jtsability determinations under contract
llltb t he Social SecuritY Administration
1ave been caught In an impossible situa·
lon-trying to administer the program hu·
nanely while SSA and t he courts give them
'Onflicting directions.
As Attorney General. I have been particu·
lltly concerned about the plight of our clti·
lens who are afflicted with mental disabil·
ties. In the past, government- both Fed('ral
md State-has often ignored the needs of
hese groups or worse, by clumsy intervenlon, have made their lives more difficult. I
1ave tried within the limits of my office to
nake a positive difference for this highly
·utnerable segment of our population.

In Maryland, under Governor Harry
Hughes, State government has begun .to
make significant efforts to care for the men·
tally Ill and retarded outside of large instl·
tutions and In community settings. These
steps are difficult and the progress at times
· uncertain. But all In all, State government
in Maryland is beginning to work In positive
ways for the mentally ill and mentally re·
tarded.
For Instance, we were able to make great
progress several years ago when we identl·
fled almost three hundred mentally retard·
ed Marylanders who were being illegally
housed <not to say "warehoused''> In State
psychiatric Institutions where they received
none of the training and education to which
they were legally entitled. All of these citizens are now currently in more appropriate
treatment surroundings. Many are in gyoup
homes In community settings. For many of
these people. the existence of regular
monthly disability benefits from SSA made
the difference in their being able to find a
quality community placement.
There Is much more work to do. We
should find the federal government an
eager partner-if not the leader-In t his
effort. Indeed, it has been the 'stated federal
policy since enactment of the Community
Mental Health Center in 1963 to provide
mental health services In community set·
tings. At a minimum. we should expect that
the federal government would not hinder
our efforts.
Unfortunately, the arbitrary termination
of the disabled from the disa.blllty rolls now
stands as a notorious example of the federal
government hobbling earnest efforts by
states to help our less fortunate citizens.
There is little assurance that the SSA
system tor determination of mental diMbil·
ity claims can be trusted to produce fair de·
cisions In accord with the law. That substa.n·
tial error seems to Infect the disabillty de·
termination process is evidenced by the
SSA's own "Special Psychiatric Study". The
study team review 49 cases, including Initial
denials as well as terminations. A tot.al of 11
cases <or over 22 percent> were found to
have been improperly decided against the
claimants. Not a single case was found to
have been improperly decided in favor of
the claimants.
·
In one of the cases. the Disability Determination Services denied benefits to one
claimant because "her impai!'ment has not
resulted in any restriction of daily activi ties.
constrict-ion of Interests, or impaired ability
to related to others." Looking at the same
case the Study team ;ound that the claim·
ant had •·a history of many suicide at·
tempts. constricted affect, limited interests
and sociability and many severe phobic and
compulsive symptoms. After discharge from
two recent hospitalizations, the patient hRS
cycled into severe chronic depression . . .
dPspite medication." On this basis, the
Study team concluded that the woman was
inarguably tota!ly disabled.
Both internal reviews and audits by the
General Accounting Office document the
human suffering caused by e!·•oneous decisions. The fault for error llllS not with individual examiners. In Maryland these work·
ers can be credited with attempting to
handle a tremendous increase in the
number of cases with totally inadequate re·
sources. The fault lies with basic flaws in
the disability determination process and the
way disabling mental impairments have
been defined by the Social Security Admin·
istration.
Some of these flaws are easily categorized:
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mental illness as simply another impair·
ment like any other. They ignore the
unique nature and manifestations of mental
illness. and resist the idea that the cases
must be treated differently than physical
impairment cases.
(2) Need for Psychia-ric Expertise. Mental
impairment cases require the medical expertise of psychiatrists and psychologist.l> to
properly evaluate the disability. Yet with·
out the funds to employ experienced staff.
the States have to make do with limited rc·
sources. resulting in inadequate reviews of
some cases.
<3) Inadequate and Outdated Psychiatric
Standards. According to the American Psy.
chiatric Association. the National Mental
Health Liaison and Maryland's top mental
health officials. the medical crit('ria which
form the basis for determination of psych!·
atric impairments are Inconsistent with current psychiatric standards.
<4) Inadequate Eval11ati0118 of Ability to
Work. Under current laws. even if a mental·
ly disabled individual does not meet or equal
the medical criteria set forth in the regula·
tions, that individual is entitled to disability
benefits if the person Is incapable to work.
The SSA, however, does not seem to be con·
scious of this regulation. ·When asked to
clarify its review policy, the SSA's Office of
Operational Policy and Procedures an·
nounced that:
With a finding that a mental impairment
does not <or does no longer> meet or equal
the Listing. it will generally follow that the
individual has the capacity for at least un·
skilled work.
(5J Lack of Face-to-Face -Contact by the
Decisionmaker with the Claimant. Those

who actually decide the cases in the St.ate
Disability Determination Service virtually
never meet or talk with the claimant before
deciding to allow or deny the ch1im. Begin·
ning January 1, 1984. SSA was to begin face·
to-face at reconsidt>rntions for all impair·
ment.s pursuant to Public Law 97- 455. Th<:y
have not yet begun because of the moratoria
by the States and the various court decisions arislng A-om the SSA's own administra·
tion problems.
State review boards, unlike their federal
counterparts, see first hand in their communities the human suffering and devastation
caused by erroneous terminations. They
have been frustrated when told by courts to
apply one standard to determine eligibility
for benefits, but told by SSA to l'.pply an·
other. more restrictive standard.
For example, in testimony to the Budget
Committee on February 22, Secretary Heck·
ler said that reviews of Social Security dis·
ability payments were fair and insisted
Lhere was no need for evidence of medical
improvement to terminate b:-nefits. The
same day Mrs. Heckler was testifying, the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco rebuked her tor Ignoring two car.
lier court orders to prove that a recipient's
medical condition had improved before can·
ceiling benefits and ordered SSA to nlStore
benefits to a la.rge number of former recipi·
ents. In another procl.'cding, Judge James R.
Miller of the _l;'ederal Distrirt Court in
Maryland enjoined SSA from terminating
benefits in SSDI cases based on medical fac·
tors without a showing of medical improve·
ment. Doe v. Heckler, Civil No. M-83-2218
<D.C. Md .. Dec. 13, 1983>.
On October 4. in r esponse to th(lliC contra·
dictory directions, Maryland began a mora·
torium on the termination of benefits for
<1) Special Nature of Mental Disability any persons now on Social S('curity Disabil·
Cases. Unlike physical disabilities, mental ity rolls until crucial policy question are re·
disabilities rarely have clear ''objective" solved by the Social Security Administra·
signs and symptoms. But the SSA treats tion or the Congress.
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Because SSA has tailed to act responsibly,
I urge Congress to pass pending legislation
which will:
(1) Provide for a return to the use of a
medical improvement standard;
<2> Place a moratorium on menta.! impair·
ment reviews:
<3> Provide for revision of the pSychiatric
criteria; and,
(4) Require SSA to .comply with court
orders issued by a United Statt>s Court of
App4>als.
I further urge Congress to 1n.~ure that free
len! representation for Indigent disabled
clients is available. A study by the Maryland
Legal Services Corporation confirms what
log1c would suggest. Those who are denied
benefits and &ppeal with the help of a
lawyei' have the best chance of having a
denial reversed. In the past year In Maryland, 3,011 persons were denied SSI benefits
at the reconsideration st&ge and were enti·
tied to :tppco.l their applications. On appeal
to an Administrative Law Judge, the reversal rate is ab.out ~3.6%. Wh ere legru council
was available, the re\·enx1.1 rate was 75%.
The process is obviously seriously flawed,
and legal a.o;sistance is a prerequisite to a
fair hearing.~

e Mrs. ROUKElViA. Mr. .Chairman, I
strongly support H.R. 3755, t he Social
Security Disability Insurance Reform
Act of 1984, a bill to restore a measure
of equity to the disability appeals procedure. It is my hope that our col·
leagues in the other body approve passage of this important piece of legislation so that we may move toward implem~mt;ation.

My vote in support of this mP.a.sure

is predicated on the need to ensure the

Nation's disabled of a fair and effective disablllty insurance program.
These necessary reforms would require greater accountability on the
part of Social Security Ad..."ltinistratlon
ofllcials In Washington and locally,
would enact uniform medical criteria
standards for use in disability determinations, ·and would prevent claimants
from having to endure the presE-nt
time r.onsuming, painfully intricate
review process. The pa..'lSage of this
legislation is significant. and will help
to rem('dy the existing deficiencies In
the soc.!al security disability insurance
program. I am proud to be part of this
effort, and encourage my colleagues in
the other body to move expeditiously
for pa.ssage.e
~ Mr. WILLIAMS of Ohio. Mr. Chair·
man, on Monday. March 19, 1984, I
held a congr~ssional hearing in my district which dealt with the socia.l security disability review process. The reSPOilSe was overwhelming. Six hundred concerned citizens crowded a
local s<:-nior center to hear the testimony, to share their stories, :md to offer
th eir views.
One witness, a 50-year-old woman
who suffered a stroke in Mas of 1983
which left her with impnirect speech
and limited physical act ivity, was courageous enough tG come forward and
testify. Yes, she is bitter th:\.t she is
unable to collect social security diS·
ability benefits, but she also demonstrated a strong concern for others
9:ho may be more seriously ill than
she, and still unable to collect benefits:

The· testimony reemphasized the
urgent need for reform to this vital
Federal program. Mr. Speaker, this
brave woman is but one example. Even
with her critical physical condition,
.;he maintains a sense of humor, a
commitment to her fellow man, and a
belief in her Government.
Let us honor that belief today by
passing H.R. 3755.e
e Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Chairman,
today r give my wholehearted support
to H.R. 3755, t.he Disability Benefits
Reform Act, and hope that it wm help
restore fairness to a system of re\-iews
that has been ineptly and cruelly handled by the Reagan administration.
In 1980, Congress directed that all
disability beneficiaries <except those
permanently disabled> be reviewed at
least every 3 years to determthe continued eligibility for benefits. Unfortunately, the Reagan administration
came in and took the initiative to
knock people off the disability prQgram arbitrarily and unfairly.
The result was that in fiscal year
1983, 42 percent of those reviewed
were terminated in an atmosphere of
reports that the administration set
quotas for the number of terminations
that were expected. Two-thirds of
th ese terminations were reversed on
1ppea.l according to the General Ac~ounting Office. Certainty these numbers are an indictm~nt of the merits of
th1s administration's conduct of these
reviews.
Many of those disabled with mental
impairments were dropped with little
notice on the basis of little evidence.
Many clearly disabled people were told
they were in theory able to do some
kind of work and would therefore no
longer receive benefits even through
their medical condition had not im ·
proved. Oft.en different standards were
used during the review than were used
when the initial dlsabUity determination was made.
I would like to share a few real-life
examp les of people from my district
being unfairly treated:
A truck driver, who contacted my
office, lost an arm and leg by amputation when he v.-as struck by another
vehicle while changing a tire. He was
denied disability on the grounds that
he c-.ould still drive. He lo; appealing.
One of my constituents was called in
for a review and directed tO see a
doctor for a medical review. He had to
go through a treadmill test. After the
test, he had a heart attack and died.
These individual tragedies are multipiled by the &u!fering of so many who
art> needlessly questioned and wf.:1d up
in tears in social security omces ~·ith
their dignity and integrity threa tened.
The bill we are cortSirleiing "today
will bring sta.bility. and h umaneness to
disability reviews. To secure uniform
treatment, it establis£1es a specific
medical improvement standa.rd which
must be met for termination of disabil·
ity benefits before a beneficiary can be
dropped. To secure fair t.n~aLment, the
bill provides that. in det«!rmlning
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whether a person is disabled, the combined effects of an impairments suf.
fered by an individual must be taken
into account, both at t he initial determination stage and, during any subsequent· reviews. To prevent arbitrary
treatment, the bill requires actual,
fa.ce-to-fa.ce Interviews if benefits
might be terminated. currently, these
decisions are too often made on the
basis of records- paper reviews-Without the opportunity for a claimant to
present their case in person. Finally
and most importantly, to provide a
transition, the bill prohibits any cutoff
against t he beneficiaries' wishes
during the process of an appeal.
Tb!s bill prO\'ides no new benefits
and does not expand tbe program. It
does provide and require clear, ·nation·
wide procedures and standards t hat
will help insure that truly disabled
people are not treated unfairly.
All should note, and will remember,
that the R eagan admini"tration op.
poses these measures. That, I am
afraid. is par for the course for this ad·
ministration.•
e Mr. OBERSTAR. Mr. Chainnan, I
opposed P u bllc Law 96-265. the Disability Amendments of 1980, be:;ause 1
believe the red11ct1on in benefits to
young workers and families wa:; too
severP. I continue to believe that is the
case. I did not, however. oppose the
concept of a periodic review of disabilIty recipients to Insure that Individuals
who had r~ovrred from their disabilities were not continued on the benefit
rolls.
The social security disabillty insur·
ance program is an aU-or-nothing situation. Indh·iduals who are judged capable of working even 6 hours a day at
minimum wages are not disabled, no
matter how severe their lmpairm~nt.~.
It is Immaterial in the dec!sion maklng
process that the Impaired individual.
prior to becoming disabled, might havt"
been capable· of earning $20 an hour
and p utting in 60 hours. a week. Thl~
ali-or-nothing feature of law affords
the disability determination speciallsl
no discretion. A decision must be made
on the preponderance of medic.al t>l'i·
dence and, If medical evidence alont> is
i.rl.sufl1cient to make a determination.
on the basis of m edical evidence combined with age, education, and exPf rlence. That same criteria has been the
law for many years.
We are told, however. that adjudlc:~·
tive climate also influences decisions.
When the final decision becom.l's a
matter of subjective judgment of ob·
jective evidence, the disability examin·
er must make the final choice. In the
p~t. It has been suggested that. the
benefit of the doubt may have bel'!n
decided in favor of the disability app:icant. We know; without Question, that
in the implementation of the continu·
ing dis!i.bility review program the adjU·
dicative climate has been anythins but
bendir.ial to the applicant. Regula·
tions were promulgated, without benefit of smblic comment, providing new
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~idelines for judging medical severity evaluated. The basic problem of meas- those who are h elpless to provide for
&nd inStructing disability examiners in uring mental disability has not been thernselves.e
the application of vocational criteria. resolved. The legislation before us @ Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Chairman, I
ln the region of which Minnesota is a today recognizes that fact and imposes rise in strong support of H.R. 3755, the
part. regulations were imposed which a moratorium on review of all mental social security disability amendments.
:>recluded consideration of vocational disability cas;es until new guidelines I commend my colleagues on t he com·
factors for young, mentally impaired can be developed. published for com- mittee for bringing this legisla tion forndividuals. Three levels of reviewment, . revised if warranted. and pub- ward. I am an Ol'iginal cospon8or of
:;tate, regional, and Office of Disabil- lished in final form. I wholeheartedly th is legislation, and have been actively
tY Operations-were established to support the need for this stay.
supporting disability reform for the
·eview favorable decisions only to
I urge my colleagues to vote in favor past 2 years.
LSsure the quality of decisions.
of this legisl~tion as a necessary step
Last summer, my colleagues, Mr.
Clearly, the adjudicative climate has toward restoring integrity to the dis- SHUMWAY, Mr. VANDERGRIFF, and Mr.
;hifted. In this atmosphere, is it any ability insurance program.e
BILIRAKIS, joined me in Vermont at a
wonder that thousands of severely im· e Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, this field hearing of t he Aging Commit·
Jaired individuals were thrown off the bill does improve the procedures under tee's Subcommittee on Retirement
iisability benefit rolls?
which social security disability beneIn my congressional district, hun- fits are paid and appeals are made. It Income and Employment on this very
issue. The message I heard at that
ireds of men who had worked for should be passed.
hearing was virt ually unanimous--t he
1ears in lron ore mines-heavy, dirty,
However, the bill does not cure all
security disability insurance pro·
>ack breaking work in all kinds of ad- the faults of the system, nor _guaran- social
gram· was badly in need of fundamenlecse weather~rippled by back dissystem is equitable, re- tal reform. Despite the best e fforts of
tbilities, arthritis, or severe heart im- tee that the
and sustainable. It will be the individuals responsible for admin·
>airments, for example, were told they sponsible,
vere capable of sedentary labor. More helpful, but standards must be more istering t his program, the system was
and is badly flawed. Recipients were
lisabled individuals were advised to clearly defined in the future.
I shall vote for the bill.e
dropped from the rolls in spite of their
;eek jobs such as ticket taker in a
>arking lot or night watchman than 0 Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman. disabilities, yet administrat ors and
uch Jobs existed in the State. I am I rise in strong support of the Social judges were often unable to prevent
tot addressing the fact that these per- Security Disability Benefits Reform th is from happening.
.ons would not be hired, I am talking Act. I would like to commend the dis- . Since that hearing last surrune!r, suptinguished chairman of the Ways and port has continued to mount for
~bout the supposed existence of a reaonable number of Jobs which they Means Committee. Mr. RoSTEN· reform of the disability program. The
tad the physical capability of per- KOWSKI. and the chairman of the Sub- board of managers of the Vermont Bar
ormmg. Somewhere in the region committee on Social Security, Mr. Association recently endorsed several
vhere they lived or in other regions of PicKLE, for their hard '-'Ork In bring- of the principles contai.11.ed in t his leghe country, sedentary jobs ·e xisted in Ing this vital piece of legislation to the islation. I believe that the bill before
us today will go a long way toward coreasonable numbers i.n the economy. floor.
In 1980, Congr~.ss enacted legislation recting th~ problems we fo und in Veri'~ver mind that millions of able
1odied persons were unemployed. requiring the Social Security Adminis- mont and across the count ry.
I am pleased t h at this issue commHter months or years on the disabil- tration to review all nonpermanent
ty rolls, they were told they had the disability beneficiaries once every 3 ues to be bipartisan i!1 nature. Only
esponsibility to move to where Jobs years. This legislation was spmred by last week. I wa.c; pleased to join the
night poter.tially exist. They were no reports that over 20 p ercent of t hose gentleman from T ennest.ee <Mr. Q UILLEN ) , the gentleman from Arkansas
onger disabled and their benefits on the rolls were no longer disabled.
After the Social Security Adminis- (Mr. HA.MMERSCJJMIDT), and ot hei·s in a
IOHld cease.
H.R. 3755 does not redefine disabil· tration began implementing the new ··near Colleague" letter to our fellow
ty so as to grant or continue benefits requirements, 42 percent of those re- Republicans urging passage of this imo persons who are l;.ble to work. It viewed were dropped from the rolls. portant legislation.
Since t he 1980 antcuuutc!lts were
loes assure that we wUI not change The sad fact is many of these individ·
ules in the middle of the game and ua.ls were declared ineligible for bene- signed into law, 470.000 disability re.iscontinue benefit.s to pers~ns. many fits, not because their situation had cipients have received termination nof whom have been out of the work improve'd, but because new harsh dis- tices. T he high incidence of reversalorce for years, without some sho?.'in.g ability standards were being applied. 61 percent- of the States CDR termif medical or vocational improvement Many individuals have had their bene- nation decisions by administrative law
ltlless their original award ~of benefits fits terminated despite having severe judges is evidence t hat man y of these
1as clearly in error. H.R. 37•55 also impairments which render them in- persons are terminated witho ut imrovides that individuals whose bene- capable of functioning in a work envi- provement in t heir disability nor adItS are terminated can request that ronment. Those wit h mental disabil- h erence t o our system of due p rocess.
hey be continued, subject to repay- ities have been particularly hard hit. Our legislation would addre~s both
1ent, until an administrative• law Most of my case work in New Mexico problems by including a pl·, ·, ~ pecdve
deals with individuals who have been medical Improvement standar d and
udge can hear an appeal.
_The administration's handling of t.he unjustly dropped from the disability several reforms in the appeals proce.'is.
•sab!lity review process has created rolls.
Findings from h earings conducted by
a.rdship and pain for thousands of inRegrettably, what began as a sincere the Aging Committee on the issue of
lviduals, but none more severely than effort to save the social security disability reform in Vermont in 1983
he mentally impaired and mentally system money has resulted in real suf- were consistent with the nationwide
cficient. No other group in our soci- fering by those truly needy and de- trends that make passage of this legisty is least able to represent and serving of assistance.
lation imperative. T he State DDS diefend itself. Yet this group was sinMr. Chairman, the legislation we rector from Vermont testified that t h e
led out. If the disability did not meet have under consideration today will haste and overreaction in the CDR
~e "Listing," and the impaired indi- rectify this serious problem by creat· process have caused disabled persons
JduaJ was under age 50, the require- ing a uniform national disability in our State t o be deprived of n eeded
tent of the law that vocational crite- review system that Is fair and compas- benefits and to en dure lengthy, expen·
ta be evaluated was disregarded. A sionate and will be approved by the sive, and inefficient appeals from
'ederal court decision demanded that courts and supported by the States.
these decisions.
!le law be followed and thousands of
I urge Members to vote for this legisOver one-half of t he S tates have
ases were ordered reinstated and re- lation. It ls our duty to orovide ·for abandoned Federal guidelines by order
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of their Govi~rnors or Federal courts. States. Section 101 of the bill requires
In January, Secretary Heckler notified a medical improvement standard that
the States that they must resume the establishes a category of beneficiaries
reviews. Eight States were given a 2· who are presumed to be unable to
week d~a.dline, yet none of the States work and continue to be eligible for
is willing to succumb to the pressure benefits because their disabling condito terminate benefits for its citizens. tions have not improved. · Exceptiops,
In ·vermont, the continuing disability such .as the ability to perform substanreview process has resulted in shifting tial gainful activity or rehabilitation
financial burdens from the Federal tecJ;miques that allow the person to
Government to State programS such work would result in termination of
as general assistance, medicaid, and benefits. I am optimistic that this profood stamps.
vision will eliminate the injustice of
Hearings conducted by the House benefit terminations solely because
Aging Committee, including testin1ony social security has creat~d a more rigreceived at field hearings conducted by orous adjudicative climate as well as
the committee in Vermont, illustrate applying_progressively strL11gent standthe crisis with respect to the treat· ards during the past 2 years than
ment of the mentally impaired under those originally followed when placing
the CDR program. The commissioner the recipients on the rolls.
The failure to apply standards of
of mental health in Vermont note_d
that there was no relationship be- due process and inordinate delays in
tween the eligibility and redetennina- the appeals proces.'> illustrate the need
tion criteria and the test of whether or for a permanent provision for paynot a person can perform substantial ment of benefits through the ALJ
gainful activity. The commissioner level of the Appeals process. Without
also noted that internal guidelines are the legislation we are consider~g
based on out-of-date psychiatric ·defi- today, benefits will terminate. in May
1984 for those who await ALJ hearnitions, developed 25 years ago.
Statistics from our Vermont hearing ings.
H.R. 3755 contains the provision for
show that 28 percent of the initial
CDR's are mentally impaired, al· consideration of multiple impairments.
though they comprise or.!y 11 percent SSA currently considers multiple imof SSDI and 13 percent of the SSIDI pairments only when one of the imrolL'>. The reversal rate at the .ALJ pairments alone meets the listings. Clilevel for those with mental impair- ents of the Vermont developmental
ments was 91 percent as compared to disabilities law projects, especialty
an overall reversal rate of 63 percent, those with mental retardation, suffer
which emphasizes the injustice in the a myriad of problems, none of which is
review process ag3tinst the mentally severe enough to meet the listed impairment, yet when taken in-combinaimpaired. .
I am supportive of the intent of the tion, they prohibit the Individual from
administration to discontinue the re- r'unctioning adequately. For example,
views of certain mentally impaired we received testimony concerning a
beneficiaries until the listings are re- client with an IQ of 70, with emotional
vised. However, this moratorium does problems and a speech defect, who
not go far enough because it is re~ could not work except in a supervised
stricted to functional psychotic disor- setting. This client was not disabled
ders. Moreover, it does not include a according to SSA because no single
deadline ·for revising the listings, nor problem was sev.e re . enough to meet
does the administration's initiative in- the listing.
The stricter adjudicative climate creclude all ·mental impairments affected
by these changes.
ated by the 1980 amendments has re·
Section 201 of H.R. 3755 provides for suited ln n umerous tragedies nationa pause in the reviews of all mental wide, such as suicides in California,
impairment cases until HHS revises . loss of benefits for heroic veterans in
the ment a l discrders category of the Texas, and_a-death in my o\vn State of
listings f, f impairments. The trill is also Vermont. In testimony before the
consist-ent with r<:>commendations the committee, a constituent not.ed that
Agbg Committee received in Vermont last February her husbl',!~d ·suffered a
to revi:;e t.hc listings for residual func- heart -attack. After· he was discharged
tional capacity sufficiently to evaluate from the hospital, his doctor advised
the ability to engag·e in substan tial him that he would not be able to
gainful activity in a competitive set- r,ettirn to work. He applied for social
ting. Our bill also includes the dead- security .disability, and was denied
line of 9 months after enactment for benefits after a delay of a few months.
He decided to 'return to work to make
these provisions. .
Witnesses at the Vermont hearing, up for lost funds while he was waiting
who had experienced sudden benefit for disability payments. Soon after his
terminations with no evidence of im- return, he suffered another heart
provement in their disabling condition, attack at work and died.
The disparity in standards followed
recommended the inclusion of a medi·
cal Improvement standard such as the by States-versus the ALJ's creates conprovision.in the legislation we are con- fusion and delays for recipients. The
sidering today. The medical improve- Ways and M·e ans report to accompany
ment standard in H.R. 3755 will codify H.R. 3755 cites the Bellmon report
the standard that has been developed findings on the hearings and appeals
by the courts and advanced by the f>rocess mandated by the 1:980 amend-
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ments. The report found that the
standards applied by AW's who \\·ere
bound by stat.ute and regulation to be
less stringent than t.he guictelines for
disability contained in the program
operating manuals [POM'sl and used
by the States. The POM's became a
vehicle for more rigorous guidelines
for e.v aluating disability as well as
exempt from the notice and comment
provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act. The high.rate of reversal
of State DDS decisions and the dlspar.
lty between the guidelines used by
States and AW's resulted in a prol:ision for uniform standards for disability determinations. H.R. 3755 subjects
most disability policy ch,a.nges to the
Administrative Procedures Act.
The crises experienced in the States
has been exacerbated QY the refusal of
SSA to follow the decisions of the Federal Courts in favor of the disabled.
Thousands of cases are pending in the
Federal Courts, with lengthy delays
that often 'impoverish the truly dis·
abled. Mr. Chairman, the legislation
we are considering today would require. SSA to either apply court decisions uniformly within a circuit, or
appeal those decisions to the Supreme
Court.
While SSA ha.<i failed to follow \l:ilh
court decisions, it has recognized some
of the problems and attempted to respond administratively. For example,
the Secretary of HHS has placed a
moritorium on the reviews of certain
mentally impaired, reworded the
mental improvement listings, and increased the number exempt from the
review proco;>c;s. Yet, far more needs to
be done to enact permanent reforms in
the review process in order that short·
term reforms by both Congress and
the administration will not be necessary in the future.
Our Federal budgetary policy must
interact with the administrative policY
that governs the disability review
proces.c;. The range in cost estimates .
for this legislation, from $1.5 billion by
CBO to $6 billion by SSA-if medical
improvement standards were applied
retrospectively-is a concern. I agree
with the . constituent who observed
that expenditures in SSA can be re·
duced by administrative streamlining
without cutting benefits. A significant
portion of the estimated costs will be
expended without this legislation as a.
result of existing court orders and
State executive orders. Thus, the sav·
ings that SSA felt would be achieved
by the 1980 review proce.s s are quicklY
being depleted.
What is needed today is a legislative
response to the pleas of the disabled,
the mentally impaired, our heroic vet·
erans, and the terminally ill who are
losing hope. It is a cruel injustice to
continue to deny these people the as·
sistance they have paid for with their
taxes, through the defense of thl'ir
country, and fina-lly with the qualitY
of their lives.o
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to perform work; new evidence shows
1 Mr. COYNE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
trong support of H.R. 3755, the Social the impairment less severe than origi:eeurity Disabiljty Benefits Reform nally thought; the beneficiary is cur1ct.
rently working; or the original deterThis measure is a partial solution to mination was clearly erroneous or
0 increasingly desperate problem. fraudulently obtained.
:verY Member of this House, I am
In addition, H.R. 3'155 establishes an
ure. has had experiences similar to important new dimension to the dishose we have faced in Pittsburgh as ability review process. As things now
e<>Ple who legitimately qualify for stand, the initial decision to terminate
ocial security disability benefits are benefits and the first level appeal are
orced off the rolls.
handled strictly on a written basis.
This administration opposes this T h e beneficiary is not entitled to meet
1easure, as well it might. Since it took v.'ith anyone face to face until the case
![ice nearly half a million people reaches appeal with an administrative
ave been notified they no longer law judge. This legislation·would allow
ualifY for disability benefits. One out a beneficiary 30 days after receiving a
f five people on the rolls when the preliminary notice of an unfavorable
tepped up review process began 3 decision to request a face-to-face meetears ago have been subjected to the ing before final action is taken.
reat personal strain of seeing their
This bill also provides for a muchenefits challenged. In the matter of needed mot'atorium on mental impairssuring fairness to those who must ment reviews and r:equires that the
urn to the Government for assist- combined effects of an individual's imoce. this administration has been pairment be taken into account to deart of the problem, not the solution. termine if a person is disabled, even if
ThiS measure addresses the situation none of the impairments, considered
1hich has resulted from the arbitrary on their own. would meet disability
od often callous decisions to force the standards.
isabled, especially those with mental
Mr. Chairman, this is a balanced
isabilities, off the· social security piece of legislation. It retains the prinoUs. The acclerated review of disabil- ciple of periodic review while restoring
:y cases has brought about a situation some fairness to the methods used in
nintended by the change in the law such a review. Without its passage, the
1 1980 which requires periodic review arbitrary _
and unfair reduction in the
f social security disability insurance. rolls of disability recipients would, I
'he review, man dated by the Con- :fear, continue.
ress, was not intended to bririg about
I urge a "yes" vote on H.R. 3755.&
wholesale reduction of beneficiaries, • Mr. SUNIA. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
ut that is what has been attempted. support of H.R. 3755, the Social Secun fiscal 1983, for example, of the rity Disability Benefits Reform Act of
36,498 disability investigations com- 1983, which 61 of our colleagues have
leted, 182,0'14 beneficiaries, or 42 per- placed today before the House for its
ent. saw their benefits terminated.
consideration. I praise them for their
ID. maJ'ly instances, the,..review proc- work on this bill.
ss determined that the terminations
H.R. 3755 v.'ill merely change the
•ere unjustified; 6 out of 10 termina- rules which govern social security dision decisions were reversed in 1983. ability insurance <SSDI>. It will standVhile such reversals are welcome, an ardize eligibility and reform the proceppeals win is not always the victory it dures for periodic review of SSDI
ppears to be. The law which allows cases. The basis will be S SDI beneficieneficiaries to continue receiving aries' medical improvement. There will
eneflts while appealing terminations be five succinct criteria which will dexpired December 7, 1983. Now. if you termine wheth er beneficiaries will lose
ppeal a determination by social secu- . their SSDI. Their medical improvetty, you are on your own.
ment will have to meet at least one of
The bill we consider today would these before the Federal Government
enew that law, allowing beneficiaries will terminate their benefits.
o continue receiving benefits until an
These standards will prevent termippe&.l is decided by an administrative nation simply on a reevaluation of a
\W judge.
If the termination is beneficiary's condition. Capriciousness
Pheld, benefits would, in most cases, will not be the . rule. At the moment
•e repaid to the Government.
nearly half of the Union has a patchPerhaps the most important provi- work of disparate determinants. To
Ions of this legislation are those decide whether someone is disabled,
·hich clarify the standards by which H.R. 3755 provides that the Federal
be Government will determine Government must take into account
'hether a beneficiary is able to work, all of his or her impairments, even if
nd thus be disqualified·from benefits. none of these alone · would meet the
Tnder this legislation. benefits cannot standards for disabilit~.
e cut off unless one of the following
I ilrge my feJlow Members to act
onditions apply: the beneficiary's swiftly and favorably on this piece of
1edical condition has improved to the urgent legislation. The administration
Oint of being able t o perform sub- int-ends to end the benefits of many
lantial, gainful work; advances in beneficiaries in the very near future.
nedical technology or therapy, or vo- Our constituents n eed H.R. '3755 to reational therapy, have benefited the store order to their disa.bility-insur•eneficiary to the point of being able ance programs. The House must help
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those SSDI recipients whose benefits
have ended. Their medical condition
or abilitY to work may not have Improved, but jurisdictions apply different standat'ds or apply the same standards with more stringency.
For the sake of our citizens who rely
on SSDI and have no other place to
turn, If they found themselves without
these funds, I recommend that you
vote in favor of H.R. 3755.e
• Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Chairman, on
benalf of the thousands of disabled
Virginians who receive social security
disability benefits, 1 am pleased to rise
in support of H.R. 3'155, the Social Se..curity Disability Benefits Reform Act
of 1984. As a cosponsor of this important measure, and as a member of the
House Select Committee on Aging, I
have participated in a number of hearings which have documented the
urgent need for reform in the disability program. H.R. 3'155 provides the
safeguards necessary to guarantee fair
and accurate treatment of truly disabled people across this country, while
restoring order and fairness to the
social security disability program.
In March of 1981, the administration
initiated reviews of individuals who
had been receiving social security disability benefits. The reviews were intended to identify people on the disability rolls who were capable of resuming full- or part-time employment.
However, the harsh review procedures have created nationwide confu·
sion in the social security disability
program. More than one-half of the
States have halted disability reviews
until the guidelines are reformed. In
my own State of Virginia, Gov.
Charles Robb imposed a moratorium
on disability reviews on September 28,
1981, to protect disabled Virginians
from the threat of unfair benefit terminations.
For the State administrators of the
program and for recipients of benefits,
the current disarray which plagues
review procedures is confusing and disruptive. Immediate reform is clearly
needed. While I firmly support the
goal of eliminating abuses in the social
security system, I believe that the administration has implemented its
review procedure in an arbitrary
manner which has led to the improper
termination of benefits for thousands
of people who are physically or mentally disabled.
On a personal level, I am disturbed
by the hardships in injustices which
have been suffered by many deserving
people in my district in southwest Virginia. For example, in T azewell
County. a man who had received social
security disability benefits for 15 years
was notified in February 1982, that his
benefits were terminated, eveu though
he had a nervous condition, back p~ob
lems and congenital heart disease. In
th e time since his benefits were terminate, he has suffered three heart attacks. In December of 1982, the disability benefits of a Radford man were
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terminated, even though he was manner. Enactment of H.R. 3755 will
unable to work because of a liver dis- enable Congress to carry out this reease. brain damage and heart dysfunc- sponsibility.
tion.
Mr. Chairman, I urge swift enactDisabled people who need the assist- ment of this important legislation in
ance provided by the social security order that we may insure that the disdisability program should not be treat- abled citiZens of this country are not
ed with such insensitivity. Moreover, arbitrarily denied disability insurthe astonishing number of termina- ance.o
tion decisions which are reversed upon • Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, there
appeal calls into question the legality have been few actions of this adminisof the administration's procedures. In tration that are more outrageous than
Virginia alone, more than 40 percent what they have done to the social seof those individuals reviewed have had curity disability program. In passing
their benefits terminated. However, on H.R. 3755 today, this House will be
appeal, an estimated 60 percent of placing itself firmly on the side of the
those termination decisions were ulti- poor and the disabled; and in opposimately revers~d by administrative law tion to the administration':. foolish
Judges. The percentage of reversals is aud cruel policies.
even higher in those cases In which
To me there Is no more poignant
the disabled individuals, many of symbol of the heartlessness of the
whom have very limited income, have Reagan administration than those
hired attorneys to represent them in long computerized lists of SSDI
the appeals process.
beneficiaries that some computer has
We can no longer ask States t o ad- decided are no longer eligible for disminister a program which Is not uni- ability benefits. In a trial, one is innoform or fair. H.R. 3755 represents an cent until proven guilty; but to 'this adimportant positive step toward restor- ministration, the disabled are guilty of
Ing uniformit y and fairness to the.dis- waste a.'ld abuse unless they can prove
ability determination process. This otherwise.
measure will clarify the disability
Yes, t his bill would increase spendguidelines to insure that no benefic!· ing. According to the CBO, the 4-year
ary loses eligibility for benefits as a increase in. spending will be less than
result of careless or arbitrary decision- what the President's 1985 budget
making by the Federal Government.
would have us spend on defense in less
I, therefore. urge my colleagues to than 1 ¥2 days.. Over 4 years, this adjoin in supporting H.R. 3755 to make ministration would have us spend
sure that disabled Americans do not more than a trillion dollars on deunfairly lose their benefits.e
fense. Surely we can take one-thoua Mr. ER DREICH. Mr. Chairman, I sandth of that figure and devote it to
rise today in support of this legislation the truly worthy and honorable callbefore the House, H.R. 3755. As we are 'ing of caring for our sick and disabled.
all aware, numerous accounts have
I urge my colleagues to support this
surfaced detailing undue termination worthy legislation.e
of social security disability benefits • Mr. SHELBY. Mr. Chairman, as a
and the resulting hardship and human cosponsor of the Social Security Dissuffering imposed. As a member of the ability Benefits Reform Act, I r ise in
House Select Committee on Aging, I strong support of the bill.
My only regret in voting for passage
heard witness after witness testify to
the unfairness of the disability review of this legislation today is that we
procedures. Because of the unfairness have not accomplished this a lot
of the reviews. a number of States, in- sooner. Many States across the councluding Alabama, have imposed mora- try have ceased the continuing disabiltoriums upon disability termination ity review process entirely. They ar e
decisions. As a result, the current dis- calling upon Congress to provide the
ability review procedures represent an guidance and fair standards of review
uneven patchwork of arbitrary deci- seriously lacking in the administrasions, which are often overturned tion-initiated continuing disability inupon repeal.
vestigations. Some States have susrt is r!~ ar to me that the disability pended action on disability reviews for
review px ocedures are In need of many months. the Governor of the
review and reform. Compensation has State of Alabama imposed a moratoribeen terminated only to be reinstated um in September of last year, requestupon appeal. Delays, withdrawal of ing Congress to enact uniform, uncompensation for those with disabling equivocal and just standards of review
illnesses, allegations of administrative along the lines of those encouched L>t
law judges ha\·ing to fill quotas on ter- the legislation before us.
Mr. Chairman. I commend the Submination cases: this is not indicative of
a fair, efficient, streamlined, review committee on Social Security for craft·
procedure. but a wasteful, inefficien t lng a workable and fair package of resystem which has brought about forms which addresses the many concerns of the various ~tate Governors,
undue and unjust hardship.
It- is time for Congress to straighten Federal appeals court judges and the
out the mess which has been created disabled beneficiaries. Perhaps most
by the passage of the 1980 disability vital is that component of the le~isla
review amendments. It Is time for Con- tlon defining a medical improvement
gress to act to Insure that the law is standard for reviewing prior disability
carried out in a fair. just, and uniiorm determinations. The bill establishes a
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standard of medical improvement
which shifts the burden of proof to
the reviewing agency to prove that a
beneficiary's condition has improved
before benefit termination. Clariflca.
t ion of this element of the review procedure is critical given the number ot
Federal courts which have ordered the
use of a medical imprQvement standard. We owe our disabled citizenry
who were once proven deserving of dis·
ability ben-efits, the ·decency of every
consideration to their advantage.
Additional components of the bill
which delay the most controversial of
reviews; mental impairments, require
fact-to-face interviews, and provide
the benefits will continue during appeals before administrative law judges
are Imminently humane and justffl.
able. The committee has worked dili·
gently to fashion legislation that does
not overcompensate for the zealous
continuing disability reviews which
have terminated deserving beneficiaries.
The disabj.lity insurance program is
designed to provide benefits only for
those people who are completely
unable to work; this principle has not
been compromised by H.R. 3755, it has
been strengthened and reinforced. The
bill wlll accomplish a worthy objective:
It will restore public confidence in the
social security program and promote
genuine understanding t hat cost con·
sciousness in the Federal Government
will not overshadow a compassion and
appreciation for the condition of our
fellow man.e
e Mr. KOLTER. Mr. Chairman, soc1al
security disability insurance problems
represent a substantial portion of the
total number of open cases in my district offices in western Pennsylvania.
In fact, my caseworkers advise me that
they have about 250 open cases re·
questing assistance for a disability.
Although the method of determin·
ing disability is complicated and in
need of adjustment, one area is of par·
ticular concern and interest. MY diStrict staff has alerted me to some unusual problems inherent in the review
process. Some patients choosing to
appeal an unfavorble decision are
being advised to visit doctors who do
not necessarily specialize in the area
of the patient's illness. In one very
telling case, a former coal miner who
was literally crushed in a mining acci·
dent had his disability status come up
for review. While attempting to build
his case for an appeal, he was instruct·
ed to visit a psychologist. The psychologist was supposed to judge whether
or not the applicant was disabled. In
another instance. a constituent suffer·
ing from a crushed tail bone was sent
to a heart specialist who is no longer
permitted to practice medicine at local
hospitals because he cannot obtain
malpractice insurance. Clearly, a
system that allows these things to
occur Is a system In need of change.
I believe H.R. 3755 represents a
move to rectify some of the serious
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problems facing. th e social security disThe pain and anguish of t.he illness
Cons(:Quently, 60 percent of those
abilitY program. I urge my colleagues it.self was more than a family should people cut off from disability benefi•s
to support the bill.e
bear. But to add the indignity of being were terminated unjustly and without.
• Mr. BEVILL. Mr. Chainnan, the at.- treated as a cheat and an abuser of proper cause. And in my home Stnt.H
tltude which continues to come across the s:vstcm too which they had con- of Massachusetts. an even higher perloud and dear frc;m some members of tributed throughout their lives was too cent.age-74 percent-ha\'e been reintt.i;, administration is that America's · much to ask ~f!m to bear.
stated after appealing the initial tercitizens at the lower t!nd of ou~ ecoI was proud last year to work vig mination d~lsion. These facts make it
norolc ladder. d'? uot C\ount. _T hat ~s not orously to hdp pass lcgisla.tl.on tempo- dear that severe problems exist in the
onlY wrong,. Jt !'-" Patten~ly offens1ve to rarily continuing payments to disabil· dhability review programs.
the very pnnCJples wh1ch have made ity recipients who appealed their
What has the administration offE>red
A.menca great.
.
. .
abrupt terminations. And as that tern- to combat thes t" plain numbers: More
A clt'~r~at exam~le of thls lld~m~: ponuy legislation is now running out, of the same. In fact, this administratl'lltlon s r.lch l!lan s .view of soc1et~
we must net quickly to insure that tion has gone out of its wa:v lo make
Is the manner m wlucb. under t.heir America does not. turn its back again life hard for disabled Americans.
man11gement: the social security dis- on the disabled.
By mfusing to consider any of the
abUity benefits rol~s ha\'e been pur~ed.
I am concerned that continuing in- reform Jegislatlon pending in Con, The disabled ha'l:e become a defe.lse: vestigations to deteJ·mine whether ad· gress. the administration ignores the
.ess t~rg~t of the sat~e buclg~t experts ditlonal people can be eliminated fro:m problem.
who IDSJSted t he rich be gwen huge the disability program are again being
By threatening the States that havP.
tax breaks. Now these experts ~re directed in an insensitive manner.
strived
for compassion on disability
t f)ing to compensate for the massn·e
.
.
deficits created by that windfall to the
Disabled Ame~Icans are st.m ~lng review with financial penalties, the ad. h by cutting benefits for the dis- dropped .from this. pr~gram with httle ministration has gone beyond igno~~led.
or no wa.rnin,g: especially those w!th rance to being mean-spirited.
By d ;.sr;iplini.n g judges who have
The Social Security Admin.istratlon mental imparrments. Th~y are ~mg
was more than overeager in carrying told that. although thetr conditiOns shown too much compassion in reversout a congressionally ordered lnvesti- have not •mp~oved, a new standard Is ing many detehnination decisions, the
gation into possible fraud and abuse of being used t? JUdge them. And they no administration demonstrates the extremes it will go to in order to achieve
the disabUlty benefits program. They longer are d~abled.
.
.
were cruel. They used the investigaThe Social Secunty D~abillty · its objectives.
By harassing disability recipients
tlon as an excuse to drop more than Re~o~ Act em.bodles several pteces of
182,000 from disability in 1983, alone. legJslatJOn wh1c~ I was prol;ld to who have had their benefits retn:;tated
Fully 42 percent of those they Invest!- coa~.~:thor. It would make Identifiable upon review, the administration has
~ated were dropped from the program. medJ?al Improvement .the standard for been cr uel.
And by removing people from the
But t he unfairness of t heir at.tempt tet;nmatlon of benefits. ~t would re·
to balance the budget on the backs of quue face-to-face lnterVlews, rather disability program before a judge has
the disabled was starkly evident. At than bur~aucratic letters, before a ruled on whether t.hey are still eligible
least 21 States refused to administer person could be terminated from the for disability benefits, the administrathe harsh directive of the Secretary. of program. And it ~ould continue bene- tion shows an inserJSitivity that surHealth and Human Services regarding fit payments durmg the :l'-PPC~ proc- prises no one.
I think the time has come for this
the review process for these disability ess, to .insure that families Will not
Investigations. And Federal courts in face losmg everything they own due to House to take action which will prevent the administration from pursuing
&t least 25 states have struck down a bureaucratic error or insensitivity.
the Social Security Administration's
I belie\·e our social security program a policy which Is at best m isguidedJUldelines in this process as illegaL
is a proud ex~ple of people and gov- and at worst, mean-spirited.
But those who were terminated lost ernment work.mg together. And I am
I suppor t this bill and urge its pastheir benefits immediately. And even proud to support this legislation and sage to stop the administration and
hough more t han half were relnstat- to urge my colleagues to vote in favor protect disabled Americans."
ed, the long and cumbersome appeals of the Social Security Disability e Mr. SKELTON. Mr. Ch'airman.
process took its toll on families who Reform Act.e
today I supported H.R. 3755, a bill
lost their meager incomes for up to 1 o Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, which I cosponsored. Social security
vear or more, during their appeals. I today, the House takes corrective disability insurance recipients are
ecelved hundreds of le~ters from con- action on a situation that causes many among the neediest and most helpless
;tltuents who, without warning. were Americans to suffer great hardship. of the poor: interruption of their bene~ottfied that their disability payments Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong suppo~ fits can be, literally, a life-threatening
Nould be cut off. I worked with them, of this legislation and urge Its swift development for these people. Yet,
Mivising them of the appeals process passage.
'
with encouragement from the adminmd contacting the Social Security Ad·
The people of Massachusetts have istration, thousands of disabled Amerinlnistratlon In their behalf. As I met suffered greatly from this harsh cans have been denied SSDI payments
lllth many of them In my district of- review program. Many people in Mas· after being given less than a full and
'lees and at town meetings throughout sa.chusetts have suffered· from these fair opportunity to be heard.
ny district. I could tell that these cruel and ill-conceived disability
H.R. 3755 provides Important proce' eople were not trying to abuse the review programs when they never dural safeguards for SSDI recipients
1Ystem. They were truly disabled and
should have lost their benefits. I t hat v.rill insure a more accura te and
>erplexed at why their Government strongly support these reforms since humane review process than the one
Nas treating them like criminals,
they will guarantee that deserving currently in use. It gnarantees recipiA6 further proof of the callous people will get their rightful benefits. ents face-to-face contact with the decitature Of this purging of the disability
Since the Reagan administration slonmaker before the termination of
·olis. a large number of terminally ill began its disability review program. benefiis. H.R. 3755 shifts the burden
>atlents in my ·district were notified, the injustices suffered by disability in- of proof to those who would deny
hat t hey were no longer considered to suran ce recipients are intolerable. b enefits by requiring a finding of
>e disabled. Their families contacted Since the reviews began lri March medical tmprovernent before benefits
ne, Pleading for help. We worked t.o- 1981. disability examiners have or- can be discontinued. And, H.R. 3755
rhether and were successful in getting dered 46 percent of those reviewed off provides for the continuation of bene· em reinstated. But often, their the rolls. And of those who appealed fit paymen ts through the appeal proc~~~r of reinstatement came after the their denials, 60 percent have had ess, up to the administrative law judgi!
uoabled individual had died.
t heir monthly payments reinstated
level.
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As imp_o rtant and necessary as these
procedural safeguards are, perhaps
the most far-reaching result of the enactment of H.R. 3755 would be to send
a clear messag~ to the administration
that Congress wants an immedjate cessation to the harassment of SSDI recipients. In my district, some recipients who won reversals by administrative law judges of termination of benefits, have been informed within a year
that their benefits are, again, being
discontinued. The high rate of reversals by administrative law judges of
termination of benefits Is, in itself,
clear evidence of bad faith on the part
of those who are pushing these reviews. Nearly 50 percent of all cases
heard by administrative law judges
result in the reinstatement of benefits
for the SSDI recipients involv~d.
Indeed, administrative law judges in
Kansas City brought suit against .t he
Secretary of Health and Human Services because of pressure exerted upon
them by DHHS to maintain a certain
quota of cases in which termination of
benefits are upheld.
Mr. Chairman, enactment of H.R.
3755 will not add a single undeserving
person to the rolls of the social security disability insurance program.
Rather, it will prevent the discontinuation of payments to persons whose
lives may depend on the SSDI aid they
receive.•
e Mr. GEJDENSON. Mr. Chairman, I
rise today to express my strong support for the Social Security Disability
Benefits Reform Act of 1984.
The problems of the social security
disability program over the last 3
years are well knov,rn to all of us fu
t his body. The accelerated disability
review process that began n 1981 has
resulted in thousands of individuals
being quickly and wrongfully removed
from the disability rolls. While 61 percent of the terminations were reversed, the mental anguish and fear
this process created for people already
laboring under difficult circumstances
is absolutely inexcusable.
The situation is even worse in the
case of mental disability re\-iews. Between .June 1931 and August of 1982,
for example, 91 percent of the decisions to terminate that were appealed
were reversed at t-he administrative
law judge level, and the claimant's
benefits were reinstated. It seems to
me that when 9 out of 10 decisions are
reversed on appeal, it becomes more
than obvious that something is terribly wrong with the present criteria for
determining mental disability and
with the review process itself.
Over the last 2 years there have
been a series of administrative and legislative changes in the review process,
Jut all of them have proven to be inldequate. At least 21 States have re:used, in whole or in part, to adminis.er the disability review process in the
nanner prescribed by the Secretary of
fealth and Human Services. In at
east 25 States, Federal courts have
truck down the Social Security A<!-

ministration's
int.ermil
operating
guidelines and ordered the administration to reopen previous decisions and/
or to reinstate benefits pending such

reopening.

The only way to reestablish some
national uniformity and fairness in
the disability process is to enact legislation which establishes a fair review
process, provides for payment of benefits through the appeal process, and
imposes a moratorium on mental impairment reviews until the Social Security Administration revises its criteria for determination of mental disability.
H.R. 3755 is a well thought out piece
of legislation that will bring the chaos
In the disability review process to an
end. I believe that the time for this
bill is long overdue, and I urge my colleagues to support this urgently
needed l<•gislatlon.e
• Mr. ROTH. Mr. Chairman, over the
past 2 years, troubles have been brewing in the social security disability program. In 1980 Congress passed a law
which was designed to provide better
oversight for the disability insurance
program. Prompted by concern over
the growing diSability rolls, this law
mandated review at least once every 3
years for all beneficiaries not pennanetly disabled.
Unfortunately, unintended results
have arisen. Thousands of individuals
have had benefits erro~eously discontinued as a result of a review process
that has largely been unfair, confusing, and capricious.
I have no quarrel with the goal of
the disability insurance review program-to remove from the rolls the
people who can work. Most people
would agree that the periodic review
of the disability rolls is good and nee·
essary.
What I am very concerned about b;
the lack of rhyme or reason in the
guidelines and procedures under
which these reviews are conducted.
Each Member and his or her caseworkers often hear from dozens of constituents who were dropped from the disability rolls·with only cursory reviews,
despite the fact that they did not have
any improvement in their health.
During appeals, the adminLc;trative law
judges would review the file and frequently restore benefits, without requiring a hearing.
The data reflects well the harshness,
the haphazardness, and the hastiness
of the current review program. Out of
the 470,000 people who have received
initial notices, 160,000 people have
been restored on appeal and 120,000
appeals are pending hearin g. Twentysix States, either under court order or
on their own, have refused to continue
processing terminations. These figures
are nothing to brag about.
The bill before us today addresses
the problems of the disability review
program in a more balanced and comprehensive manner. It clarifies the
statutory guidelines by which disabilities will be determined. To me, it is
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plain commonsense and fairness to
seek proof of medical improvemtllt
and to consider the cumulath e efft>et
of multiple impairments in the deter.
mination of eligibility !or benefits.
The face-to-lace interview and t he
payment of benefits during appeal wtU
foster a more humane review and
appeal process.
The publishing of policies affect ing
disability determination and the bring.
ing of future procedures in line with
l<'ederal court of appeals rulings will
help to create a more stable re''lew
program nationwide.
·
The bill does not expand the disabilIty program nor does it change the
original goal of the review process-to
weed out those individuals who are no
longer eligible, while insuring that no
beneficiary loses eligibility for benefits
as a result of careless and erratic decisionmaking.
Yes, there is a cost to this legislation
if enacted. Yet, this cost is worthwhlle
and will not jeopardize the disability
insurance trust fund.
The cost that we must keep in mind
is the cost of not enacting the legislation. This cost is of a greater and more
terrible magnitude. There will be the
administrative costs, because thousands of· disabled people will have
their benefits wrongly terminated,
thereby flooding the appeals process.
And, of course, there wm the inestimable costs of greater hardship, undue
suffering, and lost confidence among
the disabled.
Some semblance of fairness, clarification and uniformity must be restored to this review program. Congress now has the opportunity to give
the continuing disability reviews clear
standards, an understandable process
and a finn direction.
My colleagues, the flaws are evident,
the despair is mountir'ig, and the time
is passing.
Let this House do something truly
good today. Let it pass this important
legislation.o
e Mrs. LLOYD. :Mr. Chairman, I want
to join my colleagues in support for
H.R. 3755. I am very pleased that we
are considering this bill today and that
we have been given the opportunity to
vote on It apart from other concerns
not related to disability.
I. too, have been greatly disturbed
by the manner in which the disabilitY
review process has been conducted. At
present we have almost half of our
States operating under Federal court
guidelines which differ from those set .
by the Social Security Administration.
In just th~ past few days the Department of Health and Human Services
stated that, to clarify standards of eligibility, it will consider imposing a
moratorium pn its policy of removing
people from the disability rolls. I hope
the agency takes that step but it is important that the Congress set statutory guidelines to Insure that no one
loses benefits as a result of careless or
arbitrary decislonmaking by the Fed-
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eral Government. Since March of
l981, over 400,000 out of a total of
iJmost 4 million disability recipients
have been declared ineligible. But
160,000 have been reinstated after appeals and more than 100,000 cases are
;till pending. In fiscal year 1983, 61
percent of the termination decisions
1ppealed to the administrative law
judges were reversed. I think these fig11res clearly indicate the need for the
1eglslative reinforcement proposed by

a& 3H~

·

Mental health experts in my district
have raised many quest.lons about current methods for assessing mental impairments. This bill recognizes that
there is a particular need for careful
re'\iew of cases involving mental im;>airments. .I think It rightly imposes a
11or2torium on reviews of these cases
mtil the Social Security Administrat.ion revises the criteria It uses to de~nnine mental impairment disability.
fhese guidelines are to be reviewed in
::onsultation with an advisory council
Jn medical aspects which Is creat-ed by
,his bill. To insure a .timely process,
the bill calls for publication of the criteria n o later than 9 months after the
:~ill's enactment. This deal would
1pply to all mental impairment cases
:m which an appeal was pending on or
liter J une 7, 1983, as well as new reriews.
Mr. Chairman, I believe passage of
this bill is essential 1f we are to make
>he disability review process more
humane and sensitive to the needs of
the disabled. I think the gentleman
!rom Texas has brought us a good bill.
me that addresses the present uncert.ainty.e
t Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman.
~ast fall, I met with a woman from my
:listrict who began receiving social se:urity disability ben efits in 1977 after
ber glaucoma grew so bad she could
•1ot work. In late 1981 hP.r benefits
were cut off, even though two physi'laru; submitted statements to the
Social Security Administration in support of h er claim. In June of 19o2 she
went back to work but was forced to
~ult a few months later.
This woman could not see well
•nough even to write a check. Mr.
Chairman, yet the Social Security Ad:ninistration blithely assured her she
• as quite capable of finding work.
rhis is fairly outrageous on the face of
t, but it is doubly so when one remem:~ers that this person lived in a part of
he country where, at the time. nearly
>ne out of every five perfectly health
ndiViduals could not find a job.
There is. unfortunately, nothing
;>articularly noteworthy about this !n:ident. I have talked with many other
·onstituents with similar problems, as
'las each of my colleagues here.
_.If one thing has marked social secu- ·
lty legislation In the past decade or
.wo, it has been the lesson that even
1Ubtle changes in the law can cause
>evere budgetary problems. Neverthet:ss. I wholeheartedly support the bill
orougnt to the floor of the House
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today by the distinguished chairmen
Specifically, the bill would establish
of the Social Security Subcommittee a standard for termination that is
and the Ways and Means Committee, based priMarily on the concept of
for it recognizes the injustice of a medical· improvement. This new standsystem that required a blind woman to ard states that benefits may not be
find a job to support herself when terminated unless one of the following
there were no jobs available.
conditions are met:
More specifically, H.R. 3755 will:
First, the beneficiary's medical conFirst, direct that no individual will be ditlon has improved to the point of
terminated from disability unless his being able t.o perform substantial,
or her condition has improved; second, gainful work;
require the SSA to consider the comSecond. the beneficiary has benefitbined effects of several disabling con- ed from advances in medical therapy
ditions even if each of the conditionS, or technology, or from vocational
by itself, would not result in a disabll- therapy, to the point of being able to
lty determination; third, require the perform substantial. gainful work;
SSA to consider to work environment
Third, new evidence-including new.
when determining whether or not an diagnostic or evaluation techniquesindividual is capable of finding em- shows the impairment to be less severe
ployment; and fourth, direct the SSA than originally thought;
to draft uniform standards for· disabil·
Fourth, the beneficiary is currently
ity determination.
working-at substantial. gainful wor.k;
I urge my colleagues to support this or
bill.e
Fifth, the original determination
• Mr. BIAOGI. Mr. Chairman. I rise was clearly erroneous or fr audulently
in full support of H.R. 3755, the Social obtained.
Security Disability Benefits Reform
T h e bill would· also insure that the
Act. As a cosponsor of this crucial leg- combined effectS of the multiple tmlslation, I consider its passage essential pairments a person may suffer must
if we are to rectify a terrible injustice · be considered, rather than considering
that has been directed against hun- the effect of each of the impairments
dreds of thousands of our Nation's dis- by themselves.
abled population.
·
In addition, the bill would impose a
Specifically, I am referring to the moratorium on reviews of SSDI
seemingly arbitrary purge of our Na- beneficiaries suffering from mental
tion's social security disability rolls by impairments until the Social Security
the current administration. This pro- Administration revises its criteria for
cedure, which was excused by the ad- determination of disability based on
ministration as an effort to increase mental impairment. These criteria are
Government efficiency, has been total· to be revised in consultation with t he
ly lackin g in compassion and was done new advisory council on medical aspect
with a callous mentality that pre- of disability established by the bill.
sumed persons already receiving social This measure would also require that
security disability benefits to be !nell- a psychiatrist or psychologist review
gible.
any case where SSDI benefits are to
Consider; for example, that since be terminated for a person with
1981 the Social Security Administra- mental impairment.
tion has terminated some 470,000
The bill also provides that 1f a dectSSDI beneficiaries. Of those. persons, sion to terminate a person for medical
almost one-third, or 160,000, have had improvement is made, the beneficiary
their benefits fully restored after ap.. would have 30 days to request a "facepealing the decision; another 120,000 to-face" meeting before a final deci~
cases are still in the appeals process; sion would be made. Under· present
and some 100,000 cases have been or- procedures, both the initial decision
dered reopened by Federal district and first-level appeal are handled
courts. This means that out of the ini· strictly on a written basis.
tlal 470,000 SSDI beneficiaries term!Further, the bill specifies that
nated by the Social Security Adminis· beneficiaries must be allowed to contratlon, app'roximately 380,000 have t inue to receive SSDI payments during
had or could have their benefits re- the appeals process. Once a decision to
stored. So much for efficiency, The terminate is made, payments would
reason for this nightmare: A prevail· . continue, if the beneficiary so chooses,
ing attitude within the administration until an appeals decision is reached by
of cut first and review later.
an administrative law judge. If the terAs an original member of the House minatlon is upheld, benefits continued
Select Committee on Aging, I have during the appeals process would have
joined with a number of my colleagues to be repaid to the Government, with
over the past 2 years In fighting these certain hardship exceptions.
inhumane and inexcusable efforts by
Other provisions of the bill would rethe administration to reduce the quire the Social Security Administranumber of SSDI beneficiaries. The tion to follow any generally applicable
legislation before us today would make principles of decisions by circuit courts
the necessary changes in the SSDI of appeal; create an advisory council
program to prevent arbitrary term!- on medical aspects of disability;
nations and to insure that a person Is extend the changes made in the SSDI
not terminated from the SSDI rolls program to the supplemental security
until the appeals process Is exhausted. income program; and extends a tempo-
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.rary program that allows the continu- observer could conclude that this
H.R. 3755
ation of' SS! and/or medicaid benefits agency deliberately and heartlessly igBe it enacted b!l the Senate anct H ouse o1
for certain disabled persons who are nored all objections from all sources as· Representatit•es of the United States oJ
working but who continue t o suffer it tore shreds into a program so vital America in Congress assembled,
from disabling impairments.
SHO"Rf TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTEN'l'S
to the everyda~· needs of the handi·
Significantly, the Social Security Ad· capped.
SECTION 1. Thi.<r Act may be· cited as the
m.inistrat.ion has stated that the disThis bill is designed to bring eligibil- ··social Security Disability Benefits Reform
ability insurance t rust fund would
Ity
reviews into line on a national Act of 1983''
rtmain solvent and ln actuarial bal·
TABLE OF CONTENTS
basis.
It brings the Federal Govern·
ance under this bilL
ment
into
line.
if'
you
~rill, with the Sec. 1. Short title and table of contents.
Some 30 States, including New York.
have either voluntarily, or through consensus of .the States which early on TITI.E I-STANDARDS OF DISABILJTV
court order, suspended or altered the realized h ow ridiculous the Federal Sec. 101. Standard of review for terminations of dlsablllty benefits.
current flawed SSDI review proceed- standards had become. Mr. Chainnan,
concerning evaluation ol
lilt'S. Hundreds of thousands of SSDI it is about time we took this action. I Sec. 102. Study
pain.
beneficiaries have been terminl\ted for call upon the Senate to endorse this Sec. 103. Multiple
impairments.
no good reason. Clearly, this situation bill as it is passed here today and I
TITLE II- DISABILITY
must be corrected and H.R. 3755 would hope that PresidP.nt Reagan will conDETE RMINATION PROCESS
cern hiiuself with the true needs of
achieve t hat objeeitve.
on mentallmpair~nent
I commend my good friend, the dls- the American people and sign this bill Sec. 201. Moratorium
reviews.
into
law.o
ti.n~;uishcd gentleman from Texas <Mr.
Sec. 202. Review procedure governing diS·
PICKLE ) foT bringing this responsible e Ms. SNOWE. Mr. Chairman, I am
abiUly determinations affecting conlegislation to the floor and I urge its pleased to cast my vote for H.R. 3755,
tinued entitlement to disability benepas.'lage.(l
fits; demonstration projects relating to
the Social Security Disability Benefits
review of denials of disability benefit
• Mr ADDABBO. Mr. Chalnnan. for Reform Act of 1984. It is important
applications.
3 years n ow t he sociai security disabll· that Congress address this Issue with·
Sec. 203. Contlnua.tion of benefits durin&
ity system has been perverted to the out further delay
a ppeal.
point where it works against the
Since the implementation of the
Sec. 204. QualUicatlon.~ of medical profes·
people it was originally designed to 1980 amendment to the Social Secuslonals evaluating mental impairprotect. All of us who serve in this rity Act requiring a review of disability
ments.
•
Chambt>r have seen numerous in· ca.c;es, all of us have heard from
Sec. 205. Regulatory standards for consulstances where persons legitimately retative
examinations.
ceiving disability allowances have had constituents who have unjustly suf·
TITLE Ill- MISCELLANEOUS
their benefits arbitrarily cut until fered as the result o.f the seemingly
PROVISIONS
calloused
and
insensitive
handling
of
such time as they could prove their
Sec. 301. Administrative procedure and
t.hls
congressional
direct
ive.
This
is
disability. The harm this has done to
uniform standards.
t housands of handicapped and dis· evident by the fact that since March
S ec. 302. Compliance with certain court
1981,
when
the
disability
reviews
orders.
abled American citizens across this
Sec. 303. Benefits for individuals particiland ts incalculable. The unfairness of began, of the 470,"000 beneficiaries repating in vocational rehabilitation proan adrntnistrai:ion that takes away moved from the disability rolls. an as·
grrur.s.
benefits from disabled persons before tonishing number, 160,000, have since
Sec. 304. Advisory Council on Medical Asit is dt termined they are receiving have been restored upon appeal, and
pects of Disability.
bt.!nefits improperly Is obvious and has thousands more appeals are pending
Sec. 305. Qualifying experience for apcourt
action.
Moreover,
Federal
courts
generated great dissatisfaction in the
pointment of certain staff attorneys to
have ordered the reopening of another
Chamber on both sides of the aisle.
a.dminl!ltratlve law Judge POSitions.
Today we will pass H.R. 3755, the 100,000 cases.
Sec. 306. Effective date.
Soclnl Security Disability Benefits
These fjgures represent a terribly in· TITLE I-STANDARDS OF DISABILITY
Reform Act of 1984 as a direct re· adequate review system which . h as
STA.NDARD Of REVIEW I'OR T.&RMINATIONS OT
sponse to the improprieties forced drastically affected the most vulner·
DISABILITY BENEFITS
upon an unsuspecting citizenry ov~r able in ou:r society. This was not ConSEC. 101. Section 223 of the Social Serll'
these last Iew years. This bill is a gress intent.
rity Act Is amended by inserting after >lib·
direi::L order by the Congress of the
I understand the administration has section Ce) the following new subsection:
United States to this department that been planning to annotmce an 18·
"Cf> In the case of an Individual who is a
the ;people for whose care this agency month moratorium on trimming the recipient of disability benefits, such indmd·
is responsible are to be treated with soclal securit y disability rolls, but to ual may be determined not to be entitled to
t he res9ect due citizens of this land. date this announcement has not been such benefits on the basis of a finding that
physical or m ental Impairment on the
Where improper benefits are deter- forthcoming-and we simply cannot the
basis of which such benefits are payable h::.~
mined to exist they will be withdrawn. wait any longer for possible in-house ceased.
does not exist. or Is not disabJJn~
but it is the intention of this Congress corrections. By our vote today, and I only if such finding Is supported by substan·
that our disabled citizens be given the am sure it will be a strong endorse- tial evidence indicating one or more of the
support by theil· Government that is ment of H.R. 3755, we are signaling following:
legitimately theirs.
··n> that there· has been medical improve·
the end to hearings and further hand·
H.R. 3755 seeks to p.rot.ect those per· wringing. never mind our patience. ment in the l'1dividuars impairment or rom·
sons least able to protect themselves. Face-to-face interviews during medical bination of impairments so that the indi\Jd·
.Persons with mental Impairments determinations and a revised medical ual now is able to engage in substantial
actl\·ity;
have too often in past years been improvement definition seem basic to gainful
"(2) thaL new medical evidence and a nevo
dropped from t h e rolls with little any review process. Therefore, I urge assessment
of the lndividuars r~idual func·
warning and o·n the basis of little evi- the House and Senate conferees to tiona! capacity demonstrate that. although
dence. All too often these people have adopt
these changes as soon as possi· the indhi duai has not improved medicallY.
been unable to perform work of am ble.e
he or she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances in medical or vocational theraPY or
nature an d have hae no other Iorm of
The
CHAIRMAN.
All
time
has
ex·
technology
which result in ability to engage
income.
in substantial gainful activity; or
It would be nice to believe that the pi red.
•'(3) that, as determined on the basis of
Pursuant to the rule, the bill is conSocial Security Administration lis·
new or Improved diagnostic techniques or
tened to the protest of the people, lis· sidered as having been read for evaluations,
the Individual's impairment or
tened Lo the warnings of the Congr-ess. amendment under the 5·minute rule.
combination of impairments· is ·not as diS•
aud heeded the decisions of the courts.
The text of the bill, H.R. 3755, Is as abling as it was considered to be at the ume
SadJy, it did not. In fact. an objective follows:
of the most recent prior decision that such

.
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ndlvtdnal was under a disability or contin·
Jed to be under a disability, so that the lndi·
idllal now is able to engage In substantial
:aJnful activity.
-rothlng in th!s subsection shall be con·
~trued to require a .d etermination that an
ndividual Is entitled to disability benefits if
•vidence on the face of t.he record sho\\'s
·hat anY prior determination or such enti·
lement to disability benefits was either
;!earlY erroneous at the time it was made or
~fraudulently obtained or if the indivldu·
u is engaged In substantial gainful activity.
II'Qr purposes of this subsection, the term
disabilitY benefit' means a disability insur·
~nee benefit or a child's. widow's, or widow•r's inSurance benefit based on disability."
STUDY CONCERNING EVALUATION OF PA-IN
SEc. 102. (a) The Secretary of Health and
'Iuman Services shall, in conJunction with
.he Nat1onal Academy of Sciences, conduct
study conceming the question of using
1
lUb)ective evidence of pain, Including state·
nents of the individual alleging such pain
t.s to the Intensity and persistence of such
Jain and corroborating evidence pro•ided by
.~trng physicians. fami1y, neighbors, or
)$ttavioral indicia, In determining under sec·
300 221 of the Social Security Act whether
~o~~mdiv1dli&l !s under a disability.
(bl The Secretary shall submit the results
,r the study under subsection <a>. together
lith any recommendations. to the Commitee on Ways and Means of the House of
~prescntatives and t he Committee on Ff.
1ance of the Senate not later than January
1. 1985.
MUI.TIPLi: IMPAIRMENTS
r~.
103. Section 223 (d)( 2 ) of '~he Soct'al
S""'
;erurtty Act !s amended by adding at the
·nd thereof the following new subpara·
flllph:
"(Cl In determining whether an indlvidl&l's physical or mental impairment or im·
>alrments are of such seve.r ity that he or
;be Is unable to engage In substantial gain'ul activity, the Secretary shall consider the
tornbined effect of all of the Individual's lm·
)8Jrments without regard to whether any
men Impairment, If considered separately,
lo'Ould be of such severity.".
TITLE II-DISABILITY
DETERMINATION PROcEss
'IOilATORIUM ON 1\lENTAL IMPAIIUCENT REVI&WS
S&e. 201. <a> The Secretary of Health and
liuman Services <hereafter In this section
't'ferred to as the "Secretary") shall revise
he criteria embodied under the category
'Mental Disorders" In the "Listing of Im>alnnents" in effect on the date of the en·
lctment of this Act under appendix 1 to
lUbpart P of part 404 of title 20 of the Code
)! Federal Regulations. The revised criteria
Uld listings, alone and In combination with
~ssments of the residual functional ca'acity of the Individual involved, shall be
ieslgned to realistically evaluate the ab iUty
lf & mentally impaired individual to engage
n substantial gainful activity In a competl.lve workplace environment. Regulations es·
;;olishmg such revised criteria and listings
all be published no later than April 1.
84.
<b> The Secretary shall make the revisions
i~uant to subsection Cal In consultation
th the Advisory Council on Medical As·
~ of Disability <established by section
~~ or thts Act>. and shall take the advice
to recommendations of such Council fully
., &ccount In making such revisions.
<ex ll UntU such time a.~ revised criteria
;ave been established by regulation in ac~~an~e with subsection <a>. no continuing
ltCt .btlity review shall be carried out under
ton 221(1) of the. Social Security Act
111 th, respect to any individual previously de-
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termined to be under a disability by reason
of a mental impairment, tf.:....
.
CAl no initial decision on such review has
been rendered with respect to such indh1du·
a.! prior to the date of the enactment of this
Act, or
' <B> an Initial decision on such review was
rende;-ed with respect to such Individual
prior to the date of the enactment of this
Act but a timely appeal from such decision
was llled or was pending on or after June 7,
1983.
For purposes of this paragraph and subsec·
tlon (d)(l) the term "continuing eligibility
review". -when used to refer to a review
under section 221<1> of such Act of a previ·
ons determination of disability, Includes any
reconsideration Of or hearing on the initial
decision rendered In such re\iew as well as
such Initial decision itself.
<2> Paragraph Cl> shall not apply In any
case where the Secretary determines that
fraud was involved in the prior determlnation, or where an individual Is engaged in
substantial gainful activity.
Cd)(l) Any init-ial determination that an
individual is not under a disability by reason
of a mental Impairment and any detennlnatlon that an Individual is not under a dis·
abUity by reason of a mental illlP&irment in
a reconsideration of or hearing on an Initial
disability determination, made or held
under title II of the Social Security Act
after the date of the enactment of this Act
and prior to the date on which revised crite·
ria are established by regulation in accord·
ance v.'ith subsection <a>. and any determination that an individual is not under a d!s·
ability by reason of a mental in'l.pairment
made under or In accordance with tiUe II of
such Act in a reconsideration of, hearing on,
or judicial review of a decision rendered In
any continuing eligibility review to which
subsection (c)Ol applies, shall be redetermined by the Secretary as soon as feasible
alter the date on which such criteria are so
established, applying such revised criteria.
C2) In the case of a redetermination under
pan.graph <1> of a prior action which found
that an individual was not under a dis&bil·
lty, 11 such individual is found on redeterml·
nation to be under a disability, suc;h redeterminatlon shall be applied as though it had
been made at the time of such prior action.
(3) Any mentally impaired individual who
was found to be not disabled pursuant to an
initial disability determination or contlnu·
log eligibility review between March 1, 1981,
and the date of the enactment of this Act;
and who reapplies for benefits under title II
of the Social Security Act, may be deter·
mined to be under a disability during the
period considered in the most recent prior
determination. Any reapplication under th!s
paragraph must be submitted within one
year after the date of the enactment of this
Act, and benefits payable as a result of the
preceding se.n tence shall be paid only on the
basis of the reapplication.
REVIEW PROCEDURE GOVERNING DISABILITY DE·
TERMINATIONS AFFECTING CONTINUED ENTI·
TLEJrtENT TO DISABILITY BENEFITS; DEMON·
STRATtON PROJECTS RELATING TO ~EVV OF
DENIALS OF DISABILITY BEND'IT APPLICA·
TIONS
Stc. 202. <a><D Section 22hd> of the
Social Security Act Is amendedCAl by inserting''<!)" and "Cdl"; and
<BJ by adding at the end thereof the fol·
lowing new paragraph:
"(2)(A) In any case where"(f) an individual Is a recipient of disabll·
ity insurance benefits. or of child's '11ridow's,
or widower's Insurance benefits based on
disability, and
"<II) the physical or mental impalnnent on
the basts of which such benefits are payable
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is determined by a State agency Cor the Secretary in a case to which subsection <g> ap·
plies) to ·have ceased, not to have existed, or
to no longer be disabling,
such indi\'idual shall be entitled to notice
and opportunity for review as provided In
thi& paragraph.
"CBl(f) Any determination referred t.o in
subpar~raph <A Hli)"<il which has been prepared for issuance
under this section by a State agency Cor the
Secretary> for the purpose of providing a
basis ror an in itial decision of the St.ocret..?.ry
with regard to an indhidual's continued
rights to benefits under this title <including
any decision as to whether an individual's
rights to benefits are terminated or otherwise changed>. and
"<II) which Is in whole or in part untavor·
able to such individual,
shall remain pending untll after the notice
and opportunity for re\iew provided in this
subparagraph.
·'(li) Any sucti pending determination
shall contain a statement of the case, iri
understandable language, setting forth a
discussion of the evidence add stating such
detflrmlnatlon, the reason or reasons upon
which such determination is ba.•ed. the
right to a review of such determination Cin·
eluding the right to make a personal appearance as provided in this subparagraph)
and the right to submit additional evidence
prior to or In such review as provided in this
clause. Such statement of the case shall be
transmitted In writing to such Individual.
Upon request by any such individual, or by
a wife, divorced wife, widow. surviving di·
vorced wife. surviving divorced mother. hus·
band, divorced husband, widower, surviving
divorced husband, surviving divorced father,
child, or parent, vihO makes a showing in
writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by such determination, he or she shall
be entitled to a review by the State agency
<or the Secretary in a case to which subsect ion Cgl''npplie..<) of such determination, In·
eluding the right to make a personal &P·
pearance, and may submit additional evi·
dence for purposes of ·SUCh review prior to
or in such review. Any such request must be
filed within 30 days after notice of the pending determinat.ion is received by the individ·
ual maki:Jg such request. Any review carried
out by a State agency under this subpara·
graph shall be made in accordance with the
pertinent provisions of this title and regula·
tions thereunder.
"(fll) A review under this subparagraph
shall Include a review of evidence and medi·
cal history In the record at the time such
disability determination Is pending, shall examine any new medical evidence submitted
or obtained in the review, and shall afford
the Individual requesting the review the opportunlty to make ·a personal appearance
with respect to the case at a place which !s
reasonably accessible to such individual.
"(iv) On the basis of the revi ew carried
out under this subparagraph, the State
agency <or the Secretary in a <'.ase to which
subsection (g) applies> shall affirm or
modify the pending determination and issue
the pending determination as so affirmed or
modified.
··cc> An initial decision by the Secret.ary
as to the continued rights or any Individual
to benefits under this title which is based in
whole or in part on a determination de·
scribed in subparagra.ph <A><ii> and which is
in whole or in part unfavorable to the individual requesting the review shall contain a
stn.tement of the case, In understandable
IMguage, setting forth a discuss.i on of the
evidence. and stating the Secretary's decl·
sion, the reason or reasons upon which the
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drrision is based. thE> right <in the case of an
Individual who has exercised the right to
review under subparagraph <Bn of such In·
dividual to a hearing under subparagraph
CD>. and the right to submit additional evidence prior to or at such a hearing. Such
statement of the case shall be transmitted
in Y:riting to such individual and his or her
representative (if any>.
"lD)(l l An individual who has exercised
the right to review under subparagraph CBl
and who is dissatisfied with an initial decision of the Secretary referred to in subparagraph <C> as to continued rights to benefits
under this title shall be entitled to a hearing thereon to the same extent as is pro·
vided in section 205<b> with respect to deci·
slons of the Secretary on which hearings
are required under such section, and to j udi·
cial review of the Secretary's final decision
alter such hearing as is provided in section
205(g). Nothing in this section shall be construed to deny an individual his or her right
to notice and opportunity for hearing under
section 205<b> with respect to matters other
than the determination referred to in subparagraph (A)(ii).
"<iil AnY hearing referred to in clause m
shall be held before an administrative law
judge who has been duly appointed in ac·
cordance with section 3105 of title 5, United
States Code.".
<2> Section 205C b>U> of such Act Is amend·
ed by Inserting after the fourth sentence
t he following new sentence: "Reviews of decisions relating to continued entitlement to
benefits based on disability shall be governed by the provisions of section 22l<d><2>
in addition to the provisions of this sec·
tion.".
(b)(ll Section 205<bl of such Act <as
amended by subsection (a)(2)) Is further
amended.
<A> by striking out "( 1)" after "(b)"; and
<B> by striking out paragraph <2>.
<2> Section 4 of Public Law 97-455 <relat·
lng to evidentiary hearings in reconsider·
ations of disability benefit terminations> <96
Stat. 2499) and section 5 of such Act <relatIng to conduct of face-to-face reconsiderations in disability cases> <96 Stat. 2500) are
repealed.
<c> The amendments made by this section
shall apply· with respect to determinations
<referred to in section 22HdH2><Al<ID of the
Social Security Act Cas amended by this section» issued after December 31, 1984.
<d> The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall, as soon a practicable after
the date of the enactment of tl'..ls Act, lm·
plement as demonstration projects the
amendments made by this section with respect to an disability determinations under
subsections <a>. <c>, <g ), and m of sect ion 221
of the Social Security Act and decisions of
entitlement to benefits based thereon L."l the
same manner and to the same extent as is
provided in such amendments with respect
to determinations referred to In section
22l<dl(2l<A)<ii> of such Act cas amended by
t his section) and decisions of entitlement to
benefits based thereon. Such demonstration
projects shall be conducted in not fewer
than five Stat.es. The Secretary shall report
t o the Committee on Ways and Means of
tte House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate concerning
such demonstraUon projects, together with
any recommendations. not later than April
1. 1985.
CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS DURING APPEAL

SEc. 203. <a>O> Section 223<g><ll of the
Social Security Act is amended<A> in clause (!), by inserting •·or" after
"hearing,"; and
<B> by striking out ", or <Ill> June 1984".
<2> Section 223(g)(3) of such Act Is amend·
ed by striking out "which are made" and au

that follows dovm through the end thereof
and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
•·which are made on or after the date of the
enactment of this subsection, or prior to
such date but only on the basis of a timely
request for a hearing under section 22l<dl,
or for an administrative review prior to such
hearing.".
(b)Cl) The Secretary of Health a.nd
Human Services shall, as soon as practicable
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
conduct a study concerning the effect which
the enactment and continued operation of
section 223<g> of the Social Security Act Is
having on expenditures from the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund and the
rate of appeals to administrative law Judges
of unfavorable benefit entitlement determl·
nation.~ Involving determinations relating to
disability or periods of disability.
<2>The SecretarY shall submit the results
of the study under paragraph C1 >. together
with any recommendations. to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
R epresentatives and the Committee on FInance of the Senate not later than July 1,
1986.
QUALIFICATIONS OF MBDICAL PROFESSIONALS
EVALUATING MENTAL IMPAlllMENTS

SEC. 20-l. Section 221 of the Social Security Act Is amended bY adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(jl A determination under subsection (a.),
<c>. <g>, or (j) that an Individual is not under
a disability by reason of a mental impair·
ment shall be made only after a qualified
psychiatrist or psychologist employed by
the State agency or the Secretary <or which
services are contracted for by the State
agency or the Secretary) has completed the
medical portion of any applicable sequential
evaluation and residual functional capacity
assessment.".
·
REGULATORY STANDAJUlS FOR CONSULTATI VE
EXAMINATIONS

SEC. 205. Section 221 of the Social Security Act Is amended by Inserting after sub·
section (g) the following new subsection:
"(h) The Secretary shall prescribe regula·
tlons which set forth, in detall"(1) the standards to be utilized by State
disability determination services and Federal personnel in determining when a consul·
tative examination should be obtained In
connection with disability determinations:
"(2) standards for the type of referral to
be made: and
"(3) procedures by which the Secretary
will monitor both the referral processes
used and the product of professionals to
whom cases are referred.
Nothing In this subsection shall be construed ~o preclude the Issuance, In accordance with section 553(b)(Al of title 6, United
States Code, of interpretive rules. general
statements of policy, and rules of agency organization relating to consultative examinations If such rules and statements are con·
sistent wit h such regulations.".
T ITLE 1II-MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS
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pursuant to subsections <b> through <e> or
such section 553 and related provisions governing notice and comment rulemaking
under subchapter II of chapter 5 of such
title 5 <relating to admi.n istrative procedure>
shall be binding at any level of review by a
State agency or the Secretary, including any
hearing before an administrative law
judge.".
COMPLIAN9E WITH CERTAIM COURT ORDERS

SEC. 302. Cal Title II of the Social Security
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new section:
"COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN COURT ORDERS

''Sr:c. 234. In the case of any decision rendered by a United States court of appeals
whlch"(1) involves an Interpretation of this title
or any regulation prescribed under this title;
"(2) Involves a case to which the Department of Health and Human Services or any
officer or employee thereof is a party; and
" (3) requires that such department, or of·
fleer or employee thereof, apply or carry
out any provision. procedure, or policy
under this title with respect to any Individual or circumstance in a manner which vatJes
from the manner in which such provision,
procedure, or policy Is generally applied or
carried out.
the Secretary of Health and Human Services, or such other officer or employee of
the Department of Health and Human ~erv·
Ices as may be a party to such case, or such
other officer of t he United States as may be
appropriate, shall acquiesce in such decls1on
with respect to all beneficiaries whose appeals would be within the Jurisdiction or
such court of appeals, unless the Secretary
makes a timely request for review of such
decision by t he United States - Supreme
Court pursuant to section 1254 of title 28,
United States Code. If the United States Su·
preme Court denies such a request for
review, the Secretary shall so acquiesce In
such decision on and after the date of such
denial of review until such t ime as the
United Sta~ Supreme Court rules on the
issue involved and reaches a different
result."
(b) The amendment made by subsection
Cal of this section shall not apply with re·
spect to a decision by a United States court
of appeals if the period for making a timelY
request for review of such decision bY the
United States Supreme Court expired
before the date of the enactment of this
Act.
BENEFITS FOR ·INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATING III
VOCATIONAL REHABll.ITATIOK PROGRAMS

SEc. 303. The first sentence of section
222<d><ll of the Social Security Act Is
amended by striking out "which result in
their performance of substantial gainful a.c·
tlvlty which lasts for a continuous period of
nine months" and inserting in lieu t hereof
the following:· "In cases where the furnish·
lng of .such services results in the perform·
ance by such individuals of substantial gain·
ful activity for continuous periods of nine
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEI>URJ: AMI> UNIFORM
months or where such Individuals are deter·
STANDARDS
mined to be no longer entitled to such bene·
SEC. 301. Section 205<a> of the Social Secu- fits because the physical or mental impair·
ments on which the benefits ·are based have
rity Act Is amendedceased, do not exist, or a.'re not dlsabliDB
(1) by Inserting "0)" after "<al"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the tol· <and no reimbursement under this para·
lowing new paragraph:
graph shall be made with respect to anY in·
"<2> Notwithstanding subsection <a><2> of divldual for any period after the close of
section 553 of title 5, United States Code, such individual's ninth consecutive month
the rulemaking requirements of subsections of substantial gainful activity or the close of
(b) through <e> of such section shall apply the month with which his or her entitleto matters relating to benefits under this ment to such benefits ceases, which ever
title. With respect to matters to which rule- first occurs>. and is cases where such indl·
making· requirements under the preceding viduals ·refuse without rood cause to accept
sentence apply, only those rules prescribed vocational rehabllitation services or fail t.o
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cooper&te in such a manner as to preclude
u1elr successful rehabilitation".
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON MEDICAL ASPEC!S OF
DISABlLlTY

sse.

304. <a> There is hereby established
In the Department of Health and Human
.st.rvices an Advisory Council on th~ Medical
,upects of Disability <hereafter in this secuon referred to as the "Council'').
<b><ll The Council shall consist of<A> 10 members appointed by the SecretarY ot Health and Human Services <with·
011 t regard to the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act> within 30
daYS after the date of the enactment of this
Act from among indP.pendent medical and
vocational experts, Including at least one
psychiatrist, one rehabilitation psycholotcist and one medical social worker; and
<:B> the Commi.~sioner of Social. Security
ex officio.
The Secretary shall from time to time appoint one of t he members to serve as Chair·
man. The Council shall meet as often as the
&cretar~· deems n~essa.ry. but not less
often than twice each year.
<2> Members of the Council apPOinted
under paragraph (l)(AJ ·shall be appointed
without regard to the provisions of title 5,
United Stat.es Code. governing appointments In the competitive service. Such
members, while attending meetings or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on the
business of the Council, shall be paid at
111tes fL"<ed by the Secretary, but not exceed·
Ina $100 for each day, Including traveltime,
during which they are engaged In the actual
performance of duties VE'.sted in ihe Council;
tnd while so serving away from their homes
or rtgUlar places of busl.n ess they may be allowed travel expenses. Including per diem in
lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section
5103 oi title 5, United States Code. for person& In t he Government service el!lPloyed
intermittenUy.
<3> T he Council may engage such technical assistance from Individuals skilled In
medical and other aspects of riisa.biUty as
may bt necessary to carry out Its functions.
l'he Secretary shall make available to the
Council such secretarial, clerica.J. and other
assistance and any pertinent data prepared
by the Department of Health and Human
Services as the Council may require to carry
out its functions.
<cl It shall be the function o! the Council
to provide advice and recommendations to
the Secretnry o! Health and Human Serv·
tce3 on disability standards, policies, and
Procedures. Including advice and recommendations with respect to<1) the revisions to be made by the Secrca r y, under section 201Cal of this Act. In the
·ntena embodied under the c.a.tegor;
Mental Disorders· in the 'Listing of Impair·

rnents·; and

<2> the question of requiring. in cases in-

rol\ing impairments other than mental !m-

Pllrtnents, that the mE-dical POrtion of el\<'h
:ase review <as well as the as.~essment of re·
llduaJ functional capacity) be completed by
Ut appropriate medical spe<'iaJist employed
tly the State agency before an.v determlna·
tlon can be made ll.'ith n'spect to t he impair"nent involved.
(d) Whenever the Council deetns it neces~try or tieslrable to assist in the perfor::l~nce of its functions under this sect-ion, the
"ouncu may<1 >call together larger groups of experts,
llcludiog represental ives of appropriate
Jrofesstonal and consumt>r organizations. In
>tder to obtain a broad expr~:ssion of viell.'S
) D the issues im•olverl; nnd
, 12> establish temporary Rhort-1-erm task
0 rces of experts to consider and r.omrnent
JPOn specialized Lssues.

<e>O> Any advice and recommendations
provided by the Council to the Secretary of
HP.alth and Human Services shall be included In the ensuing annual rePOrt made by
the Secretary to Congress under section 704
of the Social Security Act.
' <2> Section 704 of the Social Security Act
is amended by Inserting aft~t the first sentence the following new sentence: "Each
such report shall contain a comprehensive
description of the current status of the disability Insurance program under title II <including, in the case of the reports made in
1984. 1985, and 1986, any advice and recommendations provided to the Secretary by
the Advisory Council on Mc::dlcal Aspects o!
Disability, with respect to disability standards. POlicies. and procedures. during the
preceding year).".
(f) The Council shall c~ase to eJ<:Ist at the
close of December 31., 1985.
QOALIFYING UP~lENCE FOR APPOlN'CM!!NT OP
CERTAJN STAFF ATTORNl:YS TO A.l)KINISTRAT I VE LAW JUDGE POSITIOl'IS

SEc. 305. <a.><I> The Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall, within 180 days
after tile date of the enactment of this Act,
establish a sufficient number of attorney
adviser positions at grades GS- 13 and GS-14
in the Department of Heaith and Human
Serv1ces to ensure adP.Q~ate opportutilty for
career advancement for attorneys employed
by the Social Security Administration In the
process of adjudicating claims'under·sectlon
205Cb> or 22l<dl of the Social Security Act.
In assigning duties and responsibilities to
such a position. the Secretary shall assign
duties and respon.s!bl!ltles to enable an individual serving in such a position to achieve
qualifying cJ<perlence for apPOintment by
the Secretary for the positlon of administrative law judg<! under section 3105 of title 5,
United States Code.
Cbl The Secr~tllry of Health and Human
Services shall0 J within 90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, submit an interim
report to the Committee on Ways and
Mt! 3nS of the House of Representative.~ and
the Committee on Fmance of the Senate on
the Secretary's progress in meeting the requirements of subsection <a>. and
(2) within 180 dllys a.t'ter the date of the
enactment of this Act, submit a final report
to such committees setting fo1·r.h specifically
the manner and extent to wh!ch the Secretary has complied with the requirt>m~:nts of
subsection (a).
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TITLE I- S1'ANDARDS OF DlS.4BlLIT1'
STANDARD OY REtTIEW I'OR TF.RMIN.tTION OF
D/SADILITY BENEFITS AND PER.JODS OF DlSABJL 'Tl'

sse. 101. raJ Se.ction 223 of the Social Sr!curity Act is amended by mserting afte1' sub·
Stc. 306. Except as otherwise provided In S(~Ction reJ t'he following new subsection:
this Act. the amendmf!nts made by this Act
"Standard. O/ Review tor TenJI!nation a/
shall apply wit h respect to casM involving
Di1abil.ity Bene/it.s
disabiJ!ty determinations pending in the De" 1/J A recipient ot benefits under this litle
partmen.t of Health and Human Services or
in court on the date of the enactment of or title XVIII based. on the di.sability of any
this Act. or Initiated on or after such date. individual TIU.ZII be detl'nn ined not to be eatitled to such benl'/i t.f on the bCI.$is o.f a findThe CHAIRM.<\..."l. No amend..'nents i ng that th.e phys'..cai or numtal impainrnm t
are in order except the amendment in on the basis of which su ch benc.tits are prothe nature or a substitute recommend- vided ha..~ c•·a:sed, does nut exist. o r is not
ed by the CommiLtee on Ways and disabling only if suc/1 finding i.s su.ppor ted
Means now printed tn the bill which by"(1J substantial f'1Jidence which demonshall be considered as having been
that !.here ha.s been medical i:t~.prOIJP.·
read and shall not be subject to strates
menl in the i11ai1:idua~·s impaimu.:nt or
amendment .
combi1~ation of impair.ncnts so L'l a.t The text of the committee amend"fAJ the ind ividual fJ now able to l!ngagl'
ment in the nature of a sub:;titute is as in subst.a.ntiu.l gain.Jul activity, or
"(BJ if the individual is a wid.o:o or sttrfollows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause t'iv lrlg dit.'Orced wife unc~r section 2fi2teJ or
a. widower o r m rt:iving divorced hW!banrt.
and in!iert:
llnder section 20'2tfJ. the severity of his or
SHO/'I.T 7'/TLJ.: ANn T.I.BL£ 01' CONT1:NTS
her impairment or imPrl i nnen.ts is no longer
SECTION 1. 1'his Act mav be cited as the deerru•d under regulations prescribed by L/1<~
"Social Security Di&abilit1! Benejit~ Reform S(!('Tetarv SW/icient to PTI'Clllde tlte indit•idAct of 1984".
U<tl/rom engogt11r:; in r:;a t nJul a.ctit>tty: or
EFFEC'TfVE DATI!:
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"(21 substantial evid.Pn.ce which"(AI consists of new medical evidence and
fin a case to which clausP. fiil does not
apply) a new assessment of the individ·u al's
residual functional capacity and demonstrates that, although the individual has not
improved medically, he or she is nonethelus
a benefici.ary of advance.f in medi.c al or vocational therapy or technology so that" til the individual is now able to. engage
in substantial gainful activity, or
"fiil if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced wife under section 202feJ or
a widower or surviving divorced fl,us.band
under section 202(/J, the severity of his or
her impairment or impairments is no longer
deemed under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary sufficient to preclude the individ·
ualfrom engaging in gainful activity; or
"fBI demonstrates that, aUhough the indi·
t.'i dual has not improved medically, he or
she has undergone vocational therapy so
that the requirements o.f clause fiJ or (iiJ of
subparagraph fAJ are met; or
"f31 substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of
new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individual's impairment or
combination of impairments is not as dis·
abling as it was considered to be at the time
of the most recent prior decision that he or
she was under a disability or continued to
be under a disability, and that therefore"(A) the individual is able to engage in
substantial gainful activity, or
"(BJ if the individual is a widow or· surviving divorced wife under section 202feJ or
a widower or surviving divorced husband
under section 202ffl, the severity of his or
her impairment or impainnents is not
deemed under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary sufficient to preclude the individ·
ual from engaging in gainful activity.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a determination that .a reci.p ient of benefits under this title or title
XVI!l based on an indi·vidual's disability is
entitled to such benefits if evidence on the
record at the ti.me any prior determinatiQn
of such entitlement to disability benefits
was made, or new evidence which relates to
that detennination, shows that the prior de·
termination was either cle.a rly erroneous at
the time it was made or was fraudulently obtained, or if the individual is engaged in
substantial gainful activity. In any case in
which there is no available ntedical eviaence
supporting a prior disability determination,
nothing in this subsection shall preclUde the
Secretary, in attempting to meet tl~ requirements of the preceding provisions of this
.;ub$ecti.on, from securing additional medi·
cal reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence which supported such prior disability
determination. For purz;oses of this subsection, a ·benefit under this title is based on an
indit:idual's disability if it is a di~ability in·
surance bene/i,.t, .a child's, widow's, or wid·
ower's insurance bene/it based on disability,
or a mother's or /ather's insurance benefit
based on the disability of the mother's or fa·
ther·s child who has attained age 16. ".
fbi Section 216fiH2HDl of such Act is
amended by adding at the e11d thereof the
following: "A period of disability may be determined to end on the basis of a finding
that the physical or mental impainnent on
the basis of which the finding of disa.bility
wa~ made has ceased, does not exist, or is
not disabling only if such finding is supported by substantial evidence describe,d in
paragraph. fJJ, (2), or f3) of section 22.3(JJ.
Nothing in the prece.d ing sentence shall be
const·roed to·reqttire a determination that a
period of disability continues if et>idence on
the record at the time any prior detennination of such period of disability was made,

or new evidence which relates to such determination, shows that the prior determination was either clearly erroneotl.! at the ti me
it was made or was fraudulently obtained,
or if the individual is engaoef!, in substantial gainful activity. In any case in which
there is no available medi.c al evidence supporting a prior disability determination,
nothing in this subparagraph shall preclude
the Secretary, in attempting to meet the requirements of the preceding provisions of
this subparagraph, from securing additional
medical reports necessary to reconstT?P:t the
evidence which supported such prior dis·
ability determination.".
fcJ Section 1614(aJ·of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the follo·wing
new paragrap1i:
"f5J A recipient of benefits based on dis·
ability under this title may be determined
not be to entitled to such bene/its on the
basis of a finding that the physical or
mental impairment on· the basis of which
sv.ch benefits are p rovided has ceased, does
not exist, or is not disabling only if such
finding is supported by"fAJ substantial evidence which demonstrates that there has been medical improve·
ment in the individual's impairment or
combination of impairments so that the in·
dividual is now abte to engage in substantial gain.ful aciivity; or
"fBI substantial evidence fexcept in the
case of an individual eligib~ to receive
benefits under section 1619) which"(iJ consists of new medical evidence and
a new assessment of the individual's residu·
al Junctional capacity and demonstrateS
that, although the individual has not i m·
proved medically, he or she is nonetheless a
beneficiary of advances in ·medical or vocational therapy or technology so that the in·
dividual is now able to engage in substan·
tial gainful activity, or
"fiiJ demonstrates that, although the indi·
vidual has not improved medically, he or
she has undergone vocational therapy so
tJiat he or she is now able to engage in sub·
stantial gainful activity; or
"(CJ substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of
new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individual's impairme1)t or
combination of impairments is not as dis·
abling as it was considered to be at the time
of the most recent prior deCision that he or
she was under a disability or continued to
be under a disability, and that therefore the
individual is able to engage in substantial
gainful activity.
Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require a determination that .a recipient of benefits under this title based on
disability is entitled to such benefits if evidence on the record at the time any prior de·
termination of such entitlement to benefits
was made, or new evidence which relates to
that detennination, shotJJs that the prior de·
termination was either clearly erroneous at
the time it was made or was fraudulently obtained, or if the individual runless he or she
is eligible to receive benefits unaer section
16191 is engaged in substantial gainful activity. In any case in which there is no
available medical evidence supporting a
prior determination of disability nothing in
this paragraph shaU preclude the Secretary,
in attempti ng to meet the requirements of
the preceding provisions of this paragraph,
/rom securing additim1al medica.l reports
necessary to reconstruct the evidence which
supported such prior determination.".
STUDY CONCERN/NO EVALUATION OF PAIN

Sse. 102. (a) The Secreta711 of Health. and
Human Services shall, in conjunction wf.th
tJ:Ie N ational Academy of Sciences, conduct
a study of the tssues concerning f1J the use
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of .~ubjective evidence of pain, including
statements .of the individual alleging such
pain as to the intensity and persistence oJ
such pain and corroborating evidence provided by treating physicians, family, neig/1.
bors, or behavioral indicia, in determining
under section 221 or title XVI of the Social
Security Act whether an individual is under
a disability, and f2J the state of the art oJ
preventing, reducing, or coping with pain.
fbJ The Secretary shall submit the resulu
of the study under subsection fa), together
with any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the H ouse of Rep.
resentatives and the Committee on Finance
of the Senate not later than April!, 1985.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

SEc. 103. (a)(JJ Section 223(d)(2) of the
Social Security Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"fCJ In determining whether an individ·
ual's physical or mental impairment or im·
pairments are of such severity that he or she
is unable to engage in substantial gain!ul
activity, the Secretary shall consider the
combined effect of all of the individual's im·
pairments without regard to whether any
such impairment. if considered separately,
would be of such severity.".
f2J The third sentence of section 216fiH1J
of such Act i& amended by inserting
"f2)(CJ," a,fter "(2H.AJ, ·~
fbJ Section 1614faH3J of :such Act il
amended by adding at the end thereof the
foUowing new subparagraph:
"(GJ In determining whether an individ·
ual's physicial or mental impairment or impairments are of such severity that he or she
is unable to engage in substantial gainful
activity, the Secretary shall consider the
combined effect of all of the individual's impainnents without rega~ to whether any
such impairment. if considered separately,
would be oJ such severity.".
TITLE 11-DISABILITY D ETERMINATION
PROCESS
MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPA IRMENT li.EVIEWS

SEc. 201. fa) The Secretary of He.alth and
Hum.an Services · fherea.tter in this section
referred to as the "Secretary") shall r evise
the criteria embodied under the categoT7/
"Mental Disorders" in the "Listing of lm·
painnents" in effect on the date of the enact·
ment of this Act under a ppendiX 1 to sf.lb..
part P of part 404 of title 20 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. The revised c nteria
and listings, alone and in combination with
assessments of the residual functional ca·
pacity of the individuals involved, shall be
designed to realistically evalua te the abilitll
ot a mentally impaired individual to engage
in substantial gainful activity in a competi·
tive workpl.ace environment Regulations es·
tablishing such revised criteri.a and listings
shall be published no later than nine month$
aJter the dau of the enactment of this AcL
(b) The SecretaTfl shall make the revisions
pursuant to subsection faJ i n consultation
with the Advisory Council on the Medical
Aspects of Disability festablished by section
304 of this ActJ, and shall take the advice
and recommendations of such Council !tdlff
into account in making such r~misiom.
rcH11 Until such t ime as revised criteril!.
have been established by regulation in accordance with subsection taJ, no- continttin/1
eligibility review shall be carried out u nder
section 221 rhJ of the Social Security Act ras
redesignated by section 204f1J of this ActJ •
or under the corresponding requirements es·
tablished for disability determinations and
reviews under title XVI of such Act, with respect to any individual prevtouslv deteo!r·
mined to be under a disability b1l reason
a mental impairment, if-
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IAJ no initial decision on such ret>iew has
bee1l rendered with respect to such individual prior to the date of the enactment of this

A(~J~n initial deci!ion on such review was

rendered with respect to such individtw.l
priOr to the date of the enactment of this Act
but a timely appeal from such. decisi.on was
jiUd or was pending on or lifter June 7,
[983.
For purposes of this paragraph and subsection td)(1) the term "continuing eligibility
rP.t~iew", when used to re,fer to a review of a
previous determination of disability, includes any reconsideration of or hearing on
the initial decision renrl.ered in suc.'r. review
a.s well as such initial dec~'ion itself, and
ami review by the Appeals Council of the
heariTLg decision.
fZ) Paragraph f1J shall not apply in any
case where the Secreta1'1/ determines that
fraud was involt;ed in the prior det.ermination. or wh::re an individual fother thiJn an
individual ~Hgible to receive benefits under
section 1619 of the Social Security Act) is detennined by tlu: Secretary to be engaged in
substantial gainful activity.
(d.)(J) Any init·ial determination that an
individual is not under a disability by
reason of a mental impairment a·nd any detennination that an individual is not under
disability by reason Of a mental impair·
ment i n a reconsideration of or hearing· on
an initial.disability deterniina.tion, made or
held under title ll or X VI of the So<.'ial SecuritJ Act lifter the date of the enactment of
thiJ Act and p rior to the date on which retrised criteria are established by regul.a.tion
m tiCCOrdance with subsection faJ, and any
t!etermination that an individual is not
under a disability 1:/y reason of a mental impairment made under or in accordance with
title II or XVI of sucll Act in a reconsideration of, hearing on, or judicial rct'iew of a
decision rendered in any contin·uing eligibtlity review to which subsection fcJI 1) applies, shall be redetermined by the Secretary
IZ3 soon a.s feasible lifter the date on which
such criteria are so established, applying
t~~.ch revised criteria.
(21 I n the case of a redetermination under
paragraph (11 of a prior action which jound
that an individual was not under a di.sabillll'. if such individual is found on redetermination to be under a disc.bility, 's-uch redetermination shall be applied as though it
had been made at the time of such prior
acticm.
(31 Any individual wtth a mental impairment who was found to be not disabled p u r suant to an initial di.~ability determination
or c continuing eligibility review between
Mareh 1, 1!181, and the date of the enactment
of this Act, and who rP.applies tor bent>/its
under title 11 or XVI of the Social Security
dct, may be determined to be under a disabtlit y during the period com,idered in the
most recent prior determination. Any reapo/ication under this parag·r aph m1tst be fi.led
~:tthin one year after the date of the enactnent of this Act, and benefits payable as a
·esuJt of the preceding sentence shall be paid
lilly on Ute basis ot the reappliCation.

a

IEVI£W PROCEDURE 00 \'ERN/NG IJISAB!L/TY DE·
TF:F.M/NATIONS AFI'ECTING CONTINUED ENTIT/£·

MENT 1'0 Ol SA.BILITY JiENE}'!TS,' DEMONSTP.A·
TiON PROJECTS Rt;LATING 1'0 REVIEW OF
OTHER !JJSABILJTY DETERMINATIONS

Sec. 202. taJf J) Section ·221fdJ of the Social
:ee urtty Act is a1]'!endedfAJ by striking out "Any" and inserting in
•eu thereof " I 1J Except in cases to which
taragra.ph. f2J applies. any''; and
fBJ by adding at the end thereof the jol'Wing ne;o paragraph:
"(2JfAJ In a.ny case where''fiJ an indi vidual is a 1·ecipient of disabil'Y insurance benefits. child's. widow's, or
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widower's insurance be1W.{its based on dis- tion fg) applies) shall affirm or modify the
ability, mother's or father's insurance bene· pending detenntnation and issue the pendfits based on the disability of the mother's or ing detennination, as· so affirmed or mod·i ·
father's child who h.as attained age 16, or lied. as the disability determination under
be'flefits under title XVIII based on disabil- sul)section fa), fcJ, rr;J, or fh.) ra.s applicable).
ity, and
"fC) Any disability determination de''fii) the physical or mental impairment scribed in subparagraph fA)fii) which is
on the basis ot which such benefits are pay- issued by the State a.gency for the Secretary)
, able is determined by a Sta.te agency for the and which is in whole or in part unJavorSecretary in a. case to which subsection (g) able to the individual requesting the revi11w
applies) to have ceased, not to ha.ve existed. shall contain a statement of the case, in
or to no longer be disabling,
understandable language, setting forth a
such individual shaU be entitled to notice discussio1l of the evidence, and stating the
and opportunity .for review as provi-ded in determination, the re~Uon or reasons upon
which the determination is based. the right
this paragraph.
"fB)(iJ Any detennination referred to in fin the case of an individual who has exercised the right to review under subparaSltbJ31J,ragro.ph fAHii)- •
gra.ph f B)) oJ such indivi.ductl to a hearing
"(f) which h:as been prepared tor issuance
under this section by a State agency for the under subparagraph fDJ, and the right to
Secretary) tor the pv.rpose of providing a S1'bmit additional evidence prior to or at
basis tor a decision of the SecrP.ta.ry with such a hearing. Such statement of the case
regard to the individual's conli1wed rights shall be transmitted in writing to such indi·
to bene/its under this title rtncl?.:ding a.ny vidual and his or he'r representative fit any).
" fD)(i) An individual who has exercised
deci.~ion as to whether an in.divicillal's rights
to benefits are terminated or otherwise the right to review under subparagraph (B)
and who is dissatisfied with the disability
changed/, and
"([[)which is in whole or in part un.tavor- determination referred to in subparagraph
fC) shall be entitled to a hearing thereon to
:zble to such individual,
shall remain pendin9 until after the notice the same extent a.s .is provi.ded in section
205
fbJ with respect to decisions of the Secreand opportun·ity for review provided in this
tary on which hearings are required under
subparagraph.
"fii) Any such pending det.erminat-ion such section, and to judicial revie7D of the
shall contain a statement of the case, in Secretary's final decision lifter s·uch hearing
understandable iangtlage, setting forth ··a a.s is provided in section 205fg). Nothing in
discussion of the evidence and stating such this section shall be construed to deny an indetermina.tion, t/:le reason or rea&071$ upon · dividual his or her right to notice and opwhich such determination i.s based, the right portunity tor hearing under section 2051bJ
to a review of such determ.tnation finclud- with respect to matters other than the detering the right to make a personal appearance mination referred to in subparagraph
a.s p rovided in this subparagraph), the right fAJfii).
"fii) Any hearing referred to in clause fi)
to submit additional et;i.dence prior to or
during such review as provided in this shall be held before an administratit'€ law
judge
who' has been dtll!l apPOinted in acclause, ar,d that, if such review is not requesled, the individual will not be entitled cordance with section 3105 of title 5, United
to a hearing on such determination and States Code.".
(2) Section 205fbJfl) of suC!l Act is amendsuch detennirlation wiU be the disability determination upon which the final decision ed by inserting lifter the fourth sentence the
of the Secretary on. entitlement will be following new sentence: "Reviews of disabil·
based. Such statem.ent of the case shall be tty determinations on which decisions relattransmitted in writing to such individual. ing to continued entitlement to benefits are
Upon request by any s'uch individual, or by based shall be governed by the pro·v isions of
a Wile, divorced wife. widow, surviving di- section 221fdH2J. ".
fb)(t) Section 20Sfb) of such Act ras
i>orced wife, surviving divorced m.other, husband, divorced husband, ·w idower, surviving amended by subsection faJf2Ji is further
amended-:.
divorced husband, surviving divorced
fA) by striking out "fJJ" after 1'fbJ"; and
father, child, or parent, toho makes a ·showfBJ by striking out paragraph f2).
ing in writing that hi.~ or her rights may be
f2) Section 4 of Public La.w 97- 455 frelatpr ejudiced by such det.erminati.on, he or she
shall be entitled to a ret;iew by the State ing to evidentiary hearings in reconsideragency for the Secretary in a case to which ations of disability bene/it terminations)
subsect·i on fgJ applies) ot such determina- f96 Stat. 2499J and section 5 of such Act fretion, including the right of such individual lating to conduct of face-to-face reconSiderto' make a personal a.ppea.rance, and m.ay ations in disabi!ity ca.ses) f96 St.nt. 2500J are
submit additional et;ideitce /07' purposes of repealed.
fcJ Section 223rg; of the Social Security
such ret)i.eu> prior to or dl.tring such review.
An.v s·uch r equest must be ,filed Within 30 Act fas amend.ed by st>ction 203fa.) of this
AcU
is jurthr.r amendeddays lifter notice of the pend·i ng determinaf lJ in pamgraph f1JiCJ, by strikiny out
tion is re~;eived by t.he individual making
such request. Any ret•iew carri.e.d out by a "for a hearing under section 221fd), or ,for
State agency under this subpamgro.ph shaU an a.dministrative review prior to such hearbe made in accordartce with the pertinent ing" and inserting in lieu thereof ''for
prov i.sions of th is title and regula.tions ret;iew under section 221fdH2HBI or tor a
hearing under section 221fd)(2JfDJ"; .
thereunder.
f2) in paragra·p h (J)(ii), by striking out "a
"fi ii) A reviP.w under this subparagraph
shall include a review of e'l/idence and medi - hearing or lt n administru.tive re"&'iew" and
cal history in the reco;d at the time such i nserting in li•' U thereof "reuiew or a heardiS<lbility determin a.tion is pending, sha.ll in g ' ~· and
f3i i n ']j(.r.TQ.gmph f!J), by striki ng out ' ·a
examine a.ny new medical evidence S1tbmit·
ted or obtai ned tor purposes of the ·r et;ie·w, hearing under section 2211dJ, or for art ruJ..
and shall afford the individual requesting ministrative review prior to su.ch hearing''
the r~view. the opportunity to make a per- a nd inserting in lieu thereof "review under
sonal appearance with respect to the case at section 221fdJ(2)(BJ or tor a hearing under
a place which is reasonably accessible to section 221fdH2HDJ".
fd) The amendments made by this section
such individual.
"fiv) On the basis of the review carried out shall apply wiUt respect to determinations
under this subparagraph, the State agency fri/erred to in section 221fdH2JIA);iiJ of the
for the Secretary in a case to which subsec- Social Security Act ra.s am~rtded by this sec-
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lion)), and determinatiom under the corresponding reQuirements established for disability delerminatiom and reviews under
title XVI of such Act, which are issued alter
December 31, 1984.
feJ The Secretary of Health and Human
Seroices shall, as soon as practicablt after
the date of the enactment of this Act, implement as demomtration proJeCts the amend·
ments made by this section with re.~pect to
all disability determinations under S1tbsections faJ, fcJ, fgJ, and fhl of section 221 of
the Social Security Act, and with respect to
aU disability determi nalio"s under title
XVI of S1tch Act in the same manner and to
the same extent as is prot>ided in such
amendments with respect to ctelenninations
referred to in section 221 fctJf2JfAHtil of such
Act fas amended by this sectionJ. Such dl'1nonstration projects shall be co nducted itt not
/ewer th.a n Jive Sta·tes. The Secretary shall
report to the Committee on Wa ys and Mo~ans
of the House of Representat ive& 4nd the
Committee on Finance of the Sen4te concerning such demonstration projects, to!lether with any recommendations, not letter
than April1, 1985.
CONTINUATION OF BE!VEFI'TS DURIN(} APPEAL
SEc. 203. faJf1) Section 223fg)(1J of the
Social Security Act is amendedfA) in the matter following sttbparagraph
fCJ, by striking out "and the payment of any
other beTuifits under thi.8 Act based on such
indiz>idual's wages and self-employment
income (including bene/its under tiUe
XVIliJ," and inserting in lieu thereof ", the
Pa?l'lnent of any other bene/its ·under this
title based on S1lCh individual's wages and
seif-empl0?1111ent income, the payment of
mother's or /ather's insuranct: bene/its to
such individual's mother or father based on
the disability of such inditri dual Cl3 4 child
who has attained age 16, and the payment of
benefits under title XVIII based on S'ti.Ch individual's disability,";
fBJ tn clause fiJ, by inserting "or" alter
"hearing,"; and
fCJ by striking out ", or fiiiJ June 1984' ',
f2J Secti~n 223fg)(3J ~I S1lCh Act is amettded by striking out ''which .are made" and all
that follows down through the end thereof
and inserting in lieu thereof the JoUowing:
''which are made on or after the date of the
enactment of this subsection, or prior to
S1lCh date but only on the basis of a timely
request for a hearing under section 221 fdJ,
or /Or an administrative review prior to
such hearing. ".
fbJ Section 1631faJ of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof tile folLowing
new paragraph:
"f7JfAJ In attY case where"fiJ an individual is a recipient of bene/its
based on disability or blindness tmder this
title,
"fiiJ the physical or mental im,pairment
on the basis of which such bet~e/its are payable is found to have ceased, not to have existed, or to no longer be disabling, and as a
consequence such individual is detennined
not to be entitled to such bene/i ts, at~d
"(iiil a timely request for review or for a
hearing is pending with respect to the deter·
mination-that he is not so entitled,
such individual may elect fin such manner
and form and within such time as the Secretarv shall by regulations prescribe/ to have
the payment O/ SUCh benefits continued /Or
an additional period beginning with the
first month beginning a,Jter the date oJ the
enactment of this paragraph Jor which
(under such determinatiottJ such bene/its
are no longer otherwise payable, and ending
with the earlier of flJ the month preceding
the month in which a decision is made a,Jter
such a hearing, ·or fiiJ the month preceding
the month in which no such request for
review or a hearing is pending.

"fBHiJ If an tndit1idual elects to have the
payment of his bene/its continued /or an additional period u1UUr subparagraph fAJ,
and the final decision of the Secretarv affirms the determination that he is not entitled to S1lCh bene/its. any benefits paid
under this title pursuant to such election
(for months in :such additional period) shall
be considered overpayments for aU purposes
of this title, except as otherwise pro1>ided in
clause fiil.
"fiiJ If the Secretary d etermines that the
individual's appeal of his termination oj
bene/its was m4de in good faith, all of the
benefits paid pursuant to such indiv·i dual's
election under subparagraph fAJ shall be
subject to wai:>er consideration under the
provisions of subsection (b)(JJ.
"fCJ The pro·v isions of s·ubpara?raphs fAJ
and fBJ shaU apply with respect to d eterminations fthat ind·ividuals are not enti tled to
bene/its) which are made on or a,Jter the
date of the enactment of this paragraph, or
prior to such date but only on the basi.8 of a
timely request /or review or jor a hearing.".
fcHJJ The Secretarv of Health and Human
Services shall, as soon as practicable a,Jter
the date of the enactment of this Act, conduct a st·u dy concerning the effect which the
enactment and continued operation of section 223(g) of the Social Security Act is
having on expenditures from the Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund, the Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund, the Federal Hos;lital I11S1trance
Trust Fund, a:nd the Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance Trust Fund, and the rate
of appeals to administrative law judges O/
unfavorable determinations relating to disabilitv or periods of d isability.
f2J The Secretarv sh4ll submit the results
O/ the study under paragraph f JJ, U)gether
with any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Represl'1!tati1>eS and the Committee on Finance
O/ the Senate not later than July 1, 1986.
QVALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
EVALUAT7NG MENTAL IMPAJRMk:NTS
SEc. 204. section 221 oJ the social Security
Act ·ts amendedfJJ by redesignating subsection (iJ as sub·
section fhJ; and
f2J by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"fiJ A determino.tion ~tnder subsectiorl fal,
(CJ, (g), or fhJ that an individual is not
under a disability by reason of a mental im·
painrlent shall be made only if. bejo7'e i ts i.8·
S1tance by the State for the SecretarvJ, a
QualVied psychiatrist or psychologist who is
employed by the State agency or the Secretarv for whose services are contracted f or by
the State agency o r the Secretary) has completed the medical portion of the case
review, including any applicable residual
Junctional capacity assessment.".
REGULATORY STANDARDS FOR CONSULTATIVE
EXAMINATIONS
Sec. 205. Section 221 of the Social Securi.t y
Act fas amended by section 204 of this Actl
is further amende'd by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"fjJ The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which set forth, in detail"flJ the standards to be utilized by State
disability determination services and Feder- ·
al personnel in determining when a consul·
tative examination should be obtained in
connection with disability determinations;
"f2J standards /or the type of referral to be
made; and
"(3) ' procedures by which the Secretary
will monitor both the referral processes used
and the product of professionals to whom
cases are referred.
Nothing in this :subsection shall be construed to preclude the issuance, in accord-
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ance with section 553fbJfAJ of title 5, U111ttd
States Code, of i11terpretive rules, general
statements of policy, and rules of agency organization relating to consultati·ve examlnations V such rules and statements are
consistent with such regu.lations. ".
TITLE Ill-MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS
ADMINISTRA1'1VE PROCEDURE AND UNII'ORJt
S'l'ANOARDS
Sec. 301. fa) Section 20SfbJ of the Soctal
Security Act (as amended by secltom
202fa)(2J a.nd 202fblf1J of this ActJ ts further
amendedflJ by i nserting "(JJ'' alter "fbJ"; and
f 2J by adding at the end thereof tile follow.
ing new paragraph:
" f2J Notwithstandin(l subsection faH2J of
section 553 of title 5, United States Code, tM
ndemaJcing requirements of subsections fbJ
through (eJ of such section shall apply to
matters relating to benefits under thi.8 ttUe.
With respect to matters to which rulRmakm"
reQuirements tt.nder the preceding sentence
apply, only those rules prescribed pursuant
to subsections fbJ through fe) of such sec/ton
553 and related provisions governing nottce
and comment rulemaking under subchapter
II of chapter 5 of such title 5 frelating to ad·
ministrative procedure) shall be bindmg at
any level of retriew bv a State agency or tM
Secretary, including any hearing be/ore an
administrative law judge.''.
fbJ Section 1631fdlf1J of such Act IS
amended by inserting "fbJf2)," alter "faJ, ".
COMPL!.INCE W/'171 COURT O' APPEALS DECISIONS
SEc. 302. fa) Title II of the Social Securttv
Act is amended by addi11g at the end the /ol·
.lowing new section:
"COMPLliiNC£ W/'171 COURT OF ~PPEAI..S
DECISIONS
"Sec. 234. raJ Except as prov ided i 11 811bsection (bJ, if. in any decision i n a case to
WhiCh the Department O/ Health and
HU1114n Sen>ices or an officer Or employet
thereof is a party, a United States court of
appeals"( 1J interprets a provision 0/ this title or
of any regulation prescribed under thts title.
a·n d
"(21 reQuires such Departml'11t or such o!fi
cer or emplovec to apply or carry ov.t th4
provision in a tnanner which varies /7'07fl
the manner in which the provision is generally applied or carried out in the circuit tnvolved,
the Secretarv shall acquiesce in the ctecisi011
and apply the t 1zteTPretation with respect to
aU individ1Lals and circumstances covered
by the provision in the circuit until a d'I/Jer·
ent result is reached by a ruling by the Su·
preme court of the United States on tJze
issue involved or by a subsequently enacttll
prov ision oj Federal law.
"fbJ AcQuiescence shall not be required
under subsection faJ during the pendencY of
any direct appeal of the CC13e bl/ the s~re·
tary under section 1252 of title 28, Umte4
States Code, or any request for revieto of thl
case by the Secretarv under sect1on 1254 of
such title v such direct appeal or request tor
review is filed during the period of ttme al·
lowed for such filing. If the Supreme Co~~~
finds that the requirements /or the ctv-cv
appeal under such section 1252 have not
bee·n met or denies a request /or revt~
under such section 1254, the Secretarv sh...,
resume acquiescence in the decision of the
court of appeal:s in accordance with subsec:·
tion faJ from the date of such /indtng or
denial.·:
fbJ Sectton 1633 of S1lCh Act is amended 111
adding at the end thereof the following neiiJ
subsection:
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"fcl Section 234 shall apply with respect to
4)Cisions of United States courts of appeals
lll){)ltnn9 interpretations of provisions of
ilts title or of regulations prescribed under
~ts tttle rand requiring action with respect
0 such provisions) in the same manner and
0 the same extent as it applies with respect
0 decisions int>Olving interpretations of
II'Otwons of title II or of regulations precnbed thereunder · rand requiring acti on
Qlth respect /.0 .t uch PTOVision.sJ. ".
rcJ The amendmenls made bv subsections
aJ and fbJ of this sect1on shall not apply
nib respect to a d.ecision b'JI a Uni.led. States
•ourt of app~als in any case 'if the period. al011)£!1 f or l i tmg the direct a.p peal or request
or m~it'W of the case with the Supreme
"ou•t of the United States expired before the
tate of the enactment of this AcL
PAYlti£NT OF f.'OSTS OF Rl.'HABIUTJITION SERVICES
SEC JiJ:J. f aJ The first sentence of section
222ldl' JJ of the Social Security Act is
amentkdflJ by striking out "into substantial gain(Ill acttvity"; and.
f21 by strikinp out "which re.sult in their
p~rjormance of substantial gainful activity
ltlhtclllasts for a continuous period of nine
months" and. insert·ing in lieu thereof the
{allowing: "fiJ in cases where the furnishing
0/ such services results in tJ.e per.formance
bll such individuals of substantial gainful
a.cttvity tor a continuous period of nine
months, rw in cases where such individuals
fl!Ceive benefits as a result of section 225fbJ
Juccpt that no reimbursement under this
paragraph shall be made tor services furnUked to any individual receiving such
«nefits tor any period alter the close of such
rttdtv111 ual's ninth co'nsecutive month of
substantial gai>l/ul activity or the close of
the month in which his or her entitlement to
such ben.e/it.s cease.s, whichever first occurs},
and ruiJ in cases where 1tt.Ch individuals.
rotthout good cause, re/ltse to accept vocaftonal relwbilitation services or fail to c.o opcra:te in such a manner as to preclude their
succes$./ul rehabilitation".
fbJ The second sentence of section
222fd)(IJ of such Act is amended by inserting u./!n "substantial gainful activity" the
JoUowtng: ·: the determination that an indivtdual, without good. cause. re,Ju$ed to
accept vocational rehabilitation services or
/ailed to cooperate in such a manner as to
tlrtelud.e successful rehabilitation, ".
lcJ The first sentence of section 1615fdJ of
IUCh Act is amended. by striking out "if such
·ttroice8 result in their performance of subthlnttaJ gainful acUvity which lasts for a
conttnuous period of nine months" and inJertmg i n lieu thereof the JoUowing: "f1J in
tasu where the f u rnishing of such services
~hllls in the performance by such. tndivid.uats Q/ substantial gainf1ll activity tor contlnuous periods of nine months, f2J in cases
1Mere such individuals are detennined. to be
110 longer entitled. to ben~its under tlris title
became the physical or mental impaimu!nts
OI! whtch the benefits are base.d have ceased,
do not atSt. or are not disabling land no reilnbursement under this subsection shall be
made lor services furnished to any individ.ual rtee~Vtng such. ben~its for any period
~ter the close of such individual's n·i nth.
CllTISecutive month of substantial gainful aclll>tty or the close of the month with which.
ht.t or her entitlement to such benefits
Cta_~es, whichever first occursJ, and f3J in
casu where such individuals, without good
.:ause, refu.se to accept vocational rehal;-ilita1ton services or Jail to cooperate in such a
~ nner as to preclude their successful reh.a"'1tatton".
fdJ The amendmenu made by this section
·~ apply With respect to individuals who
~ett.~ benefits a• a result of aection 225fbJ

1

of the Social Security Act for who are determined to be no longer entitkd to benefits
under title X VI of such Act because the physical or mental impai ml.e1!ts on whtch the
benefits arc based have ceased, do not exist,
or are not disabling), or who refuse to accept
rehabilitation services or /ail to cooperate
in an approved vocational rehabilitation
program. in or after the first month /OUO'ID' ing the month in which this Act is enacted.
JIDVISORY COUNCIL ON MEDICAL IISPECTS OF
DISAIJIUTY
SEc. 304. faJ rnere i3 hereby establW!ed in
lhe Department of Health. and Human Servict>s an Adt>isory Council on Llle Medical Aspects of DtsabUity rhercc.ttcr in this section
referred to as the "Council"}.
(b)(lJ The Council shall consist offAJ 10 members appointed by the Secretary
Of Health and Human Services (without
regard. to the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee ActJ within 60 do.y& alter
the date of the enactment of th-is Act from
among independent medical and vocational
experts, including at least one psychiatrist,
one rehabilitation psychologist, and one
medical social worker; and
fBJ the Commissioner of Social Security
ex officio.
The Secreta Til shall from time to time appoint one of the memben to seroe as Chairman. The Council •hall meet as often as the
SecretaTJI deems necessary, but not less often
than twice each year.
f2J Members of the Council a.p pointed
under paragraph fJ){AJ shall be anointed·
without regard to the provisions of title 5,
United States Code, governing appOintments in the competitive service. Such mem.ben, while attending meetings or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on the
business of the Council, shall be patd at
rates fiXed by th-e Secretary, but not exceeding 1100 for each day, including traveltime,
during wt,·ich they are engaged. in the actual
performance of duties vested in the Council;
and while so serving away from their h.omes
or regular places of business they may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in
lieu of subsistence, as a1~thorized by sectiO"n
5703 of titre 5, United States Code, Jor person.s in the Government &ert'i.ce employed
intermittently.
f3J The Council may engage such technieal
assistance /rom individuals skilled ·ln med.tcal and other aspects of disability as may be
necessaTJI to caTTJI out its Junction.s. The SecretaTJI shall make available to the Council
tuch secretarial, clerical. and other assistance and any pertinent data prepared by the
Department of Health and Human Services
as the Council may require to carry out its
Junction.s.
fcJ It shall be the Junction of the Council
to provide advice and recommendations to
the SecrctaTJI of Health and. Human Services
on disability standards, policies, and proced.ures under titles II and X VI of the Social
Security Act. including advice and recommendations with respect toflJ the revisions to be made by the Secretary, under section 201 fal O/ this Act. in the
criteria embodied. under the category
"Mental Disorders" in the "Listing of Impairments'~ and
f2J the q-uestion of requiring, in cases involving impairments other than mental impairments, that the medical portion of each
case review fas weU cu any applicabk assessmcnt of residual Junctional capacity} be
completed. by an appropriate medical specialist employed by the State agency before
any deter mination can be made with respect
to the impairment involved.
The Council shall also have the Junctions
and responsibilities fwith respect to work
evaluations i·n the case of appli.cants tor a.nd
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recipients of beneJitll based. on ltisabilitv
under title XVIJ which. are set forth. tn section 307 O/ this Act.
fdJ Whenever the Council deems it necessary O"r desirable to obtain assistance in
order to perform its Juncl'lons under this
section, the Council may(JJ call together larger groups of experts,
including representatives of appropriate
professional and consumer organizations,
in order to obtain a broad expression of
t•tews on the issues involved; and
f 2J establish temporary short-term task
Jorce:i ·of experts to consider and comment
upan specialized issues.
feJflJ Any ad.t,ice and recommendations
provt de.d. by the Council to the SecretaTll of
Health and. Human Services shall be included in the en3uing annual report made by the
SecretaTJI to Congress under section 704 of
the Social Security AcL
f2J Section 704 of the Social Security Act
is amended by inserting alter the first sentence the /oUowing new &entence: "Each
such report shall contain a comprehensive
description of the current st.attuJ of the disability insurance program under title II and.
Ute program of benefits Jor the blind and
disabled under titre XVI fin.clu.ding, in the
ca.se of the reports made in 1984, 1985, and.
1986, any advice and recommendations provided to the SecretaTl/ by t!re Advisory Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability, with
res.p ect to d·i sability standards. policies, and
procedures, during the preceding yearJ. ".
f/J The Council shall cease to exist at the
close of December 31, 1985.
QUALirflNO EXPt~lENCE FOR APPOINTMENT OF
CERTAIN STAFF A17'0RNEYS TO ADMINISTRAT'TVE
LAW JUDGE POSITIONS
SEC. 305. raHll The Secretary of Heal th
and Human Services shall, within 180 days
alter the date of the enactment of this .Act,
establtsh. a s1Jj./icier.t number of attorney adviser pasilions at grades GS-13 and GS-14
in the Department of Health and Human
Services to en3ure adequate opportunity for
career advancement for attorneys employed
try the Social Securi.t y Administrq,tion tn the
process of ad.iudicattng claims under section
205fbJ, 221fdJ, or 1631fcJ of the Social Security Act. In assigning duties and responsibilities to such a position. Uu! SecretaTl/ shall
assign duties and reSPOnsibilities to enable
an indit:idual serving in such a posit1on to
achieve qualifying experience for anointment by the Secretary Jor the position of administrative law judge under section 3105 of
title 5, U11ited States Code.
fbJ The Secretary of Health and Human
Services :iha.llr 1J within 90 days a.Jter the date of the enactment of this Act, submit an interim
report to the Committee on Ways and Means
of the Hou:se of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate on the
SecretaTJI's progress in meeting the requiremenls of subsectio·n raJ, and
f2J w'i.thin 180 days alter the date of the
enactment of thi.s Act, submit a final report
to such committees $etting forth specifically
the manner and extent to which the SecretaTJI has complied with the requirements of
subsection raJ.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS FOR
INDIVIDUAl.$ WHO PERFORM SUB.5TANTIAL GAIN•
FUL IICTIVITY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIR·
MENT

SEC. 306. faJ Sect{on 201fd) of the Social
Security Disability Amendment.s of 1980 is
amended by striking out "shall remain in
efject only for a period of three years alter
such effective date" and. inserting in lieu
thereof "shall. remain in effect only through
June 30, 1986".
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fbJ Section 1619 of the ..Social Security Act
the
following new subsection:
"fcJ The Secretary of Health and Human
Services and the Secretary of Education
shall jointly develop and disseminate in/ormation. and establi$h training progra:ms for
stcu/ personnel, with respect to the po tcntial
availability of benefits and sen-ices tor disabled individuals under the pro1;>isicns oj
this section. The Secrotarv of Health and
Human Services shall provide such i1i.tormation to individuals who are applicant-3 /or
and recipient-3 of bentifit-3 based on cfisa·b ility under this title and shall conduct such
progra:tn$/Or the steuts of the District o/lices
of the Social Security Administration. The
SecretarJt of Education shall conduct such
programs tor the lteif/s of the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencie$. and in cooperat-ion with such agencies :shall al$0 provide such in/ormation to other appropriate
individuals and to public and private organizations and agencies which are con~emed
with rehabilitation and social services or
which represent th.e dt.!abled."
IS amended by a.ddtng at the end thereof

.I.DDmONAl. FUNC'I'TONS OF AD\'ISORY COUNCIL;
WORK EVALUATIONS IN CASE OF APPLICANTS
FOR AND REciPIENTS OF SUPPLEME!iTAL SECU·
RITY !NCO/liE B£N£FTTS BASED ON DISABJLITY

Sec. 307. The Junctions ·and responsibilities of the Advisory Council on the Medical
Aspects of Disability testabluhed by sectio11
304 of this ActJ shall incluctef1J a consideration of alternative approaches to work evaluation in the case of
applicants tor benefit-3 based on disability
under titte XVI and recipients of such bene/its undergoing reviews 0/ their cam. in·
eluding immediate referral of any such appli<'ant or recipient to a voCational rehabilitation agency for sen1ices at the same tinuJ
he or she is referred to the awropriate Sta(.e
agency /or a disability detennination;
fZJ an exami11atio11 o.f flu! feasibility and
appropriateness of providing wo·r k evaluation stipend.s tor applicants for and recipil'nts of benefits based on disability under
tiUe XVI in cases where extended work et>al·
uaticm is needed prior to the final deter:mination of their eli gibili ty for su<'h bl'ncttu
or for further rehabilitation and related
services:
f3J a review of U1e standards. policies. and
procedures which arl!. appl'ied or used by the
Secretary' of Health and Human Services
with respect to work evaJttalions, in order to
ctetnmine whether such standard$. policii'S.
and procedure.t will provide appropri4lc
scrl'ening criteria for work evaluation r(ifcrmls in the case of applicants /or and recipil'nts of benefits based on disability under
title XVI: and
r4J an exam·i·Tiatio~t of possible criteria /or
a.'sessing the probab·i lity that em applicant
tor or recipient oJ bene/its basecl on disabil·
ity undl!.r title XVI will btme!it from rehabilitation sen•iccs. taking into consicteration not only whether ti'U' indit•idu.al int>Olved u>ill be ab/.c cuter rehabtlitation to
mgagl' in substantial gain/'ll/ actit"ity but
also whether rehabilitation serviCl'.S can rl'asonably be. exPected to improtll' the indit•idual's functioning so that hi' or she will be
able to i'ive independently or work in a sheli.l'.red (-'TWironment.
Fo·r pnrposcs of this section, ·'-work et•alttation ·· includes twith respect to any inctivid·
ttall q determination o/ fAJ s~tch individual"& skills. rBJ the work acti1:ities or types
of work activity foi wh1ch such individual's
skills are insufficient or inadequat.e. tCJ the
work activities or type& of work activity tor
tohich such individual might pott?ltially be
trained or rehabilitated. fDJ the tength of
time tor wh·ich such individual f.! capable of
sustaining work fincluding. 1n the casl' of

the mentally impaired, the ability to cope
with the stress of competitive workJ, and f EJ
any modifications which may be necessary,
in work activities Jor which such indiVidual
might be. trained or rehabilitated, in order
to enah'" him or her to per/onn such a ctlt•i-

ties.

EFn('TJVf: DATE

308. Except a& otherwise provided in
this title, the amendments ma.de by this titll'
shall apply only with. respect to cases involv·
ing disability determinations pending i11 the
Department of Health and Hufr!.an Services
or in court on the date of the enactme·n t of
thu Act, or initiated on 01' a.Jter such date.
SEC.

The CHAffiMAN. The Chair recog-

nizes the gentleman from Illinois <Mr.

ROSTENKOWSKI).

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman, the committee amendment in
the nature of a substitute, which is
printed in the bill, simply makes several technical changes in the bill as introduced and makes conforming disability changes in t'he supplemental security income program. I know of no
controversy surrounding the committee amendment. I have no requests for
time concerning the committee
amendment, but 1 would ask unanimous consent that one clerical error in
the committee amendment be corrected.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will
report the amendment.
Tlle Clerk read as follows:
On page 39, lines 17 and 18. strike out
""title" and Insert In lieu thereof "Act".
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to. the request of the gentleman from
Illinois <Mr. RosTENKOWSKI)?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the amendment is agreed to.
There was no objection.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my
time.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair rec;:pgnizes the gentlP.man from New York
(Mr. CONABLE).
Mr. CONABLE. .Mr. Chairman, 1 rise
in support of the committee amendment.
Mr. Chairman. I yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The Question Is on
the committee amendment in the
nature of a substitute. as amended.
The committee amendment. in the
nature of a substitute. as amended.
was ag-reed to.
0 1400

The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule.
the Committee rises.
Accordingly the Committee" ro.c;e;
and the Speaker having resumed the .
chair, Mr. WrsE, Chairman of the
Committee of .the Whole House on the
State of the Union, reported that that
Committee having had under consideration the bill <H.R. 3755>. to amend
title II of the Social Security Act to
provide for reform In the disability determination process, pursuant to
House Resolution 466, he reported the
bill back to the House with an ·amend·
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ment adopted by the Committee of
the Whole.
The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the
pre\•ious question is ordered. ,
The question Is on the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question Is on
the engrossment and third reading of
the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, and was read
the third time.
The SPEAKER. The question Is on
the passage of the bill.
The question was taken: and the
Speaker announced that the ayes ap..
peared t.o have it.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, I ·object to the vote on the ground
that a quorum Is not pre.sent and
make the point of order that a quorum
is not present.
The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum
is not present.
The Sergeant at Ann$ will notify
absent Members.
The vote was taken by electronic
device. and there were-yeas 410, nays
1, not voting 22, as follows:
£Roll NQ; 551

Ackerman
Addabbo
Akal<a
Albosta

Alt-xander
Anderson
Andrews <NCJ
Andrews <T.XI
Annunzio
Anthony
Applerat~

Archer
Aspin
AuCoin
Badham
Barnard
Barnes
BarU~tt

Bateman
Bates
Bedell
Beilensol>
Bennett
Bereute.r
Bt'rma.n
Bethune
Bevill
Bilirakis
Bliley
Boehl crt
Boggs
Boland
Boner
Bon lor
Bonk~r

Borski
Bosco
·Boucher
Bo~er

Britt

Brookls

Broomfield
Brown <CA>
Brown<COl
Broyhill
Brynnt
Burton <CAl
Burton ON>
D~·ron

CP.mpbell
Carney
CaJlM'r
CI\M'

Chandler
Chappell
Chapple
Cheney
Clarke
Clay

YEAS-410
Clinger
Coats
Coelho
Coleman <MOl
Coltman <T.XI
Collins
Conable
Conte
Conyer.;
Cooper
Corcoran
Courter
Coynr
Craie
Crane. Daniel
Crockett
D'Arnoll11i
Daniel
Dannemeyer
Darden
Daub
Da\"iS
do Ia Oar-~a
Dcllums
Derrick
DeWb:e
Dickinson
Dicks
Dingtll
Dixon
Donnelly
Oor~tan

Dowdy

Downey
Drt!ler
Dunca11
Durbin
Dwyer
Dymally
Dyson
Early
Eckart
F..dgar

Edwr.rds <ALl

F..dwards CCAJ
Edwards COK>

.Emerson
English
Erdreich
Evans <IAJ
Evart.• <ILl
Fascell
Fl'illwl

Fiedler
Fields

Fish

Flippo
Florio
Ford CMI>

Ford<TNJ
Fowler
Pr&nlt
Franklin

Frenzel
Fro6t

Fuqua
Garcia
Gejdenson
Gekas
Gibbons
Gilman
Gingrich
Glickman
Gonzalez
Goodlin !I
Oore
Gradisoo
Gramm
Gray
Green
Gregg
Guarini
Gunderson

Hall COH>
Hall. Ralph

Hall. Sam
Hamilton
BammersctuniU1
Hansen<UT>

Harkin
HArrison
Hartnett
Hatcher
Hawkins

Hayes

Hefner
Hertel
Hightow~r

Hilrr
Hillis
Holt
Hopki&ls
Horton
Howard
Hoyer
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Hunter
HUtlO

Hyde
Jacobs
Jeffords
Jenkins
Johnson
Jones<NCJ

Jones<OKl

Jones <TN l
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Jt1 ptur
J(aslch
KaStenmeier
~
J(enlP

J{e!iDeiiY
Jtlldee
KindneSS
goeovsek
goiter
JCostroaYer

l(ratJICf

W'alce .

JMOm&rSinO

s.antoa

Ll.ttl

LtSCh

J,ealb

Lttunan <CAl
tebman <PL>

t.ttand

Len'
Lt•in
[.e\tne
Ltvltas
Lewis <CA>
Ltwis <PL>
Uplnskl
UrinPton
tJoyd
t.oe!Oer
Lone <LA>
Lone <MDI
LoU

~ery CCA>

LowryCWA)

LuJan

Lu.t.en
tundlne

LunJren
Wack

MICK.a1

Mldipn

Markey
Marriott
Marttn CIL>
.l4arttn <NC>
Martm c.t.'"Y>
Martmez
Mataul
M:avroules
Mau.oU
llcC&m

Moorhead
Morrison <WA>
Mrazek
Murphy
Murtha

Myers

Natcher
Neal
Nelson
Nichols
Nielson
Nowak
O'Brien
Oakar
Oberstar
Obey
Olin
Ortiz
Ottinger
Owens
Oxley
Pacltard
Panet~

Pa.rrls
Pa.shayan
Patman
Patterson
Pease
Penny
Pepper
Perkins
Petrt
Pickle
Porter
Price
Pritchard

Pursell

Quillen
Rahal!
Rangel
Ratchford
Ray
Regula
Reid
Richardson
Ridge
Rinaldo
Ritter
Roberts
Robinson
Rodino
Roe
Roemer
Rogers
Rose
Roatenkowskl
Roth
Roultema
Rowland
Roybal
Rudd
Russo
Sabo
Sange
Sawyer
Schaefer
Scheuer
Schneider
Schroeder
Schulze
Schumer
Seiber!ina
Sensenbrenner
Shannon
Sharp
Shaw
Shelby
Shumway

Shusttor
Sikorski
SIIJander
Simon
Sislsky
Skeen
Skelton
Slattery
Smlth <FL>
Smlth <IA>
Smith <NE >
Smith cNJ>
Smltl\, Denny
Smith. Robert
Snowe
Snyder

Solarz

Solomon
Spence
Spratt
StGennal.n
St.a«rers
Stangeland
Starlt
Stenhohn,
Stokes
StraLtoo
Studda
Stump
Sundquist
Swift
Synar
Tallon
TauJte
Tauzin
Taylor
Thomas<CA>
Thomo.s <OJ..>
Torres
Tomcelll
To...,.
Traltler
Udall
Valentine
VanderJagt
Vandergriff
Vento
VolJo'.mer
Vucano\IICI\

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.
Th e title of the bill was amended so
as to read: "A bl.il to amend t itles II
and XVI of the Social Security Act to
provide for reform in the disability de·
termination process."
A motion to reconsider was laid on
tht> table.
GENERAL LEAVE
Mr. MATSUI. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days In which to
revise and extend their remarks on the
bill just passed.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California?
There was no objection.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mr. FAZIO. Mr. Speaker, I was
unable to be present for the very im·
portant vote on H.R. 3755, the Social
Security Disability Benefits Reform
Act of 1984. Had I been present I
would have voted "aye." I wish to have
the RECORD ·show that· I am a strong
supporter of that very important legislation.

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
BENEFITS REFORM ACT (H.R.
3755)
e Mr. COUGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, the
Wal~:ren
Social Security Disability Benefits
Walker
Watkins
Reform Act <H.R. 3755> presents the
Weaver
House with an opportunity for restorll~
Weber
ing confidence in the social security
McCloskey
Weiss
McCollum
Wheat
disability review &1l'ocess and for insurMcCurdy
Whitehurst
ing that the truly disabled do not lose
Mc:D.de
Whitley
their benefits. This legislation makes a
llc£1oen
Whitt.alter
number of important changes in the
llcGrath
Whitten
NcHurh
Williams CII4T)
review process to assure that it is ad·
McKernan
Wllliams<OH>
ministered fairly and uniformly. I
McKinney
Winn
wholeheartedly support it.
McNulty
Wirth
MICa
I feel strongly that disability payWise
Michel
Wolf
ments should go to only the genuinely
Mlkulsll
Wolpe
disabled and that a review process is
Mlller<CA>
Wortley
necessary to reevaluate those indJvid·
MU!er<OH>
Wright
Nlneta
Wyden
uals who have been receiving benefits
Mtnlsh
Wylie
for an extended period of time. HowMitchell
Yates
ever. I believe that the current review
MO&ltley
Yatron
Molinari
process has caused uncertainty, confu.
Younr<AK:
Mollohan
YoungCPL>
slon and undue anguish especially for
Montgomery
Younr<MO>
th~ mentally impaired. Too many indi·
llloody
Zsehau
Moore
viduals have been unfairly removed
from the disability rolls and have ha<:t
NAYS-1
to endure the long appeals process
Crane, Phllfp
before having their benefits restored.
The disability review process has seNOT VOTING-22
rious flaws which H.R. 3755 strives to
Blaalll
Poley
Ireland
Breaux
correct. This bill provides for a more
Forsythe
Marlenee
CourhUn
Gaydos
Morrison <CT>
definitive medical explanation of dis·
DaechJe
Gephardt
Paul
ability and requires a continuation of
Erlenbom
Waxm011
Hall <IN>
benefits during the appeal of tennina·
Fazio
Hance
Wllsqn
Ferrar~
tions. Face-to-face interviews during
Han.sen <ID>
FoaJ•etta
Hettel
State re:vlew proceedings would be
mandated and a moratorium on all re·
0 1410
views of mental Impairment cases
.. Mr. BONK;ERchanged his vote from would be implemented until the De·
nay" to "yea."
partment of Health and Human ServIces reevaluates the criteria for deterSo the bill was passed.
mining mental disorders.
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These reforms are urgently needed.
Through enactment of H.R. 3755, we
will hopefully regain the confidence of
the truly diSabled to whom we have
given our commitment that benefits
will not be terminated, that the safety
net will not be torn apart. We can
assure the millions of Americans currently receiving social security disabll·
ity benefits that Congress will not
break faith with them.•
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AN_ACT
To amend title s II and XVI of the Social Security Act to
provide for refonn in the disability determination process.

1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3

SHORT TITLE

4

AND

TABLE OF CONTENTS

SECTiON 1. This Act may be cited as the " Social Secu-

5 rity Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984".
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Sec.

L Short title; table of contents.

TITLE

I-STANDARDS OF DISABILITY

Sr.c. 101. Standard of review for termination of disability benefits ·and periods of

disability.
eoncPrning ~>valuation of pain.
Sec. 103. Multiple imp11irments.

Src. 10:?.

Stud~-

2
TITLE ll--DISABILITY DETERMINATION PROCESS
See. 201. Moratorium on mental impairment reviews.
Sec. 202. Review procedure governing disability determinations affecting continued
entitlement to disability benefits; demonstration projects relating
to review or other disability determinations.
Sec. 203. Continuation or benefits during appeal.
Sec. 204. Qualifications of medical professionals evaluating mental impairments.
Sec. 205. Regulatory standards for consultative examinations.

TITLE ill-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

301.
302.
303.
304.
305.

Administrative procedure and uniform standards.
Compliance with court or appeals decisions.
Payment of costs of rehabilitation services.
Advisory Council on Metiical Aspects of Disability.
Qualifying experience for appointment of certain stnff attorneys to administrative law judge positions.
Sec. 306. Supplemental security income benefits for individuals who perform substantial gainful activity despite severe medical impairment.
Sec. 307. Additional fur.ctions of Advisory Council; work evaluations in case of applicants for and recipients of supplemental security income benefits
based on disability.
Sec. 308. Effecti\"e date.

1

TITLE I-STANDARDS OF DISABILITY

2

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR TERMINATION OF DISABILITY

3

BENEFITS AND PERIODS OF DISABILITY

4

SEc. 101. (a) Section 223 of the Social Security Act is

5 amended by inserting .1fter subsection (e) the following new
6 subsection:
7
8

"Standard of Review for Termination of Disability Benefits
"(f) A recipient of benefits under this title or title XVIIT

9 based on the disability of any individual may be determined
10 not to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of a finding
11 that the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which

12 such benefits are proyid~d has cea~ed, does not exist, or 1s

13 not disabling only if such finding is supported by-
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3
1

"(1) substantial evidence which demonstrates that

2

there has been medical improvement in the individual's

3

impairment or combination of impairments so that-

4
5

"(A) the individual is now able to engage in
substantial gainful activity, or

6

"(B) if the individual is a widow or surviving

7

divorced wife under section 202(e) or a widower

8

or surviving divorced husband under section

9

202(£), the severity of his or her impairment or

10

impairments is no longer deemed under regula-

It

tions prescribed by the Secretary sufficient to pre-

12

elude the individual from engaging in gainful ae-

13

tivity; or

14

"(2) substantial evidence which-

15

"(A) consists of new medical evidence and

16

(in a case to which clause (ii) does not apply) a

17

new assessment of the individuars residual func-

18

tional capacity and demonstrates that, although

19

the individual has not improved medically, he or

20

she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances in

21

medicqJ or vocational therapy or technology so

22

that-

23

"(i) the individual is now abie to engage

in substantial gainful activity, or

24
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1

"(ii) if the individual is a widow or sur-

2

viving divorced wife under section 202(e) or

3

a widower or surviving divorced husband

4

under section 202(f), the severity of his or

5

her impairment or impairments is no longer

6

deemed under regulations prescribed by tlte

7

Secret&ry sufficient to preclude the individual

8

from engaging in gainful activity; or

9

"(B) demonstrates that, although the individ-

10

ual has not improved medically, he or she has un-

11

dergone vocational therapy so that the require-

12

ments of clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (A) are

13

met; or

14

"(3) substantial evidence which demonstrates that,

15

as determined on the basis of new or improved diag-

16

nostic techniques or evaluations, the individual's im-

17

pairment or combination of impairments is not as dis-

18

abling as it was considered to be at the time of

19

most recent prior decision that he or she was under a

20

disabilit.v or continued to be under a disability, and that

21

therefore-

22
23

th~

"(A) the individual is able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or

24

"(B) if the individual is a widow or surviving

25

divorced wife under section 202(e) or a widower
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1

or surviving divorced husband under section

2

202(0, the severity of his or her impairment or

3

impairments is not deemed under regulations pre-

4

scribed by the Secretary sufficient to preclude the

5

individual from engaging in gainful activity.

6 Nothing in this subscdon shall be construed to require a
7 determination that a recipient of benefits under this title or

8 title XVIII based on an individual's disability is entitled to
9 such benefits if evidence on the record at the time any prior
10 determination of such entitlement to disability benefits was
11 made, or new evidence which relates to that determination,

12 shows that the prior determination was either clearly errone-

13 ous at the time it was made or was fraudulently obtained, or
14 if the individual is engaged in substantial gainful activity. In
15 any case in which there is no available medical evidence sup16 porting a prior disability determination, nothing in this sub17 section shall preclude the Secretary, in attempting to meet

18 the requirements of the preceding provisions of this subsec19 tion, from securing additional medical reports necessary to
20 reconstruct the evidence which supported such prior disabil21 ity determination. For purposes of this subsection, a benefit
22 under this title is based on an individual's disability if it is a
23 disability insurance benefit, a child's, widow's, or widower's
24 insurance benefit based on disability, or a mother's or father's
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6
1 insurance benefit based on the disability of the mother's or
2 father's child who has attained age 16. ".
3

(b)

Section 216(i)(2)(D) of such Act is amended by

4 adding at the end thereof the following: "A period of disabil5 ity may be determined to end on the basis of a finding that
6 the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which the
7 finding of disability was made has ceased, does not exist, or is
8 not disabling only if such finding is supported by substantial
9 evidence described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of section
10 223(f). Nothing in the preceding sentence shall be construed
11 to require a determination that a period of disability continues
12 if evidence on the record at the time any prior determination
13 of such period of disability was made, or new evidence which

14 relates to such determination, shows that the prior determi15 nation was either clearly erroneous at the time it was made
16 or was fraudulently obtained, or if the individual is engaged
17 in substantial gainful activity. In any casa in which there is
18 no available medical evidence supporting a prior disability
19 determination, nothing in this subparagraph shall p:eclude
20 the Sec; ··l'ary, in attempting to meet the requirements of the
21 preceding provisions of this subparagraph, from securing ad22 ditional medical reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence
23 which supported such prior disability determination.".
24

(c) Section 1614(a) of such Act is amended by adding at

25 the end thereof the following new paragraph:
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1

"(5) A recipient of benefits based on disability under this

2 title may be determined not be to entitled to such benefits on
3 the basis of a finding that the physical or mental impairment
4 on the basis of which such benefits are provided has ceased,
5 does not exist, or is not disabling only if such finding is sup6 ported by7

"(A) substantial evidence which demonstrates that

8

there has been medical improvement in the individual's

9

impairment or combination of impairments so that the

10

individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful

11

activity; or

12

"(B) substantial evidence (except in the case of an

13

individual eligible to receive benefits under section

14

1619) which-

15

"(i) consists of new medical evidence and a

16

new assessment of the individual's residual func-

17

tional capacity and demonstrates that, although

18

the individual has not improved medically, he or

19

she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances in

20

medical or vocational therapy or technology so

21

that the individual is now able to engage in sub-

22

stantial gainful activity, or

23

"(ii) demonstrates that, although the individ-

24

ual has not improved medically, he or she has un-

25

dergone vocational therapy so that he or she is
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1

now able to engage in substantial gainful activity;

2

or

3

"(C) substantial evidence which demonstrates

4

that, as determined on the basis of new or improved

5

diagnostic techniques or evaluations, the individual's

6

impairment or combination of impairments is not as

7

disabling as it was considered to be at the time of the

8

most recent prior decision that he or she was under a

9

disability or continued to be under a disability, and that

10

therefore the individual is able to engage in substantial

11

gainful activity.

12 Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to reqmre a
13 determination that a recipient of benefits under this title

14 based on disability is entitled to such benefits if evidence on
15 the record at the time any prior determination of such entitleIS ment to benefits was made, or new evidence which relates to
17 that determination, shows that the prior determination was
18 either clearly erroneous at the time it was made or was
19 fraudulently obtained, or if the individual (unless he or she is
20 eligible to receive benefits under section 1619) is engaged in
21 substantial gainful activity. In any case in which there is no
22 available medical evidence supporting a prior determination
23 of disability nothing in this paragraph shall preclude the Sec24 retary, in attempting to meet the requirements of the preced25 ing provisions of this paragraph, from securing additional
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1 medical reports necessary to reconstruct the evidence which
2 supported such prior detennination. ".

3
4

STUDY CONCERNING EVALUATION OF PAIN

SEc. 102. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human

5 Services shall, in conjunction with the National Academy of
6 Sciences, conduct a study of the issues concerning (1) the use
7 of subjective evidence of pain, including statements of the
8 individual alleging such pain as to the intensity and persis9 tence of such pain and corroborating evidence provided by
10 treating physicians, family, neighbors, or behavioral indicia,
11 in determining under section 221 or title XVI of the Social
12 Security Act whether an individual is under a disability, and
13 (2) the state of the :trt of preventing, reducing, or coping with
14 pain.
15

(b) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study

16 under subsection (a), together with any recommet;dations, to
17 the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre18 sentatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not
19 later than April1, 1985.
20
21

MlJ'"'LTIPLE IMPAIRM.ENTS

SEc. 103. (a)(l) Section 223(d)(2) of the Social Security

22 Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
23 new subparagraph:
24

"(C) In determining whether an individual's phys-

25

ical or mental impairment or impainnents are of such
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1

severity that he or she is unable to engage in substan-

2

tial gainful activity, the Secretary shall consider the

3

combined effect of all of the individual's impairments

4

without regard to whether any such impairment, if

5

considered separately, would be of such severity.".

6

(2) The third sentence of section 216(i)(l) of such Act is

7 amended by inserting "(2)(C)," after "(2)(A),".
8

(b) Section 1614(a)(3) of such Act is amended by adding

9 at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
10

"(G)

In determining whether an individual's physicial or

11 mental impairment or impairments are of such severity that
12 he or she is unable to engage in substantial gainful activity,
13 the Secretary shall consider the combined effect of all of the

14 individual's impairments without regard to whether any such
15 impairment, if considered separately, would be of such sever,
16 1'ty ..

17

TITLE ll-DISABILITY DETERMINATION

18

PROCESS

19

MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEWS

20

SEC. 201. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human

21 Services (hereafter in this section referred to as the "Secre22 tary'') shall revise the criteria embodied under the category
23 "Mental Disorders" in the "Listing of Impairments" in effect
24 on the date of the enactment of this Act under appendix 1 to
25 subpart P of part 404 of title 20 of the Code of Federal
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1 Regulations. The revised criteria and listings, alone and in
2 combination with assessments of the residual functional ca~
3 pacity of the individuals involved, shall be designed to realis~
4 tically evaluate the ability of a mentally impaired individual
5 to engage in substantial gainful activity in a competitive
6 workplace environment. Regulations establishing such re7 vised criteria and listings shall be published no later than
8 nine months after the date of the enactment of this Act.
9

(b) The Secretary shall make the revisions pursuant to

10 subsection (a) in consultation with the Advisory Council on
11 the Medical Aspects of Disability (established by section 304
12 of this Act), and shall take the advice and recommendations
13 of such Council fully into account in making such revisions.
14

(c)(1) Until such time as revised criteria have been es-

15 tablished by regulation in accordance with subsection (a), no
16 continuing eligibility review shall be carried out under section
17 221(h) of the Social Security Act (as redesignated by section
18 204(1) of this Act) , or under the corresponding requirements
19 established for disability determinations and reviews under
20 title Xv1 of such Act, with respect to any individual previ21 ously determined to be under a disability by reason of a
22 mental impairment, if23

(A) no initial decision on such review has been

24

rendered with respect to such individual prior to the

25

date of the enactment of this Act, or
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1

(B) an initial decision on such review was ren-

2

dered with respect to such individual prior to the date

3

of the enactment of this Act but a. timely appeal from

4

such decision was filed or was pending on or after

5

June 7, 1983.

6 For purposes of this paragraph and subsection (d)(l) t..te tenn
7 "continuing eligibility review", when used to refer to a.
8 review of a. previous determination of disability, includes any
9 reconsideration of or hearing on the initial decision rendered
10 in such review as well as such initial decision itself, and any
11 review by the Appeals Council of the hearing decision.
12

(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any case where the

13 Secretary determines that fraud was involved in the prior
14 determination, or where an individual (other than an individ15 ua.l eligible to receive benefits under section 1619 of the
16 Social Security Act) is determined by the Secretary to be
17 engaged in substantial gainful activity.
18

(d)(1) Any initial determination that an individual is not

19 under a. disability by reason of a. mental impa.innent and any
20 determination that an ·ndividua.l is not under a. disability by
21 reason of a. mental impa.innent in a. reconsideration of or
22 hearing on an initial disability determination, made or held
23 under title ll or XVI of the Social Security Act after the
24 date of the enactment of this Act and prior to the date on
25 which revised criteria. are established by regulation in accordHR 3755 RFS

13
1 ance with subsection (a), and any detennination that an indi2 vidual is not under a disability by reason of a mental impair3 ment made under or in accordance with title II or XVI of
4 such Act in a reconsideration of, hearing on, or judicial
5 review of a decision rendered in any continuing eligibility
6 review to which subsection (c)(1) applies, shall be redeter7 mined by the Secretary as soon as feasible after the date on
8 which such criteria are so established, applying such revised
9 criteria.
10

(2) In the case of a redetermination under paragraph (1)

11 of a prior action which found that an individual was not
12 under a disability, if such individual is found on redetennina13 tion to be under a disability, such redetermination shall be
14 applied as though it had been made at the time of such prior
15 action.
16

(3) Any individual with a mental impainnent who was

17 found to be not disabled pursuant to an initial disability deter18 mination or a continuing eligibility

rc~'iew

between March 1,

19 1981, and the date of the enactment of this Act, and who
20 reapplies for benefits under title II or XVI of the Social Se21 curity Act, may be determined to be under a disability during
22 the period considered in the most recent prior determination.
23 Any reapplication under this paragraph must be filed within
24 one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and
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14
1 benefits payable as a result of the vreceding sentence shall be
2 paid only on the basis of the reapplication.
3 REVlEW PROCEDURE GOVERNING DISABILITY DETERMINA-

4

TIONS AFFECTING CONTINUED ENTITLEMENT TO DIS-

5

ABILITY BENEFITS; DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS RE-

6

LATINO TO REVIEW OF OTHER DISABILITY DETERMI-

7

NATIONS

8

SEc. 202. (a)(l) Section 221(d) of the Social Security

9 Act is amendedtO

(A) by striking out "Any, and inserting in lieu

11

thereof "(1) Except in cases to which paragraph (2)

12

applies, any,; and

13

(B) by adding at the end thereof the following

14

new paragraph:

15

"(2)(A) In any case wher~-

16

"(i) an individual is a recipient of disability insur-

17

ance benefits, child,s,

18

benefits based on disability, mother's or father's insur-

19

ance benefits based on the disability of the mother's or

20

father's child who has attained age 16, or benefits

21

under title

widow~s,

or widower,s insurance

xvm based on disability, and

22

"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the

23

basis of which such benefits are payable is detennined

24

by a State agency (or the Secretary in a case to which
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1

subsection (g) applies) to have ceased, not to have ex-

2

isted, or to no longer be disabling,

3 such individual shall be entitled to notice and opportunity for
4 review as provided in this paragraph.
5

"(B)(i) Any determination referred to in subparagraph

6 (A)(ii)-

7

"(I) which has been prepared for isl3uance under

8

this ·,ec~ion by a State agency (or the Seeretary) for

9

the purpose of providing a basis for a dt!cision of the

10

Secretary with regard to the individual's continued

11

rights to benefits u..'lder this title (including any decision

12

as to whether an individual's rights to benefits are ter-

13

minated or otherwise changed), and

14
15

"(ll) which is in whole or in part unfavorable to

such individual,

16 shall remain pending until after the notice and opportunity
17 for review provided in this subparagraph.
18

"(ii) Any such pending determination shall contain a

19 statement of the case, in understandable language, setting
20 forth a discussion of the evidence and stating such determina21 tion, the reason or reasons upon which such determination is
22 based, the right to a review of such determination (including
23 the right to make a personal appearance as provided in this
24 subparagraph), the right to submit additional evidence prior
25 to or during such review as provided in this clause, and that,
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16
1 if such review is not requested,

t'.~e

individual will not be

2 entitled to a hearing on such detennination and such determi3 nation will be the disability detennination upon which the
4 final decision of the Secretary on entitlement will be based.
5 Such statement of the case shall be transmitted in writing io
6 such individual. Upon request by any such individual, or by a
7 wife, divorced wife, widow, surviving divorced wife, surviv8 ing divorced mother, husband, cLvorced husband, widower,
9 surviving divorced husband, surviving divorced father, child,
10 or parent, who makes a showing in writing that his or her
11 rights may be prejudiced by such determination, he or she
12 shall be entitled to a review by the State agency (or the
13 Secretary in a castl to which subsection (g) applies) of such
14 determination, including the right of such individual to make
15 a personal appearance, and may submit additional evidence
16 for purposes of such review prior to or during such review.
17 Any such request must be filed within 30 days after notice of
18 the pending determination is received by the individual
19 making such request. Any review carried out by a State
20 agency under this subparagraph shall be made in accordance
21 with the pertinent provisions of this title and regulations
22 thereunder.
23

''(iii) A review under this subparagraph shall include a

24 review of evidence and medical history in the record at the
25 time such disability determination is pending, shall examine
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17
1 any new medical evidence submitted or obtained for purposes
2 of the review, and shall afford the individual requesting the
3 review the opportunity to make a personal appearance with
4 respect to the case at a place which is reasonably accessible

5 to such individual.
6

"(iv) On the basis of the review carried out under this

7 subparagraph, the State agency (or the Secretary in a case to
8 which subsection (g) applies) shall affirm or modify the pend9 ing determination and issue the pending determination, as so
10 affirmed or modified, as the disability determination under
11 subsection (a), (c), (g), or (h) (as applicable).
12

"(C) Any disability determination described in subpara-

13 graph (A)(ii) which is issued by the State agency (or the Sec14 retary) and which is in whole or in part unfavorable to the
15 individual requesting the review shall contain a statement of
16 the case, in understandable language, setting forth a discus17 sion of the evidence, and stating the determination, the
18 reason or reasons upon which the detennination is based, the
19 right (in the case of an individual who has exercised the right
20 to review under subparagraph (B't) of such individual to a
21 hearing under subparagraph (D), and the right to submit ad22 ditional evidence prior to or at such a hearing. Such state23 ment of the case shall be transmitted in writing to such indi24 vidual and his or her representative (if any).
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1

"(D)(i) An individual who has exercised the right to

2 review under subparagraph (B) and who is dissatisfied with
3 the disability determination referr"tl to in subparagraph (C)
4 shall be entitled to a hearing thereon to the same extent as is
5 provided in section 205(b) with respect to decisions of the
6 Secretary on which hearings are required under such section,
7 and to judicial review of the Secretary's final decision after
8 such hearing as is provided in section 205(g). Nothing in this
9 section shall be construed to deny an individual his or her
10 right to notice and opportunity for hearing under section
11 205(b) with respect to matters other than the determination
12 referred to in subparagraph (A)(ii).
13

"(ii) Any hearing referred to in clause (i) shall be held

14 before an administrative Jaw judge who has been duly ap15 pointed in accordance with section 3105 of title 5, United
16 States Code.".
17

(2) Section 205(b)(1) of such Act is amended by insert-

18 ing after the fourth sentence the following new sentence:
19 "Reviews of disability determinations on which decisions re20 lating to continued entitlement to benefits are based shall be
21 governed by the provisions of section 221(d)(2).".
22

(b)(1) Section 205(b) of such Act (as amended by subsec-

23 tion (a)(2)) is further amended24

(A) by striking out "(1)" after "(b)"; and

25

{B) by striking out paragraph (2).
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(2) Section 4 of Public Law 97-455 (relating to eviden-

2 tiary hearings in reconsiderations of disability benefit tenni3 nations) (96 Stat. 2499) and' section 5 of such Act (relating to
4 conduct of face-to-face reconsiderations in disability cases)
5 (96 Stat. 2500) are repealed.
6

(c) Section 223(g) of the Social Security Act (as amend-

7 ed by section 203(a) of this Act) is further amended8

\1) in paragraph (1)(0), by striking out "for a

9

hearing under section 221(d), or for an administrative

10

review prior to such hearing" and inserting in lieu

11

thereof "for review under section 221(d)(2)(B) or for a

12

hearing under section 221(d)(2)(D)";

13

(2) in paragraph (l)(ii), by striking out ..a hearing

14

or an administrative review" and inserting in lieu

15

thereof "review or a hearing"; and

16

(3) in paragraph (3), by striking out "a hearing

17

under section 221(d), or for an administrative review

18

prior to such hearing" and inserting in lieu thereof

19

"review under section 22l(d)(2)(B) or for a hearing

20

under section 221(d)(2)(]))".

21

(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

22 with respect to determinations (referred to · in section
23 22l(d)(2)(A)(ii) of the Social Security Act (as amended by this
24 section)), and determinations under the corresponding re25 quirements established for disability determinations and reHR 3755 RFS

20
1 views under title XVI of such Act, which are issued after
2 December 31, 1984.
J

(e) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shaD,

4 as soon as practicable a.ft.cr the date of the enactment of this
5 Act, implement as demonstration projects the amendments
6 made by this section with respect to all disability determina7 tions under subsections (a), (c), (g), and (h) of section 221 of
8 the Social Security Act, and with respect. to all disability
9 determinations under title X VI of such Act in the same
10 manner and to the same extent as is provided in such amend-

It ments with respect to determinations referred to in section
12 221(d)(2)(A)(ii) of such Act (as amended by this section).
13 Such demonstration projects shall be conducted in not fewer
14 than five States. The Secretary shall report to the Committee
15 on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
16 Committee on Finance of the Senate concerning such demon17 stration projects, together with any recommendations, not
18 later than April1, 1985.
19

20

CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS DURING APPEAL

SEC. 203. (a)(l) Section 223(g)(l) of the Social Security

21 Act is amended22

(A) in the matter following subparagraph (C), by

23

striking out "and the payment of any other benefits

24

under this Act based on such individual's wages and

25

seH-employment income (including benefits under title
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XVIII)," and inserting in lieu thereof " , the payment

2

of any other benefits under this title based on such in-

3

dividual's wages and seH-employment income, the pay-

4

ment of mother's or father's insurance benefits to such

5

individual's mother or father based on the dis~bility of

6

such individual as a child who has attained age 16, and

7

the payment of benefits under title

8

such individual's disability,";

9

10
11
12

xvm

based on

(B) in clause (i), by inserting " or" after "hear-

ing,"; and
(C) by striking out ", or (iii) June 1984".

(2) Section 223(g)(3) of such Act is amended by striking

13 out "which are made" and all that follows down through the
14 end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "which
15 are made on or after the date of the enactment of this subsec16 tion, or prior to such date but cnly on the basis of a timely
17 request for a hearing under section 221(d), or for an adminis18 trative review prior to such hearing.".

19

(b) Section 1631(a) of such Act is amended by adding at

20 the end thereof the following new paragraph:
21
22
23

"(7)(A) In any case where"(i) an individual is a recipient of benefits based
on disability or blindness under this title,

24

"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the

25

basis of which such benefits are payable is found to
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1

have ceased, not to have existed, or to no longer be

2

disabling, and as a consequence such individual is de-

3

termined not to be entitled to such benefits, and

4

"(iii) a timely request for review or for a hearing

5

is pending with respect to the detennination that he is

6

not so entitled,

7 such individual may elect (in such manner and form and
8 within such time as the Secretary shall by regulations pre- r-

.... ...

9 scribe) to have the payment of such benefits continued for an
10 additional period beginning with the first month beginning
11 after the date of the enadment of this paragraph for which
12 (under such determination) such benefits are no longer other13 wise payable, and ending with the earlier of

ro the month

14 preceding the month in which a decision is made after such a
15 bearing, or (II) the month preceding the month in which no
16 such request for review or a hearing is pending.
17

"(B)(i) H an individual elects to have the payment of his

18 benefits continued for an additional period under subpara19 graph (A), and the final decision of the Secretary affirms the
20 determination that he is not entitled to such benefits, any
21 benefits paid under this title pursuant to such election (for

22 months in such additional period) shall be considered over23 payments for aU purposes of this title, except as otherwise
24 provided in clause (ii).
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"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the individual's

2 appeal of his termination of benefits was made in good faith,
3 all of the benefits paid pursuant to such individual's election
4 under subparagraph (A) shall be subject to waiver considera5 tion under the provisions of subsection (b)(l).
6

"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs {A) and (B) shall

7 apply with respect to determinations (that individuals are not
8 entitled to benefits) which are made on or after the date of
9 the enactment of this paragraph, or prior to such date but
10 only on the basis of a timely request for review or for a
11 hearing.".
12

(c)(l) The Secretary of Health and Human Services

13 shall, as soon as practicable after the date of the enactment
14 of this Act, conduct a study concerning the effect which the
15 enactment and continued operation of section 223(g) of the
16 Social Security Act is having on expenditures from the Fed17 eral Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the Fed18 eral Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital
19 Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supplementary Medi20 cal Insurance Trust Fund, and the rate of appeals to adminis21 trative law judges of unfavorable determinations relating to
22 disability or periods of disability.
23

(2) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study

24 under paragraph (1), together with any recommendations, to
25 the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of RepreHR 3155 RFS

24
1 sentatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not

2 later than July 1, 1986.

3

QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

4

EVALUATING MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS

5

SEc. 204. Section 221 of the Social Security Act is

6 amended7
8
9

(1) by redesignating subsection (i) as subsection
(h); and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

10

subsection:

11

"(i) A determination under subsection (a), (c), (g), or (h)

12 that an individual is not under a. disability by reason of a
13 mental impairment shall be made only if, before its issuance
14 by the State (or the Secretary), a qualified psychiatrist or
15 psychologist who is employed by the State agency or the
16 Secretary (or whose services are contracted for by the State
17 agency or the Secretary) has completed the medical portion
18 of the_ca.se review, including any applicable residual function19 al capacity assessment.".
20

REGULATORY STANDARDS ·FOB CONSULTATIVE

21

EXAMINATIONS

22

SEc. 205. Section 221 of the Social Security Act (as

23 amended by section 204 of this Act) is further amended by
24 adding at the end t.hereof the following new subsection:
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"G) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which set

2 forth, in detailS

"(1) the standards to be utilized by State disabil-

4

ity determination services and Federal personnel in de-

5

tennining when a consultative examination should be

6

obtained in connection with disability determinations;
"(2) standards for the type of referral to be made;

7

8

and

9

"(3) procedures by which the Secretary will moni-

10

tor both the referral processes used and the product of

11

professionals to whom cases are referred.

12 Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to preclude the
13 issuance, in accordance with section 553(b)(A) of title 5,
14 United States Code, of interpretive rules, general statements
15 of policy, and rules of agency organization relating to consul-

16 tative examinations if such rules and statements are consist17 ent with such regulations.".

18

TITLE ill-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

19

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE AND UNIFORM STANDARDS

20

SEc. 301 . (a) Section 205(b) of the Social Security Act

21 (as amended by sections 202(a)(2) and 202(b)(1) of this Act) is
22 further amended23

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(b)"; and

24

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

25

I

paragraph:
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1

"(2) Notwithstanding subsection (a)(2) of section 553 of

2 title 5, United States Code, the rulemaking requirements of
3 subsections (b) through (e) of such section shall apply to mat•
4 ters relating to benefits under this title. With respect to mat5 ters to which rulemaking requirements under the preceding
6 sentence apply, only those rules prescribed pursuant to sub7 sections (b) through (e) of such section 553 and related provi8 sions governing notice and comment rulemaking under sub9 chapter IT of chapter 5 of such title 5 (relating to administra10 tive procedure) shall be binding at any level of review by a
11 State agency or the Secretary, including any hearing before
12 an administrative law judge.''.
13

(b) Section 1631(d)(l) of such Act is amended by insert-

14 ing " (b)(2)," after " (a),".

15
16

COMPLIANCE WITH COURT OF APPEALS DECISIONS

SEc. 302. (a) Title II of the Social Security Act is

17 amended by adding at the end the following new section:
18

19

"COMPLIANCE WITH COURT OF APPEALS DECISIONS

"SEc. 234. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), if,

20 in any decision in a case to which the Department of Health
21 and Human Services or an officer or employee thereof is a.
22 party, a United States court of appeals23
24

"(1) interprets a provision of this title or of any
regulation prescribed under this title, and
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1

"(2) requires such Department or such officer or

2

employee to apply or carry out the provision in a

3

manner which varies from the manner in which the

4

provision is generally applied or carried out in the cir-

5

cuit involved,

6 the Secretary shall acquiesce in the decision and apply the
7 interpretation with respect to all individuals and circum8 stances covered by the provision in the circuit until a differ9 ent result is r13ached by a ruling by the Supreme Court of the
10 United States on the issue in,.-olved or by a subsequently en11 acted provision of Federal law.

12

"(b) Acquiescence shall not be required under subsection

13 (a) during the pendency of any direct appeal of the case by
14 the Secretary under section 1252 of title 28, United States
15 Code, or any request for review of the case by the Secretary
16 under section 1254 of such title if such direct appeal or re17 quest for review is filed during the period of time allowed for
18 such filing. If the Supreme Court finds that the requirements
19 for the direct appeal under such section 1252 have not been
20 met or denies a request for review under such section 1254,
21 the Secretary shall resume acquiescence in the decision of the
22 court of appeals in accordance with subsection (a) from the
23 date of such finding or denia!.".
24

(b) Section 1633 of such Act is amended by adding at

25 the end thereof the following new subsection:
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1

"(c) Section 234 shall apply with respect to decisions of

2 United States courts of appeals involving interpretations of

3 provisions of this title or of regulations prescribed under this
4 title (and requiring action with respect to such provisions) in
5 the same manner and to the same extent as it applies with
6 respect to decisions involving interpretations of provisions of
7 title fl or of regulati01lS prescribed thereunder (and requiring
8 action with respect to such provisions).".
9

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) of

10 this section shall not apply with respect to a decision by a
11 United States court of appeals in any case if the period al12 lowed for filing the direct appeal or request for review of the

13 case with the Supreme Court of the United States expired
14 before the date of the enactment of this Act.
15
16

PAYMENT OF COSTS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES
~ ··.c. 303.

(a) The first sentence of section 222(d)(1) of

17 the Social Security Act is amended18

19

(1) by striking out "int.o substantial gainful activi-

ty"; and

20

(2) by striking out "which result in their perform-

21

ance of subrtantial gainful activity which lasts for a

22

continuous period of nine months" and inserting in lieu

23

thereof the foliowing: "(i) in cases where the furnishing

24

of such services results in the performance by such in-

25

dividuals of substantial gainful activity for a continuous
HR 3756 RFS
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1

period of nine months, (ii) in cases where such individ-

2

uals receive benefits as

3

(except that no reimbursement under this paragraph

4

shall be made for services furnished to any individual

5

receiving such benefits for any period after the close of

6

such individual's ninth consecutive month of substantial

7

gainful activity or the close of the month in which his

8

or her entitlement to such benefits ceases, whichever

9

first occurs), and (iii) in cases where such individuals,

10

without good cause, refuse to accept vocational reha-

11

bilitation services or fail to cooperate in such a manner

12

as to preclude their successful rehabilitation" .

13

(b) The second sentence of section 222(d)(1) of such Act

&

result of section 225(b)

14 is amended by inserting after "substantial gainful activity"
15 the following: ", the determination that an individual, with16 out good cause, refused to accept vocational rehabilitation
17 services or failed to cooperate in such a manner as to pre18 elude successful rehabilitation,".
19

(c) The first sentence of section 1615(d) of such Act is

20 amended by striking out "if such services result in their per21 formance of substantial ga.inful activity which lasts for a con22 tinuous period of nine months" and inserting in lieu thereof
23 the following: "(1) in cases where the furnishing of such serv24 ices results in the performance by such individuals of substa.n25 tial gainful activity for continuous periods of nine months, (2)
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1 in cases where such individuals are determined to be no
2 longer entitled to benefits under this title because the physi3 cal or mental impairments on which the benefits are based
4 have ceased, do not exist, or are not disabling (and no reim5 bursement under this subsection shall be made for services
6 furnished to any individual receiving such benefits for any
7 period after the close of such individual's ninth consecutive
8 month of substantial gainful activity or the close of the month
9 with which his or her entitlement to such benefits ceases,
10 whichever first occurs), and (3) in cases where such individ11 uals, Without good cause, refuse to accept vocational rehabili-

12 tation services or fail to cooperate in such a manner as to
13 preclude their successful rehabilitation".
14

(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

15 with respect to individuals who receive benefits as a result of
16 section 225(b) of the Social Security Act (or who are deter17 mined to be no longer entitled to benefits under title XVI of
18 such Act because the physical or mental impairments on

.

19 which the benefits are based have ceased, do not exist, or are
20 not disabling), or who refuse to accept rehabilitation services
21 or fail to cooperate in an approved vocational rehabilitation
22 program, in or after the first month following the month in
23 which thj~ Act is enacted.
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2

ADVISOBY COUNCIL ON MEDICAL ASPECTS OF DISABILITY

SEC. 304. (a.) There is hereby established in the Depa.rt-

3 ment of Health and Human Services an Advisory Council on
4 the Medical Aspects of Disability (hereafter in this section
5 referred to a.s the "Council").
6

(b)(l) The Council shall consist of-

7

(A) 10 members appointed by the Secretary of

8

Health and Human Services (without regard to the re-

9

quirements of the Federal Advisory Pomrnittee Act)

10

within 60 days after the date of the enactment of this

11

Act from among independent medical and vocational

12

experts, including at least one psychiatrist, one reha-

13

bilitation psychologist, and one medical social worker;

14 ·

and

15

(B) the Commissioner of Social Security ex officio.

16 The Secretary shall from time to time appoint one of the
17 members to serve as Chairman. The Council ·,1all meet as
18 often a.s the Secretary deems necessary, but not less often
19 than twice each year.

20

(2) Members of the Council appointed under paragraph

21 (l)(A) shall be appointed without regard to the provisions of

22 title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the
23 competitive service. Such members, while attending meetings
24 or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on the business of
25 the Council, shall be paid at rates fixed by the Secretary, but
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1 not exceeding $100 for each day, including traveltime, during
2 which they are engaged in the actual perfonnance of duties

3 vested in the Council; and while so serving away from their
4 homes or regular places of business they may be allowed
5 travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as
6 authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for
7 persons in the Government service employed intermittently.
8

(3) The Council may engage such technical assistance

9 from individuals skilled in medical and other aspects_of dis10 ability as may be necessary to carry out its functions. The

11 Secretary shall make available to the Council such secretari12 al, clerical, and other assistance and any pertinent data pre13 pared by the Department of Health and Human Services as

14 the Council may require to carry out its functions.
15

(c) It shall be the function of the Council to provide

16 advice and recommendations to the Secretary of Health and
17 Human SerVices on disability standards, policies, and proce18 dures under titles IT and XVI of the Social Security Act,
19 including advice and recommendations with respect to20

(1) the revisions to be made by the Secretary,

21

under section 201(a) of this Act, in the criteria em!~

22

bodied under the category "Mental Disorders" in the

23

"Listing of Impairments"; and

24

(2) the question of requiring, in cases involving

25

impairments other than mental impairments, that the
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1

medical portion of each case review (as well as any ap-

2

plicable assessment of residual functional capacity) be

3

completed by an appropriate medical specialist em-

4

ployed by the State agency before any determination

5

can be made with respect to the im{rairment involved.

6 The Council shall also 11ave the functions and responsibilities
7 (with respect to work eYaluations in the case of applicants for

8 and recipients of benefits based on disability under title

a

xvn

which are set forth in section 307 of this Act.

10

(d) Whenever the Council deems it necessary or desir-

11 able to obtain assistance in order to perfonn its functions
12 under this section, the Council may13

(1) call together larger groups of experts, includ-

14

ing representatives of appropriate professional and con-

15

sumer organizations, in order to obtain a broad expres-

16

sion of views on the issues involved; and

17

(2) establish temporary short-ttrm task forces of

18

experts to consider and comment upon specialized

19

Issues.

20

(e){l) Any advice and recommendations provided by the

.

21 Council to the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

22 be included in the ensuing annual report made by the Secre23 tary to Congress under section 704 of the Social Security
24 Act.
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1

(2) Section 704 of the Social Security Act is amended

2 by inserting after the first sentence the following new sen-

3 tence: "E&.ch such report shall contain a comprehensive

d~-

4 scription of the current status of the disability insurance pro5 gram under title II and the program of benefits for the blind
6 and disabled under title XVI (including, in the case of the
7 reports made in 1984, 1985, and 1986, any advice and rec8 ommendations provided to the Secretary by the Advisory
9 Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability, with respect to
10 disability standards, policies, and procedures, during the pre11 ceding year).".
12

(0 The Council shall cease to exist at the close of De-

13 cember 31, 1985.
14

QUALIFYING EXPERIENCE FOR APPOINTMENT OF CERTAIN

15

STAFF ATTORNEYS TO ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDOE

16

POSITIONS

17

SEc. 305. (a)(1) The Secretary of Health and Human

18 Services shall, within 180 days after the date of the enact19 ment of this Act, establish a sufficient number of attorney
20 adviser positions at grades GS-13 and GS-14 in the Depart21 ment of Health and Human Services to ensure adequate op22 portunity for career advancement for attorneys employed by
23 the Social Security Administration in the process of adjudi24 eating .....ims under section 205(b), 221(d), or 1631(c) of the
25 Social Security Act. In assigning duties and responsibilities
HR 3755 RFS
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1 to such a position, the Secretary shall assign duties and re2 sponsibilities to enable an individual serving in such a posi-

3 tion to achieve qualifying experience for appointment by the

4 Secretary for the position of administrative Iaw judge under

5 section 3105 of title 5, United States Code.
6

(b) The Secretary of Health and Hm.:tan Services

7 shall8

(1) within 90 days after the date of the enactment

9

of this Act, submit an interim report to the Committee

10

on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives

11

and the Committee on Finance of the Senate on the

12

Secretary's progress in meeting the requirements of

13

subsection (a.), and

14

(2) within 180 days after the date of the enact-

15

ment of this Act, submit a fmal report t.o such commit-

16

tees setting forth specifically the manner and extent to

17

which the Secretary has complied with the require-

18

ments of subsection (a).

19 SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS FOR INDI20

VIDUALS WHO PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL AC-

21

TMTY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT

22

SEc. 306. (a) Section 201(d) of the Social Security Dis-

23 ability Amendments of 1980 is amended by striking out
24 "shall remain in effect only for a period of three years after
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1 such effective date" and inserting m lieu thereof "shall
2 remain in effect only through June 30, 1986".
3

\b) Section 1619 of the Social Security Act is amended

4 by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

5

"(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Services and

6 the Secretary of Education shaH jointly develop and dissemi7 nate information, and establish training programs for staff
8 personnel, with respect to the potential availability of benefits
9 and services for disabled individuals under the provisions of
10 this section. The Secretary of Health and Human Services
11 shall provide such information to individuals who are appli12 c:mts for and recipients of benefits based on disability under
13 this title and shall conduct such programs for the staffs of the
14 District offices of the Social Security Administration. The
15 Secretary of Education shall conduct such programs for the
16 staffs of the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies, and in
17 cooperation with such agencies shall also pr'>vide such infor18 mation ·to other appropriate individuals and to public and pri19 vate organizations and agencies which are concerned with
20 rehabilitation and social services or which represent the
21 disabled.''.
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1 ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS OF ADVISORY

CO~CIL;

WORK

2

EVALUATIONS IN CASE OF APPLICANTS FOR ANDRE-

3

CIPIENTS

4

BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY

5

SEc. 307. The functions and responsibilities of the Ad-

OF

SUPPLEMENTAL

SECURITY

INCOME

6 visory Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability (estab7 lished by section 304 of this Act) shall includeS

(1) a consideration of alternative approaches to

9

work evaluation in the case of applicants for benefits

10

based on disability under title XVI and recipients of

11

such benefits undergoing reviews of their cases, includ-

12

ing immediate referral of any such applicant or recipi-

13

ent to a vocational rehabilitation agency for services at

14

the same time he or she is referred to the approp,iate

15

State agency for a disability detennination;

16

(2) an examination of the feasibility a.nd appropri-

17

ateness of providing work evaluation stipends for appli-

18

cants for and recipients of benefits based on disability

19

under title XVI in cases where extended work evalua-

20

tion is needed prior to the final determination of their

21

eligibility for such benefits or for further rehabilitation

22

and related services;

23

(3) a review of the standards, policies, and proce-

24

dures which are applied or used by the Secretary of

25

Health and Human Services with respect to work evaliiR 3755 RFS
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1

uations, in order to determine whether such standards,

2

policies,

8

screening criteria for work evaluation referrals in the

4

case of applicants for and recipients of benefits based

5

on disability under title XVI; a.nd

and procedures will provide appropriate

6

(4) an examination of possible criteria for assess-

7

ing the probability that an applicant for or recipient of

8

benefits based on disability under title XVI will benefit

9

from rehabilitation services, taking into consideration

10

not only whether the individual involved will be able

li

after rehabilitation to engage in substantial gainful ac-

12

tivity but also whether rehabilitation services can rea-

13

sonably be expected to improve the individual's func-

14

tioning so that he or she will be able to live independ-

15

ently or work in a sheltered environment.

16 For purposes of this section, "work evaluation" includes
17 (with respect to any individual) a determination of (A) such
18 individual's skills, (B) the work activities or types. of work
19 activity for which such individual's skills are insufficient or
20 inadequate, (C) the work activities or types of work activity
21 for which such individual might potentially be trained or re22 habilitated, (D) the length of time for which such individual is
23 capable of sustaining work (including, in the case of the men24 tally impaired, the ability to copfl with the stress of competi25 tive work), and (E) any modifications which may be necesHR 3755 RFS
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1 sary, in work activities for which such individual might be
2 trained or rehabilitated, in order to enable him or her to per3 form such activities.
4

5

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 308. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the

6 amendments made by this Act shall apply only with respect
7 to cases involving disability determinations pending in the
8 Department of Health and Human Services or in court on
9 the date of the enactment of this Act, or initiated on or after
10 such date.
Passed the House of Representatives March 27, 1984.
Attest:

BENJAMIN J. GUTHRIE,
Clerk.
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March 28, 1984

Yesterday, March 27, the Hd~se of Representatives passed by a
vote of 410 to 1, H.R. 375~, the "Social Security Disability
Reform Amendments of 1984 ." Earlier the House adopted by voice
vote a Ways and Means Committee amendment to insert the word
"only" in the effecti ve date section to express the committee's
views that the changes should apply only to disability cases
pending in HHS or in court on or after the date of enactment .
a.R. 3755 as passed by the House would :
o

Provide a medica l improvement standard to determine when
di sability has ceased.

o

Continue payment of benefits through ALJ level in medi cal
cessation cases .

o

Eliminate reconsideration and provide a face-to-face
evidentiary interview before final notice of termination at
the State agency initial level in medical cessation cases .

o

Require publica tion of all OASDI and SSI regulations under
APA procedures.

o

Require compliance with or recommendation of appeal in
Federal circuit court decisions~

o

Mandate a study on evaluation of pa in.

o

Require consideration of comb ined effect of multiple
impairments in making disability determinat ions .

o

Provide a tempora ry moratori um on mental impairment
periodic reviews until new adjudicative criter ia are
published.

o

Require promulgation of regulations to establish standards
for consultative examinations .

o

Create an Adv isory Council on the Medical Aspects of
Disability wh ich would examine Social Security and SSI
issues.

o

Expand the prov1s1ons providing for payment fr om the trust
funds for costs of rehabilitation services .

o

Require a qualified psychiatr ist or psychologist to
complete medical portion and RFC assessment in unfavor able
determinations in mental impairment cases.

OFFICE OF LEG~LA Tl VE AND REGULA TORY POLICY

o

Require Secretary to establish GS - 13 and GS-14 attorney
advisor positions to enable SSA staff attorneys to acquire
experience necessary to qualify as ALJ ' s .

The ·bill would make conforming changes in the SSI disability
program and would extend through June 30, 1986, section 1619 of
the Social Security Act that provides for continuati on of SSI
benefits and/or Medicaid for disabled recipients who engage in
SGA in spite of their impairments .
The bill now goes to the Senate for its considerat i ono
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Yesterday , May 15 , the Senate Finance Committee began marking up a
disability reform b ill offered by Senator Dole (R . , .KS) as an
a mendment in substitute for s . 476 introduced by Senators Cohen
( R. , ME) and Levin (D ., MI) . The commit tee tentatively agreed to
all but four of the b ill's provisions . The four provisions not
agreed upon concern the standard of review for termination of
disability benefits {medical improvement), compl iance with court
orders , the evaluation of pain in the disability determination
process, and the adequacy of disability insurance financing.
The commi tt ee tentatively agreed to the following :
o

Extension until J une 1 , 1986 of the temporary prov1s1on for
continued payment of benefits until the ALJ decision , in
cases where a medi cal cessation decision was appealed .

o

Requirement of publication of regu lations setting forth
uniform standards for disability determinations under the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) rulemaking procedures
which would be binding at all levels of adjudication. The
rules would not be subject to pre- implementation review
under APA judicial review standards but would only be
subject to review under the Social Security Act provision
(section 20S{g)) for judicial review of disability
determinations .

o

Suspension of periodic review of all mental ly-i mpaired
beneficiaries until revised mental impairment cr iteria in
the Listing of I mpairments are published as regulations
whi ch would be required within 90 days of enactment . Also
requires redetermination of eligibii ty under the new
criteria for individuals denied benefits after enactment and
prior to the revision of criteria and for those whose
di sability benefits were terminated since J une 7 , 1983.

o

Requirement that the Secretary make every reasonable effor t
to ensure that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist
complete the medical portion of the sequential evaluation
and any assessment of residual func t ional capacity in mental
impairment cases in which a decision unfavorable to the
claimant or beneficiary is made.

o

Requirement that in determining the severity of a claimant ' s
impairrnent(s) , the Secretary consider the combined effect of
all impairments regardless of whether any one i mpairment
would i tself be considered severe .

OFFICE OF LEGISL.A TIVE AND REGULA TOR Y POLICY

2
o

Requirement that the Secretary notify individuals when
initiating a periodic review that the review could r esul t
termination of benefits and that medical evidence may be
submitted . Also requires demonstration projects provi ding
for a pretermination face-to-face appearance in periodic
review cases only, in lieu of face-to-face evidentiary
hearing at reconsideration.

o

Requirement that the Secretary make every reasonable effort
to obtain necessary medical evidence from claimant•s
treating source before ordering a consultative examinat ion .
Also requires development of a complete medical history ,
covering at least the preceding 12 months, in initial a nd
continuing disability review cases .

0

Expansion of vocational rehabilitation (VR ) program to
reimburse States for VR services provided to beneficiaries
who medically recover while receiving VR. Ends VR
reimbursement after 9 months of substantial gainful acti vity
(SGA) by beneficiary or when his entitlement to disabili ty
benefits ends , whichever is earlier .

o

Extension through June 30 , 1987 of the section 1619
authority that continues SSI benefits and Medicaid for
disabled recipients who engage in SGA. Also requires the
Secretaries of Education and HHS to establish training
programs on section 1619 for staff personnel in SSA dist rict
offices and State VR agencies and to disseminate information
to SSI applicants, recipients and potentially interested
public and private organizations .

o

Requirement that the next quadrennial SSA Advisory Counc il
study and make recommendations on medical and vocational
aspects of disability including the use of subjective
evidence of pain and findings which demonstrate pain in
disabil ity det erminations, alternative approaches to work
evaluation f or SSI recipients and the use of medical
specialists for completing State agency medical and
vocational evaluations .

o

Requirement that the Secretary promulgate regulations whi ch
establish the standards to be used in determining the
frequency of periodic eligiblity reviews . Also provides
that no individual may have more than one periodic review
until issuance of such regulations .

o

Requirement that the Secretary : (1} evaluate the
qualifications of prospective representative payees prior to
or within 45 days following certification: (2} establish a
system of annual accountability monitoring for cases in
which payments are made to someone other than either the
entitled individual , or his parent or spouse living in t he
same household : and (3) establish a system whereby parent
and spouse payees who live in the same household as the

3

entitled individual would periodically verify that they
continue to live with the individual. Would also increase
the penalties for misuse of benefits by representative
payees . Requires Secretary to report to Congress within
6 months of enactment on implementation of new provisions
and annually on the number and disposition of cases of
misused funds .
o

Requirement that the Secretary federalize disability
determinations in a State within 6 months of finding that
the State is failing to follow Federal law and standards .
Also requires that such finding be made within 16 weeks of
the time the State ' s failure to comply fi r st comes to the
attention of the Secretary .

Ma r kup is scheduled to resume today at 2 p . m.
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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS OF 1984

MAY 18 (legislative day, MAY 14), 1984.-0rdered to be printed

Mr. DoLE, from the Committee on Finance,
submitted the following

REPORT
together with
ADDITIONAL VIEWS
[To accompany S. 476]

The Committee on Finance, to which was referred the bill (S.
476) to amend title II of the Social Security Act to require a finding
of medical improvement when disability benefits are terminated, to
provide for a review and right to personal appearance prior totermina~ion of disability benefits, to provide for uniform standards in
determining disability, to provide continued payment of disability
benefits during the appeals process, and for other purposes, having
considered the same, reports favorably thereon with an amendment in the· nature of a substitute and an amendment to the title
and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.
I. SUMMARY OF SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROVISIONS

The bill (S. 476), as amended by the Committee, modifies the
standards and procedures to be used in determining disability and
continuing eligibility for benefits under the Social Security Disability Insurance (DI) and Supplemental Security Income (SSI) pro·
grams. In addition, the bill makes a number of changes to improve
the accuracy of disability determinations, the uniformity of decisions between the different levels of adjudication, and the consistency of such decisions with Federal law and standards. Provisions
are also included to ensure the adequacy of fmancing for the DI
program.
31-0100

2
MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

Modifies, for a period of 3¥2 years, the requirements and pr~e
dures used for determining continuing eligibility for social secunty
disability benefits. If the Secretary finds that a beneficiary undergoing review has not medically improved, the Secretary must show
that there has been one of the following improvements or changes
in circumstances prior to determining whether such beneficiary is
disabled under the meaning of the law: (a) the individual has benefited from medical or vocational therapy or technology; (b) new or
improved diagnostic or evaluative techniques indicate the individual's impairment(s) is not as disabling as believed at the time of
the last decision; (c) the prior determination was fraudulently obtained; or (d) there is demonstrated substantial reason to believe
that the prior determination was erroneous. If any of these factors
are met, the Secretary must then determine whether the individual can perform substantial gainful activity.
If the Secretary fmds that the evidence does not show that the
individual's condition is the same as or worse than at the time of
the prior determination, the Secretary would determine whether
the individual can perform substantial gainful activity.
(Benefits also would be terminated if the indiVidual is currently
engaging in substantial gainful activity or if the individual cannot
be located or fails, without good cause, to cooperate in the review
or to follow prescribed treatment that could be expected to restore
his ability to work.)
This new standard, which expires December 31, 1987, would be
applied to future determinations of continuing eligibility to individuals who currently have claims properly pending in the administrative appeals process, and to certain cases pending in court.
CoNTINUATION OF PAYMENTS DURING APPEAL

Reauthorizes, until June 1, 1986, the provision which permits individuals notified of a termination decision to elect to have disability insurance (DD benefits and Medicare coverage continued during
appeal until the administrative law judge hearing decision.
UNIFORM STANDARDS

Makes the Social Security Administration (SSA) subject to the
rulemaking requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act on
matters relating to the determination of disability and the payment of disability insurance benefits.
MoRATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEws

Suspends eligibility reviews for individuals with disabilities based
on mental. impairment:s p~nding a. ~e~ion of eligibility criteria.
Also, requue redetermmat10n of eligibility under the new criteria
(and reinstatement of benefits where appropriate) for individuals
denied benefits after enactment and prior to the revision of the criteria, and to those terminated from the rolls since June 7, 1983.

3
QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS EVALUATING MENTAL
IMPAIRMENTS

Requires the Secretary to make every reasonable effort to ensure
that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist completes the medical
portion of the evaluation or assessment of residual functional capacity in mental impairment cases in which a decision unfavorable
to the claimant or beneficiary is made.
NoNACQUIESCENCE IN CouRT ORDERS

Requires the Secretary to send to the Committees on Finance
and Ways and Means, and publish in the Federal Register, a statement of the Secretary's decision, and the specific facts and reasons
in support of such decision, to acquiesce or not acquiesce in U.S.
Court of Appeals decisions affecting the Social Security Act or regulations issued thereunder. In cases where the Secretary is acquiescing, the reporting requirement would apply only to significant
decisions.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

Requires the Secretary, in determining the medical severity of
an individual's condition, to consider the combined effect of all of
the individual's impairments without regard to whether any one
impairment itself would be considered severe.
EVALUATION OF PAIN

Directs the Secretary to appoint a Commission of experts (including significant representation from the field of medicine as well as
other appropriate specialities such as law and administration) to
conduct a study concerning the evaluation of pain in determining
eligibility for disability benefits. This Commission would be directed to report by December 1986.
Pending the results of this study and any Congressional action
which might be based on it, incorporates into the statute a requirement that disability determinations take into consideration subjective allegations of pain only to the extent they are consistent with
medical signs and fmdings which show the existence of a medical
condition which could reasonably be expected to produce the alleged pain, or other subjective symptoms (identical to the _current
rule applied by the Administration). The provision expires December 31, 1987.
MoDIFICATION oF REcONSIDERATION PREVIEW NoTICE

Requires the Secretary to conduct demonstration projects in five
States in which the opportunity for personal appearance is provided prior to making a determination of ineligibility (in lieu of faceto-face hearings at reconsideration). This would apply only to periodic review cases. The Secretary would be required to report to
Congress by April 1, 1986.
In addition, requires the Secretary to notify individuals upon initiating a periodic eligibility review that such review could result in
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termination of benefits and that medical evidence may be submitted.
CoNSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONs/MEDICAL EVIDENCE

Requires the Secretary to make ev~ry. r~aso~able effort to o~t~in
necessary medical evidence from an tndiVIdual s treatmg physiCian
prior to seeking a consultative examination. Additi~nally,. the Secretary would be required to develop a complete medical history for
individuals applying for benefits or undergoing review over at least
the preceding 12-month period.
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Authorizes reimbursement of vocational rehabilitation (VR) services provided to individuals who are receiving disability benefits
under Section 225(b) of the Social Security Act and who medically
recover while in VR. Reimbursable services would be those provided prior to his or her working at substantial gainful activity for 9
months, or prior to the month benefit entitlement ends, whichever
is earlier.
SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL
GAINFUL AcTIVITY DEsPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT

Reauthorizes, through June 30, 1987, Section 1619 of the Social
Security Act, which permits severely impaired SSI recipients toreceive a special payment and maintain medicaid eligibility despite
earnings. In addition, the Secretaries of HHS and Education would
be required to establish training programs on Section 1619 for staff
personnel in SSA district offices and State VR agencies, and disseminate information to SSI applicants, recipients, and potentially
interested public and private organizations.
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Directs the next quadrennial Social Security advisory council to
study and make recommendations on various medical and vocational aspects of disability, including alternative approaches to work
evaluation for SSI recipients, the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs for SSI recipients, and the question of using
medical specialists for completing medical and vocational forms
used by State agencies. The council would be authorized to convene
task forces of experts to deal with specialized areas. Members of
the council must be appointed by June 1, 1985, and the report is
scheduled to be issued by December 31, 1986.
FREQUENCY OF PERIODIC REVIEWS

Requires the Secretary, within 6 months of enactment to issue
regulations establis~g. the .s~?ards t? be used in determining
the frequency of penodic ehg~bility reVIews. Pending issuance of
such regulations, no individual could be reviewed more than once.
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MONITORING OF REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES

Requires the Secretary to: (1) evaluate the qualifications of prospective payees either prior to or within 45 days following certification, (2) establish a system of annual accountability monitoring for
cases in which payments are made to someone other than the entitled individual, or parent or spouse living in the same household,
and (3) increase the penalties for misuse of benefits by representative payees. Also, requires the Secretary to report to Congress
within 6 months of enactment on the implementation of this provision, and to report annually on the number of cases of misused
funds and the disposition of such cases.
FAIIrSAFE

Requires the Secretary to notify the Congress by July 1, if the DI
fund is projected to decline to less than 20 percent of a year's benefits. If Congress took no other action, the Secretary would scale
back (in part or in full) the next cost-of-living increase for disability
beneficiaries as necessary to keep the fund balance at 20 percent. If
necessary, the Secretary would also scale back the increase in the
benefit formula used for determining benefit levels for persons
newly awarded disability benefits. Measurement of the fund assets
would include any funds (now $5 billion) loaned by the DI trust
fund under the interfund borrowing authority.
MEASURES To IMPROVE CoMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAw

Requires the Secretary to federalize disability determinations in
a State within 6 months of fmding that the State is failing to
follow Federal law and standards. (Such a fmding must be made
within 16 weeks of the time the State's failure to comply first
comes to the attention of the Secretary.) This provision expires on
December 31, 1987.
II. BACKGROUND
When the Senate originally agreed to adopt a disability insurance program as a part of the Social Security Act in the 1950's, opponents of the legislation argued that it would be impossible to administer such a program tightly so as to limit its benefits to those
truly disabled, and to keep its costs within the bounds of what Congress might believe to be an appropriate payroll tax level. The Congress did not accept this argument, and the program vvas enacted
into law.
The developments with respect to· the cost of the program since
that time do indicate that there was some basis for the fears then
expressed. The costs of the program have grown substantially and
have shown a far greater degree of volatility than is true of the
old-age and survivors insurance program. Nevertheless, the Congress has continued to believe that the Social Security Act disability programs provide important protections to American workers
and their families and that, with careful administration, the programs can be continued within the constraints of cost levels which
taxpayers can reasonably expect to bear.
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The Congress has found it necessary on occasion to reemphasize
its concern that the costs of the program not be allowed to grow
out of control as a result of overbroad construction of the statute or
lack of careful administration. In the 1967 amendments, for example, the Congress found it necessary to address situations. ~ which
some courts were, by broadly construing the sta~ute, pro.VIding benefits on a basis not intended by Congress. Specifically, m 1967 the
Congress added explicit language to continue to m~e ~~ear that
eligibility under the program was to based on the mabihty to do
any substantial work, without regard to the economy in the appli·
cant's region or his inability to perform his prior occupation. In addition the Congress then added language requiring that benefits be
based on objectively verifiable medical evidence.
In the 1980 disability amendments, Congress again found it necessary to deal with problems which had driven the cost of the program beyond the bounds that Congress h~d intended or found acceptable. Among the concerns addressed in the 1980 legislation
were the problems of consistency of decision-making throughout
the country and among different levels of the appeals process. Another major concern was the adequacy of administrative review
both at the initial allowance level and in terms of continuing
review of eligibility.
The concerns of the Congress that the Social Security Act disability programs be carefully administered, and that the definition of
disability be applied in a way to assure that benefits are paid only
to those who are unable to engage in substantial work, continue to
be valid and are not in any sense repudiated by the pending legislation. The validity of the action taken in 1980 to provide for peri·
odic review has been amply borne out by sample surveys showing
substantial levels of ineligibility.
III. GENERAL STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The Committee recognizes that the review process mandated
under the 1980 amendments has resulted in some significant problems and dislocations which were not anticipated and which contributed to an unprecedented degree of confusion in the operation
of the program. The transition from a too loosely administered program with few post-entitlement reviews to a more tightly administered program with regular, periodic reviews revealed weaknesses
and ambiguities which need to be dealt with.
It is t~e purl><?se _of the Committe~ bill ~o ~eal with these prob·
lems while contmumg the CongressiOnal msiStence that this program be tightly and carefully administered. The present-law req~ir~m~nt of a periodic re~e": of eligibility for all disability benefiCiaries Is. unchanged by th~ bill. For those not classified as permanently disabled, these reVIews are to be carried out at least once
eyery 3 years to assess their continu~g eligibility for benefits. This
bill. only affects the standards of. review, not the requirement that
re~ews be undertaken, nor the siZe of the population that must be
reviewed.
Under present law, the s~ndard ~f ~li~bility is in ability to
wor~, a!ld th~t .s~~dard apphes both In .Initial applications and in
contmmng ebg1bihty cases. The Comnuttee bill does not change
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this basic standard of eligibility, but it does provide protection or
reassurance for those who are correctly and properly allowed on
the rolls that they will remain on the rolls if their condition fails
to improve. It does not assure anyone that they will not be reviewed. And it continues to require that terminations continue for
those who should not be getting benefits. Some people were improperly allowed in the first place and it is not until their eligibility is reviewed that the error is detected; other people recover their
work ability, either due to medical or vocational improvement. In
these cases termination of benefits should and will occur.
Where there was previously only one standard of review, then,
the Committee amendment adds a new standard- not to protect ineligible persons, but to provide a reassurance to those properly allowed. This standard, along with other features of the bill, will
eliminate the existing confusion on this matter by reemphasizing
the Congressional intent that there be national uniformity under
Federal standards established by Congress and authoritatively interpreted in the regulations of the Department. Many of the other
provisions of the bill also are intended to resolve ambiguities and
reestablish the important principle that this is a national program
which must be administered as such in accordance with Congressional intent. For example, the provision subjecting the program to
the Administrative Procedure Act is intended to improve national
uniformity and to assure that the regulations of the Secretary are
accorded proper deference. Similarly the bill deals with the issues
of multiple impairments and pain because there are major concerns about the need for national policy guidance with respect to
these issues.
The Committee expects that the enactment of this legislation
will, in a major way, restore confidence and credibility to the disability insurance program. The Committee recognizes that concerns
have been expressed that the legislation could be misinterpreted as
a license for lesser review and easier administration. There is no
such intent. Lest there be any doubt, the Committee has included
in the bill a fail-safe provision so that taxpayers may know that
the Committee does not intend an open-ended commitment of taxpayer funds should either those who administer the program at the
State and Federal level or the courts disregard the intent of the
Committee in such a way as to cause the costs of the program to
grow out of control. The Committee does not anticipate that this
will happen, and does not expect that the fail-safe mechanism will
be needed.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE BILL
MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

(Section 2 of the bill)
Present law
There is no distinction in the law between how eligibility for disability benefits is to be determined for people newly applying for
benefits and those currently on the rolls being reviewed to assess
their continuing eligibility. Eligibility or ineligibility is based on
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the standards of disability (in the law, regulations, and Co~
sioner's rulings) in effect at the time of the most rece~t deciSIOn.
Under the law, disability means inability to engage m any substantial gainful activity by reason of a medically determmah!e
physical or mental impairment which can be expected to ~nd m
death or has listed or can be expected to last for a contmuous
.
period of at least 12 months.
Prior to the Secretary's announcement, on April 13, 1984, of a
temporary, nationwide moratorium on periodic reviews, 9 States
were operating under a court-ordered medical improvement standard, and 9 States had suspended reviews pending implementation
of a court-ordered medical improvement standard or pending action
by circuit court.

Committee amendment.
The Committee amendment modifies, through December 31,
1987, the requirements and procedures used for determining continuing eligibility for disability benefits. If the Secretary finds that
there has been no medical improvement in the individual's
impairment(s) (other than medical improvement which is not related to his work ability), the Secretary would have the burden to
show that there has been one of the following improvements or
changes in circumstances prior to determining whether such beneficiary is disabled under the meaning of the law: (a) the individual
has benefited from medical or vocational therapy or technology; (b)
new or improved diagnostic or evaluative techniques indicate the
individual's impairment(s) is not as disabling as believed at the
time of the last decision; (c) the prior determination was fraudulently obtained; or (d) there is demonstrated substantial reason to
believe that the prior determination was erroneous.
If none of the above factors are met, benefits would be continued
(whether or not the individual would have been found to be able to
perform substantial gainful activity). If any of these factors are
met, the Secretary would then determine whether the individual
can perform substantial gainful activity. If he can, benefits would
be terminated.
If the Secretary finds that the evidence does not show that the
individual's condition is the same as or worse than at the time of
the prior determination, the Secretary would determine whether
the individual can perform ~ubstantial gainful activity, and, if he
can, benefits would be termmated. (Benefits would also be terminated if the individual is currently engaging in substantial gainful
activity or if the in~vidual cB!lnot be located or fails, without good
cause, to cooperate In the reVIew or to follow prescribed treatment
that coul~ be expected .to r~store his ability to work.)
In making a determinatiOn, the Secretary shall consider the evidence i? the, file as well as .any ad4i~ional information concerning
the claunant s current or pnor cond1t10n that is secured by the Secretary or provided by the claimant. (The Secretary is thus not limited to considering only the prior decision or the evidence developed at the time of the prior decision.)
In the case o~ a fmding r~lating to medical improvement, the
bur.d en of proof lB on the clau~ant; Burde!l. cannot be met by allegatiOns regarding the beneficiary s conditiOn; objective evidence
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containing clinical findings, laboratory findings and diagnoses, as
outlined in regulations, must be provided. In other words, for benefits to be continued, the individual must state and the evidence in
the file must show that the individual's medical condition is the
same as or worse than at the time of the last decision (or, if there
is medical improvement, it is not related to work ability).
In the case of a finding relating to factors a-d, the Secretary has
the burden of proof. In other words, for benefits to be terminated
on the basis of any of these reasons, the evidence in the file must
show that one of these factors is met.
The Committee bill requires that regulations to implement the
medical improvement standard shall be published within 6 months
of enactment.
Reasons for change
The new standard of continuing eligibility is designed to respond
to and address a number of serious problems in the disability
review process. First and foremost, the Committee is reaffirming
its commitment to and insistence upon a nationally uniform disability insurance program. In recent months, due both to independent actions by States that are in violation of Federal law and guidelines and to Court actions, the social security disability insurance
program is no longer being administered in a nationally uniform
manner, consistent with the goals of the Federal program. The
issue of medical improvement and the standards to be applied in
determining eligibility for people after they are on the benefit rolls
has been one of the central issues of contention. This new standard
is thus intended to make explicit to the States administering the
disability insurance program and to the courts the standards to be
applied in determining continuing eligibility for benefits-the
standards as set forth in national policy by the Congress. As discussed below, the effective date of the medical improvement standard underscores the Committee's intention to ensure uniform applicat.ion of the single standard of review.
Secondly, the Committee is reaffirming its commitment to and
insistent upon a tightly administered disability insurance program.
The standard included in the bill does not in any way relieve the
Secretary 'o f the obligation to carefully and regularly review the accuracy of the benefit rolls, as mandated by the 1980 disability
amendments. Nor does it relieve the individual of the obligation to
periodically reestablish his continuing eligibility. If the individual
is found to have been allowed on the rolls erroneously, or on the
basis of fraud, or if his condition has improved, either medically or
vocationally, or is not as disabling as originally believed, benefits
will be terminated if the individual can perform substandard gainful activity. Benefits will also be terminated if the individual is currently working, cannot be located, or fails, without good cause, to
cooperate in the review or to follow prescribed treatment which
could be expected to restore his ability to work. Clearly, it is not
the Committee's intention to grandfather people onto the benefit
rolls who can perform substantial gainful activity, as this would
create a serious inequity-a double-standard-between current
beneficiaries and new applications with identical impairments.
S. Rept. 98-466 --- 2
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In this regard, the Committee considere~ caz:e~u~lr and reje~ted
the proposal to shift the burden of proof 1n ehg1b1ht~ d~tE;rmln~
tions from the claimant to the Government once the 1nd1V1dualiS
on the benefit rolls. The weight of the evidence must demonstrate.
that the individual should remain on the rolls, not the reve:se,
where the weight of the evidence would have to warrant ter!Dmation. In addition the Committee considered carefully and reJected
the proposal to require that a quality or quantity of improvement
(vocational or medical) be shown prior to determining whether the
individual can work. The protections in the Committee amendment
are for those whose conditions have remained the same or deteriorated since the time of their last disability decision. The amendment does not include protections for people who have improved, or
who have failed to improve to some particular degree, so long as it
is demonstrated that they can work. The Committee thus rejected
putting up legal or procedural hurdles to removing from the rolls
those people who can work and who have experienced some change
in circumstances since the time of the last disability determination.
Third, the Committee is concerned that the confidence of the disabled population in the social security disability insurance program
has been seriously eroded in recent years as a result of the periodic
review process. This amendment is designed to provide reassurance
to the severely impaired population who have every right to expect
their benefits to be continued under this program. If an individual
is correctly and properly allowed onto the benefit rolls, and if the
evidence shows that his medical condition has not improved (other
than in ways that are not related to work ability), the Secretary
must demonstrate that there is some other stated change in circumstances prior to making a determination of work ability. Work
ability, or the ability of the individual to be found eligible for benefits if newly applying, will no longer be the sole standard of continuing eligibility.
~ile the Committee is aware that there are many difficult details to be worked out by the Secretary pertaining to the administration of th~ new standard, the Committee expects the type of
process descr1bed below to be followed as closely as possible.
EXPLANATION OF CoNTINUING ELIGIBIUTY REVIEW
MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT STANDARD

PRocEss

WITH

Step 1: Beneficiary is notified of review and asked to come to
local socia! security district office for interview:
Re':ew process explained, including role of medical improvement 1n the process,
Beneficiary ex:pl:Uns c~rrent condition and how condition
compares to cond1tlon at trme of last review
District office as~ists ben~ficiary in listi~g medical treating
sources and other 1nformatwn on current activities (including
any work),
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(If, at any point during the review, the beneficiary is found
to be working at substantial gainful activity, the review is
ceased and benefits terminated.) 1
Interviewer observes condition of beneficiary to determine if
review should be ceased at this point and benefits continued.
Step 2: State agency secures and reviews medical evidence, both
that provided by the claimant and secured by the Secretary.
(Review may be ceased at this point and benefits continued based
on the evidence in the file.) 2
Step 3: If a continuance decision is not made in Step 2, the
record of evidence is reviewed to establish whether the individual
has medically improved and to determine whether he is disabled
under the meaning of the law (i.e., can he perform substantial
gainful activity?)
NO MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

If the Secretary finds that there has been no medical improvement in the individual's impairment(s) (other than medical improvement which is not related to his work ability), the Secretary
must determine whether any one of the following factors is met:
(a) the individual has benefited from medical or vocational
therapy or technology,
(b) new or improved diagnostic or evaluative techniques indicate the individual's impairment(s) is not as disabling as believed at the time of the last decision,
(c) the prior determination was fraudulently obtained, or
(d) there is demonstrated substantial reason to believe that
the prior determination was erroneous (not considering the
claimant's current medical condition).
If the answer to each of these factors is no, benefits are continued (whether or not the individual would have been found to be
able to engage in substantial gainful activity).
If the answer to any of these factors is yes, the Sectetary then
makes a determination of whether the individual can engage in
substantial gainful activity.
If the Secretary determines that he can, benefits are terminated;
If the Secretary determines that he cannot, benefi,ts are continued.
MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

If the Secretary finds the evidence does not establish that the individual's impairment(s) is the same as or worse than at the time
of the prior determination (disregarding medical improvement
which is not related to his work abHity), the Secretary determines
whether the individual is able to perform substantial gainful activity.
1 Review shall also be ceased and benefits terminated if the individual cannot be located, or
fails, without good cause, to cooperate in the review or to follow prescribed treatment that could
be expected to restore his ability to work.
2
Review may be ceased and benefits continued at any point in the process that is warranted
by the evidence in the me.
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If the Secretary determines that he can, benefits are termi-

nated·
·
If the Sectetary determines that he cannot, benefits are continued.
The Committee is aware that certain beneficiaries may be unable
to cooperate in a review as a result of the very nature of their impairment (mental impairment cases, for example). Current S~A operating guidelines provide that such persons be accorded special assistance and that, where appropriate, a third party-such as a
family member or treating physician--become involved in the process. The Committee stresses the importance of these guidelines and
urges the Secretary to exercize caution in applying the failure to
cooperate exception to the medical improvement standard.
The Committee believes that the standard in this amendment is
one that provides protections for beneficiaries who belong on the
rolls, yet is understandable and workable-essential features for a

standard that is to be uniformly applied.
Fourth, the Committee is aware that, notwithstanding the effort
to create a clear standard that can be tightly administered, the
complexity and the enormity of the disability determination process makes an assessment of the likely impact of the new standard
most difficult. Over 1 million people with widely different disabilities apply for benefits each year and over 400,000 beneficiaries are
reviewed each year to assess their continuing eligibility. These disability determinations are made by 12,000-13,000 State agency employees in some 54 States and jurisdictions under the direction and
monitoring of the Secretary. Three levels of administrative appeals,
then the opportunity for appeal to the Federal courts, add thousands more people to the decision-making process. How the new
standard will actually be applied will be determined by the actions
of all of these agents-the Secretary, the States, and the courts.
The acturial cost estimates received by the Committee underscore the inherent uncertainty. Whereas the Social Security Administration believes the new standard will involve a substantial
cost and significantly impact the rate of present-law terminations,
the Congressional Budget Office estimates a much lower cost and a
lesser impact on terminations.
The Committee's uncertainty about how the new standard will
actually impact beneficiaries, program administration and the
t~ust ~unds ~as led the Committee to include a sunset on' the provisiOn-It expires on December 31, 1987. By this time the Committee
expects that over 1 million people will have been 'reviewed under
the new. standard (includin~ 200,000-300,000 who have not yet
been reYiewe~ for the firs~ ti~~ under the periodic review requirement), I~ add1bon to ~he ~ndiVIduals who will be eligible for redeterminatio~. under this bill. The <;ommittee should then be in a
strong position to assess the merits and workability of the new
standard.
To help ensure that the Committee carefully monitor developments over the next 3 years and make a timely decision on thereauthoriza~ion ?f the standard, Section 18 of the Committee amendme~t, which bg~tens Federal control over State disability determinatiOns, also expires on December 31, 1987.
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Effective date
The effective date in the Committee amendment clearly delineates which cases are to be determined or redetermined and under
the new standard. The nw standard would (subject to the 3-year
sunset) be applied to future determinations of continuing eligibility
and to all individuals who currently have claims properly pending
in the administrative appeals process. The amendment would further direct that continuing disability cases properly pending in the
Courts (as of the date of Committee action) would be remanded to
the Secretary for review by the Secretary under the new standard.
(This amendment would also apply to new court cases which are
timely filed by individuals who have completed the administrative
appeals process during the period between March 15, 1984 and 60
days after enactment.) This remand procedure would apply only to
individual litigants and to members of class actions identified by
name.
In the case of other members of class actions, a different rule
would be followed. The Secretary would be required to notify any
member of a class who has, prior to the date of Committee action,
been properly certified as a class member (even though not individually named) that these individuals would be allowed a period of 60
days from the date of notification to request a review of the determination that they are no longer disabled. If they make such a request within the 60 days, their case will be reviewed administratively under the new standards established by the bill. The result
of that review could be further appealed under rules of appeal established by the Social Security Act and Secretary's regulations. If
they fail to request such a review, however, they would lose the
right of judicial review of their case- just as claimants under current law lose such rights if they fail to make timely appeals, and as
unnamed members of class action litigation now lose thier rights of
appeal if they fail to make a timely application for the relief which
is ordered under the class action.
In the case of any individual with respect to whom a continuing
disability determination hasb-ecome administratively final prior to
the date of Committee action and who has not initiated a ·court
action either individually or as a member of a class properly certified prior to such date, the amendment would provide that the administrative determination of the Secretary is final and conclusive
and not subject to appeal. In other words, the amendment would
not allow for redeterminations in the case of individuals who have
failed to exercise their appeal rights and therefore have no reason
to consider themselves protected by the certification of a class
action. This would avoid the possibility that a future certification
of one or more class actions-or even a nationwide class action
might give the Committee decision much broader retrospective
effect (and for higher cost) than the Committee intends.
Individuals remanded to the Secretary for review or those who
request review within the allowable time limit could elect to receive payments on an interim basis pending redetermination of
their eligibility under the new standard. These payments would
commence with the month in which the individual requests that
such payments be made. Individuals who are found eligible for ben-
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efits under the new standard would receive any additional benefits
that may be due for the retroactive peri?d ~~ce their ben~fits. w_ere
ceased. Any interim payments made to mdiVIduals found meligtble
under the new standard would be subject to recovery as overpayments under the same conditions that apply to payments made
under the continuation of benefits during appeal provision in existing law.
Because of the apparent complexity _of t~e e~ectiye date p~ovi
sion a detailed rationale for the Committee s action IS appropnate.
The' Committee has determined that the legislation should establish precisely the application of the new medical. impr~vement ~ro
visions in order to eliminate the confusion and diSruption resultmg
from the extensive litigation now pending in the courts on medical
improvement.
The plaintiffs in many of these pending suits have sought to represent a class of all present or former reCipients of disability benefits who reside in a particular state or judicial circuit. The Administration has informed the Committee that there are in excess of 30
such class actions or putative class actions pending, often purporting to be brought on behalf of thousands of individual claimants.
The overwhelming majority of these individual claimants are not
aware that they are members of a class or putative class in a suit
brought by someone else and have essentially abandoned their
claims by not personally seeking judicial review. The disruptive
impact of these class actions is particularly severe in those cases in
which the plaintiffs have sought to represent a class that is so
broadly defined as to include hundreds or thousands of claimants
who either (a) did not exhaust their administrative remedies (which
is a prerequisite to obtaining judicial review of the denial of their
claims) or (b) previously allowed an administrative denial of their
claim at some level to become final and binding because they failed
to seek further administrative review or to seek judicial review of a
fmal decision by the Appeals Council within 60-days.
A major purpose of this legislation is to resolve the current controversy over the medical improvement issue, without unnecessar~Y increasing the cost of the disability program by broadly applyIng the new standard to thousands of individuals who had effectively accepted the fmding of ineligibility and abandoned their claims
by not following prescribed procedures for seeking review of the
denial of benefits.
Insofar as the Committee has not provided for cases that are no
longer live and properly pending on the date of enactment to be
reopened and reconsidered, this provision merely restates existing
law that precludes judicial review of administrative denials of
claims that the claimants themselves allowed to become fmal. Califano v. Sanders, 430 U.S. 99 (1977). And because the new medical
improvement standard will be applied to claims that are not stale·
that is, claims that are live and properly pending in the admin~
tr~tive appeals process or in court on the date of enactment-there
Will be .no fu!1her litigat~on O? the medical improvement issue in
connection With those clauns either. The combined effect then will
be to elimiD:ate all of the .cu.rrent litigation on the medic~ imp~ove
ment question under ex1stmg law and to start afresh under the
new statutory standard.
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Whether a claim raising the question of medical improvement is
properly pending on the date of enactment and therefore is subject
to the new medical improvement standard in this legislation will
be determined by reference to the requirements of Section 205 of
the Social Security Act and the implementing procedural regulations promulgated by the Secretary.
Under the amendment, if a claimant has a determination pending before the Secretary, his claim would automatically be considered under the new statutory medical improvement standard in
the course of any further administrative review. If, however, a
claimant's determination is not pending before the Secretary because the claimant has not sought further administrative review
within the prescibed time limits, the administrative decision denying his claim for benefits becomes fmal and binding and is not subject to further administrative or judicial review. Califano v. Sanders, 430 U.S. 99 (1977). The administrative decision denying the
claim therefore would not be reopened and reconsidered under the
new statutory medical improvement standard.
The amendment also provides for application of the new statutory medical improvement standard to claims properly pending in
court on the date of enactment. Under Section 205(g) of the Social
Security Act, a claimant may obtain judicial review only of the Secretary's ufinal decision" on a claim made after a hearing, and only
if he seeks judicial review within 60 days of that final decision.
Governing regulations in turn provide that the Secretary's "final
decision" subject to judicial review is rendered only after the individual has pressed his claim for benefits through all levels of the
existing administrative appeals process, including seeking review
by the Appeals Council. The Supreme Court held in Weinberger v.
Salfi, 422 U.S. 749, 764, 766 (1975), that full exhaustion of the administrative appeals process established by the Secretary's regulations is a jurisdictional prerequisite to seeking judicial review pursuant to Section 205(g) of the Social Security Act, and the Supreme
Court recently reaffirmed that holding in Heckler v. Ringer, No.
82-1772 (May 14, 1984), slip op. 2, 3, 16. Accordingly, the only
claims raisin~ the medical improvement issue that would be "properly pending' in court under existing law on the date of enactment
would be the claims of individuals who exhausted their administrative remedies through the Appeals Council stage and then sought
judicial review under Section 205(g) of the Social Security Act
within 60 days.
There will, however, be many thousands of individuals who may
have exhausted their administrative remedies without thereafter
personally seeking judicial review pursuant to Section 205(g), but
who are unnamed members of a class in a suit filed as a class
action or putative class action raising the medical improvement
issue on behalf of all claimants in a particular state or judicial circuit. Under the amendment, if a district court has actually certified a case as a class action, the claims of all class members in such
a certified class action who fully exhausted their administrative
remedies on or after a date 60 days prior to the filing of the class
action will be regarded as "properly pending" in court. However, to
protect against the substantial increase in the cost of this legislation that could result from a rash of class certifications in present-
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ly uncertified class actions prior to the enactment of this legis~a
tion, this special protection for unnamed class members apphes
only to class actions certified on or before May 16, 1984, the date of
the Finance Committee's action on the bill.
The claims of the members of certified classes who fully exhausted their administrative remedies will not automatically be remanded to the Secretary for reconsideration under the new standard.
This is because these class members have not pressed their claims
in court, possibly because they had accepted the correctness of the
decision, and therefore effectively abandoned them. Instead of providing for an automatic reconsideration of such cases, the amendment provides for the Secretary to send a notice to each member of
the certified class informing him that if he wants to pursue his
claim for benefits notwithstanding his failure to seek judicial
review under Section 205(g) following the Appeals Council's denial
of his claim, he must notify the Secretary within 60 days. If the
class member responds within 60 days, his claim will be reconsidered under the new medical improvement standard in this legislation. If the class member does not notify the Secretary within 60
days that he wants to have his claim reconsidered under the new
standard, the amendment provides that the previous Appeals Council decision denying his claim will be fmal and binding and will not
be subject to judicial review.
A claimant who has not individually sought review of his case in
a timely manner is not, however, protected under the amendment
by the pendency of a class action suit in which no class has been
certified prior to the date of the Committee's action. His individual
claim would be barred from judicial review, unless of course the
Secretary, in a particular case extended the time for seeking judicial review under her discretionary authority in Section 205(g).
This would avoid the possibility that a future certification of one or
more class actions-or even nationwide class action-might give
the Committee decision much broader retrospective effect (and
much higher costs) than the Committee intends.
The Committee's decision to bar judicial review of claims of putative members of uncertified classes (who have not individually protected their appeal rights) was based on the following considerations:
. (1) In the case of uncertified class actions, it is extremely speculative as to whether and to what extent a class would ever be certified. Thus, claimants cannot have reasonably relied on the mere
pendency of a class action complaint to excuse them from pursuing
their rights individually.
Putative m~mbers of uncertified classes have little if any likelihood of learning about the pendency of suits which include class
all~gati~ns, let alone abou~ the details of the proposed class and the
rehef being ~ought. Then: lS therefore no reason to believe that this
group of c~a~ants ref~:nned from perfecting their appeals in the
hoJ?e of being Included .1n ~l~ss relief: They simply abandoned their
claims. To the extent IndiVId~al claimants may have been misled
by the pen~ency of a. class. suit, the Committee notes that the Secretary retams the ~~s~reti<~n to extend the time to appeal or to
reopen the case administratively;
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(2) Members of this group have no cases in court either individually or by means of a class action. Moreover, each of them received a notice from the Secretary advising them of the time limit
for seeking judicial review and they let that time lapse. Since Section 205(g) of the Act is an authorization to sue the United States,
its 60-day time limit for filing suit is jurisdictional and cannot be
tolled by the pendency of a class suit. Hunt v. Schweiker, 685 F.2d
121 (4th Cir. 1982). Since this legislation in effect causes the denial
of class certification for these persons, the putative members are in
the same position they would have been had the various courts
merely denied certification. In either event, their abandoned claims
could not be reviewed in court.
(3) The number of claimants who might ultimately be certified in
the pending suits is unknown and, in the nature of things, unknowable. There is, however, no escaping the fact that the number of
class members is potentially staggering. If. these claimants were
permitted to revive their lapsed claims, thousands of claimants
who had long since abandoned their claims might seek to reopen
and relitigate them under the new statute. The burden these
untold thousands of cases would pose to the orderly administration
of the Social Security program is unacceptable-given the lack of
interest shown by these claimants in keeping their own cases alive,
and the crushing load of properly perfected cases the agency is
struggling to process. In addition, the cost of including this vast
class of unknown persons in the new statute could add over $1 billion to $2 billion to the cost of the bill. The Committee cannot justify this drain on the Trust Fund for the benefit of a group of individuals who had, but chose not to exercise, opportunities for
appeal.
(4) Closing out these claims in consistent with the Social Security
review system, which is generally designed to provide individualized review of final decisions of the Secretary. This approach also is
consistent with the overall intent of the bill to avoid retroactive application to the maximum extent possible. At the same time, however, the Committee wants to ensure that neither the courts nor
the Secretary will have to struggle in the pending cases to define
what the prior law in termination cases meant. Thus, if the amend·
ment were to permit these uncertified classes to proceed under the
prior law, one of the principal purposes of this legislation-to bring
a halt to the acrimonious and burgeoning 11 medical improvement"
litigation-would be defeated.
CONTINUATION OF PAYMENTS DURING APPEAL

(Section 3 of the committee amendment)
Present law
DI benefits are automatically payable for the month the beneficiary is notified of ineligibility and for the 2 following months. Benefits do not generally continue during appeal. Based on a Supreme
Court decision, supplemental security income (SSI) payments must
continue through opportunity for an evidentiary hearing.
Under a temporary provision in P.L. 97-455 (as extended by P.L.
98-118), individuals notified of a termination decision could elect to
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have DI benefits and Medicare coverage continued during appealthrough the month proceeding the month of the administrative law
judge (ALJ) hearing decision. The~e add.it~o~al DI b.ene~ts are. s~b
ject to recovery as o:re.rpayme.nts If the In1~1al ~erminatwn decision
is upheld. This provisiOn expired for terminatiOns on. or after December 7, 1983. Committee amendment: The Committee amendment reauthorize payments pending appeal through the ALJ hearing for terminations prior to June 1, 1986.
.
The original provision authorizing payment~ pen~ng appe~~ resulted in large part because of the lack of uniformity of decisions
between the State agencies and the administrative law judges
(ALJs). In the early stages of the periodic review process, States
agencies were fmding about 50 percent of the people reviewed ineligibile for benefits, and among those who appealed to an ALJ, about
60 percent were having benefits reinstated. The provision making
continued payments available to people found ineligible for DI was
thus temporary in nature, based on the view that either significant
administrative, or legislative reforms would be necessary to remedy
-this untenable situation. It is the Committee's belief that the reforms contained in this bill will reduce the need for these payments by: (1) improving the quality and accuracy of disability determinations at the first stage of decision-making, (2) enhancing
the uniformity of decisions between different levels of appeal, and
thereby (3) reducing the number of a~peals and the rate of decisions which are being reversed by ALJ s.
UNIFORM STANDARDS

(Section 4 of the committee amendment)

Present law
The guidelines for making social security disability determinations are contained in regulations, social security rulings, and the
Program Operating Manual System (POMS).
Regulations, or substantive rules, have the force and effect of law
and are therefore binding on all levels of adjudication-state agencies, administrative law judges, the Social Security Administrations
(SSA's), Appeals Council, and the Federal Courts. On a voluntary
bas~s, SSA issues its regulations in accordance with the public
~otlce and comment rulemaking requirements of the Administrative Proced~re Act (~PA). The APA requirements do not, however,
apply to social secunty programs because of a general exception for
benefit programs.
Rul~g~ consist of inte~pretative policy statements issued by the
CommiSSI~Il:er and other mterpretations of law and regulations, se~ected deciSions of the Federal courts and ALJs, and selected opinu;ms of the Gener~ Counsel. Rulings often provide detailed elaborat~on of the r~gulatwn~ h~lpful for public understanding. By regulation, the ruhngs are bindi_ng ?n all levels of adjudication.
The POMS are a compilatiOn of detailed policy instructions and
step-~y-step proc~d~res .for the. use of State agency personnel in developing ::m.d adJ~dlCating clrums. The POMS are not binding on
the Administrative Law Judges, the Appeals Council or the
Courts.
'
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Committee amendment
The Committee amendment would require the Secretary to establish by regulation uniform standards, of eligibility to be binding on
all levels of adjudication in determining whether individuals are
disabled under the meaning of the Social Security Act. Such regulations must be published in accordance with the rulemaking requirements of the APA (thus removing SSA's exclusion from the
provisions of the AP A on matters relating to the determination of
disability.)
It is the Committee's goal to ensure uniform decisionmaking at
all levels of the disability adjudication process through the publication of regulations under the APA. It is the intent of the Committee, however, that the Secretary be required to publish in regulations only those changes in policies and procedures that could be
reasonably expected to have an impact on findings of eligibility.
The Committee is particularly concerned that SSA retain the flexibility to respond quickly to changes in conditions through the issuance of other less formal vehicles including Rulings and POMS.
Effective date
This provision is effective on enactment.
MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEWS

(Section 5 of the committee amendment)
Present law
Under the Disability Amendments of 1980, all DI beneficiaries
with non-permanent impairments must be reviewed at least once
every 3 years to assess their continuing eligibility for benefits. Individuals with permanent impairments may be reviewed less frequently. Presently, there is no distinction in the law between the
rate of review for individuals with physical and mental impairments.
Under an Administration initiative (of June 7, 1983), periodic eligibility reviews have been suspended for those mental impairment
cases involving functional psychotic disorders, pending a revision,
arrived at in consultation with outside mental health experts, of
the criteria used for determining disability.
_
Under a subsequent Administration action (announced April 13,
1984), all periodic eligibility reviews have been suspended temporarily.
Committee amendment
The Committee amendment suspends eligibility reviews for all
individuals with disabilities based on mental impairments pending
~ revision of the eligibility criteria. Such revisions would be made
m consultation with outside mental health and vocational rehabilitation experts. Also, a redetermination of eligibility under new criteria (and reinstatement of benefits where appropriate) would be
required for individuals denied benefits after enactment and prior
to revision of criteria, and to those terminated from the rolls since
June 7, 1983.
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Effective date
Such revised eligibility criteria must be published as regul~tions
within 90 days after enactment.
QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

(Section 6 of the committee amendment)

Present law
By regulation, the State review team ma~g disability dete~
nations must consist of a State agency med1cal consultant (physician) and a State agency disability examiner. Under SSA operating
instructions, both must sign the disability determination.
Committee amendment
The Committee amendment would require that in the case of an
individual seeking benefits on the basis of a mental impairment, in
which a decision unfavorable to the claimant or beneficiary is
being made, the Secretary must make every reasonable effort to
ensure that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist completes the
medical portion of the evaluation and any assessment of residual
·
functional capacity.
The Committee does not intend that the Secretary be considered
to have made every reasonable effort to obtain the services of
qualified personnel for purposes of this provision in cases where
such services could clearly be obtained if compensation for those
services were made available at levels which meet the pervailing
norms for such services. If such a situation arises, the Committee
expects the Secretary to exercise her authority to require proper
administration by the States or to utilize appropriate Federal resources to assure that determinations continue to be fully carried
out in mental impairment cases with qualified psychiatrists and
psychologists.
The Committee is aware that this amendment-by placing emphasis on the use of mental health specialists for making disability
determinations in mental impairment cases-may appear to be setting a precedent requiring specialization among the types of physicians and other qualified professionals who make determinations.
Carried to the extreme, this could impede the making of timely decisions, thereby causing substantial backlogs, and significantly disrupt the effective administration of a process which requires millions of determinations each year. The merits and consequences of
such specialization have not been evaluated and warrant serious
consideration. As a result, Section 14 of thi~ bill directs the next
social security advisory council to study and make recommendations on this issue.

Effective date
This provision is effective for determinations made on or after
date of enactment.
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NONACQUIESCENCE TO CIRCUIT COURT DECISIONS AFFECTING POLICY

(Section 7 of the committee amendment)

Present law
The Social Security Administration (SSA) abides by all flnal
judgments of Federal courts with respect to the individuals in particular suits, but does not consider itself bound to implement the
policy approach embodied in such decisions with respect to nonlitigants. In the infrequent case that a circuit court decision is contrary to the Secretary's interpretation of the Social Security Act
and regulations, SSA may at times issue a ruling of nonacquiescence stating it will not adopt the court's decision as agency policy.
There are now 8 rulings of nonacquiescence.
Committee amendment
In the case of U.S. Court of Appeals decisions affecting the Social
Security Act or regulations, the Committee amendment would require the Secretary to send to the Committees on Finance and
Ways and Means, and publish in the Federal Register, a statement
of the Secretary's decision to acquiesce or not acquiesce in such
court decision, and the specific facts and reasons in support of the
Secretary's decision. In cases where the Secretary is acquiescing,
the reporting requirement would apply only to signillcant decisions.
The Secretary would make these reports within 90 days after the
issuance of the court decision or the last day available for filing an
appeal, whichever is later.
The Committee is aware that a dispute exists as to the right of
the Secretary to not acquiesce in circuit court decisions. While the
Committee is concerned that a policy of mandatory acquiescence
would be difficult to reconcile with the long standing Congressional
importance attached to national uniformity, this legislation does
not attempt to resolve that issue. Those who argue that the Secretary has no such right frequently cite the case of Marbury v. Madison in support of their contention that the Secretary's position violates the principle that the courts may interpret the laws. On the
other hand, the Committee received testimony from the Department of Justice that the ability to not acquiesce is an important
element of the Government's ability to pursue litigation in an orderly manner. Accordingly, the implications of changing this practice range widely beyond the Social Security Act. In its testimony,
the Justice Department cited a recent case, United States v. Men~oza in which the Supreme Court upheld the Government position
man issue closely related to nonacquiescence. Clearly, if a constitutional issue is involved, it cannot be settled in this legislation
and must be left for ultimate resolution by the Supreme Court. For
t!rls reason, the Committee bill provides that "nothing in this sectlon shall be interpreted as sanctioning any decision of the Secretary not to acquiesce in the decision of a U.S. Court of Appeals."
Effective date
For U.S. Court of Appeals decisions rendered on or after date of
enactment.
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MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

(Section 8 of the committee amendment)

Present law
In determining whether an individual is disabled, a sequential
evaluation is followed: current work activity, duration and severity
of impairment, residual funcational capacity, and vocational factors
are considered in that order. Medical considerations alone can justify a finding of ineligibility where the impairment(s) is not severe.
An impairment is nonsevere if it does not significant!~ limit the individual's physical or mental capacity to perform basic work-related functions.
By regulation, the combined effects of unrelated impairments are
considered only if all are severe (and expected to last 12 months).
As elaborated in rulings, "inasmuch as a nonsevere impairment is
one which does not significantly limit basic work-related functions,
neither will a combination of two or more such impairments significantly restrict the basic work-related functions needed to do
most jobs."
Committee amendment
In determining the medical severity of an individual's impairment, the Secretary would be required under the Committee
amendment to consider the combined effect of all of the individual's impairments without regard to whether any one impairment
itself would be considered severe.
It is the expectation of the Committee that in most cases, multiple nonsevere impairments do not have a cumulative severe
impact. The Committee is concerned, however, that the disability
evaluation process accomodate those circumstances in which an individual has multiple impairments, the severely limiting effect of
which is not reflected in any one of them.
In adopting this amendment, the Committee wishes to emphasize
that the new rule is to be applied in accordance with the existing
sequential evaluation process and is not to be interpreted as authorizing a departure from that process. As the Committee stated
in its report on the 1967 amendments, an individual is to be considered eligible "only if it is shown that he has a severe medically determinable physical or mental impairment or impairments." The
amendment requires the Secretary to determine first, on a strictly
medical basis and without regard to vocational factors, whether the
individual's impairments, considered in combination, are medically
severe. If they are not, the claim must be disallowed. Of course, if
the Secretary does find a medically severe combination of impairments, the combined impact of the impairments would also be considered during the remaining stages of the sequential evaluation
process.
Effective date
For determinations made on or after January 1, 1985.
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EVALUATION OF PAIN

(Section 9 of the committee amendment)
Present law
Under the law, an individual's disability (whether mental or
physical) must be medically determinable, expected to end in death
or last for 12 continuous months, and must prevent any substantial
gainful activity. There is no specific statement in the law as to how
pain is to be evaluated. The law does provide that eligibility must
be based on uan impairment that results from anatomical, physiological, or psychological abnormalities which are demonstrable br,
medically acceptable clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques. '
SSA's policy on how pain is to be evaluated is contained in regulations which were issued in August 1980. By regulation, symptoms
of impairments, such as pain, cannot alone be evidence of disability. There must be medical signs or other findings which show
there is a medical condition that could ureasonably be expected" to
produce those symptoms.
Committee amendment
The determination of whether an individual is eligible for social
security disability benefits can often involve difficult evaluations of
medical and vocational evidence. The Congress has provided general policy guidance to the administration indicating the clear intent
that benefits be provided only to those who have severe medical
conditions which preclude their engaging in substantial gainful activity. To assure the integrity of the program, Congress has also
specifically indicated that eligibility must be based on verifiable
and objective medical evidence. Further the Congress has indicated
that it attaches high importance to the administration of the disability program with a high degree of national uniformity. To carry
out these general policies in the day to day administration of the
program, the Congress necessarily relies upon the Administration
to undertake on a continuing basis a careful evaluation of the state
of medical art and, through regulations and other quidelines, to
apply criteria and evidentiary rules which are consistent with
them.
It has come to the attention of the Committee, that there are a
number of outstanding court cases which are challenging the current policies of the Administration concerning the weight to be attached to claimant's subjective allegations concerning pain and
other symptoms. The Committee questioned representatives of the
Administration of this matter during its consideration of the legislation and understands that the Administration has been, on a continuing basis, consulting some of the best available medical experts
on the extent to which subjective allegations of this type can be
verified. At this time, the Administration has found that the
weight of opinion does not justify a departure from present practice
as being consistent with the program principles enunciated by the
Congress .
.The Committee is always reluctant to statutorily codify detailed
e~1gibility criteria which are more properly promulgated by regulations. Such regulations should receive appropriate deferrence from
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the courts. However, if courts ignore the Secretary's regulatory authority and the expressed Congressional con.cerns for .careful administration, national uniformity, and verifiable evidence, the
Committee has little choice but to draw the statute as narrowly as
possible. For this reason, the Committee has included in the statutory rules for determining disability a specific rule for evaluating
subjective allegations of pain. It is the clear inteJ?-tion of the Committee that this rule should be seen as a codification of the regulations and policies currently followed by the Administration. This
rule prohibits basing eligibility for benefits solely on subjective allegations of pain (or other symptoms). There must be evidence of
an underlying medical condition and (1) there must be objective
medical evidence to confirm the severity of the alleged pain arising
from that condition or (2) the objectively determined medical condition must be of a severity which can reasonably be expected to give
rise to the alleged pain.
The Committee recognizes that this is an area involving difficult
medical questions to which complete answers may not be available.
For this reason, the Committee is recommending a high-level study
to be conducted over the next two years by a panel of at least 12
experts to be appointed by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services. This body is to include in its membership significant representation from the field of medicine who are involved in the
study of pain along with representation from other appropriate
fields including law and administration. This panel is to be appointed within 60 days of enactment and is to report to the Committee on Finance and the Committee on Ways and Means no later
than December 31, 1986.
The Committee anticipates that the results of this study will
help clarify this issue. If necessary, the Committee will be ready to
consider further legislation which may be appropriate in the light
of the study. In any event, the Committee amendment would cease
to be a part of the statute after December 31, 1987. Since the provision simply codifies existing practice, the termination of the provision would not modify the rules governing the program, but it
would fully restore the Administration's current degree of flexibility to implement regulatory changes which might then appear appropriate. Any such changes would, of course, have to be consistent
with the policy guidance contained in the law and its legislative
history.
MODIFICATION OF RECONSIDERATION AND PREREVIEW NOTICE

(Section 10 of the committee amendment)

Present law
A ~rson w~ose initial cl~m for disability benefits is denied or
who IS determ.med ~fter review t~ ~e no longer disabled, may request ~ reco~s1derat10n of that dectswn within 60 days. In the past,
~econs~derabon has ~en a paper ~eview of the evidentiary record,
mcludmg any new eVIdence submitted by the claimant conducted
by the State agency.
'
~~der a pr~vis.ion of P.~. 97;-~55, enacted January 12, 1983, dis·
abihty beneficiaries found tnehw.ble for benefits must be given op-
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portunity for a face-to-face evidentiary hearing at reconsideration.
Such hearings may be provided by the State agency or by the Secretary.
Committee amendment
The committee amendment would require the Secretary to notify
individuals upon initiating a periodic eligibility review that such
review could result in termination of benefits and that medical evidEmce may be submitted.
In addition, the Secretary would be required to conduct demonstration projects in at least 5 States in which the opportunity for
personal appearance is provided prior to determination of ineligibility (in lieu of face-to-face hearing at reconsideration). This would
apply to periodic review cases only. A report would be due to Congress by April 1, 1986.
The Committee is aware that one of the reasons for the difference in decisions made by State agencies and administrative law
judges (and the high rate at which administrative law judges reverse termination decisions) is the fact that the hearing decision involves face-to-face contract between the claimant or beneficiary
and the decision-maker. Whether or not those decisions made with
personal appearance contact are more accurate, given the inherent
subjectivity that may be introduced, has not been established.
This provision would, on a demonstration basis, permit the opportunity for face-to-face appearance prior to the State agency
making a decision to terminate benefits. The Committee has made
a decision not to mandate this change for all denial decisions or all
termination decisions in recognition of the need for caution in this
area. Procedural changes such as these, particularly when coupled
with the many reforms in this bill, can have significant and unforseen consequences on the administration of the program and the
rate of allowances.
This provision will complement the legislation enacted in 1983
(P.L. 97 -455) which requires that face-to-face evidentiary hearings
be provided at the reconsideration hearing level for all terminated
beneficiaries.
Effective date
As soon as practicable after date of enactment.
CONSULTATIVE EXAMS/MEDICAL EVIDENCE

(Section 11 of the committee amendment)
Present law:
Consultative exams are medical exams purchased by the State
~ency from physicians outside the agency. By regulation, consultative examinations may be sought to secure additional information
necessary to make a disability determination or to check conflicting information. Evidence so obtained is to be considered in conjunction with all other medical and nonmedical evidence submitted
in connection with a disability claim. ·

S. Rept. 98- 466 - - - 4
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Committee amendment:
The Committee amendment requires the Secretary to make
every reasonable effort to obtain necessary medical evidence from
the individual's treating physician prior to seeking a consultation
examination. In proposing this amendment, it is the Committee's
purpose to underscore the importance of obtaining evidence from
the claimant's or beneficiary's physician who is likely to be the
medical professional most able to provide a detailed, longitudinal
picture of the individual's medical condition.
The Committee does not intend to alter in any way the relative
weight which the Secretary places on reports received from treat.
ing physicians and from consultative examinations. Nor is it intended that the Secretary shall be precluded from obtaining consultative examinations when the Secretary finds it necessary to
secure additional information or to resolve conflicting evidence.
The Committee amendment would also require the Secretary to
develop a complete medical history for individuals applying for
benefits or undergoing review over at least the preceding 12 month
period. However, in cases involving applications for disability benefits where the claimant alleges that the disability began less than
12 months prior to his application, obtaining a medical history of
at least 12 months may be unnecessary.
Effective date
These provisions are effective for determinations made on or
after the date of enactment.
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

(Section 12 of the committee amendment)

Present law
Presently, States are reimbursed for VR services provided to DI
beneficiaries which result in their performance of substantial gainful activity (SGA) for at least 9 months. For such individuals, services are reimbursable for as long as they are in VR and receiving
cash benefits. If the individual is reviewed and found to have medically recovered while in VR, cash benefits may continue (under
Section 225(b) of the Social Security Act, a work incentive provision
enacted in 1980) but VR services may not be reimbursable since
the individual's ability to engage in SGA is attributable to medical
improvement rather than rehabilitation.
Committee amendment
The committee amendment authorizes reimbursement for VR
services .P~ovid~d t? _individuals who have medically recovered but
are receiVIng diSability benefits under Section 225(b). Reimbursable
services would be those . provided prior to his or her working at
SGA for 9 months, or pnor to the month benefit entitlement ends,
whichever is earlier.
Effective date
On enactment.
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SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAlS WHO PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL
GAINFUL ACTIVITY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRMENTS

(Section 13 of the committee amendment)
Present law
Under the SSI program, an individual who is able to engage in
substantial gainful activity (SGA) cannot become eligible for SSI
disability payments. Prior to the enactment of a provision in 1980,
a disabled SSI recipient generally ceased to be eligible for SSI
when his or her earnings exceeded the level which demonstrates
SGA- $300 monthly.
Under Section 1619 of the Social Security Act, enacted in the
Disability Amendments of 1980, SSI recipients who have seven
medical impairment and who work and earn more than SGA ($300
monthly) cease to be eligible for SSI as such, but may receive a special payment and maintain medicaid coverage and social services.
The amount of the special payment is equal to the SSI benefit they
would have been entitled to receive under the regular SSI program
were it not for the SGA eligibility cutroff. Special benefit status is
thus terminated when the individual's earnings exceed the amount
which would cause the Federal SSI payment to be reduced to zero
(i.e., when countable monthly earnings exceed $713). Medicaid and
social services may continue, however.
Section 1619 expired on December 31, 1983. It is being continued
administratively, however, during 1984 under general demonstration project authority.
Committee amendment
The Committee amendment reauthorizes Section 1619 through
June 30, 1987. In addition, the Secretaries of HHS and Education
are required to establish training programs on Section 1619 for
staff personnel in SSA district offices and State VR agencies, and
disseminate information to SSI applicants, recipients, and potentially interested public and private organizations.
This provision will supersede the Secretary's one-year extension
of Section 1619.
ADVISORY COUNCIL

(Section 14 of the committee amendment
Present law
Section 706 of the Social Security Act provides for the appointment of a 13-member quadrennial advisory council on social security. It is responsible for studying all aspects of the social security
and medicare programs. Each council is to be comprised of representatives of employee and employer organizations, the self-employed, and the general public.
The next advisory council is scheduled to be appointed in 1985
and to make its final report by December 31, 1986.
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Committee amendment
The Committee amendment directs the next quadrennial advisory council to study and mak~ r~?mm_endat~ons on various J:?edical
and vocational aspects of disability, m~l~dtng the alterJ?.atlve approaches to work evaluation for SSI rec1p1ents, the effe.ct~veness of
vocational rehabilitation programs for DI and SSI rec1p1ents, and
the question of using medical specialis~ for complet~g medical
and vocational forms used by State agenc1es. The council would be
authorized to convene task forces of experts to deal with specialized
areas.
Members of the Council must be appointed by June 1, 1985.
FREQUENCY OF PERIODIC REVIEWS

(Section 15 of the committee amendment)

Present law
Under a provision enacted in 1980, all DI beneficiaries, except
those with permanent impairments, must generally be reviewed to
assess their continuing eligibility at least once every 3 years.
Under a provision enacted in 1983 (P.L. 97-455), the Secretary is
provided the authority to waive this 3-year review requirement on
a state-by-state basis. The appropriate number of cases for review
is to be based on the backlog of pending cases, the number of applications for benefits, and staffmg levels.
On April 13, 1984, Secretary Heckler announced a termporary,
nationwide moratorium on periodic eligibility reviews.
Committee amendment
The Committee amendment requires the Secretary to issue fmal
regulations, within 6 months of enactment, establishing the standards to be used in determining the frequency of periodic eligibility
reviews. Pending issuance of such regulations, no individual can be
reviewed more than once.
In proposing this amendment, the Committee does not in any
way intend to suggest that the Secretary is being granted authority
to waive or modify the present-law requirements pertaining to the
periodic review of all DI beneficiaries. Regular eligibility reviews
are mandated by law.
Situations have arisen, however. which are of concern to the
Committee and which could be clarified through the issuance of
such a regulation. For example, it is not the intention of the Committee that individuals who are found eligible for benefits after a
lengthy ~~~istrati_ve appeal find the~selves subjected to a
second eli~bility reVlew after only a relatively brief period. Conversely, With the number of people now classified administratively
as being permanently impaired approaching 40 percent of the disabled-worker benefit rolls, the Committee is concerned that the responsibility to assess the continuing eligibility of such beneficiaries
not be neglecte~. A failure to _Periodic~lly review eligibility in these
c~es could senouslr u.n~erm1ne the Intent of the 1980 legislation.
Finally, there are _1nd1v1duals who are medically diaried and expected to recover 1n less than 3 years. For these individuals reviews should be scheduled accordingly.
'
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MONITORING OF REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES

(Section 16 of the Committee Amendment)
Present law
The Social Security Act permits the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to appoint a representative payee for an individual entitled to social security or supplemental security income (SSI)
benefits when it appears to be in the individual's best interest.
Payees must be appointed for individuals receiving SSI based on
drug or alcohol addictions.
The Social Security Act defines penalties for misuse by payees of
social security and SSI payments, but places no requirements or restrictions on the selection and monitoring of payees.
A payee convicted of misusing a social security beneficiary's
funds is guilty of a felony, punishable by imprisonment for not
more than 5 years and/ or a fine of not more than $5,000. A payee
convicted of misusing an SSI recipient's funds is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than 1 year
and/or a fine of not more than $1,000.
Prior to 1978, all payees except parents or spouses with custody,
legal guardians and State and Federal institutions were required to
account annually. Systematic accounting procedures for these
payees were suspended as a work-saving measure between 1978
and March 1984. (However, State institutions are subject to an onsite accounting process at least every 3 years and this process has
not been suspended.) In March 1983, a Federal district court ordered the Social Security Administration (SSA) to institute a
system of periodic mandatory payee accounting within 1 year
Jordan v. Heckler. In March 1984, SSA implemented an accounting
system under which a random sample of 10 percent of all payees
are required to account annually. At the request of the plaintiff,
the court subsequently revised its order in Jordan so as to require
an annual accounting from all payees.
Committee amendment
The entitlement of retirees, survivors, and the disabled to social
security benefits is an important element in the economic security
of often vulnerable individuals. When the Social Security Administration fmds that such individuals cannot manage their own funds,
it has a serious obligation to exercise caution is selecting an alternate payee and to undertake reasonable efforts to assure proper
use of and accountability for the benefits disbursed to that payee.
The Committee amendment would establish a statutory base for
that obligation of the agency. At the same time, the Committee
amendment recognizes that it is neither necessary nor appropriate
to require governmental supervision or detailed accounting in the
c~e of close familial relationships (parent and child or spouses
hvmg together) absent some allegation or overt reason to suspect
the possibility of misuse of funds.
More specifically, the amendment would require the Secretary
to: (1) evaluate the qualifications of prospective payees either prior
to or within 45 days following certification, (2) establish a system of
annual accountability monitoring for cases in which payments are
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made to someone other than the entitled individual, or parent or
spouse living in the same household, (3) establish a system whereby
parent and spouse payees who live in the same household as the
entitled beneficary would peridocially verify that they continue to
live with the beneficiary, and (4) increase the penalties for misuse
of benefits by representative payees. (The amendment also permits
the Secretary to establish an accounting system for State institutions which serve as payees.)
The fine for a . first offense by a payee convicted of misusing SSI
benefits would be increased to not more than $5,000 and, for both
programs, a second offense by a payee would be made a felony punishable by imprisonment for not more than 5 years and/ or a fme of
not more than $25,000. Individuals convicted of a felony under
either program may not be selected as a representative payee.
Finally the Secretary would be required to report to Congress
within 6 months of enactment on the implementation of the new
system, and also to report to Congress annually on the number of
cases of misused funds, and the disposition of such cases.

Effective date
On enactment.
FAIL-SAFE FINANCING

(Section 17 of the Committee amendment)

Present law
Under permanent law, each social security trust fund is intended
to have sufficient resources to meet its full benefit obligations. The
main source of funding for the Disability Insurance Trust Fund is
that portion of the social security tax allocated for disability. At
present, the disability part of the tax is 1 percent of taxable payroll
(employee and employer combined). It is scheduled to rise to 1.2
percent in 1990 and to 1.42 percent in 2000 and thereafter. Temporary legislation enacted in 1983 also allows for borrowing among
the trust funds in view of the relatively low balances in the cash
benefits funds at the present time. This authority expires, however,
in 1988. Present law does not contain any authority for making
benefit payments in the event the social security trust funds should
prove to have inadequate resources.
Committee amendment
The Committee believes that the social security disability insurance program provides important protections to American workers
and their families against the threat of income loss should they
suffer disabling medical conditions which prevent them from en~a~ng. in substant~al.gainf~l emplo~ent. The cost of this program
IS significant, and 1t 1s considerably higher than originally estimated. Nevertheless, the Committee believes that those who support
this program throug~ social security payroll taxes are willing to
bear those costs proVIded that they can have confidence that the
program will be carefully administered that that its benefits will
be limited to the intended, eligible population.
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The Committee views the present bill as an important measure
to restore order and confidence to the disability program. It does
have significant short-term costs, but if current estimates are correct it should not seriously affect the long-range stability of the disability program or of the social security funds generally. The Committee is, however, aware that the disability program has shown
considerable volatility, and there is the unfortunate possibility that
the pending legislation could be misinterpreted as a signal of Congressional intent for looser program administration. Should that
happen, the costs of the program might escalate rapidly. Such a development is neither anticipated nor desired by the Committee.
To assure that taxpayers and beneficiaries may have confidence
in the continuing fiscal integrity of the prograin, the Committee
amendment includes a fail-safe provision. This provision will put
those who administer the program at the Federal and State level,
and the courts, on notice that there is not an open-ended commitment of taxpayer funds to underwrite rapidly expanding costs
which might follow from lax administration or overbroad construction of the law. At the same time, the provision will serve to prevent a situation in which the fund might be rapidly depleted to the
extent of placing the continuing regular payment of basic benefits
in doubt.
Specifically, the fail-safe provision in the Committee amendment
would operate as follows. If the disability fund is projected to decline to less than 20 percent of a year's benefits as of the start of
any year, the Secretary would be required to notify the Congress
by the preceding July 1. If Congress took no other action, the Secretary would scale back (in part or in full) the next cost-of-living
increase for disability beneficiaries as necessary to keep the fund
balance at 20 percent. If necessary, the Secretary also would scale
back the increase in the benefit formula used for determining benefit levels for persons newly awarded disability benefits. In making
the determination under this provision, the Secretary would be required to consider actual assets properly owned by the DI trust
fund. Thus, the fund would get full credit for the approximately $5
billion which it has temporarily loaned to the OASI fund under the
interim interfund borrowing arrangements. With these assets, it is
now projected that the DI fund would not dip below the 20 percent
level until well into the next century.
The fail-safe provision in the Committee amendment is generally
similar to a fail-safe provision for the OASI and DI programs combined which the Committee recommended and the Senate approved
~part of the 1983 amendments. That provision, however, was not
mcluded in the conference agreement on that legislation.
Effective date
On enactment.
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MEASURES TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE WITH FE.DERAL LAW

(Section 18 of the Committee Amendment)

Present law
Since 1956, when the Disability Insurance program was enacted,
the States have been responsible, on a voluntary and reimbursable
basis, for determining whether individuals are disabled under the
meaning of the law. Under the law, States administering the pro-gram are required to make disability determinations in accord with
Federal law and the standards and guidelines established by the
Federal Department of Health and Human Services. The program
is 100 percent Federally fmanced, with all benefit costs as well as
all of the administrative costs incurred by the States either directly
financed or reimbursed by the Federal government.
The law provides for the Secretary to commence actions to take
over the disability determination process of a State fails to follow
Federal rules. However, the law includes a large number of procedural steps which must be complied with before such a Federal assumption can be accomplished. The Secretary may not commence
making disability determinations earlier than 6 months after: (1)
finding, after notice and opportunity for hearing, that a State
agency is substantially out of compliance with Federal law; (2) developing all procedures to implement a plan for partial or complete
assumption of the disability determinations which grant hiring
preference to the State employees; and (3) the Secretary of Labor
determines that the State has made fair and equitable arrangements to protect the interests of displaced employees.
Committee amendment
Since States bear no part of either administrative or benefit costs
of the program, there has always been an inherent risk that determinations might not be made with the best interests of the program in mind. States could take the view that they are acting
against their own interest to the extent that they deny wholly Federal benefits to their citizens, especially since this may in some instances result in added State costs under general assistance or
other programs. Until recently there was no indication that State
governments were attempting to influence the disability determination process in a manner which departed from Federal law and
regulations concerning standards of eligibility. As a practical
matter, however, a 1976 review by the General Accounting Office
found that the State agency system resulted in too little national
uniformity of decisionmaking and recommended increased efforts
by the Social Securi~y Administration to control the process. A
follow-up GAO study In 1978 found the situation not improved and
recommended the development of a plan to bring the system under
complete Federal management.
Recently States have begun to ~irectly challenge the authority ?f
the Fe4e~al gov:e~n~ent to prescnbe the standards to be applied m
determ1n1n~ ehgtbthty. Numerous States have either refused to
conduct revtews under ~he standards prescribed by the Secretary or
have conducted the revtews under a medical improvement standard
contrary to the Secretary's authoritative interpretation of the law.
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In some cases, such actions were based on court orders but in several instances (10 States, as of March 1984), the action was taken
solely on the authority of the Governor. In hearings before other
committees Governors have given some indication that they may
be prepared to challenge Federal authority in areas other than
medical improvement. Thus far, the Department has taken no
action to require States to resume following Federal standards.
The Committee recognizes that the traditional cooperative arrangments between the States and the Federal government have
been beneficial to the program and hopes that those arrangements
can continue. On the other hand, the sole Federal responsibility for
the funding of the program, the necessity of having a uniform national program, and the national importance of maintaining the integrity of the Social Security Trust Ji'unds necessitate that the Congress and the Administration remain fully in control of and accountable for the policies applicable to the Social Security Act disability programs. A situation in which individual States begin tailoring those policies or selectively applying them cannot be tolerated.
The 1980 amendments properly sought to assure that any transition from State to Federal administration is done on an orderly
basis and with due concern for the legitimate interests of affected
employees. However, such procedural concerns cannot take precedence over the need to assure the continuing application of uniform Federal rules and standards to the disability determination
process. For this reason, the Committee amendment would modify
the provisions of law dealing with State determination of disability
to assure better Federal monitoring of the situation and to require
the Secretary to take prompt and effective action to deal with any
future situations in which States refuse to follow Federal rules or
to apply Federal standards of eligibility. The Secretary would be required to federalize disability determinations in a State within 6
months of finding that such State is failing to follow Federal law
and standards.
Specifically, when the Secretary has reason to believe that a
State is not following Federal law and standards, the matter must
be promptly investigated and a preliminary finding must be made
ynthin 3 weeks. If the preliminary finding indicates that the State
IS out of compliance, the Secretary must immediately notify the
State and request a response agreeing to follow Federal standards.
If.a satisfactory response is received within 21 days of the premimmary finding, the Secretary would simply monitor the situation
over the next 30 days to determine that the State is, in fact, in
compliance. If a satifactory response has not been received by that
deadline or if the State does not perform in accordance with such a
re~ponse, the Secretary would be required to make a final finding.
this finding would be made no later than 60 days after the preliminary finding, except that an additional 30 days would be allowed if
the ~tate requests and the Secretary, in her discretion grants, a
heanng before the Secretary on the issue. The Secretary's decision
on the matter would not be subject to appeal.
If the Secretary finds that the State is unwilling or unable to
follow Federal guidelines in determining disability, the Secretary
would be required to federalize the disability determination process
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in that State as quickly as possible using SSA personnel or other
means of administration available to the Federal government. To
the extent feasible the Secretary would attempt to meet the requirements of existing law which are designed to provide for an orderly transfer of functions, but in no event could the full Fede:alization take place more than 6 months after the final finding.
Moreover, even during that 6 months the Secretary would be required to take such steps as may be necessary to assure th~t the
final decision on all claims processed by that State was made m accordance with Federal standards of eligibility. This might require a
Federal re-review of all claims or of those claims involving particular issues with respect to which the State was out of compliance.
This provision expires on December 31, 1987.
V. BUDGETARY IMPACT OF THE BILL
In compliance with section 252(a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, sections 308 and 403 of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, and paragraph 11(a) of rule XXVI of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, the committee states that the estimates of the
Administration and the CBO are as follows:
[Memorandum, May 18, 1984]

From: Eli N. Donkar, Office of the Actuary
Subject: Estimated Additional OASDI Benefit Payments Under S.
476 as Reported by the Senate Committee on Finance
The attached table presents the estimated additional OASDI benefit payments that would result from the proposed disability
amendments contained in S. 476 as reported by the Senate Committee on Finance on May 16, 1984. The estimates are based on the
alternative II-B assumptions of the 1984 Trustees Report. In this
respect, the basic program assumptions underlying these estimates
are the same as those used for my memorandum dated May 4,
1984, showing similar estimates for earlier versions of these proposals. In particular, these estimates do not reflect the effects of the
national moratorium on periodic reviews announced April 13, 1984
by Secretary Heckler.
The final Committee bill represents a combination of provisions
contained in the two packages of proposals described in my earlier
memorandum. In addition, S. 476 contains three new sections that
provide for (1) closer monitoring of cases where benefits are sent to
representative payees, (2) improved State compliance with Federal
law and standards established for the disability determination
process, and (3) a mechanism to automatically restrict the level of
annual cost-of-living benefit increases to DI beneficiaries if DI
Trust Fund assets fall ~el<?w 20 percent of annual DI outlays.
The attached table IndiCates that there are two key provisions
with respect to costs attributable to the bill under this set of assull?-pti?ns .. The first <?f these, contained in section 2, would temporanly Institute a revised procedure for the determination of continu~ng di~~abili~y eli.gibility. The ;,evised procedure would include a
mo?Ifi~d .n:ediCal Improvement standard, whereby an individual s dtsabthty benefits could generally not be terminated if the individual could demonstrate that his condition had not medically
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improved since a preVIous determination of disability had been
made.
The bill provides for the expiration of this new procedure at the
end of calendar year 1987. The committee has indicated its intention to review the experience under the revised procedure, with the
possibility that the medical improvement standard could be extended beyond its legislated expiration date. The current estimates,
however, only reflect the costs resulting from the effect of the medical improvement standard during the period ending in 1987.
Previous estimates have included a range of examples with respect to the possible retrospective application of a medical improvement standard. However, the current bill includes specific language with respect to the application of this provision; it would
apply to new decisions after enactment and to certain cases in the
appeals 11pipeline" as of the date of committee action on the bill.
The "pipeline" is defined in the bill to include those cases that
(1) have not yet had a final decision of the Secretary, (2) cases covered under individual Federal court appeals, and (3) other cases
covered under class action suits where the class was certified by
the date of committee action. Therefore, the attached estimates for
the current bill include only one set of costs for the medical improvement standard.
The second provision with a significant cost is section 3 which
would provide for the continuation of benefits during the appeal of
a medical cessation. Benefits could continue on appeal through the
Administrative Law Judge decision in cases where the initial cessation was issued before June 1986. Furthermore, no payments would
be made under this provision for months after January 1987.
It should be noted that a third section of the bill has the potential for a significant impact on DI Trust Fund outlays, although
under the alternative 11-B assumptions it would have no effect.
Section 17 provides for the automatic adjustment of benefit increases otherwise applied to benefits paid from the DI Trust Fund.
Under that provision, DI benefit increases would be reduced if a
specified DI "trust fund ratio" is estimated to decline below a 20percent "trigger level." Benefits payable to new beneficiaries joinmg the rolls might also be affected, if required to maintain a 20percent level of trust fund assets. Under the alternative II-B assumptions, this trust fund ratio is estimated to stay above ·30 percent during the projection period 1984-89. Therefore, the cited provision would not result in benefit reductions .
. Under more adverse conditions, however, such as those contained
m the 1984 Trustees Report alternative III assumptions, the corres~on~in~ ratios are estimated to fall below the "trigger level" beginn~~g m 1988. Consequently, under that set of assumptions, this
prOVISlon would result in reduced benefit increases for DI beneficiaries beginning in December 1986.
The average OASDI cost over the long range (1984-2058) is esti~ated to be less than 0.005 percent of taxable payroll, for each section of the bill separately and for the total cost of all sections combined.
Attachment.
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ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS UNDER S. 476 AS REPORTED BY THE SENATE
COM MITIEE ON FINANCE
[In millions)
Section

Fiscal year-

PropoS41

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Total

1984-87

2 Revised CDR procedure, including medical improvement
standard 1 .... ........ ....................... ............. .... ...... ........... $150 . $440 $400 $410 $400 $250 $2,050
3 Continuation of benefits during appeal (through AU for
60
130
110
60
50
40
initial cessations before June 1986) .............................
450
(2)
( 2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(Z)
4 Uniform standards for disability determinations ................. (2)
5 Moratorium and revised criteria for mental impairment
cases............................................................................. (3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
2
2
6 Qualifications of certain medical professionals ................... (2 )
10
10
20
40
( )
( )
7 Compliance with certain court orders.....................................................................................................................................
(3 )
8 Multiple impairments........................................................................ (2 )
l0
10
20
40
9 Study on evaluation of pain ............................................... (2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
( 2)
(2)
(2)
10 Modification of reconsideration prereview notice................ (2)
( 2)
( z)
( z)
( 2)
( z)
(2)
11 Case development and medical evidence ................................................................................................................................
12 Payment of costs of rehabilitation services........................ (2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
( 2)
(2)
(2)
14 Advisory council .....................................................................................................................................................................
15 Regulations on fequency of reviews ................................... (2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
16 Monitoring of representative payees................................... (2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
17 "Fail-safe" reduction of automatic benefit increases for
01 beneficiaries.............................................................. (4)
( 4)
(4)
( 4)
(4)
(4)
(•)
18 Measures to improve State compliance with Federal law
and standards for the disability determination process.. (s)
( s)
(s)
(r;)
( s)
(s)
(6)
Total for bill 6 .... ....... .................. .........................

260

460

480

480

460

320

2,460

1 See covering memorandum concerning which groups would be subject to the new procedure.
• Cost or S4Vings less than $5 million.
3 No cost is shown for this provision since existing Administration initiatives are expected to a!Xtlmplish the same results under present law.
• No cost is shown for this provision since, ullOOf this set of assumptions, the approriate 01 trust fund ratio does not fall below the 20-percent
"trigge. level" in this perioo.
6
No cost is shown for this provision since estimates assume that any noncompliance of States would end upon enactment of a roo<lical
improvement standard for continuing diS4bility reviews.
e Include $90 million due to continuation of benefits durin~ appeal for past COR terminations whlcll would be reopened and evaluated under the
new medical improvement standard but which would not be remstated.
Notes:
( 1} The above estimates do not reflect the affects of the national moratorium on periooic review cases announced on Apr. 13, 1984, by
Secretary Heckler. See memorandumdated Apr. 24, 1984, by Eli N. Oonker for a discussion of this issue.
.
(2) Estimates shown for each section alone exclude the effects of interactlon with other proposals. Total costs for bill reflect such interactiOfls.
(3) Due to the uncertainly concerning the effects of many of these proposals, actual experience could vary substantially from these estimales.
(4) Estimates are based on the 1984 trustees report alternative 11-8 assumptions.
Source: Social Security Administration, Office of the Actuary, May 18, 1984.

U.S. CoNGRESS,
CoNGRESSIONAL, BuDGET OFFICE,
Washington, D.C., May 18, 1981,.

Hon. RoBERT DoLE,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has reviewed the provisions of S. 476, the Social Security Disability
Amendments of 1984, as ordered reported by the Senate Committee
on Finance on May 18, 1984. We have not received a copy of this
bill. The attached cost estimate is based on committee documents,
and on conversations with committee staff.
If you wish further details on this estimate we will be pleased to
provide them.
'
Sincerely,
RUDOLPH G. PENNER.
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CoNGRESSIONAL BunGET OFFicE CosT EsTIMATE

1. Bill number: S. 476.

2. Bill title: Social Security Disability Amendments of 1984.
3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the Senate Committee on
Finance, May 18, 1984.
4. Bill purpose: To amend Title II of the Social Security Act to
provide for reform of the disability determination process. .
5. Estimated cost to the Federal Government: The folloWing table
shows the estimated costs of this bill to the federal government.
These estimates assume an effective date retroactive to May 1,
1984 unless otherwise noted. The estimate was prepared without a
draft of the bill. Estimates were prepared bas~d on committee documents and on conversations with committee staff.
TABLE !.-ESTIMATED BUDGETARY EFFECTS OF S. 476
[By fiscal year, in millions of dollars)

1984

Budget function:
Function 550: 1
Budget authority ....................................................................
Estimated outlays...................................................................
Function 570:
Budget authority ....................................................................
Estimated ouUays...................................................................
Function 650:
Budget authority ....................................................................
Estimated outlays...................................................................
function 600: 1
Budget authority ....................................................................
Estimated outlays...................................................................
Total costs or savings:
Budget authority ....................................................................
Estimated outlays...................................................................
1

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

3

10
10

12
12

11
11

5
5

6
6

1

7

28
73

19
55

8
42

13
43

30

-1

-14

- 31
225

-45
127

-55

-67

220

5
5

8
8

10
10

8
8

11
11

29
308

8
300

-16
190

-29
192

-44

3

46

4

57

136

6

121

168

Funding !01 entitlements that requires further appropriation$ action.

BASIS FOR ESTIMATE

This bill would change the disability process for those individuals
who undergo continuing disability reviews (CDR's) and for those
who apply for Disability Insurance (Dl) and Supplemental .Security
Income (SSI) benefits. Historically, continuing disability reviews
have been performed on medical diaried cases-these cases which
the Social Security administration (SSA) evaluates as having some
chance of medical improvement within a specific length of time. In
1981, SSA began an intensified process of periodically reviewing all
cases on the rolls not considered permanently disabled.
It is difficult to project the costs of the provisions in this bill for
several reasons. First, there are little data available on the characteristics of the people who have been terminated from the DI rolls
as a result of the continuing disability investigations. Second, the
A~inistration has changed some of its policies regarding the
revtew process a number of times, and it is unknown how these
changes will affect the number of terminations from the program.
In addition, there are many class action cases pending in the court
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system. The impact of this bill on the outcome of these cases is unclear. Finally, the language of the provisions allows for various interpretations which would affect costs.
This cost estimate assumes that 110,000 medical diary reviews
would be performed annually. The number of periodic reviews is
assumed to decline from less than 300,000 in 1984 to 120,000 in
1989, as the percentage of beneficiaries already reviewed increases.
Approximately 45 percent of the medical diary reviews are estimated to result in initial terminations of benefit payments, but CBO
estimates about 57 percent of these beneficiaries would have their
benefits restored after appeals are reviewed. For periodic reviews,
the percentage of initial terminations is projected to decline from
40 percent in 1984 to 20 percent in 1989. About 55 percent of those
initially terminated from the rolls after a periodic review are estimated to have their benefits restored in the appeal process.
There are also costs to the Medicare program which would result
from a larger number of recipients continuing to receive DI benefits, because most DI beneficiaries also receive assistance from the
Hospital Insurance (HI) of Supplemental Medical Insurance (SMI)
components of the Medicare program. Estimates of these costs are
based on the average number of disabled beneficiaries receiving ill
and SMI and on the average benefit payments for these programs.
There are also costs to the Medicaid program because SSI beneficiaries generally receive Medicaid.
Table 2 displays CBO's outlay estimates for the major sections of
the bill. Following the table is a description of the methodology
used for the estimates of the outlays for each section listed in Table

2.

TABLE 2.-ESTIMATED OUTLAYS RESULTING FROM THE MAJOR PROVISIONS IN S. 476
[By fisr.al year, in millions ol dollars]

1984

Termination of benefits based on medical improvement:
01 ....................................................................................................

HI and SMI .....................................................................................
Medical ...........................................................................................

S$1 ..................................................................................................

Multiple impairments:

01 ....................................................................................................

HI and SMI ................................................................................... ..
Medical ...........................................................................................

1985

86

25
3
3

1986

1987

123

35

4
4

7

(1)

1988

1989

130
40
4
4

113

90
25
3
3

11
1
1
2

13
2
1
3

15

35
3
3

S$1 ..................................................................................................

1
2

01 ................................................................................................... .

HI and SMI ................................................................................... ..
Medical personnel qualifications:

112

-20
0

0
0

01 ................................................................................................... .

HI and SMI ................................................................................... ..
Medical .......................................................................................... .

(1)

10

( 1)

10
1
1

Compliance with court orders ................................................................ ..
Vocational rehabilitation:

(2)

(2)

(2)

Continued payment during appeal:

S$1 ................................................................................................. .

01 ................................................................................................... .

~la.n~.~.~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Extension of sections 1619a and 1619b:
Medical .......................................................................................... .

20

( 1)

( 1)

4

2

7

1

1

2

8

( 1}

(1)

(1}

(1)
(1)

7

6

0

(1)

2

I
3
0

0
20
3

2
5

(2)

8

(1)

(1)
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TABLE 2.-ESTIMATED OUTLAYS RESULTING FROM THE MAJOR PROVISIONS INS. 476-Continued
(By fiSC<ll year, in millions of dollars]

1984

S$1..................................................................................................

{1 )

Total outlays 3 ........................................... .................. ..............

57

1985

308

1986

1987

1988

1989

2

2

0

0

300

190

192

168

• less than $500,000.
• The costs of this provision cannot be estimated because they depend on future court decisions.
a The details do not add to the totals due to interaction between provisions.
Note.-This estimate was prepared based on conversations with committee staff. A draft ol the bill as ordered reported has not been received.

TERMINATION OF BENEFITS BASED ON MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

The medical improvement provision inS. 476 would require SSA
to show that a current recipient's disabling condition has medically
improved before the benefit could be terminated. Under current
law, the condition of a beneficiary is compared to the medical listings and other guidelines to determine if the recipient is still disabled. 88A does not have to establish medical improvement, but
only that the recipient is not disabled under current standards.
In 1979, the medical standards were made more precise; some
beneficiaries who previously qualified under the old standards are
now being terminated as not disabled under the new. These new
standards toughened and codified stricter evaluation guidelines in
determining disability. Prior to the new standards, 33.9 percent of
reviews resulted in cessations; after 1979, these cessations before
appeal were 40.9 percent of those reviewed. It is assumed that the
resulting 20 percent increase in cessations were for those not meeting the new procedures but previously found disabled under the
old. CBO assumes that 20 percent of those currently terminated
are the result of this change, and are the group that would be affected by this medical improvement standard.
Of the 20 percent initially denied benefits under current law for
medical improvement, we project that 85 percent would appeal and
75 percent of those who appeal would be continued on the rolls.
Therefore, under current law, about 64 percent of the people losing
benefits initially and whose disabilities have not improved would
ultimately be continued on the DI rolls. Costs for the medical improvement provision would result from the continuation of benefits
for the remaining 36 percent, who under current law, would not
appeal or who would lose an appeal and would consequently be
dropped from the rolls. In 1985, the first full year this provision
would be in effect, it is estimated that approximately 6,500 people
would be retained on the rolls as a result of this provision. The additional number of beneficiaries receiving DI as a result of this provision would fall over time as CBO's estimate of the number of
CDRs performed declines. The costs to DI, including administrative
expenses, are estimated to rise from $22 million in 1984 to $130
million in 1987, declining to $90 million by 1989. This estimate is
assumed to be applied only to prospective cases and to certain cases
currently in the court system. In 8SI, only concurrent cases-those
receiving both DI and 88I-would be affected because no CDRs
have been planned for 881 only cases.
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This medical improvement provision will expire on December 31,
1987. It is possible that a larger number of terminations than currently estimated will occur after that date, since those not terminated from the rolls in the intervening period may be reevaluated
after 1987. This could negate some of the costs shown in 1988 and
1989. This estimate does not include any effect of such potential
savings in 1988 and 1989.
The standards set by this provision will also apply to individual
litigants in pending court cases and to certain members of certified
class action suits. The impact that this part of the provision will
have on the ultimate decision in the court cases is difficult to estimate. Specifying standards could facilitate judgments in favor of
the claimant and result in increased program costs. However, judgments could still go against the claimant, or the law could be interpreted less favorably toward the claimant, lowering costs attributable to the bill. No impact on costs or savings is included in this estimate from the provision's impact on pending court cases.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

This provision would require SSA to consider whether the combination of the applicant's disabilities is severe enough to keep the
individual from working at the 11significant gainful activity" level
in the case where no one impairment is considered severe enough
to warrant benefit payments. The SSA estimates that about 500 additional cases per year would be added to the rolls as a result of
this provision. This would increase DI costs by a range of less than
$500,000 in 1984 to $15 million in 1989. In SSI, about 150 cases
would be added initially, increasing SSI costs by a negligible
amount in 1984 and by $3 million in 1989.
CONTINUED PAYMENT DURING APPEAL

This provision would provide for continued payment of disability
benefits through the Adminstrative Law Judge (ALJ) level of
appeal for those individuals who appeal SSA's decisions to end
their benefits as a result of CDRs. This provision would affect terminations through June 1986 and continue benefit payments until
January 1, 1987. The estimated costs, including administrative
costs, are $25 million in 1984 and $149 million in 1985. The costs
arise as a result of extra benefits paid to those who ultimately lose
their appeal but do not repay the interim benefits as required
under this provision. The estimate assumes that seven months of
additional benefits are paid to each individual and that 15 percent
of those who are fmally terminated repay the extra beneifts. This
repayment is expected to occur in the year after the benefits are
paid.
MEDICAL PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS

This provision would require that the Secretary of HHS make
ev_ery reasonable effo~ to ensure .tha~ a psychologist or a psychiatnst comple~e :=t .medical evaluatiOn 1n mental impairment cases
before the md1v1dual can be denied benefits. The SSA expects
fewer than 500 individuals will be added to the rolls annually as a
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result of this change in procedure. DI costs would be less than
$500,000 in 1985, rising to $20 million by 1989, while SSI costs
would total $5 million by 1989.
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

This provision changes the regulations concerning benefit payments for individuals participating in vocational rehabilitation programs. The SSA estimates that about 300 individuals per year
would be affected by this change. DI costs would range from negligible in 1984 to $8 million in 1989. SSI costs would be insignificant.
COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDERS

This provision requires SSA to apply the decisions of the circuit
courts of appeal to all beneficiaries residing within states within
the circuit, until or unless the decision is overruled by the Supreme
Court. This provision could substantially increase costs but these
effects cannot be estimated since they would depend on the outcome of future court decisions.
FAIL SAFE FINANCING PROPOSAL

This provision would require the Secretary of HHS to reduce or
eliminate the cost-of-living adjustments and to reduce benefits for
current and future disabled workers if the Disability Insurance
trust fund's reserve is projected to decline to less than 20 percent
of a year's outlays. This mechanism would trigger only if the Congress takes no other action. The trust fund balance used for this
calculation would include the funds owed to it by the OASI trust
fund-currently $5 billion. CBO does not project the DI fund to fall
below this level. The estimated DI costs in this bill do not trigger
the benefit. reduction mechanism.
EXTENSION OF SECTIONS 1619a AND 1619b

Sections 1619a and 1619b provide SSI and Medicaid benefits to
disabled individuals who work and who would not otherwise be eligible for benefits because their earnings exceed the "substantial
gainful activity" level. These sections, which expired on December
31, 1983, are extended by these amendments through June 30,
1987. Section 1619a is estimated to add 575 persons to the SSI rolls
in 1984 and 950 by 1986. Section 1619b is estimated to add 8,300
persons to the Medicaid rolls in 1984 and 10,500 by 1986.
6. Estimated cost to State and local governments: A number of
the provisions of this bill would increase expenditures of state and
local governments. The estimated net impact of the bill on state
and local expenditures is less than $5 million a year.
The changes in SSI would increase state and local government
costs because virtually all states supplement federal SSI benefits.
~y making more persons eligible for ·SSI benefits, state costs would
mcrease. States are also affected by the added outlays in Medicaid
because states finance a portion of the program. The current state
financing share is 46 percent.
There could be some offsets to these added SSI and Medicaid
costs to the extent that persons made eligible for DI and SSI by the
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bill might otherwise be eligible for general assistance or health
care financed fully by states and localities. These potential offsets
are not included in the cost estimate.
7. Estimate comparison: None.
8. Previous CBO estimate: None.
9. Estimate prepared by Stephen Chaikind and Janice Peskin.
10. Estimate approved by C. G. Nuckols for James L. Blum, Assistant Director for Budget Analysis.
VI. REGULATORY IMPACT OF THE BILL
In the opinion of the committee, it is necessary in order to expedite the business of the Senate, to dispense with the requirements
of paragraph ll(b) of Rule XXVI of the Standing Rules of the
Senate.
VII. VOTE OF THE COMMI'ITEE
In compliance with paragraph 7(c) of Rule XXVI of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, the following statement is made relative to the
vote of the committee on the motion to report the bill. S. 476 as
amended, was ordered favorably reported by a rollcall vote of 20
yeas and 0 nays.

VIII. ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF HON. RUSSELL B. LONG
Although I continue to have reservations about S. 476, the Finance Committee has made important modifications in the bill:
The medical improvement standard in the Committee bill is
a less complete presumption of continuing eligibility for persons who were not disabled when they began receiving disability benefits;
A measure of protection of the disability insurance trust
fund, if the cost of the bill far exceeds the estimates, is incorporated in a fail-safe provison which will scale back cost-of-living
increases if the fund begins to deteriorate;
By incorporating a statutory definition of pain the Committee bill re-emphasizes that legislative policy is set by the Congress and that the Congress expects the Administration and
the courts to interpret and apply that policy in the light of the
Congressional intent that the disability insurance program be
carefully administered and nationally uniform; and
By providing a mandatory expedited timetable for dealing
with State failure to follow Federal rules in determining eligibility, the Committee bill would prevent another protracted deterioration in State administration of this Federal program
such as in now occurring.
THE MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT STANDARD

Under legislation enacted in 1980, the Administration has conducted a large number of continuing disability reviews to see if persons on the disability insurance rolls are still disabled. A significant number of persons were removed from the rolls.
Under present law, when a recipient of disability insurance benefits is reviewed to determine whether he is still disabled, the same
definition of disability applies to him as is used for a new applicant, namely: Is he able to engage in "substantial gainful employment"?
S. 476 as introduced would for the first time have set a different
standard of continuing eligibility for a person already on the rolls.
Finding him capable of engaging in substantial gainful activity
would not have sufficed to end his benefits; the Secretary would
also have had to show that he had undergone medical improvement since he was first determined to be disabled.
The Committee bill amends and improves this provision. The
original bill would have almost totally foreclosed the Secretary
from removing from the rolls a person who was not disabled when
he hagan receiving benefits. The Committee bill instead lets the
Secretary challenge the original disability determination, develop
additional evidence and require the complainant to prove that his
condition has not medically improved.
(43)
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Even with this modification, the Social Security Act for the first
time will have permitted persons who are able to engage in substantial gainful employment to continue receiving disability insurance benefits.
The Committee bill is estimated to cost $2.5 billion over a fiveyear period. Virtually this entire amount will be paid to persons
·
who are able to work.
These very significant costs of this legislation are justified by the
proponents of the bill on the basis of the need to deal with the current chaotic situation which prevails in the administration of the
social security disability program. Even if this argument were to be
accepted, it remains deeply troubling for us to expend $2.5 billion,
at a time when we are struggling to cope with alarming Federal
deficits, to provide benefit payments to individuals who would be
unable, despite several levels of appeals, to establish their eligibility.
The situation will be much worse if the legislation, instead of resolving the current chaotic situation, simply serves as a signal for
further efforts to broaden eligibility. The bill as reported by the
Committee on Finance clearly does not intend such a result. However, the costs and caseloads of this program have over the years
proven highly volatile and difficult to control. The adoption by the
Congress of a dual standard of eligibility creates a tension which
could be laying the groundwork for further expansion of the program. It may prove difficult to maintain a situation in which individuals are denied admission to the benefit rolls-even though
equally or less disabled persons who managed to get on the rolls
are allowed to keep receiving benefits.
DISABILITY PROGRAM NEEDS FURTHER REVIEW AND REVISION

S. 476, as reported by the Committee on Finance, attempts to
deal with major problems which now exist in the way the program
is administered. I believe a number of the provisions of the bill will
help in this regard. For example, the specific provision reaffirming
the existing regulation on the evaluation of pain will resolve whatever confusion there may be on this issue. It emphasizes again the
Congressional view of the need to limit eligibility to cases where
disability can be established by objective medical evidence. The
timetable for dealing with State defiance of Federal rules should
help the Secretary deal with such problems more forcefully. Even
the medical improvement provision, though it is troublesome from
a policy perspective, at least will resolve a large body of litigatioin
according to a policy standard which is set, as it should be, by the
Congress and not the courts.
While these features of the Finance Committee bill are desirable
improvements in the program, I am concerned that there remain
major problems in the structure of the disability program which
are not adequately addressed by the pending legislation. If Con·
gress is to bring this program back under control and restore the
confidence of both taxpayers and beneficiaries in its evenhanded·
ne.ss, w.e wil.l n~ed to undertake stronger measures than those contained m this bill.
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Consistency of decisionmaking.-One of the arguments most frequently advanced in support of the medical improvement standard
is that many, or even most, of the benefit terminations as a result
of the recent eligibility reviews were erroneous. The evidence of- fered in support of this argument is that more than half of the terminations appealed to an administrative law judge (ALJ) were
overturned at that level.
While the statistic is correct, the conclusion drawn from it is not.
The phenomenon of a reversal rate by ALJs exceeding 50 percent
is not peculiar to the recent review process. Both for continuing reviews and initial awards, the ALJs have consistently over the past
ten years reversed more than half of the cases appealed to them.
This prolonged pattern of high reversal rates indicates only that
different standards are being applied at different levels of the administrative structure. This problem has been recognized for some
time. The 1980 amendments attempted to address the problem by
mandating a study of its causes and by requiring the Secretary to
undertake to review a significant portion of cases which are re. versed by ALJs. In addition to these actions, the agency has undertaken to publish rulings aimed at providing a uniform set of basic
eligibility guidelines for all levels of the administrative process.
Thus far, at least, there is no evidence that any of these measures are having a significant impact. It may be too early for any
results to show up, particularly in the present confused administrative atmosphere. But if the present approach does not succeed in
achieving consistent decisionmaking within the present program
structure, the Congress may need to consider modifications in that
structure.
The role of the courts.-In the 1956 hearings on the question of
establishing a disability program, witnesses from the insurance industry predicted that the courts would be only too eager to broaden
the scope of the program beyond what Congress intended: -That prediction has proven to be quite accurate. In the 1967 amendments
the Committee report cited several examples of ways in which the
courts had broadened the original intent of the statute. The Committee then directed the Administration to report to the Congress
on ufuture trends of judicial interpretation of this nature," and
added to the statute provisions designed to counteract those court
cases.
The situation has not noticeably improved. In a recent case Polaski v. Heckler, a U.S. District Court judge excoriated the Secretary for following her own regulation in violation of what he
~eemed to be the "fundamental policies at the heart of the disabilIty program." He found these fundamental policies embodied in a
law review article by another judge to the effect that the disability
statute "should be broadly construed and liberally applied." On the
basis of his findings that the Secretary was not obeying what he
c~s "Eighth Circuit Law," this judge ordered the Secretary to substitute his policy judgment for hers (and that of the Congress) in
~ng out the Social Security Act in an area covering seven
States.
This case would not be so troubling if it were atypical. But apparently it is almost the judicial norm. Courts do, of course, have
the responsibility to carry out the law and to resolve questions of
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interpretation. In so doing, however, they should be gu_ided by the
statute and its legislative history, not by abstract theories found in
law review articles. If the judge in this case had bothered to examine the statute and legislative history, he would have ample evidence of Congress's concern not that the law be more broadly construed, but that it be more narrowly construed. He would also have
found great concern on the part_of Congress that this law be administered more uniformly. This·might have led him to give more
weight to national law than to " Eighth Circuit Law." In the United
States, the law is the law of the land and it is made by Congress.
The courts, including the district and circuit cour.ts, have an important role in carrying out and enforcing the law. But Circuit courts
are not regional legislatures.
In its provision on the evaluation of pain, the Committee deals
with one of the areas in which the Courts have been broadening
the program. However, it is clear from the law review article
quoted in the Polaski case that there are many other aspects of the
program on the judicial agenda. If the regional courts are going to
persist in ignoring the policy objectives expressed by Congress and
persist in refusing to grant appropriate deference to the duly promulgated regulations of the Secretary, the Congress may be forced
to fmd ways of dealing with this situation.
There have, of course, been some changes in the eligibility requirements for disability benefits since 1956. These changes, however, explain only about one-third of the growth of the program (on
the basis of the cost estimates made when they were added to the
law). The bulk of the growth in the costs of the disability program
cannot be adequately explained except on the basis that the program has been administered in such a manner as to pay benefits to
a broader population than Congress intended the program to serve.
Even more troubling than the mere fact that program costs are
greater than originally estimated is the evidence that it remains a
highly volatile program. Its costs could easily expand well beyond present levels. At the time the program was first enacted, the experts estimated that by 1990 there would be a little more than a
million disabled workers drawing benefits. Today there are 2.6 million workers drawing benefits. This is a large increase. But just a
few years ago-in 1977-the benefit rolls were growing so rapidly
that the actuaries projected they would exceed 5 million disabled
worker beneficiaries by 1990. That is roughly 5 times the original
estimate.
In dollar terms (using a constant dollar concept based on 1984
payroll lev~ls), the projected long-range average costs of the program have Increased from $5 billion in 1956 to $23 billion today-a
fou!fol~ increase. But today's projected costs are far from the his·
tone high. That occurred in 1977, when instead of the original 0.33
percent of payroll or the present 1.45 percent of payroll, the longrange ~rogram costs were projected to require a tax (on a comparable basiS) of about 3.4 percent of payroll-some 10 times as high as
the original e~timate. This extreme point in the cost of the program was partially caused by a problem in the benefit formula. But
even after that problem was corrected by the 1977 amendments,
the long-range average cost of the program was estimated to be
2.49 percent of payroll-over 7 times the original cost. In compara-
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ble constant dollar terms. this translates into a long-range annual
average cost of $40 billion per year.
Viewed in this perspective, it is clear that this is a program with
a serioius potential for getting further out of control. It could easily
add billions of dollars per year to the deficit and could endanger
the stability of the social security system generally. It is particularly important to note that the program is now again showing a
trend towards increased costs. As a result of the actions by the
States and the courts and the various moratoria imposed by the
Administration, the rates of termination are on a downward trend.
This is not surprising. But the program has also recently shown an
upswing in the allowance rates and in application rates.
Federal-State relationship.-A troubling recent development in
the disability program is the tendency of some States to defy Federal rules in carrying out this program which is wholly Federally
funded. Even more troubling is the fact that the Secretary took no
action to being the errant States back into line. The Committee bill
does attempt to deal with this for the future by establishing firm
and mandatory time frames for proceeding to Federalized operations in States which refuse to comply. This situation must be
monitored, however, if it is not to recur.
The handicapped population. - One reason for the volatility of
the disability program is that it is intentionally limited to only the
most severely disabled-those who because of their impairment
cannot engage in any substantial gainful work activity. This limitation is based not solely on cost but on grounds of policy. The law
should not encourage those who retain the capacity for self-support
to become dependent.
Unfortunately, if society cannot provide employment opportunities for handicapped individuals who are not totally disabled, they
will understandably seek to be found eligible for benefits under the
disability programs. And it will be difficult for the administrators
of those pFograms to deny them-eligibility.
If we are to succeed in controlling the cost of the disability insurance program, we must find more effective ways of opening up jobs
to those handicapped people who have the capability to become
productive members of society. While this problem is beyond the
scope of the pending bill, our failure to solve this problem has a
great deal to do with why this bill is needed. There would be no
requirement for a medical improvement standard if we could offer
a job to any handicapped person who could work.
I hope the Congress will turn its attention to this issue and that
the administration will consider whether it cannot recommend to
Congress some significant measures to increase the availability of
job openings for the handicapped.
THE GROWTH OF THE DISABILITY PROGRAM

·When the disability program was enacted in 1956, it was projected that the program could be permanently financed by a combined
employer-employee tax of 0.42 percent of payroll. After adjusting
for the proport;ion of covered wages which are subject to tax, that is
closer to a rate of 0.33 percent in today's terms. Since that time,
the cost of the program has grown significantly. In the 1984 report
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of the Social Security trustees, the long-range costs of the program
are estimated at 1.45 percent of payroll, some 4 times what was
origimilly estimated. Expressed on a consntant-dollar basis in relation to 1984 payroll levels, the long-range average cost of the progra_n.l has increased from $5 billion per year to $23 billion per year.
Just in the past year, the social security actuaries have been required to significantly increase their estimates of what this program will cost even if there is no additional legislation. For the 10year period ending 1992, the 1984 trustees report indicates that
without any legislative change the projected disability program
costs have increased by $5.5 billion. The estimates of the long-range
average annual costs have similarly increased by over $1 billion
per year.
For this reason, there are grounds for serious concern over the
possibility that the enactment of disability legislation could be
taken as a signal which would unleash another explosion of program costs. If that were to take place, the currently estimated costs
of the bill, although they are substantial, would pale in comparison
with the true costs of the bill. There is good reason to expect that
the enactment of this legislation in the form it passed the House or
in the form in which it was referred to the Finance Committee
would produce just such results. The Finance Committee has modified this legislation and, in particular, has attempted to clarify it in
sever al ways to limit the possibility that it could mistakenly be
seen as the starting signal for another round of program growth.
Even so, careful moitoring will be required, given the historic difficulty of controlling the program. In particular, it would be very difficult to responsibly support this legislation if the safeguards included by the Finance Committee were weakened in any significant degree.
RussELL B. LoNG.

IX. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS
REPORTED
In the opinion of the committee, it is necessary in order to expedite the business of the Senate, to dispense with the requirements
of subsection 4 of Rule XXIX of the Standing Rules of the Senate
(relating to the showing of changes in existing law made by the
bill, S. 476, as reported by the committee).
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REPORT
together with

ADDITIONAL VIEWS
(To accompany S. 476]
CORRECTIONS

Page 2, line 1 : delete "for a period of 3¥2 years" and insert ''through
December 31, 1987"; paragraph 4, line 2: insert comma after "eligibility"; last paragraph, line 3, add "s" to "require".
Page 7, next to last line: delete the word "currently".
Page 8, line 6: the word "lasted" is misspelled; paragraph 6, line 6,
new paragraph before " (Benefits"; last paragraph, second line, insert
"This" before "Burden".
Page 10, strike second sentence and insert: Only if the individual
satisfies the burden of showing that his medical condition has not improved would the burden be upon the Secretary to show some other
change in circumstances that would warrant terminating benefits.
If the claimant cannot meet the burden of showin~ no medical improvement or the Secretary can show a change in circumstances, eligibility would be determined under the present law test of ability to
engage in substantial gainful activity.
Page 13, line 2: delete "and"; line 3 : the word "new" is misspelled;
line 13: insert "a"; paragraph 2, line 15, the word "their" is misspelled;
last line of paragraph 3: the word "for" should be "far".
31-()10 0
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Page 18, line 6, indent Committee amendment; line 10 of second
paragraph: delete comma after "administrative"; line 3 of fourth
paragraph, insert apostrophe in Administration's ; line 4 of fourth
paragraph, delete comma after " ( SSA 's) ., .
Page 19, line 2 : del-ete comma after "standards".
Page 21, paragraph 4, line 16: insert comma after "Mendosa,".
Page 22, line o of paragraph 1: the word "functional" is misspelled;
line 2 paragraph 4: the word "cumulatively" is misspelled.
Page 23: paragraph 3, line 15 : the word "guidelines" is misspelled.
Page 25, line 5 of paragraph 4: the word "contract'' should be
"contact".
Page 27, paragraph 2, line 2: the word "seven" should be "severe.";
line 3 : add "s" to impairment; line 9: delete the word "thus".
Page 28, paragraph 5: the word "tem~orary" is misspelled.
Page 30, line 4: the word "beneficiary" is misspelled; the word
"periodically" is misspelled; next to last line delete the first "that" and
insert "and".
Page 32, paragraph 2: insert the word "which" after "State".
Page 33, paragraph 4, line 7: the partial word "preli-'' is misspelled.
Page 34, after the author's name and affiliation (on memo) add
"Social Security Administrati_on".
Page 43:
In the original printing of Senate Report 98-466, several paragraphs of the additional views of the Honorable Russell B. Long were
misplaced. The additional views are correctly reprinted below.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF THE HONORABLE RUSSELL B.
LONG
Although I continue to have reservations about S. 416, the Finance
Committee has made important modifications in the bill:
The medical improvement standard in the committee bill is a less
complete presumption of continuing eligibility for persons who were
not disabled when they began receiving disability benefits.
A measure of protection of the disability insurance trust fund, if
the cost of the bill far exceeds the estimates, is incorporated in a failsafe provision which will scale back cost-of-living increases if the fund
begins to deteriorate.
By incorporating a statutory definition of pain the committee bill
re-emphasizes that legislative policy is set by the Congress and that
the Congress expects the administration and the courts to interpret
and aJ.?ply that policy in the light of the congressional intent that the
disab1hty insurance program be carefully administered and nationally
uniform.
By providing a mandatory expedited timetable for dealing with
State failure to follow Federal rules in determining eligibility, the
committee bill would prevent another protracted deter10rabon in State
administration of this Federal program such as is now occurring.
THE MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT STANDARD

Under legislation enacted in 1980, the •administration has conducted
a large number of continuing disability reviews to see if persons on
the disability insurance rolls are still disabled. A significant number of
persons were removed from the rolls.
Under present law, when a recipient of disability insurance benefits
is reviewed to determine whether he is still disabled, the same definition of disability applies to him as is used for a new applicant, namely:
Is he able to engage in "substantial gainful employment~"
S. 476 as introduced would for the first time have set a different
standard of continuing eligibility for a person already on the rolls.
Finding him capable of engaging in subsbantial gainful activity would
not have sufficed to end his benefits; the Secretary would also have had
to show that he had undergone medical improvement since he was first
determined to be disabled.
The committee bill amends and improves this provision. The original
bill would have almost totally foreclosed the Secretary from removing
from the rolls •a person who was not disabled when he began receiving
be~efits. The committee bill instead lets the Secretary challenge the
on_ginal disability determination, develop additional evidence and re9Uire the complainant to prove that his condition has not medically
1mproved.
(8)
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Even with this modification, the Social Security Act for the first
time will have permitted persons who are able to engage in substantial
gainful employment to continue receiving disabilitY. insurance benefits.
The committee bill is estimated to cost $2.5 billion over a 5-year
period. Virtually this entire amount will be paid to persons who are
able to work.
These very significant costs of this legislation are justified by the
proponents of the bill on the basis of the need to deal with the current
chaotic situation which prevails in the administration of the social
security disability program. Even if this argument were to be accepted,
it remains deeply troubling for us to expend $2.5 billion, at a time when
we are struggling to cope with alarming Federal deficits, to provide
benefit payments to individuals who would be unable, despite several
levels of appeal, to establish their eligibility.
The situation will be much worse if the legislation, instead o£ resolving the current chaotic situation, simply serves as a signal for further
efforts to broaden eligibility. The bill as reported by the Committee on
Finance clearly does not intend such a result. However, the costs and
caseloads of this program have over the years proven highly volatile
and difficult to control. The ·adoption by the Congress of a dual standard of eligibility creates a tension which could be laying the groundwork for further expansion of the program. It may prove difficult to
maintain a situation in which individuals are denied admission to the
benefit rolls-even though equally or less disabled persons who managed to get on the rolls are allowed to keep receiving benefits.
Disability Pro-gram Needs Further Revuw and Revision
S. 476, as reported by the Committee on Finance, attempts to deal
with major problems which now exist in the way the program is administered. I believe a number of the provisions of the bill will help
in this regard. For example, the specific provision reaffirming the existing regulation on the evaluation of pain will resolve whatever confusion there may be on this issue. It emphasizes again the conwessional
view of the need to limit eligibility to cases where disability can be
established by objective medical evidence. The timetable :for dealing
with State. defiance of Federal rules should help the Secretary deal
with such problems more forcefully. Even the medical improvement
provision, though it is troublesome from a policy perspective, at least
will resolve a large body o£ litigation according to a policy standard
which is set, as it should be, by the Congress and not the courts.
While these features of the Finance Committee bill are desirable im·
provements in the program, I am concerned that there remain major
problems in the structure of the clisability program which are not adequately addressed by the pending legislation. If Congress is to bring
this program back under control and restore the confidence of both
taxpayers and beneficiaries in its evenhandedness, we will need to undertake stronger measures than those contained in this bill.
Consistency of decisionmaking.-One of the arguments most fre·
quently advanced in support of the medical improvement standard is
that many, or even most, of the. benefit terminations as a result o:f the
recent eligibility reviews were erroneous. The evidence offered in sup-
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port of this argument is that more than half of the terminations appealed to an administrative law judge (.A.LJ) were overturned at that
level.
While the statistic is correct, the conc1usion drawn from it is not.
The phenomenon of a reversal rate by .A.LJ's exceedin~ 50 percent is
not peculiar to the recent review process. Both for contmuing reviews
and initial awards, the ALJs have consistently over the past 10 years
reversed more than half of the cases appealed to them.
This prolonged pattern of high reversal rates indicates only that
different standards are being applied at different levels of the administrative structure. This problem has been recognized for some time.
The 1980 amendments attempted to address the problem by mandating
a study of its causes and by requiring the Secretary to undertake to
review a significant portion of cases which are reversed by .A.LJ's. In
addition to these actions, the agency has undertaken to publish rulings
aimed at providing a uniform set of basic eligibility guidelines for all
levels of the administrative process.
Thus far, at least, there is no evidence that any of these measures
are having a significant impact. It may be too early for any results to
show up, particularly in the present confused administrative atmosphere. But if the present approach does not succeed in achieving consistent decisionmaking within the present program structure, the Congress may need to consider modifications in that structure.
The role of the courts.-In the 1956 hearings on the question of
establishing a disability program, witnesses from the insurance industry predicted that the courts would be only too eager to broaden the
scope of the program beyond what Congress intended. That prediction
has proven to be quite accurate. In the 1967 amendments, the committee report cited several examples of ways in which the courts had
broadened the original intent of the statute. The committee then
directed the administration to report to the Congress on "future trends
of judicial interpretation of this nature," and added to the statute
provisions designed to counteract those court cases.
The situation has not noticeably improved. In a recent case
(Polaski v. Heckler), a U.S. District Court judge excoriated the Secretary for following her own regulation in violation of what he deemed
to be the "fundamental policies at the heart of the disability program."
He found these fundamental policies embodied in a law review article
by another judge to the effect that the disability statute "should be
broadly construed and liberally aJ?plied." On the basis of his findings
that the Secretary was not obeymg what he calls "Eighth Circuit
Law," this judge ordered the Secretary to substitute his policy judgment for hers (and that of the Congress) in carrying out the Social
Security Act in an area covering seven States.
This case would not be so troubling if it were atypical. But apparently it is almost the judicial norm. Courts do, of course, have the
responsibility to carry out the law and to resolve questions of interpretation. In so doing, however, they should be guided by the statute
and its legislative history, not by abstract theories found in law review
articles. If the judge in this case had bothered to examine the statute
and legislative history, he would have ample evidence of Congress'
concern not that the law be more broadly construed, but that it be
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more narrowly construed. He would also have found great concern on
the part of Congress ~hat thi~ law be ad~inistered .more uniformly.
This might have led him to g1ve m?re weight to nabona_llaw than to
"Eighth Circuit Law." In the Un1ted States, t~e law. IS the l~w _of
the land and it is made by Congress. The courts, 1ncludmg the district
and circuit courts, have an important role in carrying out and enforcing the law. But Circuit courts are not regional legislatures.
In its provision on the evaluation of pain, the Committee deals with
one of the areas in which the Courts have been broadening the program. However, it is clear from the law review article quoted in the
Polaski case that there are many other aspects of the program on the
judicial agenda. If the regional courts are going to persist in ignoring
the policy objectives expressed by Congress and persist in refusing to
grant appropriate deference to the duly promulgated regulations of
the Secretary, the Congress may be forced to find ways of dealing witli
this situation.
Federal-State relationship.-A troubling recent development in the
disability program is the tendency of some States to defy Federal rules
in carrymg out this program which is wholly federally funded. Even
more troubling is the fact that the Secretary took no action to bring
the errant States back into line. The committee bill does attempt to
deal with this for the future by establishing firm and mandatory time
frames for proceeding to federalized operations in States which refuse
to comply. This situation must be monitored, however, if it is not to
recur.
The handicapped population.-One reason for the volatility of the
disability program is that it is intentionally limited to only the most
severely disabled-those who because of their impairment cannot engage in any substantial gainful work activity. This limitation is based
not solely on the cost but on grounds of policy. The law should not
encourage those who retain the capacity for self-support to become
dependent.
Unfortunately, if society cannot provide employment opportunities
for handicapped individuals who are not totally disabled, they will
understandably seek to be found eligible for benefits under the disability programs. And it will be difficult for the administration of
those programs to deny them eligibility.
If we are to succeed in controlling the cost of the disability insurance
program, we must find more effective ways of opening up jobs to those
handicapped people who have the capability to become productive
members of society. While this problem is beyond the scope of the
pending bill, our failure to solve this problem 'has a great deal to do
with. why this bill is needed. rr:here would be no requirement for .a
medical Improvement standard If we could offer a job to any handicapped person who could work.
I hope the Con,gress will turn its attention to this issue and that the
administration will consider whether it cannot recommend to Congress·
some si~ificant measures to increase the availability of job openings
for the handicapped.
The Growth o.f the Disability Program
When the disability program was enacted in 1956, it was projected
that the program could be permanently financed by a combined
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tax of 0.42 percent of payroll. After adjusting for
the proportion of covered wages which are subject to tax, that is closer
to a rate of 0.33 percent in today's terms. Since that time, the cost of
the p~ogram has grown significantly. In the 1984 report of the Social
Secunty trustees, the long-range costs of the program are estimated at
1.45 percent of payroll, some 4 times what was originally estimated.
Expressed on a constant-dollar basis in relation to 1984 payroll levels,
the long-range average cost of the program has increased from $5 billion per year to $23 billion per year.
There have, of course, been some changes in the eligibility requirements for disability benefits since 1956. These changes, however, explain only about one-third of the growth of the program (on the basis
of the cost estimates made when they were added to the Iaw) . The bulk
of the growth in the costs of the disability program cannot be adequately explained except on the basis that the program has been administered in such a manner as to pay benefits to a broader population than Congress intended the program to serve.
Even more troubling than the mere fact that program costs are
greater than originally estimated is the evidence that it remains a
highly volatile program. Its costs could easily expand well beyond
present levels. At the time the program was first enacted, the experts
estimated that by 1990 there would be a little more than a million disabled workers drawing benefits. Today there are 2.6 million workers
drawing benefits. This is a large increase. But just a few years ago-in
1977-the benefit rolls were growing so rapidly that the actua.ries
projected they would exceed 5 million disabled worker beneficiaries by
1990. That is roughly 5 times the original estimate.
In dollar tenns (using a constant dollar concept based on 1984 payroll levels), the projected long-range average costs of the program have
increased from $5 billion in 1956 to $23 b1llion today-a fourfold increase. But today's projected costs are far from the historic high. That
occurred in 1977, when instead of the original 0.33 percent of payroll
or the present 1.45 percent of payroll, tlie long-range program costs
were projected to require a tax (on a comparable basis) of about 3.4
percent of payroll-some 10 times as high as the original estimate.
This extreme point in the cost of the program was partially caused
by a problem in the benefit fonnula. But even after that problem was
corrected by the 1977 amendments, the long-range average cost of the
prowam was estimated to be 2.49 percent of payroll-over 7 times the
origmal cost. In comparable constant dollar terms, this translates into
a long·range annual average cost of $40 billion per year.
Viewed in this perspective, it is clear that this is a program with a
serious potential for getting further out of control. It could easily add
billions of dollars per year to the deficit and could endanger the stabil·
ity of the social security system generally. It is particularly important
to note that the program is now again showing a trend towards in·
creased costs. As a result of the actions by the States and the courts
and the various moratoria imposed by the administration, the rates of
termination are on a downward trend. This is not surprising. But the
program has also recently shown an upswing in the allowance rates
and in application rates.
Just in the past year, the social security actuaries have been required
to significantly increase their estimates of what this program will cost
employer-e~ployee
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even if there is no additional legislation. For the 10-year period ending 1992, the 1984 trustees report indicates that without any legislative change the projected disability program costs have increased by
$5.5 billion. The estimates of the long-range average annual costs have
similarly increased by over $1 billion per year.
For this reason, there are grounds for serious concern over the possibility that the enactment of disability legislation could be taken as a
~ignal which would unleash another explosion of program costs. If
th.at were to take place, the currently estimated costs of the bill, alt.h ough they are substantial, would pale in comparison with the true
costs of the bill. '!'here is good reason to expect that the enactment of
this legislation in the form it passed the House or in the form in which
it was referred to the Finance Committee would produce just such
results. The Finance Committee has modified this legislation and, in
particular, has attempted to clarify it in several ways to limit the possibility that it could mistakenly be seen a:; the starting signal for another round of program growth. Even so, careful monitoring will be
required, given the historic difficulty of controlling the program. In
particular, it would be very difficult to responsibly support this legislation if the safeguards included by the Finance Committee were
weakened in any significant degree.
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To amend title 11 of the Social Security Act to require a finding of medical
improvement when disability benefits are terminated, to provide for a review
and right to personal appearance prior to termination of disability benefits, to
pro\'idc for uniform standards in determining disability, to provide continued
paynwut of di~ahil:t.'· hPndit:-o durin~ 1hi' ;lppPab pro(·t·:-o~. und for mlwr
Plli'JIII~f·~ .

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
FEBRUARY 15 (legislati\'e day, FEBRUARY 14), 1983
Mr. LE\'IN (for himself, Mr. COHEN, Mr. BOREN, Mr. SPEC'TER, Mr. DIXON, Mr.
KE~lNEUY, Mr. HP.INZ, Mr. t&ATSUNAGA, Mr. PRYOR, Mr. GLENN, Mr.
NuNN, Mr. KASTEN, Mr. MOYNIHAN, Mr. CocHRAN, Mr. DECONCINI, Mr.
LAUTENBEHG, Mr. ANDREWS, Mr. BOSCHWITZ, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. HUDDLESTON, Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. D'Al\tATO, Mr. PELL, Mr. SASSER, Mr. DURENBERGER, Mr. QuAYLE , Mr. TSONGAS, Mr. BuMPERS, Mr. STAFFOkD, Mr.
CRANSTON, Mr. BYRD, Mr. METZENBAUM, Mr. CHAFEE, Mr. BINGAMAN,
Mr. SARBAN!::S, Mr. l<~AGLETON, Mr. HART, Mr. WEJCKER, Mr. WARNER,
and Mr. HATFIELD) introduct'd the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committef' on Finane£•
MAV 180<"gislnti\'£•day, MAr 14), 1984
Reported by Mr. DOJ.E, with an um(•ndment and an amendment to the title
[Srrikl' our ull ufll'r tlw t•ruu·tin~or t·l:ru~r· nnd insert the part printed in it11lid

A BILL
To amend title IT of the Social Security Act to require a finding
of medical improvement when disability benefits are termi-
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nated, to provide for a review and right to personal appearance prior to termination of dtsability benefits, to provide
for uniform standards in determining disability, to provide
continued payment of disability benefits during the appeals
process, and for other purposes.
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SECTION

1. This Act, with the following table uf cun-

14 tents, may he cited as the "Social S ecurity Disability

15 A mendment3 of 1984 ".
16

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Sec.
8rr.
8cc.
Sec.
Sec.
8Pr.

1. 8/wrt title.
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8. Continuation of benefits during appeal.
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8r<'. 7. Nonncquie.vrrnce in cour·t orders.
8rl'. H. .lfultiple impuirments.
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1
2

MED ICAL IMPROVEMENT

SEc. 2. (a) Section 223 of the Social Security Act is

3 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub4 section:

5 "Standard of Review for Termination of Disability Benefits
6

"(f)(t) In the case of a recipient of benefits under this

7 title (or title XVIII) which are based on the disability of any
8 individual, a termination of entitlement to such benefits on

9 the basis of a finding that the physical or mental impainnent
10 (or combination of impairments) on the basis of which such
11 benefits are pr(lvided has ceased, does not exist, or is not
12 disabling, may be made only as follows:

13

"(A)

The Secretary shall notify the individual

14

having the impairment (or combination of impair-

15

ments) that a review pursuant to this subsection is to

16

take place.

17

"(B) The Secretary shall pr-ovide an opportunity

18

for such individual to be interviewed, and at such

19

interview the review process shall be expl'lined to the

20

individual (including the role of medical impr-ovement

21

described

22

available to the individual in obtaining evidence,

23

including medica_l evidence and work history, shall he

24

explained.
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subparagraph (C)), and the assistance

24

1

"(C)(i) The Secretary shtlll re1:1e:.o medical et't-

2

dence concer1iing the inditidual's current and prior

3

condition (as prooided in paragmph (2)) procided hy

4

the i ndi·oidual and secured by the SecTeta ry, and shall

5

determine whether the eoidence establishes that ther-e

6

has been no medical i1t1prove,1ent in such indit,idual's

7

condition (other than medu:al improt,emeJi/ zchicl! i8

8

not related to the indioidual's ability to U'ork) since the

9

time of the most recent dete1·mination that the indit,id-

10

ual was under a disability. The indiDidual ,.,hall bear

11

the burden of proof under this subparagraph u.·ith

12

spect to any finding that there has been JW medical

13

improvement.

1'!!-

14

"(ii) If the Secrela1·y finds that the ePidence does

15

not establish that such individual's medical condition

16

is of the same or greater severity as it u·as at the time

17

of the most recent determination that such indiz:idual

18

was under a disability (di!$regarding any medical im-

19

provernent which is not related. to the

~J

ability to work); tlte Secretary shall make a determina-

21

lion under subparagraph (E) with respect to the indi-

22

Didual's ability to

23

activity.

en,qag~:

individuar~

in substantial yainful

24

"(iii) If the SecTelary finds that the ez:idence does

25

establish that such indiv·idual's medical co11dition is of
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1

the same or greater severity as it was at the· time of the

2

most recent determination that such individual was

3

under a disability (disregarding any medical improve-

4

ment which is not 1·elated to the individual's ability to

5

work), the benefits based upon such individual's

6

impairment shall be continued, unless the Secretary

7

finds that one or more of the conditions listed in sub-

8

paragraph (D) apply.

9

"(D) I n the case of a finding by the Secretary

10

under subparagraph (C)(iii), the Secretary shall fur-

11

ther determine whether-

12

13

"(i) such individual has benefited f7'0m medi-

cal or vocational therapy or technology.
"(ii) new

14

01'

improved diagnostic or evalva-

15

live techniques indicate that such individual's im-

16

pairment (or combination of impai1·ments) is not

17

as disabling a.<; was believed at the time of the

18

most recent determination that such individual

19

was und.er a disability,

20

"(iii) a prior determination that such indi-

21

1·idual u:as under a disability was fraudulently

22

obtained,

01'

:2:-3

"(iv) ther-e is demonstrated, without taking

24

into account the individual's cw·rent medical con-

:2:)

dition, substantial reason to believe Lhat a prior
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I

determination that the individual was under a

2

disability was erroneous.

3

The Secretary shall hem· the burden of proof in

4

making any finding under the preceding provisions of

5

this subparagraph. If the SecretanJ finds that one

6

more of the conditions described in clauses (i) through

7

(iv) are mel, the SecrelanJ shall make a determination

8

under subparagraph (E) with respect to such individ-

9

ua.Z 's ability to engage in su.bstantial gainful a.ctivity.

10

"(E) The Sec1·etary shall ma.ke a determination

11

whethe1· an individual described in subparagraph

12

(C)(ii), or who meets one of the conditions desctibed in

13

subparagraph (D), is able to engage in substantial

14

gainful activity in accordance with the procedures and

15

standards established under this section.

16

vidual is found to be able to engage in substantial

17

gainful activity (or, if the individual 'is a widow or

18

surviving divorced wife under section 202(e) or a wid-

19

ower or surviving divorced husband under section

20

202(f), the Secretary finds that the severity of such in-

21

dividual's impairment or combination of impairments

22

is no longer deemed under rr>gulations prescribed by

!13

the Secretary sufficient to preclude the individual from

24

engaging in gainful activity), the benefits based upon

25

such individual's disability shall be terminated.
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1

"(2) Any determination under this subsection shall be

2 made on the basis of all evidence available in the individual's

3 case file, including new evidence concer·ning the individual's
4 prior or current condition which is presented by the indi·Did-

5 ual or secured by the Sec·retary.

.

6

"(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1}-

7

"(A) the review may be ceased and the benefits

8

continued at any point if th e BJcretary dete1·mines that

9

there is sufficient ev·idence to make a finding that the

10

individual is under a disability in accordrtnce with the

11

standards established under this section for new appli-

12

cants for the type of benefits to which such individual

13

is entitled; and

-

14

"(B) the review may be ceased and the b· "'1efits

15

terminated at any point if the individual is enga,qing

16

in substantial gainful activity, cannot be located, or

17

fails, without good cause. to coO'perate in the review or

18

to follow prescribed treatment which could he expected

19

to restore his ability to engage in substantiaL gainful

20

activity.

21

"(4) For purposes of this subsectio11, a benefit unde1·

22 this title is based on an individual's di8abiLity if it is a dis23 ability insurance benefit, or a child's, widow's, or widower's
24 insurance benefit based on disability.".
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1

(b) Section 216(i) of such Act is amended by adding at

2 the end the1·eof the following new parag1·aph:

3

"(4) A period oi disability may be determined to end on

4 the basis of a finding that the physical or mental impairment

5 (or combination of impairments) on the basis of which the
6 finding of disability was made has ceased, does not exist, or

7 is not disabling only in accordance with the provisions set

8 forth in section 223(f) for Le1·mination of benefits based on
9 disability.".

10

(c) Section 1614(a) of such Act is amended by adding

11 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

12

"(5)(A) In the ca:le of a recipient of benefits unde1· this

13 Litle which are based on disability, a termination of entitle14 ment to such benefits on the basis of a finding that the physi-

15 cal or menta.l impairment (or combination of impairments)
16 on the basis of which such benefits are provided has ceased,
17 does not e.1·ist, or is not disabling, may be made only in ac-

18 cm·dance with the· prol.'isions set forth in section 223(f) for
19 termination of benefits undn· tillP II bw;ed on disability.

:?0

"(8)

The l'equirements referred to in subparagmph (A)

:21 shall not apply to the e.1·tent that such requirement.'> u1ould
·N

require termination of benefits undel' section 16'19 on the

:23 ,r;rounrls that the indil.,idua/ is engaginy in substantial gain:2-t- ful aclil.'ity. ".
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1

(d)(1) Subject to paragraphs (2), (3), and (4), the

2 amendments made by this section shall not apply to determi-

3 nations made after December 31, 1987. The Secretary shall
4 promulgate the regulations necessary to implement such

5 amendments within six months after the df!-le of the enact-

6 ment of this Act.
7

(2) The amendments made by this section shall only

8 apply to9
10

(A) determinat-ions made by the Secretary on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act;

11

(B) determinations with respect to which a final

12

decision of the Secretary has not yet been made on the

13

date of the enactment of this Act and with respect to

14

which a request for .administrative review is made in

15

conformity with the time limits. exhaustion require-

16

ments, and other provisions of section 205 of the

17

Social Security Act and regulations of the Sec1·etary;

18

(C) detenninations with respect to which a request

19

for judicial review in conformity with the time limits,

20

exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of sec-

21

lion 205 of the Social Security Act and regulations of

22

the SeC"'etary was properly pending on May 16, 1984,

23

and which involve an individual litigant

24

of a class action identified by name in such pending

25

action on such date; and
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1

(D) determinations with respec:t to wllich a re-

2

quest for judicial review in conf01·mity with the time

3

limits, exhaustion requirements, and other 11rovisions

4

of section 205 of the Social Security Act and regula-

5

lions of the Secretary was made by an individual liti-

6

ganl of a final decision of the Secretar·y made during

7

the period beginning on March 15, 1984, and ending

8

60 days after the da.te of the enactment of this Act.

9 In the case of dr.tenninations de.sc1-ibed in subpamgmphs (C)
10 and (D), the court shall r·emand such cases to the Secretary
11 for review in accordance with the provisions of the Social
12 Security Act as amended by this section.

13

(3) In the case of an individual (i) who ob:ained a final

14 decision of the Secretary following pursuit of all available

15 steps in the administrative appeal process in conformity W'ilh
16 the time lim·its, exhaustion requiremenls, and othe1· pr·ovi17 sion'' of section 205 of the Social Security Act and regula.-

18 lions issued by the Secretary; (ii) who did not personally file
19 an action for judicial review of that decision under section
~0

205(g) of that Act; (iii) to whom the notice of the final deci-

21 sion of the Secretary was mailed on or after a date 60 d4ys
22 prior to the filing of the class action; and (itl) who was prop23 erly certified as member of a class action (with respect to
24 judicial review of a determination to which this section ap-

2!5 plies) prior to May 16, 1984, b1.tl was not identified by name
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1 ~ a member of the class on such date, the court shall remand

2 such case to the Secretary. The Sec1·etary shall notify such
3 individual that he may 1·equesl a review of such determina-

4 lion based on the provisions of th e Social Security Act as

5 amended by this section. Such individual must request such
6 review within 60 days after the date on which such notifica7 t'ion is sent. If such request is made in a timely manner, the

8 Secretary shall make a determination in accordance with the
9 provisions of the Social Security Act as amended by this
I 0 section. If such request is not made in a timely manner, the

11 amendments madt~ by this section shall not apply with respect

12 to such determination, and such dete17nination shall not be
13 subject to any further administrative or judicial review.
14

(4) In the case of an individual with respect to whom a

15 final determination was made by the Secretary prior to May
16 16, 1984, and which is not covered unde·r paragraph (2) or
17 (3), including an individual not covered hy paragraph (2)

18 who is a p1,Llative member of a class action (with respect to
19 judicial 1·eview of a determination to which this section

20 applies) which has not been certified prior to May 16, 1984,
21 the amendments made by this section shall not apply to such
22 determination, and such determination shall not be subject to
23 a7ly further administrative or judicial review.

24

(5) The decision by the Secretary on a case remo.nded

25 by a court pursuant to this subsection shall be regarded as a
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1 new decision on the individual's claim for benefits, which

2 supersedes the final decision of the Secretary. The new deci3 sion shall be subject to further administrative 1·eview and to
4

judicial review only in conformity with the time limits, ex-

5 haustion requirements, and other provisions of section 205 of
6 the Social Security Act and 1·egulations issued by the
7 Secretary.

(e) Any ind·ividual whose case i.'; remanded to the Secre-

8

9 tary pursuant to subsection (d) or whose request for a redeter-

10 mination is made in a timely manner pursu.:tnl to subsection
11 (d),

may elect, in accordance with section 223(g) or

12 1631(a)(7) of the Social Security Act, to have payments
13 made beginning with the month in which he makes such re-

14 quests, and ending as unde1· such section 223(g) or

15 1631(a)(7).

Notwithstanding

such

section

16 1631(a)(7), such paymenis (if elected)-

1.7
18

223(g)

or

'!:""-

(1) shall be made at least until an initial redetermination ·is made by the Secretary; and

19

(2) shall begin with the payment for the month in

20

which such individual makes such request.

21

(/) In the case of any individual who is found to he

22 under a disability after a redetermination required under this
23 section, such individual shall he entitled to retroactive bene24 fits beginning with benefits payable for the first month to

25 which the most recent termination of benefits applied.
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1

2

CONTI NUATION OF BENEFITS DURING .4PPEA/,

SEC. 3. (a)(1) Section 223(g)(1) of the Social Security

3 Act is amended4

(A) in the matter following subparagraph (C), by

5

striking out "and the payment of any other henPfits

6

under this Act based on such individual's wa,ges and

7

self-employment income (including benefits under title

8

X VIII)," and inserting in lieu thereof ", the payment

9

of any other benefits unde1· this title based on such in-

10

dividual's wages and self-employment income, the pay-

11

ment of mother's or father's insurance benefits to such

12

individual's mother or father based on the disability of

13

such individual as a child who has allained a,ge 16,

14

and the payment of benefits under t ille XVIll based

15

on such individual's disability,"; and

16

(B) in clause (iii) by st1·iking nul "June 1984"

17

and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1987".

18

(2) Section 223(g)(3)(B) of such Act is amended by

19 striking out "December 7, 1983" and inserting in lieu there20 of "June 1, 1986".
21

(b)

Section 1631(a) of such Act is amended by adding

22 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
23

"(7)(A) In any case where-

24
25

"(i)

an individual is a recipient of benefits based

on disability or blindness under this title,
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1

"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the

2

basis of which such benefits are payable is found to

3

have ceased, not to have existed, or to no longer be dis-

4

abling, and as a consequence such individual i.s deter-

5

mined not to be eligible for such benefits, and

6

"(iii) a timely request for a hearing under subsec-

7

Lion (c), or for an administmtive review prior to such

8

hearing, is pending with respect to the dete1·mination

9

that he is not so eligible,

10 such individual may elect (in such manner and f07m and

11 within such time as the Secretary shall by regulations
12 prescribe) to have the payment of such benefits continued for

13 an additional period beginning with the first month begin14 ning afte1' the date of the enactment of this paragraph fo1·

15 which (under such determination) such benefits are no longer
16 otherwise payable, and ending with the earlier of (1) the
17 month preceding the month in which a decision is made after

18 such a hearing, (II) the month preceding the month in which
19 no such request iv7' a hearing or an administrative 1·eview is
20 pending, or (Ill) January 1987.

21

"(B)(i) If an individual elects to have the payment of

22 his benefits continued for an additional period under sub-

23 pamgraph (A), and the final decision of the Secretary af-

24 firms the de terminal ion that he is not eligible for such hene25 fits, any benefits paid under this title pursuant to such elec-
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1 lion (for months in such additional period) shall be consid2 ered overpayments for all pu1poses of this title, except as oth3 erwise provided in clause (ii).

4

11

(ii) If the Secretary determines that the individual's

5 appeal of his termination of benefits was made in good faith,

6 all of the benefits paid pursuant to such individual's election
7 under subparagraph (A) shall be subject to waiver consider-

S ation under the provi.!Jions of subsection (b)(1).
9

"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall

10 apply with respect to determinations (that individuals are not
11 eligible for benefits) which are made-

12

••(i) on or after the date of the enactment of this

13

paragraph, or prior to such date but only on the basis

14

of a timely request for a hearing under subsection (c),

15

or for an administrative review prior to such hearing,

16

and
"(ii) prior to June 1, 1986. ".

17
18
19

UNIFORM STANDARDS

SEc. 4. (a) Section 221 of the Social Secu1ity Act is

20 amended by adding at the end thereof th~; following new sub-

21 section:
22

11

{j)(1) The Secretary shall establish by 7'egulation uni-

23 form standards which shall be applied at all levels of determi24 nation, 1·eview, and adjudication in determining whether in-

25 dividuals are under disabilities as defined in section 216(i)

26 or 223(d).
S -'16 RS
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I

"(2) Regulations promulgated under paragraph (1)

2 shall be subject to the rulemaking procedures established

3 under section 553 of title 5, United States Code.".
4

(b) Section 1614(a)(3) o; such Act is amended by

5 adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
6

44

(0) In making determinations with respect to disabil-

7 ity under this title, the provisions of section 221 (j) shall

8 apply in the same manner as they apply to determinations of

9 disability under title f l. ".
10

MORATORI UM ON MENTAL IMP1HRMENT REVIEWS

11

SEc. 5. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

12 ices (hereafter in this section referred to as the 44Secretary '')

13 shall revise the criteria embodied under the category 41 Menlal
14 Disorders'' in the

44

List-ing of Impairments" in effect on the

15 date of the enactment of this Act under appendi:r. 1 to subpart

16 P of part 404 of title 20 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
17 The revised crite·ria and listings, alone and in combination

18 with assessments of the residual functional capacity of tlte
19 individllals in'.'olved, shall be designed to realistically evalu-

20 ale the ability of a mentally impair·ed individual to engage in
21 substantial gainful activity in a competitive workplace envi-

22 ronment. Such ret,-isions shall be made in consultation with
23 experts in the fields of mental health and vocalionalrehabili24 tation. Regulations establishing Sllch r·evised criteria and list25 ings shall be published no later than 90 days after the aate of
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1 the enactment of this Act in accm·dance with section 221(j) of
2 the Social Security Act.

(b)(1) Until such time as revised criteria have been es-

3

4 lablished by regulation in accordance with subsection (a), no

5 continuing eligibility review shall be can-ied out under sec6 lion 221(i) of the Social Security Act, or under the cor-re7 sponding requirements established for disability determi na-

8 lions and reriews under title XVI of such Act, with respect to
9 any individual previously determined to bP. under a disability
J0 by reason of a mental impairment, if-

I1

(A) no initial decisiort on such revtew has been

I2

rendered with respect to such individual prior to the

I :3

date of the enactment of lh is Act, or

14

(B) an initial decision on such revtew was 1'en-

I5

dered with respect to such individual prior to the date

I6

of the enactment of this Act but a timely appeal from

17

such decision. was filed or wa:; pending on m· after

18.

J une 7, 1983.

lH For· purposes of this pamgmph a.nd subsection (c)(1) the term
20 "con tinuing eligibility review", when used to refer to a
21 review of a pret,ious dete1·minatio11 of disability, includes any
22 rC;considemtion of or hem·ing on tl1e initial decision rendered
23 in such review as well as such initial decision itself, and any

24 ret,iew by ll1e Appeals Council of the hearing decision .

s

li6

us

-
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1

(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any case where the

2 Secretary determines that fraud wu,s involved in the prior

3 determination, or where an individual (other than an indi4 vidual eligible to receive benefits under section 1619 of the

5 Social Security Act) is determined by the SecTetary to be
6 engaged in substantial gainful actil_,ity.
7

(c)(1) Any initial determination that an individual is

8 not under a disability, and any determination that an indi-

9 vidual is not unrler a disability in a reconsideration of or
10 hearin,g on an init·ial di8ability determination, in which there

11 is evidence which indicates the existence of a mental impai-r'12 ment, made or held under title I I or XVI of the Social Secu13 1-ity Act after the dale of the enactment of this Act and prior
14 to the date on which revised criteria are established by regu-

15 lation in accordance with subsection (a), and any determina16 lion that an individual is not under a disability in which
17 there is evidence which indicates the e:ristence of a mental

18 impairment, made under or in accordance with title II

01'

19 XVI of such Act in a reconsideration of, hearing on, or judi20 cial reniew of a decision rendered in any continuing eligibil-

21 ity review to which subsection (b)(1) applies, shall be redeter22

mined by the Secretary rr.s soon as feasible after the date on

23 which such criteria are so established, applying such revised
24

criteria.
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1

(2)

In the case of a redetermination under paragraph

2 (1) of a prior action which found that

CL1l

indh,ir/ual was nul

3 under a disability, if such individual is foulld on redetermi4 nation to be under a disability, such redetermination shall b(!

5 applied as though it had been made at the time of such prior
6 action.
7

(8) Any indit,idual who was found not to be under a

8 disability pursuant to an initial disability determination or a
9 continuin,g eligibility review, i1t whic11 there

Wl'S

evidence

10 U'llirh indicated the e:ristence of a m<Jnlal impairment, bell tu,een June 7, 1983, and the dat~ of the enactment of this

12 Act, and tdo reapplies for benefits under Iitle II or XVI of
13 the Social Security Act, may be determined tv ~e under a

14 disability du1·ing the period considered in the most recent

15 p1·ior determination. Any reapplic(!lion under t.iis para,qruph
16 must be ,filed within one year after the date cf the enaclmenl

17 of this Act, and he .. .Jits payable as a result of the preceding
18 .r;entence shall be paid only on lhr basis of the r('(lpplicalion.

IH

(d) If the JH'oPisions of this section entitle an indioidual

20 to a redetermination, such redetermination shall he made
21

u:hether or no/ such indieidualu:ould he entitled to a redPil'r-

22 minalion under tl1e provisions of section 2 of lhi:s Act. If surh
23 indiuirlual lcould not be entitled to a redetermination under

24 8uch section 2, the redetermination under this 8ection shall be
25 made without regard to the amendments made by section 2.
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1

QUALIFI C.4T/ ONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

2

EVALUATING MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS

3

SEC. 6. (a) Section 221 of the Social Secw·ity Act is

4 amended by inserting after subsection (g) the following new

5 subsection:
6

"(h) An initial determination under subsection (a), (c),

7 (q), vr (i) that an individual is not under a disability, in any

8 case where there is evidence which indicates the e:ristence of a
9 rnenlal impairmPnt, shall hP made only if the Secretary has

10 madf eve1·y reasonable effort to ensure that a qualified psy11 chiatrist o1· psychologist has completed !he medical portion of

12 th e case reeiew and any applicable residual functional capaclB

14

ity assessment. ".
(b) Section 16'14(a)(3)(G) of su.ch Act (as added by sec-

15 lion ·4 of this Act) is amrnde£! by striking out "s._vtion

l G 221(j)" and inserting in lieu thereof "sections 221(h) and
17 221 (j) ".
1~

(c) The <Wil'lldmenls

lD drlt'l'llli}l(t/ions madf'

t>fl

macll• hy

thi.-; section shall apply to

or after tllr date of the enactment of

:.W this :1<'1.
•) I

.\'0.\'.-1 <·qt 'I};.'·. 'E.\'CJ-; /.\' COl"NT OHI> ENS

81-;c·. 7.

(aj(l)

In the

casl'

of any derision renrlel'ed by a

. 'l { "nitnl Strttes flour/ of ApjJ('(tfs which:!4
:!t>

(: 1) inroh'l'.'i an io1Pt1n·r•tution of tlw 8o<'ial
rity .-l d o1·

UII.IJ

1'('.lflllfltion

issued /h(' f(' lll, ;ler;

8ecu-
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1

(B) involves a case to which the Department of

2

Health and Human Services or any ofj'iccr or em.pioy-

3

ee thereof is a party; and

4

(C) requires that such department or officer or

5

employee thereof, apply or carry out any proPision,

6

procedure, or policy under such Act with respect to any

7

individual or circumstance in a manner

8

from the manner in which such prooision, pr·ocedure,

9

or policy is generally applied or carried out,

whi. ·~

varies

10 the Secretary shall, within 90 days after the issuance of such

11 decision or the last day available for liling an appeal, which 12 ever is later, $end to the Committee on Fina nee of the Senate

13 and Lhe Committee on Ways and Means of the house of Rep14 resentatives, and publish in the Federal Register, a statement

15 of the Seaetary's decision to acquiesce or not acquiesce in

16 such court decision, and the specific facts and reasons in sup17 port of the Secretary's decision.
18

(2) The requirements of this section shall not apply to a

19 decision of the Secretary to acquiesce in a court decision
20 which the
21

Secretar~y

determines is not si,gnificant.

(3) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as sanc-

22 tiorting any decision of the Secretary not to acquiesce in the
23

24
25

decision of a United States Court of Appeals.
(b) This s~ction shall apply to court decisions rendered

on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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2

MUI.T/ PLE IMPAIRMENTS

SEc. 8. (a)(t) Section 223(d)(2) of the Social Security

3 Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
4 new subpar·agraph:

a

"(C) In deterrnining whether an indiridual's

6

physical or mental impairment or irtlpairmPnts are

7

medically setlere (without r-egard lu age, education, or

8

work experiena), the Secretary shall consider- thP com-

9

hined effect of all of the individual~-; impairment:s lcith-

10

out T'egard to whether· any such impairment, if ronsid-

11

ered separately, would be of such se1.1er·ity. ".

12

(2) The third sentence of section 216'(i)(l) of such Act is

13 amended by inser·ting "(2)(C), "after· "(2)(A), ''.
14

(b) Section 1614(a)(3)(G) of such Act (as amended hy

15 section C of this Act) is amended by stri~·ing out "and
16 221(j)" and inserting in lieu theT'eof ", 221(j). and
17 223(d)(2)(CJ ".
18

(c) The awendmenls made by this section shall apply to

19 determinations made on
20
21

07'

after January 1, 1985.

El'.4LUATIO N OF PAIN

SE('. 9. (a)(J) Section 223(d)(.?) of the Social Security

22 Act is amended by inserting after the first SPntencP the fol23 lowing new sentence: "A 11 individual's statement as to pain
24 or other symptoms shall not alone be conclusive evidence of
25 disability us defined in this section; ther·e must be medical
26 signs and fi udings, established by medically acce'nlahle cliniS -175 RS
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1 cal or laboratory diagnostic techniques, which show the e.rist-

? ence of a medical condition which could reasonably be e:tpect-

3 ed to produce tne pain or other symptoms alleged uml u'hich,
4 when considered with all evidence required to be furnished
5 under this paragraph (including statement~ of the individual

6 as to the

inten~ity

and persistence of such pain or other

7 symptoms wh-ich may rea,sonably be accepted as consistent

8 with the

me~ical

signs and findings), would lead to a conclu-

9 sion that the individual is under a disabilitY,.".
10

(2) Section 1614(a)(3)(G) of such Act (as amended by

11 section 8 of this Act) is amended by striking out "and
12 223(d)(2)(C)" and inserting in lieu the1'eof "223(d)(2)(C),
13 and 223(d)(5) ''.

14

(3) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2)

15 shall apply to determinations made prim· to January 1, 1988.
16

(b)(l) The Secretartj of Health and Human Services

17 shall appoint a Commission on the Evaluation of Pain (here18 after in this section referred to as the "Commission") to con19 duct a study concerning the evaluation of pain ir> determin-

20 ing unde1· titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act
21

22

whether an individual is under a disability.
(2) The Commission shall consist of at least tweft,e e:r-

23 perts, including

'1

significant rep1·e:sentation fr(lm the field. of

24 mPdicine who are hwolt~ed in the study of paw, and represen-
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1

tation from the fields of law, administration of disability in-

2 Sllrance progmms, and other appropriate fields of e.rpert ise.

3

(3) The Commission shall be appointed by Ll1e Serre-

4 tary of Health and Huma n Ser·vices (without regard to the

5 requirements of the Federal Aduisory Committee Act) 1cithin

6 60 days after the date vf the enactment of this Act. Th e Sec7

retm~y

shall from time to time appoint one of the members to

R se11.1c as Chairman. The Commission shall meet as often as
9 the Secretary deems necessary, but not less often than llcice
I 0 each year.
11

(4) Members of th e Commiss:on shull I:Je appointed

12 without rega7'd to the prol.'isions of Litle 5, United Stales
1B Code, got,erni ng appoi ntmenls in the competitive ;sert'ice.
14 Members who are not employees of the United States, while

If> a/lending meetings of the Commission

01'

otherwise sert1in,q

Hi on the husi ness of th e Commission, shall he paid at a rate
17 equal to th e per diem equ i1.1alent of the rule pro!Jided for zn,el

IH IV of the E .reculiN• Schedule under sec·tion .'>315 of title 5,
1H United Stales Code, for each day, including traveltime,

:W rlurin.cJ which they are engaged in the actual pnformance of
~1

du /i('S

t'e.~ted

in the Commission. JVhile engaged in the per-

22 fo17nance of such duties au:ay from their homes or regular
2:-3 places of business they may be all01ced travel expenses, in~4

cludin,q per diPm in lieu of
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1 lion 5708 of title 5, United States Code, for JW1'sons

111

tlu•

2 GotJernment service employed intermillently.

B

(.5) The Commission may engage such technicalas:-;ist-

4 a11ce from indit,iduals skilled in mrdical and other m;pects of

5 pain as may be necessary to carry out its functions. · ·.11f'

6 Secretary shall make available to th e eommission such scc7 retarial, clerical, and other assistance and any pertinent duta
8 prepared by the Department of Health and Huma n 8ertices
9 as the Commission may requh·e to ('(ll'1'!J out its fundions.

:wlnuit the l't':wlts of lhr study

(fj) The Serl'<'ia1·y shall

10

1 l under pora,qraph (1), together u·ith any rrconwu•ndations. to
1:! lhP eommillee

011

IVays

M N liiS

((I/(/

of thr

H ol/8('

1 :3 sen/alit•(·:; and the t'ommillN' on Fimwcl' of

the

of Hepre-

Senal1' nul

1-t latn· than December 81, 1.98(j, Till' fYommission sha/ltermi15 nate at thf' timf' such l'f'slllls

fll'( '

suhmittf'd.

16

MO {) I f'J( ',.\ Tl 0.\' OF N E< '0.\ 'S ll>r: H.·\ 1'1 O.V l'N /;' N f.'l'/J;' ll '

17

.\'()1'[( '£

81-:c. 10. (a) 8el'lion :!:!l(i) of tlu• 8o('ial Sr•r·tn·ity .. t,.t

1~

1n is (l/1/('f/(l('d hy adding at

:!()

('lid thf'l'('()f tlu· followilly

1/(' l('

JHII'll.f/ I'(J p/t .'

:.! 1
·>->

(/1(•

"(4) I n

any

('(Is(· trhf'l'('

tltf•

8 l'CI'l'flli'Y initialf·s

o

l't'l'i('lr

unda tlti.., suhs1•ction of tlu· msl' uf an i mli•·iduul 1rlto has

:!:J het'll

delermitu•rlto hf• lfll(lf•t· 11 rli:whility. till' S ('C1'f'ltn·y

:!-t notify sut!t il/(lit·idllal ol t!tl'
:!.) ri('(/ out. t!tl' JIOSsihility lltllt

:-; li ti l t!'i

nal/1/'l '

shall

of lhf' l'f'l'if'tr to /)(' r·ur-

.'ii:l'lt l'f·l'i<'tl'

t·ou/t! l'f'.'illlt in !Itt•
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1 termination of benefits, and the right of the i ndi vidual to pro~

t'ide medical evidence with respect to such rePiew. ".
(b) Section 1633 of such Act is amended by adding at

H

4 the end tl1ereof the followin,q new subsection:
5 ·

o

"(c) In any case in which the Secretary initiates a
rel iPw under this title, similar to the rontinuing disability
1

7 repiews authorized for purposes of title II under section
8 221(i), the Secretary shall notify the indit,idual whosl! emu>
!)

is to be ret,iewed in th e same manner as required under sec-

10 lion 221(i)(4). ".
11

(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Sert'ires :;hall,

1~ a.s soon as practicable after the dale of the enactment of this

lH Act, implement demon::)tration

project~

in which the opportu-

14 nity for a personal appearance prior to rt determination of

15 ineligibility for persons reviewed under section 211(i) of the
1()

Social

Secu7~ity

Act is substituted for the face to face et'iden-

17 tiary hearing tequired by section 205(b)(2) of such Act. Such
1R demonstration

project.'~

shall be conducted in not fewer than

l H fiPe States, and shall aLso include disability determinations
:!0 with respect to indiPiduals ret,ieu·f'd under title XVI of such
~1

Act. The Secretary shall report to the Committee on lf'ays

->-)

and Means of the House of Representatives and the Commit-

~;)

/eP on Finance of tlze Senate conce1·nin,q such demonstration

~4

projects, together ll'ilh any recommendations, not later than

~;}

Apri/1, 1.986.
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1

(d) The Secretary shall institute a system of notification

2 required by the amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)

3 as soon as is practicable after the date of the enactment of
4 this Act.

5
6

C ONSULTATH'E EXAMS; MEDIC.4.L EVIDE.'I.'CE

SEr·. 11. (a) Section 228(d)(5) of the Social Security

7 Act is amended by inserting "(A)" after "(5)" and by adding

8 at the end thereof the following nen' suhparagraph:
H

"(B) In making any determination with respect to

10 whether an individual is under ti disability or umtinues to be
11

IJ. nder

a disability, the Secretary shall consider all eeidence

12 awilable in such indiZJidual's case record, and shall dePelop

13 a complete medical history of at lca.sl th e precediny twelt'e
14 months for any case in which a determination is made that
15 the individual is not under a disability. In making any de16 termination the Secrf.lary shall make ever-y reasonable effort

17 to obtain fmm the indiZJidual's tr·eating physician (or other
18 treating health care p1'0t'ider) all medical <>L'idencr, includiny
19 diagnostic tests, necessary in order to proper-ly make such

20 determination, prior to seeking medical eridencc from any
21 other source on a consultative basis.".
22

(b) The amendments made by this :section shall apply to

2B detrtmi nations made on or after the date o/ the r~nactm('llt of
2~

this Act.
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1
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1 SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR INDIVID UALS WHO PERFORM

2

SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL A('TJVITY DESPITE SEVERE

3

MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT

4

SEC.

13. (a) Section 201(d) of the Social Security Di:s-

5 ability Amendments of 1980 is amended by striking out
6 "shall remain in effect only for a period of three years after
7 such effecti ve date" and inserting in lieu thereof "shall
8

9

remain in effect only through June 30, 1987".
(b) Section 1619 of the Social Secw-ity Art is amended

10 by adding at the end thereof the following new st~bsection:
11

"(c) The Secretary of Health end Human Services and

12 the Secretary ol Education shall jointly develop and dissemi13 nate information, and establish training programs for staff
14 personnel, with respect to the potential availability of benefits
15 and services for disabled individuals under the provisions of

16 this section. The Secretary of Health and Human Services
17 shall provide such information to individuals who are appli18

cants for and recipients of benefits based on disability under

19 this title and shall conduct such programs for lht staffs of the

20 District offices of the Social Security Administration. The
21 Secretary of Education shall conduct such progmms for the

22 staffs of the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies, and in
23 cooperation with such agencies shall also protlide such infor24

motion to other appropriate indil1iduals and to public and

25

private or,qanizations and agencies which are concerned with
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1 rehabilitat-ion and social services or which represent the

2 disabled. ''.
3

4

ADVISORY COUNCIL

SEC. 14. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human

5 Services shall appoint the members of the next Advisory
6 Counsil on Social Security pur·suant to section 706 of the
7 Social Security Act prior to June 1, 1985.
8

(b)(1) Tlte Advisory Council shall include in its review

9 and report, studie.s and recommendations with respect to the
10 medical and vocational aspects of disability, including-

11
12

(A) alternative approaches to work evaluation for
recipient.; of supplemental security income ben4its;

13

(B) the effecti'l!eness of vocational rehabilitation

14

programs for recipients of disability insurance benefits

15

01' supplemental security income benefits; and

16

(C) the question of using .specialists for complet-

17

mg medical and vocational evaluations at the Stale

18

agency level in the disability determination process.

19

(2) The Adv·isory Council may convene task forces of

20 etr:perts to consider and comment upon specialized issues.

21
22

FREQUENCY OF CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY REviEWS

SEc. 15. The Secreta1y of Health and Human Services

23 shall promulgate final1'egulations, within 6 months after the
24 date of the enactment of this Act, which establish the sland25

ards to be used by the Secretary in determining the {1·equency

26 of ret'iews under section 221 (i) of the Socia.l Security Act.
S H6 RS
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1 Until such regulations have been issued as final regulations,

2 no individual may be reviewed more than once under section

3 221(i) of the Social Security Act.
4

DETERMI NATION AND MONITORING OF NEED FOR

5

REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE

6

SEC. 16. (a) Section 205(j) of the Soc·ial Security Act

7 is amended by inserting "(1)" after "(j)" and by adding at

8 the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
9

"(2) Any cerrification made under paragraph (1) for

10 payment to a person other than the individual entitled to such
11 payment must be made on the basis ol an investigation, cari ·-

12 ried out either prior to such certification or within for·ty-five

13 days after such certification, und on the basis of adequate
14 evidence that such certification is in the interest of the indi-

15 vidual entitled to such payment (as determined by the Secre16 tary in tegulations). The Secretary shall ensure that such
17 certifications are adequately teviewed.
18

"(3)(A) In any case whe·re payment under this title is

19 made to a person other than the individual entitled to such
20 payment, the Secretary shall establish a system of account21 ability monitoring whereby such person shall 1·eport not less
22 often than annually with respect to the use of sue}, payments.
23 The Secretary shall establish and implement statistically
24 valid procedures for reviewing such reports in otde1· to identi-

25

fy instances in which such persons are not pmptrly using

26 such payments.
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1

"(B)

Su!Jpamgraph (A) shi.ll not apply in any case

2 where the othl'r person lD whom such payment is made is a

3 parent or spouse of the individual entitled to such payment
4 who lives in the same household as such individual. The Sec-

5 relary shall require such. parent or spouse to verify on a peri6 odic basis that such parent or spouse continues to live in the
7 same household as such individual.

8

"(C)

Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in uny case

9 where the other pe;·son to whom such pa,nnenf is made is a

10 State institution. In such cases, the Secretary shall establish
11 a system of accountability monitoring for institutions in each

12 Stale.

13

"(D) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply i1i any case

14 where the individual entitled lo such payment is a resident of

15 a Federal instilulifJn and the other person to whom suC'h pay1(:)

17

me nl is made is the i nst itut ion.
''(FJ) Noflt'ithstand;ng subparagraphs (Aj. (8), (C),

18 and (D), the Secretary may require a report at any time
lfl fmm any person receiting payments on behalf of another, if

:W the 8Pcretary has

reaS01 1

to heliwr that th e person recell.'lflg

:?1 suC'h payments is misusing such payments.

--

•) •)

''(4)(A) The 8fcreta ry shall

nt([(/p

an initial report to

:?:1 the ('onyrPss on the impleme•ltation of paragraphs (2) and
:>1

(8) within si.r months after thP date of the elwcln,enl of this

:? :) pa rag mph.
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1

"(B) The Secretary shall include as a part of th e

2 annual report required under section 704, infomlftlion with

3 respect to the implementation of pamgraph~ (2) and (3), in4 eluding the number of cases in which the payee was changed,
5 the number of cases discovered where there has been a misuse

6 of funds, how any such cases were dealt with by the Secre7

tary, the final disposition of such cases, including any crimi-

8 nal penalties imposed, and such other infonnation as the Sec-

9 retary determines to be appmpriate. ".
10

(b) Section 1631(a)(2) of such Act is amended by in-

11 serting "(A)" after "(2)" and by adding at the end thereof the

12 following new subparagraphs:

13

"(B) Any determination made under subparag1'aph (A)

14 that payment should be made to a person other than the indi15

vidual or spouse entitled to such payment must be made on

16 the basis of an investigation, carried out either prio1' to such
17 determination or within forty-five days after such detennina18

lion, and on the basis of adequate evidence that such determi-

19 n:ttion is in the interest of the individual or spouse entitled to

20 such payment (as determined by the Secretary in regula21 Lions). The Secretary shall ensure that such determinations
22
23

are adequately reviewed.
"(C)(i) In any case where payment is made under this

24 title to a person other than the individual or spouse entitled to

25 such payment, the Secretary shall establish a system of ac-
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1 countability monitoring whereby such person shall report not
\

2 less

or·~m

than annually with ?'espect to the use of sucf pay-

3 ments. The Secretary shall establish and implement statisti4 cally valid procedures for revieu·ing such reports in order to

5 identify instances in which su._lt persons are not properly
6 using such payments.

7

"(ii) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the

8 other person to whom such payment is made is a parent or
9 spouse of the individual entitled to such payment who lives in

10 the samf; household as such individual. The Secretary shall
11 require such parent or spouse to verify on a periodic basis

12 that such parent or spouse continues to live in the same

13 household as such ·individual.
14

"(iii) Clause (i) shall 7lOt apply in any case where the

15 other person to whom such payment is made is a State insti16 tution. In such ::ases, the Secretary shall establish a system
17 of accountability mon-itoring for institutions in each State.
18

"(iv) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the

19 individual entitled to such payment is a resident of a Federal

20 institution and the other person to whom such payment is
21 made is the i nstitul'ion.
22

"(v) Notwithstanding clauses (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv), the

23 Secretary may require a report at any time from any person
24 receiving payments on behalf o; another, if the Secretary has
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I

reason to believe that the person receiving such payments is

2 misusing such payments.

3

"(D) The Secretary shall mak·e an initial report lo the

4 Congress on the implementation of subparagraphs (B) and

5 (C) within six months after the date of the enactment of this
6 subparagraph. The Secretary shall include in the annual

7 report required under section 704, information with respect to
8 the implementation of subparagraphs (B) and (C), including
9 the same factors as are required to be included in the Secre-

10 tary's report under section 205(j)(4)(B). ".
11

(c)(1) Section 1632 of the Social Security Act is

12 amended by inserting "(a)" after "Sec. 1632." and by
13 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

14

"(b)(1) Any person or other entity who is.convicted of a

15 violation of any of the pmvisions of paragraphs (!) through

16 (4) of subsection (a), if such violation is committed by such
17 person or entity in h-is role as, or in applying to become, a

18 payee under section 1631(a)(2) on behalf of another individ19 ual (other than such person's eligible spouse), in lieu of the

20 penalty set forth in subsection (a)21

"(A) upon his first such conviction, shall be

22

guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not more

23

than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year,

24

or both; and
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1

"(B) upon his second or any subsequent

~uch

con-

2

viction, shall he guilty of a felony and shall be fined

3

not more than $25,000 or imprisoned for not more

4

than five years, or both.

5

41

(2) In any case in which the court determines that a

6 violation described in pa,ragraph (1) includes a willful

7 misuse of funds by such person or entity, the court may also
8 require that full or partial1·estitution of such funds be made
9 to the individual for whom such person or entity was the

10 certified payee.
11

"(3) Any person or entity convicted of a felony under

12 this section or under section 208 may not be certified as a
13 payee under section 1631(a)(2). ".
14

(2) Section 208 of such Act is amended hy adding at the

15 end thereof the following unnumbered paragraphs:
16

.,Any person or other entity who is com,;,cted of a vinla-

17 Lion of any of the provisions of this section, if such 11ir,!ation

18 is committed by such person or entity in his role as, or in
19 applying to become, a certified payee under section 205(j) on

20 behalf of another individual (other than such person's
21 spouse), upon his second or any subsequent such conviction

22 shall, in lieu of the penalty set forth in the preceding provi23 sions of this section, be guilty of a felony and shall be fined

24 not more than $25,000 or imprisoned for not more than five

25 years, or both. In the case of any violation described in the

\
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1 preceding sentence, including a first such violation, if the
2 court determines that such violation includes a willful misuse

3 of funds by such pe1·son or entity, the court may also require
4 that full or partial restitution of such funds be made to the

5 individual for whom such person or entity was the certified
6 payee.
7

"Any individual or entity convicted of a felony under

8 this section or under section 1632(b) may not be certified as

9 a payee under section 205(j). ".
10

(d) The amendments made by this section shall become

11 effective on the date of the enactment of this Act, and, in the
12 case of the amendments made by subsection (c), shall apply

13 with respect to violations occurring on or after such date.
14
15

FAIL-SAFE

SEc. 17. (a) Section 215(i) of the Social Security Act

16 is amended by adding· at the end thereof the following new
17 paragraph:

18

"(6)(A) On or before July 1 of each calendar yea1· after

19 1983, the Secretary shall20

11

(i)

determine whether the estimated Dl trust

21

fund ratio for the calendar year following such calen-

22

dar year will be less than 20.0 percent, and
11

23

(ii) if the Secretary finds that such ratio will be

24

less than 20.0 percent, notify the Congress that, arsent

25

a change of circumstances, it w·ill be necessary to

26

reduce the amount of the percentage cost-of-living ins 476
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1

crease othe7Wise payable under this subsection with re-

2

spect to benefits payable from the Federal Disability

3

Insurance Trust Fund for months afte·r November of

4

the calendar year in which such dete1mination is

5

made.

6

"(B) Absent a change of circumstances (before such

7 cost-of-li·ving increase is dete7'mined) that will allow the full
8 amount of benefits othe1Wise payable from such Trust Fund
9 to be paid in a timely fashion, the Secretary shall reduce the

10 amvunt of such percentage increase (but not below zero) to the

11 extent necessary to ensure that such ratio will not fall below
12 20.0 percent.
13

"(C) If the Secretary determines that the reductions

14 made purusant to subparagraph (B) will be insufficient to
15 ensU1·e that such mtio will not fall below 20.0 percent, the
16 Secretary shall also reduce the amount by which each of the
17 amounts computed under subsection (a)(1)(B) for the calen-

18 dar year following the year of the dete1·mination would other19 wise exceed the corresponding amount computed under such
20 subsection for the preceding calendar year, for purposes of
21 determining any primary insurance amount on the basis of

22 which an individual becomes eligible for benefits payable
23 from the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund for the
24 calendar year for which such reductions a1·e made, to the

25 e:1:tent necessary to ensure that such ratio will not fall below
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1 20.0 percent. For purposes of all computations under suhsec2 lion (a)(1)(B)(ii) for calendar years thereafter, the amount so
3 computed shall be reduced by the cumulative total of all re-

4 ductions made by reason of this subparagraph for all prior

5 years.
6

"(D) For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'D I trust

7 fund ratio' shall mean, with respect to any calendar year, the

8 ratio of9

"(i) the amount estimated by the Secretary to be

10

equal to the balance i:n the Fede1·al Disability lnsur-

11

anee Trust Fund as of the start of business on Janu-

12

ary 1 of such calendar year, increased by the amount

13

of the unrepaid balance on my loan made by such

14

Trust Fund unde1· section 201(l) or section 1817(j),

15

decreased by the amount of the unrepaid balance on

16

any loan made to such Trust Fund under section

17

201 (l), to

18

"(ii) the amount estimated by the Secretary to be

19

the total amount to be paid from such Trust Fund

20

during such calendar year (other than payments of in-

21

terest on, and repayments of loans made to such Trust

22

Fund under section 201 (l), reducing the amount of

23

any transfer from the Federal Disability Insurance

24

Trust Fund to the Railroad Retirement Account by the

25

amount of any transfer to such Trust Fund from such
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1

Account), and taking into account any cost-of-lil_,iny

2

increase that otherwise would be made U'ith respect to

3

benefits paid from such Trust Fund during such

4

year. ".

5

(b) Section 315(a)(1)(B)(ii) of sucll Act is amended by

6 striking out "For individuals" and inserting in lieu thereof

7 "Except as provided in subsection (i)(6), for individuals".

8

MEASURES TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL

9

LAW

10

SEc. 18. (a)(1) Paragraph (1) of section 221(b) of the

11 Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:
12

"(1)(A) Upon receivin,q information indicating that a

13 Stale agency may be suhstaniially failing to make disability
14 determinations in a manner consistent with regulations and

15 othe1· written guidelines issued by the Secretary, the Secre-

16 Lary shall immediately conduct an investigation and, within
17 21 days after the date on which such information is received,

18 shall make a preliminary findin,q with respect to whether
19 such agency is in subs/ant ial compliance with such regula-

20 lions and guidelines. If the Secretary finds that an agency is
21 not in substantial compliance with such regulations and
22 guidelines, the Secretary shall, on the date such finding is

23 made, notify such agency of such finding and request assur24 ances that such agency will promptly comply with such re.qu-

25 lations and guidelines.
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1

"(B)(i) Any agency notified of a preliminary finding

2 made pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall have 21 days from

3 the date on which such finding was made lo provide the as4 surances described in subparagraph (A).

5

"(ii) The Secretary shall monitor the compliance with

6 such regulations and guidelines of any agency providing such
7 assurances in accordance with clause (i) for· the 30-day
8 period beginning on the day aftet the dale on which such

9 assurances have been provided.

10

"(C) If the Secretary determines that an agency moni-

11 tored in accordance with clause (ii) of subparagraph (B) has
12 not substantially complied with such regulations and guide-

13 lines during the period for which such agency was monitored,
14 or if an agency notified pursuant to subparagraph (A) fails to

15 provide assurances in accm·dance with clause (i) of subpara-

16 graph (8), the Secr·etary shall, within 60 days after· the date
17 on which a preliminary findiny was made with respect to

18 such agency under suhpaTagraph (A), (or within 90 days
19 after such date, if, at the discretion of th e Secretary, such
20 agency is granted a hearing by the S£ ~retary on the issue of

21 the noncompliance of such agency) make a final determina22 lion as to whether such agency is substantially complying

23 with such regulations and guidelines. Such determination
24 shall not be subject to judicial1·eview.
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1

"(D)(i) If the Secretary makes a final determination

2 pursuant to subparagraph (C) with respect to any agency

3 that the agency is not substantially complying with such reg4 ulations and guidelines, the Secretary shall, as soon as possi-

5 ble but not later than 180 days after the date of such final
6 determination, make the disability determinations referred to
7 in subsection ((l)(l), complying with the requirements of

8 paragraph (.)) to the extent that such compliance is possible
9 within such 180-day period.

10

''(ii) During the 180-day period specified in clause (i),

11 the Secr·etary shall take such actions as may be necessary to

12 assure that any case with respect to which a determination

13 referred to in subsection (a)(1) was made by an agency,
14 dw-i.ng the period for which such agency was not in substan-

15 tial compliance with the applicable regulations and guide16 lines, was decided in accordance with such regulations and
17 guidelines. ".

18

(2) Section 221 (a)(4) of such Act is amended by strik-

19 mg out "subsection (b)(1)" and inser·ting in lieu thereof

20 "subsection (b)(1)(C) ".
21

(3)(A) Section 221(b)(3)(A) of such Act is amended by

22 striking out "The Secr·etary" a.nd inser·ting in lieu thereof
28 "Except as provided in subparagraph (D)(i) of para-graph

:l4 (1), the Secretary".
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1

(B) Section 221(b)(3)(B) of such act is amended by

2 striking out "The Secretary" and inserting in lieu thereuf

3 "Except as provided in subparagraph (D)(i) of paragraph
4 (1), the Secretary".

5

{b)(l) The amendments made by subsection (a) of this

6 section shall become effective on the date of the enactment of

7 this Act and shall expire on December 31, 1987.
8

(2) The provis·ions of the Social Security Act amended

9 by subsection (a) of this section shall be applied after Decem-

10 her 31, 1987, in the same manner as such provisions were
11 applied on the day before the date of the enactment of this

12 Act.

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to re\'ise proYisions of titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act relating to disability, and for other purposes.".
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE

timated and classified" by the bankruptcy court.
Organized labor has been a constant
critic of the Court's decision. A statement issued by the AFL-CIO Executive Council condemned the decision
for granting employers wide permission to use the bankruptcy laws to destroy
collective-bargaining
agreements. Laurence Gold, special counsel
to the AFL-CIO, characterized the decision as obviously enhancing the opportunity for union-busting techniques.
Organized labor lobbied long and
hard to overturn the Bildisco decision,
and was successful in convincing the
House leadership to include a provision in its bankruptcy bill. The provision creates a new standard to be used
for setting aside a collective-bargaining agreement in a reorganization proceeding. The new test would be that
labor contracts could not be rejected
unless any financial reorganization of
the debtor will fail and adds an additional test that jobs covered by such
agreement will be lost. The bill would
also make labor contracts enforceable
after filing and until rejected by a
bankruptcy court.
It is notable that the Bildisco provision was introduced only 2 days before
it was taken up on the floor, was never
considered by the House Judiciary
Committee in hearings or committee
markups, and was brought to the
House floor under a rule that did not
permit the House to vote on it separately from the bankruptcy bill.
Senator THURMOND, the distinguished chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, has offered a compromise
version of the Bildisco provision prepared, not by labor and not by management, but by the neutral National
Bankruptcy Conference <NBC>. The
compromise maintains the balancing
of the equities standard for rejecting
collective-bargaining agreements but
modifies the unilateral rejection portion of Bildisco by providing that such
an agreement may not be rejected
after a petition under the bankruptcy
code is filed until there has been a
final hearing by the court and the
trustee has demonstrated the necessity for rejection.
The compromise also provides that,
during the first 30 days after the
trustee has sought rejection, the
agreement is continued in effect pend·
ing the final hearing. Finally, the compromise provides that during such 30·
day period or any extension thereof,
the trustee may not implement any
changes in the terms, conditions,
wages, benefits, or work rules under
the agreement except, in an emergency
situation when necessary to operate or
prese.rve the business, and then only
after notice to the union and authorization by the court after a hearing.
Mr. President, the NBC compromise
introduced by Senator THURMOND is

fair and reasonable to all concerned
parties. I commend the distinguished
chairman of the Judiciary Committee
for including it in the Senate consideration of H.R. 5174.
Despite the reasonable nature of the
NBC compromise, however, my colleague has found it nece,5-sary to offer
an organized labor response to the Bildisco decision. The response would
overrule the unanimous portion of the
Bildisco decision by placing so many
preconditions on rejection that, even
under the balancing of the equities
standard, few debtors, through their
trustee, would be able to reject a collective-bargaining agreement. The
Packwood amendment would also
overrule the unilateral rejection
aspect of the Court's ruling and would,
interestingly enough, allow the Court
to make the provision applicable to
pending cases.
Mr. President, the Packwood amendment would remove the flexibility that
a financially distressed employer
needs to reorganize his business,
thereby forcing more companies from
a chapter 11, reorganization, bankruptcy into a chapter 7, liquidation,
bankruptcy. Any increase in the
number of outright failures obviously
would exact a heavy toll in jobs lost to
both union and nonunion employees.
There have been no documented
cases where bankruptcy laws were
used solely to break union contracts.
In fact, a union cannot be decertified
under the bankruptcy code. Although
wages may be decreased, at least temporarily, the union remains the official bargaining agent for the employees. Although no profitable company
has successfully filed for bankruptcy
merely to bust its union, many companies in serious financial trouble have
gained another chance of survival by
reducing their labor, as well as other,
costs through the bankruptcy laws.
Labor leaders apparently misunderstand the likely effects of the reform
they are pressing Congress to enact.
Rather than protecting their members, the changes they urge would
have the opposite effect. If the proposed amendment is adopted:
Unemployment among union and
nonunion workers WIJUld increase;
Deregulated industries would go
through a much more difficult and
dangerous transition period;
The number of failed companies in
the United States would almost certainly increase, and
With the adoption of the retroactive
provision of the amendment, a company such as Continental Air Lines
would be forced to pay 6 months of
back wages to all of its union workers,
which would engender liquidation of
the company and the loss of all of its
union and nonunion jobs.
Mr. President, I therefore oppose
the amendment offered by Senator
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PACKWOOD, and I urge my colleagues
to do the same.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, it appears to me that we are unlikely to
finish the bankruptcy bill this
evening.
We have a unanimous-consent agreement cleared now on both sides, I believe, in respect to the disability bill. I
will put the request now for the consideration of the minority leader and
other Senators.
TIME LIMITATION
AGREEMENT-S. 476
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the pending
measure be temporarily laid aside and
that the Senate turn to the consideration of Calendar Order No. 899, S.
476, the disability amendments of
1983, and that there be 30 minutes of
debate on the bill to be equally divided
between the chairman of the Committee on Finance and the ranking minority member thereof or their designees.
I further ask unanimous consent
that no amendments be in order
except for the Finance Committee reported amendment in the nature of a
substitute, and that on that amendment there be 1 hour time limitation
for debate to be equally divided.
I further ask unanimous consent
that the distinguished Senator from
Maine <Mr. MITCHELL) be granted 30
minutes of time for debate to be under
his sole and exclusive control.
And I further ask unanimous consent that there be 5 minutes equally
divided on any motions, appeals, or
points of order, if they are submitted
to the Senate, and that the agreement
be in the usual form.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection to the request of the
Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I do not intend
to object, does the majority leader
mean debatable motions?
Mr. BAKER. Is that not what I said?
Mr. BYRD. The Senator just said
any motions.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, the request should be "equally divided on
any debatable motion, appeal, or point
of order."
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, there is
only one other concern I have, which I
am not sure is taken care of in every
respect. It is the condition which I
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have to add on behalf of a Member
who is not in the Chamber right now.
Would the majority leader add the
condition that when action on this
measure is completed the Senate will
return to the now pending business?
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Mr. President, that is the intention
of the request and since we are temporar ily laying aside the bankruptcy bill,
I assume that we would automatically
resume consideration of it when this
matter is completed.
But to make it absolutely certain, I
further ask unanimous consent that
on the disposition of this matter, the
Senate return to the consideration of
the pending business which is the
bankruptcy bill.

Mr. BYRD. I have no objection.
I thank the majority leader.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank
the Chair.
Mr. President, I say for the benefit
of Senators that I do expect a rollcall
vote, at least one rollcall vote. on this
measure. Therefore. the Senate will be
in session for another hour or so and
there will be a rollcall vote or rollcall

votes.

ORDER FOR RECESS UNTIL 10
A.M. TOMORROW
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, while I
have the floor, I ask unanimous consent that when the Senate completes
its business today it stand in recess
until the hour of 10 a.m. tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. I thank the Chair and
I thank the minority leader and I
thank the managers of the bill on
both sides.
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
AMENDMENT OF 1984
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A bill <S. 476> to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to require a finding of
medical improvement when disability bene·
fits are terminated. to provide for a review
and right to personal appearance prior to
termination of disability benefits. to provide
for uniform standards in determining dis·
ability, to provide continued payment of dis·
ability benefits during the appeals process,
and for other purposes.

The Senate proceeded to consider
the bill, which had been reported from
t he Committee on F inance with an
amendment to strike all after the enacting clause and insert:
SHORT TI TLE

SECTION 1. This Act, with the following
table of contents, may be cited as the "Social
Security Disability Amendments of 1984".
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Sec. 1. Short title.
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Sec. 2. Medical improvemenL
"fiiiJ If the Secretary finds that the evi·
Sec. 3. Continuation of benefits during denee does establish that such individual's
appea.t.
medical condition is of the same or greater
Sec. 4. Unifonn standards.
severity as it was at the time of the most
Sec. 5. Moratori1Lm on mental impainnent recent detennination that such individual
reviews.
was under a disability (disregarding any
Sec. 6. Qualjjications of medical profesSion· medical improvement which is not related
als evaluating mental impair- to the individual's ability to work), the benements.
fits based upon such individual's impairSec. 7. Nonacquiescence in court orders.
ment shall be continued, unless the SecreSec. 8. Multiple impainnents.
tary finds that one or more of the conditions
Sec. 9. Evaluation of pain.
listed in subparagraph fDJ apply.
Sec. 10. Modification of reconsideration
"rDJ In the case of a finding by the Secre·
prereview notice.
tary under subparagraph ICJfiiiJ, the SecreSec. 11. Consultative exams; medical evitary shall further detennine whetherdence.
"fiJ such individual has benefited /rom
Sec. 12. Vocational rehabilitation.
Sec. 13. Special benefits for individuals who medical or vocational therapy or technology.
perform substantial gainful ac"fiil new or improved diagnostic or evaltivity despite severe medical
uative techniques indicate that such indiimpainnent.
vidual's
impainnent for combination oJimSec. 14. Advisor.v council.
painnentsJ is not as disabling as was be·
Sec. 15. Frequency of periodic reviews.
Sec. 16. Monitoring of representative payees. lieved at the time of the most recent detenni·
nation that such ·individual was under a
Sec. 17. Fail-safe.
Sec. 18. Measures to improve compliance disability,
with Federal law.
"liiiJ a prior detennination that such in·
dividual was under a disability was frauduMEDICAL IMPROVE/ITENT
SEc. 2. raJ Section 223 of tile Social Securi· lently obtained, or
"fivJ there is demonstrated, without
ty Act ts amended by adding at the end
taking into accotmt the individual's attrrent
thereof the following new subsection:
medical condition, substantial reason to be"Standard of Review for Tennination of
lieve that a prior detennination that the inDisability Benefits
dividual was under a disability was errone·
"ff)( 1J In the case of a recipient of benefits OILS.
tmder this title ror title XVIIJJ which are
based on the disability of any individual, a The Secretary shall bear the burden of proof
tennination of entitlement to such benefits in making any finding under the preceding
on the basis of a finding that the physical or provisions of this subparagraph. If the Sec·
mental impainnent for combination of im- r elary finds that one or more of the condi·
painnentsJ on the basis of which such bene· lions described in clauses (iJ through fivJ
fits are provided has ceased, does not exist, are met, the Secretary shall make a detennior is not disabling, may be made only as fol· nation under subparagraph rEJ UJith respect
to such individual's ability to e1tgage in sub·
lows:
·
"fAJ The Secretary slwllnotify the individ- stantial gain/ttl activity.
"IEJ The Secretary shall make a detenni·
ual having the impainnent for combination
of impainnentsJ that a review pursuant to nation whether an individual described in
subparagraph ICJfiiJ, or who meets one of
this subsection is to take place.
"(BJ 17ze Secretary shall provide an oppor· the conditions described in subparagraph
tun.ity for such individual to be interoiewect, IDJ, is able to engage in substantial gainJul
and at such interoiew the review process activity in accordance roith the procedures
shall be explained to the individual (includ- and standard.s established under this sec·
ing the role of mectical improvement de· lion. If such individual is found to be able
scribed in subparagraph fCJJ, and the assist- to engage in suhstanlial gainJul activity for,
ance available to the individual in obtain· if the individual is a widow or surviving di·
ing evidence, including medical evidence vorced wife under section 202feJ or a Widower or suroiving divorced husband under secand work history, shall be explained.
"fCHiJ The Secreta.r.v shall review medical tion 202f/J, the Secretary finds that the seevidence concerning the indiv idltal's cur· verity of such individual's impainnent or
rent and prior condition fas provided in combination of impairments is no longer
paragraph f2JJ provided by the individual deemed under reg~tlations prescribed by the
and secured by the Secretary, and shall de- Secretar.v sufficient to preclude the individtennine whether the evidence establishes ttal from engaging in gainJul activityJ, the
that there has been no medical improvement benefits based upon such individual's dis·
in such individltal's condition (ether than ability shall be tenninated.
"f2J Any detennination under this subsecmedical improvement which is not related
to the individual :S ability to work/ since the tion shall be made on the basis of all evi·
lime of the most recent detennination that dence available in the individual's case file,
the individual was under a disability. The including new evidence concerning the indiindividual shall bear the burden of proof vidual's prior or current condition which is
under this subparagraph with respect to any presented by the individual or secured by
finding that there ltas been no medical im· the Secretary.
" f3J Notwithstanding the provisions of
provemenL
"fiiJ I/ the Secretary finds that the evi· paragraph fJJdence does not establish that such individ·
"(AJ the review may be ceased and the ben·
ual's medical corzdition is of the same or efits continued at any point if the Secretary
greater severity as it was at the time of the detennines that there is suJfirient evidence
most recent detenninalion that such indi- to make a finding that the individual is
vidual was under a disability fdisregarcting under a disability in accordance with the
any medical improvement which is not re· standards established under this section for
lated to the individual 's ability to workJ, the new applicants for tile type of benefits to
Secretary shall make a detennination under which such individual is entitled,· and
subparagraph fEJ with respect to the indi"fBJ the review may be ceased and the benvidual's ability to engage in substantial efits tenninated at any point if the individ·
gainful activity.
ual is engaging in substantial gainful activ·
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ity, cannot be located, or Jails, Without good
cause, to cooperate in the review or to follow
prescribed treatmeut which could be expected to restore his ability to engage in substantial gainful activity.
"(4) For purposes of this subsection. a be11-e/it under this title is based on an individual's disability if it is a disability insurance
bene/it, or a child's, widow's, or widower's
insurance bene/it based on disability.".
fbJ Section 216fiJ of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"f4J A period of disability may be determined to end on the basis of a finding that
the physical or mental impainnent for combination of impainnentsJ on the basis of
which lhe finding of disability was made
has ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling
only in a,ccordance with the provisions set
forth in section 223f/l for tennination of
bene/its based on disability. ·•.
fcJ Section 16141aJ of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"f5JfAJ In the case of a recipient of benefits under this title which are based on disability, a tennination of entitlement to such
benefits on the basis of a finding that the
physical or mental impainnent for combination of impainnentsJ on the basis of
which such bene/its are provided has ceased,
does not exist, or is not disabling, may be
made only in accordance with the provisions set forth in section 223ffJ tor lennination of bene/its 1mder title II based on disability.
"fBJ The requirements re/ermd to in sub·
paragraph fAJ shall not apply to the extent
that such requirements would require lennination of benefits under section 1619 on the
grounds that the individual is engaging in
substantial gainful activity.".
fdJflJ Subject to paragraphs f2J, f3J, and
t4J, the amendments made by this section
shall not apply to detenninations made
after December 31, 1987. The Secretary shall
promulgate the regulations necessary to implement such amendments within six
months after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
f2J The amendments made by this section
shall only apply tofA/ detenninations made by the secretary
on or a.tter the date ot the enactment of this
Act;
fBJ detenninations with. respect to which
a final decision of the Secretary has not yet
been made on the date of the enactment of
this Act and with respect to which a request
for administrative r eview is made in conJonnity with the time limits. exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of section
205 of the Social Security Act and regulations of the Secretary;
fCJ detenninations with respect to which
a request tor judicial review in contonnity
with the time limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of section 205 of
the Social Security Act and regulations of
the Secretary was properly pending on May
16, 1984, and which involve an individual
litigant or a member of a class action idlmtified by name in such pending action on
such date; and
fDJ detenninations with respect to which
a request tor judicial review in con/onnity
with the time limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of section 205 of
the Social Security Act and regulations of
the Secretary was made by an individual
litigant of a final decision of the Secretary
made during the period beginning on March
15, 1984, and ending 60 days alter the date
of the enactment of this Act.

ln the case of detenninations described in
subparagraphs fCJ cmd fDJ, the court shall
remand such cases to the Secretary for
review in accordance with the provisions ot
the Social Security Act as amended by this
section.
f3J In the case of an individual fi) who obtained a final decision of the Secretary following pursuit of all available steps in the
administrative appeal process in con!onnity
with the time limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of section 205 of
the Social Security Act and regulations
issued by the Secretary; fiiJ who did not personally file an action for judicial review of
that decision under section 205fg) of that
Act; fiiiJ to whom the notice ot the /inrtl decision of the Secretary was mailed on 01·
after a date 60 days prior to the filing of the
class action; and fivJ who was properly certified as member of a class action fwith respeci to judicial review of a determination
to which this section applies/ prior to May
16, 1984, but was not identified by name as
a member of the class on such date, the court
shall remand SILCh case to the Secretary. The
Secretary shall notify such individual that
he may request a. review of such detennination based on the provisions of the Social
Security Act as amended by this section.
S1tch individual must request such review
within 60 days alter the date on which such
notification is sent. lf such request is made
in a timely manner, the Secretary shall
make a detcnnination in accordance with
the provisions ol the Social Security Act as
amended by this section. If such request is
not made in a timt!ly manner, the amendments made by this section shall not apply
with respect to such detenninalion, and
such detennination shall not be subject to
any further administrative or judicial
review.
f4J In the case of an individual with respect to whom a final detennination was
made by the Secretary prior to May 16, 1984,
and which is not covered under paragraph
f2J or f3J. including an indit'idual not cov·
ered by paragraph f2J who is a putative
member of a class action fwith respect to itt·
dicial review of a detennination to which
this section applies/ which has not been certified prior to Ma.y16, 1984, the amendments
made by this section shall not apply to such
detennination, and such detennination
shall not be subject to any further administrative or judicial review.
t5J The decision by the Secretary on a case
remanded by a court pursuant to this sub·
section shall be regarded as a new decision
on the individual's claim for benefits, which
supersedes the final decision of the Secretary. The new decision shall be S1tbject to
further administrative review and to jullicial review only in con/onnity with the time
limits, exhaustion requirements, and other
provisions of section 205 of the Social Security Act and regulations issued by the Secretary.
feJ Any individual whose case is remanded
to the Secretary pursuant to subsection fdJ
or whose request for a redetennination is
made in a timely manner pursuant to sub·
section fdJ, may elect, in accardance with
section 223fgJ or 1631faJf7J of the Social Security Act, to have payments made beginning with the month in which he makes
such requests, and ending as under such section 223fgJ or 16J1faJf7J. Notwithstanding
such section 223fgJ or 1631falf7J, such payments fi/ elected/( 11 shall be made at least until an initial
reuetennination is made by the Secretary;
and
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f2J shall begi·.1 with the payment Jor the
month in which such individual makes such
request.
f/J In the case of any individual who is
found to be under a disability atler a redetennination required under this section,
such individual shall be entitled to retroactive benefits beginning with benefits payable
for the first month to which the most recent
tennination of bene/its applied.
CONTINUATION 01' BENEFITS DURING APPEAL

Sec. 3. faJf1J Section 223fg)(1J of the
Social Security Act is amendedrAJ in the matter following subparagraph
fCJ, by striking out "and the payment of any
other bene/its under this Act based on such
individual's wages and self-employment
income fincluding bene/its under title
XVIII)," and inserting in lieu thereof", the
payment of any other benefits under this
title based on such individual's wages and
sell-employment income, the payment of
mother's or father's insurance benefits to
such individual'.~ mother or father based on
the disability of such individual as a child
who has attained age 16, and the payment of
bene/its under title XVIII based on such individual's disability,"; and
f BJ in clause fiiiJ by striking out "June
1984" and inserting in lieu thereof "January
1987".
f2J Section 223fgJf3JfBJ of such Act is
amended by striking out "December 7, 1983"
and inserting in lieu thereof "June 1, 1986".
fbJ Section J631faJ of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new para.graph:
"f7JfAJ In any case where"fiJ an individual is a recipient of bene/its
based on disability or blindness under this
title,
"fiiJ the physical or mental impainnent
on the basis of which such bene/its are payable is found to have ceased, not to have existed, or to no longer be disabling, and as a
consequence such individual is detennined
not to be eligible tor such bene/its, and
"fiiiJ a timely request tor a hearing under
subsect·i on fcJ, or tor an administrative
review prior to such hearing, is pending
with respect to the detennination that he is
not so eligible,
such individual may elect fin such manner
and form and within such time as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe/ to have
the payment of such benefits continued tor
an additional period beginning with the
first month beginning alter the date of the
enactment of this paragraph tor which
tunder such detenninationJ such benefits
are no longer otherwise payable, and ending
with the earlier of f[) the month preceding
the month in which a decision is made after
such a hearing, f !IJ the month preceding the
month in which no such request for a hearing or an administrative review is pending,
or tll!J January 1987.
"fBJfiJ If an individu.al elects to have the
payment of his bene/its continued for an additional period under subparagraph fA/,
and the final decision of the Secretary a/·
/inns the detennination that he is not eligible tor such bene/its, any benefits paid
under this title pursuant to such election
f/or months in such additional period) shall
be considered overpayments tor all purposes
of this title, except as otherwise provided in
clause fiiJ.
"fiiJ If the Secretary detennines that the
individual's appeal of his termination 01
benefits was made in good faith, all of the
bene/its paid pursuant to such individual's
election under subparagraph fAJ shall be
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review", when used to refer to a review of a only if the Secretary has made every reasonprevious determination of disability, in- able effort to ensure that a qualified psychicludes any reconsideration of or hearing on atrist or psychologist has completed the
the initial decision rendered in such review medical portion of the case review and any
as well as such initial decision itself. and applicable residual Junctional capacity asany review by the Appeals Council of the sessment.".
hearing decision.
fbJ Section 1614fa)(3J(GJ of such Act fas
f2J Paragraph f1J shall not apply in any added by section 4 of this ActJ is amended
case where the Secretary determines that by striking out "section 22trjJ" and insert·
J1·aud was involved in the prior determina- ing in lieu thereof "sections 22trhJ and
tion, o1· where an individual rather than an 221fiJ".
individual eligible to receive benefits under
fcJ The amendments made by this section
section 161S ot the Social Security ActJ is de- shall apply to determinations made on or
termined
by
the
Secretary
to
be
engaged
in
a.Jter the date of the enactment of this AcL
UNIFORM STANDARDS
substantial gainjul activity.
NONACQUIESCENCE IN COURT ORDERS
SEc. 4. faJ Section 221 of the Social Securifc)(1J Any initial determination that an
ty Act is amended by adding at the end individual is not under a disability, and
SEc. 7. fa)(1J In the case of any decision
thereof the following new subsection:
any delennination that an individual is not rendered by a United Slates Court of Ap"(j)(1J The Secretary shall establish by reg- under a disability in a reconsideration of or peals whichulation uniform standards which shall be hearing on an initial disability determinarAJ involves an interpretation of the
applied at all levels of determination, tion, in which there is evidence which ·i ndi- Social Security Act or any regulation issued
review. and adjudication in detennining cates the e:r;istence of a mental impainnent. thereunder;
whether individuals are under disabilities made or held under title II or XVI of the
fBI involves a case to which the Departas defined in section 216fiJ or 223fdJ.
Social Security Act after the date of the en- ment of Health and Human Services or any
"f2J Regulations promulgated under para- actment of this Act and prior to the date on officer or employee thereof is a party; and
graph f1J shall be subject to the rulemaking which revised criteria are established by regfCJ requires that such department or offiprocedures established under section 553 of ulation in accordance with subsection faJ, cer or employee thereof, apply or carry out
title 5, United States Code.".
and any determination that an individual any provision, procedure, or policy under
fbi Section 1614fa)(3J of such Act is is nol under a disability in which there is such Act wWt respect to any individual or
amended by adding at the end thereof the evidence which indicates the existence of a circumstance in a manner which varies
following new subparagraph:
mental impainnent, made under or in ac- /rom the manner in which such provision,
"fGJ In making determinations with recordance with title II or XVI of such Act in procedure. or policy is generally applied or
spect to disability under this title, the provia reconsideration of, hearing on, or judicial carried out,
sions of section 221fiJ shall apply in the review ot a decision rendered in any consame manner as they apply to detemtina- tinuing eligibility review to which subsec· the Secretary shall, within 90 days a.Jter the
issuance of such decision or the last day
tions of disability under title II.".
tion fbJW applies, shall be redetermined. by available Jor filing an appeal, whichever is
MORATORIUM ON /ITENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEIVS
the Secretary as soon as feasible after the later, send to the Committee on Finance of
SEc. 5. faJ The Secretary of Health and dale on which such criteria are so estab- the Senate and the Committee on Ways and
Human Services fhereaJter in this section re- lished, applying such revised criteria.
Means of the House of Representatives, and
f2J In the case of a redetermination wzder publish in the Federal Register, a statement
ferred to as the "Secretary "J shall revise the
criteria embodied under the category paragraph f1 J of a prior action which found of the SecretarY's decision to acquiesce or
"Mental Disorders" in the "Listing of Im· that an individual was not under a disabil- not acquiesce in such court decision, and
pairments" in effect on the date of the enact- ity, if such individual is found on redeter- the specific facts and reasons in support of
ment of this Act under appendix 1 to sub· mination to be under a disability, such rede- the Secretary's decision.
part P of part 404 of title 20 of the Code of tennination shall be applied as though it
f2J The requirements of this section shall
Federal Regulations. The revised criteria had been made at the time of such prior not apply to a decision of the Secretary to
and listings, alone and in combination with action.
acqtLiesce in a court decision which the Secf3J Any individual who was found not to retary detennines is not significant.
assessments of the residual /lmctional capacity of the individuals involved, shall be be under a disability pursuant to an initial
f 3J Nothing in this section shall be interdesigned to realistically evaluate the ability disability determination or c. continuing preted as sanctioning any decision of the
of a mentally impaired individual to engage eligibility review, in which there was evi- Secretary not to acquiesce in lhe decisi01l of
in substantial gainful activity in a competi- d.ence which indicated the existence of a a United States Court of Appeals.
tive workplace environment. Such revisions mental impairment. between June 7, 1983,
fbi This section shaU apply to court decishall be made in consultation with experts and the date of the enactment of this Act, sions rendered on or after the date of the enin the fields of mental health and vocational and who reapplies /or bene/its under title 1/ actment of this AcL
rehabilitation.
Regulations
establishing or XVI of the Social Security Act, may be deMULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS
such revised criteria and listings shall be termined to be under a disability during the
Sec. 8. faJfJJ Section 22.1fdJf2J of the
published no later than 90 days a./ter the period con.'lidered in the most recent prior
date of the enactment ot this Act in accord- determination. Any reapplication undet· this Social Security Act is amended by adding at
ance with section 221fjJ of the Social Securi- paragraph must be filed within one year the end thereof the following new subparaafter the date of the enactment of this Act, graph:
ty Act.
"fCJ In determining whether an individfb)(1J Until such time as revised criteria and bene/its payable as a result of the prehave been established by regulation in ac- ceding sentence shall be paid only on the ual's physical or mental impairment or impainnents are medically sev~:~re fwithout
cordance ·with subsection faJ, no continuing basis of the reapplication.
fdJ If the provisions of this section entitle regard to age, education, or work experieligibility review shall be carried out under
section 221 fiJ of the Social Security Act, or an individual to a redetermination. such re- ence), the Secretary shall consider the comunder the corresponding requirements estab- determination shall be made whether or not bined effect of all of the individual's impairlished tor disability detenninattons and re· such individual would be entitled to a rede- ments without regard to whether any such
views under title XVI of such Act. with re- tennination under the provisions of section impainnenl, if considered separately, would
spect to any individual previously deter· 2 oj this Act. If such individual would not be be ot such severity.·:
f2J The third sentence of section 216fi)(1J
mined to be under a disability by reason of entitled to a redetermination under such
section 2, the redetermination unde·r this of such Act is amended by inserting
a mental impairment, iffAJ no initial decision on such review has section shall be made without regard to the "f2)(CJ," a.Jter "f2HAJ, ".
fbi Section 1614fa)(3J(G) of such Act fas
been rendered with respect to such individ- amendments made by section 2.
amended by section 6 of this ActJ is amendual prior to the dale of the enactment of this
QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
ed by striking out "and 221fil" and insertAct. or
EVALUATING MENTAL II\71'AIRMENTS
ing in lieu thereof ", 221(jJ, and
fBI an initial decision on such review was
SEc. 6. faJ Section 221 of the Social Securi- 223fdJr :mel".
rendered with respect to such individual ty Act is amended by inserting a.Jter subsecfcJ The amendments made by this section
prior to the date of the enactment of this Act tion fgJ the following new subsection:
shall apply to detemtinations made on or
but a timely appeal /rom such decision was
"fhJ An initial determination under subfiled or was pending on or after June 7, section faJ, fcJ, fgJ, or fil that an individual alter January 1, 1985.
1983.
EVALUATION OF PAIN
is not under a disability, in any case where
For purposes of this paragraph and subsec- there is evidence which indicates the existSec. 9. fa)(JJ Section 223fdH5J of the
tion rcH1J the term "continuing eligibility ence of a mental impairment, shall be made Social Security Act is amended. by inserting
subject to waiver consideration under the
provisions of subsection fbHtJ.
"fCJ The provisions of subparagraphs fAJ
and fBJ shall apply with respect to determinations flhat individuals are not eligible /or
bene/itsJ which are made"fiJ on or a.Jter the dale ot the enactment
of th·is paragraph, or prior to such date but
only on the basis of a timely request for a
hearing under subsection fcJ, or tor an administrative review prior to such hearing,
and
"fiiJ prior to June 1, 1986. ".
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after the first sentence the following new
sentence: ·~n individual's statement as to
pain or other symptoms shall not alone be
conclusive evidence of disability as defined
in this section; there must be medical signs
and findings, established by med·i cally acceptable clinical or laboratory diagnostic
techniques, which show the existence of a
medical condition which could reasonably
be expected to produce the pain or other
symptoms alleged and which, when considered with all evidence required to be furnished under this paragraph (including
statements of the individual as to the inten·
sity and persistence of such pain or other
symptoms which may reasonably be accepted as consistent with the medical signs and
findings), would lead to a conclusion that
the individual is under a disability.·~
f2J Section 1614fa)f3)(GJ of such Act fas
amended by section 8 of this ActJ is amended by striking out "and 223fdH2HCJ" and
inserting in lieu thereof "223fc!.H2HCJ, and
223fd)(5)".
f 3) The amendments made by paragraphs
rJJ and f2J shall apply to detenninations
made prior to January .t, 1988.
fbJ(JJ The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall appoint a Commission on the
Evaluation of Pain thereafter in this section
referred to as tl!e "Commission "J to conduct
a study concerning the evaluation of pain
in detennining under lilies II and XVI of
the Social Security Act whether an individ·
ual is under a disability.
f2J The Commission shall consist of at
least twelve experts, including a significant
representation /rom the field o[ medicine
who are involved in the study of pain, and
representation [rom the fields of law, administration of disability insurance programs,
and other appropriate fields of expertise.
r3J 17te Commission shall be appointed by
the Secretary of Health ana Human Services
fwithout regard to the requirements of the
Federal Advisory Committee ActJ within 60
days after the date of the enactment of thi.~
Act. The Secretary shall /rom time to time
appotnl one of the members to serve as
Chainnan. The Commission shall meet as
often as the Secrl!tary deems necessary, but
not less often than twice each year.
f4J Members o[ the Commission shall be
appointed without. regard to the provisions
of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service. Members who are not employees of the United
States, while attending meetings o/lhe Commission or otherwise serving on the business
of the Commission, shall be paid at a rate
equal to the per diem equivalent of the rale
provided/or level /Vol the Executive Schedule under section 5315 ot title 5, United
States Code, tor each day, including traveltime, during which they are engaged in the
actual per/onnance of duties vested in the
Commission. While engaged in the per/onnance o[ such dutie.s away /rom their homes
or regular places of business they may be alloweel travel expenses, including per diem in
lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section
5703 of title 5, United States Code, /or persons in the Government service employed
intennittently.
f5J The Commission may engage such
technical assistance from
individuals
skilled in medical and other aspects of pain
as may be necessary to carry out its Junctions. The Secretary shall make available to
the Commission such secretarial, clerical,
and other assistance and any pertinent data
prepared by the Department of Health and
Human Services as the Commission may re·
quire to carry out its [unctions.

f6J The Secretary shall submit the results
the study under paragraph (JJ, together
wilh any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance
of the Senate not later than December 31,
1986. The Commission shall terminate at the
time such results are submitted.

o.r

MODIFICATION OF RECONSIDERATION PREVIEW
NOTICE

SEc. 10. raJ Section 221fiJ of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) In any case where the Secretary initiates a review under this subsection of the
case of an individual who has ueen determined to be under a disability, the Secretary
shall notify such individual of the nature of
the review to be carried out, the possibility
that such review could result in the lenni nation of bene/its, and the right of the individual to provide med·i cal evidence with respect
to such review. ".
fbJ Section 1633 of such Act is amended by
adding at lhe end thereof the follow~ng new
subsection:
"(CJ In any case in which the Secretary
initiates a review under this title, similar to
the continuing disability reviews authorized
/or purposes o/litle II under section 221fiJ,
the Secretc;.ry shall notify the individual
whose case is to be reviewed in the same
manner
as
required
under
section
221fi){4), ".
fcJ The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall, as soon as practicable after
the date of the enactment of this Act, imple·
menl demonstration projects in which lhe
opportunity for a personal appearance prior
to a determination of ineligibility tor persons reviewed under 11ection 211 fiJ of lhc
Social Security Act is substituted for the
/ace to /ace evidentiary hearing required by
section 205fbJf2J of such Acl. Such demonstration projects shall be conducted in not
fewer lhan/ive States, and shall also include
disability determinations with respect to individuals reviewed under title X VI of such
Act. The Secretary shall report lo the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on Fi·
nance of the Senate conceming such. demonstration projects, together with any recommendations, not later than April!, 1986.
fdJ The Secretary shall institute a system
of notification required by lhe amendmmtls
made by subsections faJ and fbJ as soon as
is practicable a.(ter the date of the enactment of this Acl.

fbJ The amendments made by this section
shall apply to determinations made on or
alter the date of the enactment of this Act.
VOCA1'10NAL REHABILITATION

SEc. 12. raJ The first sentence of section
222fd)(JJ of the Social Security Act is
amendedf1J by striking out "into sub~tantial gainful activity"; and
f2J by striking out "which result in their
performance of substantial gainful activity
which lasts for a continuous period of nine
months" and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "fiJ in cases where the furnishing
of such services results in the perfonnance
by such individuals of substantial gainful
activity tor a continuous period of nine
months, and fiiJ in cases where such individuals receive benefits as a result of section
225fbJ fe:r.cept that no reimbursement under
this paragraph shalt be made /or services
furnished to any individual receiving such
benefits for any period after the close of such
individual 's ninth consecutive month of
substantial gainful activity or the close of
the month in which his entitlement to such
bene/its ceases, whichever first occursJ".
fbJ The amendments made by this section
shall apply with respect to individuals who
receive bene/its as a result of section 225fbJ
o/lhe Social Security Act in or after the first
month following the month in which this
Act is enacted.
SPEC/IlL BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS IVHO PF.R·
J.ORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY DESPITE
SEVERE MEDICAL IMPAIRA1ENT

SEc. 13. raJ Section 201fdJ ot the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980 is
amended by striking out "shall remain in
effect only for a Period of three years after
such effective date" and inserting in liet~
thereof "shall remain in effect only through
June 30, 1987".
fbJ Section 1619 of the Social Security Act
is amended by adding at the end thereOf the
following new subsection:
"fcJ The Secretary of Health and Humczn
Services and the Secretary of Education
:;hall jointly develop and disseminate information, and establish training programs for
staff personnel, with respect to the potential
availability of benefits and services /or disabled individuals under the provisions of
this section. 17te Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall provide such in/ormation to individuals who are applicants for
and recipients of bene/its based on disability under this Litle and shall conduct such
programs tor the staffs o/lhe D istrict offices
of the Social Security Administration. The
CONSULTATIVE EXAMS; MEDICAL EVIDENCE
Secretary of Education shall conduct such
SEC. 11. raJ Section 223fd)(5J of the Social programs for the staffs of the State VocaSecurity Act is amended by inserting "fAJ" tional Rehabilitation agencies, and in coopafter "f5J" and by adding at Ute end thereof
eration with such agencies shall also pro·
the following neu> subparagraph:
vicle such in/onnation lo other appropriate
"fBJ In making any detennination with individuals and to public and private orparespect to whether an individual is under a nizations and agencies which are concemed
disability or contimtes to be unrler a disabil· wilh rehabilitation and social services or
ity, the Secretary shall consider all evidence which represent the clisabled. ".
available in such individual's case record,
ADVISORY COUNCIL
and shall develop a complete medical histoSEc. 14. raJ The Secretary of Health and
ry of at least the preceding twelve months
tor any case in which a determination is Hwnan Services shall appoint the members
made that the individual is not under a dis- of the nexl Advisory Counsil on Social Secuability. In making any determination the rity pursuant to section 706 of the Social Se·
Secretary shall make every reasonable effort curily Act prior to June 1, 1985.
fbJflJ The Advisory Council shall include
to obtain/rom the individual's treating phy·
sician for other treating health care provid· in its review and report, studies and reomerJ all medical evidence, including diagnos· mendations with respect to the medical and
tic tests, necessary in order to properly make vocational aspects oJ disability, includingsuch detennination, prior to seeking medi·
rAJ alternative approaches to work evaluacal evidence [rom any other source on a con- tion [or recipients of supplemental security
sultative basis.".
income benefits:
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tBJ the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs for recipients of disability insurance benefits or supplemental security income benefits; and
fCJ the question of using specialists Jar
completing medical and vocational evaluations at the State agency level in the disabil,
ity determination process.
f21 The Advisory Council may convene
task forces of experts to consider and comment upon specialized issues.
FREQUENCY OF CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY

REVIEIVS
SEC. 15. The Secretary of H ealth and
Human Services shall promulgate final regulations, within 6 months after the date of
the enactment of this Act, which establish
the standards to be used by the Secretary in
determining the frequency of reviews under
section 221 fil oj the Social Security Act.
Until such regulations have been issued as
final regulations, no individual may be reviewed more than once under section 221fiJ
of the Social Security Act.
DETERMINATION AND MONITORING OF NliED FOR
REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE

SEc. 16. tal Section 205fjl of the Social Se·
curity Act is amended by inserting "fV"
after "fj)" and by adding at the end thereof
the following new paragraphs:
"f2J Any certvication made under paragraph fiJ for payment to a person other
than the individual entitled to such payment must be made on the basis of an investigation, carried out either prior to such certification or within forty-Jive days after
such certification, and on the basis of adequate evidence that such certvication is in
the interest of the individual entitled to
such payment tas determined by the Secretary in regulations/. The Secretary shall
ensure that such certifications are adequately reviewed.
"f3JfAJ ln any case where payment under
this title is made to a person other than the
individual entitled to such payment, the
Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring whereby such
person shall report not less often than annually with respect to the use of such payments. The Secretary shall establish and implement statistically valid procedures for reviewing such reports in order to identifY instances in which such persons are not properly using such payments.
"fBI Subparagraph fAJ shall not apply in
any case where the other person to whom
such payment is made is a parent or spouse
of the individual entitled to such payment
who lives in the same household as such individual. The Secretary shall require such
parent or spouse to verify on a periodic
basis that such parent or spouse continues
to live in the same household as such indi·
vidual.
"fCJ Subparagraph fAJ shall not apply in
any case where the other person to whom
such payment is made is a State institution.
In such cases. the Secretary shall establish a
system of accountability monitoring Jor institutions in each Stt.!e.
"fDJ Subparagraph fAJ shall not apply in
any case where the individual entitled to
such payment is a resident of a Federal institution and the other person to whom such
payment is made is the institution.
"fEJ Notwithstanding subparagraphs fAJ,
fBI, fCJ, and fDJ, the Secretary may require
a report at any time from any person receiv·
ing payments on behalf of another, if the
Secretary has reason to believe that the
person receiving such payments is misusing
such payments.

"f4JfAJ The Secretary shall made an initial report to the Congress on the implementation of paragraphs f2J and 131 within stx
months after the date of the enactment of
this paragraph.
"fBI The Secretary shall include as a part
of the annual report required under section
704, information with respect to the implementation oJpara{Jraphs f2J and f3J, including the r.umber of cases in which the payee
was changed, the number of cases discovered
where there has been a misuse of funds, how
any such cases were dealt with by the Secretary, the final disposition of such cases, including any criminal penalties imposed,
and such other informatton as the Secretary
determines to be appropriate. ".
fbJ Section 1631faH2J of such Act is
amended by inserting "fA I" after "121" and
by adding at the end thereof the following
new subparagraphs:
"fBI Any detennination made under subparagraph fAJ that payment should be made
to a person other than the individual or
spouse entitled to such payment must be
made on the basis of an inve.~tigation, carried out either prior to such determination
or within forty-Jive days after such dctem~i
nation, and on the basis of adequate evidence that such detennination is in lhe interest of the individual or spouse entitled to
such payment fas delennined by the secretary in regulations/. The Secretary shall
ensure that such determinations arc adequately reviewed.
"fCJfiJ In any case where payment is
made under this title to a person other than
the individual or spouse entitled to such
payment, the Secretary shall establish a
system of accountability monitoring whereby such person shall report not less a/len
than annually with respect to the use of
such payments. The Secretary shall establish
a.nd implement statistically valid procedures for reviewing such reports in order to
identify instances in which such persons arc
not properly using such payments.
"fiiJ Clause til shall not apply in any caJ>e
where the other person to whom such payment is made is a parent or spouse of the individual entitled to such payment who lives
in the same household as such indivicluat.
The Secretary shall require such parent or
spouse to verify on a periodic basis that
such parent or spouse continues to live in
the same household as such individual.
"fiiiJ Clause fiJ shall not apply in any
case where the other person to whom such
payment is made is a State inst·itution. In
such cases, the Secretary shall establish a
system of accountability monitoring for institutions in each Stale.
"tivJ Clause fiJ shall not apply in any case
where the individual entitled to such payment is a resident of a Federal institution
and the other person to whom such payment
is made is the institution.
"fvJ Notwithstanding clauses fiJ, fiiJ, fiiil,
and fivJ, the Secretary may require a report
at any time from any person receiving payments on behalf of another, if the Secretary
has reason to believe that the person receiving such payments is misusing such payments.
"fDJ The Secretary shall make an initial
report to the Congress on the implementation of subparagraphs fBJ and fCJ within
stx months after the date of the enactment of
this subparagraph. The Secretary shall in·
elude in the annual report required under
section 704, information with respect to the
implementation of subparagraphs fBJ and
fCJ, including the same factors as are required to be included in the Secretary's
report nnder section 205fj){4JfB). ".

fcJfJJ Section 1632 of the Social Security
Act is amended by inserting "faJ" after "Sec.
1632." and by adding at the end thereof the
following new-subsection:
"fbJUJ Any person or other entity who is
convicted of a v·i olation of any of the provisions of paragra.phs fll through f4J of subsection fa), if such violation is committed
by s1tch person or entity in his role as, or in
applying to become, a payee under section
1631faJf2J on behalf of another individual
father than snch person's eligible spouse/, in
lieu of the penalty set forth in subsection
taJ"fAJ upon his first such C07tviction, <ihall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be
fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
Jar not more than one year, or both; and
"fBJ upon his second o1· any subsequent
such conviction, shall be guilty of a felony
and shall be fined not more than $25,000 or
imprisoned Jor not more than Jive years, or
both.
"f2J In any case in which the court determines that a violation described in paragraph f 1J includes a willful misuse of funds
by such person or entity, the court may also
require that /1tll or partial restitution of
such funds be made to the individual for
whom such person or entity was the certified payee.
"f3J Any person or entity convicted of a
felony under this section or under section
208 may not be certified as a payee under
secti01t1631faJf2J. ".
f2J Section 208 of such Act is amended by
adcling at the end thereof the following unnumbered paragraphs:
"Any person or other entity who is convicted of a violation of any of the provisions
of this section, if such violation is committed by such person or entity in his role as, or
in applying to become, a certified payee
under section 205 fjJ on behalf of another individual toUter than such person's spouse/,
upon his second or any subsequent s1tch conviction shall, in lieu of the penalty set forth
in the preceding provisions of this section.
be guilty of a felony and shall be lined not
more than S25,000 or imprisoned for not
more than Jive years. or both. In the case of
any violation described in the preceding
sentence. inclucling a first such violation, if
the court detennines that sttch violation includes a willful misuse of funds by such
person or entity, the court may also require
that full or partial restitution of Sttch funds
be made to the individual for whom such
person or entity was the certified payee.
"Any individual or entity convicted of a
felony under this section or under section
1632fbJ may not be certified as a payee
under section 205fjJ. ".
fdJ The amendments made by this section
shall become effective on the date of the enactment of this Act, and, in the case of the
amendments made by subsection fcJ, shall
apply with respect to violations occurring
on or after such date.
FAll.·SAFE

Sec. 17. tal Section 215fil of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"f6)(AJ On or before July 1 a/ each calendar year after 1983, the Secretary shall" til detennine whether the estimated Dl
trust fund ratio Jor the calendar year following such calendar year will be less than 20.0
percent, and
"fiil if tlle Secretary finds that s1tch ratio
will be less than 20.0 percent, notify the Congress l.hat, absent a change of circumstances, it will be necessary to reduce the
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amount of the percentage cost-of-living in·
crease otherwise payable under this subsec·
lion with respect to benefits payable !rom
the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
for months after November of the calendar
year in which such determination is made.
"fBI Absent a change of circumstances
fbe!ore such cost·of·living increase is determined) that will allow the full amount of
benefits otherwise payable from such Trust
Fund to be paid in a timely fashion, the Sec·
retary shall reduce the amount of such per·
centage increase fbut not below zero/ to the
extent necessary to ensure that such ratio
will not/all below 20.0 percent.
"fCJ If the Secretary determines that the
reductions made purusant to subparagraph
fBI will be insufficient to ensure that such
ratio will not fall below 20.0 percent, the
secretary shall also reduce the amount by
which each of the amounts computed under
subsection fa)(1)(BJ for the calendar year
following the year of the detennination
would otherwise exceed the corresponding
amount computed under such subsection for
the preceding calendar year. for pttrposes of
detennining any primary insurance amount
on the basis of which an individual becomes
eligible for bene/its payable from the Federal
Disability Insurance Tntst F1tnd for the cal·
endar year for which such redttctions are
made, to the e;r;tent necessary Lo ensurr: that
such ratio will not fall below 20.0 percent.
For purposes of all computations under srtb·
section fa)(1)(BJfiiJ for calendar years
thereafter, the amount so computed shall be
reduced by the cumulative total of all reduc·
lions made by reason of this subparagraph
for all prior years.
"fDJ For purposes of this paragraph, the
term 'Dl trust fmzd ratio' shall mean. with
respect to any calendar year, the ratio of"fiJ the amount estimated by the Secretary
to be equal to the balance in the Federal Dis·
ability Insurance Trust Fund as of the start
of business on January 1 of such calendar
year, increased by U1e amount of the 1mre·
paid balance on any loan made by such
Trust Fund under section 201fV or section
1817(jJ, decreased by the amount of the unre·
paid balance on any loan made to such
Trust Fund under section 201flJ, to
"fiiJ the amount estimated by the Secre·
tary to be the total amount to be paid from
such Trust Fund during such calendar year
fother than payment<> of interest on, and re·
payments of loans made to sttch Trust Fund
under section 201flJ, red1tcing the amount of
any transfer from the Federal Disability In·
surancc Trust Fund to the Railroad Retire·
ment Account by the amount of any transfer
to such Trust Fund from such AccountJ, and
taking into account any cost-of-living in·
crease that otherwise would be made with
respect to benefits paid from such Trust
Fund during such year.".
tbJ Section 215faJI1J(B)(iiJ of such Act is
amended by striking out "For individuals"
and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as pro·
vided in subsection fi)(6J,/or individuals".
MEASURES TO IMPROVE COMPUANCE 11'/TH
FEDERAl. l.A IV

SE:c. 18. ta)(JJ Paragraph UJ of section
221fbJ of the Social Security Act is amended
to read as follows:
"(J)(AJ Upon receiving information indi·
eating that a State agency may be substan·
tially Jailing to make disability detennina·
lions in a manner consistent with regula·
lions and other written guidelines issued by
the Secretary, the Secretary shall immediate·
ly conduct an investigation and, within 21
days after the date on which such in/orma·
tion is received, shall make a preliminary

finding with respect to whether such agency
is in substantial compliance with such regulations and guidelines. II the Secretary finds
that an agency is not in substantial compli·
auce with such regulations and guidelines,
the Secretary shall, on the date such finding
is made, notify such agency of such finding
and request assurances that such agenoy
will promptly comply with such regulations
and guidelines.
·
"fBJ(iJ Any agency notified of a prelimi·
nary finding made pursuant to subparagraph fAJ shall have 21 days from the date
on which such finding was made to provide
the assurances described in subpa.ragraph
(AJ.
"fiiJ The Secretan; shall monitor the com·
pliance with such regulations and guide·
lines of any agency providing such assur·
ances in accordance with. clause fiJ for the
30-day period beginning on the day after the
dale on which such assurances have been
provided.
"fCJ If the Sccrelan; detennines that an
agency monitored in accordance with clause
fiiJ of subparagraph fBJ has not substantial·
ly complied with such regulations and
guidelines cluring the period for which such
agency was monitored, or if an agency noli·
lied pursuant to subparagr:;.ph IAJ Jails to
provide assurances in accordance with
clause liJ of subparagraph IBJ. the Secretary
shall. within 60 days after the date on which
a prelimina11i finding was made with re·
spcct to such agency tmclcr subparagraph
IAJ, for within 90 days after ~uch dale, if. at
the d'iscretion of the Secretary, such agency
is granted a !zearing by the Secretary on the
issue of the noncompliance of SitCh agency)
make a final detennination as to whether
such agency is substantially complying with
such regulations and guidelines. Such deter·
mination shall not be subject to judicial
review.
"ID)(iJ II the Secretary makes a final de·
tenninalion pursuant to subpara.graph fCJ
with respect to any agency that the agency
is not substantially complying with snch
regulations and gttidelines, the Secretary
shall, as soon as possible but not later than
180 days after the date of such final detenni·
nation, make the disability detenninations
referrect to in subsection faJU J. complying
with the requirements of paragraph (JJ to
the extent that s?tch conmli!tncc is possible
within such 180-clay period.
"fiiJ During the 180-day period specified
in clause fiJ, the Secretary shall take such
actions as may be necessary to assure that
any case with respect tv which a detennina·
lion referred to i11 subsection fa}( 1J was
made by an agency. during the period /or
which such agency was not in substantial
compliance 1oith the applicable regulations
and guidelines, was decided in accordance
with such regulations cmd g1cidelines. ".
f2J Section 221 fa)(4J of such Act is
amended by striking out "subsection fb)(JI"
and inserting in lieu thereof •·subsection
lb)(J)(CJ".
f3JfAJ Section 221fb)(3JfAJ of such Act is
ame~;ded by striking out "The Sccrcta'TY"
and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as pro·
viued in subparagraph fDHiJ of paragraph
r1J, lliC Secretary".
fBI Section 2211b)(3}(BJ of such act is
amended by striking out "The Secretary"
and inserting in lie<t thereof "Except as pro·
vidcd in subparagraph fD)(iJ of paragraph
(JJ, the SCcretan;".
fbJf1J The amendments made by subsec·
tion fa! of this section shall become effective
on the date of the enactment o/llzis Act and
shall expire on December 31, 1987.
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f2J The provisions of the Social Security
Act amended by subsection raJ of this sec·
lion shall be applied after December 31,
1987, in the same manner as such provisions
were applied on the day before the date of
the enactment of this Act.

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to
revise provisions of titles II and XVI of the
Social Security Act relating to disability,
and for other purposes.".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Kansas.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I wish to
thank the distinguished majority
leader and minority leader for expedit·
ing consideration of this measure. It is
a very important measure and one
that I think deserves the immediate
consideration of the Senate.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. DOLE. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that Susan Collins
be allowed the privileges of the floor
during the consideration of this
matter.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
GoRTON). Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, S. 476, as
amended, was approved by the Pi·
nance Committee on May 16 and re·
ported on May 18. This bill reforms
the social security disability review
process, and includes a series of provisions designed to improve the accuracy
of disability determinations, the uni·
formity of decisions between the dif·
ferent levels of appeal, and the consistency of such decisions with Federal
l!I.W and standards. A provision is also
included to insure the adequacy of fi·
nancing for the disability insurance
program. This is not only an important bill but also a good one, as amply
demonstrated by the support it re·
ceived in the committee. The Finance
Committee approved S. 476, as amend·
ed, by a vote of 20 to 0.
Achieving this consensus on disabil·
ity reform has been a long and diffi·
C'Jlt process. There have been many
misunderstandings about the nature
of the problem which have. if anything, impeded our reaching this consensus. For this reason, before describing the bill in detail, I think it would
be useful to provide some background
and a review of legislative and admin·
istrative developments over the past 3
years. Spencer Rich, who writes daily
columns for the Washington Post lob·
bying for a liberal disability bill, seems
to have forgotten that the main
reason we are here today is because of
a provision enacted in 1980. It might
be well for him to review the RECORD
before his next article on efforts to try
to tighten up this program.
In 1980, the Congress enacted legis·
lation-The Social Security Disability
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Amendments of 1980 <Public La.w 96265>-to tighten administrative oversight and control the disability insurance program. Over the preceding
decade, the cost of the program had
risen five-fold, from $3.3 billion to
$15.8 billion, and between 1970 and
1977 alone, the number of disabled
workers on the rolls almost doubled,
from 1.5 million to 2.9 million. Counting spouses and children, the number
of beneficiaries reached 4.8 million.
Almost a third of the people who came
on the rolls since the inception of the
program in 1957 came on between 1970
and 1981.
The result was that the DI program
was plagued by underflnancing and
continuously rising taxes. Over the 27year life of the program, the Social Security Board of Trustees reported a
long-term financing deficiency on 15
occasions. On six occasions, Congress
had to take steps to increase the
amount of tax revenues going to the
program.
Lax administration and work disincentives were both identified as prime
contributors to escalating costs.
Whereas in the late 1960's, 10 percent
of all DI beneficiaries were reviewed
each year, in the first half of the
1970's, only about 4 percent were reviewed annually. According to a report
by the General Accounting Office, the
overall inaccuracy rate in the DI program could be as high as 20 percent.
In trying to respond to these problems. the Congress, I think, properly,
adopted in 1980 an eligibility review
requirement. It has been misinterpreted, misunderstood, maligned, and criticized. Some who write about the program even forget in which administration it happened, they are so busy attributing to President Reagan something he had nothing to do with. But,
again, that is beside the point. We
needed to tighten up the program and
we provided in that bill that all disability insurance beneficiaries, except
those with permanent impairments,
must be reviewed at least once every 3
years to assess their continuing eligibility for benefits. Prior to 1980, there
was no requirement in the law mandating periodic review.
Several points are worth noting
about this provision, as it has been
surrounded by so many misunderstandings:
First, and most obviously, the periodic review requirement is a part of
the law. The administration does not
have the authority to ignore this requirement or to leave people on the
rolls who are found not to be disabled
under the meaning of the law.
Second, the periodic review requirement was passed by Congress in 1980by a Democratic House and Senateand approved by President Carter. Eligibility reviews were not a creation of
the Reagan administration.

Again, I would call that to the attention of the reporter for the Washington Post.
Third, there was broad support for
the 1980 amendments. The conference
report, of which the review requirement was just one small part, was approved by a vote of 389-2 in the
House, and by voice vote in the
Senate. The Senate bill had been approved by a vote of 87-1.
Fourth, the eligibility review proposal was not a new idea in 1980. The provision was a part of H.R. 14084, the DI
bill approved by the House Social Security Subcommittee in 1978. Even
Wilbur Cohen could be counted among
the supporters of the provision, and
he is known for his rather progressive
or liberal views. In hearings before the
Senate Finance Committee in 1979,
Cohen said that if the added personnel
could be made available, he would support annual reviews- every year; he
was advocating review every year. This
law only requires every 3 years.
Fifth, we have a strict definition of
disability in the law, one that has not
been changed since 1967. People found
ineligible under the law-accurately
and properly-can therefore have very
severe impairments.
While the requirement was well conceived, its implementation has resulted in some significant problems and
dislocations which were not anticipated and which have contributed to an
unprecedented degree of confusion in
the operation of the program. In the
past 3 years, 1.1 million people have
been reviewed, out of which 480,000
were found ineligible by the State disability agencies administering the reviews. Among those who appealed
their termination decisions to an administrative law judge, some 60 percent had benefits reinstated. This disparity between the decisions of the
States and the administrative law
judges was one of the first problems
the Congress had to deal with, although it should be noted that this
disparity existed long before periodic
reviews were mandated.
Other concerns stemmed from the
fact that under present law, individuals who have been on the rolls, possi·
bly for many years, are reviewed as if
they were new applicants. The only
relevant issue in an eligibility determination is whether or not the individual
can engage in "substantial gainful activity." As a result, people can be-and
have been-terminated from the rolls
who have not medically improved
since the time they were initially
granted benefits. While there may be
many proper reasons for this to
happen, such as when an individual is
erroneously allowed benefits in the
first place, serious questions were nevertheless raised.
Unfortunately, there were no easy
answers to these questions. In both
the Senate and the House, it has taken
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us the better part of the past 2 years
to resolve some of the difficult problems plaguing the disability reviews.
The administration has been actively
involved in this process. Protecting the
severely disabled who have every right
to receive benefits under the Social Security disability program, while not recreating an untenable and unaffordable situation of lax administration, has
been our goal.
LEGISLATIVE 1\t.'TlVlTY IN 1982 liND 1983

The Committee on Finance first
held public hearings on the problems
in the disability insurance program in
August 1982. The heavy workload for
States conducting the new reviews was
one of the key problems that was
highlighted along with the relative
frequency with which administrative
law judges were reversing State
agency decisions.
TE111PORIIRY LEGISLI\TlON APPROVED IN !982

Emergency legislation was approved
by the Congress in December 1982 to
help remedy both of these situations.
Public Law 97- 455, enacted on January 12, 1983, allowed the Secretary of
Health and Human Services to slow
the flow of cases sent to State agencies
to take account of the backlog of cases
and potential staffing difficulties. In
addition. face-to-face evidentiary hearings were mandated at the reconsideration stage of appeal for terminated
beneficiaries. Under prior law, there
was no requirement for face-to-face
contact with a decisionmaker prior to
a hearing with an administrative law
judge. Finally, the legislation introduced payments pending appeal. For
the first time, terminated beneficiaries
were granted the option to elect continued payments pending their appeal
to an administrative law judge.
Many difficult problems remained,
however, to which there were no easy
or obvious solutions., For example,
how do we protect individuals on the
rolls who are severely disabled and yet
maintain the principle that people
who can work must be removed from
the rolls? T his, after all, was the underlying premise of the 3-year review
requirement in the 1980 amendments.
What is the proper treatment of
people first applying for benefits relative to those who have been on the
rolls for many years? How can we
insure that this completely Federal
program is administered in a national·
ly uniform manner? Allowance rates
vary widely among the States, and
some States have taken it upon themselves to set their own rules. How can
we insure more accurate and uniform
decisions between the levels of adjudication? How can we insure thorough
and careful development of medical
and vocational cases?
The absence of quick or easy remedies was demonstrated on the House
side as well. The Ways and Means
Committee first drafted a bill in 1982.
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It was never considered by the full
House, however. In 1983, the Ways
and Means Committee again drafted a
disability reform bill, this time with a
widely different approach. These reforms were approved by the Ways and
Means Committee last fall, on September 27, although they were not reported nor were they considered by the
House during the balance of the year.
Our efforts to develop comprehensive legislation in the Senate continued through the end of the session in
1983. Throughout October and November, I met frequently with concerned Members of the Senate, including Senators COHEN, LEVIN, and
others. In addition, I met with Secretary Heckler and Acting Commissioner
of Social Security Martha McSteen,
and my staff met intensively with the
staff of 10 to 15 Members of the
Senate.
We made real progress. The difficulties and complexities were sizable,
however, and we were unable to develop a consensus bill with the support of
the administration prior to adjourning.
SENATE ACTION IN 1983

I should point out that when it
became clear in the final days of the
session that formulating a comprehensive bill with bipartisan support would
not be possible, I brought legislation
to the floor that would have insured
that the provision allowing payments
to continue through appeal would not
expire on December 7. The amendment I offered would have extended
this provision until June 7, 1984,
giving Congress time to enact further
legislation without penalizing those
who would be terminated from the
rolls during the winter months. The
amendment would have also extended
the vitally important section 1619,
which allows severely impaired individuals to continue receiving supplemental security income and medicaid
despite substantial gainful activity.
This legislation was approved in the
Senate by a vote of 80-0 on November
18. The House, however, failed to act.
on this legislation prior to adjourning.
Fortunately, the administration
promptly took steps to insure that no
one suffered as a result of the expiration of these two provisions. A temporary moratorium on eligibility reviews,
during December and January, insured that no one would be terminated
and be without benefits until at least
June. In addition, the Secretary announced a demonstration project to
keep the people receiving payments
under section 1619 covered through
1984.
ADMINISTRATION INITIATIVES

During this entire period. many improvements were being made by the
administration. Through a series of
administrative initiatives, positive
steps were taken to improve the accuracy and fairness of decisions.

Among other important changes,
face-to-face interviews were introduced in district ofiices for individuals
preparing to undergo eligibility reviews; all medical evidence available
over a 12-month period must now be
examined; more detailed explanations
of decisions are required; a larger proportion of the beneficiary population
has been classified as permanently impaired and thus exempted from the 3year review requirement; and a temporary moratorium was placed on the
review of two-thirds of all mental impairment cases pending a revision of
the criteria used for determining eligibility.
In addition, the administration has
worked closely with us in developing
the legislation before the Senate
today.
DEVELOPMENTS IN 1984

Fortunately for all concerned, everything has fallen into place in terms of
developing legislation in recent
months. On the Senate side, the Finance Committee held a hearing
during the first week of the session
<on January 25) on the Ways and
Means Committee bill and on S. 476.
On the House side, the Ways and
Means Committee finally reported its
disability bill, H.R. 3755, on March 14,
and the bill was approved by the
House on March 27 by an overwhelming vote-410 to 1.
Intensive negotiations continued on
the Senate side, among Members,
their staff, and the administration.
Senators COHEN and LEVIN worked
tirelessly to help bring S. 476 to the
consideration of the Finance Committee.
Last week, the Finance Committee
took up disability reform legislation in
executive session on May 15 and completed action the next day, reporting
out S. 476 as amended on May 18. Developing a bill with unanimous support in the committee was greatly facilitated by the efforts of Senators
HEINZ, MOYNIHAN, and LOi~G.
SUMMARY OF THE PROVISIONS OF S. 476 AS
AMENDED

There are 17 provisions in the bill,
the most significant of which modifies
the standard to be used for reviewing
the continuing eligibility of disability
beneficiaries under both the social security disability insurance <DD and
supplemental security income <SSD
programs. This new standard would
not alter in any way the requirement
that people be periodically reviewed, it
would, however, provide major protections to people whose conditions have
not medically improved since the time
they were allowed on the rolls.
Under the bill, if the evidence shows
that an individual's medical condition
is the same as or worse than at the
time of the most recent prior decision,
then benefits could not be terminated
in a review unless the Secretary established that there had been some other
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change in circumstances and that the
individual can perform substantial
gainful activity. <A change in circumstance would include the individual
having benefited from medical or vocational technology or therapy; new or
improved diagnostic or evaluative
techniques which indicate the impairment is not as severe as originally believed; a fraudulently obtained or erroneous initial determination; current
work activity; and failure, without
good cause, to cooperate in the
review.) If the individual has medically improved while on the rolls Cor is
unable to show that his condition is
the same or worse), the Secretary
would have to demonstrate ability to
perform substantial gainful activity in
order to terminate benefits.
This new standard applies to future
eligibility reviews, to individuals who
now have claims properly pending in
the administrative appeals process and
to certain cases pending in court. The
provision sunsets on December 31,
1987.
Four of the provisions in the bill are
designed to improve the accuracy of
disability determinations, both for
new applicants and beneficiaries undergoing review. These would direct
the Secretary to: First, consider the
combined effect of multiple impairments, if ~;evere, even if none are individually severe; second, consult a
treating physicial for medical evidence
whenever possible prior to obtaining a
consultative examination, and develop
a comp!eLc record of the individual's
condition over at least the preceding
12-month period; third, make every
reasonable effort to use a psychiatrist
or psychologist in making a termination decision for beneficiaries with
mental impairments; and fourth, take
into consideration subjective allegations of pain only to the extent they
are consistent with medical signs and
findings which show the existence of a
medical condition which could reasonably be expected to produce the alleged pain, or other subjective symptoms (this statutory provision expires
on December 31, 1987>.
To help address the problems of uniformity in decisionmaking between
the levels of appeal and also at the
State agency level, the bill would require the Secretary to establish by
regulation uniform standards of eligibility to be binding on all levels of adjudication in determining whether individuals are disabled under the meaning of the Social Security Act. Such
regulations must be published in accordance with the rulemaking requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act <APA> <thus removing SSA's
exclusion from the provisions of the
APA on matters relating to the determination of disability.) In addition,
the Secretary would be required to
federalize disability determinations in
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a State within 6 months of finding
that the State is failing to follow Federal law and standards. This latter
provision expires on December 31,
1987.
To insure the solvency of the DI
trust fund, the bill would reQuire the
Secretary to notify the Congress by
July 1, if the DI fund is projected to
decline to less than 20 percent of a
year's benefits. If Congress takes no
other action, the Secretary would
scale back <in part or full> the next
cost-of-living increase for disability
beneficiaries as necessary to keep the
fund balance at 20 percent. If necessary the Secretary would also scale
back the increase in the benefit formula used for determining benefit
levels for persons newly awarded disability benefits. Measurement of the
fund assets would include any funds
<now $5 billion> loaned by the DI trust
fund under the interfund borrowing
authority.
Finally, the bill would reauthorize,
until June 1986, payments pending
appeal to the administrative law judge
hearing, which expired in December.
It would also reauthorize, until July
1987, the vitally important work incentive program in SSI- special section
1619 payments to severely impaired individuals who have earnings.
These and other provisions in the
bill are described in more detail at the
end of my statement.
COST OF THE BlLL

According to the Office of the Actuary of the Social Security Administration, this bill has a 5-year cost of $2.5
billion to the OASDI trust funds, and
a total cost of about $3 billion to $3.2
billion. The long-range impact of the
bill on the OASDI trust funds is pro·
jected to be 0.005 percent of taxable
payroll.
The actuaries project that DI reserves will remain above 20 percent
throughout this century and thus the
fail-safe is not expected to be triggered.
It is important to note that the cost
of the DI program has been extremely
volatile over the years and that the actuarial forecasts are subject to a
higher degree of uncertainty than
those for the retirement program. The
value of the fail-safe is that, in the
event the cost of this bill turns out to
be higher than we now expect. the
Congress will be notified in a timely
fashion that reserves are being depleted and that remedial action is necessary. Only if such action is not taken
by Congress would the automatic increases in DI benefits be scaled back
to protect the solvency of the program.
It is our goal in this legislation to restore order to the administration of
the disability insurance program and
restore the confidence of the disabled
population in the social security disability programs. The committee bill

underscores our commitment to and
insistence upon a nationally uniform
disability program. In recent months,
due both to independent actions by
Sta.tes that are in violation of Federal
law and guidelines and to court actions, the social security disability programs are no longer being administered in a nationally uniform manner,
consistent with the goals of the Federal program. <As of March 1984, prior
to the announcement by Secretary
Heckler of a temporary nationwide
moratorium, 10 States had refused to
conduct eligibility reviews and 18 were
operating under court-ordered eligibility criteria or pending court action.>
This is an untenable situation that undermines confidence in the disability
programs-just as surely as eligibility
reviews do if they lead to inaccurate
findings of ineligibility.
This situation must be remedied and
it is my strong belief that this legislation will make major strides in that direction.
Mr. President, I am not certain that
what we have done Is perfect. I wish
we had known about this Supreme
Court decision that was handed down
today by a vote of 5 to 4. The Supreme
Court today blocked the Federal
courts from intervening on citizens'
behalf in conflicts with social security.
Critics say the ruling could keep the
disabled and elderly from obtaining
benefits. That is what the critics say.
The problem is we have all of these
Federal courts making all of this
policy that far exceeds the intent of
Congress. That is not unusual for
courts. But the High Court agreed
with the Secretary of HHS that such
orders are unwarranted, increasingly
burdensome, judicial intrusion, and go
beyond what Congress has been willing to order.
""The consistency with which Congress
has expressed concern over this issue is
matched by its consistent refusal to impose
on the Secretary mandatory deadlines for
the resolution of disputed disability claims:·
Justice Lewis Powell said, wri t ing for the
majority.

I want to say again, as I said in my
statement, that I want to commend a
number of Senators. I do not know of
anyone in this body-Democrat or Republican-who wants to take anybody
off the rolls who has a severe impairment.
Yesterday, I was privileged to visit a
rehabilitation institute in Chicago
where there are very severely disabled
people- men, women, and children. I
talked with them about this particular
bill. I think there is a general agreement among those who are disabled in
this country that we ought to reserve
the program for the disabled-not
those who claim they are disabled, but
for the disabled. That was the intent
of the original disability legislation in
1956, which was supported by the dis-
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tinguished Senator from Louisiana,
and that is the appropriate intent.
There are probably a number of persons who have disabilities who are not
on the program and belong on. There
are also a number of persons on the
program who have no serious disabilities and they ought to be terminated.
And that is all we are trying to deal
with in this legislation.
There has been a lot of confusion
and a lot of misunderstanding. There
have been long efforts by a number of
Senators on both sides of the aisle to
find a resolution to the difficult problems. And it is fair to say that the
prime movers in trying to bring this
about in a responsible way- and I underscore "responsible way"-are the
distinguished Senator from Maine,
Senator CoHEN, the distinguished Senator from Michigan, Senator LEVIN,
the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania, Senator HEINZ, and others.
Mr. President, I reserve the balance
of my time as I know the distinguished
Senator from Louisiana may want to
make a statement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Louisiana is recognized.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I have
been deeply concerned about the
pending proposals to amend the social
security disability program. Over the
course of its history since 1956, this
program has proven to be far more
costly than Congress intended. More·
over, there is clear evidence that the
excess costs were not simply based on
a failure to estimate the size of the
disabled population. Rather, the problem has been that benefits have been
paid to significant numbers of people
who do not meet the eligibility requirement. There have been court decisions which have extended the program to those for whom Congress
never intended it. There have been periods of lax administration. As a
result, surveys have indicated that a
significant percentage of those getting
benefits are not in fact eligible.
In response to this unintended and
inappropriate expansion of the program to those who are not eligible,
Congress attempted in 1980 to require
more careful administration and instituted a rule under which each individual on the rolls must be periodically
reviewed to assure eligibility.
The implementation of this review
process revealed weaknesses in the administrative structure and did result in
a number of unfortunate instances in
which benefits were, at least temporarily, denied to some individuals who
were in fact eligible. Nevertheless, the
reviews did confirm that many ineligible individuals have been receiving
benefits.
We should, of course, act to remedy
any administrative problems in how
the reviews are conducted. But we
should not abandon our efforts to con-
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tain program costs by assuring that
benefits are paid only to those who
are, in fact, unable to work.
For these reasons, it was my view
that disability legislation should not
be acted on until the Committee on Finance had the opportunity to examine
~t and assure itself that we were not
undermining the objective of insuring
the integrity of the program. While I
continue to have serious concerns
about the bill before us, and in particular about the medical improvement standard in it, I think the Finance Committee has made several
significant improvements in the bill.
These improvements include a r eaffirmation of congressional policy that
the program should be carefully administered and that benefits should be
allowed only on the basis of objective
medical evidence.
I note, Mr. President, that that committee amendment had the support of
the administration, and it puts in statutory form the regulation that the
Secretary of HHS has been applying.
Moreover, the bill includes a fail-safe
financing provision which would help
prevent a recurrence of runaway costs
should the medical improvement
standard prove to be more costly than
is now estimated by the actuaries.
The medical improvement standard
approved by the Finance Committee is
more limited than other similar proposals. It places the burden of proof
on the claimant to establish that there
has been no improvement and it allows
the Secretary to fully redevelop the
record of the earlier decision. Even so,
it represents the first time that the
statute has explicitly authorized benefits to be paid on the basis of disability
even i.f an individual is able to work.
This creates a double standard of eligibility which could lead to substantial
expansion of the program. Moreover,
it accounts for most of the cost of this
bill- some $2.5 billion over the next 5
years.
At a time when Congress is struggling to find ways to control enormous
Federal deficits, it is troubling to
expend funds of this magnitude for a
new entitlement provision, especially
since this $2.5 billion entitlement is
targeted specifically at individuals
who would otherwise be found ineligible because they are able to work.
In addition to my concerns about
the medical improvement provision, I
am also concerned that other major
problems in the social security disability program are not addressed in this
bill. These problems will have to be
dealt with. For all these reasons, while
I voted to report the bill from committee, I did so with reservations. It would
be difficult to responsibly support the
bill if the safeguards incorporated by
the Finance Committee are significantly weakened.

I ask that a more detailed statement
of my views on this legislation be
printed at this point.
There being no objection, the additional views were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF THE
HONORABLE RUSSELT, B. LONG
Although I continue to have reservations
about S. 476. the Finance Committee has
made important modifications in the bill:
The medical improvement standard in the
Committee bill is a less complete presump·
tion of continuing eligiliility for persons
who were not disabled when they began re·
ceiving disability benefits.
A measure of protection of the disabilily
insurance trust fund, if the cost of the bill
far exceeds the estimates, is incorporated in
a fail-safe provision which will scale back
cost-of -living increases if the fund begins to
deteriorate.
By incorporating a statutory definition of
pain the Committee bill re·emphasizes that
legislative policy is set by the Congress and
that the Congress expects the Administration and the courts to interpret and apply
that policy in the light of the Congressional
intent that the disalJility insurance program
be carefully administered and nationally
uniform.
By providing a mandatory expedited timetable for dealing with State failure to follow
Federal rules in determining eligibility, the
Committee bill would prevent another pro·
tracted deterioration in State administra·
tion of this Federal program such as is now
occurring.
THE MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT STANDARD

Under legislation enacted in 1930. the Administration has conducted a large number
of continuing disability reviews to see if persons on the disability insurance rolls are
still disabled. A significant number of persons were removed from the rolls.
Under present law, when a recipient of
disability insurance benefits is reviewed to
determine whether h e is still disabled. th e
same definition of disability applies to him
as is used for a new applicant. namely: is he
able to engage in "substantial gainful employment"?
S. 476 as introduced would for the first
time have set a different standard of con·
t.inuing eligibility for a person already on
the rolls. Finding him capable of engaging
in substantial gainful activity wou ld not
have sufficed t o end his benefits: the Secretary would also have had to show that he
had undergone medical improvement since
he was first determined to be disabled.
The Committee bill amends and improves
this provision. The original bill would have
almost totally foreclosed the Secretary from
removing from the rolls a person who was
not disabled when he began receiving benefits. The Committee bill instead lets the
Secretary challenge the original disability
determination. develop additional evidence
and require the complainant to prove that
his condition has not medically improved.
Even with this modification, the Social Se·
curity Act for the first time wil have permitted persons who are able to engage in sub·
stantial gainful employment to continue re·
ceiving disability insurance benefits.
The Committee bill is estimated to cost
$2.5 billion over a five·year period. Virtually
this entire amount will be paid to persons
who are able to work.
These very significant cost.s of this legisla·
tion are justified by the proponents of the
bill on the basis of the need to deal with the
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current chaotic situation which prevails in
the administration of the social security disability program. Even if this argument were
to be accepted. it remains deeply troubling
for us to expend $2.5 billion, at a time when
we are struggling to cope with alarming
Federal deficits. to provide benefit payments to individuals who would be unable,
despite several levels of appeal, to establish
their eligibility.
The situation wlll be much worse if the
legislation, instead of resolving the current
chaotic situation. simply serves as a signal
for further efforts to broaden eligibility.
The bill as reported by the Committee on
Finance clearly does not intend such a
result. However. the costs and caseloads of
this program have over the years proven
highly volatile and difficult to control. The
adoption by the Congress of a dual standard
of eligibility creates a tension which could
be laying the groundwork for further ex·
pansion of the program. It may prove difficult to maintain a situation in which individuals are denied admission to the benefit
rolls- even though equally or less disabled
persons who managed to get on the rolls are
allowed to keep receiving benefits.
DISI\BILI1'Y PROGRAM NEEDS FURTIU1R REVlEW
AND REVISION

S. 476, as reported by the Committee on
Finance. attempts to deal with major problems which now exist in the way the program is administered. I believe a number of
the provisions of the bill will help in this
regard. For example, the specific provision
reaffirming the existing regulation on the
evaluation of pain will resolve whatever con·
fusion there may be on this issue. It emphasizes again the Congressional view of the
need to limit eligibility to cases where dis·
ability can be established by objective medical evidence. The timetable for dealing with
State defiance of Federal rules should help
the Secretary deal with such problems more
forcefully. Even the medical improvement
provision. though it is troublesome from a
policy perspective. at least will resolve a
large body of litigation according to a policy
standard which is set. as it should be. by the
Congress and not the courts.
While these features of the Finance Committee bill are desirable improvement.s in
the program, I am concerned that there
remain major problems in the structure ot
the disability program which are not adequately addressed by the pending legislation. If Congress is to bring this program
back under control and restore the confidence of both taxpayers and beneficiaries in
its evenhandedness. we will need to undertake stronger measures than those contained in this bill.
Consistency of decisionmaking.-One of
the arguments most frequently advanced in
support of the medical improvement standard is thal many. or even most. of the benefit terminations as a result of the recent eli·
gibility reviews were erroneous. The evi·
dence offered in support of this of this argument is that more than half of the termina·
tions appealed to an administrative law
judge <ALJl were overwrned at that level.
While the statistic is correct. the conclusion drawn from it is not. The pher.omenon
of a reversal rate by AWs exceeding 50 percent. is not peculiar to the recent review
process. Both for conLinuing reviews and
initial awards. the ALJs have consistently
over the past ten years reversed more than
half of the cases appealed to them.
This prolonged pattern of high reversal
rates indicates only that different standards
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are being applied at different levels of the
administrative structure. This problem has
been recognized for some time. The 1980
amendments attempted to address the prob·
!em by mandating a study of its causes and
by requiring the Secretary to undertake to
review a significant portion of cases which
are reversed by ALJs. In addition to these
actions, the agency has undertaken to pub·
!ish rulings aimed at providing a uniform set
of basic eligibility guidelines for all levels of
the administrative process.
Thus far. at least. there is no evidence
that any of these measures are having a sig·
nificant impact. It may be too early for any
results to show up, particularly in the
present confused administrative atmos·
phere. But if the present approach does not
succeed in achieving consistent decisionmak·
ing within the present program structure,
the Congress may need to consider modlfi·
cations in that structure.
The role of the courts.-In the 1956 hearings on the question of establishing a dis·
ability program, witnesses from the insurance industry predicted that the courts
would be only too eager to broaden the
scope of the program beyond what Congress
intended. That prediction has proven to be
quite accurate. In the 1967 amendments, the
Committee report cited several examples of
ways in which the courL<> had broadtJned the
original intent of the statute. The Commit·
tee then directed the Administration to
report to the Congress on "future trends of
judicial interpretation of this nat.ure." and
added to the statute provisions designed to
counteract those court cases.
The situation has not noticeably im·
proved. In a recent case <Polaski v. Heckler),
a U.S. District Court judge excoriated the
Secretary for following her own regulation
in violation of what he deemed to be the
'·fundamental policies at the heart of the
disability program." He found these funda·
mental policies embodied in a law review ar·
ticle by another judge to the effect that the
disability statute "should be broadly construed and liberally applied." On the basis
of his findings that the Secretary was not
obeying what he calls "Eighth Circuit Law,"
this judge ordered the Secretary to substi·
tute his policy judgment for hers <and that
of the Congress) in carrying out the Social
Security Act in an area covering seven
States.
This case would not be so troubling if it
were atypical. But apparently it i~; almost
the judicial norm. Courts do, of course. have
the responsibility to carry out the Jaw and
to resolve questions of interpretation. In so
doing, however. they should be guided by
the statute and its legislative history, not by
abstract theories found in law review articles. If the judge in this case had bothered
to examine the statute and legislative history, he would have ample evidence of Con·
gress's concern not that the law be more
broadly construed, but that !t be more nar·
rowly construed. He would also have found
great concern on the pal't of Congress that
this law be administered more uniformly.
This might have led him to give more
weight to national law than to "Eighth Circuit Law." In the United States. the law is
the law of the land and it is made by Con·
gress. The courts. including the district and
circuit courts, have an important role in car·
rying out and enforcing the law. But Circuit
courts are not regional legislatures.
In its provision on the evaluation of pain,
the Committee deals with one of the areas
in which the Courts have been broadening
the program. However, it is clear from the

Jaw review article quoted in the Polaski case
that there are many other aspects of the
program on the judicial agenda. If the re·
gional courts are going to persist in ignoring
the policy objectives expressed by Congress
and persist in refusing to grant appropriate
deference to the duly promulgated regula·
Lions of the Secretary, the Congress may be
forced to find ways of dealing with this situ·
ation.
Federal-State relationship.-A troubling
recent development in the disability pro·
gram is the tendency of some States to defy
Federal rules in carrying out this program
which is wholly Federally funded. Even
more troubling is the fact that the Secretary took no action to bring the errant
States back Into line. The Committee bill
does attempt to deal with this for the future
by establishing firm and mandatory time
frames for proceeding to Federalized operations in States which refuse to comply.
This situation must be monitored, however,
if it is not to recur.
The handicapped population.-One reason
for the volatility of the disability program is
that It is intentionally limited to only the
most severely disabled-those who because
of their impairment cannot engage in any
substantial gainful work activity. This limi·
tation is based not solely on cost but on
grounds of policy. The law should not encourage those who retain the capacity for
self-support to become dependent.
Unfortunately, if society cannot provide
employment opportunities for handicapped
individuals who are not totally disabled,
they will understandably seek to be found
eligible for benefits under the disability programs. And it will be difficult for the administrators of those programs to deny them
eligibility.
If we are lo succeed in controlling the cost
of the disability insurance program, program, we must find more effective ways of
opening up jobs to t,hose handicapped
people who have the capability to become
productive members of society. While this
problem is beyond the scope of the pending
bill, our failun'! to solve this problem has a
great deal to do with why this bill is needed.
There would be no requirement for a medical improvement standard if we could offer
a job to any handicapped person who could
work.
I hope the Congress will turn its attention
to this issue and that the Administration
will consider whether it cannot recommend
to Congress some significant measures to in·
crease the availability of job openings for
the handicapped.
THE GROWTH OF THE DISABlLlTY PROGRAM

When the disability program was enacted
in 1956, it was projected that the program
could be permanently financed by a com·
bined employer-employee tax of 0.42 percent of payroll. After adjusting for the pro·
portion of covered wages which are subject
to tax, that is closer to a rate of 0.33 percent
in Leday's terms. Since that time, the cost of
the program has grown significantly. In the
1984 report of the Social Security trustees,
the Jong-1·ange costs of the program are estimated at 1.45 percent of payrol, some 4
times what was originally estimated. Ex·
pressed on a constant-dollar basis in relation
to 1984 payroll levels, the long-range average cost of the program has increased from
$5 billion per year to $23 billion per year.
There have, of course, been some changes
in the eligibility requirements for disability
benefits since 1956. These changes, however,
explain only about one-third of the growth
of the program <on the basis of the cost esti·
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mates made when they were added to the
law>. The bulk of the growth In the costs of
the disablity program cannot be adequately
explained except on the basis that the pro·
gram has been administered In such a
manner as to pay benefits to a broader population than Congress intended the program to serve.
Even more troubling than the mere fact
that. program costs are greater than origi·
nally estimated is the evidence that It remains a highly volatile program. Its costs
could easily expand well beyond present
levels. At the time the program was first enacted, the experts estimated that by 1990
there would be a little more than a million
disabled workers drawing benefits. Today
there 2.6 million workers drawing benefits.
This is a large increase. But just a few years
ago-in 1977-the benefit rolls were growing
so rapidly that the actuaries projected they
would exceed 5 million disabled worker
beneficiaries by 1990. That Is roughly 5
times the original estimate.
In dollar terms <using a constant dollar
concept based on 1984 payroll levels), the
projected long-range average costs of the
program have increased from $5 billion in
1956 to $23 billion today-a fourfold in·
crease. But today's projected costs are far
from the historic high. That occurred in
1977, when instead of the original 0.33 percent of payroll or the present 1.45 percent
of payroll. the long-range program costs
were projected to require a tax <on a comparable basis) of about 3.4 percent of payrollsome 10 times as high as of the original esti·
mate. This extreme point in the cost of the
program was partially caused by a problem
in the benefit formula. But even after that
problem was corrected by the 1977 amend·
ments, the long-range average cost of the
program was estimated to be 2.49 percent of
payroll-over 7 times the original cost. In
comparable constant dollar terms, this
translates into a long-range annual average
cost of $40 billion per year.
Viewed in this perspective, it is clear that
this is a program with a serious potential
for getting further out of control. It could
easily add billions of dollars per year to the
deficit and could endanger the stability of
the social securi!.y system generally. It is
particularly important to note that the program is now again showing a trend towards
increased costs. As a result of the actions by
the Slates and the courts and the various
moratoria imposed by the AdministJ·ation,
the rates of termination are on a downward
trend. This is not surprising. But the program has also recently shown an upswing in
the allowance rates and in application rates.
Just ir. the past year, the social security
actuaries have been required to significantly
increase their estimates of what this pro·
gram will cost even if there is no additional
legislation. For the 10-year period ending
1992, the 1984 trustees report indicates that
without any legislative change the projected
disability program costs have increased by
$5.5 billion. The estimates of the long-range
average annual costs have similarly increased by over $1 billion per year.
For this reason, there are grounds for seri·
ous concern over the possibility that the enactment of disability legislation could be
taken as a sh~nal which would unleash an·
other explosion of program costs. If that
were to take place, the currently estimated
costs of the bill, although they are substantial, would pale in comparison with the true
costs of the bill. There is good reason to
expect that the enactment of this legisla·
tion in the form it passed the House or in
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the form in which It was referred to the FInance Committee would produce just such
results. The Finance Committee has modified this legislation and, in particular. has
attempted to clarify It In several ways to
limit the POSlllbillty that it could mistakenly
be seen as the starting signal for another
round of program growth. Even so, careful
monitoring will be required. given the historic difficulty of controlling the program.
In particular, it would be very difficult to
responsibly support this legislation if the
safeguards included by the Finance Committee were weakened in any significant
degree.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, let me say
in closing that I appreciate the concerns of Members of this body who
have a great interest in helping less
fortunate people. My friend and my
colleague on this side of the aisle, Mr.
CARL LEVIN, the Senator from Michigan, has been tireless, tenacious, and
unrelenting in seeking to provide further helpful consideration to persons
who in his judgment were denied help
and who needed help. His sincerity
and his devotion to this cause is
beyond the doubt of any one of us.
The same thing is true, Mr. President,
of the Senator from Maine, Mr.
COHEN. Senator COHEN has also indi·
cated a tremendous sympathy for persons who have been unable to receive
the payments to which they were entitled.
I sympathize with what they are
trying to achieve. I simply have insisted, Mr. President, and I shall try to
continue to insist, that this program
be limited to those disabled persons
for whom it was intended. I do not
think that those who pay taxes in this
country would approve of us if we permitted this program to expand fivefold or eightfold. I do not think the
people of this country, for example,
are prepared to pay the kind of taxes
it would take. I should think it would
take about $1,000 per year in additional taxes for the average working man
for us to pay the kind of benefits that
are being paid under the liberal standard that is used in Holland today. In
Holland they have about 16 percent of
their work force on the disability rolls.
We were led to believe this program
would require us to put only 1 percent
of our work force on the disability
rolls. Today we have about 2.5 percent
of our work force receiving disability
insurance benefits. But I would make
the point that every time we liberalize
the program to take an additional
person on who was not previously eligible, that sets the stage for a large
number of others to profit by that example, and be added to the rolls. It is
not easy to maintain and control the
cost of this program.
As an original sponsor of the disability program, and one who felt when
we started the program that in due
course it would be liberalized, I say
that it is our burden to protect the
taxpayers from putting people on the

rolls who should be rehabilitated, who
should be brought back into the mainstream, as citizens who hold a job.
I believe we have been derelict by
failing to have a more effective program to encourage and require employers to do what they should do;
that is, to provide employment opportunities for handicapped people who
otherwise would have no income. That
is a shortcoming of the situation
today, the fact that we have not come
forward with a good program to assure
decent and meaningful employment to
handicapped people. Left without employment, those people have no choice
but to make every effort to find their
way onto the disability rolls. That
then leaves us with a situation where
we have people on the rolls who
should, both as a matter of business
and as a matter of good human relations, be placed in the mainstream of
employment by employers who could
have found ways to provide more dis·
abled people with assignments in their
work force. This would have happened
if these employers had made the kind
of effort that I would like to see them
make to bring that result about.
Mr. President, I believe the committee has done the best it could, recognizing that we have a variety of views
on the committee, just as we have a
variety of views in the Sena.te as a
whole, in trying to work out a measure
that we hope will meet with the approval of the Senate itself.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, before I
yield to the distinguished Senator
from Maine, I want to indicate, as the
distinguished Senator from Louisiana
has indicated, that this is a very sensitive problem. The record should be
clear that there is not a Senator in
this body who wants to do anything to
adversely impact someone who has a
handicap, who is disabled, who ought
to be on the rolls. I think we have
made that clear. From some of the
things I read, I wonder if there is
really an understanding.
I have wondered myself why HHS
and some people who have written
about this issue have not written
about those people who should not be
on the rolls but are on the rolls, instead of the others.
Also, I want to acknowledge that the
distinguished junior Senator from
New York, Senator D'AMATO, who has
played a prominent role in this legislation unfortunately has a plane to
catch so that he can attend a meeting
of Project Return, a rehabilitation
program dealing with battered wives
and drug addicts. His statement has
been made part of the record. Were
the Senator able to stay, he would obviously vote in favor of the legislation.
I yield 10 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Maine, one of
the pioneers in the efforts to modify
and revise this legislation.
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Mr. COHEN. I thank the Senator
for yielding.
I take this opportunity, Mr. President, to extend my sincere thanks to
Senator DoLE. His effort has been
nothing short of herculean.
I would point out that it has been
exactly 2 years since we began our
first hearing back on May 25, 1982,
when Senator LEVIN and I conducted
oversight hearings because we had
been made aware that we had a serious problem on our hands.
I also want to congratulate and commend the Senator from Louisiana,
Senator LONG, for his help in coming
to the floor today with a unanimous
package. It really has been a long
process in which a good deal of refinement has had to take place.
I must tell you, Mr. President, we
have tried to take as much emotion
out of this emot.ionally charged issue
as we possibly could. We had, for example, hearings in which I, on my own
accord, decided not to allow congressional witnesses to testify. Some of our
colleagues came before us and wanted
to testify on this issue. I said, "No, we
are going to try to get at the facts.
You can submit statements for the
record."
That was highly unusual, but we did
not want to overdramatize it. I even
went to the point of not allowing persons who were severely disabled. who
had been terminated, to testify so that
we would not dramatize the issue because it was so provocative by its very
nature.
We in Congress had mandated and
joined in the efforts of the Senator
from Louisiana in requiring these reviews. We found some serious deficiencies in the way they were being conducted. For example, people were not
being adequately notified that their
benefits were about to be terminated;
we found it was not malice on the part
of the administration, rather, they did
not want to unduly alarm beneficiaries. They simply sent out a postcard
saying, "Your case is under review."
But the SSA officials did not tell
them that they woud have to come
forth with additional proof, presenting
new medical evidence that they were
disabled.
We had the situation of people being
terminated with no face-to-face meetings and no human element involved
whatever. There was also the question
as to who would have the burden of
proof.
Another problem concerned the lack
of uniformity of standards. On one
hand the State claims examiners were
applying one standard, the administrative law judges another, and the courts
perhaps, a third.
We also examined the question of
the Social Security Administration,
without any public notice, eliminating
the requirement that a claimant's pain
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be evaluated. That is something that
has been in the SSA regulations for
years. Pain is a factor to be taken into
account in determining whether a
person is suffering from a disabling
injury.
We learned of the economic hardship experienced during the long process of review. It sometimes takes a
year or almost 18 months for a beneficiary to have his case heard on appeal.
In the meantime, those individuals
who had their disability payments cut
off had to go without for months without benefits, only to be reinstated
after winning on appeal.
Some people were faced with tremendous hardships and suffering.
Some people committed suicide.
Others tried to. We had people who
died from heart attacks, many causally connected with the fact that they
could no longer support themselves because they could not work. Yet they
were terminated. There were people in
iron lungs, people in body casts, who
had their benefits terminated.
What we had was essentially a
paper-oriented process, without the
human element involved. We had a lot
of misinformation. We had incomplete
medical exams. We had conflicting
standards, which I mentioned before.
And we had even an issue dealing with
the nonacquiescence by the Social Security Administration in decisions rendered by Federal circuit courts in
which the administration would say,
"We do not acquiesce in that particular decision. It only applies to the factual case at hand and any other disability claimant will have to go to
court and prove his case all over again,
even though we might have an identical factual case."
These deficiencies are why Senator
LEVIN, Senator HEINZ, myself and SO
many others recommended an overhaul of the disability review process. It
was not because we do not share the
same views as the Senator from
Kansas and the Senator from Louisiana. We do. There is nothing that I
could point to where I would be in disagreement with them. They are absolutely right. We want all of those
people who are not disabled within the
meaning of the law of those rolls. And
we do not want to see it expanded
beyond what we really intended. So we
share in that common goal.
I think there have been some improvements made in our legislation.
and I would agree with the Senator
from Louisiana that we have made a
number of improvements in refining
our reforms.
I am not entirely happy, frankly,
with the bill as it has been reported by
the Finance Committee.
But, I think it is a good compromise.
We perhaps have a different view on
how I believe pain should be evaluat-

ed. Aside from that, Mr. President, I
simply wish to go on record as saying
this is a substantial improvement over
where we are right now. I believe it
will provide a substantial amount of
equity in the future.
Mr. President, I am pleased that the
Senate is considering this legislation
which Senator LEVIN and I authored
to reform the social security disability
program. It has been an arduous task
to bring this legislation to the Senate
floor, and thank Senator DoLE for his
Herculean efforts in forging a compromise that enjoys the support of the
administration, the sponsors of this
bill, and others who now support it.
Three years ago, the Social Security
Administration began reviewing the
eligibility of individuals receiving disability benefits. These reviews, mandated by Congress, created chaos and
inflicted pain that Congress neither
envisioned nor desired when we enacted what was intended to be a sound
management tool.
By now, the statistics are familiar to
all of us. Since March 1981, more than
470,000 beneficiaries have been disqualified by the State agencies which
apply Social Security Administration
guidelines. yet, more than 160,000
people have been reinstated after appealing to administrative law judges.
The hardships imposed on the truly
disabled have been documented in
countless hearings, studies, reports,
court decisions, newspaper articles,
and personal experiences.
Many of my constituents have written to tell me of their traumatic experiences with the social security disability program. Their own words best express the pain, humiliation, and despair these disabled workers have felt.
One woman. wrote of the suffering,
agony, and bitterness that she had
gone through since losing her husband:

His benefits were stopped in June of 1982.
and he never lived to get his hearing date
set. He was a very sick man. and rm sure
the mental pressures as well as his physical
problems played an important part in his
death. He worked for 36 years in a pulp and
paper mill so I am sure you understand my
feelings about the whole system. As far as
I"m concerned, he was let down by his government in a very cruel and heartless
manner.

Another woman who works for an
organization that assists the disabled
voiced the frustration felt by her eli·
ents:

Physical or mental disabilities have forced
them. through no fault of their own. to
draw these benefits. However, they are now
being penalized for having these disabilities.
They become discouraged, depressed. and
above all desperate. The devastating effects
that are imposed on these people is some·
thing that should not happen in this coun·
try. When you take away, in many cases.
the only means of financial survival that a
person has. you have degrader.! him to the
lowest point.
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I find it difficult to understand why American citizens who have made substantial
contributions to the Social Security program, their community, society, and in
many cases fought for their country, are
now being deprived of what is rightfully
theirs.

In a letter to me, the director of
Maine's Income Maintenance Bureau
summed up the problems in the disability program by declaring: "Current
Federal policy on disability is completely outrageous."
My const.ituents painted a stark picture of a review process that sought
efficiency at the expense of equity.
Witnesses at hearings held by the
Oversight of Government Management Subcommittee in May 1982, recounted case after case in which a
truly disabled person lost benefits due
to a paper oriented review process
characterized by misinformation, incomplete medical examinations, inadequately documented files, conflicting
standards, and erroneous decisions.
The General Accounting Office has
testified that the message perceived by
the State agencies, swamped with
cases, was to deny, deny, deny, and, I
might add, to process cases faster and
faster and faster. In the name of efficiency, we have scanned our computer
terminals, rounded up the disabled
workers in the country, pushed the
discharge button, and let them go into
a free all toward economic chaos.
The need for fundamental change in
the disability reviews has been evident
for some time. Since the reviews
began, more than 12,000 individuals
have filed court actions challenging
the Social Security Administration's
termination of their benefits. An additional 40 class action suits had been
filed as of last month.
Before the administration imposed a
nationwide moratorium on April 13,
half of the States were refusing to
follow the flawed procedures and criteria mandated by the Social Security
Administration. In 10 States, including
Maine, the Governors had imposed
moratoriums on further disability reviews, while other States had devised
their own standards for determining
eligibility or were following court decisions that require medical improvement in a beneficiary's condition
before benefits can be curtailed.
The legislation before the Senate
today would end this chaos and insure
an equitable review process. While S.
4'/6, as reported, does not contain
every provision of the legislation as introduced, it represents a worthwhile
effort to improve the program and deserves our support.
First- and fundamental to a fair
system-the bill would require that
the claimant be given a clear and complete notice of what the review process
entails. Although the Social Security
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Administration has taken steps to improve its notices, this basic safeguard
should be incorporated into the disability statute.
Second, S. 476 would require the
standards for determining disability to
be Issued as regulations subject to
public notice and comment. This provision would accomplish three essential objectives: It would promote uniformity in decisionmaking by requiring all adjudicators to use the same
criteria; it would improve the quality
and consistency of the standards by involving the public, including the medical profession, in their development;
and it would insure that everyone involved has ready access to the standards. An attorney in Maine who represents the disabled describes the current criteria as secret because the internal agency guidelines used by State
claims examiners are not available for
public scrutiny and are so difficult for
her to obtain.
Third, the cornerstone of S. 476
would establish standards for conducting the disability reviews. When Congress passed the 1980 amendments
mandating the periodic reviews, we neglected to establish guidelines for determining when benefits should be
ceased. S. 476 would remedy this critical omission by establishing clear criteria for continuing or terminating
benefits.
As a general rule, the Secretary
could terminate benefits if the evidence shows that the individual's medIcal condition has improved and that
he can perform substantial gainful activity. If the evidence, compiled by the
Secretary and the beneficiary, demonstrates that the individual's condition
is the same as or worse than it was
when he was first granted benefits,
then he would be continued In the
program unless the Secretary finds
that one of the following exceptions
applies:
<A> The individual has benefited
from medical or vocational technology
or therapy which allows him to perform substantial gainful activity;
<B> New or improved diagnostic or
evaluative techniques indicate that
the individual's impairment is not as
disabling as it was considered to be
when benefits were first granted, and
he can perform SGA;
<C> There is substantial reason to believe that the initial decision was erroneous; or
<D> The benefits were fraudulently
obtained.
These specific criteria would clear
the confusion that shrouds the current review process and, for the first
time, provide disabled workers, their
attorneys, State claims examiners, and
administrative law judges with lucid,
fair, and unambiguous grounds for terminating or continuing benefits.

Fourth, the bill would include language on pain In the statute. For a
time, the agency eliminated the evaluation of pain section from the internal guidelines which set forth the
standards for disability decisions (the
POMS>, saying there had been an "improper emphasis on the role of pain."
The deletion contradicted the SSA's
own regulations which require consideration of a claimant's pain in reaching a disability determination. It also
ran contrary to the weight of court decisions which have recognized the importance of Pain for more than 20
years. In fact, with the exception of
the medical improvement issue, no
other factor in disability determinations has been the source of as much
litigation as the issue of pain. Although new guida.nce on pain has been
reinserted into the POMS, I believe it
is desirable to incorporate a pain
standard into the law in order to prevent future arbitrary deletions or
downgrading of the role of pain.
I have reservations, however, about
the specific pain language adopted by
the Financial Committee. The committee approved an amendment offered
by Senator LoNG which simply codifies
the current SSA pain regulation. This
regulation requires the beneficiary to
demonstrate the existence of an underlying condition that could be expected to produce disabling pain.
The problem with this language is
that many pain experts contend that
it is not always possible to pinpoint
the cause of incapacitating pain. Yet.
the existence of the pain itself can
often be reliably construed though
such indicators as a history of medication for pain, muscle atrophy, weight
loss, and limited activities.
I share Senator LoNG's belief that
subjective statements of pain should
not be considered conclusive evidence
of disability. I believe, however, that
the language in the Levin-Cohen
amendment struck the proper balance
by requiring findings, established by
medically acceptable clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques, which
demonstrate the existence of the pain,
but by not requiring proof of an underlying medical condition. With the
language substituted by the Finance
Committee, we risk denying disability
benefits to some workers who suffer
from debilitating pain that leaves
them unable to work but for which a
cause cannot be pinpointed.
The committee bill also mandates a
study on pain. It seems inconsistent to
incorporate the current standard into
law- a standard that the courts have
repeatedly criticized- and at the same
time order a study to improve our
knowledge of how pain should be evaluated.
I hope that the conferees will agree
to strike the pain standard included in
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the Finance Committee bill and either
adopt the standard in the Levin-Cohen
amendment or simply await the results of the study before legislating in
this area.
Fifth, the legislation addresses the
SSA's policy of issuing rulings of nonacquiescence when its officials disagree with Federal court decision but
choose not to appeal it. Although the
Secretary currently follows the court
decision for the individual affected in
a particular case, the court ruling is
not always adopted as binding agency
policy. When the SSA issues a ruling
of nonacquiescence, it, in effect, forces
an identically situated claimant in the
same circuit to go to court in order to
obtain relief. This renders the administrative proceedings, including the
ALJ hearing, pointless as the disabled
individual knows he will have to file a
district court action if the ALJ obeys
the SSA and ignores the court ruling.
Even though the Social Security Administration has chosen to nonacqulesce in only eight judicial opinions,
these cases have involved significant
issues, such as medical improvement,
which would significantly alter disability determinations, were they followed.
For its part, the SSA point out that
It is difficult to operate a consistent,
nationwide program if it must adopt
different standards for determining
disability In different circuits. And the
prospect of an individual being granted or denied benefits depending on
which circuit he lives in is indeed troubling.
The compromise we worked out with
Senator DoLE is, irt my judgment, a
good one. The legislation would require the Secretary to justify to Congress and to publish in the Federal
Register her decision to acquiesce or
not to acquiesce in a U.S. circuit court
ruling within 90 days after the decision is issued. This would provide an
early warning system to Congress of
possible problems in the disability program so that corrective legislation
could be enacted. The reporting requirement will also allow us to evaluate more carefully the SSA's policy
toward Federal court rulings. Finally,
the compromise includes a statement
making clear that Congress is not
sanctioning nonaquiescence by the
Secretary.
Other important provisions of S. 476
would extend for 2 more years the
continuation of benefits pending
appeal; require the Social Security AdministraLlon to conduct a five-State
demonstration in which a claimant
would have a personal interview with a
State claims examiner; and mandate
more careful consideration of individuals with multiple impairments.
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Mr. President, I want to emphasize
that I support periodic reviews of individuals receiving disability. Since a
worker does not have to be permanently disabled in order to receive benefits, it makes sense to recheck beneficiaries from time to time to insure
that only those who remain disabled
continue to collect disability checks.
Workers who have recovered should
go back to work. Periodic reviews also
provide a useful check a.g ainst the
fraud that plagues virtually every Federal program.
But what we have now is a 40-percent solution to a 20-percent problem.
The percentage of ineligibles was estimated to be about 20 percent when
Congress passed the 1980 amendments, but benefits have been terminated for twice that number. Based on
the administrative law judges' reversal
of State termination decisions, more
than 160,000 mistakes have already
been made, and that does not include
those severely disabled people who did
not pursue an appeal because they
lacked the resources, willpower. or understanding.
We should remember that individuals receiving title II benefits have
paid for this protection against disabling illness. This is not a welfare
program; it is an insurance program.
Government has a duty to be just, as
well as efficient, and right now, the
disability program is neither. As a
Presque Isle, Maine woman. whose 29year-old husband died of cancer, told
me: "The emotional stress of living
with cancer, knowing your husband
may die, is in itself overwhelming, but
to have one's own government not
care because first comes the paperwork and redtape, then comes people,
makes it even worse." Her words are
an eloquent testament to the need for
this legislation.
The time has come for the Senate to
embrace permanent, statutory reforms
in the disability program. We have
waited far too long to remedy a clearly
inhumane, inefficient, and inflexible
system for deciding who should receive disability payments.
The legislation reported by the Finance Committee is not perfect. In
particular, I have reservations about
the 3-year sunset on the medical improvement standard and the COLA
fail-safe provision, as well as the language on pain. But, on balance, this
legislation includes many features
that will protect disabled workers
from the arbitrary decisions to curtail
their benefits. Since the legislation
that will emerge from conference is
likely to provide even stronger protections, I urge my colleagues to support
this bill.
By adopting this legislation, the
Senate can reform the disability program so that its hallmarks are compas-

sion and equity rather than indifference and injustice.
Let me take this occasion to thank
Susan Collins of my staff and Linda
Gustitus of Senator LEviN's staff.
Those two outsta.nding legislation assistants have devoted hundreds of
hours to this cause and without their
talent and dedication, this triumph of
hope over despair would not have been
possible.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Kansas.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I should
have done this at the outset, but I
would like t.o say at this point that we
would not be on the floor today with
this disability reform bill if it had not
been for t he efforts of a number of
staff people. Without question, we
would not be here had it not been for
the efforts of Carolyn Weaver, a
member of the Senate Finance Committee staff. who handles social security and disability matters. I am not certain how many hours Carolyn has
been in conference with all of the concerned parties, but it has been a great
deal. I also want to note the efforts of
Joe Humphreys and Mike Stern on
the minority staff, along with Susan
Collins of Senator CoHEN's staff, and
Linda Gustitus, of Senator LEVIN's
staff.
We have also had the assistance of
the administration, representatives of
the Justice Department, HHS, and
OMB.
I must say, sometimes we bring bills
to the floor as if they just fell into our
laps. I know that Carolyn must have
had at least 50 meetings, over the past
couple of years. Make it 100, why not?
That is probably an understatement. I
have participated in maybe 10 or 20.
Literally hundreds of hours have been
spent arguing about all these things
that we are now saying are perfect. We
then come in and make speeches indicating that we have worked all of this
out.
So I want to make certain that Carolyn Weaver and the other staff who
worked so hard are properly recognized for their efforts.
This is a very, very complicated, sensitive, and emotional issue.
I think they had the same sensitivity
that I hope every Member has not to
do anythng that would detract from or
impact on someone who should be on
the rolls and to make every effort- to
go the extra mile, if necessary- to protect those people and, on the other
hand, be responsible in letting us
review those on the rolls to see if some
should not be there. I thank the staff
for that.
Mr. President, Senator HEINZ has
also been very concerned about this
legislation and has made a number of
invaluable contributions.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, the bill
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before us today, S. 476, will, if enacted,
be a meaningful step forward in reforming the current continuing disability review process <CDI's> which is
currently so unfair to beneficiaries
and such an embarrassment to the
Congress and the administration. We
should not wait any longer to protect
disabled individuals and their families
from an unfair review process, and put
an end to the wrongful practices of
the past 3 years. The legislation before
us would do that. This bill represents
a substantial compromise from costlier, more far-reaching proposals, and as
such stands as the bare minimum necessary for comprehensive reform.
It is time for the Senate to act. The
House passed a similar bill by an overwhelming vote of 410 to 1, 2 months
ago. There is enormous public support
for this legislation. We need decisive
action to restore order. uniformity,
and human decency to this program,
and to eliminate the great uncertainty
that plagues the program now.
The social security disability program has degenerated into a state of
near anarchy. In the past year, we
have witnessed an unprecedented
revolt of the States and the courts
against the Social Security Administration, and its management of the
conti.nuing eligibility reviews. Half the
States suspended the reviews altogether, or decided to conduct them under
guidelines that are more equitable
than those of SSA. Many States declared moratoria. on the reviews on
their own initiative, in open defiance
to SSA. Courts in virtually every circuit have ruled that SSA must adhere
to a medical improvement standard.
On a national level, the crisis in the
disability program has reached immense proportions. Since March 1981,
SSA has reviewed the continuing eligibility of over 1.1 million beneficiaries.
Of these, almost 500,000, or about 45
percent, have received notices informing them they are no longer eligible
for disability benefits. However, for
every two people determined ineligible
by State agencies at the initial decision level, one has his or her benefits
restored upon appeal. For those who
are not reinstated, a GAO study has
found that one-third are forced to go
on State or local welfare rolls, and less
than a quarter obtain full-time employment.
The root of this crisis is the Social
Security Administration's improper,
overzealous, and unfair implementation of the Social Security Amendments of 1980 that mandated a triennial review of the continuing eligibility
of all nonpermanently disabled beneficiaries. Rather than removing from
the rolls only those who are capable of
working, SSA cut thousands who
simply cannot work under any reason-
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able definition. This purge of the rolls
was accomplished through the hasty
and haphazard application of overly
restrictive administrative standards,
and pressure upon State agencies to
make inaccurate and unfair decisions.
The social security disability program is just that-an insurance program designed to protect American
workers in the event they become disabled. The program is funded by a specific payroll tax, and has never, is not,
and will not be in financial jeopardy
long into the future. In fact, by 1996,
trust fund reserves are expected to
exceed by two times the amount necessary for annual expenditures. Given
the enduring solvency of the DI trust
fund, I think we have an obligation to
restore administrative integrity to the
disability insurance program. Disabled
Americans have a right to some measure of certainty. predictability, and
equity in the program they contributed to throughout their working lives.
Mr. President. as a member of the
Finance Committee. I would like to be
very clear about the decisions the
Committee made and why we made
them, as I believe a transcript of our
proceedings would substantiate. I have
said that the legislation before us will
substantially reform the disability
review process, and return fairness
and uniformity to the program. Most
importantly, this legislation establishes the demonstration of medical
improvement as the primary criterion
for review of disability cases. In particular, this means that if SSA is going
to terminate eligibility for disability
benefits, the evidence in the file must
show that an individual's medical condition has improved to the degree that
he or she can actua1ly work.
The medical improvement standard
is qualified by a number of exceptions
that allow for flexibility in applying it.
For instance, where improved medical
or vocational technology allow a
person to work despite an unchanged
medical condition. or where new diagnostic techniques show an impairment
is less disabling than originally
thought, the medical improvement
standard is waived. These provisions
balance the goal of protecting beneficiaries from arbitrary termination decisions with the need to include consideration of advances in medical and
rehabilitation technology in the disability review process.
Though the medical improvement
standard in this bill represents an
enormous advance over current practice, I have serious reservations about
a number of the revisions accepted by
the Finance Committee.
Specifically, I am concerned that we
have placed a 3-year sunset on the
standard. The purpose of establishing
a medical improvement standard is to
build into the review process a struc-

tural safeguard to protect the disabled
from arbitrary changes in administrative guidelines or capricious shifts in
the adjudicative climate that surrounds the decisionmaking process. To
sunset this provision is to eliminate its
signficance as a long-term reform designed to insure continuity, predict·
ability, and fairness in this program.
Insofar as one key function of this bill
is to regain the trust and confidence of
disabled and working Americans, I
think the sunset undermines this objective.
Further, I am concerned that this
sunset does not include a strong mechanism to motivate Congress to act
once medical Improvement is repealed
at the end of 1987. It took us ever 2
years to report out the legislation
before us, and I fear that congressional inaction may do serious harm to the
disabled again in the future.
Another key dimension of the medical improvement standard reported by
the Finance Committee is the definition of who has the burden of proof in
determining whether the beneficiary's
medical condition has improved sufficient to work. In S. 476 as introduced
and amended, and in H.R. 3755, the
Pickle bill, the burden is upon the Secretary to show medical improvement.
It is assumed that shifting the burden
of proof to the agency protects the
beneficiary, and assures that he is not
in the position of having to reapply
for benefits every 3 years when his
case comes up for review.
It is this principle that once an individual has been deemed eligible for
disability insurance benefits he should
be protected from arbitrary suspension of benefits that has been incorporated into many medical improvement
judicial decisions. Judges have rightly
argued that once a beneficiary has
been entitled to benefits, it should be
the responsibility of the administering
agency to show otherwise. In the cur.
rent system, the individual starts out
guilty and has to prove he is innocent.
This does not seem appropriate in an
insurance program.
In the bill before us, it is incumbent
upon the beneficiary to prove that he
has not improved. The Secretary must
assist the individual in developing his
case, but in the last analysis, it is the
beneficiary who bears the entire
burden of proof. I have two particular
reservations about this change. First,
the Secretary never has to establish
an affirmative link between the fact
that the individual has improved, and
that this improvement is directly responsible for the individual's capacity
to work. The individual has to prove a
negative-that he has stayed the same
or gotten worse. If the Secretary finds
the argument unpersuasive, she
simply evaluates his capacity to work
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under current standards. She never
has to describe the precise relationship between the implied improvement
in medical condition and actual capac·
ity to work.
The essential purpose underpinning
a medical improvement standard is
that there should be a coherent, identifiable rationale for determining that
a beneficiary is no longer eligible for
benefits-that is, you have improved
medically and this improvement enables you to work. This casual link is
decoupled in the proposal before us,
and I fear that SSA may terminate
people whose conditions has not
stayed the same, yet who has not improved enough to actually seek and
engage in employment.
Second, I am concerned that this
standard not be applied in a fashion
that disadvantages the mentally disabled, whose very impairment may
preclude them from developing and
presenting their case. More generally,
I fear that many beneficiaries have
not meticulously held onto every medical document related to their disability, and may have problems clearly
demonstrating that they have not improved since their admittance to the
rolls 5, 10, or 15 years ago. It is critical
that every effort be made on the part
of the State agencies to assist beneficiaries in collecting such documentation.
This legislation incorporates the
major features of S. 1144, a bill I introduced which passed the Senate last
summer. Essentially, my bill and the
para.Uel provisions in this legislation
requires HHS to revise the rules and
regulations that govern the assessment of mental impairments, and utilize qualified psychiatrists and psychologists in reviewing the medical
evidence for mentally disabled beneficiaries.
It is important to note the Finance
Committee did make one major
change in this area. Rather than explicitly mandating that a qualified
mental health professional complete
the medical evaluation before a termination decision, this bill only requires
that SSA make every reasonable effort
to secure the appropriate personnel to
do so. It is critical that this revision
not be interpreted loosely. In the past
3 years, SSA has proven either uninterested or unwilling to recruit qualified psychiatrists and psychologists. In
some cases, SSA has attracted the
right people. but do not utilize them in
evaluating mental impairment cases.
In other cases. State agencies do not
provide sufficient reimbursement for
professional services. It is crucial that
"every reasonable effort" be construed
to mean both that available personnel
be utilized properly and that State
agencies actively recruit appropriate
professionals and set fees that are
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usual, customary, and prevailing for
psychiatric and psychological services.
One provision in this legislation that
I have serious reservations about is
the legislative codification of current
administrative regulations governing
the assessment of pain. In this bill, we
limit the Secretary to only considering
pain that has a medically identifiable
source of underlying impairment. Objective medical evidence of pain in
which an underlying cause cannot be
found is deemed irrelevant for the
purposes of establishing disability.
Subjective evidence of pain is also excluded. It seems to me that this standard does not conform to the state of
the art in medical and scientific
knowledge, and sets an overly narrow
and unrealistic standard. Pain is an extraordinarily complicated medical phenomenon, and it is frequently the case
that pain that can be objectively identified cannot be linked to an underlying impairment. To deny the existence
of this phenomenon in this program
seems to be a serious mistake, one that
we will have to correct in the future.
The legislation requires SSA to consider the combined effects of multiple
impairments upon a claimant's capacity to work. In the past, a person with
10 nonsevere impairments could be
denied benefits, despite the interactive
effects these impairments may
produce. This provision, like many
others in this amendment, makes the
review process fairer and more realistic in evaluating an individual's capacity to function in a work environment.
The Finance Committee chose to
limit the application of this provision
to just the question of the severity of
a claimant's medical condition, which
is the second step in the sequential
evaluation. This will prevent many of
the worst abuses that have occurred in
the past 3 years, but it is important to
emphasize that the Secretary should
also consider the combined effect of
multiple impairments in the assessment of residual functional capacity,
which is intended to serve as a review
of the whole person. I am concerned
that SSA's current method of evaluating residual functional capacity may
be overly bureaucratic, and may not
have the structural flexibility to allow
for a truly individual assessment of capacity to work.
This bill continues benefits to beneficiaries through the administrative
law judge stage in the appeals process
fer 2 years, which is critical in the
period of transition between old policy
and new. I feel it is important that no
beneficiary suffer undue financial
hardship while his or her case is still
pending conclusion.
One problem that has continually
plagued this program is the lack of
consistency of standards among various levels of adjudication. This legislat ion will serve to establish uniform
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procedure would include a modified "medical l.mprovement" standard, whereby an individual's disability benefits could generally
not be terminated if the individual could
demonstrate that his condition had not
medically improved since a previous deter·
mination of disability had been made.
The bill provides for the expiration of this
new procedure at the end of calendar year
1987. The committee has indicated its intention to review the experience under the revised procedure, with the possibility that
the medical improvement standard could be
extended beyond its legislated expiration
date. The current estimates, however, only
reilect the costs resulting from the effect of
the medical improvement standard during
the period ending in 1987.
Previous estimates have included a range
of examples with respect to the possible retrospective application of a medical improvement standard. However, the current bill includes specific language with respect to the
application of this provision: it would apply
to new decisions after enactment and to certain cases in the appeals "pipeline" as of the
date of committee action on the bill.
The "pipeline" is defined in the bill to Include those cases that <1> have not yet had a
final decision of the Secretary, <2> cases covered under individual Federal court appeals,
and <3> other cases covered under class
action suits where the class was certified by
the date of committee action. Therefore,
the attached estimates for the current bill
include only one set of costs for the medical
improvement standard.
Th€ second provision with a significant
cost is section 3 which would provide for the
continuation of benefits during the appeal
of a medical cessation. Benefits could con[Memorandum)
tinue on appeal through the Administration
MAY 18. 1984.
From Eli N. Donkar. Office of the Actuary. Law Judge decision in cases where the iniSubject Estimated Additional OASDI Bene- tial cessation was issued before June 1986.
fit Payments Under S. 476 as Reported Furthermore, no payments would be made
under this pt·ovision for months after Januby the Senate Committee on Finance.
The attached table presents the estimated ary 1987.
It should be noted that a third section of
additional OASDI benefit payments that
would result from the proposed disability the bill has the potential for a significant
amendments contained in S. 476 as reported impact on DI Trust Fund outlays, although
by the Senate Committee on Finance on under the alternative li-B assumptions it
May 16. 1984. The estimates are based on would have no effect. Section 17 provides
the alternative li-B assumptions of the 1984 for the automatic adjustment or benefit inTrustees Report. In this respect, the basic creases otherwise applied to benefits paid
program assumptions underlying these esti· from the DI Trust Fund. Under that provi·
mates are the same as those used for my sion. DI benefit increases would be reduced
memorandum dated May 4, 1984, showing if a specified DI ·•trust fund ratio" is estisimilar estimates for earlier versions of mated to decline below a 20-percent "trigger
these propcsals. ln particular, these esti- level." Benefits payable to new beneficiaries
mates do not reflect the effects of the na- joining the rolls might also be affected, if
tional moratorium on periodic reviews an- requi!'ed to maintain a 20-percent level of
nounced April 13. 1984 b~· Secretary Heck- trust fund assets. Under the alternative II-B
assumptions, this trust fund ratio is estimatler.
This final Committee bill represents a ed to stay above 30 percent during the procombination of provisions contained in the jection period 1984-89. Therefore. the cited
two packages of proposals described in my provision would not result in benefit reducearlier memorandum. In addition, S. 476 tions.
Under more adverse conditions. however,
contains three new sections that provide for
<1> closer monitoring of cases where benefits such as those contained in the 1984 Trustare sent to representative payees, <2> im- ees Report alternative III assumptions, the
proved State compliance with Federal law corresponding ratios are estimated to fall
and standards established for the disability below the "trigger level" beginning in 1988.
determination process. and <3> a mechanism Consequently, under that set of assumpto automatically restrict the level of annual tions, this provision would result in reduced
cost-of-living benefit increases to Dl benefi- benefit im~reases for DI beneficiaries beginciaries if DI Trust Fund assets fall below 20 ning in December 1986.
The average OASDI cost over the long
percent of annual DI outlays.
The attached table indicates that there range <1984-2058) is estimated to be less
are two key provisions with respect to costs than 0.005 percent of taxable payroll, for
attributable to the bill under this set of as- each section of the bill separately and for
sumptions. The first of these, contained in the total cost of all sections combined.
ELI N. DoNKAR, Ph.D., A.S.A.,
section 2, would temporarily institute a reSupervisory Actuary.
vised procedure for the determination of
Attachment.
continuing disability eligibility. The revised

standards binding all levels of the decisionmaking process by bringing SSA
under the requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act. This will also
insure that basic review criteria can be
modified only after a proposed rule
change has been published and opened
to public comment.
Mr. President, this legislation is desperately needed. It is supported by the
States who have to administer this
program. It is backed by every group
concerned with the disabled. In field
hearings held in Dallas and Chicago, I
was struck by the unanimity of support for comprehensive reform among
beneficiaries, lawyers. physicians, psychiatrists, social workers, service providers, disability examiners, State administrators, and all the other institutional actors involved with the continuing disability reviews. Though I
am unhappy with some of the changes
made in the Finance Committee, I
think this bill represents a genuine
compromise, one that I feel should be
passed immediately.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that a summary of
the provisions of the bill, as well as
the official cost estimate for the bill,
be printed in the RECORD immediately
following my statement.
There being no objection, the cost
estimates and summary were ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
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ESTIMATED ADDITIONAl OASOI BENEFIT PAYMENTS UNDER S. 476 AS REPORTED BY THE SENATE COMMITIEE ON FINANCE
(In mulicns)
flscclyw1984

2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10

II

12
14
IS
16
11
i8

Revim CDR prc.c:e<ture, iocloding medical imprwem~nt sta~dard ' .........................................................................................................
Continuation of benefits durin~ a~;t (t~rougb AU 101 illitial ctsS.Jtions bef01e June 1986)................................................................

~I~~~~~:dn~d~~~i~~~t ~~::!r~~~~i:~~~::::: : : : : : : : : : : :::::::: : : : : :. : : ::=:.: : : ::: . :::=:.: .: : . :.: .:: .:::: : : : : : ~: ::

1985

SISO
60

!~!

1986

S44D
130

!~!

1987

$400
110

!!!

1988

$410
60

S400
50

~~~

Total 198489

1989

$2,050
450

$250
40

!i~

~~~

~:~

5r~~~~~~;;~pa~'~::~~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::.::::~:::: :: : : :,::::::::::::: :::::::: ::~:::::::,::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::: :: :: :::: ·: ·::::::::=:::::::::::::=i~i::··· . .........I:I·····......... ·(:r··········-··..·;!f.. . .... . . ;!a····.. ..........;~~-·-·· · · ······;~~

.

. .

Mod1ficalion of recoosideratillll pre-review notice......................................................................................................................................

(2 )

(')

!oJ

(2)

(%!

(')

(' )

Monitorin« of representative p.l~.... .................................................................................................................. ........ ............................
"fail-sale· red~clion of automatic be11elit increases for 01 benefit.............................................................................. ..........................

l•!('

!•)')

('!(')

('(2!

~·~

(')
l'j

('l(')

~~if~t;J~~~;~~~:;:~~:~.~~~::~~:.~: : ~:·:~~-·: :.: :.:.: :.: : : :.: : ~~::: ~: :~: ·:~~~:~:~:·:~: ·~:· : : : ~., .,: : :·:.,: ·:~: ~ : : : .: : : : ·~~>.::: : ·:·: ·: : ·:~~r:: :: : ~: =::~~r··:~:::::·: ·: ~~>.-~:: : : .: .: : ~~>..:::=::=::~:~~~;~::~:.: : ~~:::;~'~:fu~~f J~..~~.~..~~~~~-~~i~~-e-~lt·h·~~~-~~~..~:~~..~~-~~~:~~..~~~.. ~.~~~~~~-~=~~~~-'~-~~-~.::::::::
1

~;~

1;~

l;o

•

i~o

iio

4~~

z.i~~

• See COitri~g mefllOfand~m cooctrning which grGups v.~uld be subject to the ne'N prooedure.
• CoSl Of sav1ngs less than $5,000,000.
>No cost is shown for lhis pr~1ision since e!isling adminislratillll initiatives are expect~ to accomplish lhe same re.sulls under present law.
• No cosl is shown lor l~is provisicm sino:e, undet this set ol ass~mp!ioos, the cJlllropriate 01 trusl fun~ ratio does nol faN below the 20percent "lriggez lEvel" in lhis pe~ic.d.
• No cost is shown lor this II/C'Iisio.1 since estimates assume t~al any noncompliance of States wollld enlf 1Jil0.1 enactment of a n:eti'~C.JI II!IprC'I!menl standard for conlinuitlg disa00lit1 reviews.
• tm:ludes S90,000.000 due to contirluatillll or bellefils durirlg a(llleal for past CDR terminations which would be reopened and evaluated uiii1Er lhe new medical improvement stand<rd but whic~ would nul be •einslaled.
Noles: ()) The above eslimales do not reflect the elfecls of the national moralori•m on periooic review =s announced on Apr. 13, 1984 by Secreta.y Heckler. Sl>e memorandum dated Apr. 24, 1984. by !li N. Doohr fOf a dis<:ussion of
this issve. (2) Estimales shown for eadl section alone exc!<m the effects of interaction with other proposals. Total cosls for biH reflect such inle~aclions. (3) Oue 10 the uncerl.linty coocernitlg the effects of many of these proposals. actual
experience could vary substantially from these estimates. (4) £stimales are base:l on the 1984 Trustees Report alternative 11-8 mumptions.
Source: Social Security Adminisbalion, Office ol t~.e Actua.y, May 18, 1984.
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U.S. CONGRESS,
Washington, DC, May 18, 1984.

Hon. ROBERT DOtE,

Chainnan, Committee on Finance,
Senate. Washington, DC.
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TABlE i.-ESTIMATED BUDGETARY EFFECTS OF S. 476Continued
(By f•sccl y£a•s: in millions ol dolla~>)
Budget fuoction

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional
600:•
Budget Office has reviewed the provisions Funclion
Budget authority ..........................
10
II
of s. 476. the Social Security Disability
fstimaled outlays .........................
10
II
Amendments of 1984, as ordered reported Toial cost or savings:
8udgel authoJity ..........................
4 29
8 - 16 - 29 - 44
by the Senate Committee on Finance on
Estimated oullays ......................... 57 308 300 190 192 168
May 18, 1984. We have not received a copy
of this bill. The attached cost estimate iz
• funding 101 entitlements that re~~uires further a)lO!opuai!OilS actiorL
based on committee documents, and on conversations with committee staff.
BASIS FOR ESTIMATE
If you wish further details on this estiThis bill would change the disability procmate, we will be pleased to provide them.
ess for those individuals who undergo conSincerely,
tinuing disability reviews !CDR's> and for
RUDOLPH G . PENNER.
those who apply for Disability Insurance
<DI> and Supplemental Security Income
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, COSl'
<SSI> benefits. Historically, continuing disESTIMATE
ability reviews have been performed on
1. Bill Number: S. 476.
medical diaried cases- those cases which the
2. Bill Title: Social Security Disability Social Security Administration <SSA> evaluAmendments of 1984.
ates as having some chance of medical im3. Bill Status: As ordered reported by the provement within a specific length of time.
Senate Committee on Finance, May 18, In 1981, SSA began an intensified process of
periodically reviewing all cases on the rolls
1984.
4. Bill Purpose: To amend Title II of the not considered permanently disabled.
It is difficult to project the costs of the
Social Security Act to provide for reform of
the disability determination process.
provisions in this bill for several reasons.
5. Estimated Cost to the Federal Govern- First. there are little dat!l available on the
ment: The following table shows the esti- charact-eristics of the people who have been
mated costs of this bill t o the federal gov- terminated from the DI rolls as a result of
ernment. These estimates assume an effec- the continuing disability investigations.
tive date retroactive to May 1, 1984, unless Second, the Administration has changed
otherwise noted. The estimate was prepared some of its policies regarding the review
without a draft of the bill. Estimates were process a number of times. and it is unprepared based on committee documents known how these changes will affect the
and en conversations with committee staff. number of terminations from the program.
In addition, there are many class action
cases pending in the court system. The
TABLE i.-ESTIMATED BUDGETARY EFFECTS OF S. 476
impact of this bill on the outcome of these
cases is unclear. Finally, the language of the
(Oy liscal ytars: in millions of dollars]
provisions allow for various interpretations
Boogel hmctoon
19&4 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 which would affect costs.
This cost estimate assumes that 110,000
FU!ldron ssn,•
medical diary reviews would be performed
Bodg~t authority_........................
1D 12 II
annually. The number of periodic reviews is
Eslimated oollays ........................
10 12
II
assumed tc decline from less than 300,000 in
Function 570:
BL'Cfgel autholity .........................
28 19
8 13
6 1984 to 120,000 in 1989, as the percentage of
Estimated oul~ys ....... .................
13 55 42 43 30 beneficiaries already reviewed increases. Apfunction 650:
Budget authority .......................... - 1 - 14 - 31 -45 -55 - 67 proximately 45 percent of the medical diary
Estimated outlays ........................ 46 220 225 127 136 121 reviews are estimated to result in initial ter-

minations of benefit payments, but CBO estimates about 57 percent of these beneficiaries would have their benefits restored
after appeals are reviewed. For periodic reviews, the percentage of initial terminations
is projected to decline from 40 percent in
1984 to 20 percent in 1989. About 55 percent
of those initially terminated from the rolls
after a perioctic review are estimated to have
their benefits restored in the appeal process.
There are also costs to the Medicare program which would result from a larger
number of recipients continuing to receive
DI benefits, because most DI beneficiaries
also receive assistance from the Hospital Insurance <HI> or Supplemental Medical Insurance <SMI> components of the Medicare
program. Estimates of these costs are based
on the average number of disabled beneficiaries receiving HI and SMI and on the average benefit payments for these programs.
There are also costs to the Medicaid program because SSI beneficiaries generally receive Medicaid.
Table 2 displays CBO's outlay estimates
for the major sections of the bill. Following
the table is a description of the methodology used for the estimates of the outlays for
each section listed in Table 2.

TABlE2.-ESTIMATEO OUTLAYS RESUlTING FROM THE
MAJOR PROVISIONS INS. 476
)By fiStal jt2<s: in milliOIIS ol d~tars)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Ttrminatioo of tenelils based on
medical improvement:
Ct ..........................................
HI and SMl..............................
Medicaid..................................
SSI...........................................
Mu!l"e imp.~irme~~ts:
01............................................
HI and SMI... .....................
Medicaid .................................
SSt........... - ............................
Continued paymenl during a(llleal:
Dt ............................................
HI and SMI..............................
Me-dical perSOflne! qualifications:
Dl ............................................
HI anlf SMI............................ ..
Medicaid_ ...............................
SSt ........................................
Co~iance 11ilh coort orders .......-.

2l
4
( ')
1

(')
(' )
(' )
(')
25
3

86 123 130 113
25 35 40 35
3
4
4
3
3
4
4
3

90
25
3
3

13

IS

I
3

I
3

10

10

1
2

I
2

20
3
2
5

4

1

l:JI '12
149
48

1

II
I
I
l

2

2

112 - 20
20
0
I

(•)

I

,.,

(')
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TABlE 2. -ESTIMATED OUTLAYS RESUlTING fROM THE
MAJOR PROVISIONS IN S. 476-Continued
[By fiscal ye.ll1: in millions

or dc(lars)

1984 1985 1986 1981 1988 1989

VocationJirellabihlation:
01 ................................._........ {')
2 4 1
HI and SMI.............................. {') (') (') (')
SSI ........................................... (') (') (') (')
&rrnsioo or seclio~s 1619a and
\6\9b:
Med;caid ···················- ··-···-··· 3
SSI ........................................... {')
Total outlays: • ...................

Sl

308

300

8

I'')>

i90 19l

8

(')

{')

0
0

168

• less lhan $500.000.
• The costs ol !hi! provision c.l~nol IJe estimated ~·~e they dljlend on
fulure court decisions.
• The details do r.ol alii! to lhe tolall due to interaction lleto'leen provisions.
Note.-This eslilr.a!e was prepared based on conversations with commilt<e
stall. A dlart ol the bill as ordered reported has nol IJetn received.
TERMINATION OF BENEFITS BASED ON MEDICAL
IMPROVEMENT

The medical improvement provision in S.
476 would require SSA to show that a current recipient's disabling condition has
medically improved before the benefit could
be terminated. Under current law, the condition of a beneficiary is compared to the
medical listings and other guidelines to determine if the recipient is still disabled. SSA
does not haOJe to establish medical improvement, but only that the recipient is not disabled under current standards.
In 1979, the medical standards were made
more precise; some beneficiaries who previously qualified under the old standards are
now being terminated as not disabled under
the new. These new standards toughened
and codified stricter evaluation guidelines in
determining disability. Prior to the new
standards, 33.9 percent of reviews resulted
in cessations; after 1979, these cessations
before appeal were 40.9 percent of those reviewed. It is assumed that the resulting 20
percent increase in cessations were for those
not meeting the new procedures but previously found disabled under the old. CBO assumes that 20 percent of those currently
terminated are the result of this change,
and are the group that would be affected by
this medical improvement standard.
Of the 20 percent initially denied benefits
under current law for medical improvement,
we project that 85 percent would appeal and
75 percent of those who appeal would be
continued on the rolls. Therefore, under
current law, about 64 percent of the people
losing benefits initially and whose disabilities have not improved would ultimately be
continued on the DI rolls. Costs for the
medical improvement provision would result
from the continuation of benefits for the remaining 36 percent, who under current law,
would not appeal or who would lose an
appeal and would consequently be dropped
from the rolls. In 1985, the first full year
this provision would be in effect, it is estimated that approximately 6,500 people
would be retained on the rolls as a result of
this provision. The additional number of
beneficiaries receiving DI as a result of this
provision would fall over time as CBO's estimate of the number of CDRs performed declines. The costs to DI, including administrative expenses, are estimated to rise from
$22 million in 1984 to $130 million in 1987,
declining to $90 million by 1989. This estimate is assumed to be applied only to prospective cases and to certain cases currently
in the court system. In SSI, only concurrent
cases-those receiving both DI and SSIwould be affected because no CDRs have
been planned for ssr only cases.

This medical improvement provision will
expire on December 31, 1987. It is possible
that a larger number of terminations than
currently estimated will occur after that
date, since those not terminated from the
rolls in the intervening period may be reevaluated after 1987. This could negate
some of the costs shown in 1988 and 1989.
This estimate does not include any effect of
such potential savings in 1988 and 1989.
The standards set by this provision will
also apply to individual litigants in pending
court cases and to certain members of certified class action suits. The impact that this
part of the provision will have on the ultimate decision in the court cases is difficult
to estimate. Specifying standards could fa·
cilitate judgements in favor of the claimant
and result in increased program costs. However, judgements could still go against the
claimant, or the law could be interpreted
less favorably towards the claiml!.nt, lowering costs attributable to the bill. No impact
on costs or savings is included in this estimate from the provision's impact on oending court cases.
-
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by this change. DI costs would range from
negligible in 1984 to S8 million in 1989. SSI
costs would be insignificant.
Compliance with court orders
T his provision requires SSA to apply the
decisions of the circuit courts of appeal to
all beneficiaries residing within states
within the circuit, until or unless the decision is overruled by the Supreme Court.
This provision could substantially increase
costs but these effects cannot be estimated
since they would depend on the outcome of
future court decisions.
Fail-sale financing proposal

This provision would require the Secretary of HHS to reduce or eliminate the costof-living adjustments and to reduce benefits
for current and future disabled workers if
the Disability Insurance trust fund's reserve
is projected to decline to less than 20 percent of a year's outlays. This mechanism
would trigger only if the Congress takes no
other action. The trust fund balance used
for this calculation would Include the funds
owed to it by the OASI trust fund- currentMultiple impainnents
ly $5 billion. CBO does not project the Dl
This provision would require SSA to con- fund t.o fall below this level. The estimated
sider whether the combination of the appli- DI costs in this bill do not trigger the benecant's disabilities is se\·ere enough to keep fit reduction mechanism.
the individual from working at the "signifiExtension of sections 1619a and 1619b
cant gainful activity" lt>vel in the case where
Sections 1619a and 1619b provide SSI and
no one impairment is considered severe Medicaid benefits to disabled individuals
enough to warrant benefit payments. The who work and who would not otherwise be
SSA estimates that about 500 additional eligible for benefits because their earnings
cases per year would be added to the rolls as exceed the "substantial gainful activity"
a result of this provision. This would in- level. These sections. which expired on Decrease DI costs by a range of less than cember 31, 1983, are extended by these
$500,000 in 1984 to $15 million in 1989. In amendments through June 30, 1987. Section
SSI. about 150 cases would be added initial- 1619a is estimated to add 575 persons to the
ly, increasing SSI costs by a negligible SSI rolls in 1984 and 950 by 1986. Section
amount in 1984 and by $3 million in 1989.
1619b is estimated to add 8,300 persons to
Continued payment during appeal
the Medicaid rolls in 1984 and 10,500 by
This provision would pro\·ide for contin- 1986.
6. Estimated cost to staLe and local govued payment of disability benefits through
the Administrative Law Judge <ALJ> level of ernments: A number of the provisions of
appeal for those individuals who appeal this bill would increase expenditures of
SSA's decisions to end their benefits as a state and local governments. The estimated
result of CDRs. This provision would affect net impact of tile bill on state and local exterminations through June 1986 and contin- penditures is less than $5 million a year.
The changes in SSI would increase state
ue benefit payments until January 1, 1987.
The estimated costs, including administra- and local government costs because virtualtive costs, are $25 million in 1984 and $149 ly all states supplement federal ssr benemillion in 1985. Tile costs arise as a result of fits. By making more persons eligible for
extra benefits paid to those who ultimately SSI benefits, state costs would increase.
lose their appeal but do not repay the inter- States are also affected by the added outim benefits as required under this provision. lays in Medicaid because states finance a
The estimate assumes that seven months of portion of the program. The current state
additional benefits are paid to each individ- financing share is 46 percent.
There could be some offsets to these
ual and that 15 percent of those who are finally terminated repay the extra benefits. added SSI and Medicaid costs t.o the extent
This repayment is expected to occur in the that persons made eligible for DI and SSI
by the bill might otherwise be eligible for
year after the benefits are paid.
general assistance or health care financed
Medical personnel qualifications
fully by states and localities. These potenThis provision would require that the Sec- tial offsets are not included in the cost estiretary of HHS make every reasonable effort mate.
to ensure that a psychologist or a psychia7. Estimate comparison: None.
trist complete a medical evaluation in
8. Previous CBO estimate: None.
mental impairment case before the individ9. Estimate prepared by: Stephen Chaiual can be denied benefits. The SSA expects kind, Janice Peskin.
fewer than 500 individuals will be added to
10. F.stimate approved by: C. G. Nuclmls,
the rolls annually as a result of this change for James L. Blum, Assistant Director for
in procedure. DI costs would be less than Budget Analysis.
$500,000 in 1985, rising to $20 million by
1989, while SSI costs would total $5 million
DEtAILED SUMMARY OF COMMIITEE BILL
by 1989.
Vocational rehabilitation

SEC. 2. MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

Present law
This provision changes the regulations
There is no distinction in the law between
concerning benefit payments for individuals
participating in vocational rehabilitation how eligibility for disability benefits is to be
programs. The SSA estimates that about determined for people newly applying for
300 individuals per year would be affected ability benefits is to be determined for
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people newly applying for benefits and
those on the rolls being reviewed to assess
their continuing eligibility. Eligibility or ineligibility is based on the the standards of
disability <in the law, regulations, and Commissioner's rulings> in effect at the time of
the most recent decision.
Under the law, disability means inability
to engage in any substantial gainful act.ivity
by reason of a medically determinable physical or mental impairment which can be expected to end in death or has lasted or can
be expected to last for a continuous period
of at least 12 months.
Prior to the Secretary's announcement, on
April 13. 1984, of a temporary. nationwide
moratorium of periodic reviews. 9 Stales
were operating under a court-ordered medical improvement standard, and 9 States had
suspended reviews pending implementation
of a court-ordered medical improvement
standard or pending action by circuit court.
Committee amendment

The Committee amendment modifies,
through December 31, 1987, the require·
ments and procedures used for determining
continuing eligibility for disability benefits.
If the Secretary finds that there has been
no medical improvement in the individual's
impairment!s) Cother than medical improvement which is not related to his work ability), the Secretary would have the burden to
show that there has been one of the following improvements or changes in circum·
stances prior to determining whether such
beneficiary is disabled under the meaning of
the law: <a> the individual has benefitt:d
from medical or v0cational therapy or technology; !b) new or improved diagnostic or
evaluative techniques inclicate the individual's impairment!s) is not as disabling as be·
lieved at the time of the last decision: <c>
the prior determination was fraudulently
obtained; or <d> there is demonstrated substantial reason to believe that the prior de·
termination was erroneous.
If none of the above factors are met, bene·
fits would be continued <whether or not the
individual would have been found to be able
to perform substantial gainful activity). If
any of these factors are met, the Secretary
would then determine whether the individ·
ual can perform substantial gainful activity.
If he can, benefits would be terminated.
If the Secretary finds that the evidence
does not show that the individual's condition is the same as or worse than at the time
of the prior determination, the Secretary
would determine whether the individual can
perform substantial gainful activity, and, if
he can, benefits would be terminated.
Benefits would also be terminated if the
individual is currently engaging in substantial gainful activity or if the individual
cannot be located or fails, without good
cause, to cooperate in the review or to
follow prescribed treatment that could be
expected to restore his abilit.y to work.>
In making a determination, the Secretary
shall consider the evidence in the file as any
additional information concerning the
claimant's current or prior condition that is
secured by the Secretary or provided by the
claimant. CThe Secretary is thus not limited
to considering only the prior decision or the
evidence developed at the time of the prior
decision.)
In the case of a finding relating to medical
improvement, the burden of proof is on the
claimant. That burden cannot be met by allegations regarding the beneficiary's condition; objective evidence containing clinical
findings, laboratory findings and diagnosis,
as outlined in regulations, must be provided.

In other words, for benefits to be continued.
the individual must state and the evidence
in the file must show that the individual's
medica\ condition is the same as or worse at
the time of the last decision <or, if there is
medical improvement, it is not related to
work ability).
In the case of a finding relating to factors
a-d, the Secretary has the burden of proof.
In other words, for benefits to be terminated on the basis of any of these reasons. the
evidence in the file must show that one of
these factors is met.
The Committee bill requires that regulations to implement the medical improvement standard shall be published within 6
months of enactment.
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for higher cost> than the Committee intends.
Individuals remanded to the Secretary for
review or those who request review within
the allowable time limit could elect to receive payments on an interim basis pending
redetermination of their eligibility under
the new standard. These payments would
commence with the month in which the individual requests that such payments be
made. Individuals who are found eligible for
benefits under the new standard would receive any additional benefits that may be
due for the retroactive period since their
benefits were ceased. Any interim payments
made to individuals found ineligible under
the new standard would be subject to recovery as overpayments under the same condiEffective date
tions that apply to payments made under
The new standard would (subject to the the continuation of benefits during appeal
sunset> be applied to future determinations provision in existing law.
of continuing eligibility and to a11 individSEC. 3. CONTINUATION 0~' PAYMENTS DURING
uals who currently have claims properly
APPEAL
pending in the administrative appeals proc·
Present
law
ess. The amendment would further direct
that continuing disability cases properly
DI benefits are automatically payable for
pending in the Courts <as of the date of the month the beneficiary is notified of inCommittee action> would be remanded to eligibility and for the 2 following months.
the Secretary for review by the Secretary Benefits do not generally continue during
under the new standard. <This amendment appeal. Based on a Supreme Court decision,
would also apply to new court cases which supplemenal security income <SSI> payare timely filed by individuals who have ments must continue through opportunity
completed the administrative appeals proc- for an evidentiary hearing.
ess during the period between March 15,
Under a temporary provision in P.L. 971984 and 60 days after enactment.> This 455 <as extended by P.L. 98-118>. individuals
remand procedure would apply only to indi- notified of a termination decision could
vidual litigants and to members of class ac- elect to have DI benefits and Medicare covtions identified by name.
erage continued during appeal- through the
In the case of other members of class ac- month proceeding the month of the admin·
tions, a different rule would be fo11owed. istrative law judge <ALJ> hearing decision.
The Secretary would be required to notify These additional DI benefits are subject to
any member of a class who has. prior to the recovery as overpayments if the initial terdate of committee action, been properly cer· mination decision is upheld. This provision
tified as a class member Ceven though not in- expired for terminations on or after Decem·
dividually named> that these individuals ber 7, 1983. Committee amendment: The
would be aJ:.owed a period of 60 days from Committee amendment reauthorizes paythe date of notification to request a review ments pending appeal through the ALJ
of the determination that they are no hearing for terminations prior to June 1.
longer disabled. If they make such a request 1986.
within the 60 days. their case will be re·
SEC. 4. UNIFORM STANDARDS
viewed administratively under the new
Present law
standards established by the bill. The result
The guidelines for making social security
of that review could be further appealed
under rules of appeal established by the disability determinations are contained in
Social Security Act and Secretary's regula- regulations. social security rulings, and the
Operating
Manual System
tions. If they fail to request such a review, Program
however, they would lose the right of judi- cPOMS>.
cial review of their case-just as claimants
Regulations. or substantive rules. have the
under current law Jose such rights if they force and effect of law and are therefore
fail to make timely appeals, and as unnamed binding on all levels of adjudication-state
members of class action litigation now Jose agencies. administrative law judges. the
their rights of appeal if ~hey fail to make a Social Security Administrations <SSA'sl. Aptimely application for the relief which is or- peals Council, and the Federal Courts. On a
dered under the class action.
voluntary basis, SSA issues its regulations in
In the case of any individual with respect accordance with the public notice and comto whom a continuing disability determina- ment rulemaking requirements of the Adtion has become administratively final prior ministrative Procedure Act <APA). The APA
to the date of Committee action and who requirements do not, however. apply to
has not initiated a court action either indi- social security programs because of a genervidually or as a member of a class properly al exception for benefit programs.
Rulings consist of interpretative policy
certified prior to such date. the amendment
would provide that the administrative deter- statements issued by the Commissioner and
mination of the Secretary is final and con- other interpretations of law and regulaclusive and not subject to appeal. In other tions. selected decisions of the Federal
words, the amendment would not allow for courts and ALJs, and selected opinions of
redetermination in the case of Individuals the General Counsel. Rulings often provide
who have failed to exercise their appeal detailed elaboration of the regulations helprights and therefore have no reason to con- ful for public understanding. By regulation,
sider themselves protected by the certifica- the rulings are binding on all levels of adjution of a class action. This would avoid the dication.
possibility that a future certification of one
The POMS are a compilation of detailed
or mere class actions-or even a nationwide policy instructions and step-by-step proceclass action might give the Committee deci- dures for the use of State agency personnel
sion much broader retrospective effect <and in developing and adjudicating claims. The
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POMS are not binding on the Administrative Law Judges. the Appeals Council. or the
Courts.
Committee amendme11t

The Committee amendment would reQuire
the Secretary to establish by regulation uniform standards of eligibility to be binding
on all levels of adjudication in determining
whether individuals are disabled under the
meaning of the Social Security Act. Such
regulations must be published in accordance
with the rulemaking reQuirements of the
APA (thus removing SSA's exclusion from
the provisions of the APA on matters relating to the determination of disability.>
Effective date

This provision is effective on enactment.
SEC. 5. MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT
REVIEWS

Present law

Under the Disability Amendments of 1980,
all DI beneficiaries with non-permanent impairments must be reviewed at least once
every 3 years to assess their continuing eligibility for benefits. Individuals with permanent impairments may be reviewed less freQuently. Presently, there is no distinction in
the law between the rate of review for individuals with physical and mental impairments.
Under an Administration initiative <of
June 7, 1983>. periodic eligibility reviews
have been suspended for those mental impairment cases involving functional psychotic disorders. pending a revision arrived
at in consultation with outside mental
health experts, or the criteria used for determining disability.
Under a subseQuent Administration action
<announced April 13. 1984), all periodic eligibility reviews have been suspended temporarily.
Commil.lee amendment

The Committee amendment suspends eligibility reviews for all individuals with disabilities based on mental impairments pending a revision of the eligibility criteria. Such
revisions would be made in consultation
with outside mental health and vocational
rehabilitation experts. Also, a redetermination of eligibility under new criteria <and reinstatement of benefits where appropriate>
would be reQuired for individuals denied
benefits after enactment and prior to revision of criteria, and to those terminated
from the rolls since June 7, 1983.
Effective date

Such revised eligibility criteria must be
published as regulations within 90 days
after enactment.
SEC. G. QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL
PROFESSION IlLS

Present law

By regulation. the State review team
making disability determinations must consist of a State agency medical consultant
<physician> and a State agency disability examiner. Under SSA operating instructions,
both must sign the disability determinaLion.
CommiUee amendment

The Committee amendment would require
that in the case of an individual seeking
benefits on the basis of a mental impairment, in which a decision unfavorable to the
claimant or beneficiary is being made, the
Secretary must make every reasonable
effort to ensure that a Qualified psychiatrist
or psychologist completes the medical portion of the evaluation and any assessment
of residual functional capacity.

Effective date

This provision is effective for determinations made on or after date of enactment.
SEC. 7. NONACQUIESCENCE TO CIRCUIT COURT
DECISIONS AFFECTING POLICY

Present law

The Social Security Administration <SSA>
abides by all final judgments of Federal
courts with respect. to the individuals in particular suits. but does not consider itself
bound to implement the policy approach
embodied in such decisions with respect to
nonlitigants. In the infrequent case that a
circuit court decision is contrary to the Secretary's interpretation of the Social Security Act and regulations, SSA may at times
issue a ruling of nonacquiescence stating it
will not adopt the court's decision as agency
policy. There are now 8 rulings of nonacQuiescence.
Committee amendment

In the case of U.S. Court of Appeals decisions affecting the Social Security Act or
regulations, the Committee amendment
would reQuire the Secretary to send to the
Committees on Finance and Ways and
Means and publish in the Federal Register,
a statement of the Secretary's decision to
acQuiesce or not acQuiesce in such court decision. and the specific facts and reasons in
support of the Secretary's decision. In cases
where the Secretary is acquiescing, the reporting reQuirement would apply only to
significant decisions.
The Secretary would make these reports
within 90 days after the issuance of the
court decision or the last day available for
filing an appeal, whichever is later.
Effective date

For U.S. Court of Appeals decisions rendered on or after date of enactment.
MULTIPLE IMPAlRMt:NTS

Present law

In determining whether an individual is
disabled, a seQuential evaluation Is followed:
current work activity, duration and severity
of impairment. residual functional capacity,
and vocational factors are considered in
that order. Medical considerations alone can
justify a finding of ineligibility where the
impairment<s> is not severe. An impairment
is nonsevere if it does not significantly limit
the individual's physical or mental capacity
to perform basic work-related functions.
By regulation, the combined effects of unrelated impairments are considered only if
all are severe <and expected to last 12
months>. As elaborated in rulings, "inasmuch as a nonsevere impairment is one
which does not significantly limit basic
work-related functions. neither will a combination of two or more such impairments significantly restrict the basic work-related
functions needed to do most jobs."
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or last for 12 continuous months, and must
prevent any substantial gainful activity.
There is no specific statement in the law as
to how pain is to be evaluated. The law does
provide that eligibility must be based on "an
impairment that results from anatomical,
physiological, or psychological abnormalities which are demonstrable by medically
acceptable clinical and laboratory dia.gnostic
techniques."
SSA's policy on how pain is to be evaluated is contained In regulations which were
issued in August 1980. By regulation, symptoms of impairments. such as pain, cannot
alone be evidence of disability. There must
be medical signs or other findings which
show there Is a medical condition that could
"reasonably be expected " to produce those
symptoms.
Commillce amendment

Under the Committee amendment, eligibility for benefits may not be based solely
on subjective allegations of pain <or other
symptoms). There must be evidence of an
underlying medical condition and <1> there
must be objective medical evidence to confirm the severity of the alleged pain arising
from that condition or (2) the objectively
determined medical condition must be of a
severity which can reasonably be expected
to give rise to the alleged pain. The committee amendment would cease to be a part of
the statute after December 31. 1987. Since
the provision simply codifes existing practice, the termination of the provision would
not modify the rules goverr.ing the program. but it would fully restore the Administration's current degree of flexibility to
implement regulatory changes which might
then appear appropriate.
Also. a study is to be conducted over the
next two years by a panel of at least 12 experts to be appointed by the Secretary of
Health and Human Services. This body is to
include in its membership significant representation from the field of medicine who
arc involved in the study of pain along with
representation from other appropriate
fields including law and administration.
This panel is to be appointed within 60 days
of enactment and is to report to the Committee on Finance and the Committee on
Ways and Means no later than December
31, 1986.
SEC. 10. MODIFICI\TION OF RECONSIDERATION
AND PREREVlEW NOTICE

Present law

A person whose initial claim for disability
benefits Is denied or who is determined after
review to be no longer disabled. may reQuest
a reconsideration of that decision within 60
days. In the past. reconsideration has been a
paper review of the evidentiary record, including any new evidence submitted by the
claimant, conducted by the State agency.
Under a provision of P.L. 97-455, enacted
Committee amendment
In determining the medical severity of an January 12. 1983. disability beneficiaries
found
ineligible for benefits must be given
individual's Impairment. the Secretary
would be reQuired under the Committee opportunity for a face-to-face evidentiary
hearing at reconsideration. Such hearings
amendment to consider the combined effect may
be provided by the State agency or by
of all of the individual's impairments without regard to whether any one impairment the Secretary.
Committee amendment
itself would be considered severe.
The committee amendment would reQuire
Effcclivc dale
For determinations made on or after Jan- the Secretary to notify individuals upon initiating a periodic eligibility review that such
uary 1. 1985.
review could result in termination of beneSEC. 9. EVALUATION Of' PAIN
fils and that medical evidence may be subPresent law
mitted.
Under the law. an individual's disability
In addition, the Secretary would be re<whether mental or physical) must be medi- quired to conduct demonstration projects in
cally determinable, expected to end in death at least 5 States in which the opportunity
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for personal appearance is provided prior to
determination of ineligibility <in lieu of
face-to-face hearing at reconsideration).
This would apply to periodic review cases
only. A report would be due to Congress by
April 1, 1986.
Effective date

As soon as practicable after date of enactment.
SEC. 11. CONSULTATIVE EXAMS/MEDICAL
EVIDENCE

Present law

Consultative exams are medical exams
purchased by the State agency from physicians outside the agency. By regulation, consultative examinations may be sought to
secure additional information necessary to
make a disability det.ermination or to check
conflicting information. Evidence so obtained is to be considered in conjunction
with all other medical and nonmedical evidence submitted In connection with a dis·
ability claim.
Committee amendment

The Committee amendment requires the
Secretary to make every reasonable effort
to obtain necessary medical evidence from
the indlvidual's treating physician prior to
seeking a consultation examination. The
Committee amendment would also require
the Secretary to develop a complete medical
history for individuals applying for benefits
or undergoing review over at least the pre·
ceding 12 month period.
Effective date

Under Section 1619 of the Social Security
Act, enacted in the Disability Amendments
of 1980, SSI recipients who have severe
medical impairment and who work and earn
more than SGA ($300 mon thly) cease to be
eligible for SSI as such, but may receive a
special payment and maintain medicaid coverage and social services. The u.mount of the
special payment ls equal to the SSI benefit
they would have been entitled to receive
under the regular SSI program were it not
for the SGA eligibility cut-off. Special benefit status is thus terminated when the indi·
vidual's earnings exceed the amount which
would cause tbe Federal SSI payment to be
reduced to zero <i.e., when countable monthly earnings exceed $713J. Medicaid and
social services may continue. however.
Section 1619 expired on December 31,
1983. It is being continued administratively,
however, during 1984 under general demonstration project authority.
Committee amendment

The Committee amendment reauthorizes
Section 1619 tllrough June 30, 1987. In addi·
tion, the Secretaries of HHS and Education
are required to establish training programs
on Section 1619 for staff personnel in SSA
district offices and State VR agencies, and
disseminate information to SSI applicants,
recipients. and potentially interested public
and private organizations.
This provision will supersede the Secretary's one-year extension of St!ction 1619.
SEC. H. IIDVISORY COUNCIL

Present law

Section 706 of the Social Security Act pro·
These provisions are effective for determi- vides
for the appointment of a 13-member
nations made on or after the date of enact· quadrennial advisory council on social secument.
rity. It is responsible for studying all aspects
SEC. 12. VOCATIONIIL REHABILITATION
of the social security and medicare programs. Each council is to be comprised of
Present law
Presently, States are reimbursed for VR representatives or employee and employer
services provided to DI beneficiaries which organi~tions, the self-employed, and the
result in their performance of substantial general public.
The next ad\'lsory council is scheduled to
gainful activity CSGAJ for at least 9 months.
For such individuals, services are reimbursa- be appointed in 1985 and to make its final
ble for as long as they are in VR and receiv· report by December 31. 1986.
Committee amendment
ing cash benefits. If the individual is re·
viewed and found to have 1nedically recovThe Committee amendment directs the
ered while in VR, cash benefits may contin- next quadrennial advisory council to study
ue <under Section 225(bJ of the Social Secu- and make recommendations on various med·
rity Act, a work incentive provision enacted leal and vocational aspects of disabilitY. in·
in 1980J but VR services may not be reim- eluding the a!Lernative approaches to work
bursable since the individual's ability to evaluation for SSI recipients. the effective·
engage in SGA is attributable to medical im- ness of vocational rehabilitation programs
provement rather than rehabilitation.
for DI and SSI recipients, and the question
of using medical specialists for completing
Committee amendment
The committee amendment authorizes re- medical and vocational forms used by Stale
imbursement I or VR services provided to in· agencies. The council would be authorized
dividuals who have medically recovered but to convene task forces of experts to deal
are receiving disability benefits under Sec- with specialized areas.
Members of the Council must be appoint·
tion 225Cb>. Reimbursable services would be
those provided prior to his or her working ed by June 1, 1985.
SEC. 15. FREQUENCY OF PERIODIC REVIEWS
at SGA for 9 months. or prior to the month
benefit entitlement ends, whichever is earli·
Present law
cr.
Under a provision enacted in 1980, all DI
beneficiaries, except those with permanent
Effective date
impairments, must generally be reviewed to
On enactment.
assess their continuing eligibility at least
SEC. 13. SPECIAL BENEFITS fOR INDIVIDUALS
once every 3 years.
WHO PERFORM SUBSTAN'riAL GAINFUL ACTIVIUnder a provision enacted in 1983 <P.L.
TY DESPITE SEVERE 1\lEDICAL I MPAIRMENTS
97-455J. the Secretary is provided the au·
Present law
thority to waive this 3-year review requireUncter the SSI program, an individual who ment on a state-by-state basis. The approis able to engage in substantial gainful activ· priate number of cases for review is to be
ity (SGA) cannot become eligible for SSI based on the backlog of pending cases, the
disability payments. Prior to the enactment number of applications for benefits, and
of a provision in 1980, a disabled SSI recipi· staffing levels.
On April 13, 1984, Secretary Heckler anent generally ceased to be eligible for SSI
when his or her earnings exceeded the level nounced a temporary, nationwide moratoriwhich demonstrates SGA- $300 monthly.
um on periodic eligibility reviews.

Committee amendment

The Committee amendment requires the
Secretary to issue final regulations, within 6
months of enactment. establishing the
standards to be used in determining the fre·
quency of periodic eligibility reviews. Pending issuance of such regulations, no individ·
ual can be reviewed more than once.
SEC. 1 6. MONITORING OF REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES

Present law

The Social Security Act permits the Secretary of Health and Human Services to appoint a representative payee for an individual entitled to social security or supplemental security income (8Sl) benefits When it
appears to be in the individual's best Interest. Payees must be appointed for individ·
uals receiving SSI based on drug or alcohol
addictions.
The Social Security Act defines penalties
for misuse by payees of social security and
SSI payments, but places no requirements
or restrictions on the selection and monitoring of payees.
A payee convicted of misusing a social security beneficiary's funds is guilt,y of a
felony, punishable by imprisonment for not
more than 5 years and/or a finr of not more
than $5,000. A payee convicted of misusing
an SSI recipient's funds is guilty of a misde·
meanor, punishable by imprisonment for
not more than 1 year and/or a fine of not
more than $1,000.
Prior to 1978. all payees except parents or
spouses with custody. legal guardians and
State and Federal institutions were required
to account annually. Systematic accounting
procedures for these payees were suspended
as a work-saving measure between 1978 and
March 1984. <However, State institutions
are subject to an onsite accounting process
at least every 3 years and this process has
not been suspended.) In March 1983, a Fed·
era! district court ordered the Social Security Administration <SSA> to institute a
system of periodic mandatory payee ac·
counting within 1 year in Jordan v. Heckler.
In March 1984, SSA implemented an ac·
counting system under which a random
sample of 10 percent of all payees are required to account annually. At the request
of the plaintiff, the court subsequently re·
vised its order in Jordan so as to require an
annual accounting from all payees.
Committee amendment

The amendment would require the Secretary to: (1 > e1•aluate the qualifications of
prospective payees either prior to or within
45 days following certification, <2J establish
a system of annual accountability moni toring for cases in which payments are made to
someone other than the entitled individual,
or parent or spouse living in the same
household. <3> establish a system whereby
parent and spouse payees who Jive in the
same household as the entitled beneficiary
would periodically verify that they continue
to live with the beneficiary, and (4) increase
the penalties for misuse of benefits by representative payees. <The amendment also
permits the Secretary to establish an accounting system for State institutions
which serve as payees.J
T he fine for a first offense by a payee convicted of misusing SSI benefits would be increased to not more than $5,000 and, for
both programs. a second offen~~ by a payee
would be made a felony punishable by im·
prisonment for not more than 5 years and/
or a fine of not more than $25,000. Individ·
uals convicted of a felony under either pro-
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gram may not be selected as a representa·
tive payee.
Finally the Secretary would be required to
report to Congress within 6 months of en·
actment on the implementation of the new
system, and also to report to Congress annu·
ally on the number of cases of misused
funds, and the disposition of such cases.
E/Jeclive date

On enactment.

SEC. 17. FAIL·SAFE FINANCING

Present law

Under permanent law, each social security
trust fund is intended to have sufficient resources to meet its full benefit obligations.
The main source of funding for the Disabil·
ity Insurance Trust Fund is that portion of
the social security tax allocated for disabil·
ity, At present, the disability part of the tax.
is 1 percent of taxable payroll <employee
and employer combined). H Is scheduled to
rise to 1.2 percent in 1990 and to 1.42 percent in 2000 and thereafter. Temporary leg.
islation enacted in 1983 also allows for borrowing among the trust funds in view of the
relatively low balances in the cash benefits
funds at the present time. This authority
expires. however. in 1988. Present law does
not contain any authority for making benefits payments in the event the social security trust funds should prove to have inadequate resources.
Committee amendment

the disability fund is projected to de·
cline to less than 20 pecent of a year's benefits as of the start of any year, the Secre·
tary would be required to notify the Congress by the preceding July 1. If Congress
took no other action, the Secretary would
scale back Cln part or in fum the next costof-living increase for disability beneficiaries
as necessary to keep the fund balance at 20
percent. If necessary, the Secretary also
would scale back the increase in the benefit
formula used for determining benefit levels
for persons newly awarded disability benefits. In making the determination under this
provision, the Secretary would be required
to consider actual assets properly owned by
the DI trust fund. Thus, the fund would get
full credit for the approximately $5 billion
which it has temporarily loaned to the
OASI fund under the interim interfund borrowing arrangements. With these assets. it
is now projected that the DI fund would not
dip below the 20 percent level until well into
the next century.
The fail-safe provision in the Committee
amendment is generally similar to a fail-safe
provision for the OASI and DI programs
combined which the Committee recom·
mended and the Senate approved as part of
the 1983 amendment.
If

Effective date

On enactment.

SEC. 18. MEASURES TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE
WITH FEDERAL LI\W

Present law

Since 1956, when the Disability Insurance
program was enacted, the States have been
responsible, on a voluntary and reimbursable basis, for determining whether individ·
uals are disabled under the meanin& of the
law. Under the law, States administering
the program are required to make disability
determinations in accord with Federal law
and the standards and guidelines established by the Federal Department of Health
and Human Services. The program is 100
percent Federally financed, with all benefit
costs as well as all of the administrative

costs incurred by the States either directly
financed or reimbursed by the Federal government.
The law provides for the Secretary to
commence action:; to take over t he disability
determination process if a State fails to
follow Federal rules. However, the law in·
eludes a large number of procedural steps
which must be complied with before such a
Federal assumption can be accomplished.
The Secretary may not commence making
disability determinations earlier than 6
months after: (1) finding, after notice and
opportunity for hearing, that a State
agency is substantially out of compliance
with Federal law; <2> developing all proce·
dures to Implement a plan for partial or
complete assumption of the disability deter·
minaUons which grant hiring preference to
the State employees; and <3> the Secretary
of Labor determines that the State has
made fair and equitable arrangements to
protect the interests of displaced employees.
Committee ameudment

The Committee amendment would modify
the provisions of Jaw dealing with State de·
termination of disabilitY to assure better
Federal monitoring of the situation and to
require the Secretary to take prompt and ef·
fective action to deal with any future situations in which States refuse to follow Federal rules or to apply Federal standards of eli·
gibility. The Secretary would be required to
federalize disability determinations in a
State within 6 months of finding that such
State is failing to follow FE:deral law and
standards.
Specifically, when the Secretary has
reason to belii!Ve that a State is not follow·
ing Federal law and standards, the matter
must be promptly Investigated and a pre·
liminary finding must be made within 3
weeks. If the preliminary finding indicates
that the State is out of compliance, the Secretary must immediately notify the State
and request a response agreeing to follow
Federal standards. If a satisfactory response
is received within 21 days of the preliminary
finding, the Secretary would simply monitor
the situation over the next 30 days to dete1··
mine that the State is, in fact, in compli·
ance. If a satisfactory response has not been
received by that deadline or if the State
does not perform in accordance with such a
response, the Secretary would be required
to make a final finding, this finding would
be made no later than 60 days after the preliminary finding, except that an additional
30 days would be allowed if the state re·
quests and the Secretary, in her discretion
grants. a hearing before the Secretary on
the issue. The Secretary's decision on the
matter would not be subject to appeal.
If the Secretary finds that the State is unwilling or unable to follow Federal guidelines in determining disability, the Secretary would be required to federalize the dis·
ability determination process in that State
as quickly as possible using SSA personnel
or other means of administration available
to the Federal government. To the extent
feasible, the Secretary would attempt to
meet the requirements of existing Jaw
which are designed to provide fer an orderly
transfer of functions, but in no event could
the full Federalization take place more than
6 months after the final finding. Moreover.
even during that 6 months the Secretary
would be required to take such steps as may
be necessary to assure that the final decision on all claims procl!sscd by that State
was made in accordance with Federal stand·
ards of eligibility. This might require a Fed·
era! re-review of all claims or of those
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claims Involving particular issues with respect to which the State was out of compli·
ance.
This provision expires on December 31,
1987.

Mr. BRADLEY. Mr. President, I rise
to support this important piece of legislation designed to address the serious
problems that have occurred as a
result of the Social Secur ity Adminis·
tration's heavy-handed implementation of the disability insurance review
process.
Our limited resources must be used
to support only those who genuinely
require our support. But, Mr. President, the Social Security Administration clearly went too far in its attempt
to purge the disability rolls. Nearly
half of those reviewed were terminat·
ed, and a large majority of those who
have appealed their termination deci·
sion were reinstated by the adminis·
trative law judges.
Many cases have been brought to my
attention of individuals who had their
benefits terminated on the basis of a
superficial evaluation that was completed by someone who had no qualifi·
cations in the area of the person's im·
pairment. Of course there are extreme
cases-the horror stories-and I cer·
tainly hope that they are not typical.
But they serve to point out the serious
problems that have resulted from cur·
rent procedures for reviewing disability benefits.
Mr. President, I am told that as
many as 28 States have refused to
comply with the Social Security Ad·
ministration's guidelines for the
review process; if the current system
was truly working properly, States
would not be flaunting the laws, as in·
terpreted by the Social Security Administration. My own State of New
Jersey has had to stop all terminations
because a court ruling binding the ad·
ministrative law judges in New Jersey,
mandates more stringent requirements
for termination than are applied by
the Social Security Administration.
Mr. President, the disability insur·
ance reform bill offered today is not
perfect, but it represents a compro·
mise among the various proposals
brought before the Senate. I urge my
colleagues to support this legislation
because it assures that the people in
our Nation who are unable to work for
reasons beyond their own controlwho already suffer the pain and indignity of a severe disability-get the
relief they need.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I
rise in support of this legislation, of
which I am pleased to be a cosponsor,
to provide equitable procedures with
respect to disability reviews of social
security disability insurance [SSDn
recipients.
The issue before the Senate today
has been a matter of major national
focus for over 3 years. In 1980, Con·
gress responded to concerns about a
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decline in the number of reviews of
persons receiving SSDI benefits by enacting in the 1980 Disability Amendments a provision requiring that,
unless a disability insurance beneficiary had been diagnosed as permanently disabled, the beneficiary must be reexamined every 3 years. This provision
relating to continuing disability investigations [CDI'sl was to go into effect
in January 1982. However, the Reagan
administration made the decision in
March 1981 to accelerate implementation of this provision and thus precipitiously increase the number of referred cases to State agencies which
conduct the reviews. It did so without
assuring that the State agencies had
the resources to handle the greatly increased workloads. In many cases, the
result was hurried, unfair, and inadequate reviews of individual cases.
In addition, the administration has
applied new, restrictive eligibility criteria retroactively. This has resulted
in the termination of many seriously
disabled persons who were put on the
rolls years ago and whose medical conditions have not improved.
Many of the individuals who were
terminated through the CDI process
chose to appeal the decision, and a
very significant proportion-some 61
percent-of those who appealed have
been reinstated to the disability rollsoften after a very lengthy appeals
process lasting, in some cases, well
over 1 year's time.
Mr. President, the scope of this
problem extends beyond the Federal
Government and the individual beneficiaries being reviewed. Over one-half
of the States, which play a major role
in conducting the reviews, have either
refused to process terminations, are
under court order to do so, or are applying standards other than those of
the Social Security Administration
(SSA).
Clearly, the current review system
does not work. Recipients are terminated and then overwhelming numbers who appeal are reinstated. Congress has previously recognized the
problem but has yet to enact major reforms. The States are refusing to process additonal cases. Even the Reagan
administration- the
administration
that devised the accelerated rate of reviews-has imposed a temporary moratorium on further processing of cases.
The time has long since passed for
comprehensive reform of the CDI
process. Let us act now before more recipients are suhject to reckless disability investigations.
LOSS OF FAITH

Mr. President, one of the many great
tragedies associated with the disability
review process is the doubt that has
been raised in the minds of those unfairly terminated from the rolls- and
in the minds of their families and
friends and others concerned about
their well-being-about the essential

fairness and responsiveness of our
Government.
Many of these individuals were totally disillusioned when the Government
denied that they were indeed in the
very condition of disability that burdened every day of their existence.
They made every effort to be reinstated to the rolls, including contacting
their elected representatives. but were
forced to participate in an extraordi·
narily lengthy appeals process- in
cases preceding enactment of Public
Law 97-455, without continuation of
benefits-before ultimately being reinstated. Some lost homes. Their families suffered. Their lives were unneces·
sarily disrupted. Their sense of stability was undermined. They felt betrayed
by a system in which they were compelled to participate.
Is it any wonder that so many have
lost faith in their Government?
For the past 3 years. individuals who
feel that they have been unfairly terminated have been fending for themselves.
As have my colleagues, I have heard
from many of these individuals who
feel alienated and angry. That is understandable.
We cannot make reparation to all of
those disabled individuals who have
suffered needlessly as a result of undergoing a CDI. We can, however. try
to eliminate the unfair, callous practices that have marred the CDI process from continuing any longer. There
is a dire need for the reforms embodied in this legislation, even now, 3
years after the process was begun. It is
long since time that Congress stepped
in to correct the injustices that have
been occurring.
NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE REFORM

Mr. President, thus far, Congress
has passed legislation that treated
only the symptoms of the problems
created by the COl's without addressing the underlying flaws in the review
process. Congress has passed shortterm legislation, designed specifically
to be an interim solution, in anticipation of a measure like the one before
us.
As my colleagues recall, when the
Congress considered H.R. 7093-enacted as Public Law 97-455 on January
12, 1983, which contained amendments
making some short·term improve·
ments in the CDI process- Senators
on both sides of the aisle and members
of the committee with jurisdiction acknowledged t he need for comprehensive reforms of the disability review
process a.t some future date. The provisions of that earlier measure, which
I was pleased to cosponsor, primarily
sought to ease the hardships on those
individuals undergoing a CDI by allowing continuation of benefit payments
through the appeals process-subject
to repayment if the appeal were lostand by providing for a slowing of the
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rate of cases referred to State agencies
for review.
When these provisions expired in
October of last year, Congress agreed
upon legislation extending for 67 additional days, again, in anticipation of
comprehensive
reform
measures.
When the reform measures were not
forthcoming at the end of the 97th
Congress, and when these minimal
protections for beneficiaries again expired, the administration voluntarily
placed a temporary moratorium on
further terminations. Despite stating
at one point its intention to lift the
moratorium, the administration has
extended it indefinitely. Of course, the
moratorium could conceivably be
lifted at any time-again placing large
numbers of individuals in jeopardyand I strongly believe that it is highly
desirable for the Congress to enact
needed reforms now, while the moratorium is in effect. That would make it
possible for the reforms to be implemented in an orderly fashion and
would help to preclude persons subject
to disability reviews from again being
placed in much the same vulnerable
position others were in when the CDI
process began over 3 years ago. We
have an obligation to prevent further
reckless reviews.
Mr. President, the legislation before
us is the result of a long, careful examination of the many aspects of the
CDI process. This measure provides,
until June 1, 1986, for the continued
payment of benefits through the appeals process subject to forfeiture if
the appeal fails, requires that the effects of mult iple impairments be considered, and directs SSA to appoint a
commission of experts to conduct a
study relating to the presence of pain
in determining eligibility for SSDI
benefits. It imposes a moratorium,
pending revision of the criteria for determining the existence of disabling
mental impairments, on further reviews of persons with mental disorders. I am especially encouraged by
the provision that requires that,
unless a beneficiary has medically improved. the Secretary must have one
of certain specified reasons for believing that an individual is no longer eligible for SSDI benefits before being
permitted to determine whether or not
the individual can perform substantial
gainful employment and, if so, to drop
the individual from the SSDI rolls.
This is of particular significance because of the concern about persons
whose physical conditions had not
changed since they were put on the
rolls being terminated due to an apparent retroactive application of new
rules for determining disability.
These are some of the major provisions of the legislation. The issues involved in this measure have been scrutinized by Members of Congress, by
groups representing disabled persons,
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and by recipients of these benefits. It
was slow in coming, too slow for some,
and is indeed the result of hard work
by numerous individuals with a
common goal: An equitable and fair
review process.
CONCLUSION

Mr. President, I should like to note
the efforts of several of my colleagues
who have worked tirelessly toward
that end. In particular, I express my
deep appreciation to the Senator from
Michigan <Mr. LEVIN), the Senator
from Maine <Mr. CoHEN), and the Senator from Pennsylvania <Mr. HEINZ)
for their unyielding efforts on behalf
of these reforms and the disabled persons they would assist. They have
demonstrated time and time again
their commitment to insuring that the
disability investigations be conducted
in a fair manner and their effectiveness in developing legislative measures
to achieve that goal.
Mr. President, as my colleagues
know, the House passed a similar
measure by an overwhelming 410-1
vote. In my view, the Senate should
act just as decisively in repudiating
the elements of the current review
process which have caused such tremendous turmoil and anguish in the
lives of so many disabled individuals.
We have heard countless reports, in
State after State, of the grim horror
stories associated with this process.
The individuals subject to these reviews need the kind of humane legislative solutions that this legislation
would provide. I urge all of my colleagues to support this measure.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President. for the
past 3 years Members of Congress and
the American people have read almost
daily news stories about the termination of social security disability benefits for persons who were clearly disabled and dependent on benefit payments.
Some of these terminations of benefits resulted, tragically, in suicides by
mentally disabled recipients who could
not face the prospect of battling a hostile review process or of losing income
on which they depended. Many of the
benefit termination resulted in a needless and harmful loss of income for
disabled individuals and their families.
My own office has heard from
dozens of disabled persons who found
themselves suddenly, and I believe
mistakenly, deprived of disability benefits and forced into hardship while
they sought to reverse arbitrary, bureaucratic decisions.
In all fairness, it must be said that it
was the Congress that established a
requirement for review of disability
benefit cases, to assure that only those
who had a continued disability and a
continued need for assistance would
receive benefits. But it was also clearly
the intent of the Congress that those
who have serious disabilities and have

a need for assistance should continue
to receive it.
The current administration, however, has seized upon the disability
review requirement as a blunt weapon
with which to slash Government expenditures, with an almost total disregard of the true needs and rights of
the disabled.
The administration accelerated the
review process. conducting hasty and
inadequate case reviews to meet, arbitrary quotas.
In 1982, some 497,000 recipients, or
about 18 percent of all disability recipients, were subjected to review.
Many of the cases were given only the
most cursory review before termination decisions were rendered. State disability review offices were forced to
accept enormous increases in workloads without increase in support,
staff, or funding. Many reviews were
no more than reviews of papers on file,
or included only a 5-minute examination by a physician who had never
before seen the recipient. Many termination decisions were based on a profile of disabled persons that were
thought to be most likely to be able to
return to work, little or no consideration of the actual condition of the individual involved.
Needless to say, with this kind of a
review process, many of the termination decisions were later found to be
mistaken. The statistics tell the sad
story. Nationally, about 45 perc.e nt of
disability recipients reviewed received
notices that their benefits would be
terminated. But on appeals, 12 percent
of the terminations were reversed on
reconsideration-the first and lowest
stage of review. And more than 60 percent of the terminations appealed to
social security administrative law
judges were reversed.
In the case of mentally disabled persons, a study by the General Accounting Office of 1,400 appealed cases disclosed that 90 percent of the cases
were reversed by administrative law
judges.
And, finally, the administration; in a
startling departure from long-accepted
practice, has refused to change its
review policies and procedures to conform with decisions and directives of
the U.S. courts, limiting their compliance to the individual case before the
court.
It is clear that the disability review
process is being conducted in a manner
contrary to the intent of the Congress.
We have a responsibility to restore
principles of justice and a sense of
fairness to the social security disability review process.
I have given my strong and consistent support to proposals in the Congress to reform the disability review
process, and I commend Senators
LEVIN and CoHEN for their leadership
and persistence in bringing this legislation, S. 476, before the Senate. Pas-
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sage of the legislation is essential and
I urge its approval.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, for
many of us in the Senate, the legisla.tion before us today marks the culmination of many months. Indeed many
years, of struggle. The long and winding journey which has brought us here
seemed at times to reach apparent
dead ends.
However, today we have an opportunity to take a significant step toward
alleviating the horrendous disparities
which have resulted over the past 3
years in the social security disability
program and to make permanent reforms with regard to the future conduct of the program.
I will not attempt to reiterate the
grim statistics which have prompted
widespread public outcry over the procedures employed by the present administration over the past 3 years in
an attempt to purge the social security
disability rolls.
Suffice it to say that since assuming
office in January 1981, the policies of
this administration have resulted in
nearly one-half million disabled beneficiaries either losing their benefits
outright or suffering the indignity of
having to justify obvious disabilities
through lengthy appeals procedures.
As is always the case, the poor and
the elderly have suffered the most.
Those individuals inflicted with
mental impairments and least able to
defend themselves have borne the substantial brunt of these unfair and
unjust policies.
Mr. President, I have seen and heard
eligible disabled beneficiaries tell of
the hardships imposed upon them by
such policies. I have heard and seen
poor, eldel'ly, and obviously disabled
constituents of mine pour their hearts
out to me, pleading for simple justice.
Further, this is not only meant to be
an anecdotal testimonial. Earlier this
year I held a series of congressional
hearings in Tennessee. From Memphis
to Kingsport to Nashville the com·
plaints all seemed to familiar. These
hearings revealed to me in a most
poignant sense. the need for substantial reform of the disability review
process.
The legislation before us today, coupled with the legislation which passed
the House 2 months ago by a vote of
410 to 1, offer a ray of hope that such
reform will be forthcoming soon.
The persistence and diligence shown
by my colleagues from Maine and
Michigan, Senators CoHEN and LEVIN,
in pursuing the remedies outlined in S.
476 must be applauded. They have
worked unceasingly over the past 2
years or more to fashion an appropriate response to this problem. We all
should be grateful for their efforts.
On the House side, Chairman PICKLE
of the Social Security Subcommittee
also deserves our gratitude. His legisla-
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tlon, H.R. 3755 received near-unanimous support in the House of Representatives.
While I am pleased to see that we
wlll finally be going to conference on
this matter, I must also express my
dismay with several of the shortcomings of the Senate bill. In all, the
House bill is far more comprehensive
and effective with respect to the current structural problems existent in
the disability review system. I regret
that the Senate softened what I consider to be some of the most potent
provisions contained in the House bill.
The deficie.ncies in the Senate bill to
which I refer include the provisions affecting the use of a medical improvement standard. The continuation of
benefits pending appeal, and the socalled nonacquiescence provision.
These components contained in the
Senate version fall considerably short
of the sort of permanent structural
reform which is necessary in the
review process. The Senate bill, for instance, would sunset the use of a medical improvement standard after 3
years. This provision, which is thought
to be the heart of the legislation, does
not adequately protect disability beneficiaries beyond 1987. This should be a
permanent provision of disability law.
Another provision which should be a
permanent part of disability law is
that which allows the recipient to continue to receive disability benefits
pending appeal of a termination decision. Just a few years ago, it was not
uncommon to have termination appeals taking up to 18 months. This effectively meant that many eligible disabled beneficiaries were without benefits for up to 1 'h years. At t he same
time, up to 70 percent of those who
appealed the State disability agency
decisions were being reinstated at the
administrative law judge level of
appeal.
The hardships and desperation that
such loss of income v.isited upon these
recipients can seldom be quantified.
The despair felt by many of these individuals actually caused some to attempt or commit suicide. Such despair
is well documented both in the hearings I held as well as elsewhere.
The third component which I hope
can be resolved in conference involves
the so-called nonacquiescence provision. Under the Senate version, the
Department of Health and Human
Services is not required to follow the
rulings of the circuit courts except in
the specific cases to which the ruling
applies.
What in effect this amounts to is the
denial of benefits to thousands of eligible disabled beneficiaries despite
Federal court decisions to the contrary. This practice appears to fly in
the face of established rule of law and
precedent and very well may violate
the Constitution.

In a recent New York Times article
entitled "U.S. Flouts Courts in Determination of Benefit Claims", the chief
judge of the Federal District Court in
Minnesota, Miles W. Lord, was quoted
as saying that social security officials
were acting in "direct contravention of
Federal court edicts."
He further went on to write that:

The Secretary apparently has decided to
obey only the edicts of the U.S. Supreme
Court. At the same time, however. the Secretary refuses to appeal adverse rulings to
the Supreme Court. Thus depriving the
Court of the opportunity to issue opinions
on disputed issues.

Through this practice of nonacquiescence, what in effect you have to do is
make new law with every individual
case. This appears to me to work a
grea.t injustice on the individual claimants because they have to go to the expense of reestablishing a new point of
law or making new law with each individual case.
The administrative law judges that
appeared before my hearings were
unanimous in their opinion that the
most troublesome area, from their
standpoint, in the disability review
process was this particular problem.
Judge Robert Laws, the administrative law judge in charge in Nashville
testified that social security regula:
tions often "fly right In the face of
court interpretation of particular aspects of the law." He went on to further state that in holding a social security hearing he would like to feel
like:

As a practicing attorney and one who has
studied the law. to ieel that I could follow
these court interpretations, follow this case
history. But I am mandated to do otherwise.

Mr. President, I am not happy with
the language contained in the Senate
bill. I would hope that the conferees
will see fit to adopt language closer to
that contained In the House bill. I was
prepared to offer the House provision
as an amendment to this bill, but I do
not want to appear as though I am obstructing the progress of this muchneeded legislation. Therefore, I will
not offer the amendment.
I will, however, once this bill passes,
prepare a ··near Conferee·· letter in
conjunction with several of my col·
leagues who have expressed interest in
lhis matLer t.o me which outlines these
specific concerns.
In summary, this legislation is long
overdue. The Senate bill does not go
far enough, and I will only support it
reluctantly. It is my hope that comprehensive, structural reform of a permanent nature will emerge out of the
House-Senate conference. If not, I will
be prepared to carry on the fight for
this reform at a later date. ·
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. President, I
am pleased to join with my colleagues,
Senator CoHEN, Senator LEVIN, Senator HEINZ, and others, in support of S.
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476, the social security disability
reform bill.
We have all heard for some time
now about problems in the Social Security Administration regarding the
disability review process. Secretary
Heckler at Health and Human Services has demonstrated an awareness
about these difficulties and has made
significant strides toward correcting
them. We have waited far too long,
however, for a remedy that does not
appear to be forthcoming from the administration. Legislative action is
needed to remove inefficiency and inflexibility from a system that decides
who should continue to receive vital
disability benefits and who Is no
longer entitled to them. This is not a
welfare system, but rather an insurance program for disabled workers.
The flaws in this system have resulted in the disqualification of more than
470,000 beneficiaries. Upon appeal to
administrative law judges, close to
one-third of these individuals were reinstated as eligible for their benefits. I
do not think it is unreasonable to
assume that other disabled workers
who were removed from the rolls, who
lacked the necessary financial and
emotional resources to pursue a
lengthy appeal, might also have been
reinstated.
In my own State of Vermont and in
many other States around the country. frustration over congressional inaction to correct this system, resulted
in the Governor imposing a moratorium on disability reviews.
S. 476 correct.s many of the fundamental inequities that trouble the existing disability review process. It reforms the disability system by allowing the Social Security Administration
to eliminate from the program those
who are no longer disabled, while protecting the benefits of those individ·
uals truly in need of benefits. The
social security disability reform bill
does not call for sweeping reform, but
rather modest changes that go a long
way toward humanizing a previously
arbitrary and insensitive system. I encour·age my colleagues to vote in support of S. 476.
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, if ever there was a case of the
Government throwing the babies out
with the bathwater, it is the way the
Social Security Administration administered the 1980 disability amendments.
During the 1970's, public attention
became focused upon the lack of oversight in the social security disability
program. Members of Congress wer·e
shocked to learn that individuals were
remaining on the disability rolls long
after th~ir disabilities had ceased to
exist because no efforts were made to
review their eligibility. As a result, the
Federal Government continued to pay
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disability benefits to recipients who
were capable of employment.
In an effort to remedy this problem,
we enacted amendments to the disability process which mandated the Social
Security Administration to review disability cases every 3 years. It was our
intention, at the time those amendments were passed, to remove those Individuals from the rolls who were no
longer disabled, but continue benefits
to those who were deserving.
Unfortunately, the review process
quickly became a nightmare. In an
effort to remove recipients from the
rolls, Social Security terminated many
deserving individuals-only to have
them reinstated upon appeal. In fact.
over half of the 421,000 cases which
are terminated by the State agencies
were reinstated by administrative law
judges. Despite these reinstatements,
thousands of individuals have been
forced to live, for an average of 6
months. without necessary benefits.both the disability payments themselves and the often equally important
medicare eligibility.
So serious is this problem that the
States are starting to take the administration of the program into their
own hands. States have imposed moratoriums on the continuing investigation process, refusing to consider the
cases sent to them by the Social Security Administration. Other States have
adopted their own standards of eligibility. In my home State of Minnesota,
this problem is so serious that U.S.
Federal District Court Judge Miles
Lord recently reinstated thousands of
disability beneficiaries who were terminated in the CDI process. Additional class actions await similar rulings.
Mr. President, my first concern is for
correcting the real tragedy that this
process is caused-the suffering that
many beneficiaries and their families
endure because of the loss of benefits.
I am extt·emely pleased that, after several years of deliberations, we are fi.
nally considering legislation to remedy
this crisis and reform the social security disability review process.
I want to recognize Senator DoLE for
his efforts to report this legislation
from the Finance Committee. I would
also like to commend the tireless work
of Senators CoHEN, LEVIN, and HEINZ
to secure relief for thousands of disability beneficiaries who have suffered
as a result of the review process.
The legislation which we are considering today will, hopefully, restore
fairness and uniformity to the disabil·
ity review process. Its medical improvement standard represents an appropriate balance between protecting
people who have sustained disabling
impairments whose conditions have
not improved and removing those who
are truly able to work.
The need for the medical improvement standard cannot be understated.
The absence of such a standard has

become a life-and-death situation. I
was recently made aware of the severity of this problem when the real-life
tragedy of a constituent was brought
to my attention. This man nearly lost
his wife as a result of his disability termination.
The man is 55 years old, has suffered numerous heart attacks and has
undergone two bypass operations. He
was found eligible for social security
disability benefits in 1979, but was
suddenly notified that he would be
subjected to a continuing disability investigation in 1983. He was determined
to be disqualified for benefits initially
and appealed that determination to
the administrative law judge.
At his hearing before the administrative law judge, over 55 medical
records were introduced-showing no
change in this man's medical condition. Despite this overwhelming evidence, a vocational expert, who had
never examined him, submitted testimony that he could perform substantial gainful activity because he performed light housework and grocery
shopping. The vocational expert did
not give any consideration to the fact
that the man's wife is an invalid and
could not perform any of these tasks.
As a result, this gentleman was penalized for his efforts to maintain his
household and care for his wife.
The administrative law judge ignored the medical conclusions that
this man could not undergo any stressful physical or mental activity without
suffering chest pains or potential
heart attacks and denied him eligibility. He was also notified that he owed
over $5,000 in past benefits.
Although he has appealed the ALJ's
ruling, no May check arrived to help
this family meet its obligations-despite the recent CDI moratorium.
The failure of the anticipated benefit check was too much for his invalid
wife and she recently attempted suicide. Although she has been dismissed
from the hospital, she may have sustained permanent brain damage and
may need institutionalization.
Despite the fact that he is at wit's
end, the current failure of the Social
Security Administration to issue regulations dealing with the moratorium
has prevented the Appeals Council
from moving on his case-nor can benefits be reinstated pending his appeal.
Unfortunately, this sort of tragic situation is not unusual. The impact of
these reviews has been devastating
and has povertized so many deserving
Americans. With implementation of
this medical improvement standard,
people like my constituent will receive
equitable consideration.
Other provisions in this legislation
should also help alleviate some of the
confusion that has occurred during
the review process:
Disability and SSI-disability payments pending appeal through the
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ALJ hearing will be reauthorized until
June 1. 1986.
The Social Security Administration
will be subject to the rulemaking requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act on matters relating to the
determination of disability and the
payment of DI benefits.
Eligibility reviews for all individuals
with disabilities based on mental impairments will be suspended pending a
revision of the eligibility criteria.
The Secretary must make every reasonable effort to insure that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist completes the medical portion of the evaluation or assessment of residual functional capacity.
Requires the Secretary to report to
the Congress on decisions to acquiesce
or not to acquiesce with U.S. court of
appeals decisions affecting the Social
Security Act or regulations.
Requires the Secretary to consider
the combined effect of all of the individuals' impairments without regard
to whether any one impairment itself
would be considered severe.
Requires a study and report to be
conducted on the use of subjective evidence of pain and findings which demonstrate pain in determining eligibility. Current standards would be included for 3 years.
Requires the Secretary to notify recipients upon initiating a periodic eligibility review that such review could
result in termination of benefits and
that medical evidence may be submitted.
Requires the Secretary to conduct a
five-State demonstration project in
which personal appearance is provided
prior to determination of ineligibility
in lieu of face-to-face hearing at reconsideration.
Requires the Secretary to make
every reasonable effort to obtain necessary medical evidence from the
treating physician prior to seeking a
consultat,ive examination.
Authorizes reimbursement of vocational rehabilitative services provided
to persons who are receiving disability
benefits under section 225<b> and who
medically recover while i.n VR.
Reauthorizes section 1619 through
June 30, 1987.
Directs the next quadrennial advisory council to study and make recommendations on various medical and vocational aspects of disability.
Requires the Secretary to issue regulations establishing the standards to
be used in determining the frequency
of periodic eligibility reviews. Pending
issuance of such regulations, no individual could be reviewed more than
once.
Strengthens the safeguards in the
representative payee process.
Establishes the fail-safe financing
proposal which allows the Secretary to
adjust COLA benefits <and new bene-
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fits) to the extent necessary to keep
the trust fund from becoming insolvent. The Secretary must notify Congress, in advance, of any anticipated
adjustments.
Requires the Secretary to federalize
disability determinations within 6
months of finding that the State is
failing to follow Federal law and
standards.
Mr. President, this issue has generated a great deal of debate and many
Members of this body hold divergent
views on how to remedy this problem.
Nevertheless, members of the Finance
Committee have united to unanimously report this legislation. It is our
belief that this measure effectuates
the purpose to which we are all committed- to reform the disability review
process, but maintain the intent of the
original review legislation.
I urge my colleagues to support this
legislation and am hopeful that we
will move quickly to see disability
reform legislation enacted into law.
Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President. today
the Senate is considering S. 476, the
Social Security Disability Amendments of 1984. I would like to take this
opportunity to commend the chairman
and ranking minority members of the
Finance Committee, as well as members of their staffs, for the efforts that
they have made to try to reconcile the
wide variances in opinions among the
Members of the Senate as to what
changes are needed in the administration of the triannual reviews of the
disabled.
I voted for the legislation which was
reported out by the Finance Committee because I believe that it is of great
importance that we get the issue resolved.
In many areas, the Senate bill does
address serious problems within the
program. S. 476 would impose a requirement for uniform standards, and
subject the Social Security Administration to the reporting requirements
of the administr~:~.tive procedures act.
This provision will greatly ease the
discrepancies between the differing
standards used at different levels of
disability determination. The requirement that SSA publish, for notice and
comment, standards relating to the determination of disability and the payment of benefits will help to make
public the standards used within the
program, and help to clarify the purposes of the disability insurance program.
In addition, S. 476 insures that the
combined effect of multiple nonsevere
impairments would be considered by
the Social Security Administration
during the review process. Clearly, a
beneficiary may have impairments
which, while individually assessed to
be nonsevere, and therefore not classified as disabling impairments, may, in
combination, have a far more serious
effect on the individual's ability to
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engage in substantial gainful activity. acquiesce. I believe that this sets a
very dangerous precedent, one which
istence of such impairments be consid- threatens the relationships between
ered throughout the sequential eval- the three branches of Government as
uation process.
specified by the Constitution. I believe
These, as well as other changes, will this to be a very serious issue-one
address some of the longstanding which has implications beyond disabilproblems within the disability pro- ity reform.
gram.
Currently, in the western district of
However, there are some provisions Arkansas, almost 30 percent of the
of the Finance Committee package civil cases pending in the U.S. district
which I find do not adequately resolve court are social security cases. Court
the program's ills.
backlogs and delays are one result, and
One of the major areas which has this can be translated into extensive
been in need of reform within the dis- costs to litigants and the taxpayers.
ability program since 1981 has been Many of these cases are relitigations
the failure of the Social Security Ad- of issues already decided by the 8th
ministration to use a true medical im- Circuit Court of Appeals, cases in
provement standard in its continuing which SSA has chosen not to acquidisability investigations. Specifically, esce. This situation creates an untenthe SSA has taken the position that,
despite wholesale changes in the medi- able position for U.S. district court
cal listings and criteria for determin- judges and the administrative law
ing disability, present beneficiaries judges-if AW's follow the court of
should be judged by the newer stand- appeals decision, SSA remands the
ards. The results have been cata- case to the Appeals Council, and may
strophic- thousands and thousands of bring the ALJ in for counseling or
individuals have been terminated from place him on Bellmon review. If the
the benefit rolls despite the fact that AW follows SSA's practice, the case
the condition for which the Govern- may be reversed by the court of apment originally found them disabled peals.
Mr. President, I also have some conhad not improved. The central question to the issue of medical improve- cerns about the Senate language relament is one of fairness. Under the cur- tive to the issue of pain. I am seriously
rent practice, individuals have been concerned that, by codifying the curtold they are disabled. have not im- rent SSA regulations on the issue of
proved medically, and may have been pain, we may seriously impede the
on the rolls for a considerable amount progt·ess that SSA is currently making
of time, yet their benefits are being in updating its listings relative to pain.
Despite my concerns about sections
terminated.
The Finance Committee package of this proposal, this bill represents an
does include a medical improvement important step toward resolving the
standard which requires a sharing of problems with t he social security disthe burden of proof regarding the ability program. I will, therefore, supmedical improvement issue. However, port it and urge its approval.
Clearly, there are some serious difthis standard would only be applied
for 3 112 years. My concern with placing ferences between the House and
a limitation on the applicability of the Senate bills which must be worked
new standard is that it will not sub- out, and it is my hope that the memstantially change or correct the crisis bers of the conference committee will
we now see in the disability program. closely examine these issues before
While it, will, to some degree. deal with the final package is reported out and
the cases which are in the courts and signed by the President. This is a
the administrative pipeline current.Jy, matter of great importance to hunand will be applied over the next 3 dreds of thousands of disabled individyears or so, I am greatly concerned uals throughout this nation, and
over what will happen when that 3 should be given very serious consideryears is concluded. I suspect that this ation.
Mrs. HAWKINS. Mr. President, I
standard will only delay the crisisthat in another 4 years we will once want to commend the chairman and
again begin to hear of unprecedented the members of the Senate Finance
termination levels, and the courts will Committee, who have brought this
once again be backlogged with social needed relief to the many disabled
persons of my State of Florida in the
security disability cases.
I also have serious reservations form of this legislation we are voting
about the language relative to compli- on in this Senate this evening. The
ance with court orders. While I am truly disabled have looked to us in the
certain that the provisions in S. 476 Senate for legislative relief ever since
dealing with this issue was well-inten- the onset of the regulatory changes
tioned, I have serious concerns about struck unfairly at too many American
the Congress, in essence, condoning families. I have cosponsored legislaany Federal agency's practice of non- tion in this disability relief area from
acquiescence with court orders, and the first moment the hardships of
merely requiring that the agency these proposed changes in eligibility
report to the Congress when it fails to were brought to my personal attention

It is of great importance that the ex-
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by my constituents. I strongly support
this legislation reported unanimously
out of the Chairman BoB DOLE's
Senate Finance Committee. I want to
take this opportunity to commend my
colleagues for their hard work and cooperation, for the long hours of dili·
gent hearings and attention to duty
that went into the legislation we vote
on this evening. This is not a perfect
piece of legislation; but it does provide
a measure of relief to the truly disabled. It does meet the glaring inadequacies of the current disability
review process. It does humanize the
review process. I will :.!ontinue to keep
the needs of our disabled citizens in
mind while considerillg the necessary
changes that need to be taken down
the road to truly conform this disability review process to the traditions of
this Nation. We need to care for the
disabled among us who have worked at
our sides, who deserve better, and who
have earned the just compensation
that is their due.
Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of H.R. 3755, the
Social Security Disability Amendments of 1984. I congratulate the distinguished Chairman of the Committee on Finance, the distinguished
senior Senator from Maine, and the
distinguished junior Senator from
Michigan for their efforts on S. 476,
the measure which has been substituted for the body of this House-passed
bill. I am proud to be a cosponsor of S.
476.

Many New Yorkers have spoken to
me and written to me regarding the
hardships they or their loved ones
have suffered as a result of the disability review process. Too many people,
who were in fact disabled, had their
disability benefits terminated. Then,
in too many cases. they suffered additional health damage or even death as
a result of the disabling condition
which the disability review process
had concluded was no longer disabling.
I concluded that thi.s was a tragic situation, one which urgently required
our attention. I corresponded with the
then Commissioner of Social Security
regarding the problem and received
what I believed were unsatisfactory
answers. Accordingly, I was pleased
when the moratorium on disability reviews was adopted. At that time, I
pledged my support for a permanent
legislative solution to reform the
review process.
This bill is the vitally needed
reform. I believe it does not go far
enough in some areas, but its key provisions will end the most serious problems with the present process. Most
importantly, H.R. 3755, as amended,
requires a showing of medical improvement before a disability beneficiary
can be terminated. The only exceptions to this requirement are fraud,
error, a showing that, due to new evaluative or diagnostic techniques, the

condition in question is not as disabling as was first thought, or a nhowing that the beneficiary has benefited
from medical or vocational therapy or
technology.
H.R. 3755 also requires continuation
of payment of disability benefits and
continued eligibility for medicare benefits when a beneficiary has been determined no longer to be disabled and
has appealed this determination. This
is an especially key point, because of
the very large number of beneficiaries
who were determined to be no longer
disabled, but who were subsequently
restored to entitled status as a result
of their appeals. The reinstatement
rate was so high as to cast serious
doubt on the fairness and competence
of the basic review process.
This provision is vitally necessary
because those who appealed suffered
great hardship and, sometimes, even
death as they awaited the final decision on their appeals. This situation
recurred over and over again, as so
many New Yorkers told me. Mortgages
were foreclosed, cars and household
goods were repossessed, and untold
emotional suffering was caused as a
result of termination decisions which
were later overturned. Worst of all,
there is evidence some people committed suicide as a result of this review
process.
.
I am very pleased that we have finally worked out a solution to a deep and
very serious human tragedy. I agree
with the requirement for a review
process. I demand, however. that the
process be fair and humane. The current process failed to meet those
standards. With our action on this
measure, I am confident we are
making the needed reform we must
have. My only regret is that it comes
too late for some Americans who
counted upon their Government for
support in their time of need, only to
find that their justifiable expectations
were most cruelly disappointed.
I urge my colleagues to support this
most necessary measure. It serves the
interests of all Americans to provide
our disabled citizens the support they
need and deserve and to administer
the program in a manner in which we
can all take pride. With your support,
we can restore this program to the
level of operation and function it must
have.
Thank you, Mr. President.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, while we
are awaiting the arrival of Senator
LEVIN and Senator MITCHELL, I suggest
the absence of a quorum to be charged
equally to both sides.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection? Without objection, it
is so ordered. The clerk will call the
roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
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Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG. How much time does the
Senator from New York desire?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Five minutes.
Mr. LONG. I yield the Senator 5
minutes.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I thank my colleague.
Mr. President, I rise today in strong
support and with great satisfaction for
this legislation to reform the review
process for Americans receiving disability benefits. It is a question of
great and pressing concern to literally
millions of persons in our population.
This measure evolved through the
great efforts of many Members of this
body to establish fair, responsible, and
equitable standards and procedures
for periodic eligibility review of social
security disability recipients.
The measure which, I trust, we will
approve today represents a critical
step in improving and refining the redetermination process. Its single most
important element, the medical improvement standard, will require the
Social Security Administration to first
determine whether a disabled beneficiary's medical condition has actually
improved since he or she was declared
entitled to disability benefits, before
the Social Security Administration can
terminate those benefits.
The need for this legislation has
been clear since March of 1981, when
the Social Security Administration accelerated the mandated review of disability insurance recipients. In the
past 3 years, SSA has reviewed the
cases of nearly 1 million Americans receiving disability benefits; nearly
500,000 have had their benefits terminated. A Federal judge in Minnesota
described these procedures as "arbitrary, capricious, irrational, and an
abuse of discretion." In human terms,
what has happened is that the Social
Security Administration has tried to
reduce program cost by terminating
the benefits of hundreds of thousands
of truly disabled Americans. Nearly 50
percent of all those terminated had
their benefits reinstated during
appeal.
In response to the thousands of
tragic instances of wrongful terminations, Governors from 10 States, including New York, have refused to administer the reviews as directed by
SSA. Citizens throughout the country
have filed class action suits against
SSA. challenging the standards by
which their disability benefits were
terminated. Circuit courts throughout
the Nation have ruled against SSA,
and have ordered the reevaluation of
thousands of disabled individuals
under a medical improvement standard.
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Finally, last month, in recognition of
the disarray and disorganization
which has plagued the redetermination process for the past 3 years, Secretary Heckler suspended all further
reviews of disabled beneficiaries.
It is the responsibility of Congress to
insure that only the genuinely disabled receive socia.l security disability
insurance benefits. Thus, I supported
the adoption of the Disability Insurance Amendments of 1980, requiring
SSA to reexamine everyone receiving
DI benefits. However, it is also the responsibility of the Congress to insure
that these reexaminations a.re conducted in a manner that is both fair
and judicious. The administration of
the periodic reviews since March 1981
have been neither fair nor judicious.
It is in response to this shameful sit·
uation that legislation to reform the
disability reexamination process was
formulated. On October 26, 1983, I introduced S. 2002, the companion measure to H.R. 3755, Representative J. J.
PICKLE's legislation that passed the
House of Representatives on March
27, 1984, 410 to 1. I am pleased many
of the reforms contained in my legislation are incorporated in the measure
we debate today. In addition to the
adoption of the medical improvement
standard, this legislation would mandate payment of benefits throughout
the appeal of a determination decision.
It also would establish uniform standards for all disability decisions and
continued the moratorium on the
review of the mentally impaired.
This legislation contains an important proposal requiring the Secretary
of Health and Human Services to appoint a commission of experts to conduct a study concerning the evaluation
of pain in determining eligibility for
disability benefits. Quite often, an individual may suffer from excruciating,
debilitating pain that is impossible to
measure objectively. As yet, SSA has
no guidelines for the evaluation of
subjective evidence of pain, in determining disability. It is my hope that,
upon review of the commission's
report, we can decide whether such
guidelines are feasible.
I will close with the simple observation that I do not believe, in the half
century history of the Social Security
Act, there has ever been a situation in
which 10 States of the Union have
simply refused to participate in a national. legislatively mandated pro·
gram. It was the judgment of these
Governors that the administrators in
Washington were so distorting the intentions of the law and the purposes
of the act as to make it a question of
elemental justice and, indeed, a crisis
in federalism. I hope, Mr. President,
that this event would not go unnoticed.
It was conspicuous during our
markup in the Finance Committee
that no senior official in the adminis-
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tration was present-the fact that Fed·
eral judges were striking down their
rulings; that Governors of important
States were refusing to participate;
and that the Congress was vastly
upset-they seemed to be either unaware of this or uninterested in it.
There is a measure of administrative
arrogance in all this which is not very
assuring in an organization that for
half a century has been concerned
with the aged and the disabled and.
more recently, the sick.
I do not propose that there is any
immediate solution, but I would like to
suggest that if things continue as
such, the competence of the leadership in that administration is going to
be raised as an issue and, indeed, the
legality of their behavior, if not by
Members of this body, then surely by
members of the Federal bench.
It was never the intent of Congress
to terminate disabled Americans from
the disability insurance program.
While this measure does not contain
all the features we might hope ior, it
does represent an important achievement in reforming the disability redetermination program, and protecting
the benefits of hundreds of thousands
of disabled beneficiaries. I urge, in the
most strong terms I am able, the
prompt enactment of this legislation.
Mr. President, I thank you for your
kind attention and my colleagues. and
I yield the floor.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President. I yield to
the Senator from Michigan.
Mr. LEVIN. I thank my friend from
Louisiana.
Mr. President, today we are bringing
to an end what has turned out to be a
nightmare for tens of thousands of
this country's disabled workers. Many
of us have been working for over 2
years to reach this day, when the
Senate legislates a comprehensive
reform bill that will bring fairness and
justice to the social security disability
system.
In passing this bill we are doing a
number of things. We are requiring
the Social Security Administration,
SSA, to demonstrate that the medical
condition of a disability benficiary has
changed or improved before that
person can be terminated.
We are requiring SSA to consider
the cumulative effect of an individual's impairments in determining
whether that individual is severely impaired.
We are requiring SSA to establish
uniform standards for determining eli·
gibility and making such standards
subject to public notice and comment.
We are requiring SSA to pay disability benefits through appeal to an administrative law judge for at least 2
years.
Mr. President. on Friday, May 25, it
will be 2 years to the day that Senator
CoHEN and I held a Senate hearing of
our Subcommittee on Oversight of
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Government Management, which he
chairs with such distinction. and took
testimony on the continuing disability
reviews being conducted by the Social
Security Administration. We were
shocked by what we heard. Forty-five
percent of the persons reviewed were
being terminated; 50 percent of those
terminated appealed that decision to
an administrative law judge, ALJ; twothirds of those who appealed were
being reinstated. During that appeal
period which lasted some 9 to 18
months, benefits were not paid and
medical care coverage was not provided. The consequences were tragichomes were foreclosed on. cars were
repossessed. medical care could not be
afforded, disabilities worsened, and in
extreme cases lives were lost in despair
and anxiety. It was a brutal and unbelievable account of the administration
of what was designed to be a humane
and helpful program for this Nation's
work force.
At that hearing, based on the statistics available at the time, we estimated
that a quarter of a million disabled
Americans through the course of the
reviews would be terminated with benefits stopped, only to be reinstated
perhaps a year of misery later. To date
over 150,000 persons have experienced
such a fate. The husband of Mrs.
Ethel Kage from Reed City, Mich .•
was one of these people. Unfortunately, as Mrs. Kage so poignantly testified
at that May 25 hearing, her husband
was dead before the reinstatement decision was made. Mrs. Kage provided
the subcommittee with letters from
Mr. Kage's physicians attributing the
cause of Mr. Kage's death, in part, to
the disability review process itself.
Senator COHEN and I were not the
only ones being made aware of the
problem. Hearings in the House and in
the Senate Finance and Aging Committees presented a similar story. The
State agencies responsible for making
the initial eligibility decisions were
feeling the effects on the frontlines;
the terminations were causing serious
harm to their disabled residents. and
SSA's guidelines for conducting thereviews were more strict than mnny
States could tolerate. The courts
began reviewing disability cases at a
surprising rate and many courts re·
sponded by ordering SSA to establish
a fairer standard-that of medical improvement. requiring SSA to show
that a beneficiary's condition had
changed in a way that could justify
termination. States began to impose
moratoriums on the terminations to
protect their citizens; courts imposed
moratoriums on reviews and termina·
tions to protect current and future
plaintiffs. A patchwork quilt of standards evolved across the country. and
the fairness of the process depended
upon . the State in which the review
was being conducted.
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In light of all of this, however, SSA
held firm and continued to claim that
the horror stories were only isolated
examples: that while some mistakes
were being made, they were only mistakes and on the whole the reviews
were going well. In June 1983, Secretary Heckler announced several administrative reforms which she said
would solve the expanding problems.
Many of us said it was not enough,
and unfortunately we were right. Legislation was and is needed, but SSA refused to accept that fact until only recently.
It was just 3 months ago that Acting
SSA
Martha
Commissioner
of
McSteen appeared before the Senate
Finance Committee and stated the
Secretary's unequivocal opposition to
any legislation. By April 13, she has
changed her position. SSA finally saw
the handwriting on the wall-written
by the 45 cosponsors on our legislation, written by 410 Members of the
House who voted for H.R. 3755 on
March 27, 1984, and written by the
countless number of advocates for the
disabled across the country who
worked tirelessly to deliver the message to Washington that something
was seriously wrong in the field.
Since the emergency provision requiring the payment of benefits
through appeal expired last December, we have been living on borrowed
time. SSA imposed its own moratorium on terminations from December 7
through the middle of February and
reinstituted it again on April 13 when
the administration announced support
for a legislative solution.
That brings us to today. It is not an
honorable history that I have recounted here. We have treated shabbaly the'
people who invested their dollars and
who put their trust in the social security disability program. The Social Security Administration has refused repeatedly to admit the depth and scope
of the problem and has showered the
Congress and the public with excuses
that neither would finally buy. But
Congress is not without blame. The
legacy of this experience is that nothing is as simple as it seems; that these
programs are complex and their administration delicate. The signals Congress sends are crucial and must be
carefully thought through and evaluated for their ultimate impact. What
seemed like a good idea in 1980 turned
into a tragedy in its implementation,
and it was Congress that failed to set
standards for the reviews and the
probable consequenc.es were not
throughtfully anticipated.
It has taken us 3 years to come to
grips with the problems in the disability review process as a legislative body.
And while it was long in coming, I am
pleased with the final outcome. The
bill I, along with Senator CoHEN and
others introduced on February 15,
1983, S. 476, as reported by the Fi-

nance Committee contains the essential ingredients to the development of
a fair and responsible review process.
While we have, through extensive negotiations with the Finance Committee, crafted different legislative language for some key provisions, and I
am not supportive of several items
contained in the bill as repor ted, the
ultimate objective of our bill has remained intact.
First, medical improvement. Central
to the reform package is the requirement that SSA demonstrate medical
improvement or a change in the beneficiary's condition before termination
is allowable. This provision would require SSA upon reviewing a benefici·
ary to first determine whether or not
the beneficiary has improved in a way
related to his ability to work. The evidence to support such a finding is to
be acquired by the joint effort of the
beneficiary and SSA. If the Secretary
finds after looking at all the available
acquired evidence that the beneficiary
has in fact improved in a way related
to his ability to work. then the Secre·
tary must determine if the individual
is able to perform substantial gainful
activity CSGA> using the sequential
evaluation process. If the Secretary
finds, however, that the beneficiary's
condition has remained the same or
worsened, then the Secretary must
look at the exceptions to medical improvement to determine whether or
not one of these exceptions is applicable. If one is, and the Secretary can
show that the individual is now able to
perform SGA, then the beneficiary
will be terminated. If none of the exceptions applies, the beneficiary will
be continued.
We are building into the review
process through this provision the
right of an individual to trust that the
Federal Government will not whimsically change its mind and decide
today. based on the same evidence
gvailable at the time of the earlier decision. that the individual is no longer
disabled within the meaning of the
law. The Federal Government. to the
extent possible, should be able to be
trusted to keep its word. If you were
found by SSA 3 years ago to be so disabled as to not be able to do any job
anywhere in the national economy,
SSA should not and under this bill
cannot come in today and, using the
same evidence and looking at the same
condition. say it changed its mind
from conclusions reached yesterday or
last month or last year. These decisions are too subjective to place in the
hands of a system whose outcome can
change depending solely upon the individual performing the review. While
ultimate consistency will probably
always elude our grasp in a program
like this, we are at least attempting to
bring the system closer to the principles of basic fairness.
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Unfortunately, the bill sunsets this
medical improvement standard 3 years
from date of implementation. While
sunsetting in some inst.ances may
prove to foster better congressional
oversight, in this case it is unwise. We
are codifying a medical improvement
standard today because we know- and
the courts have demanded-that such
a standa.rd is required to bring fairness
to the review process. The reasons for
implementing this standard today will
not likely change tomorrow or 3 years
from now. Unlike the need for various
Federal programs which may come
and go depending upon various social
and economic factors, the need for
fairness is constant. The exercise of
procedural fairness which this medical
improvement
standard
provides,
should not have a time limit. I urge
my colleagues in both Houses to consider this limitation very carefully in
conference and hopefully remove this
sunset provision. There are several other provisions in
the bill which enhance the fairness of
this new medical improvement determination. First, under the bill, SSA is
required to give the beneficiary full
and complete notice as to the nature
of the review process and what is expected of the beneficiary in that proc- .
ess. Second, SSA is to make every reasonable effort to obtain the necessary
medical evidence from a beneficiary's
treating physician.
One of the major causes of compliant and dissatisfaction with the disability review process has been SSA's
reliance on its own purchased medical
reports by doctors who give what are
known as consultative exams. Beneficiaries claim repeatedly that these
exams are only cursory, conducted by
doctors who are not qualified in the
necessary field of medicine, and are
relied upon to the exclusion of the
medical findings offered by the treating physician. Consultative exams are
designed to be used by SSA only where
there is conflicting medical evidence
that is necessary to resolve in order to
make an eligibility determination. Instead, allegations abound that they
are in fact ordered routinely, used as a
counterpoint to the report of the
treating physician, and relied upon
almost exclusively.
By passing this legislation today, we
are directing SSA to give great credence to the findings and reports of a
beneficiary's treating physician. It is
the treating physician who more often
than not has lived closely with t hat
subject's disabilities and through his/
her hands-on experience has developed a more thorough knowledge of
the illness than the consultative examiners who may give no more than 30
minutes for the evaluation.
SSA complains that treating physicians too often provide mere opinion
without the necessary test results on
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specific medical findings upon which
the disability examiner can make the
necessary determination. This bill is
telling SSA to ask the proper questions of the treating physician so it
can elicit a helpful response. If there
are tests to be conducted and scientific
assessments made of an individual's
functional capabilities, SSA should
work with the treating physician to
get those answers. Under the provision
in this bill, we should witness far
fewer consultative exams and more
thorough and factually based reports
by treating physicians.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

In assessing whether or not a person
can perform SGA or is severly impaired so as not to be able to perform
SGA, both as a new applicant to disability benefits and as a beneficiary
being reviewed for continuing eligibility, SSA is directed by this bill to consider the combined effect of all of an
individual's impairments whether or
not each impairment by itself is or is
not severe. SSA has testified that it
considers the combined effect of all
impairments now in determining
whether an individual with a severe
impairment is unable to perform SGA,
and this bill is not intended to alter
that practice. But, SSA currently does
not consider the combined effect of all
impairments in assessing whether or
not an individual has a severe impairment. That is the threshold question
that currently starts the sequential
evaluation process. If an individual
has three impairments, but none of
them alone is deemed by SSA to be
severe, then the individual under current practice is denied eligibility. This
bill changes that by requiring SSA to
forego the requirement that any one
impairment meet SSA's test for severity and that SSA also allow for the
combined effect of nonsevere impairments to be considered in determining
the presence of a severe impairment.
UNIFORM STANDARDS/BENEFITS THROUGH
APPEAL

One of the first problems readily
identified with the continuing disability reviews was the radical difference
between the rate of allowances-or determinations of eligibility- by the
State disability examiners and the
rate of allowances by the administrative law judges. As I stated earlier, in
1981, two-thirds of the termination decisions appealed to ALJ's were reversed by the AW's. Senator CoHEN
and I focused much of our inquiry on
this problem alone, and found to our
surprise that disability examiners were
in fact using different standards and
guidelines in making their assessments
than the AW's. The disability examiners were governed in their decisionmaking by the program operation
manual system or POM's issued by
SSA, and the ALJ's who never saw the
POM's followed SSA regulations and
caselaw. This situation was made

worse by the fact that there were radical differences in standards between
the POM's and the regulations.
A consensus has developed over the
last 3 years as to the program inefficiency and inadvisability of such a
system. Uniform standards throughout the determination process has
been a universally acknowledged goal.
And, this legislation mandates and reinforces that goal. SSA has argued
that by using social security rulings,
which are applicable to ALJ's, and by
placing important provisions now in
the POM's in rulings, it has corrected
the lack of uniformity. The problem
with that, which is addressed by this
bill, is that such rulings are not subject to public notice and comment.
Under the bill we are passing today,
all standards for determining eligibility under the social security disability
programs would be subject to public
notice and comment rulemaking under
section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Act. Flexibility is provided for
tne Secretary to issue guidelines on
;·ulings which are merely procedural
and not substantive. But it is the
intent of this legislation that any
standard affecting the eligibility determination be subject to public notice
and comment. If the Secretary is to
err in her judgment on this, she
should err on the side of public notice
and comment. The flexibility provision
is only for limited use in obvious situations.
Moreover, although the administration had requested that the Finance
Committee limit judicial review under
this provision to that contained in section 205(g) of thP. Social Security Act,
the Finance Committee, and with
Senate passage of this bill, the full
Senate, have rejected that request. Judicial review of rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant to this section
lies in section 706 of the Administrative Procedure Act as it does with all
agencies required to issue rules pursuant to section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Act.
Because this bill provides for the application of uniform standards in the
eligibility determination process, and
because current law now provides for a
face-to-face hearing at reconsideration, it is possible that fairness will
be served eventually without requiring
the payment of benefits through
appeal to the administrative law
judge. Time will tell. This bill provides
for the payment of ber..efits through
appeal to an ALJ for terminations
through June 1986. Our original bill
made such a provision permanent law.
Senator COHEN and I have agreed to a
2-year limitation on this provision
with the understanding that at the
time this provision expires, an assessment will be made as to its importance. and if the significant procedural
unfairness this bill is designed to address still remains, we will be at the

head of an effort to extend this provision.
The bill also contains our provision
requiring a five-State demonstration
project to substitute a personal interview at the initial level of determination for the face-to-face hearing at reconsideration. The Secretary is to
report on the results of that project
by April 1, 1986. At that time, based
on those findings and the experience
with the face to face hearing at reconsideration as well as the many other
reforms contained in this bill, Congress will be in a good position to
judge the benefits of extending this
provision permanently.
Senator COHEN and I have long favored the opportunity for a personal
appearance by the disability applicant
and beneficiary with the State disability examiner prior to termination or a
determination of ineligibility. Such a
provision was included in S. 476 as introduced. SSA attributed a cost to that
provision of over $2 billion over 5
years. While we do not accept that as
a valid estimate. we were unable to
come up with our own. Since the faceto-face hearing at reconsideration was
enacted into law in January of last
year as part of the emergency package, we have agreed to pursue the personal appearance on a trial basis in
five States to determine its effect on
allowance decisions and the opinions
of State disability examiners.
PAIN

The bill codifies the current SSA
standard for the consideration of pain
in determining eligibility. Basically
this standard requires the presence oi
a medical condition which can reasonably be expected to cause the pain.
The final version of our bill, as offered
as a floor amendment on November 17,
1983, and as printed in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD on March 15, 1984, is
· quite different. It codifies a pain
standard, but it does not accept SSA's
current pain standard. Our pain standard does not require evidence or a
finding of a medical condition as the
cause of the pain, because we recognize that an underlying medical condi·
tion cannot always be identified. Nor
do we take the position that benefits
should be granted based on the subjective evidence of the disabled individual
alone. Our pain standard would require medical findings of the presence
of pain. without the need to show a
medical condition causing the pain.
SSA's pain standard has been the
subject of frequent and lengthy litigation in which SSA often is the loser.
The courts are not willing to accept
SSA's rigid standard, for assessing
pain, nor should we. In fact, while
questions about the appropriate pain
standard may linger in many minds.
there is little doubt in my mind-and
many others with more impressive credentials than I on the subject-that
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the current pain standard used by SSA
is not a correct one.
Since the bill requires SSA to conduct a study on the appropriate standard for pain, it would be wise for Congress to leave SSA with the flexibility
to modify its pain standard in the
event the issue become resolved. The
bill gives SSA over 2 years to conduct
the study, a period of time unnecessarily excessive in light of all we are
learning and have learned about pain
and in light of the work already being
done by SSA on the subject. To legislate an ina.ppropriate pain standard
now might lock SSA into a position
that it may seek to avoid a few months
or a year from now. I hope the conferees will give careful attention to this
provision and resolve to go forward
with a 9 or 12 month study without
codifying any standard at this time.
COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDERS

In June 1983, the Subcommittee on
Oversight of Government Management held its second hearing on the
social security disability program, with
the focus this time being the role of
the ALJ. We discovered at this hearing
one of the difficult binds ALJ's find
themselves in because of the Secretary's policy on nonacquiescence-her
refusal to adopt as precedence for
future determinations. decisions rendered by Federal district and circuit
courts.
An AW takes an oath to follow the
law, but may be directed by the Secret.ary to not follow the opinion of the
appeals court of his/her circuit. This
has become most visible as a problem
in connection with court-ordered medical improvement standards, where the
Secretary has refused to acquiesce.
The result has been a spate of class
action filing to force the Secretary to
apply a circuit court ordered standard
to all persons within that circuit. I understand there are some 30 to 40 class
actions regarding the disability determination process presently pending.
With the very well-reasoned testimo·
ny of Paul Bender. constitutional law
professor from the University of Pennsylvania.. Senator CoHEN and I concluded that the only appropriate congressional re<;ponse was to require the
Secretary to either acquiesce in circuit
court decisions or appeal them to the
Surpeme Court. The Secretary's nonacquiescence policy creates a no-win
situation for affected beneficiaries, because when the Secretary decides not
to acquiesce, she also refuses to appeal
and since as the losing party, she is
the only party to appeal, such court
decisions can never get resolved by the
Supreme Court.
The Secretary argues that her
choices are not so easy. Were she to
acquiesce in those decisions she did
not choose to appeal or were the Supreme Court to deny her appeal, she
would have to apply the circuit court
standard within that circuit. and the

result she argues could be severat different standards being used in different circuits. Were she to apply a circuit court decision nationally, for the
sake of uniformity, she would be elevating the circuit court to the role of
the Supreme Court. At the same time,
it is simply not acceptable to let the
Secretary use her own unaccountable
discretion to follow or not follow court
precedent, and the purpose of the provision in this bill is to create the accountability by requiring the Secretary to report to Congress on all her
decisions to not acquiesce and her decisions to acquiesce on significant decisions, including the specific reasons in
support of her decision. This places
the policy debate in the hands of Congress where it appropriately belongs.
This bill in no way sanctions the
Secretary's nonacquiescence policyindeed that is explicitly stated in the
legislation; it merely provides a mechanism by which the Secretary's activity in this area can be closely monitored. It may very well turn out that
the Supreme Court will settle the
issue of nonacquiescence in the next
few years.
COLI\ FAIL·SAFE

The Finance Committee chose to
add a provision designed to protect the
disability trust fund. The fail-safe provision would require the Secretary to
adjust cost-of-living increases to disability beneficiat·ies if the fund is projected to decline to less that 20 percent of a year's benefits, provided Congress takes no action upon notification
of such a projection.
While I can understand the committee's concern for the trust. fund, I
agree with my other colleagues who
oppose separate treatment of beneficiaries by trust fund also oppose this
system which would, in effect. allow
an executive department bureaucrat
to set t.he benefit levels for the disabil·
ity program by calculating the estimated expenditures. Only Congress
should have the responsibility to set
benefit levels in social security pro·
grams.
FHEQUENCY OF' Pf:I1IODIC REVIEWS

The originalS. 476 as introduced did
not include a provision requiring the
Secretary to establish guidelines for
determining the frequency with which
continuing disability reviews are to be
conducted. The 1980 amendments
merely require such reviews at, least.
once every 3 years. implying they
could be conducted more frequently.
There is a legitimate concern, howev·
er, that without some very specific
controls, disability beneficiaries could
find themselves in the nightmare of
continually being in the review process. This is particularly possible where
a review results in an appeal to an ALJ
or Federal district court which may
take as much as a year or 2 years respectively.
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The bill requires SSA to establish
proposed guidelines for the frequency
of subsequent reviews and to make
such guidelines subject to public
notice and comment. No one can be reviewed until these regulations are in
place.
Mr. President, let me close with
some acknowledgements.
Obviously, I have the sense of satisfaction that we all feel, that we are finally acting. I wish to express my gratitude and my thanks to Senator
CoHEN, my principal cosponsor. We
have worked together on a bipartisan
basis on this bill and similar bills and
similar amendments on so many session days and nights of the Senate
that I cannot recount them. He and
his staff pe:rson, Susan Collins, have
been steadfastly loyal to this cause. I
commend them both on it.
I also thank all our cosponsors who
have stood with us throughout. This
has been a 2-year process-again, on a
bipartisan basis.
I thank Senator DoLE and his staff
for working with us. The Finance
Committee has worked very carefully
with us throughout this period and on
this final legislative solution.
I am very much indebted to Senator
LoNG for his remarks today, for the
help of his staff along the way, to try
to come up with a solution which
could satisfy the needs of the Social
Security Administration for a fiscally
sound program and the needs of the
truly disabled who have been injured
along the way.
I Lhank Linda Gustitus, of my staff,
who has been at my side for 2 years on
this matter. I thank all the staff for
the assistance given to each other in
fashioning what seems to be an equitable solution.
I look forward to a conference when
we can work out the differences and
come back with a final legislative
package.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LEVIN. I am happy to yield to
the Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I congratulate the Senator from Michigan
for the determined, tireless, and tenacious efforts he has extended to provide care for those who need care. for
those who have a deserving case for it.
I said as much at a time when the Senator was not on the floor. and I want
to say it again while he is here.
The Senator does not desire that we
add persons to the rolls who should
not be on the rolls, persons who can
obtain employment.
I hope we have a bill here that will
be fair to the taxpayers as well as to
the claimants.
I have said in my remarks for the
RECORD and in my additional views
that if this program is to succeed, we
must find e{fective ways to open up
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jobs for handicapped people who have
the capacity to become productive
members of society. I regret to say
that this is a big oversight in our laws
that exist today. When we have put
that kind of employment program in
place, I believe we will have a better
overall program for the disabled. The
fact that we do not have such a program today puts tremendous pressure
on this program for persons who, because they are unable to find employment, find that they have little choice
but to make the best case they can for
receiving disability benefits.
I think that is part of our problem,
and I believe that with the help of the
Senator and others who have a similar
concern for less fortunate people, per·
haps in the next Congress, if not in
this one, we can come up with a much
more adequate program to provide employment opportunities for severely
handicapped people who can be restored to the work force. We may need
to provide some type of help-through
a tax subsidy, if need be-to get the
cooperation of employers to help make
these employment opportunities available.
Mr. LEVIN. I thank the Senator
from Louisiana.
I should like to address one additional remark to Senator DoLE. Senator
DOLE is one of the most extraordinary
Members of this body. I do not know
of anybody who has greater demands
on his time legislatively. He has many
duties which he handles with great
grace. He means a great deal to us in
this body, on both sides of the aisle.
Again, I want to thank him for his unwavering dedication to finding a fair
solution to this problem, for his willingness and the willingness of his staff
to work with people who are interested in this issue, to see if we could come
up with a solution that is fair to the
social security people and to the
Treasury. I believe we have done that.
and I express again my personal admiration to my friend from Kansas who,
with all the sponsors and cosponsors
of this bill, represents the best of bipartisanship in the Senate.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I want
to take this occasion to express my
thanks to the Senator from Michigan.
Earlier this evening, I referred to
the chairman of the Finance Committee as being Herculean in his efforts
and accomplishments. If I had to go
back into Greek mythology. I perhaps
would have to draw the analogy of
Sisyphus for the Senator from Michigan. He has been rolling this rocJ( up a
hill for the past 2 years; and, unlike
the tragic Greek figure, he has helped
to finally roll the rock to the top of
the hill.
I also wish to thank Linda Gustitus
for her tremendous effort on behalf of
this achievement.
I thank the chairman again.
Mr. LEVIN. I thank my friend.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I thank
both Senators COHEN and LEVIN. As I
indicated in my statement, they have
been in the forefront of this matter.
I say to the distinguished Senator
from Michigan that I estimated that
even more important than the efforts
of all Senators were the staff efforts. I
said they had a hundred meetings, and
I think that was low, far low. They
had meetings lasting 2 or 3 hours,
sometimes 4 hours, until late at night.
They never gave up because their Senators never gave up.
I thank my colleagues, the Senator
from Michigan and the Senator from
Maine, primarily, and many others, l)ecause it has taken a long time to reach
this point. This is not a perfect piece
of legislation. There will be some discussions in the conference. But without the persistent efforts of these two
Senators from Michigan and Maine.
we would not have the bill before us.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President, as a
cosponsor of S. 476, I am pleased to
support this compromise amendment
to address problems associated with
the implementation of the periodic
review provisions of the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980. I
have been particularly concerned that,
since the Reagan administration's implementation of these provisions, my
office has been deluged with requests
for assistance from Marylanders who
have received disability benefits for
years, are unable to work, and are now
being told that they are not disabled.
Many feel that the accelerated review
process is being conducted much too
hastily and with little thought to fairness or to the consequences of removing people from the disability rolls
who are, in fact, unable to work.
Earlier this year, I submitted testimony for the Senate Finance Committee's hearing on social security disability reform, and noted that some Marylanders who have contacted me are
being denied disability benefits after
having been declared disabled for the
past 10 years or more. In some in·
stances, the disabled citizens of my
State receive notice that they are
being denied disability benefits while
they are actually in the hospital receiving treatment for their health
problems.
Nationwide, the accelerated review
process has generated such heated
controversy that many States have imposed a moratorium on decisions leading to the cessation of benefits or are
functioning under a court-imposed
moratorium. In Mat·y!and, the State
superintendent of schools, David
Hornbeck, imposed such a moratorium
on October 3, 1983, noting the confusion that developed when the Social
Security Administration abandoned
the termination review standard of
"medical improvement" in favor of a
concept of "ability to engage in substanti9.1 gainful activity." In Decem-
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her, the U.S. District Court for the
District of MaryJand essentially reaffirmed this decision, finding that "in
essence, the Secretary (Of HHS> must
establish that the claimant's medical
condition has improved (in order for
that claimant to be removed from the
disability rolls)."
Due to the great personal injustices
of the present disability review process, affirmed by several State actions
and court orders, I strongly support
this compromise amendment. This
thoughtful legislation would allow disabled individuals to continue to re·
ceive disability benefits if their condition was the same or worse than when
they were first allowed to receive benefits and if the administration fails to
provide evidence that the disabled
beneficiary has benefited from advances in medical or vocational therapy or technology, that the original
decision was made through error or
fraud. or that new diagnostic technologies show that the individual's impairment was not as serious as originally believed. These modifications
seek to address the many problems
Marylanders and others throughout
the Nation have experienced, while
still providing that those who are
clearly no longer disabled and can
work will be removed from the disability rolls. Because of the complexity of
this issue, I know that there are still
differences to be worked out between
the House and the Senate. but I urge
prompt passage of this measure so
that this process can begin.
Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President, today
we are not simply ena.cting needed and
critical legislation, we are writing the
final lines of a sad chapter of American history. Hundreds of thousands of
disabled Americans, former workers
who have paid taxes and paid for their
disability insurance protection, were
unjustly denied disability benefits.
Some died from those disabling condi·
tions they were no longer supposed to
have, others after their benefits were
cut who became stricken with grief
and worried sick about an uncertain fi.
nancial future, took their own lives.
Alt.hough it is late in coming, I am
pleased, that with the passage of this
legislation, we will finally put this
matter behind us.
It is hard to imagine an issue that
has created a greater commotion in
our six Michigan regional offices than
the almost constant flow of phone
calls from disability beneficiaries who
in utter disbelief find themselves
thrown off of the disability rolls. Some
of these individuals are unable to
speal{ for themselves due to extremP
physical and emotional hardships they
have experienced as a result r-f a
severe disability. Many have seen their
conditions grow worse as they haw~
been forced to endure the hardships o!
the administration's review process.
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Hopefully, with the enactment of this
legislation, those days are over.
Mr. President, even though I am extremely pleased that we are resolving
this critical matter, I think it is absolutely astounding that it has taken us
this long to act. A group of us. on both
sides of the aisle, have been working
toward this day for over 2'12 years,
dating back into the previous 97th
Congress. In spite of all the hard evidence that was available concerning
the extreme hardship and devastation
that these disability reviews were
having on hundreds of thousands of
Americans, the administration continued to oppose corrective legislation
until last month, just on the heals of
the passage of a similar House bill by
a 410-to-1 vote. It is sad to think that
it took almost unanimous action on
the part of the House of Representatives to turn the administration
around on this issue. It is even more
disgraceful, that more than a month
after the announced moratorium on
removing individuals from the rolls,
40,000 beneficiaries are without benefits due to the failure of this administration to issue regulations governing
the moratorium. While public positions on ·this matter may have
changed, it we are to judge this administration by its actions, it looks like
business as usual.
The major section of this bill, introducing a medical improvement standard of review before terminating disability benefits should end the hardships and suffering we have seen over
the last few years. With only a few exceptions, the administration must now
show that an individual's disability
has improved before discontinuing
benefits. While I .jo not support the
sunsetting of this provision after 3 Y2
years, we should have sufficient experience with this new procedure at the
end of that period to evaluate its effectiveness. There is one provision in
the bill that causes me some concernthe so·called fail-safe provision. Under
this provision, in the absence of congressional action-and we have seen
how long it sometimes takes the Congress to act- the Secretary of Health
and Human Services would have the
authority to scale back cost·of-living
increases for disability beneficiaries if
the disability insurance trust fund
falls below 20 percent of 1 year's benefits. It is my hope that this provision,
which would treat disability beneficiaries different from other social security beneficiaries, will be dropped in
conference.
Mr. President. in closing I should
like to say that while there were many
of us who worked long and hard to
drag this legislation through the Congress, there is no one who deserves
more credit than my good friend and
colleague from Michigan, Senator
LEVIN. S. 476 is his bill, and it was in
large part through his personal dill-

gence and perseverance that we were
able to get to where we are today.
Congress and disabled Americans
across the country owe Senator LEVIN
a tremendous debt of gratitude.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President,
today the Senate is considering legislation which will go a long way in alleviating the needless and unfair suffering
of hundreds of thousands of disabled
Americans who receive social security
disability insurance. I wish to commend my colleagues Senator LEVIN,
Senator CoHEN, and Senator DoLE for
their hard work in reaching a compromise on this critical issue.
I believe I can confidently say that
my colleagues in the Senate are all
aware of the grave situation which has
existed in the SSDI program since
1981 when the Social Security Administration began using insensitive and
stricter guidelines to determine disability. It is true that Congress adopted legislation in 1980 requiring SSA to
conduct reviews of beneficiary disability in response to the significant increase in the number of individuals
collecting SSDI benefits and the increased cost of the program. But, Mr.
President, Congress did not intend for
SSA to conduct these reviews based on
an assumption that many beneficiaries
were not truely disabled and that their
benefits should be terminated. No one
anticipated the kind of abuses that the
Administration fostered through its
use of severely restrictive review
guidelines, the speedup of these reviews and the encouragement of reviewers to terminate so capriciously
that over 70 percent of all denials have
been reversed by the administrative
law judge.
In my home State of Massachusetts,
disabled citizens testified to these injustices before a special Commission
on Social Security Disability. One
woman testified that her benefits were
terminated despite 12 recent operations on her stomach, hand, neck,
and back. Another young man born
with cerebral palsy testified that he
was examined by a contracted physician who totally ignored this medical
history. Another person who had an
artificial leg and an abscessed lung lost
his benefits while he was in the hospital.
People who are mentally impairedthe most vulnerable group of all- have
suffered most. In some States, up to 50
percent of the mentally ill have had
their benefits terminated-many left
without the means to obtain shelter
and food and forced to return to hospitals and institutions. Surely monetary savings cannot take precedent
over alleviating the needless suffering
of our disabled citizens and in some
cases, preventing unnecessary deaths.
The Secretary of Health and Human
Services, Margaret Heckler, has responded to the outcries of disabled individuals by proposing new regulations
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and moratoriums on the review process. But, these actions do not go far
enough. Comprehensive reform as embodied in the legislation before us
today is vital to disabled Americans.
The House of Representatives has already overwhelmingly passed SSDI
reform legislation with just one dissenting vote.
Although I am pleased that this
compromise will be acted on today, I
would like to express my concern regarding some of the provisions. The 3year sunset of the medical improvement provision is particularly troubling to me. The heart of this SSDI
reform is the medical improvement
standard and the requirement that
medical improvement be shown before
benefits to beneficiaries can be terminated. As well, this compromise places
the burden of proof for substantiating
that medical improvement has not
taken place on the beneficiary and not
on the Secretary of HHS. I believe
that those individuals who are mentally ill or physically unable to gather
this needed proof, will continue to
suffer. The failsafe financing provision of this compromise requires that
the cost-of-living increases for disability beneficiaries be scaled back to the
extent necessary to maintain the SSDI
trust fund balance above 20 percent. I
firmly believe that our Nation's disabled citizens should not be punished
in this manner. It is my sincere hope
that the conferees to this bill will care·
fully consider the ramifications of
these provisiOns on our disabled
people during their meetings.
We have a commitment to all Americans who are disabled and we must alleviate the needless suffering of those
individuals who have been unfairly
denied benefits or who have suffered
needless mental anguish as a result of
fear of loss of benefits. I believe that
our actions here today will alleviate
this suffering, and I urge swift action
on this legislation.
Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I
strongly support S. 476, which makes
substantial revisions in the social secu·
rity disability reviews process. In my
opinion, this legislation, of which I am
a cosponsor, is badly needed and long
overdue. Comprehensive reform legislation has already been passed by the
House on March 28, 1984, and t.he administration has recently announced
its plans for imposing a moratorium
on removing any more disabled people
from the benefit rolls until reform legislation is enacted. Very serious problems have been permitted to exist for
too long as a result of this process.
I am personally aware of the tragedies which have been caused as a
result of this flawed program. The
volume of social security disability
casework by my field offices is greater
than any other issue. Disability cases
are also the most heart rending. On
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October 8, 1983, I was pleased to be
able to hold a field hearing of the U.S.
Senate Committee on Governmental
Affairs in Santa Fe on the subject of
social security disability reviews. Firsthand testimony was heard from a
cross-section of New Mexicans who
told of their painful experiences
caused by an insensitive, inefficient,
and dehumanizing process. Testimony
was also received from doctors who
treat claimants, attorneys who represent claimants, the State of New
Mexico Disability Determination Unit
director, an administrative law judge
who hears appeals, and a representative of the Governor's office. Many
others submitted testimony that will
be included in the printed hearing
record.
Like those cases in New Mexico I am
familiar with, other Members of Congress and the American people have
read and heard, on an almost daily
basis, depressing stories about termination of disability benefits for individuals who are clearly still disabled.
These are people who could not face
the pl"ospect of battling a hostile
review process or of losing their only
source of income.
Other individuals, shortly after
having their benefits terminated, had
died of the same illness which examiners had found no longer disabling.
Nearly all of the terminations have resulted in needless pain, suffering, and
loss of income for thousands of disabled individuals and their families.
Ironically, many who have been found
recovered and have had their benefits
terminated were later, upon closer examination, eventually restored to the
disability rolls. But often it was only
after months of anguish at the hands
of a wasteful and inefficient system.
This flood of terminations stems
largely from two factors. One was the
act of Congress, the so-called Bellmon
amendment, which mandated in 1980
that disability recipients be reviewed
every 3 years to determine if they
were still eligible for benefits. These
reviews, called continuing disability investigations, or CDI's, were scheduled
by Congress to begin in January 1982.
The second factor behind the great
number of terminations was an administration bent on reducing Government spending regardless of human
costs. Wielding the Be11mon amendment, the Reagan administration decided to accelerate the implementation
date to March 1981, and began ordering disability reviews at an alarming
rate.
In fiscall982, some 497,000 disability
recipients, or almost 18 percent of the
total, found their cases under review.
Some 340,000 individuals have been
cut off the rolls since March 1981
when the Reagan administration
began its review program.
No one can argue with the need for
review to insure that only those who

are actually disabled be permitted to
continue to receive disability benefits.
But the manner in which the review is
conducted should be sensitive to the
hardships which it can cause. The
review process has been frought with
insensitivity, inefficiency, and blatant
abuses.
Because of the abrupt acceleration
of the reviews, many individual cases
received only the most cursory examination. State disability determination
offices were forced to accept a threefold increase in their workloads without an increase in funding or support.
Many reviews were accomplished
simply on paper, without ever seeing
another human being, or by a 5minute examination by a physician
who had never seen the recipient
before. Often the statements of personal physicians have either never
been sought or simply disregarded.
Most reviews centered on a profile of
disabled persons who were thought
most likely to be able to go back to
work. Several days of hearings before
the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, and other groups
have documented an irrefutable pattern of unfair- and improper-denials
of disability benefits to individuals.
particularly those suffering from
severe psychiatric problems.
Nationwide, some 45 percent of the
disability recipients reviewed were
sent notices that their benefits would
be terminated. On its face, that 45 percent would seem to indicate that a
good number of recipients were no
longer disabled. The records of appeals, however. tell a different story.
Twelve percent of the terminations
that were appealed received reversals
at the reconsideration stage. Over 60
percent of the terminations appealed
to social security administrative law
judges were reversed. The General Accounting Office found. in a st udy of
1,400 appealed cases, that 9 out of 10
terminations of mentally disabled persons were reversed by administrative
law judges- the first face-to-face interview for most of these individuals.
These recipients were still disabled,
but subjected to the stressful and
unfair process of being reevaluated.
Those charged with adjudicating appeals, the administrative law judges.
have been forced to endure heavier
caseloads. Those who h:l.ve not adhered to the goals established have
been subjected to retraining and other
reprisals.
The Social Security Administration,
the lead administration agency, has
even admitted that some physically
disabled persons died soon after the
agency's examiners had ruled them
healthy. In 4 of 11 cases reviewed in
an internal GAO study, the former
disability beneficiaries died of the very
illnesses that the examiners had decided were not disabling. The study
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admits that the decision to terminate
benefits was not correct and, although
error was admitted, little good it did.
So overzealous have the examiners
been that one man who received the
Medal of Honor for valor in Vietnam
by President Reagan was cut off from
disability upon review. This individual
was told he could work even though
he had two pieces of shrapnel in his
heart, both his arms and legs were severely impaired, one lung was punctured, and he was in constant pain. Although his benefits were restored
upon review, he went through countless. unnecessary hours of pain and
suffering.
s. 476
S. 476, the bill as reported by the
Senate Finance Committee, makes a
number of important changes in the
disability review process. It would require a finding of medical improvement when disability benefits are terminated, it would provide for a review
and right to personal appearance prior
to termination of disability benefits, it.
would provide for uniform standards
in determining disability, it would provide continued payment of disability
benefits during the appeals process,
and it would provide for other important changes.
Mr. President, one provision of legislation which I find somewhat troubling is the language which would require the Secretary to give notice to
the public and Congress on decisions
to acquiesce or not acquiesce in U.S.
court of appeals decisions affecting
the Social Security Act or regulations.
I feel stronger language more similar
to the language in the House-approved
bill, which would insure compliance
with court orders is needed.
I feel very strongly that compliance
with court orders is a fundamental
legal principle and to not do so violates the Constitution. The current
process whereby the Social Security
Administration is denying benefits to
thousands of people in situations similar to cases in which Federal courts
have ordered payment is just plain
wrong. The capricious action by a Federal agency, motivated by cost savings
at the expense of human pain and suffering, needs to be corrected. With the
exception of the Internal Revenue
Service, which follows the precedents
set by Federal appeals court decisions
within the circuit where they were
issued but may seek a different ruling
ln another circuit in the hope that the
Supreme Court would agree to resolve
the conflict, all other agencies other
than the Social Security Administration adhere to Federal court decisions.
Social Security, however, does ·.1ot
regard appeals court decisions as binding even in the circuit where they ar€
issued. This arbitrary viewpoint results in unfortunate administrative
burden and cost to the Government
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and taxpayers for unnecessary litigation. It also results in needless cost
and delay to individual beneficiaries.
If language like that contained in the
House-passed bill is enacted, then if a
Federal appeals court issues a ruling
favorable to social security recipients,
the Government must either apply it
uniformly to all beneficiaries living in
the circuit or appeal to the Supreme
Court. I urge my colleagues who will
resolve the difference between the
House-passed bill and the Senate bill
to resolve this issue in favor of the
House-passed bill- forcing Social Security to acquiesce to court decisions.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an article by Robert Pear,
which appeared in the New York
Times on May 13, 1984, be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection. the article
was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:

U.S. FLOUTS COURTS IN DETERMINATION Of'
BENEnT CLAIMS-SOCIAL SECURITY ACENCY
OBEYS IN SPECIFIC CASES BUT WILL NoT
EXTC:ND PRINCIPLES
(By Robert Pear>
WASHINGTON, May 12.-The Social Securi·
ty Administration is denying benefits to
thousands of people in situations similar to
cases in which Federal courts have ordered
payment. and Federal judges around the
country have denounced the practice as lawJess.
Social Security officials say they always
obey decisions of the Supreme Court and
apply them in cases comparable to those the
Court decides. But they say they do not consider decisions of lower courts binding,
except for the plaintiffs in the individual
cases, when the rulings and interpretations
conflict with the agency's regulations and
policies.
The officials say they cannot operate a
uniform nationwide program if they have to
follow the potentially conflicting decisions
of various courts around the country.
DISABILITY CLAIMS INVOLVED
Judges, however, say such a practice or
"nonacquiescence" in the decisions of lower
courts undermines the rule of law and vio·
lates the Constitution. In the last year, at
least two Federal judges have threatened to
cite the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, Margaret M. Heckler. for contempt
of court.
Many of the rulings the Social Security
Administration disregards involve disputes
over eligibility for disability benefits.
monthly payments to people who are too ill
or ir,jured to work.
In the case of Audrey Nelson, a North
Dakota woman, for example, the Social Security Administration stopped her disability
benefits in 1981, saying back injuries she
suffered in 1972 no longer prevented her
from working.
The United States Court of Appeals for
the Eighth Circuit, however, in ruling in
Mrs. Nelson's favor, said the Social Security
officials were disregarding several court decisions that required them to consider pain
as a factor in assessing disability.
"For some unexplained reason," the appeals judges said, "the Secretary insists
upon ignoring this court's statements" that
she must consider subjective complaints of

pain, even if they are not fully corroborated
by objective medical evidence.
Many of the disregarded decisions. some
of them involving old-age and survivor benefits and Supplemental Security Income, a
Federal welfare program, as well as the disability payments, contain explicit guidelines
for the agency's 8.ction on benefits in certain situations and say that these guidelines
should apply in all similar cases.
But the Social Security Administration.
either by issuing a formal notice of nonacquiescence in the court's decision or by
merely disregarding it through a policy of
what its officials call "informal nonacquiescence," follows the decision only in the case
at issue. The officials say they do not even
have to apply the court's ruling to similar
situations in the same state or judicial circuit.
In a decision two weeks ago, the Chief
Judge of the Federal District Court in Minnesota. Miles W. Lord. saicl Social Security
officials were acting in "direct contravention of Federal court edicts." He wrote:
"The Secretary apparently has decided to
obey only the edicts of the U.S. Supreme
Court. At the same time, however. the Secretary refuses to appeal adverse rulings to
the Supreme Court, thus depriving the
Court of the opportunity to Issue opinions
on disputed issues...
AN ISSUE IN CONGRESS
In March. the HousE: of Representatives
passed a bill meant to increase compliance
with court orders. Under the bill, if a Federal appeals court issues a ruling favorable to
Social Security recipcnts. the Government
must either apply it uniformly to all beneficiaries living in the circuit or appeal to the
Supreme Court. But the Reagan Administration strongly opposes this provision. and
it is uncertain whether the Senate will
accept it.
In the last year many Federal judges have
complained of the Social Security Administration's attitude toward decisions of the
lower courts. In Colorado, Federal District
Judge John L. Kane Jr. said the Secretary's
actions "reveal a clearly rebelliou:; frame of
mind."
In California. Judge Harry Pregerson of
the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
said the policy was like the "pre-Civil War
doctrine of nullificaLion. whereby rebellious
states refused to recognize certain Federal
laws within their boundaries."
"The Secretary's nonacquiescence not
only scoffs at the law of this circuit," Judge
Pregerscn said, "but flouts some very important principles basic to our American system
of government-the rule of law. the doctrine
of separation of powers imbedded in the
Constitution, and the tenet of judicial suprema.cy." That tenet was laid down by the
Supreme Court in 1803.
IRS SIMILARITY ASSERTED
In Arizona. Federal District Judge Valdemar A. Cordova struck down a recent nonacquiescene notice as "contrary to law." It
manifested a "conscious and willful decision" to disregard appellate court rulings.
he said.
Louis B. Hays. an Associate Commissioner
of Social Security for the last three years,
now temporarily assigned to the Office of
Management and Budget, told Congress.
"We have a policy of either acquiescing in
court decisions and following them. or nonacquiescing in court decisions and not following them." He said this policy "has some
similarities" to the practice of the Internal
Revenue Service.
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Joel Gerber, special assistant to the chief
counsel of the Internal Revenue Service,
said the tax agency followed the precedent
set by Federal appeals court decisions
within the circuit where they were issued.
He said the tax agency might, at the same
time, seek a. different ruling in another circuit, in the hope that the Supreme Court
would agree to resolve the conflict.
By contrast, Social Security officials say
they do not regard appeals court decisions
as binding even in the circuit where they
arc issued.
NO THREAT TO COURTS
For three years, the Reagan Administration has been trying to trim the disability
rolls by cutting off benefits for people able
to work. Officials acknowledge that they
have made errors in this process, and .last
month, undE:r criticism from Congress and
many governors, Social Security officials
suspended their efforts to cut off disability
payments. But the moratorium did not
apply to the thousands of people with cases
pending in Federal court.s or to people seeking benefits for the first time.
Some Justice Department lawyers have
privately expressed doubts about the propri·
ety of Social Security's nonacquiescence
policy, but the department has often defended it in court..
Testifying recently before the Senate Finance Committee, Carolyn B. Kuhl, a
deputy assistant attorney general, said,
"The nonacquiescence doctrine, like the traditional Government practice of challenging
settled precedents in test cases, in no way
threatens the position of the judicial
branch."

Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, S.
476, as amended, despite the weak language on acquiesces to Federal court
decisions, deserves to be approved by
the Senate. This reform legislation, as
a whole, is badly needed at this time. I
hope my colleagues will act as expeditiously as possible to enact needed reforms and to put to an end the pain
and suffering which has plagued the
disability review process.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, ever since
the Reagan administration began its
all-too-enthusiastic removal of disabled beneficiaries from the social security disability insurance program
rolls in 1981, it has been clear that legislation would be required to bring
order to the inevitably-resulting chaos.
While it is true that the administration was responding to congressional
instructions to more carefully and frequently check continued eligibility for
this program, as the New York Times
reported, Social Security Administration
officials
"quietly
made
clear • • • that more claims were to
be denied."
The result of the administration's
misguided zeal was that 485,000 persons have been abruptly found ineligible for the program since the frenzied
reviews began in 1981-almost 20 percent of the program's caseload. But, in
a telling comment on the absence of
care and precision with which these
reviews were undertaken, appeals are
reversing nearly half of those terminations.
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If this were the full extent of the suring that individuals not truly total·

problem with the disability insurance
program, it would have been sad
enough. But this disruption in the
lives of beneficiaries has been visited
on persons who often are neither
physically nor emotionally equipped
to contend with sudden adversity. As a
result, some terminated beneficiaries,
who either did not realize their rights
of appeal or were unable financially or
emotionally to pursue those rights.
suffered great anguish, and in some
cases, emotional breakdown.
Not only did circumstances deteriorate far beyond the level of acceptability in terms of the effect on disabled
beneficiaries and their families. The
States, which have been asked by the
Federal Government to conduct the
eligibility determination process on its
behalf, have been buffeted time and
again. As one illustration, State after
State, on the front lines where the victims of the administration's eligibility
review process are highly visible, has
simply refused to continue the review
process in accord with administration
instructions. When coupled with those
States where Federal courts have ordered the use of different review criteria, fewer than half the States currently are using the administration's
review criteria-an unprecedented circumstance.
My own State of West Virginia was
substantially affected by this entire
situation. Hundreds of disabled persons who had relied-and many of
whose .families had relied-on the disability insurance
benefits were
shocked to learn they had been terminated. Many disabled persons had experienced no improvement of any kind
in their condition since they were
found initially to be eligible for the
program. I have received dozens of letters expressing this shock, and always
asking the question that defied
answer: "Why? Why has the Federal
Government done this to me?"
Ultimately, as it had in many other
States, this picture became so indefensible that my State's Governor felt
forced to call a halt to further terminations under the eligibility review
until some degree of logic was returned to the program by either the
administration or the Congress. Unfortunately, despite some highly publi·
cized gestures that were claimed to
provide sufficient and acceptable resolution to this gigantic problem, the ad·
ministration failed to confront it ade·
quately. Consequently, it was left to
Congress to pick up the pieces.
Fortunately, Mr. President, there
were Senators and Members of the
other body who recognized early on
that the administration's policies had
to be changed, and that, to prevent
repetition of this unacceptable episode, review procedures and criteriathat fully protected current beneficiaries and new applicants while also as-

ly disabled would leave program rollsmust be enacted into Federal law.
Several Senators were key in this
effort, including Senators SASSER,
PRYOR, MOYNIHAN, COHEN, and HEINZ.
But special attention is due the distin·
guished Senator from Michigan <Mr.
LEVIN), who, following hearings held
by the Subcommittee on Oversight on
which he serves as ranking member,
introduced remedial legislation with
the subcommittee chairman, Mr.
CoHEN, and others of the Senators
named previously-2 years ago.
In the intervening period, Senator
LEVIN has been unswervingly commit·
ted to obtaining enactment of this
vital legislation to provide relief to the
Nation's disabled citizens and return
order to the program's current chaotic
state. Wi~hout his bulldog determination to force the Senate to address the
crisis in the disability insurance program created by the administration.
we would not be considering this bill
today.
The distinguished chairman of the
Finance Committee <Mr. DoLE) and
the able ranking member, Mr. LONG,
and other Senators have described the
provisions of the bill in considerable
detail, and I will not seek to cover the
same ground. While the bill does not
do everything precisely as I believe
would be most desirable, I am confident that every Member of this body
can say the same thing. What is most
important is that a reasonable balance
has been achieved between protecting
the disabled, providing for an administerable program. and insuring that
persons not truly disabled will be
found and removed from the program
in accord with a humane, c:J.reful eligibility review process that can be understood by all involved.
I am hopeful that in the conference
committee with the House on this legislation, it will be possible to agree on
a final bill that will come closer to the
House version in assuring that persons
are removed from the rolls only if
their condition is medically improved
from the time they were determined
initially eligible; that will come closer
to the House version in providing direction to the Social Security Adminis·
tration on how it is to respond to Federal court decisions on appeals of eligibility denial or termination cases; and
that will not jeopardize these essential
benefits to fully qualified disabled citizens when the Disability Insurance
Trust Fund experiences ::. shortfall or
revenue compared to outgo.
Mr. President, I am confident that
reasonable agreements on these important conference issues can be
achieved. And I am certain that the
legislation before us today is infinitely
preferable to the state of chaos and
pain that has beset this vital program
for nearly 3 years.
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I am pleased to support this bill, and
urge all Senators to do likewise. It is
essential legislation coming before us
none too soon.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
rise in support of the bill offered by
the Finance Committee to strengthen
the social security disability program.
I want to commend my colleagues for
their hard work on this very important issue.
This amendment is desperately
needed to correct serious problems in
the way the social security program
reviews the eligibility of disabled
Americans for benefits. Every Senator
can point to heartbreaking cases in his
or her State to confirm this. In my
own State of New Mexico, I know of
the tragic example of a man who had
been receiving disability benefits since
1977 because of a heart condition. He
was removed from the program in
1982. He appealed this decision for 12
months and was still waiting for action
when the was stricken with a massive
heart attack and died.
This is more than just an isolated incident. It is one of many tragedies
caused by a disability review process
that has been administered with too
much zeal and too little comoassion.
Most, of all, the process lacks the critical balance between the need to run
an efficient program and the need to
help America's disabled citizens. Numerous reports, studies, and this Senator's own direct observations confirm
this.
Congress musi act to restore the
proper balance to the social security
disability program. While the Social
Security Administration <SSA> must
continue to review beneficiaries to
insure that they meet the standards of
disability in the law, it must also improve the quality of the reviews and
protect the rights of the disabled.
The amendment before the Senate
addresses the major areas of concern.
It would require that the SSA show
that a recipient had medically improved since he or she first came on
the rolls in order to remove the recipient from the program. This provision
"sunsets" in 3 years. It would also require the SSA to consider the combined effect of all of an individual's
impairments in determining eligibility
for benefits. It would temporarily
delay reviews of all mental impairment disabilities until guidelines are
improved. It would allow beneficiaries
removed from the program before
June 1986 to continue to receive benefits while they appeal the decision. Fi·
nally, it would help insure solvency in
the disability trust fund by requiring
the Secretary to adjust benefits if the
trust fund reserves drop so low as to
endanger benefit payments.
Mr. President, I was convinced last
November, when the Senate voted on
a similar amendment, that this ap-
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savings, and instituted the review
process at an accelerated rate, lacking
carefully developed termination criteria or thorough training of disability
program workers. Congressional intent
has been misinterpreted and agency
action has been misguided. Federal
court decisions have called the agency's termination procedures unfair,
unscientific, and arbitrary, and we
now face a situation of continued procedural nightmares unless we pass this
corrective legislation.
S. 476, as amended by the Finance
Committee, includes the following elements: establishes a medical improvement standard; provides continued
benefits during appeal; institutes a
moratorium on reviews of persons
with mental impairments until the eligibility criteria are revised; requires
that reasonable efforts be made to
insure that a qualified psychiatrist or
psychologist participate in the evaluation of mentally impaired claimants;
requires the Secretary to indicate to
Congress and the public whether the
agency intends to acquiesce or not acquiesce to U.S. Court of Appeals decisions dealing with social security disability; requires that the combined
effect of multiple impairments be considered in determining the severity of
disability; requires that a study be
made concerning the evaluation of
pain in determining eligibility for disability benefits; requires that terminated beneficiaries be given opportunity for a face-to-face evidentiary hearing at the reconsideration stage; requires the Secretary to make reasonable efforts to obtain an individual's
complete medical records before seeking a consultative examination; reauthorizes section 1619 of the Social Security Act, which permits severely impaired individuals to receive a special
supplemental security income payment and maintain medicaid eligibility
despite some earnings; and establishes
a "fail-safe" mechanism whereby the
cost-of-living adjustment for disability
beneficiaries would be adjusted if the
trust fund became insolvent.
This legislation makes moderate and
necessary changes to insure that we
effectively remove nondisabled persons from the program without unfairly hurting truly disabled persons.
Social Security disability is an insurance program; it is not welfare. Employees contribute to this program for
protection against unexpected illness
or injury. We are violating their trust
and our promise when we allow this
program to be administered so unjustly.
I encourage my colleagues to join me
in supporting S. 476.
Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President,
I am pleased to rise in support of S.
476, the Social Security Disability
Amendments of 1984. This legislation
will resolve the many problems that
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proach was the best available solution protect truly disabled persons and
their families from arbitrary benefit
cutoffs. I urge my colleagues to supa majority of my colleagues needed portS. 476.
This legislation is long overdue. All
more time to consider the situation.
The situation has not improved, so Senato::s have been hearing the same
Congress must act. The amendment cries of outrage from their constitubefore us would permit the social dis- ents about the injustice, arbitrariness.
ability program to carry out its basic and cruelty of the disability review
purpose in a way that is simple, fair, process. Many of our caseworkers are
and humane. It also contains provi- working overtime to help disabled persions which I consider very important sons appeal their terminations and to
to insure that future benefit increases inject some measure of compassion
do not precipitate a bankruptcy crisis and reason into the stressful review
in the disability trust fund similar to process.
I believe we have a responsibility to
the 1983 financial crisis in the retirement fund. I urge my collegues to join act as quickly as possible. Since March
of 1981., when the accelerated reviews
me in voting for his bill.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I began, more than 470,000 beneficiaries
wish to express my support for the have been terminated; 160,000 of those
measure now before the Senate, and to persons were reinstated after the
commend the managers of the bill, the lengthy appeals process. The appeals
distinguished chairman of the Finance process is clogged with more than
Committee, Senator DoLE, and the 120,000 cases currently pending before
able ranking member, Senator LoNe, administrative law judges. Some indifor their efforts in bringing this legis- viduals will have to wait 6 to 12
lation before the Senate. I also wish to months for their hearing date, and we
commend Senators CoHEN and LEVIN, know that in a majority of cases, the
who authored the original version of administrative law judges reverse the
this bill, for their longstanding inter- termination decision.
Federal courts are becoming overest in improving the social security diswhelmed with disability cases-41,000
ability program.
Mr. President, the reform of our of the 44,000 lawsuits pending against
social security disability laws is vitally the Department of Health and Human
important to many Americans. I have Services involve disability claimants.
received countless phone calls and let- The lengthy appeals process presents
ters from South Carolinians who have financial hardship and physical and
suffered through the termination of emotional stress to these disabled
disability benefits. Administrative Americans.
action under current law has produced
I am particularly concerned about
some unintended and many undesir- the situation in my home State of
able results. I believe that this meas- Ohio, where there have been 50,500
ure will restore a great degree of fair- continuing disability investigations. As
ness and equity to the disability deter- a result, 23,822 persons have been termination system.
minated from the disability program.
Mr. President, I am especially An estimated 10,000 have been reinpleased to see two provisions included stated on appeal, indicating that many
in this legislation. One is the section had been mistakenly terminated in the
which permits individuals notified of a first place. The pervasive confusion
termination decision to elect contin- and unfairness of the termination
ued disability benefits and medicare process compelled the Governor of
coverage during the appeal process. Ohio to impose a moratorium on all
This is a particularly worthwhile pro- continuing disability reviews. Govervision which I was pleased to sponsor nor Celeste has refused to allow disas an original bill. The second provi- ability reviews to resume until Consion is the suspension of eligibility re- gress acts to improve the process.
views for individuals with mental im- SimHar steps are being taken in other
pairment-related disabilities during States, either under Federal court
the revision of criteria for determining orders or by their own initiatives.
e!igibility. The extensive problems in
The roots of this problem date back
the handling of disability cases with a to 1980, when Congress-in response
mental impairment basis necessitates to reports that social security disabilthis temporary moratorium.
ity payments were being made to ableMr. President, I am pleased that this bodied persons-asked the Social Secumatter has been brought before the rity Administration to periodically
Senate, and I urge my colleagues to review disability cases to insure that
support it.
Federal benefits only go to those who
Mr. GLENN. Mr. President. I am qualify according to the law's strict
pleased to be a cosponsor of S. 476, standards for severe and extended dislegislation to make urgently needed ability. This was a proper and approreforms in the disability review pro- priate response to a legitimate congram. This legislation will correct cern.
many of the injustices and abuses that
Apparently, however, administration
have occurred with the continuing dis- officials perceived this law as an opability investigations <CDI's), and will portunity to make dramatic budget
to the problems in the disability program. I voted for the amendment, but
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have developed in the administration
of the disability program. It will help
to overcome many of the sources of
uncertainty and unfairness to which
disabled workers have been subjected
over the last 3 ~~ years. As a cosponsor
of this bill, I am glad that it is now
being considered. It is important that
we begin to put this difficult period in
the disability program behind us.
The major provisions of S. 476 include a requirement that a beneficiary
be found to a have medically improved
before his or her benefits can be terminated: continuation of benefits for a
beneficiary who is appealing a termination decision: and a moratorium on
eligibility reviews for people with disabilities based on mental impairments.
Other provisions include authorization
for demonstrations in several States in
which beneficiaries would have the opportunity to appear in person when
their eligibility is being reviewed for
the first time.
Mr. President. I have been disturbed
by the reports that I have had from
constituents about arbitrary decisions
to remove from the social security
rolls people who were indeed disabled
and unable to work. After lengthy appeals and much anguish and hardship,
many of these people were returned to
the rolls and their back benefits were
paid to them. These decisions to stop
benefits should never have been made
in the first place, and would not be
made under the provisions of this bill.
This bill requires that a person be
maintained on the social security rolls
if there has been no improvement in
his impairment and the person is still
unable to work. Furthermore, if a
person is declared ineligible, but
wishes to appeal this decision, his benefits wil1 be continued until the appeal
is decided. Should the appeal be
denied, the person would, of course, be
expected to repay benefits paid from
the time of the original termination.
These provisions will expire after several years to allow Congress to review
their effectiveness.
The chaos in the disability program
has harmed both the disabled people
involved and the credibility of the
Social Security Administration itself.
Careful standards ar.e important in a
program such as this-only people
who are unable to work at all should
be receiving disability benefits. But in
the process of maintaining the integrity of the program, only the truly ineligible should be dismissed from the
rolls. The legislation being considered
by the Senate today will go a long way
to assuring the proper and compassionate administration of the disability program. I urge its immediate passage.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
I have a number of concerns about the
compromise bill offered by Senators
LEVIN and CoHEN. I support the measure because I hope it will emerge from

conference in a significantly improved
form.
The system of periodic review under
the social security disability program
has been reduced to a shambles by the
heavy-handed tactics of the present
administration. There is an urgent
need for legislation to be passed and
passed swiftly, if the program is ever
to regain the confidence and trust of
the American people.
Mr. President, I have recorded my
criticisms of the social security disability program at some length in recent
debates on this subject. Suffice it to
say that what Congress intended to be
an orderly and humane review
became. under the present administration, an inquisition. The rights of
social security disability recipients
were trampled upon and, in many
cases, Jives were destroyed. We hope to
prevent that from happening in the
future by passing reform legislation.
Mr. President, there is one other
major issue which this compromise bill
fails to address and that is the Social
Security Administration's policy of
"nonacquiescence" with regard to Circuit Court of Appeals' decisions affecting the disability program.
Under the Federal judicial system,
decisions of the circuit court of appeals are considered the " law of the
circuit" and constitute binding case
law on all district courts within the
circuit. If two circuits rule differently
on a particular issue, the Supreme
Court will review the issue to settle
the dispute.
My concern is that the Social Security Administration does not follow U.S.
Courts of Appeals decisions with
which it disagrees either nationwide or
within the circuit of the ruling. While
the agency does obey the court's
ruling in the particular case being adjudicated, the interpretation of the
law from the court is not considered
binding by the agency either for State
disability agency operations or for
Federal Social Security Offices.
In addition, the agency frequently
does not appeal district court or circuit
court opinions with which it disagrees.
Therefore, the Supreme Court is not
able to review the issue and render a
decision with which the agency would
be forced to comply.
The policy has been vigorously criticized by Federal judges and outside
legal experts since it undermines the
basic rule of law and allows Social Security to use administrative inaction
to circumvent the legal judgment of
the Federal courts. A judge of the
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
has stated that this policy "flouts
some very important principles basic
to our system of Government, " including "the rule of law."
The policy of nonacquiescence only
serves to undermine the relationship
between the Social Security Administration and the Federal courts. If the

Federal circ.uit courts hand down decisions that appear at odds with the purposes or operation of the program, the
Supreme Court should be given the
opportunity to rule. If the agency
wishes a change in the law, then it
should submit legislation to Congress.
However. there is no reason to allow
the Social Security Administration to
ignore the law as determined by the
highest Federal court in each circuit,
simply because the administrators
view the Federal court's decision as
mistaken.
I, t.herefore, believe that the Social
Security Administration should either
apply the decisions of circuit courts of
appeal to at least all beneficiaries residing within States within the circuit,
or appeal the decision to the Supreme
Court.
Unfortunately, this compromise bill
does not resolve this issue in an acceptable form. I believe there is substantial support in the Senate for the
House position on this matter and I
hope the Senate conferees will recede
to the House position on this critical
issue.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an article published in the
New York Times on this subject be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
A PROFOUND CONTEMPT

<By Anthony Lewis)
BosToN, May 20.-A fundamental change
is taking place in America. and the world
sees it. The most legal-minded of societies,
as it has been by instinct and tradition, now
has a Government that feels and displays a
profound contempt for law.
H is a phenomenon so large that it is hard
to see whole. Though Americans are aware
of this or that act of official lawlessness,
most do not perceive the overall pattern.
But America's friends in the world increasingly do. and they are afraid. They do not
know how to communicate with a United
States Govemment of such a character.
The concern was dramatically evidenced
last week in the visit of Mexico's President,
Miguel de Ia Madrid. From the moment he
arrived at the White House he made a point
of urging respect for international law. "If
we exclude law." he told Congress, "our
only alternative is anarchy and the arbitrary rule of whoever is able to impose his
will."

That a visiting head of state should feel it
necessary to remind the United States of
the importance of the rule of law is truly astounding. But then the reality that moved
President de Ia Madrid to speak as he did is
hard to believe-hard for me, at least. Who
would ever have thought that an American
Government would try to flee the jurisdiction of the World Court as ii it were running from the sheriff?
Jeane Kirkpatrick, Mr. Reagan's Ambassador to the United Nations, defended the
flight from the World Court by attacking it:;
judges. They were chosen, she said, by a
process "as non-political as the U.N. General Assembly." The sarcastic implication was
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that they were a bunch of worthless ThirdWorld and Communist types.
But judges from Britain, France, Italy,
West Germany and Japan were among
those who voted against the American position in the World Court's preliminary decision on a Nicaraguan complaint. The court
was unanimous in ruling that the United
States should immediately cease mining Nlc. araguan ports.
At home as abroad. the Reagan Administration rejects the rule of law when it finds
the law inconvenient. The outstanding current example is again one that I would
never have believed possible under any Government of the United States. That is th·e
refusal to respect decisions of Federal
courts interpreting the law on disability
claims under Social Security.
The U.S. Courts of Appeals and District
Courts in various circuits have held that the
Social Security Administration read the law
too narrowly in rejecting claims. Officials
then made the payments to those particular
plaintiffs but refused to apply the rule laid
down by t.he court to other cases. even in
the same circuit. They said they would only
respect a Supreme Court decision-but refused to take the cases to the Supreme
Court.
Judge Harry Pregerson of the Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit said the
policy reminded him of the Southern doc·
trine of "nullification" before the Civil War,
when "rebellious states refused to recognize
certain Federal laws within their boundaries." He said the policy "flouts some very
Important principles basic to our system of
government," including "the rule of law."
The refusal to respect those court decisions is also reminiscent of a more recent
period of dangerous lawlessness. That was
the time after the Supreme Court's school
segregation decision of 1954 when some
southern politicians and lawyers argued
that the decision affected only the particular plaintiffs and need not be respected as
law generally.
The administration has worked to circumvent rules laid down by Congress as well as
by the courts. Last week it was reported
that officials have used all kinds of fake
bookkeeping and circuitous arms transfers
to avoid congressional limits on spending for
military aid and intelligence activities in
Central America.
The attitude toward law has ironic overtones in an administration that calls itself
conservative. Fifty years ago the legal realists, radicals of their day, told us that law.
was not an abstract embodiment of justice
but always reflected political attitudes. Now
Ronald Reagan and his people have given
that view a more cynical turn, reducing everything to power. mocking any idea of independent value in law.
One wonders whether lawyers in this administration will begin to ask themselves
why they should continue to lend their
skills to such a Government. After all, they
are also officers of the court-of law.
When Richard Nixon challenged his accountability to law, a unanimous Supreme
Court-including his own appointees- ruled
against him. Something even more flagrant
than that is developing now. Ronald Reagan's administration is telling the world
that it is not accountable to any institution:
not to Congress, not to the World Court,
not to the courts of the United States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the Senator from Maine has his own time. A

half hour has been allotted to the Senator from Maine on this matter.
Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Maine is recognized.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, in
view of the hour, I shall be brief.
Mr. President, I rise to express my
strong reservation about the difficulties that may occur from one section
of the legislation now before us.
The bill overall has my strong support. I voted for it in the Finance
Committee, and I shall vote for it tonight. It meets the glaring inadequacies of the current disability review
process, it serves to protect the interests of those already on the rolls, and
it protects the interests of the taxpayer in being certain that. benefits are
paid only to those who are in need of
them.
I commend those, particularly my
colleague. Senator COHEN, and Senator
LEVIN for their efforts on this important legislation.
I am particularly pleased that, although the administration did not
wholeheartedly support the concept of
uniform standards for determining
continued eligibility for benefits, the
Finance Committee bill includes a
strong provision insuring that needed
uniformity. Without that uniformity,
we risk repeating the tragic and needless confusion that has beset this program since 1981. The uniform standards provide a solid foundation on
which our administrative law judges
can fairly and efficiently judge the
merits of cases brought before them
for review without risking the arbitrary and capricious outcomes which
resulted from the different standards
of review in use at different levels of
the review process. This is a major advance.
The
tragedies
and
hardships
brought about by the review process
as it has functioned are too well
known to need repeating.
At the same time, I am concerned
about the antideficiency provision of
the bill because it threatens the benefits of those who can least afford the
loss.
Mr. President, as the chairman and
ranking member of the Finance Committee know, I discussed this matter in
some detail before the committee and
I want merely now to note briefly and
in very summary fashion my concern
about that provision.
That provision mandates that if reserves fall below 20 percent of projected annual benefit payments, and if
Congress in the face of this fact fails
to take corrective action, then the Secretary of Health and Human Services
is given the authority to unilaterally
act to restore that reserve level. It is
anticipated that such action would require the reduction of proposed costof-living increases for all current recipients, in part or in full, and if such
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a reduction or elimination of the costof-living increase proved inadequate to
restore the reserve levels to 20 percent, then the Secretary could further
move to reduce the benefit schedules
applicable to new entrants into the
system. In either case, the outcome
would not be equitable.
If the cost-of-living adjustment were
to be cut, those relying on disability
benefits for their sole source of
income would have no way of protecting themselves against inflation. This
is particularly unfair, since these
people would not have been responsible for the conditions that might lead
to a funding reserve shortfall.
Such a shortfall, as we all know, can
result from economic downturns and
the resultant lowered tax payments
into the system, as well as from an unanticipated increase enrollments. In
either case, current beneficiaries are
in no sense responsible. But this provision would make them pay the cost of
such an outcome.
Furthermore, if the elimination of a
cost-of-living increase were not enough
to replenish the reserve fund, the provision which grants authority to alter
the schedule of benefits for new entrants would have the undesirable
effect of creating two classes of disability income recipients, a result that
Congress never intended. And it is not
a result that would enhance the confidence of our people in the social security system and its promise of security.
I recognize, of course, that the provision does give Congress the prior responsibility for taking action. This is
as it should be. I am taking this opportunity to express my view that if such
a reserve shortfall does occur, then
Congress has an obligation to act, in
preference to allowing the authority
to act to devolve on the Secretary of
Health and Human Services by default.
The effect of this provision is to
create conditions for the disability
income fund which are substantially
different from conditions governing
the other social security funds.
That, also, is a precedent I believe is
unwise. The social security system is a
unified whole, designed to replace
income lost by virtue of inability to
work, whether that inability arises
from illness or age. To treat the
former more cavalierly than the latter
makes no sense, and is not equitable.
So with that proviso, I will vote for
the legislation, because it is a long
overdue correction of an intolerable
situation. I hope, however, that the
House-Senate conference will eliminate the unfortunate deficiency provision to which I have referred.
I thank the chairman and I thank
you, Mr. President.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have no
other request for time. I am prepared
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to yield back all time on the bill and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are
the substitute.
there any other Senators in the ChamMr. LONG. Mr. President, I have no ber wishing to vote?
further request for time and in the abThe result was announced-yeas 96,
sence of any further request, I am pre- nays 0, as follows:
pared to yield back also.
£Rollcall Vote No. 109 Leg.)
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Ms.
YEAS-96
KASSEBAUM). All time having been
Mctzcnbaum
Garn
yielded back, the question is on agree- Abdnor
Mitchell
Glenn
Andrews
ing to the committee amendment in Armstrong
Moynihan
Goldwater
Baker
Murkowskl
the nature of a substitute.
Gorton
Baucus
Nickles
GrassiP.y
The committee amendment was Bentsen
Hatch
Nunn
agreed to.
Biden
Hatfield
Packwood
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Bingaman
Hawkins
Pell
Percy
Hcchl
question is on the engrossment and Boren
Pressler
BoschwiLz
Heflin
the third reading of the bill.
Bradley
Proxmirc
lieinll
The bill was ordered to be engrossed Bumpers
Pryor
lielms
Quayle
Hollings
for a third reading and was read the Burdick
Randolph
Byrd
Huddleston
third time.
Chafee
Humphrey
Riegle
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I ask Chiles
lnouye
Roth
Cochran
Jepsen
Rudman
unanimous consent to call up H.R.
Johnston
Sarbancs
3755, calendar order No. 791, the Cohen
Cranston
Kassebaum
Sasser
House-passed disability bill.
Danforth
Simpson
Kasten
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The DeConcini
Kennedy
Specter
Denton
Stafford
Lautcnbcrg
bill will be stated by title.
Stennis
Lnxalt
The legislative clerk read as follows: Dixon
Dodd
Stevens
Leahy
A bill <H.R. 3755> to amend titles II and
XVI of the Social Security Act to provide
for reform in the disability determination
process.

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President. I
move that all after the enacting clause
be stricken and the committee substitute for S . 476 be inserted in lieu
thereof.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion
of the Senator from Kansas.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment of the
amendment and the third reading of
the bill.
The amendment was ordered to be
engrossed and the bill to be read a
third time.
The bill was read the third time.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President. I ask
for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sufficient second? There is a
sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
bill having been read the third time,
the question is, Shall it pass?
On this question, the yeas and nays
have been ordered, and the clerk will
call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from New York <Mr.
D'AMATO), the Senator from Texas
<Mr. TowER), and the Senator from
Wyoming <Mr. WALLOP) are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Wyoming <Mr. WALLOP), would vote "yea."
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that
the Senator from Colorado <Mr.
HART), is necessarily absent.

Dole
Domcnlci

Durenbcr~;cr

Eagleton
East
Evans
Ex on
Ford

D'Amnto
Hart

Levin
Long
Lugar
Mathias
Matsunaga
Mattingly
McClure
Melcher

Symms
Thurmond
Trible
Tsongas
Warner
Wcickcr
Wilson
Zorinsky

NOT VOTING-4
Tower
W:<llop

So the bill (H.R. 3755) as amended,
was passed.
Mr. DOLE. I move to reconsider the
vote.
Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I send
up an amendment to the title and ask
for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be sts,ted.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

Amend the Litle so as to read: "An Act to
revise provisions of titles II and XVI of the
Social Security Act relating Lo disability.
and for other purposes.".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment to amend the title.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DOLE. I ask unanimous consent
that S. 476 be indefinitely postponed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I
move that the Senate insist on its
amendment;; and request a conference
with the House of Representatives
thereon and that the Chair be authorized to appoint conferees on the part
of the Senate.
The motion was agreed to and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. DoLE,
Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. ROTH, Mr. DANFORTH, Mr. LoNG, Mr. BENTSEN, and
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Mr. MoYNIHAN conferees on the part
of the Senate.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I want
to thank again my colleague, the distinguished Senator from Louisiana
<Mr. LoNG) and all the other Senators
and members of the staff. I think we
have demonstrated by the vote of 96
to 0- and I feel that if the absentees
had been here it would have been 100
to O-that this is a good bill. We shaH
now go to conference and work out our
differences with the House.
I yield the floor.
THE CALENDAR
Mr. STEVENS. Madam President, I
inquire of my distinguished friend, the
Democratic leader, if he might agree
to consideration of the following calendar numbers: Order No. 850, which
is S. 2556; No. 864, S. 1999; No. 884,
Senate Joint Resolution 254; No. 885,
which is Senate Joint Resolution 288;
No. 886, Senate Joint Resolution 289;
No. 888, House Joint Resolution 451;
No. 905, House Joint Resolution 526.
Would that meet with the approval of
the Senator's side of the aisle if we
considered those matters and passed
them?
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, in response to the distinguished assistant
Republican leader, there is no objection to proceeding with the measures.
AMERICAN FOLKLIFE CENTER
The Senate proceeded to consider
the bill <S. 2556) to authorize appropriations for the American Folklife
Center for fiscal years 1985 through
1989, which had been reported from
the Committee on Rules and Administration with an amendment as follows:

On page 2, after line 7. insert
SEc. 2. <a> Notwithstanding any other pro·
vision of law and subject to the provisions of
paragraph (1) of subsection <b>, the Capitol
Police Board is authorized to disignate certain portions of the Capitol grounds <other
than a portion within the area bounded on
the North by Constitution Avenue, on the
South by Independence Avenue. on the East
by First Street. and on the West by First
Street> for use exclusive:y as play areas for
the benefit of children attending a day care
center which is established for the primary
purpose of providing child care for the chil·
dren of M(~mbers and employees of the
Senate or House of Representatives.
(b)(l) In the case of any such designation
referred to in subsection <a> involving a day
care center established for the benefit of
children of Members and employees of the
Senate, the designation shall be with the
approval of the Senate Committee on Rules
and Administration. and in the case of such
a center established for the benefit of chil·
dren of Members and employees of the
House of Representatives, the designation
shall be with the approval of the House
Committee on House Administration, with
the concurrence of the House Office Build·
ing Commission.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER <Ms.
·(RollcaU Vote No. 109 Leg.)
All time having been
YEAS-96
yielded back. the question is on agreeing to the committee amendment in Abdnor
Gam
Metzenbaum
Andrews
Glenn
Mitchell
the nature of a substitute.
Armstrong
Goldwa ter
Moynihan
The committee amendment was Baker
Gorton
Murkowski
Baucua
Gra.ssley
Nlc.klea
agreed to.
Bentsen
Hatch
Nunn
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Biden
Hat field
Packwood
question Is on the engrossment and Bingaman
~a.wklns
Pell
Boren
Hecht
Percy
the third reading of the bill.
Boscbwltz
HeOin
Pressler
The bill was ordered to be engrossed Bradley
Heinz
Proxmlre
Helma
Pryor
for a third reading and was read the Bumpers
Holllnas
Quayle
Burdick
third time.
Byrd
Huddleston
Randolph
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I ask Chatee
Humphrey
Riegle
Inouye
Roth
unanimous consent to call up H.R. Chiles
Jepsen
Rudman
3755, calendar order No. 791, the Cochran
Cohen
Johnston
Sarbanes
House-passed disability bill.
Cranston
Kassebaum
Sr.sser
Kasten
Simpson
Danforth
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
DeConcinl
Kennedy
Specter
bill will be stated by title.
Denton
Lautenberg
Stafford
Laxalt
SC..nnls
The Ieg!slative clerk read as follows: Dixon
l{ASSEBAUMI .

A bill <H.R. 3755> to amend titles II a.nd
XVI of the Social Security Act t.o provide
tor reform in the disability determination

process.
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider th e bill.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I
move that all after the enacting clause
be stricken and the committee substi·
tute for S. 476 be inserted in lieu
thereof.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. T he
question Is on agreeing to the motion
of the Senator from Kansas.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on the engrossment of the
amendment and the third reading of
the bill.
The amendment was ordered to be
engrossed and the bill to be read a
third time.
The bill was read the third time.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I ask
for the years and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sufficient second? There is &
sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were-ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. T h e
bill having been read the third time,
the question Is, Shall it pass?
On this question, the yeas and nays
have been ordered, and the clerk will
can the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. gnvENS. I announce that the
Senator from New York <Mr.
D'AMATO), the Sen ator from Texas
<Mr. TOWER), and the Senator from
Wyoming <Mr. WALLOP> are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if p resent
and voting, the Senator from Wyoming <Mr. WALLoP>, would vote "yea."
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that
the Senator from Colorado <Mr.
H ART), is necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are
t here any other Senators in the Chamber wishing to vote?
The result· was announced--yeas 96.
nays 0, as follows:

Dodd
Dole
Domenlcl
Duren berger
Eagleton

East

Evans

Exon
Ford

Leahy
Levin

Long
Lugar
Mathiaa
Matsunaea
Mattlnlly
McClure
Melcher

S!A!noa
Symm.s

Thunnond
Trible
Tsonga.s
Warner
Welclr;.er
Wilson
Zorlnsky

NOT VOTING-4
D'Amato
Bart

Tower
Wallop

So the bill <H.R. 3755> as amended,
was passed.
Mr. DOLE. I move to reconsider the
vote.
Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I send
up an amendment to the title and ask
for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to
revise provisions of titles II and XVI of the
Soct&l Security Act relating to disability,
and for other purposes.".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question ls on agreeing to the amend·
ment to amend the title.
· The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DOLE. I ask unanimous consen t
that S. 476 be indefinitely postponed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I
move that the Senate insist on its
amendments a.nd request a conference
with the House of Representatives
thereon and that the Chair be authorized to appoint conferees on the part
of the Senate.
The motion was ~~,greed to and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. DoLE,
Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. RoTH, Mr. DAN·
tORTR, Mr. LoNG, Mr. BENTSEN, and
Mr. MoYNIHAN conferees on the part
of the Senate.
Mr. DOLE. Madam President. l want
to thank again my colleague, the dis·
tinguished Senator from Louisiana
<Mr. LoNG) and all the other Senators
and members of the staff. I think we
have demonstrated by the vote of 96

.3-6241

to 0-and I feel that if the absentees
had been here it would have been 100
to o~that this Is a good bill. We shall
now go to conference and work out our
differences with the House.
I yield the floor.
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APPOINTMENT OF CONFEREES
ON H .R. 3755, SOCIAL SECURITY
DISABILITY
BENEFITS
REFORM ACT OF 1984
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, I. ask unanimous consent to take
!rom the Speaker's desk the bill <H.R:
3755> to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to provide for reform In
the disability determination process,
with Senate amendments thereto, disagree to the Senate amendments, and
.a.gree to the conference asked by the
Senate.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is
there objection to the request of the
gentleman from -Illinois? The Chair
hears none and, without objection, appoints the following conferees: Messrs.

ROSTENKOWSKI, PICKLE, JACOBS, GEPHARDT, SHANNON, FOWLER, FoRD of
Tennessee, CONABLE, ARCHER, GRADlSON, and CAMPBELL.

There was no objection.
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. • 3755

SOCIAL SECUR Y DISABIL
A ENDMENTS OF 1984
Prepared for the use of the conferees
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CONFERENCE COMPARISON OF H.R. 3755 AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE AND SENATE

Item

Present Law

1. Standard of Review for Termination of
Dil&bility Beneflta (Section 101 of the Hou.e
bill and Section 2 of the Senate amendment)

To be eligible for disability benefits, a penon
must be wlable, by reason of a medically determinable impairment upected to last at least 12
months or to end in death, to perform anv IUbCJtantial gainful activity (SGA) that exists In the
national economy, c:onaidering his or her age,
education and work experience. The impairment
must be "demonstrable b): medically acceptable
clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques."
This definition applies both to new applicants
and to beneficiaries whoee eligibility ia being reviewed. No other atatutory standards exist for
the review of beneficiaries.

8
Senate Amendment

HoUN Bill

&tabliahes a ltandard for reviewing eligibil·

tty of disability beneficiaria that allows benefits
tD be terminated only if there ilsubotantial evi·
Jenc:e that the beneficiary can perform SGA as
1 result of (a) medical improvement in hia distbling condition, or (b) medical or vocational
Uterapy technological or advances, as ahown by
'lew medical evidence and new IUI8emment of relidual functional capacity, or (c) vocational ther·
lPY or (d) a less disabling impairment than
>riginally thoUJht, as shown by new or iln)roved diagnoetJc techniques n" •·••hurttonl.

Benefits could also be terminated if evidence
•n the record st the time of the earlier determi·
18tion or new evidence shows that the prior deermination was either clearly eiTOneous or
raudulently obtained. or that the beneficiary is
~erforming SGA.
In cases where there il no evidence to support
he prior decision (i.e. a lost file) the Secretary
vould not be precluded from securing additional
nedical reports in order to reconstruct that deision.

TitJe XVI il!l wnended t.o provide that the
ame standard of review shall apply to SSI reipienta (except that the ezclusions which allow
ermination as the result of medical or vocation·
J therapy (described in (b) and (c) above) do not
pplr ~Q individuals receiving section 1619 opeial ~·:;'.fits).

Nt. : . ovisions for date of implementing
ltions or ezpiration.

reru·

Benefita may be terminated if beneficiary can
perform SGA unless the Secretary rmds there
has been no medical improvement. If the evi·
dence eetabliahee that there has been no medi·
c:al improvement (other than improvement
which is not related to his ability to work), ben·
efits may be terminated only if Secretary can
&how (a) beneficiary baa benefited from '".di~J
or voc:ationaJ therapy or ~haoJugy, (b) new or
improved ~aueuc or evaluative techniques in·
d.lc:at.e impairment(&) is not as disabling as believed at time of last decision, (c) a prior determination was fraudulentlr obtained, or (d) there
ia demonstrated substantial reason t.o believe a
prior determination of eligibility was erroneous.
Benefits may be terminated for performance
of SGA or if the individual faila, without good
cause, to cooperate in the review or follow preICribed treatment, or cannot be located.

In making determination, Secretary shall con·
8ider the evidence in the file as well as any additional information concerning claimant's current or prior condition eecured by Secretary or
provided by claimant.
In the cue of a finding relating to medical
improvement, provides that burden of proof is
on claimant. In other words, for benefits to be
continued on thi8 buia, individual must state
and evidence in file ·must abow that medical
condition is· aame u or wonJe than at time of
last decision (or, if there il medical improvement, it is not related to work ability).
Title XVl i8 amended to provide that the
same procedures shall apply to SSI recipients
(except that the provision requiring termination
on the grounds that an individual is engaging in
SGA does not apply to recipients of section 1619
special benefits).
Implementing regu•ations must be issued
within 6 months of enactment. Provision ezpires
December 31, 1987.

Item
J. Standard of Review for TermJnatlon of
Dl18blUty Benellti-Con.

PreMntLaw

5

Roue Bill

Senate Amendment

Effectt~ dizte: Applies to all cues involving
cliaability determinations pending ill the Depart-.
ment or ill Court on the date of enactment or
initiated on or after that date.

initiated on or after date of enactment, to all individuals with claims properly pending in the

Effectl~

•te.·

Applies to disability reviews

administrative appeals process as of enactment,
ud to certain court cues. All individual litipnts and named members of a class action ~ho
have cases properly pending in court as of May
16, 1984, and all individuals who properly request court review of a decision of the Secretary
made during the period from March 15, 1984
until 60 days after enactment, would be remanded to the Secretary for redetermination
under the new standard. Also the case of any individual who exhausted the administrative appeals process, was an unnamed member of a
P!'Operly pending class action certified prior to
May 16, 1984, and had been not ified of the Secretary's final decision on or after a date 60 days
prior to the (~..ling of the court action, would be
remanded to the Secretary. The Secretary would
notify the individual that he had 60 days to request review of his claim under the new standard. If the individual did not request review, the
provision would not apply and the Secretary's
determination would not be subject to further
administrative or judicial review.
The provision would not apply to any case for
which the Secretary made a final determination
prior to May 16, 1984, and which was not included in the above categories. Such determination would not be tubject to further administrative or judicial review.
Applies the provision authorizing payments
pending appeal (See item 6) to any individual
whoee case is remanded by a court under this
teetion and if appJicable, who timely requested
redetermination. These interim payments would
begin with the payment for the month in which
the individual elects continued payments. If the
individual is ultimately found eligible, full retroactive benefits would be provided. If he is
found ineligible, the interim payments would be
eubject to recovery as overpayments.
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Item

PrelentLaw

2. E.-aluatlon of Pain (Section 102 of the

There is no statutory provision concerning the
evaluation of pa!.n (or the uae of tubject.ive alleptiona of pam) in determining elisri~~ for
clilability benefits. The definition of · ility
requiTes that ~n be unable to work by
reuon of a ••
· y determinable impair.
ment"-one which results from "anatomical,
phyaiological, or PI)'Chological abnormalities
which are demonstrable by medically acceptable
clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques."
By regulation, 8Ubjective allegations of symptoms of impairments, such as pain, cannot alone
be evidence of disability. There must be medical
lilns or other finding& which show there is a
medical condition that could be reasonably expected to produce those symptoms and that is
.evere enough to be disabling.

3. Multiple lmpalrmenta (Section 103 of the
House bill and section 8 of the Senate amendment )

There is no statutory provision concerning the
consideration of the combined effects of a
number of different impairments. The definition
of disability requires a finding of a medically determinable impairment of sufficient severity to
prevent the person from doing not only his previous work but also any other kind of work that
ez:ist& in the national economy, considering his
age, education and work experience. By regula·
tion, the combined effects of unrelated impair·
ments are considered only if all are severe (and
upeeted to last 12 months). As elaborated in
rulinp, "inasmuch as a nonaevere impairment
is one which does not significantly limit basic
work-related functions, neither will a combina·
tion of two or more such impairments significantly restrict the basic work-related functions
needed to do most jobs."

HoUle bill and teetion 9 of the Bonate amendment)

'1

HoUle Bill

Senate Amendment

Requires the Secretary to conduct a study in
lOnjunction with the National Academy of Scitnces on the use of 1ubjective evidence of pain
ll making disability determinationa, and Oil the
;tate of the art of preventing, reducing or
lOping with pain. A re_port on the study ia due
~ the Committees on Ways and Muna and Fiaance no later than April 1, 1985.

Requires Secretary to appoint 12-member
commission consisting of a significant number of
medical /rofeosionals involved in the study of
pain, an representatives from the fields of law,
administration of disability insurance programs,
and other appropriate fields of expertise to
atudy the use of pain in evaluat ion of disability.
Report due to Committees on Ways and Means
a.nd Finance no later than December 31, 1986.

No provision.
Effectiw dGte: On enactment.

Includes in statute the present regulatory
policy on the use of evidence of_ ~in in evaluation of disability. Includes title XVI conforming
amendment.
Effectioe dGU: Statutory provision applies to
determinations made prior to J anuary l, 1988.

Requires the Secretary, in making a determil8tion of whether a person's impairments are of
IUCh .everity that he or she is unable to eng111e
n aubstantial gainful activity, to consider the
:ombiraed effects of all of a person's impairnents, regardless of whether any impairment
,y itaelf is of such aeverity. Includes title XVI
:onforming amendment.

Same, except clarifies that the requirement
applies to the determination of whether the in·
dividuaJ bas a combination of impairments
which are "IMdically severe without regard to
age, education, .or work experience. Includes
title XVI conforming amendment.

Effectiw dGtc Applies to all determinations
»ending in the Department or in Court on the
late of enactment, or initiated after that date.

Effectioe dGu: Applies to all determinations
made on or after January 1, 1985.

8
Item

4. Moratorium on Mental Impairment Re-

new• (Section 201 of the House bill and section
5 of the Senate amendment)

Present Law

Under the Disability Amendments of 1980, all

DJ beneficiaries with nonpermanent impair.

mente must be reviewed at least once every 3
years to .__ their continuing eligibility for
benefits. Individuala with ~rmanent impair.
mente may be reviewed le.
uently. PrelentJy, there is no distinction in e law between
the rate of review for individuals with pbyaical
and mental impairmentG.
Under a secretarial initiative (of June 7,
1983J, periodic eligibility reviews have been suspended for certain mental impairment ca.ses involvinJ functional J18YChotic disorders, pendinsr
a revuion, with the help of outside menta1
health ex~rto, of the criteria used for determining diaability. Under a IUbeeQuent Secretarial
action (announced April 13, 1984), all periodic
eligibility reviews have been IUBpended temporarily.

Route Bill

Senate Amendment

Requiree publication within 9 months of enctment of 1-evi&ed mental impairment criteria
11 the Listing of Impairments that are designed
t) realiftically evaluate the pereon 'a ability to
ngage in SGA in a competitive workplace envionment, taking account of the recommendaiona of the diaability advisory c:ouDCil (Netion
04). Delays periodic review of mentally imeired individuals until these reviaions are
lade. The delay would apply to caaes on which
n initial decision had not been made by the
a te of enactment and to thoee cases where an
!litial decision was made prior to the date of enctment and a timely appeal was pending on or
Iter June 7, 1983.
Periodic reviews where (1) fraud woa involved
r (2) the iDdividual was engaging in SGA,
rould continue to be done. SSA could continue
G review medical diary cases and make initial
.eterminations but would eub&equently recleterlline the cases under the revised criteria. If a
.ew decision were favorable, it would take effect
s of the time of the first determination. Menally impaired persons who received an unfavorble initial or continuing eligibility determineion between March 1, 1981 and enactment of
be bill and who reapplied for benefits within 12
:1onths of enactment would be deemed to have
eapplied at the time of the unfavorable deterlination for the purpoee of establishing a
eriod of disability during the period covered by
lle prior determination, but not for benefit puroaes; benefits would be payable only for the
welve months prior to the date of the new a~
lication. The provisions alao apply to title XVI.
Ellectiw d4U: On enactment.

Similar, except requires publication of revilions within 90 days after enactment, and reapplication provision applies to people who received an unfavorable determination since June
7, 1983 rather than March 1, 1981.

Eflectiw date: On enactment.

10
Item

PretentLaw

5. Pre·Termination Notiee and Right to PerIOnaJ Appearance (Section 202 of the House bill
and aection 10 of the Senate amendment)

A pel'80n whoee initial claim for disability
benefits is denied or who is determined after
review not to be disabled may request ~ reeonmderation of that decision within 60 days. In the
put, reconsideration bu been a paper review of
the evidentiary record including any new evidence eubmitted by the claimant, conducted by
the State agency. Under a provision of P.L . 97455, enacted January 12, 1983, disability beneficiaries determined not to be medically eligible
for benefits must be given opportunity for a
face-to-face evidentiary hearing at reconsideration. Such hearings may be provided by the
State agency or by the SeCretary.
Individuals found ineligible for benefits at reconsideration may request a face-to-f~ce evidentiary hearing before an administrative law
=·The next level of appeal is to SSA's ApCouncil, and finally, to a Federal court.

6. Continuation of Benefits During Appeal
<Section 203 of the House bill and section 3 of
the Senate amendment)

Disability benefits are payable for the month
as of which the beneficiary is determined to be
ineligible and for the 2 months succeeding. Ben·
efits do not generally continue during appeal.
Under a tem110rary provision in P.L. 97-455
(u modified by P.L. 98-118), individuals notified
of a medical termination decision could elect to
have Dl benefits and medicare coverage contin·
ued during appeal-through the month preced·
ing the month of the ALJ hearing decision
These additional DI benefits are subject to recovery u overpayments if the initial termina·
tion decision is upheld (unless they qualify for
waiver under the standard provisions for waiver
of overpayments). This provision does not apply
to termination'S made after December 6, 1983
Benefits are last payable under this provision
for June 1984 (i.e., the July 1984 benefit check).
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Houw Bill

Senate Amendment

Revises determination process for beneficiaries undergoing periodic review in medical cesution cases, to provide for a face-to-face evidentiary review with State agency (upon request of
the beneficiary within 30 days) after a prelimi·
nary unfavorable decision by the State. H, after
the evidentiary interview (or paper review if the
beneficiary requests review without the penonal interview), the State agency denies benefits,
the benefia
·
COuld appeal to the ALJ and SUC·
ceeding ap
levels. "The reconsideration level
would 'be
lisbed for these review cases.

No provision.

ReqUires the Secretary to establish demon;tration projects in at least 5 States using this
18Jlle procedure for initial d.isability claims, with
a report to the Committees on Ways and Means
and Finance on the results due no later than
A~riJ 1, 1985.
The provisions also apply to title XVI.
No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

Effective d4te: Revised determinat ion process
tpplies to periodic reviews on or after. January
., 1985; demonstration projects to be initiated as
100n as practicable after enactment.
Permanently extends provision (with techni·
:al changes) for continuation of DI and SSI ben!fits during appeal. Requires t he Secretary to
-eport to the Committees on Ways and Means
.nd Finance by July 1, 1986, on the impact of
he provision on the OASDI trust funds and on
1ppeals to ALJs.

Effectiw @te: On enactment.

Requires demonstration projects on providing
pretermination face-to-face interviews in disabil·
1ty cessation cases in lieu of face-to-face evidentiary hearings at reconsideration. Report due to
O>mmittees on Ways and Means and Finance
April 1, 1986.
Requires the Secretary to notify individuals
upon initiating a periodic eligibility review that
euch review could result in termination of benefits and that medical evidence may be submitted.
The provisions also apply to title XVI.
Effective date: On enactment. Demonstration
projects to be established as soon as practicable
after date of enactment.
Extends t he provision for continued payment
of Dl and SSI benefits during appeal to termination decisions made prior to June 1, 1986. (Last
month of payments would be for January 1987,
i.e., the February 1987 check.)

Effective date: On enactment .
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Item

PreeentLow

7. Qualilleations of Medieal Professionals
E•aJuatinJ Mental Impairments <Section 204 of
the House bill and lection 6 of the Senate
amendment}

There is no statutory requirement concerning
qualifications of persons ~ disability determinations. Under current policy, the State
disability qency team making eligibility decilions must consist of a State qency medical
c:onsuJtant (pbyaiciaD) and a State qency c»abilit1. euminer, both of whom must sign the
disability determination.

8. Standards for Conaultatlve Examinations/
Medical Evidence (Section 205 of the House bill
and Section 11 of Senate amendment)

Consultative exams (CE's) are medical euma
pw:chaled by the State agency from physicians
and other qualified health professionals outside
the agency. By regulation, CE's may be aought
to eecure additional information necessary tD
make a disability determination or to check ecmflicting information. Evidence obtained through
aCE is considered in conjunction with all other
medical and non-medical evidence submitted ~
connection with a disability claim.
There are currently no statutory or regula~
ry standards requiring CE's in particular cuea,
or requiring any standard_j>rocedures to be~
lowed in the purchase of CE's.
The SSI statute includes a cross-reference to
this provision . Any changes in title II will therefore also be made for SS[
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House Bill

Senate Amendment

Requires that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist complete the medical . portion of any
applicable .equential evaluation and residual
functional capacity assessment in cases involving mental impairments before a determination
may be made that an individual is not disabled.

Same ezcept modified to require only that
every reasonable effort be made to use qualified
peychiatrist ot:. _jJSYchologist. Also, specifically
amends title XVI to make the provision applicable to SSI determinations.

Elf«ti~ a~

On enactment.

Requires the Secretary to prescribe regulations which aet forth standards for when a CE
m ould be obtained, the type of referral to be
made and the procedures- for monitoring CE's
and the referral process. Permits non-regulato;,y
rules and statements of policy relating to CE s
to be issued if they are conJistent with the regulatien.s.
No provision.
No provision.

Ell«ti~

au: On enactment.

Elf«ti~

au: On enactment.

No provision.

Requires the Secretary to make every reasonable effort to obtain necessary medical evidence
from an individual's treating-physician prior to
.eek.ing a consultative ezamination.
Also, requires consideration of all evidence in
the ease record and development of complete
medical history over at least the preceding 12month period for individuals applying for benefits or undergoing review.
Eff«ti~ au: On enactment.
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iwm
9. Administrative Procedure and Uniform

Standards (Section . 301 of the HoUle bill and
leCtion 4 of the Senaw amendment)

PrelientLaw

The guidelines for making aocial sec\L-ity disability determinations and all other IOCial eecurity elifibility determinations are contained in
the Social Sei:urity Act. regulations, eocial lt!Curity ru1inp and the POMS (the Program Operating Manual Syutem):
Ruul4tiona, or wbstantive rulea, have
the Ioree and effect of law and are therefore
binding on all levels of adjudication-state
agencies, administrative law judges, SSA's
Appeals Council, and the Federal Courts.
The Administrative Procedure Act (APA)
requirements do not apply to ooci&l security
programs beeau.e of a general exception for
benefit p~. On a voluntary basis,
however, SSA issues its regulations is accordance with the public notice and com·
ment rul~making requirementa of the APA.
RuliTII!B consist of interpretative policy
statements iasued by the Commissioner and
other interpretations of law and ~Ia·
tions, telected decisions of the Federal
courts, ALJs, the Appeals Council and selected opinions of the General Counsel. Rul·
iDgs often provide detailed elaboration of
the regulat1ons helpful for public under·
standing. By regulation, the rulings arf
binding on all levels of administrative adju·

dication.
T1u! POMS is

& compilation of detailed
policy instructions and step-by-step proce
for the use of State agency and SSA
pel'80nnel in developing and adjudicatin~
claims. The POMS is not binding on thE
Administrative Law Judges, Appeals Coun
cil or Courts.

aures

16
Houte Bill

Senat~ Am~ndment

Requires publication under ~ublic notice
and comment rulem•king p
urea of all
OASDI and SSI regulatioll& on matters relating
to benefit&. Requires that only those rules iasuea
under Sections b-e of Section 553 of the APA
lhall be binding at any level of review.

Requires publication of J"egUlations eetting
forth uniform standards for DI and SSI disability determinations under APA procedures.
These rules would be binding at all levels of adjudication.

Effective date: On enactment.

Eff«tive date: On enactment .
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Item
10. Acquiescence or Non·Aequiaeenee In
Court of Appeal• Deelaion• (Section 802 of the
Houee bill and lleCtion 7 of the Senate amendment)

Present

Law

Claimants for benefits under the Social &
rity Act may appeal State agency den
~h teveral levels of administrative appt
A e1a1mant who wishes to continue to pur:
appeal may next tum to the Federal dist1
court with jurisdiction over his or her cla1
Tbe district court reviews the record 88 co
piled by the agency to determine whether s1
ltantial evidence existed for the agency's de
aion. The district court's decision may be e
pealed, by the claimant or the Secretary, to t l
Circuit Court with jurisdiction, and ultimate
to the Supreme Court (which may or may n
agree to hear the appeal).
Under the Federal judicial system, decisior
by a Circuit Court of Appeals constitute bindin
cue law to be followed by all district courts i
that circuit. <District courts are not bound b
the cue law of other circuits and often develo
contrary case law on the same issue.)
·
In general, if two circuits rule differently on ;
particular issue, the Supreme Court will reviev
the issue to eettle the dispute, although fre
quently the Court will decline to review for ar
extended period of time if the issue is not ript
for disposition, or if it is not of sufficient impor·
tance to warrant immediate attention. If a par·
ticular policy is found by the Supreme Court to
be unconstitutional, or contrary to the statute,
that decision is binding on the agency.
Most eocial security cases decided in the Fed·
eral courts have little value 88 precedent for
SSA decisions, since most reversals of agency
determinations rest on the lack of substantial
evidence for t};le agency's position. However, in
110me instances, the court's opinion is based on
matter of a statutory interpretation.
The Social Security Administration abides by
the fmal juct,ments of Federal courts with respect to the individuals in particular cases. It
dn-.s not, however, consider itself bound with re·':'· +. to nonlitigants 88 far as adopting as
~(, .•cy policy, either in the circuit or natio~·
Wlde, the interpretation underlying a Circu~t
Court's decision. If the decision of a Circu1t
Court is contrary to the Secretary's interp~eta
tion of the Social Security Act and regulations,
SSA. like some other Federal agencies, issues ,a
ruling stating that it will not adopt the court s
decision as agency policy. There are currentl~ 7
such ruli.nn of nonacquiescence by the Soc1al
Security Amninistration.

Hou.e Bill

Senate Amendment

Requires that a decision of a Circuit O>urt of

Appeals interpreting title D of the Social Security Act or ita recuJations in a manner different
from prevailing policy be appealed to the Supreme Court or the Secretary must apply the in-

tel])retation underlying that decision 88 agency
policy in the circuit. If the Supreme Court
denies review, cil"cuit-wide acquieecence with
that interpretation would be required until the
Supreme Court ruled on the issue. Includes title
XVI conforming amendment.

Effecti~ d4te: On enactment, with respect to
all circuit court decisions made on or after the
date of enactment, and with respect to circuit
court decisions for which the SecTetary still has
an opportunity to request review by the Supreme Court.

.

t

ReQuires SSA to notify Congress .and print in
the P«kral &gilur (within 90 days after decimon date, or on the last date available for
appeal, whichever illater) an explanation of the
agency's decision to acquiesce or not acquiesce
in decisions of the Circuit Courts relating to interpretation of the Social Security Act or of reg·
ulations issued under the Act. In cases where
the Secretary is acquiescing, the reporting requirement would apply only to significant deci·
mons.
States that nothing in the section shall be in·
terpreted 88 sanctioning any decision of the Secretary not to acquiesce in the decision of a circuit court.

Elfecti~ d4te: Applies to Court decisions ren·
dered after the date of enactment.
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Item

PreeentLaw

11. Payment of Cotta or Rehabilitation Serv·
leet (Section 303 of the House bill and leCtion 12
or the Senate amendment)

Preeent11., States are reimbursed for vocational rehabilitation <VR> services provided to DI
and SSl recipienta which result in their_ performance or IUbetantial pinful activity (SGA)
for at least 9 months. For such individuals, eervicel are reimburaable for as long as they are in
VR and receivinc cub benefits. If the individual
il reviewed and found to have medically recovered while in VR, cash benefits may continue
(under Sections 225(b) and/or 163l(aX6) of the
Social Security Act, work-incentive provisions
enacted in 1980). The State &~ency is reimbursed for tbeee VR eerviees on the same basis
u applies to other beneficiaries-only if the
beneficiary is returned to SGA for 9 months.

J 2. Advisory Council on Medical Alpecta of
Diaability <Sections 304 and 307 of the House
bill and section 14 of the Senate amendment)

Section 706 of the Social Security Act provides
for the appointment of a 13-member quadrennial advisory council on social security. It is re~nsible for studying all aspects of the OASI,
DI, HI and SMJ programs. The councils are com·
prised of memben of the public.
The ne:xt advilory council is scheduled to be
appointed in 1985 and to make its fmal report
on December 31, 1986.
There are no requirements in the law pertaining to the creation of advisory councils to deal
apecifically with diaability matters.
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Rouse BUI

Senate Amendment

Allows reimburaement to State qencies for
costs of VR eervices provided to individuals ~

Same, except does not pay for eervices to
thoee who fail to cooperate or refuse to continue
participation in VR, and does not apply to SSI
program.

DI benefita under Section 225(b) who
medically_recover while in VR, and to those receiving SSI disability who are found ineligible
for benefits by reuon of medical recovery
(whether or not receiving SSI under Section
163HaX6)). Rei.mbW"'I8.bJe lenices would be
those provided prior to bit or her working at
SGA for 9 months, or prior to the month benefit
entitlement enda, whichever ia earlier, and would
not be contingent upon the individual working
at SGA for at least 9 months. Also provides for
reimbursement in cases where DI or SSI disability recipient does not meet the requirement of
successful return to SGA becauae he refuses
without goocl cause to continue in or cooperate
with the VR program.
Ellecti~ ate: For individual receiving benefits as s result of section 225(b) (or who are no
longer entitled to SSJ benefits because of medi·
cal recovery) for months after the month of enactment.
ceivi.ng

Requires the Secretary to appoint, within 60
days after enactment, a !().member advisory
council on the medical aspects of disability. This
would be in addition to the regular quadrennial
council. The council, to be compoeed of inde~ndent medical and vocational experts and the
Commissioner of SSA u off~ew, would provide
advice and recommendations to the Secretary
::.n disability policies, standards, and procedures.
Any recommendations would be published in
the Secretary's annual reports.
In addition, Section 307 of the bill requires
this advisory council to atud_y alternative approaches to work evaluation for SSI appJicants
tnd recip!ents and the effectiveness of VR services for SSI recipients.
EffectiDe dtlte: On enactment. Authority for
:be council expires December 31, 1985.

Elfecti~ ti4U: For tervices rendered to individuals who receive benefits under Section
225(b) for months after the month of enactment.

Directs next quadrennial advisory council on

IOCial eecurity to atudy the medical and voca-

tional aspects of disability using ad hoe panels

'of experts where appropriate. The study shall

include: (1) alternative aj)proaches to work evaluation for recipients of SSI; (2) the effectiveness
of vocational rehabilitati~n programs for DI and
SSI recipients; and (3) the question of using specialists for completing medical and vocational
evaluations at the State agency level in the disability determination process.

aU-· ReQuires Secretary to appoint
by June 1, 1985.

~flective

lfll''!'•:.ers

Item
13. Statr Attomey• (Section 305 of the House
bill; no comparable Senate provision)

14. SSI Benefits for Penom Worklnr Despite
Severe Impairment& (Section 806 of the House
bill and tection 13 of the Senate amendment)

Present

Law

Qualifications tor administrative law judge

<ALJ) poeitions are 1et by the Office of Penon·

nel Man~ement <OPM>. To qualify for SSA's
GS-15 ALJ position, an applicant must have at
least 1 year of qualifying experience at or comparable to the GS-14 grade level in Federal
.ervice. StaJf attorne~ in SSA's Office of HeariDp and A~ (0HA) have the appropriate
type of qualifying experience. However, there
are no GS-14 Poeitions as OHA staff attorneys;
GS-13 il the highest ltaff attorney position.
Prior to a recent decision by OPM, staff attorneys did not have qualifying experience at the
necesaary grade level. Ori May 9, 1984, OPM revised this criteria to permit applicants to qualify with 2 years of qUalifying experience at the
GS-18 level. No GS.:14 experience is necessary.
Under the SSI program, an individual who is
able to engage in substantial gainful activity
(SGA) cannot become eligible for SSI disability
payments. Prior to the enactment of a provision
m 1980, a disabled SSI recipient generally
ceased to be eligible for SSI when his or her
~ exceeded the level which demonstrates
SGA-$300 monthly.
Under Section 1619(a) of the Social Security
Act, enacted in the Disability Amendments of
1980, aeverely disabled SSI recipients who work
and earn more than SGA may receive a special
payment and thereby maintain medicaid cover·
age and 80Cial services. The amount of the specia.l payment is equal to the SSI benefit they
would have been entitled to receive under the
regular SSI ~ were it not for the SGA
eligibility cut<»ff. Special benefit ltatus is thus
terminated when the individual's earnings
exceed the amount which would cause the Fed·
eral SSI payment to be reduced to zero (i.e., the
"break-even" level which is currently $713 per
month for an individual with earnings). Under
Section 1619(b), medicaid and DOcial eervic~
may continue beyond this level, until earning~
reach a level where the Secretary fmds: (1) that
termination of eligibility for these benefiu
would not seriously inhibit the individual's abil·
ity to continue hit employment, or (2) the indi·
vidual's earni.np are not sufficient to allow him
to provide for himself a reasonable equivalent of
the cash and other benefits that would be avail·
able in the absence of earnings.
Section 1619 expired on December 31, 1983. It
is being continued administratively under dem·
onstration project authority to those people who
were eligible for SSI u of that date.
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Rouae Bill
ReQuires the Secretary to establish enough

GS-1a and GS-14 attorney advisor politions to

Senate Amendment
No provision.

enable otherwise qualified ltaff attorneys to
::ompete for ALJ positions. A 9<Miay interim
progress report and a 180-day fiDal report by
the Secretary would be required.
Elfectlw tlat£ On enactment.

Extends Sections 1619 (a) and (b) through
June 30, 1986.
In addition, requires the Secretaries of HHS
md Education to establish training _programs
for ltaff personnel in SSA district offices and
State VR ~ncies, and disseminate information
t.o SSJ applicants, recipients, and potentially in·
:erested public and private organizations.
Eflectiw dllk.· On enactment, retroactive to
January 1, 1984.

Same, except extended through June 30, 1987.

/

Z2
Item

PrelentLaw

15. FreQuency of Continutnr EU,tbUity Renews <No Houae provision; section 15 of the

Under a provision enacted in 1980, all OJ
beneficiaries, ezcept thoee with permanent impairments, must generally be reviewed at least
once every S years to 8l8eiS their continuing eli;ibili .
Un!ler a provision enacted in 1983 <P.L. 97455), the SeCretary is provided the authority t<
modify this 3-year review requirement on e
a~by«ate basis. The appropriate ·number o:
cases for review is to be based on the backlog o
pending cues, the number of applications fo1
benefits, and staffing levels.
On April 13, 1984, Secretary Heckler an
nouneed a temporary, nationwide moratoriun
on periodic eligibility reviews.

16. Monitoring of Representative Payees for
Social Seeurity ud SSI Benefleiariea <No
House provision; lfJCtion 16 of the Senate
amendment)

The Secretary may appoint a representativ
payee for an individual entitled to social secur
ty or SSJ benefits when it appears to be in th
individual's belt interest. Payees must be aJ
pointed for individuals receiving SSI who ar
addicted to drua's or alcohol.
A payee convicted of m.Uiusing a social secur
ty beneficiary's fundS is guilty of a felony, pu1
iihable by imprisonment for not more than
years and/or a fine of not more than $5,000.
payee convicted of misusing an SSI recipient
funds is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable t
im_prisonment for not more than 1 year and/!
a fine of not more than $1,000.
There are no -statutory requirements or r
&trictions on the selection and monitoring
payees.

Senate amendment)

House Bill

Senate Amendment

No provision.

ReQuires Secretary to promulgate regulations
eatab!iahing standards for determining the fr~
quency of continuing eligibility reviews. Final
regulations must be issued within 6 months of
enactment. Until these regulations are issued,
no individual may have more than one periodic
ftView.
Eff«tiw aU: On enactment.

No provision.

Requires Secretary to: (1) evaluate qualifications of prospective payee either prior to or
within 45 days following certification, C2l esta}).
lish a system of annual accountability monitoring for case& in which payments are made to
aomeone other than a parent or spouse living in
the same household as the entitled individual,
and (3) report to Congress within 6 months of
enactment on implementation of the new
· system and report annually on number of cases
of misused funds and disposition of such cases.
The fine for a (ll"St offense by a payee convicted of misusing SSI benefits would be increased
to not more than $5,000 and, for both programs,
s aeeond offense by a payP.e would be made a
felony punishable by imprisonment for not more
than 5 years and/ or a fine of not more than
$25,000. Individuals convicted of a felony under
this provision could not be selected as a payee.
Effecti~ ate: On enactment.

Item
17. Fail-Safe <No Houae proviaion; teetion 17
of the Senate amendment}

Present Law
The main oource of funding for the DI pro
is that portion of the social eecurity ta
allocated by law for dilability. At present, th
disability portion of the tax is 1 percent (eo
ployee and employer combined). It is echedulE
to rile to 1.2 percent in the 1990's and to 1.,
percent thereafter. If revenues from the te
uceed amounts needed for benefit payment
the excess is placed in the trust fund reserve. :
revenues fall short of the amount needed, th
reserve is drawn on to make up the differenc•
(To make timely benefit payments it is nece•
sa.ry to have at least one month's benefit pa:
menta in reserve at the beginning of eac
month-S to 9 percent of annual expenditure:
Reserves must be eufficient ~ to meet th.is pe1
centage requirement at the beginning of eac
month notwithstanding any decfine in revenuE
or increase in expenditures during the year.)
To help assure continued benefit payment
over the next few years in the event of advers
conditions, the aocial security legislation er
acted in 1983 authorized interfund borrowin
for calendar years 1983-1987. In addition, th
1983 legislation required the OASDI Board o
Trustee&, whenever it determines that trus
fund reserves. may become less than 20 percent
to immediately submit to Congress a report set
ting forth its recOmmendations for statutory ad
~ents necessary to restore the reserve ratic
This report to the Congress by the Trustee
must provide specific information as to th•
extent to which benefits would have to be re
dueed, payroll taxes increased, or eome combine
tion thereof, in order to restore the trust func
reserve ratio.

eram

Rouae Bill

No provision.

Senate Amendment

Requires the Secretary to adjust disability inIW'&Dce benefit increases as necessary to prevent the DI trust fund balance from falling
below a defined threshold. The Secretary would
be required to notify the O>ngreu by July 1 in
any year i.D which the amount of the DI trust
fwid at the ttart of the nen year ia projected to
be leas than 20 percent of the year's expenditures. It O>ngreas took no action, the Secretary
must ecale back the next cost-of-living increase
for disability insurance beneficiaries as neceslllTY to keep the fund balance from falling below
20 percent. H further necessary to keep the fund
from falling below 20 percent, the Secretary
would also be required to acale back the in·
c:rease in the benefit formula used to determine
new benefit awards the following year.
Efl«ti~
On enactment.

ate:

I &em
18. Meuura to Improve Compliance with
Federal Law (No House provision; aection 18 of
the Senate amendment)

PretentLaw
The States are responsible. on a volunts
basis, for determining whether individuals E
disabled under the meaning of the Social Secu
ty Act. Under the law, States administering t
program are required to make disability det
minations in accord with Federal law and t
litandards and_ guidelines established by the I
partment of Health and Human Services. J
benefit payments and administrative costs
the States making these determinations are
nanced or reimbursed by the Disability lnst
ance Trust Fund.
The law provides for the Secretary to COl
mence actions to take over the disability deu
mination process if a State fails to follow Fedt
al rules. A ueries of procedural steps must
complied with before such Fede ral 888umpt i•
ean be accomplished. The Secretary may n
commence making disability detenninatio
earlier than 6 months after: (1) finding, aft
notice and opportunity for hearing, that a Sta
agency is substantially out of compliance wi
Federal law; (2) deve~op all procedures to h
plement a plan for
· or complete assum
tion of the disab' 'ty determinat ions whi<
grants hiring preference to the State employef
and (3) the Secretary of Labor determines th
the State has made fair and equitable arrang
mentB to protect the interests of displaced er
ployees.
Prior to the Secretary's announcement ;
April 1984 of a temporary nationwide morato1
um on periodic reviews, several States on the
own initiative were failing to conduct eligibili"
reviews in accordance with Federal law ar
atandards. Eighteen States were operatir
under court-ordered eligibility criteria or pen
ing court order.

Houae Bill

No provision.

senate Amendment

Requires the Secretary to federalize disability
determinations in a State within 6 months of
finding that the State is not in substantial compliance with Federal law and standards. (Such
finding must be made within 16 weeks of the
time a State's failure to comply first comes to
the attention of the Secretary. During this 16week period, at the discretion of the Secretary.
a hearing could be afforded to the State.) The
Secretary would be required, to the extent feasible, to meet the requirements of present law regarding the transfer of functions. Provision expires December 31, 1987.
Eff«tioe ate: On enactment.
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ESTIMATED COSTS OF H.R. 3755 AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE AND SENATE
TABLE I.-cONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATES FOR THE BUDGETARY EFFECJ
OF H.R. 3755 AS APPROVED BY THE HOUSE
[Fia:ai yean 1984-89; iD milliooa of dollai"B)
~t fllllCtion

Function 550: 1
Budget authority .................................
&ti.mated outlays ................................
Function 570:
Budget authority ................~ ...............
&ti.mated outlays ................................
· Function 650:
Budget authority .................................
Estimated outlays ................................
Function 600: 1
Budget authority .................................
Estimated outlays ................................
Total costs or savings:
Budget authority ......................
Estimated outlays ....................
1

1184

Jt86

JHS

Jt87

1188

Total

1189

It~

3
3

10
10

11
11

7
7

8
8

9
9

48

1
7

28
73

28
86

20
83

19
77

9
59

105
385

- 1
46

-15
238

-35

268

- 55
268

-7·5
271

- 105
195

-286
1,286

1
1

7
7

10
10

11
11

13
13

14

14

56
56

4

80
328

375

14

-17
369

-35
369

-73
277

1,775

57

Funding for entitlements that requires further appropriations action.

48

- 77

TABLE 2.-cONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATES FOR THE BUDGETARY E FFECI'
OF H.R. 3755 AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE
[Pia:al :r-n 1984-89;
Budpt function

Function 550: 1
Budget aut hority .................................
Estimated outlays ................................
Function 570:
Budget authority .................................
F.stimated outlays ................................
Function 650:
Budget authority .................................
Estima ted outlays ................................
Function 600: 1
Budget authority .................................
Estimated outlays ................................
Total coats or savings:
Budget a uthority ..........................
Estimated outlays ........................
1

lt84

m milliOUB ar dol.lar&J
ltN

lt85

10
10

3
3
1

lt87

12
12

Total

1989

1984-89

11
11

5
5

6
6

47
47
250

75

7

73

55

42

8

13
43

6
30

-1

46

-14
220

-31
225

- 45
127

-55
136

-67
121

-213

1
1

5

5

8
8

10
10

8
8

11
11

43
43

4
57

808

29

8
300

-16

-29
192

-44
168

1.215

28

Funding for entitlementa that requires appropriations .ction.

19

lt88

190

875

- 48

10

TABLE 3.--CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATES FOR ADDmONAL OUTLAYS

RESULTING FROM THE MAJOR PROVISIONS IN B.R. 3165 AS APPROVED BY THE HOUSE
[By 68cal ,..r; i.D ~ of clollan)

lt85

lt84

Termination otbenefits based on medical improvement:

Dl ............................................................

IDand SMI ...........................................
Medicaid ................................................
881 ..........................................................
Multiple impairments:

DI ............................................................

22

lt86

(I)
1

86
25
3
3

(l)
(l)

4
(l)

4

lt87

123
35
4
4

Toea!

lt89

lt88

lt84-89

130
40
4
4

136

133

630

4
4

4
4

19
19

13
2
1

15

·a

1
3

50
6
4
11

40

40

184

(l)

il)

1

1
2

11
1
1
2

DI ............................................................

0

11

11

8

6

5

41

Dl ............................................................
HI and SMI ...........................................

25
3

149
48

134
50

114
40

107
30

31
10

560
181

Dl ............................................................

(l)

7

!4

23
2
2
5

25
5
3
6
(2)

27
7

96
15
10
23

lD and SMJ ...........................................
Medicaid ................................................
881 ....................:.....................................
Face-to-face evidentiary hearings for
reviews:
O>ntinued payment during appeal:
Mecfical personnel qualifications:

m and SMI ...........................................

Mecficaid .................. ,.............................
881 ..........................................................
O>mpliance with court orders ...................
Vocational rehabilitation:

(I)

(I)
(I)
(l)

(1)

(l)
2

7

(l)

1
1

3

4

7
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

DI ............................................................

(l)

881 ..........................................................
Extension of sections 1619a and 1619b:
Medicaid ................................................
881 ..........................................................
Total outlays s ..................................

(I)

2
(I)

(l)

(1)
(l)

(1)
(1)

(1)
(I)

(' )

5
1

0
0
369

0

0

0
0
277

15
2
1,775

m and SMI ...........................................

(1)

3

(1)

57

(I)

7
1
328

4

(I)

375

(2)

2

8

7

369

I J..eal thaJJ $500,000.
• The cc.t8 of th.ia proviaion cannot be tStimated becau.ee they depend on future court decisions
• The details do not add to the totaJ.a due to interaction between proviaion.s.

8

29

(I )

81
TABLE 4.-CONGRESSJONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATES FOR ADDmONAL OUTLAYS
RESULTING FROM THE MAJOR PROVISIONS IN H.R. 3755 AS APPROVED BY THE. SENATE
[By filc:a.l year. in mi11icma o( ciollan)
ltN

Termination of benefits bued on medical improvement:

DI ............................................................

22
4

HI and SMl ...........................................
Medicaid ................................................

(I)

SSI ..........................................................

1

Multiple impairments:

DI ............................................................
HI and SMI ...........................................

(I)

Medicaid ................................................

DI ............................................................

HI and SMI ...........................................
Medicaid ................................................
SSJ ..........................................................
Compliance with court orders ...................
Vocational rehabilitation:
01 ............................................................
HI and SMI ...........................................

SSI ..........................................................

Extension of eections 1619a and 1619b:
Medicaid ................................................

581 ..........................................................
Total outlays

3 ....................... . . .........

'

3

4

123
35

4
4

1184-89

130
40
4

113

90

4

35
3
3

564
17
17
18

13
2
1
3

15
2
1

50
5
4
11

25
3
3

(l)

1

2

1

11
1
1
2

25
3

149
48

112
20

- 20
0

0
0

0
0

266

(1)
(I)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(I)

(l)
(I)
(l)
(1)
(2)

10
1
1
2
(2)

10

20

40
5
4
9

(l)
(1)

Continued payment during appeal:
01 ............................................................
li1 and SMI ...........................................
Medical personnel qualifications:

86
25
3

Total

1189

lt88

(I)
(l)

( 1)

SSI ..........................................................

1187

lt86

1185

(2)
(1)

(l)
(I)

(2)

2

(I)
(1)

(I)
(l)

3

7
1
308

( 1)

57

7

4
( 1)
(1)

7
2
300

1
1

2

(2)

7

8

3

3
2
5

(2)

8

71

(2)

29

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)

(1)

(1)

6

0
0

0
0
168

0

2
190

192

I Leu than 150(),00.
• The coats o( this provision eonnot be eftimated because they depend on future court deciaions.
• The deUill& do not add to the totals due to interaction between provisiona.

(1)

(I)

5
1,215

12
TABLE 5.-SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF THE ACTUARY ESTIMATES
FOR ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS UNDER H.R. 3755 AS PASSED BY THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, BASED ON THE 1984 TRUSTEES REPORT ALTERNA.

TIVE 11-B ASSUMPTIONS, FISCAL YEARS 1984-89
[In million.e)

Section

Fbeal yearlt84

lt85

Jt86

1187

Total.
Jt88

lt89

lt8489

101 Medical improvement:
Applied to new cases 1 ............ ........ ...... $30 $380 $460 $500 $540 $600 $2,510
Applied to prior terminations 2 .......... 440
780
260
210
180
170 2,040
Subtotal ................................................... 470 1,160
720
710
720
770 4,550
102 Study concerning evaluation of pain ....................................................................................................... ..
103 Guidelines for disability determina·
tions:
(3 )
( 3)
10
10
20
20
60
Multiple impairments...........................
Noncompetitive work • .........................
(3 )
( 3)
( 3)
·1 0
10
20
( 3)
201 Moratorium and revised criteria for
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
( 6)
(6)
(&)
mental impairment cases.
202 Face-to-face evidentiary hearing for ..............
10
20
30
40
40
140
CDR reviews.
203 Continuation of benefits through ALJ
60
140
150
160
180
210
900
hearing.
204 Qualifications of certain medical profes(3 )
10
20
20
20
70
( 3)
sionals.
205 Regulatory standards for consultative
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
eums.
301 Uniform standards for disability deter(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3 )
minations.
302 Compliance with certain court orders.......
(8)
(6)
(8)
(G)
(&)
( 6)
(G )
303 Revision to vocational rehabilitation re(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(')
imbursement rules.
304 Advisory Council ...........................................
(3)
(')
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
305 Staff attorneys .............................................................................................................................................. .
3
(1)
Work evaluation in mental impairment
(')
(3)
(3)
( 3)
( 3)
(3)
( )
cases.
Total before ending State-initiated
moratoria on CD'R terminations:
With sec. 101 applied to new
70
480
590
660
730
810 3,340
cases only.
840 1,290
850
870
910
980 5,740
With sec. 101 applied to new
cases ond prior terminations.8
Effect of ending State-initiated morato- - 10 -80
(3 ) .......................................... -90
ria on CDR terminations.
Total after ending State-initiated
moratoria on CDR terminations:
60
400
590
660
730
810 3,250
With eec. 101 applied to new
cases only.
With eec. 101 applied to new
830 1,210
850
870
910
980 5,650
eases a.nd prior terminations.

88
1
IDcludes effect of appl}'iJII medlcaJ improvement ltandard to all cuei that will be pending a fma.l dec:Uion of the
Secretary es of the ..umed enactment date of Apr. 1, 1984.
I F:.timates ..ume that put CDR terminationa would be reopened and evaluated under the new medical improvement
lti.Ddard and that reinltated beneficiariee "VVWd reQeive retfoective benefita from the month of termination.
I Cost or saving!; le86 than $5 million.
•Included in bill report only.
o No cost is ahown for th.ia proviaion ai.nce ezi.lting Administration initiativ• are apected to accomplish the 118lne
re~ulta under preRnt law.
•T!Us proviaion bM the potential co affect benetlt a.w ~tially, althourh auch effects canDot be estimated .mce
they would depend on unpredic:tabJ. eourt cues and the mt.equent aeti0111 of the court. As an eumple. if future court
:ues were to repeat put deciaion.t CODCerning the evaluation of pain, additional beoefit.s of over 11 billion could occur
during 1984-89 aa a JWult of th.ia lfJCl.ion.
' This item is conta.ined in the committee report only. and is not a.ociated with a p.lrticular aec:tion of the bill.
• Includes $360 million due to continuat.ion of bt>nefit& during appeal for .-at CDR terminations which are reopened
ind evaluated under the new medicaJ improvement ltandard but are not reinstated.
Notes: 1. Due to the IIJiePr'tai.nty CID'J:IC:eTDiDg the effects of many of theae proopouls, actual experience could vary
wt.tantially from t.beR atimate6.
2 Estimatft ahown for each aection alone (1) are hued on the a~~~umption that State-initiated moratoria on CDR
terminations would gradually phue out over the next 2- 3 yean;, and (2) es:clude the effects of interaction with other
propoaals. Total co.te for bill reflect auch interactiona.
3. The above stimates do not reflect the effecta of the national moratorium on periodic review CILiel announced on Apr.
13. 1984 by Secretary Heckler.

TABLE 6.-SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF THE ACTUARY ESTIMATES
FOR ADDmONAL OASDI BENEFIT P AYMENTS UNDER H.R. 3155 AS PASSED BY THE
SENATE, BASED ON THE 1984 TRUSTEES REPORT ALTERNATIVE 11-B ASSUMPTIONS,

FISCAL YEARS 1984-89

[ID millioDB)

Total.

8«·
tion

lt84

1185

1t86

1187

1188

. 1189

1184It

2 Medical improvement................................... $150 $4-40 $400 $410 $400 $250 $2,050
3 Continuation of benefits during appeal
60
140
110
60
40
40
450
(through ALJ level for initial cessations before June 1986).
4 Uniform standards for disability deter(1 )
(1)
(l)
(1)
( 1)
(1)
( s)
minat ions.
5 Moratorium and revised criteria for
(2 )
(")
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(e)
mental impairment cases.
6 Qualifications of certain medical profes(1)
(l)
( 1)
10
10
20
40
sionals.
7 · Compliance with certain court orders ..................................................................................................... ..
8 Multiple impairments ................................................
(I)
(1)
10
10
20
40
9 Study on evaluation of pain........................
(1)
( 1)
(l)
(I)
(I)
(I )
(I)
10 Modification of reconsideration pre(1)
( 1)
(l)
( 1)
( 1)
( 1)
( 1)
review notice.
11 Case development and medical evidence ..................................................................................................
(l)
(I)
(I)
(1 )
(l )
( 1)
12 Payment of costs of rehabilitation serv( 1)
ices.
14 Advisory council ........................................................................................................................................... .
15 Regulations on frequency of reviews.,.......
( 1)
(l)
(I)
(1 )
(l)
(1 )
( I)
16 Monitoring of representative payees.........
(1)
( 1)
(l)
(1)
(1 )
( 1)
(1)
( S)
17 ''Fail-Rfe" reduction of automatic bene(3)
(8)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(')
fit increases for DI beneficiaries.
18 Measures to improve State compliance
(4)
(• )
(•)
(• )
(4)
(•)
(4)
with Federal law and standards for
the disability determination process.
Total for bill 6 .... .................. ................... 260
470
480
480
450
320 2,460
1 Colt or uvinp lee~ than $5 million.
• No c:x.t il lhown for thia provilion .mce emting Adminiatration initiativee are expected to I\CCOmplish the ll&I'Jle
resu.lta under pre.ent law.
8 No effect ia lhown for this provia!on ~~· ~der ~ eet of -~ptiona. the appropriate ~I trust fund rati~ :"ould
not fall below th~ 20-percent ''t.naer level' m this penod. See covenng m emorandum conoerrung aaumed defm1t1on of

"fail-Ga!e" tNit fu.od ratio.
• No COIIt il abown for this pJ'O'Vil:ion si.noe eltimata &~BUJne that any non<Ompl.i.D..noe of St.at.ea would end upon
eoac:tment of a malic:al imprvvement standard for CODtinuing disability revirw11.
'mcludlll $90 lllillion du~ to CODtinuation of beDefita during appeal for put. CDR terminations which would be
reopened and evaluated under the oew medical improvement ltandard but which would not be rei.n.lt.ated.
Note.· 1. The abaft ..um&tea do not reflect t.b2 effec:ta of the national moratorium on periodic dilability reviews
announced on April lS, 1984 by Secretary Heckler.
.
2. Estimat.ea ahowD for eKb lllttion alone aclade the effec:ta of interaction witll other propcxaala. Total C08tB for bill
reflect IUCh int.eractiona.
S. Du~ to the uncertainty coace~ the effect& af many of t.be.e propou.l.a, ac:tual aperienoe could vary wbst.antially
from the.- eatimat.ea.

TABLE 7.-SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION COST ESTIMATES FOR H.R. 3755 AS
PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF RE PRESENTATIVES AND THE SENATE
(Total CllN for bill in millions]
FlK&Iyear-

lt84

lt85

lt86

House bill-standard applied retroactively:
OASDI benefit payments ................... $830 $1,210
OASDI administrat ive coat ................
184
33
Medicare ................................................
45
95
Medicaid ................................................................
5

881..........................................................
Total ...................................................

12
920

21
1,515

House bill-8tandard applied prospectively:
OASDI benefit payments ...................
60
400
OASDI administrative cost ................
12
59
Medicare ................................................
25
45
Medicaid ................................................................................
881 ..........................................................
1
8
Total ...................................................
98
512
Senate bill:
OASDJ benefit payments ...................
260
460
OASDJ administrative cost ................
26
142
Medicare ................................................
30
50
Medicaid ................................................................................

881 ..........................................................

Total ...................................................
1

3
319

5

657

$850
66

135
5
20
1,076
590
66
65
5
13
739
480
44
75
5
6
610

lncludef; clua action cues in the courts, does not include S.yean IIW18et.

0

1187

$870
62

165
5
25

1,127
660
62

lt88

lt89

lt84-89

$910
67
195
10
29
1,211

$980
67
225
10

$5,650
479
860
35
141
7,165

920

810
67
105
5
29
1,016

480
33
80
5

460

320

5

65
5

607

584

414

80

5
19
826

9

730
67
95
5

34

1,316

23

18
90
11

11

13

3,250
333
415

20
93

4,111

2,460
274
390
20
47
3,191
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Bulletin

SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION

July 27 , 1984
At a press conference on Tuesday, July 24, President Reagan
p ointed out that there was a possibility that the increase in
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) since the last Social Security
c ost-of-living adjustment (COLA) might be less than the
3 percent level required under the law to trigger a COLA. He
s aid that if, indeed, it appeared that this would occur he
would ask the Congress to act "to permit payment of a cost- ofl iving adjustment to the Social Security recipients."
o

On Thursday, July 26, the Senate voted, 87 to 3, to waive the
3- percent trigger for purposes of the Social Security and
Supplemental Security Income COLA's payable in January of
1985. This would be a one-time waiver, not a repeal of the
3 percent trigger.
Under the amendment, the automatic adjustment provisions would
operate as usual, regardless of the level of the CPI increase.
(The actual CPI increase will not be known until late October,
when the CPI for September becomes available. However, the
rate of increase in the CPI over the past year has been much
lower than was generally anticipated . )
~n addition, certain other provisions that adjust
automatically only wh'en there is an automatic benefit increase
would continue to adjust. Thus, the contribution and benefit
base ($37,800 for 1984) would be increased for 1985 by the
annual increase in average ·wage levels, as would the exempt
amounts under the earnings t est.
(Other automatic adjustments
in Social Security such as the adjustment in the amount of
earnings required for a quarter of coverage and the bend
points in the benefit formula are automatically adjusted
regardless of whether the annual COLA occurs.)

The Senate amendment was adopted as a substitute for the
language of a House-passed private relief bill, H.R . 1428, and
now goes back to the House for further consideration.
o

On July 25, the Senate passed H.R. 5798, the FY 1985 TreasuryPostal Service appropriations bill, after adopting a Moynihan
(D. , NY) amendment to limit Treasury funds until public
members have been appointed to the Social Security Board of
Trustees as required by Public Law 98- 21, the Social Security
Amendments of 1983. It is expected that a House-Senate
conference wi l l be convened to iron out differences between
the versions of the bill passed by the two Houses.
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o

Yesterday a House-Senate conference committee met to resolve
differences between the House- and Senate-passed versions o f
the disability bill, H.R. 3755 (Bulletins 98-38 and 98- 46).
The committee tentatively a greed to the following:
Suspension of ,periodic review of all mentally- impaired
beneficiaries until revised mental impairment criteria in
the Listing of Impairments are published as regulations ,
which would be required within 4 months of enactment.
Eligibility would be redetermined under the new criteria
for individuals denied benefits after enactment and prior
to the revision of criteria and for those whose disabil ity
benefits were terminated since March 1, 1981 .
Requirement that the Secretary, within 60 days after
enactment, make every reasonable effort to ensure that a
qualified psychiatrist or psychologist complete the medi cal
portion of the sequential evaluation and assessment of
residual functional capacity in mental impairment cases in
which a decision unfavorable to the claimant or benefici ary
is made .
Report language would permit the Secretary to
contract directly for the servites of qualified
psychiatrists and psychologists if a State is impeded f rom 1
adequately compensating qualified personnel.
Requirement that the Secretary promulgate regulations to
establish standards for when a consultative examination
should b e obtained, the type of referral to be made, the
procedures for monitoring consultative exams and the
referral process.
Requirement th~t the Secretary make every reasonable ef fort
to obtai n necessary medical evidence from claimant's
treating source before evaluat ing medical evidence obtai ned
from a consultative examination. Would also requ ire
development of a complete medical history, covering at
least the preceding 12 months, in initial and continuing
disability review cases .
Requirement of publication of regulations setting forth
uniform s tandards for DI and SSI disability determinations
under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) rulemaking
procedures which would be binding at all levels of
adjudication. Would also encourage the Secretary to
publish under the APA all OASDI and SSI program regulati ons
relating to benefits.

(
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Expansion of vocational rehabilitation (VR) program to
reimburse States for VR services provided to:
(1) DI and
SSI disability beneficiaries who medically recover while
receiving VR and (2) beneficiaries who refuse without cause
to continue VR or who fail to cooperate and thus preclude
rehabilitation. Would end VR reimbursement after 9 months
of substantial gainful activity (SGA) by beneficiary or when
his entitlement to disability benefits ends, whichever is
earlier. Report language would clarify that (2) would apply
only in cases in which the Secretary also suspends the
disability benefits to the person because of such r~fusal.
Requirement that the next quadrennial SSA Advisory Council
study and make recommendations on medical and vocational
aspects of disability including alternative approaches to
work evaluation for SSI recipients, the effectiveness of VR
programs for DI and SSI recipients, and the use of
specialists for completing State agency medical and
vocational evaluations. - The Council's recommendations and a
comprehensive description of the status of the DI and SSI
programs applicable to the disabled would also be included
in the Secretary ' s annual report to Congress.
Requirement that the Secretary, within 4 months after
enactment, report to the Senate Committee on Finance and the
House Committee on Ways and Means on the results of actions
taken by the Secretary to establish positions to enable SSA
staff attorneys to acquire qualifying experience and quality
of experience necessary to compete for ALJ positions.
Extension through June 30, 1987 of the section 1619
temporary authority that continues SSI benefits and Medicaid
for disabled recipients who engage in SGA. The Secretaries
of Education and HHS would be required to establish training
programs on section 1619 for staff personnel in SSA district
offices and State VR agencies and to disseminate information
to SSI applicants, recipients and potentially interested
public and private organizations.
Requirement that the Secretary promulgate regulations within
6 months of enactment which establi sh t he standards to be
used in determining the frequency of peri odic eligibility
reviews . No individual could have more t han one periodic
review until issuance of such regulations.
Requirement that the Secretary: (1) evaluate the
qualifications of prospective representative payees prior to
or within 45 days following certification: (2) establish a
system of annual accountability monitoring for cases in
which payments are made to someone other than either the
entitled individual, or his parent or spouse living in the
same household: and (3) establish a system whereby parent
and spouse payees who live in the same household as the
entitled individual would periodically verify that .they
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continue to live with the individual. Would also increase
' the penalties for misuse of benefits by representative
payees. Would require the Secretary to report to Congress
within 9 months of enactment on implementation of new
provisions and annually on the number and disposition of
cases of misused funds and, when feasible, on other
appropriate information.
Requirement that the Secretary federalize disability
determinations in a State within 6 months of finding that
the State is failing to follow Federal law and standards.
Such a finding would have to be made within 16 weeks of the
time the State ' s failure to comply first comes to the
attention ·o f the Secretary.
In assuming the functions of a
Disability Determination Service (DDS) the Secretary would
be authorized to exceed Federal personnel ceilings, waive
hiring restrictions, and, be required to assure, to the
extent feasible, in conjunction with the Secretary of Labor,
statutory protections of State agency employees not hired by
the Secretary of HHS. Report language would provide that
preference would be given to hiring qualified State agency
employees.
The conference committee is expected to consider the remaining
seven provisions of the disability bill (medical improvement
standard, evaluation of pain, multiple impairments, appeal
procedures, payment through the ALJ level of appeal,
nonacquiescence policy and fail-safe provision) on August 2, 1984.
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Mr. RosTENKOWSKI, from the committee of conference,
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CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany H .R. 3755]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 3755) to
amend titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act to provide for
reform in the disability determination process, having met, after
full and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate to the text of the bill and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment insert the following:
SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the uSocial Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1981, '~
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Sec. 1. Slwrt title and table of contents.
Sec. 2. Stando.rd of review for termination of disability benefits and periods of disability.
Sec. 3. Evaluation ofpain.
Sec. 4. Multiple impairments.
Sec. 5. Moratorium on mental impairment reviews.
Sec. G. Notice of reconsideration,· prereview notice; demonstration projects.
Sec. 7. Continuation of benefits during appeal.
Sec. 8. Qualifu:ations of medical professionals evaluating mental impairments.
Sec. 9. Con8ultative examinations; medical evidence.
Sec. 10. Uniform standards.
Sec. 11. Payment of costs of rehabilitation services.
Sec. 12. Advisory council study.
31-{)()6 0
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Sec. 13. Qualifying experience for appointment of certain staff attorneys to administrative law judge positions.
Sec. 14. Supplemental security income benefits for individuals who ~rform sub&tantial gainful activity despite severe medical impairment.
Sec. 15. Frequency of continuing eligibility reviews.
Sec. 16. IN termination and mORitoring of need for represe1ttative payee.
Sec. 17. Measuns to improve compliance with Federal l4w.
Sec. 18. Separability.
STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR TERMINATION OF DISABILITY BENEFITS
AND PERIODS OF DISABILITY

SEc. 2. (a) Section 223((} of the Social Security Act is amended to
read as follows:
11

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR TERMINATION OF DISABILITY BENEFITS

41(() A recipient of benefits under this title or title XVIII based on
the disability of any individual may be determined not to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of a finding that the physical or
mental impairment on the basis of which such benefits are provided
has ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling only if such finding is
supported by11(1) substantial evidence which demonstrates that"(A) there has been any medical improvement in tlu! individual~ impairment or combination of impairments (other
than medical improvement which is not related to the individual~ ability to work), and
"(BXiJ the individual is now able to engage in substantial
gainful activity, or
"(ii) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced husband under section 202(f), the severity of his or
her impairment or impairments is no longer deemed, under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary, sufficient to preclude the individual from engaging in gainful activity; or
"(2) substantial evidence which"(A) consists of new medical evidence and (in a case to
which clause (iiXII) does not apply) a new assessment of the
individual~ residual functional capacity, and demonstrates
that41(i) although the individual has not improved medically, he or she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances
in medical or vocational therapy or technology (related
to the individual~ ability to work), and
"(iiXIJ the individual is now abk to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
"(II) if the individual is a widow or surviving di·
vorced wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced husband under section 202((}, the &everity
of his or her impairment or impairments is no longer
deemed under regulations prescribed by t~ Secretary
sufficient to preclude the individual from engaging in
gainful activity, or
"(B) demonstrates that"(i) although the individual has not improved medi·
cally, he or she has undergone vocational therapy (re·
lated to the individuals ability to work), and
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"(ii) the requirements of subclause (1) or (I[) of subparagraph (AXii) are met; or
u(3) substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individuals impairment or combination of impairments is not as disabling as it was considered to be at the
time of the most recent prior decision that he or she was under
a disability or continued to be under a disability, and that
therefore"(A) the individual is able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
11
(B) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced husband under section 202({), the severity of his or
her impairment or impairments is not deemed under regulations prescribed by the Secretary sufficient to preclude the
individual from engaging in gainful activity; or
u(#) substantial evidence (which may be evidence on the
record at the time any prior determination of the entitlement to
benefits based on disability was made, or newly obtained evidence which relates to that determination) which demonstrates
that a prior determination was in error.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a determination that a recipient of benefits under this title or title XVIII
based on an individuals disability is entitled to such benefits if the
prior determination was fraudulently obtained or if the individual
is engaged in substantial gainful activity (or gainful activity in the
case of a widow, sur.viving divorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced husband), cannot be located, or fails, without good cause, to
cooperate in a review of the entitlement to such benefits or to follow
prescribed treatment which would be expected to restore his or her
ability to engage in substantial gainful activity (or gainful activity
in the case of a widow, surviving divorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced husband). Any determination under this section shall
be made on the basis of all the evidence available in the individuals case file, including new evidence concerning the individuals
prior or current condition which is presented by the individual or
secured by the Secretary. Any determination made under this section shall be made on the basis of the weight of the evidence and on
a neutral basis with regard to the individuals condition, without
any initial inference as to the presence or absence of disability being
drawn from the fact that the individual has previously been determined to be disabled. For purposes of this subsection, a benefit
under this title is based on an individuals disability if it is a disability insurance benefit, a child's, widows, or widower's insurance
benefit based on disability, or a mother's or father's insurance benefit based on the disability of the mothers or fathers child who has
attained age 16. '~
(b) Section 216(iX2XD) of such Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following: "The provisions set forth in section 223({)
with respect to determinations of whether entitlement to benefits
under this title or title XVIII based on the disability of any individual is terminated (on the basis of a finding that the physical or
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mental impairment on the basis of which such benefits are provided
has ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling) shall apply in the
same manner and to the same extent with respect to determinations
of whether a period of disability has enckd (on the basis of a finding that the physical or mental impaiT7Tient on the basis of which
the finding of disability was made has ceased, does not exist, or is
not disabling). "
(c) Section 16Lf(a) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5) A recipient of benefits based on disability under this title
may be determined not to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of
a finding that the physical or mental impairment on the basis of
which such benefits are provided has ceased, does not exist, or is not
disabling only if such finding is supported by"(A) substantial evidence which demonstrates that"(i) there has been any medical improvement in the individual~ impairment or combination of impairments (other
than medical improvement which is not related to the individual~ ability to work), and
"(ii) the individual is now able to engage in substantial
gainful activity; or
"(B) substantial evidence (except in the case of an individual
eligible to receive benefits under section 1619) which"(i) consists of new medical evidence and a new assessment of the individual~ residual functional capacity, and
demonstrates that"aJ although the individual has not improved medically, he or she is nonetheless a bene('£Ciary of advances
in medical or vocational therapy or technology (related
to the individual~ ability to work), and
"aD the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
"(ii) demonstrates that"aJ although the individual has not improved medi·
cally, he or she has undergone vocational therapy (related to the individual~ ability to work), and
"aD the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity; or
"(C) substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individual~ impairment or combination of impairments is not as disabling as it was considered to be at the
time of the most recent prior decision that he or she was under
a disability or continued to be under a disability, and that
therefore the individual is able to engage in substantial gainfo!,l
activity; or
"(D) substantial evidence (which may be evidence on the
record at the time any prior determination of the entitlement to
benefits based on disability was made, or newly obtained evidence which relates to that determination) which demonstrates
that a prior determination was in error.
·
Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require a determination that an individual receiving benefits based on disability
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under this title is entitled to such benefits if the prior determination was fraudulently obtained or if the individual is engaged in
substantial gainful activity, cannot be located, or fails, without
good cause, to cooperate in a review of his or her entitlement or to
follow prescribed treatment which would be expected to restore his
or her ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Any determination under this paragraph shall be made on the basis of all the
evidence available in the individual~ case file, including new evidence concerning the individual~ prior or current condition which
is presented by the individual or secured by the Secretary. Any determination made under this paragraph shall be made on the basis
of the weight of the evidence and on a neutral basis with regard to
the individual~ condition, without any initial inference as to the
presence or absence of disability being drawn from the fact that the
individual has previously been determined to be disabled. ".
(dXl) The amendments made by this section shall apply only as
provided in this subsection.
(2) The amendments made by this section shall apply to(AJ determinations made by the Secretary on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act;
(B) determinations with respect to which a final decision of
the Secretary has not yet been made as of the date of the enactment of this Act and with respect to which a request for administrative review is made in conformity with the time limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of section 205 of
the Social Security Act and regulations of the Secretary;
(C) determinations with respect to which a request for judicial review was pending on September 19, 1984, and which involve an individual litigant or a member of a class in a class
action who is identified by name in such pending action on
such date; and
(D) determinations with respect to which a timely request for
judicial review is or has been made by an individual litigant of
a final decision of the Secretary made within 60 days prior to
the date of the enactment of this Act.
In the case of determinations described in subparagraphs (C) and
(D) in actions relating to medical improvement, the court shall
remand such cases to the Secretary for review in accordance with
the provisions of the Social Security Act as amended by this section.
(3) In the case of a recipient of benefits under title II, XVI, or
XVIII of the Social Security Act(AJ who has been determined not to be entitled to such heMfits on the basis of a finding that the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which such benefits were provided has
c~, does not exist, or is not disabling, and
(B) who was a member of a class certified on or before September 19, 1984, in a class action relating to medical improve~Mnt pending on September 19, 1984, but was not identified by
name cu a member of the class on such date,
the court shall remand such case to the Secretary. The Secretary
shall notify such individual by certified mail that he may request a
review of the determination described in subparagraph (A) based on
the provisions of this section and the provisions of the Social Securi-
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ty Act as amended by this section. Such .notifi<?at~on shall specify
that the individual must request such remew wz,thz,n 120 days after
the date on which such notification is received. If such request is
made in a timely manner, the Secretary shall make a review of the
determination described in subparagraph (A} in accordance with the
provisions of this section and the provisions of the Social Security
Act as amended by this section. The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect to such review, and the determination
described in subparagraph (A} (and any redetermination resulting
from such review) shall be subject .to furthf!r adf!1inistrative and judicial review, only if such request LS made z,n a tz,mely manner.
(4.) The decision by the Secretary on a case remanded by a court
pursuant to this subsection shall be regarded as a new decision on
the individual's claim for benefits, which supersedes the final decision of the Secretary. The new decision shall be subject to further
administrative review and to judicial review only in conformity
with the time limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions
of section 205 of the Social Security Act and regulations issued by
the Secretary in conformity with such section.
(5) No class in a class action relating to medical improvement
may be certified after September 19, 1984, if the class action seeks
judicial review of a decision terminating entitlement (or a period of
disability) made by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
prior to September 19, 1984.
(6) For purposes of this subsection, the term "action relating to
medical improvement" means an action raising the issue of whether
an individual who has had his entitlement to benefits under title
II, XVI, or XVIII of the Social Security Act based on disability terminated (or period of disability ended) should not have had such
entitlement terminated (or period of disability ended) without consideration of whether there has been medical improvement in the
condition of such individual (or another individual on whose disability such entitlement is based) since the time of a prior determination that the individual was under a disability.
(e) Any individual whose case is remanded to the Secretary pursuant to subsection (d) or whose request for a review is made in a
timely manner pursuant to subsection (d), may elect, in accordance
with section 223(g) or 1631(aX7) of the Social Security Act, to have
payments made beginning with the month in which he makes such
election, and ending as under such section 223(g) or 1631(aX7). Notwithstanding such section 223(g) or 1631(aX7), such payments (if
elected)(1) shall be made at least until an initial redetermination is
made by the Secretary; and
(2) shall begin with the payment for the month in which such
·
individual makes such election.
(f) In the case of any individual who is found to be under a di$·
ability after. a review required under this section, such individual
shall be entz,tl~d to retroactive benefits beginning with benefits pay·
able for the fz,rst month to which the most recent termination of
benefits applied.
,
(g) The Secrntary of Health and Human Services shall prescribe
regulations necessary to implement the amendments made by this
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section not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
EVALUATION OF PAIN

SEc. 3. (a)(l) Section 223(d}(5) of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting after the first sentence the following new sentences:
'~n individual~ statement as to pain or other symptoms shall not
alone be conclusive evidence of disability as defined in this section;
there must be medical signs and findings, established by medically
acceptable clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques, which show
the existence of a medical impairment that results from anatomical,
physiological, or psychological abnormalities which could reasonably be expected to produce the pain or other symptoms alleged and
which, when considered with all evidence required to be furnished
under this paragraph (including statements of the individual or his
physician as to the intensity and persistence of such pain or other
symptoms which may reasonably be accepted as consistent with the
medical signs and findings), would lead to a conclusion that the individual is under a disability. Objective medical evidence of pain or
other symptoms established by medically acceptable clinical or laboratory techniques (for example, deteriorating nerve or muscle tissue)
must be considered in reaching a conclusion as to whether the individual is under a disability. '~
(2) Section 1614(a)(3)(H) of such Act (as added by section 8 of this
Act) is amended by striking out "section 221(h)" and inserting in
lieu thereof "sections 221(h) and 223(d)(5)".
(3) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply
to determinations made prior to January 1, 1987.
(bX1J The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall appoint
a Commission on the Evaluation of Pain (hereafter in this section
referred to as the "Commission'') to conduct a study concerning the
evaluation of pain in determining under titles II and XVI of the
Social Security Act whether an individual is under a disability.
Such study shall be conducted in consultation with the National
Academy of &iences.
(2) The Commission shall consist of at least twelve experts, including a significant representation from the field of medicine who
are involved in the study of pain, and representation from the fields
of law, administration of disability insurance programs, and other
appropriate fields of expertise.
(3) The Commission shall be appointed by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services (without regard to the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act) within 60 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act. The Secretary shall from time to time appoint one of the members to serve as Chairman. The Commission
shall meet as often as the Secretary deems necessary.
(!,) Members of the Commission shall be appointed wi~hout regCf-rd
to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governmg appmntments in the competitive service. Members who are not emp~oY_ees of
the United States, while attending meetings of the Commzsswn or
otherwise serving on the business of the Commission, shall be paid
at a rate equal to the per diem equivalent of the rate provided for
level IV of the Executive Schedule under section 5315 of title 5,
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United States Code, for each day, including traveltime, during
which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties vested
in the Commission. While engaged in the performance of such
duties away from their homes or regular places of business they may
be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence,
as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons in the Government service employed intermittently.
(5) The Commission may engage such technical assi&tan.ce from
individuals skilled in medical and other aspects of pain as may bt
necessary to carry out its functions. The Secretary shall make available to the Commission such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and any pertinent data prepared by the Department of Health
and Human Services as the Commission may require to carry out its
functions.
(6) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study under paragraph (1), together with any recommendations, to the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not later than December 31, 1985. The
Commission shall terminate at the time such results are submitted.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

SEc. 4. (aX1) Section 223(dX2J of the Social Security Act i& amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
H(C) In determining whether an individuals physical or
mental impairment or impairments are of a suffu:ient medical
severity that such impairment or impairments could be the
basis of eligibility under this section, the Secretary shall consider the combined effect of all of the individuals impairments
without regard to whether any such impairment, if considered
separately, would be of such severity. If the Secretary does find
a medically severe combination of impairments, the combined
impact of the impairments shall be considered throughout the
disability determination process. '~
(2) The third sentence of section 216(iX1J of such Act is amended
by inserting "(2XC), " after H(2XAJ, ".
(b) Section 1614(aX3J of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subparagraph:
H(G) In determining whether an individual's physical or mental
impairment or impairments are of a sufficient medical severity that
such impairment or impairments could be the basis of eligibility
under this section, the Secretary shall consider the combined effect
of all of the individuals impairments without regard to whether
any such impairment, if considered separately, would be of such se·
verity. If the Secretary does find a medically severe combination of
impairments, the combined impact of the impairments shall be considered throughout the disability determination process. ".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to determinations made on or after the first day of the first month
beginning after 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEWS

SEc. 5. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human Services {hertafter
in this section referred to as the "Secretary'') shall reviM the criuria
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embodied under the category uMental Disorders" in the uListing of
Impairments" in effect on the date of the enactment of this Act
under appendix 1 to subpart P of'part 404 of title 20 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. The revised criteria and listings, alone and in
combination with assessments of the residual functional capacity of
the individuals involved, shall be designed to realistically evaluate
the ability of a mentally impaired individual to engage in substantial gainful activity in a competitive workplace environment. Regulations establishing such revised criteria and listings shall be published no later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
(bXlJ Until such time as revised criteria have been established by
regulation in accordance with subsection (a), no continuing eligibility review shall be carried out under section 221(i) of the Social Security Act, or under the corresponding requirements established for
disability determinations and reviews under title XVI of such Act,
with respect to any individual previously determined to be under a
disability by reason of a mental impairment, if(A) no initial decision on such review has been rendered with
respect to such individual prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act, or
(B) an initial decision on such review was rendered with respect to such individual prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act but a timely appeal from such decision was filed or
was pending on or after June 7, 1983.
For purposes of this paragraph and subsection (cX1) the term "continuing eligibility review'~ when used to refer to a review of a previous determination of disability, includes any reconsideration of or
hearing on the initial decision rendered in such review as well as
such initial decision itself, and any review by the Appeals Council
of the hearing decision.
(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any case where the Secretary
determines that fraud was involved in the prior determination, or
where an individual (other than an individual eligible to receive
benefits under section 1619 of the Social Security Act) is determined
by the Secretary to be engaged in substantial gainful activity (or
gainful activity, in the case of a widow, surviving divorced wife,
widower, or surviving divorced husband for purposes of section
202(e) and (f) of such Act).
(cXlJ Any initial determination that an individual is not under a
disability by reason of a mental impairment and any determination
that an individual is not under a disability by reason of a mental
impairment in a reconsideration of or hearing on an initial disability determination, made or held under title II or XVI of the Social
Security Act after the date of the enactment of this Act and p~ior ~o
the date on which revised criteria are established by regulatwn ln
accordance with subsection (a), and any determination that an individual is not under a disability by reason of a mental impairment
made under or in accordance with title II or XVI of such Act in a
reconsideration of, hearing on, review by the Appea_ls qounc~l .of; .o r
judicial review of a decision rendered in any contlnumg eh~blhty
review to which subsection (bXlJ applies, shall be redetermmed by
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the Secretary as soon as feasible after the date on which such criteria are so established, applying such revised criteria.
(2} In the case of a retktermination under paragraph (1) of a prior
action which found that an individual was not under a disability,
if such individual is found on redetermination to be under a disability, such redetermination shall be applied as though it had ~en
made at the time of such prior action.
(3) Any individual with a mental impairment who was found to
be not disabled pursuant to an initial disability determination or a
continuing eligibility review between March 1, 1981, and the date of
the enactment of this Act, and who reapplies for benefits under title
II or XVI of the Social Security Act, may be determined to be under
a disability during the period considered in the most recent prior
determination. Any reapplication under this paragraph must be
filed within one year after the date of the enactment of this Act,
and benefits payable as a result of the preceding sentence shall be
paid only on the basis of the reapplication.
NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION; PREREVIEW NOTICE; DEMONSTRATION
PROJECTS

SEc. 6. (a) Section 221(i) of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
u(#} In any case in which the Secretary initiates a review under
this subsection of the case of an individual who has been determined to be under a disability, the Secretary shall notify such individual of the nature of the review to be carried out, the possibility
that such review could result in the termination of benefits, and the
right of the individual to provide medical evidence with respect to
such review. ".
(b) Section 1633 of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) In any case in which the Secretary initiates a review under
this title, similar to the continuing disability reviews authorized for
purposes of title II under section 221(i), the Secretary shall notify
the individual whose case is to be reviewed in the same manner as
required under section 221(iX#J. '~
(c) The Secretary shall institute a system of notification required
by the amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) as soon as is
practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(d) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, as soon as
practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, implement
demonstration projects in which the opportunity for a personal appearance prior to a determination of ineligibility for persons re·
viewed under section 221(i) of the Social Security Act is substituted
for the face to face evidentiary hearing required by section 205(bX2)
of such Act. Such demonstration projects shall be conducted in not
fewer than five States, and shall also include disability determinations with respect to individuals reviewed under title XVI of such
Act. The Secretary shall report to the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate concerning such demonstration projects, together with any recommendations, not later than December 31, 1986.
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(e) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, as soon as
practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, implement
demonstration projects in which the opportunity for a personal appearance is provided the applicant prior to initial disability determinations under subsections (a), (c), and (g) of section 221 of the
Social Security Act, and prior to initial disability determinations on
applications for benefits under title XVI of such Act. Such demonstration projects shall be conducted in not fewer than five States.
The Secretary shall report to the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate concerning such demonstration projects, together with any
recommendations, not later than December 31, 1986.
CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS DURING APPEAL
SEC.

7. (a)(l} Section 223(g)(1} of the Social Security Act is amend-

ed(A) in the matter following subparagraph (C), by striking out
"and the payment of any other benefits under this Act based on
such individual~ wages and self-employment income (including
benefits under title XVII[}, " and inserting in lieu thereof '~ the
payment of any other benefits under this title based on such individual~ wages and self-employment income, the payment of
mother's or father's insurance benefits to such individual~
mother or father based on the disability of such individual as a
child who has attained age 16, and the payment of benefits
under title XVIII based on such individual~ disability, ':· and
(B) in clause (iii) by striking out "June 1984" and inserting in
lieu thereof "June 1988 ".
(2) Section 223(g)(3XBJ of such Act is amended by striking out "December 7, 1983" and inserting in li.eu thereof "January 1, 1988".
(b) Section 1631(a) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(7XAJ In any case where"(i) an individual is a recipient of benefits based on disability
or blindness under this title,
"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which
such benefits are payable is found to have ceased, not to have
existed, or to no longer be disabling, and as a consequence such
individual is determined not to be entitled to such benefits, and
"(iii) a timely request for review or for a hearing is pending
with respect to the determination that he is not so entitled,
such individual may elect (in such manner and form and within
such time as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) to have the
payment of such benefits continued for an additional period beginning with the first month beginning after the date of the enactment
of this paragraph for which (under such determination) such ~ne
fits are no longer otherwise payable, and eruling with the earl~r of
(1) the month preceding the month in which a decision is made after
such a hearing, or (II) the month preceding the month in which no
.
.
such reqzust for review or a hearing is pending.
"(BXiJ If an individual elects to have the payment of hUJ benefzts
continued for an additional period. under subparag_rap~ (A), and th_e
final decision of the Secretary affzrms the determznatz.on that he UJ
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not entitled to such benefits, any benefits paid under this title pur.
suant to such election (for months in such additional period) shall
be considered overpayments for all purposes of this title, except as
otherwise provided in clause (ii).
"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the individuals appeal of
his termination of benefits was made in good faith, all of the benefits paid pursuant to such individuals election under subparagraph
(A ) shall be subject to waiver consideration under the provisions of
subsection (bX1).
"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall apply with
respect to determinations (that individuals are not entitled to benefits) which are made on or after the date of the enactment of this
paragraph, or prior to such date but only on the basis of a timely
request for review or for a hearing. ".
(cX1) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, as soon
as practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, conduct a
study concerning the effect which the enactment and continued operation of section 223(g) of the Social Security Act is having on expenditures from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund, the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance Trust Fund, and the rate of appeals to administrative law judges of unfavorable determinations relating to disability or periods of disability.
(2) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study under paragraph (1), together with any recommendations, to the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not later than July 1, 1986.
QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS EVALUATING MENTAL
IMPAIRMENTS

SEC. 8. (a) Section 221 of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting after subsection (g) the following new subsection:
"(h) An initial determination under subsection (a), (c), (g), or (i)
that an individual is not under a disability, in any case where tMre
is evidence which indicates the existence of a mental impairment,
shall be made only if the Secretary has made every reasonable effort
to ensure that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist has completed
the medical portion of the case review and any applicable residual
functional capacity assessment. ".
(b) Section 161J,(aX3J of such Act (as amended by section 4 of this
Act) is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subparagraph:
"(H) In making determinations with respect to disability under
this title, the provisions of section 221(h) shall apply in the same
manner as they apply to determinations of disability under title
11 ".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply to determinations made after 60 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
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CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS; MEDICAL EVIDENCE
SEC. 9. (aXlJ Section 221 of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which set forth, in
detail"(1) the standards to be utilized by State disability determination services and Federal personnel in determining when a
consultative examination should be obtained in connection with
disability determinations;
"(2) standards for the type of referral to be made; and
"(3} procedures by which the Secretary will monitor both the
referral processes used and the product of professionals to
whom cases are referred.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to preclude the issuance, in accordance with section 553(bXAJ of title 5, United States
Code, of interpretive rules, general statements of policy, and rules of
agency organization relating to consultative examinations if such
rules and statements are consistent with such regulations. ".
(2) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall prescribe
regulations required under section 221(j) of the Social Security Act
not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(bXlJ Section 223(dX5) of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting "(A)" after "(5)" and by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(B) In making any determination with respect to whether an individual is under a disability or continues to be under a disability,
the Secretary shall consider all evidence available in such individual's case record, and shall develop a complete medical history of at
least the preceding twelve months for any case in which a determination is made that the individual is not under a disability. In
making any determination the Secretary shall make every reasonable effort to obtain from the individual's treating physician (or
other treating health care provider) all medical evidence, including
diagnostic tests, necessary in order to properly make such determination, prior to evaluating medical evidence obtained from any other
source on a consultative basis. '~
(2) The amendments made by this subsection shall apply to determinations made on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

UNIFORM STANDARDS

SEc. 10. (a) Section 221 of the Social Security Act (as amended by
section 9 of this Act) is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
u(kX1J The Secretary shall establish by regulation uniform standards which shall be applied at all levels of determination, review,
and adjudication in determining whether individuals are under
disabilities as defined in section 216(i) or 223(d).
u(2) Regulations promulgated under paragraph (1) shall be subject
to the rulemaking procedures established under section 553 of title
5, United States Code. '~
(b) Section 1614(aX3){H) of such Act (as added by section 8 of this
Act and aTnl!nded by section 3 of this Act) is further amended by
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striking out "sections 221(h) and 223(dX5)" and inserting in lieu
thereof 11Sections 221(h), 221(k), and 223(dX5J".
PAYMENT OF COSTS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

SEc. 11. (aXJJ The first sentence of section 222(dX1J of the Social
Security Act is amended(A) by striking out 11into substantial gainful activity''; and
(B) by striking out "which result in their performance of substantial gainful activity which lasts for a continuous period of
nine months" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(i) in
cases where the furnishing of such services results in the performance by such individuals of substantial gainful activity for
a continuous period of nine months, (ii) in cases where such individuals receive benefits as a result of section 225(b) (except
that no reimbursement under this paragraph shall be made for
services furnished to any individual receiving such benefits for
any period after the close of such individuals ninth consecutive
month of substantial gainful activity or the close of the month
in which his or her entitlement to such benefits ceases, whichever first occurs), and (iii) in cases where such individuals, without good cause, refuse to continue to accept vocational rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude their successful rehabilitation'~
(2) The second sentence of section 222(dX1J of such Act is amended
by striking out "of such individuals to substantial gainful activity"
and inserting in lieu thereof "of an individual to substantial gainful activity, the determination that an individual, without good
cause, refused to continue to accept vocational rehabilitation services or failed to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude successful rehabilitation, ".
(bXJ) The first sentence of section 1G15(d) of such Act is amended
by striking out "if such services result in their performance of substantial gainful activity which lasts for a continuous period of nine
months" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(1) in cases
where the furnishing of such services results in the performance by
such individuals of substantial gainful activity for a continuous
period of nine months, (2) in cases where such individuals receive
benefits as a result of section 1G3J(aXGJ (except that no reimbursement under this subsection shall be made for services furnished to
any individual receiving such benefits for any period after the close
of such individuals ninth consecutive month of substan"tial gainful
activity or the close of the month with which his or her entitlement
to such benefits ceases, whichever first occurs), and (3) in cases
where such individuals, without good cause, refuse to continue to
accept vocational rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in such
a manner as to preclude their successful rehabilitation".
(2) The second sentence of section 1G15(d) of such Act is amended
by ~nserting after "The determination " the following: "that the vocatwnal rehabilitation services contributed to the successful return
of an individual to substantial gainful activity, the determination
that an individual, without good cause, refused to continue to
accept vocational rehabilitation services or failed to cooperate in
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such a manner as to preclude successful rehabilitation, and the determination".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to individuals who receive benefits as a result of section 225(b) or
section 1631(aX6J of the Social Security Act, or who refuse to continue to accept rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in an approved vocational rehabilitation program, in or after the first
month following the month in which this Act is enacted.
ADVfflORYCOUNCUSTUDY

12. (a} The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
appoint the members of the next Advisory Council on Social Security pursuant to section 706 of the Social Security Act prior to June 1,
1985.
(bXlJ The Advisory Council shall include in its review and report,
studies and recommendations with respect to the medical and vocational aspects of disability, including studies and recommendations
relating to(A} the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs for
recipients of disability insurance benefits or supplemental security income benefits;
(B) the question of using specialists for completing medical
and vocational evaluations at the State agency level in the disability determination process, including the question of requiring, in cases involving impairments other than mental impairments, that the medical portion of each case review (as well as
any applicable assessment of residual functional capacity) be
completed by an appropriate medical specialist employed by the
State agency before any determination can be made with respect
to the impairment involved;
(C) alternative approaches to work evaluation in the case of
applicants for benefits based on disability under title XVI and
recipients of such benefits undergoing reviews of their cases, including immediate referral of any such applicant or recipient to
a vocational rehabilitation agency for services at the same time
he or she is referred to the appropriate State agency for a disability determination;
(D) the feasibility and appropriateness of providing work
evaluation stipends for applicants for and recipients of benefits
based on disability under title XVI in cases where extended
work evaluation is needed prior to the final determination of
their eligibility for such benefits or for further rehabilitation
and related services;
(E) the standards, policies, and procedures which are applied
or used by the Secretary of Health and Human Services with
respect to work evaluations in order to determine whether such
standards, policies, and procedures will provide appropriate
screening criteria for work evaluation referrals in the case of
applicants for and recipients of benefits based on disability
under title XVI,· and
(F) possible criteria for assessing the probability that an applicant for or recipient of benefits based on disability under
title XVI will benefit from rehabilitation services, taking into
SEC.
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consideration not only whether the individual involved will be
able after rehabilitation to engage in substantial gainful activity but also whether rehabilitation services can reasonably be expected to improve the individuals functioning so that he or she
will be able to live independently or work in a sheltered environment.
(2) For purposes of this subsection, "work evaluation" includes
(with respect to any individual) a determination of(A) such individuals skills,
(B) the work activities or types of work activity for which
such individuals skills are insuffwient or inadequate,
(C) the work activities or types of work activity for which
such individual might potentially be trained or rehabilitated,
(D) the length of time for which such individual is capable of
sustaining work (including, in the case of the mentally impaired, the ability to cope with the stress of competitive work),
and
(E) any modifications which may be necessary, in work activities for which such individual might be trained or rehabilitated, in order to enable him or her to perform such activities.
(c) The Advisory Council may convene task forces of experts to
consider and comment upon specialized issues.
QUALIFYING EXPERIENCE FOR APPOINTMENT OF CERTAIN STAFF
ATI'ORNEYS TO ADMINISTRATIVE .L.A. W JUDGE I'OSITIONS

SEc. 13. The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall,
within 120 days after the date of enactTMnt of this Act, submit a
report to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committe~! on Finance of the Senate on actions
taken by the Secretary to establish positions which enable staff attorneys to gain the qualifying experience and quality of experience
necessary to compete for the position of administrative law judge
under section 3105 of title 5, United States Code.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO
PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY DESPITE SEVEllE MEDI·
CAL IMPAIRME~

SEc. 14. (a) Section 201(d) of the Social Security Disability
Amendments of 1980 is amended by striking out "shall remain in
effect only for a period of three years after such effective date" and
inserting in lieu t'Mreof "shall remain in effect only through June
30, 1987'~
(b) Section 1619 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Secretary of Education shall jointly develop and disseminate informa·
tion, and establish training programs for staff personnel, with respect to the potential availability of benefits and services for disabled individuals under the provisions of this section. The Secretary
of Health and Human Services shall provide such information to
individuals who are applicants for and recipients of beMfits based
on disability under this title and shall conduct such programs for
tM ato.ff• of the district offices of the Social Security Adminiatra·
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tion. The Secretary of Education shall conduct such programs for
the staffs of ~he State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies, and in
cooperatwn wtth such agencies shall also provide such information
to other appropriate individuals and to public and private organizations and agencies which are concerned with rehabilitation and
social services or which represent the disabled. ".
FREQUENCY OF CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY REVIEWS

SEc. 15. The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall promulgate final regulations, within 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, which establish the standards to be used by the
Secretary in determining the frequency of reviews under section
221(i} of the Social Security Act. Until such regulations have been
issued as final regulations, no individual may be reviewed more
than once under section 221(i) of the Social Security Act.
DETERMINATION AND MONITORING OF NEED FOR REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEE

SEc. 16. (a) Section 205(j) of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting "(1)" after "(j)" and by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
"(2) Any certification made under paragraph (1) for payment to a
person other than the individual entitled to such payment must be
made on the basis of an investigation, carried out either prior to
such certification or within forty-five days after such certification,
and on the basis of adequate evidence that such certification is in
the interest of the individual entitled to such payment (as determined by the Secretary in regulations). The Secretary shall ensure
that such certifications are adequately reviewed.
"(3XA) In any case where payment under this title is made to a
person other than the individual entitled to such payment, the Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring whereby
such person shall report not less often than annually with respect to
the use of such payments. The Secretary shall establish and implement statistically valid procedures for reviewing such reports in
order to identify instances in which such persons are not properly
using such payments.
(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in any case where the other
person to whom such payment is made is a parent or spouse of the
individual entitled to such payment who lives in the same household as such individual. The Secretary shall require such parent or
spouse to verify on a periodic basis that such parent or spouse continues to live in the same household as such individual.
"(C) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in any case where the other
person to whom such payment is made is a State institution. In
such cases, the Secretary shall establish a system of accountability
monitoring for institutions in each State.
u(D) Subparagraph (A} shall not apply in any case where the individual entitled to such payment is a resident of a Federal institution and the other person to whom such payment is made is the institution.
"(E) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (A}, (B), (C), and (D), the
Secretary may require a report at any time from any person receiv11
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ing payments on behalf of a:nt?ther, if the Secreta.ry h~ ~on to
believe that the person recewtng such payments z.s mz.susmg such
payments.
"(4XA ) The Secretary shall make an initial report to each House
of the Congress on the implementation of paragraphf! (2) and (3)
within 270 days after the date of the er:tactment of thz.s paragraph.
"(B) The Secretary shall include as a part of the annual report
required under section 704, information with respect to the implementation of paragraphs (2) and (3), including the number of cases
in which the payee was changed, the number of cases discovered
where there has been a misuse of funds, how any such cases were
dealt with by the Secretary, the final disposition of such cases, including any criminal penalties imposed, and such other information
as the Secretary determines to be appropriate. '~
(b) Section 1631(aX2) of such Act is amended by inserting 11(A)"
after H(2)" and by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraphs:
"(B) Any determination made under subparagraph (A) that payment should be made to a person other than the individual or
spouse entitled to such payment must be made on the basis of an
investigation, carried out either prior to such determination or
within forty-five days after such determination, and on the basis of
adequate evidence that such determination is in the interest of the
individual or spouse entitled to such payment (as determined by the
Secretary in regulations). The Secretary shall ensure that such determinations are adequately reviewed.
"(CXiJ In any case where payment is made under this title to a
person other than the individual or spouse entitled to such payment,
the Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring
whereby such person shall report not less often than annually with
respect to the use of such payments. The Secretary shall establish
and implement statistically valid procedures for reviewing such reports in order to identify instances in which such persons are not
pro~rly using such payments.
' (ii) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the other pers'!n
to whom such payment is made is a parent or spouse of the individual entitled to such payment who lives in the same household as
such individual. The Secretary shall require such parent or spouse
to verify on a periodic basis that such parent or spouse continues to
live in the same household as such individual.
"(iii) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the other person
to whom such payment is made is a State institution. In such cases,
the Secretary shall establish a system of account:ability monitoring
for institutions in each State.
''(iv) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the individual
entitled to such payment is a resident of a Federal institution and
the other person to whom such payment is made is the institution.
"(v) Notwithstanding clauses (i}, (ii), (iii), and (iv), the Secretary
may require a report at any time from any person receiving payments on behalf of another, if the Secretary has reason to believe
that the person receiving such payments is misusing such payments.
"(D) The Secretary shall make an initial report to each House of
th~ qongress on the implementation of subparagraphs (B) and (C)
wtthtn 270 days after the date of the enactment of this subpara-
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graph. The Secretary shall include in the annual report required
under section 704, information with respect to the implementation
of subparagraphs (B) and (C), including the same factors as are required to be included in the Secretary s report under section
205(j)(J,)(B). ·~
(c){J) Section 1632 of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting "(a}" after "Sec. 1632. "and by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(b)(l) Any person or other entity who is convicted of a violation
of any of the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (4) of subsection
(a), if such violation is committed by such person or entity in his
role as, or in applying to become, a payee under section 1631(a)(2) on
behalf of another individual (other than such persons eligible
spouse), in lieu of the penalty set forth in subsection (a)"(A) upon his first such conviction, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both; and
"(B) upon his second or any subsequent such conviction, shall
be guilty of a felony and shall be fined not more than $25,000
or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both.
"(2) In any case in which the court determines that a violation
described in paragraph (1) includes a willful misuse of funds by
such person or entity, the court may also require that full or partial
restitution of such funds be made to the individual for whom such
person or entity was the certified payee.
"(3) Any person or entity convicted of a felony under this section
or under section 208 may not be certified as a payee under section
1631(a)(2). ".
(2) Section 208 of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following unnumbered paragraphs:
'~ny person or other entity who is convicted of a violation of any
of the provisions of this section, if such violation is committed by
such person or entity in his role as, or in applying to become, a certified payee under section 205(j) on behalf of another individual
(other than such persons spouse), upon his second or any subsequent
such conviction shall, in lieu of the penalty set forth in the preceding provisions of this section, be guilty of a felony and shall be
fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned for not more than five
years, or both. In the case of any violation described in the preceding sentence, including a first such violation, if the court determines
that such violation includes a willful misuse of funds by such
person or entity, the court may also require that full or partial restitution of such funds be made to the individual for whom such
person or entity was the certified payee.
'~ny individual or entity convicted of a felony under this section
or under section 1632(b) may not be certified as a payee under section 205(j). '~
(d) The amendments made by this section shall become effective
on the date of the enactment of this Act, and, in the case of the
amendments made by subsection (c), shall apply with respect to violations occurring on or after such date.
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MEASURES TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW

SEc. 17. (a)(l) Section 221(b)(1) of the Social Security Act l8
amended to read as follows:
H(b)(1XAJ Upon receiving information indicating that a State
agency may be substantially failing to make disability determinations in a manner consistent with regulations and other written
guidelines issued by the Secretary, the Secretary shall immediately
conduct an investigation and, within 21 days after the date on
which such information is received, shall make a preliminary finding with respect to whether such agency is in substantial compliance with such regulations and guidelines. If the Secretary finds
that an agency is not in substantial compliance with such regulations and guidelines, the Secretary shall, on the date such finding is
made, notify such agency of such finding and request assurances
that such agency will promptly comply with such regulations and
guidelines.
"(B)(i) Any agency notified of a preliminary finding made pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall have 21 days from the date on which
such finding was made to provide the assurances described in subparagraph (A).
"(ii) The Secretary shall monitor the compliance with such regulations and guidelines of any agency providing such assurances in
accordance with clause (i) for the 30-day period beginning on the
day after the date on which such assurances have been provided.
"(C) If the Secretary determines that an agency monitored in accordance with clause (ii) of subparagraph (B) has not substantially
complied with such regulations and guidelines during the period for
which such agency was monitored, or if an agency notified pursuant
to subparagraph (A) fails to provide assurances in accordance with
clause (i) of subparagraph (B), the Secretary shall, within 60 days
after the date on which a preliminary finding was made with respect to such agency under subparagraph (A), (or within 90 days
after such date, if, at the discretion of the Secretary, such agency is
granted a hearing by the Secretary on the issue of the noncompliance of such agency) make a final determination as to whether such
agency is substantially complying with such regulations and guidelines.
Such determination shall not be subject to judicial review.
11
(D}(i) If the Secretary makes a final determination pursuant to
subparagraph (C) with respect to any agency that the agency is not
substantially complying with such regulations and guidelines, the
Secretary shall, as soon as possible but not later than 180 days after
the date of such final determination, make the disability determina·
tions referred to in subsection (aXlJ, complying with the requirements of paragraph (3) to the extent that such compliance is possible
within such 180-day period. In order to carry out this subparagraph,
th~ Secretary shall, as the Secretary finds necessary, exceed any apP!tcable personnel ceilings and waive any applicable hiring restrictwns. In addition, to the extent feasible within the 180-day period
after the final determination, the Secretary, in conjunction with the
Secretary of Labor, shall assure the statutory protections of State
agency employees not hired by the Secretary.
u(ii) During the 180-day period specified in clause (i), the Secretary shall take such actions as may be necessary to assure that any
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case with respect to which a determination referred to in subsection
(a)(l) was made by an agency, during the period for which such
agency was not in substantial compliance with the applicable regulations and guidelines, was decided in accordance with such regulations and guidelines.".
(2) Section 221(a)(1) of such Act is amended by striking out "subsection (b)(l)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b)(l)(C)".
(3)(A) Section 221(b)(3)(A) of such Act is amended by striking out
"The Secretary" and inserting in lieu thereof ~~Except as provided in
subparagraph (D)(i) of paragraph (1), the Secretary".
(B) Section 221(b)(3)(B) of such Act is amended by striking out
"The Secretary" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in
subparagraph (D)(i) of paragraph (1), the Secretary".
(.lj) Section 221(d} of such Act is amended by striking out '~ny individual" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in subsection (b)(1)(D), any individual".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) of this section shall
become effective on the date of the enactment of this Act and shall
expire on December 31, 1987. The provisions of the Social Security
Act amended by subsection (a) of this section (as such provisions
were in effect immediately before the date of the enactment of this
Act) shall be effective after December 31, 1987.
SEPARABILITY
SEC. 18. If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to
any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of this
Act and the application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
And the Senate agree to the same.
That the Senate recede from its amendment to the title of the

bill.

DAN RosTENKOWSKI,
PICKLE,
ANDREW JACOBS, Jr.,
RICHARD A. GEPHARDT,
JIM SHANNON,
WYCHE FowLER, Jr.,
HAROLD FORD,
BARBER B. CoNABLE, Jr.,
BIL.L ARCHER,
WILLIS D. GRADISON, Jr.,
CARROLL CAMPBELL,

J .J.

Managers on the Part of the House.
BoB DoLE,
BoB PAcKwooD,
BILL ROTH,
JOHN c. DANFORTH,
RusSELL B. LoNG,
LLOYD BENTSEN'
D.P. MoYNIHAN,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMI'ITEE OF
CONFERENCE
The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 3755) to amend titles II
and XVI of the Social Security Act to provide for reform in the disability determination process, submit the following joint statement
to the House and the Senate in explanation of the effect of the
action agreed upon by the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference report:
The Senate amendment to the text of the bill struck out all of
the House bill after the enacting clause and inserted a substitute
text.
The House recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate with an amendment which is a substitute for the House
bill and the Senate amendment. The differences between the House
bill, the Senate amendment, and the substitute agreed to in conference are noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming
changes made necessary by agreements reached by the conferees,
and minor drafting and clarifying changes.
1.

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR TERMINATION OF DISABILITY BENEFITS

Present law
To be eligible for disability benefits, a person must be unable, by
reason of a medically determinable impairment expected to last at
least 12 months or to end in death, to perform any substantial
gainful activity (SGA) that exists in the national economy, considering his or her age, education and work experience. The impairment must be "demonstrable by medically acceptable clinical and
laboratory diagnostic techniques." This definition applies both to
new applicants and to beneficiaries whose eligibility is being reviewed. No other statutory standards exist for the review of beneficiaries.
House bill
Establishes a standard for reviewing eligibility of disability beneficiaries that allows benefits to be terminated only if there is substantial evidence that the beneficiary can perform SGA as a result
of (a) medical improvement in his disabling condition, or (b) medical or vocational therapy technological or advances, as shown by
new medical evidence and new assessment of residual functional
capacity, or (c) vocational therapy or (d) a less disabling impairment than originally thought, as shown by new or improved diagnostic techniques or evaluations.
Benefits could also be terminated if evidence on the record at the
time of the earlier determination or new evidence shows that the
(23)
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prior determination was ei~her ~learly er~oneous or fraudulently
obtained, or that the beneficiary 1S performing SGA.
In cases where there is no evidence to support the prior decision
(i.e. a lost file) the Secretary would not be precluded from securing
additional medical reports in order to reconstruct that decision.
Title XVI is amended to provide that the same standard of
review shall apply to SSI recipients (except that the exclusions
which allow termination as the result of medical or vocational
therapy (described in (b) and (c) above) do not apply to individuals
receiving section 1619 special benefits).
No provisions for date of implementing regulations or expiration.
Effective date. Applies to all cases involving disability determinations pending in the Department or in Court on the date of enactment or initiated on or after that date.

Senate amendment
Benefits may be terminated if beneficiary can perform SGA
unless the Secretary finds there has been no medical improvement.
If the evidence establishes that there has been no medical improvement (other than improvement which is not related to his ability to
work), benefits may be terminated only if Secretary can show (a)
beneficiary has benefited from medical or vocational therapy or
technology, (b) new or improved diagnostic or evaluative techniques
indicate impairment(s) is not as disabling as believed at time of last
decision, (c) a prior determination was fraudulently obtained, or (d)
there is demonstrated substantial reason to believe a prior determination of eligibility was erroneous.
Benefits may be terminated for performance of SGA or if the individual fails, without good cause, to cooperate in the review or
follow prescribed treatment, or cannot be located.
In making determination, Secretary shall consider the evidence
in the file as well as any additional information concerning claimant's current or prior condition secured by Secretary or provided
by claimant.
In the case of a finding relating to medical improvement, provides that burden of proof is on claimant. In other words, for benefits to be continued on this basis, individual must state and evidence in file must show that medical condition is same as or worse
than at time of last decision (or, if there is medical improvement, it
is not related to work ability).
Title XVI is amended to provide that the same procedures shall
apply to SSI recipients (except that the provision requiring termination on the grounds that an individual is engaging in SGA does
not apply to recipients of section 1619 special benefits).
Implementing regulations must be issued within 6 months of enactment. Provision expires December 31, 1987.
Effective date. -Applies to disability reviews initiated on or after
date of enactment, to all individuals with claims properly pending
in the administrative appeals process as of enactment, and to certain court cases. All individual litigants and named members of a
class action who have cases properly pending in court as of May 16,
1~~4, and all individuals who properly request court review of a deCISion of the Secretary made during the period from March 15,
1984 until 60 days after enactment, would be remanded to the Sec-
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retary for redetermination under the new standard. Also the case
of any individual who exhausted the administrative appeals process, was an unnamed member of a properly pending class action
certified prior to May 16, 1984, and had been notified of the Secretary's final decision on or after a date 60 days prior to the filing of
the court action, would be remanded to the Secretary. The Secretary would notify the individual that he had 60 days to request
review of his claim under the new standard. If the individual did
not request review, the provision would not apply and the Secretary's determination would not be subject to further administrative
or judicial review.
The provision would not apply to any case for which the Secretary made a final determination prior to May 16, 1984, and which
was not included in the above categories. Such determination
would not be subject to further administrative or judicial review.
Applies the provision authorizing payments pending appeal (See
item 6) to any individual whose case is remanded by a court under
this section and if applicable, who timely requested redetermination. These interim payments would begin with the payment for
the month in which the individual elects continued payments. If
the individual is ultimately found eligible, full retroactive benefits
would be provided. If he is found ineligible, the interim payments
would be subject to recovery as overpayments.

Conference agreement
(A) Standard of review
The conference agreement follows the House bill with amendments:
(a) remove causal links between change in medical condition
and ability to perform SGA, as follows: the Secretary may terminate disability benefits on the basis that the person is no
longer disabled only if there is substantial evidence which
demonstrates that (i) there has been any medical improvement
in the individual's impairment or combination of impairments
(other than medical improvement which is not related to the
individual's ability to work) and (ii) the individual is now able
to engage in SGA. Make similar changes in wording of exception for advances in medical or vocational therapy or technology (add "related to ability to work") and exception for vocational therapy (add "related to ability to work");
(b) substitute for the House language concerning termination
of benefits if evidence in the file or newly obtained shows that
the prior determination was clearly erroneous, the requirement that the Secretary may terminate benefits in the absence
of medical improvement if substantial evidence (which may be
evidence on the record at the time any prior determination of
such entitlement to disability benefits was made, or newly obtained evidence which relates to that determination) shows
that a prior determination was in error;
(c) allow termination of benefits also where the individual is
engaging in SGA (except where he is eligible under section
1619), cannot be located, or fails, without good cause to cooper-
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ate in the review or to f.:>llow prescribed treatment which could
be expected to restore his ability to engage in SGA;
(d) substitute for House language on Secretary obtaining additional medical reports, the requirement that any determination under this section shall be made on the basis of all the
evidence available in the individual's case file. including new
evidence concerning the individual's prior or current condition
which is presented by the individual or secured by the Secretary;
(e) add the requirement that any determination made under
this section shall be made on the basis of the weight of the evidence and on a neutral basis with regard to the individual's
condition, without any initial inference as to the presence or
absence of disability being drawn from the fact that the claimant has previously been determined to be disabled;
(f) add requirement that regulations must be promulgated
within 6 months of enactment.
The conference agreement attempts to strike a balance between
the concern that a medical improvement standard could be interpreted to grant claimants a presumption of eligibility, which might
make it extremely difficult to remove ineligible individuals from
the benefit rolls, and the concern that the absence of an explicit
standard of review or some alternative standard could be interpreted to imply a presumption of ineligibility or to allow arbitrary termination decisions, which might lead to many individuals being improperly removed from the rolls.
The conferees intend that determinations of continuing eligibility
should be made on a basis which is as nearly neutral as possible.
The Secretary should reach conclusions on the basis of the weight
of the evidence, as applied to the statutory standards specified in
this amendment, and without any preconception or presumption as
to whether the individual is or is not disabled.
Under the conference agreement, the Secretary would apply the
rules specified in the amendment, reaching conclusions under them
on the basis of the weight of the evidence. The conference agreement eliminates language in the Senate bill referring to the
burden of proof being on the claimant in the case of medical improvement determinations. It also eliminates Senate language with
respect to the burden of proof on the Secretary in making other determinations under this provision. This agreement eliminates any
confusion that might result from shifting burdens of proof, and is
intended to subject determinations under this provision to the
same requirements currently established in Section 223(d) of the
Social Security Act. That is, the claimant's obligations to establish
the existence of his disability with regard to the CDI proceeding
are the same as his obligations with regard to an initial determination. Similarly, elimination of this language should not be interpreted as placing a burden of proof on the Secretary. Rather, the
language in question was dropped solely to clarify the intent that
decisions are to be made on the basis of the weight of the evidence
and to avoid any misinterpretation with respect to the role of the
claimant and the Secretary in pursuing evidence or with respect to
the non-adversarial nature of the proceeding.
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(B) Effective date
The conference agreement follows the House bill with respect to
the 3-year sunset.
The conference agreement follows the Senate on formulation of
effective date with amendments:
(1) The medical improvement standard in these amendments
will only apply to:
(i) determinations made by the Secretary on or after the
date of enactment; (ii) determinations by the Secretary not
yet final on enactment and with respect to which a request
for administrative review is made in conformity with the
time limits, exhaustion requirements and other provisions
of section 205 of the Act and regulations of the Secretary;
(iii) determinations with respect to which a request for judicial review was pending on September 19, 1984 involving
an individual litigant or a member of a class action identified by name in such pending action on such date (this section refers to individuals identified by name as members of
a class action. By this, the legislation means those individuals identified in the pleadings as class representatives);
(iv) determinations in which a request for judicial review is
made by an individual litigant of a final decision by the
Secretary made during the period beginning 60 days prior
to the date of enactment and ending on the date of enactment (cases in iii and iv will be remanded to Secretary for
determination); (v) unnamed plaintiffs in d:ass action suits
certified as of September 19, 1984, as follows: the cases
shall be remanded to the Secretary; the Secretary shall
notify all plaintiffs via certified mail that they have 120
days from the date of receiving the notice to file a request
with the Secretary for review under these amendments.
(2) Add requirement that no class action shall be certified
after September 19, 1984, which raises the issue of whether an
individual who has had his entitlement to benefits terminated
prior to September 19, 1984 should not have had such entitlement terminated without consideration of whether there has
been medical improvement in such individual's condition since
the time of a prior determination that the individual was under a
disability.
The conference agreement provides for an opportunity for redetermination under the new standard of all claimants who are members of class actions which have been certified as of September 19,
1984. However, this is in no way intended to express a view, one
way or another, as to whether those classes would otherwise have
been found to be properly certified in accordance with the exhaustion and fmality requirements of section 205 of the Social Security
Act. The conference agreement provides that the existing certified
classes will be covered by the new standard in order to resolve the
existing controversy over the medical improvement issue in the
courts.
This provision prohibits the certification of any class action after
September 9, 1984 which raises the issue of whether a medical im-
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provement standard should have been applied in a determination
of eligibility made prior to the enactment of these amendments.
The section provides that certain specified court cases involving
medical improvement be remanded to the Secretary for review
under the medical improvement standard established in this Act.
Cases pending in court which do not involve medical improvement
would not, of course, be remanded to the Secretary for such a
revtew.
The conferees recognize that there will be considerable administrative difficulty in identifying and notifying individuals who are
eligible to have their cases redetermined as a result their being unnamend members of class actions certified prior to September 19
1984. Notwithstanding the administrative difficulty of this task, th~
conferees expect the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
act expeditiously in notifying these individuals of the provisions of
this act which are applicable to them.

(C) Benefit payments during remand
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.
(D) Retroactive benefits
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.
2.

EVALUATION OF pAIN

Present law
There is no statutory provision concerning the evaluation of pain
(or the use of subjective allegations of pain) in determining eligibility for disability benefits. The definition of disability requires that
the person be unable to work by reason of a medically determinable impairment"-one which results from "anatomical, physiological, or psychological abnormalities which are demonstrable br,
medically acceptable clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques. '
By regulation, subjective allegations of symptoms of impairments, such as pain, cannot alone be evidence of disability. There
must be medical signs or other findings which show there is a medical condition that could be reasonably expected to produce those
symptoms and that is severe enough to be disabling.
House bill
Requires the Secretary to conduct a study in conjunction with
the National Academy of Sciences on the use of subjective evidence
of pain in making disability determinations, and on the state of the
art of preventing, reducing or coping with pain. A report on the
study is due to the Committees on Ways and Means and Finance
no later than April 1, 1985.
Effective date. - On enactment.
Senate amendment
Requires Secretary to appoint 12-member commission consisting
of a significant number of medical professionals involved in the
study of pain, and representatives from the fields of law, administration of disability insurance programs, and other appropriate
fields of expertise to study the use of pain in evaluation of disabil41
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ity. Report due to Committees on Ways and Means and Finance no
later than December 31, 1986.
Includes in statute the present regulatory policy on the use of
evidence of pain in evaluation of disability. Includes title XVI conforming amendment.
Effective date.-Statutory provision applies to determinations
made prior to January 1, 1988.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment with
amendments:
(a) The study is to be done in consultation with the National
Academy of Sciences, and the report is to be filed by December
31, 1985; and
(b) The statutory language providing for an interim standard
for evaluation of pain is amended to more accurately reflect
current policies.
Effective date.-The interim standard will be in effect only for
determinations made prior to January 1, 1987.
3.

MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

Present law
There is no statutory provision concerning the consideration of
the combined effects of a number of different impairments. The
definition of disability requires a finding of a medically determinable impairment of sufficient severity to prevent the person from
doing not only his previous work but also any other kind of work
that exists in the national economy, considering his age, education
and work experience. By regulation, the combined effects of unrelated impairments are considered only if all are severe (and expected to last 12 months). As elaborated in rulings, "inasmuch as a
nonsevere impairment is one which does not significantly limit
basic work-related functions, neither will a combination of two or
more such impairments significantly restrict the basic work-related
functions needed to do most jobs".
House bill
Requires the Secretary, in making a determination of whether a
person's impairments are of such severity that he or she is unable
to engage in substantial gainful activity, to consider the combined
effects of all of a person's impairments, regardless of whether any
impairment by itself is of such severity. Includes title XVI conforming amendment.
Effective date.-Applies to all determinations pending in the Department or in Court on the date of enactment, or initiated after
that date.
Senate amendment
Same, except clarifies that the requirement applies to the determination of whether the individual has a combination of impairments which are medically severe without regard to age, education,
or work experience. Includes title XVI conforming amendment.
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Effective date.-Applies to all determinations made on or after
January 1, 1985.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement substitutes alternative language for
the provisions in both bills.
Under current policies, if a determination is made that a claimant's impairment is not severe, the consideration of the claim ends
at that point. In cases where an individual has several impairments, none of which satisfy the standard for ~~severe," the individual is judged not disabled without any further evaluation of cumulative impact of his impairments. The conferees believe this policy
may preclude realistic assessment of those cases involving individuals who have several impairments which in combination may be
disabling. The conference agreement provides, therefore, that in determining whether an individual's impairment or impairments are
so severe as to prevent him from engaging in substantial gainful
activity, consideration must be given to the combined effect of all
the individual's impairments without regard to whether any single
impairment considered separately would limit the individual's ability.
The conferees also believe that in the interests of reasonable administrative flexibility and efficiency, a determination that an individual is not disabled may be based on a judgment that an individual has no impairment, or that the medical severity of his impairment or combination of impairments is slight enough to warrant a
presumption, even without a full evaluation of vocational factors,
that the individual's ability to perform SGA is not seriously affected. The current "sequential evaluation process" allows such a determination and the conferees do not intend to either eliminate or
impair the use of that process. The conferees note that the Secretary has stated that it is her plan to reevaluate the current criteria
for nonsevere impairments and expect that the Secretary will
report to the Committees on the results of this evaluation.
Effective date.-Effective for all determinations made on or after
the first day of the month beginning 30 days after the date of enactment.
4. MORATORIUM

ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEWS

Present law
Under the Disability Amendments of 1980, all DI beneficiaries
with nonpermanent impairments must be reviewed at least once
every 3 years to assess their continuing eligibility for benefits. Individuals with permanent impairments may be reviewed less frequently. Presently, there is no distinction in the law between the
rate of review for individuals with physical and mental impairments.
Under a Secretarial initiative (of June 7, 1983), periodic eligibility reviews have been suspended for certain mental impairment
cases involving functional psychotic disorders, pendir.g a revision,
with the help of outside mental health experts, of the criteria used
for determining disability. Under a subseqent Secretarial action
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(announced April 13, 1984), all periodic eligibility reviews have
been suspended temporarily.

House bill
Requires publication within 9 months of enactment of revised
mental impairment criteria in the Listing of Impairments that are
designed to realistically evaluate the person's ability to engage in
SGA in a competitive workplace environment, taking account of
the recommendations of the disability advisory council (section
304). Delays periodic review of mentally impaired individuals until
these revisions are made. The delay would apply to cases on which
an initial decision had not been made by the date of enactment and
to those cases where an initial decision was made prior to the date
of enactment and a timely appeal was pending on or after June 7,

1983.
Periodic reviews where (1) fraud was involved or (2) the individual was engaging in SGA, would continue to be done. SSA could
continue to review medical diary cases and make initial determinations but would subsequently redetermine the cases under the revised criteria. If a new decision were favorable, it would take effect
as of the time of the first determination. Mentally impaired persons who received an unfavorable initial or continuing eligibility
determination between March 1, 1981 and enactment of the bill
and who reapplied for benefits within 12 months of enactment
would be deemed to have reapplied at the time of the unfavorable
determination for the purpose of establishing a period of disability
during the period covered by the prior determination, but not for
benefit purposes; benefits would be payable only for the twelve
months prior to the date of the new application. The provisions
also apply to title XVI.
Effective date.-On enactment.

Senate amendment
Similar, except requires publication of revisions within 90 days
after enactment, and reapplication provision applies to people who
received an unfavorable determination since June 7, 1983 rather
than March 1, 1981.
Effective date.-On enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House provision with
amendments to require the Secretary to publish the revised Listing
of Impairments within 120 days of enactment.

5. PRE-TERMINATION NOTICE AND RIGHT TO
Present law

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

A person whose initial claim for disability benefits is denied or
who is determined after review not to be disabled may request a
reconsideration of that decision within 60 days. In the past, reconsideration has been a paper review of the evidentiary record including any new evidence submitted by the claimant, conducted by
the State agency. Under a provision of P.L. 97-455, enacted January 12, 1983, disability beneficiaries determined not to be medically
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eligible for benefits must be given opportunity for a face-to-face evidentiary hearing at reconsideration. Such hearings may be provided by the State agency or by the Secretary.
Individuals found ineligible for benefits at reconsideration may
request a face-to-face evidentiary hearing before an administrative
law judge. The next level of appeal is to SSA's Appeals Council,
and finally, to a Federal court.

House bill
Revises determination process for beneficiaries undergoing periodic review in medical cessation cases, to provide for a face-to-face
evidentiary review with State agency (upon request of the beneficiary within 30 days) after a preliminary unfavorable decision by the
State. If, after the evidentiary interview (or paper review if the
beneficiary requests review without the personal interview), the
State agency denies benefits, the beneficiary could appeal to the
AW and succeeding appeals levels. The reconsideration level would
be abolished for these review cases.
Requires the Secretary to establish demonstration projects in at
least 5 States using this same procedure for initial disability
claims, with a report to the Committees on Ways and Means and
Finance on the results due no later than April 1, 1985.
The provisions also apply to title XVI.
Effective date.-Revised determination process applies to periodic
reviews on or after January 1, 1985; demonstration projects to be
initiated as soon as practicable after enactment.
Senate amendment
Requires demonstration projects on providing pretermination
face-to-face interviews in disability cessation cases in lieu of face-toface evidentiary hearings at reconsideration. Report due to Committees on Ways and Means and Finance April 1, 1986.
Requires the Secretary to notify individuals upon initiating a
periodic eligibility review that such review could result in termination of benefits and that medical evidence may be submitted.
The provisions also apply to title XVI.
Effective date.-On enactment. Demonstration projects to be established as soon as practicable after date of enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment with
respect to the current reconsideration hearing process, the demonstration projects concerning face-to-face pre-termination interviews
for continuing disability review issues at the initial rather than the
reconsideration level, and the requirement for notification of the
possibility of benefit termination as a result of review with an
amendment to require the report to Congress on December 31,
1986. The conference agreement follows the House bill with respect
to demonstrational projects concerning face-to-face pre-denial interviews for initial disability claims, with an amendment to require
the report to Congress on December 31, 1986.
Effective date.-On enactment. Demonstration projects to beestablished as soon as practicable after date of enactment.
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6.

CoNTINUATION OF BENEFITS DURING APPEAL

Present law
Disability benefits are payable for the month as of which the
beneficiary is determined to be ineligible and for the 2 months succeeding. Benefits do not generally continue during appeal.
Under a temporary provision in P.L. 97-455 (as modified by P.L.
98-118), individuals notified of a medical termination decision
could elect to have DI benefits and medicare coverage continued
during appeal-through the month preceding the month of the
ALJ hearing decision. These additional DI benefits are subject to
recovery as overpayments if the initial termination decision is
upheld (unless they qualify for waiver under the standard provisions for waiver of overpayments). This provison does not apply to
terminations made after December 6, 1983. Benefits are last payable under this provision for June 1984 (i.e., the July 1984 benefit
check).
House bill
Permanently extends provision (with technical changes) for continuation of DI and SSI benefits during appeal. Requires the Secretary to report to the Committees on Ways and Means and Finance
by July 1, 1986, on the impact of the provision on the OASDI trust
funds and on appeals to ALJs.
Effective date.-On enactment.
Senate amendment
Extends the provision for continued payment of DI and SSI benefits during appeal to termination decisions made prior to June 1,
1986. (Last month of payments would be for January 1987, i.e., the
February 1987 check.)
Effective date. -On enactment.
ConfeT"ence agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with amendments to:
(i) Make permanent the payments through the ALJ hearing
for SSI recipients;
(ii) Make the payments through ALJ hearing for Dl beneficiaries for termination decisions through December 1987, and
benefit payments through June, 1988.
7.

QUALIFICATIONS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS EVALUATING MENTAL
IMPAIRMENTS

Present law
There is no statutory requirement concerning qualifications of
persons making disability determinations. Under current policy,
the State disability agency team making eligibility decisions must
consist of a State agency medical consultant (physician) and a State
agency disability examiner, both of whom must sign the disability
determination.
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House bill
.
Requires that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist complete
the medical portion of any applicable sequential evaluation and residual functional capacity assessment in cases involving mental impairments before a determination may be made that an individual
is not disabled.
Effective date. -On enactment.
Senate amendment
Same except modified to require only that every reasonable
effort be made to use qualified psychiatrist or psychologist. Also,
specifically amends title XVI to make the provision applicable to
SSI determinations.
Effective date. -On enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate bill with an amendment to change the effective date to 60 days after enactment. The
conferees note that if the Secretary is unable to assure adequate
compensation in order to obtain the services of qualified psychiatrists or psychologists because of impediments at the State level, it
would be within the Secretary's authority to contract directly for
such services.
8. STANDARDS FOR CoNSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS/ MEDICAL EviDENCE
Present law
Consultative exams (CE's) are medical exams purchased by the
State agency from physicians and other ~ualified health professionals outside the agency. By regulation, CE s may be sought to secure
additional information necessary to make a disability determination or to check conflicting information. Evidence obtained through
a CE is considered in conjunction with all other medical and nonmedical evidence submitted in connection with a disability claim.
There are currently no statutory or regulatory standards requiring CE's in particular cases, or requiring any standard procedures
to be followed in the purchase of CE's.
The SSI statute includes a cross-reference to this provision. Any
changes in title II will therefore also be made for SSI.

House bill
Requires the Secretary to prescribe regulations which set forth
standards for when a CE should be obtained, the type of referral to
be made and the procedures for monitoring CE's and the referral
process. Permits non-regulatory rules and statements of policy relating to CE's to be issued if they are consistent with the regulations.
Effective date.-On enactment.
Senate amendment
Requires the Secretary to make every reasonable effort to obtain
necessary medical evidence from an individual's treating-physician
prior to seeking a consultative examination.
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Also, requires consideration of all evidence in the case record
and development of complete medical history over at least the preceding 12-month period for individuals applying for benefits or undergoing review.
Effective date. -On enactment.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with respect to
the provisions requiring the Secretary to set forth standards for
consultative examinations. The conference agreement follows the
Senate amendment with an amendment requiring the Secretary to
make every reasonable effort to obtain necessary medical evidence
from treating physicians prior to evaluating medical evidence olr
tained from any other source on a consultative basis.
9.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE AND UNIFORM STANDARDS

Present law
The guidelines for making social security disability determinations and all other social security eligibility determinations are
contained in the Social Security Act, regulations, social security
rulings and the POMS (the Program Operating Manual System):
Regulations, or substantive rules, have the force and effect of
law and are therefore binding on all levels of adjudicationstate agencies, administrative law judges, SSA's Appeals Council, and the Federal Courts.
The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) requirements do
not apply to social security programs because of a general exception for benefit programs. On a voluntary basis, however,
SSA issues its regulations in accordance with the public notice
and comment rulemaking requirements of the APA.
Rulings consist of interpretative policy statements issued by
the Commissioner and other interpretations of law and regulations, selected decisions of the Federal courts, ALJs, the Appeals Council and selected opinions of the General Counsel.
Rulings often provide detailed elaboration of the regulations
helpful for public understanding. By regulation, the rulings are
binding on all levels of administrative adjudication.
The POMS is a compilation of detailed policy instructions
and step-by-step procedures for the use of State agency and
SSA personnel in developing and adjudicating claims. The
POMS is not binding on the Administrative Law Judges, Appeals Council or Courts.
House bill
Requires publication under APA public notice and comment rulemaking procedures of all OASDI and SSI regulations on matters relating to benefits. Requires that only those rules issued under Sections b-e of Section 553 of the APA shall be binding at any level of
review.
Effective date.-On enactment.
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Senate amendment
Requires publication of regulations setting forth uniform standards for DI and SSI disability determinations under APA procedures. These rules would be binding at all levels of adjudication.
Effective date. -On enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment. While
it is not required in the legislation, the conferees urge the Secretary to publish under APA public notice and comment rulemaking
procedures all OASDI and SSI regulations which relate to benefits.
10. AcQUIESCENCE OR NoN-ACQUIESCENCE IN CouRT OF APPEAU)
DECISIONS

Present law
Claimants for benefits under the Social Security Act may appeal
State agency denials through several levels of administrative
appeal. A claimant who wishes to continue to pursue appeal may
next turn to the Federal district court with jurisdiction over his or
her claim. The district court reviews the record as compiled by the
agency to determine whether substantial evidence existed for the
agency's decision. The district court's decision may be appealed, by
the claimant or the Secretary, to the Circuit Court with jurisdiction, and ultimately to the Supreme Court (which may or may not
agree to hear the appeal).
Under the Federal judicial system, decisions by a Circuit Court of
Appeals constitute binding case law to be followed by all district
courts in that circuit. (District courts are not bound by the case law
of other circuits and often develop contrary case law on the same
issue.)
In general, if two circuits rule differently on a particular issue,
the Supreme Court will review the issue to settle the dispute, although frequently the Court will decline to review for an extended
period of time if the issue is not ripe for disposition, or if it is not of
sufficient importance to warrant immediate attention. If a particular policy is found by the Supreme Court to be unconstitutional, or
contrary to the statute, that decision is binding on the agency.
Most social security cases decided in the Federal courts have
little value as precedent for SSA decisions, since most reversals of
agency determinations rest on the lack of substantial evidence for
the agency's position. However, in some instances, the court's opinion is based on matter of a statutory interpretation.
The Social Security Administration abides by the fmal judgments
of Federal courts with respect to the individuals in particular
cases. It does not, however, consider itself bound with respect to
nonlitigants as far as adopting as agency policy, either in the circuit or nationwide, the interpretation underlying a Circuit Court's
decision. If the decision of a Circuit Court is contrary to the Secretary's interpretation of the Social Security Act and regulations,
SSA, like some other Federal agencies, issues a ruling stating that
it will not adopt the court's decision as agency policy. There are
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currently 7 such rulings of nonacquiescence by the Social Security
Administration.
House bill
Requires that a decision of a Circuit Court of Appeals interpreting title II of the Social Security Act or its regulations in a manner
different from prevailing policy be appealed to the Supreme Court
or the Secretary must apply the interpretation underlying that decision as agency policy in the circuit. If the Supreme Court denies
review, circuit-wide acquiescence with that interpretation would be
required until the Supreme Court ruled on the issue. Includes t itle
XVI conforming amendment.
Effective date.-On enactment, with respect to all circuit court
decisions made on or after the date of enactment, and with respect
to circuit court decisions for which the Secretary still has an opportunity to request review by the Supreme Court.
Senate amendment
Requires SSA to notify Congress and print in the Federal Register (within 90 days after decision date, or on the last date available
for appeal, whichever is later) an explanation of the agency's decision to acquiesce or not acquiesce in decisions of the Circuit Courts
relating to interpretation of the Social Security Act or of regulations issued under the Act. In cases where the Secretary is acquiescing, the reporting requirement would apply only to significant
decisions.
States that nothing in the section shall be interpreted as sanctioning any decision of the Secretary not to acquiesce in the decision of a circuit court.
Effective date.-Applies to Court decisions rendered after the
date of enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement deletes both the House and Senate
language. The conferees do not intend that the agreement to drop,
both provisions be interpreted as approval of "non-acquiescence '
by a federal agency to an interpretation of a U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals as a general practice. On the contrary, the conferees note
that questions have been raised about the constitutional basis of
non-acquiescence and many of the conferees have strong concerns
about some of the ways in which this policy has been applied, even
if constitutional. Thus, the conferees urge that a policy of non-acquiescence be followed only in situations where the Administration
haS initiated or has the reasonable expectation and intention of initiating the steps necessary to receive a review of the issue in the
Supreme Court.
The conferees reaffirm the congressional intent that the Secretary resolve policy conflicts promptly in order to achieve consistent
uniform administration of the program. This objective may be
achieved in at least two ways other than non-acquiescence when
the agency is faced with conflicting interpretations of the meaning
and intent of the Social Security Act: either to appeal the issue to
the Supreme Court, or to seek a legislative remedy from the Congress.
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When there are court rulings which the Secretary believes are
inconsistent with the meaning and intent of the law, the Secretary
should diligently pursue appropriate appeals channels on an expeditious basis. By refusing to apply circuit court interpretations and
by not promptly seeking review by the Supreme Court, the Secretary forces beneficiaries to re-litigate the same issue over and over
again in the circuit, at substantial expense to both beneficiaries
and the federal government. This is clearly an undesirable consequence. The conferees also feel that in addition to the practical administrative problems which may be raised by non-acquiescence
the legal and Constitutional issues raised by non-acquiescence c~
only be settled by the Supreme Court. The conferees therefore urge
the Administration to seek a resolution of this issue.
The conferees recognize that the realities of litigation do not
make it appropriate or feasible to appeal every adverse decision
with which the Secretary continues to disagree. In such instances,
however, the conferees strongly insist that Congress' judgment as
to the appropriate policy should prevail. The conferees expect the
Secretary to propose what she believes to be appropriate remedial
legislation for congressional consideration.
It is clearly undesirable to have major differences in statutory interpretation between the Secretary and the courts remain unresolved for a protracted period of time. The conferees believe this
legislation takes a major step toward removing the obstacles to resolution by clarifying the statutory language and congressional
intent.
11. PAYMENT OF CoSTS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES
Present law
Presently, States are reimbursed for vocational rehabilitation
(VR) services provided to DI and SSI recipients which result" in
their performance of substantial gainful activity (SGA) for at least
9 months. For such individuals, services are reimbursable for as
long as they are in VR and receiving cash benefits. If the individ·
ual is reviewed and found to have medically recovered while in VR,
cash benefits may continue (under Sections 225(b) and/or 1631(a)(6)
of the Social Security Act, work-incentive provisions enacted in
1980). The State agency is reimbursed for these VR services on the
same basis as applies to other beneficiaries-only if the beneficiary
is returned to SGA for 9 months.

House bill
Allows reimbursement to State agencies for costs of VR services
provided to individuals receiving DI benefits under Section 225(b)
who medically recover while in VR, and to those receiving SSI disability who are found ineligible for benefits by reason of medical
recoYery (whether or not receiving SSI under Section 1631(aX6)).
Reimbursable services would be those provided prior to his or her
working at SGA for 9 months, or prior to the month benefit entitlement ends, whichever is earlier, and would not be contingent upon
the individual working at SGA for at least 9 months. Also provide!
for reimbursement in cases where DI or SSI disability recipient
does not meet the requirement of successful return to SGA because
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he refuses without good cause to continue in or cooperate with the
VR program.
Effective date.-For individual receiving benefits as a result of
section 225(b) (or who are no longer entitled to SSI benefits because
of medical recovery) for months after the month of enactment.
Senate amendment

Same, except does not pay for services to those who fail to cooperate or refuse to continue participation in VR, and does not apply
to SSI program.
Effective date.-For services rendered to individuals who receive
benefits under Section 225(b) for months after the month of enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical
amendments to correct the SSI provision, and an amendment to
the effective date to apply the provision in the first month following the month after enactment.
The conferees expect that the Secretary will reimburse the State
agencies for vocational rehabilitation services provided to a beneficiary who refuses without good cause to continue or to cooperate in
a vocational rehabilitation program in such a way as to preclude
his successful rehabilitation only in those cases in which the Secretary also suspends that person's disability benefits because of such
refusal.

12. ADVISORY CoUNCIL ON MEDICAL ASPECTS OF DISABIU'l'Y
Present law
Section 706 of the Social Security Act provides for the appointment of a 13-member quadrennial advisory council on social security. It is responsible for studying all aspects of the OASI, DI, HI,
and SMI programs. The councils are comprised of members of the
public.
The next advisory council is scheduled to be appointed in 1985
and to make its final report on December 31, 1986.
There are no requirements in the law pertaining to the creation
of advisory councils to deal specifically with disability matters.
House bill
Requires the Secretary to appoint, within 60 days after enactment, a 10-member advisory council on the medical aspects of disability. This would be in addition to the regular quadrennial council. The council, to be composed of independent medical and vocational experts and the Commissioner of SSA ex officio, would provide advice and recommendations to the Secretary on disability
policies, standards, and procedures. Any recommendations would
be published in the Secretary's annual reports.
.
In addition, Section 307 of the bill requires this advisory council
to study alternative approaches to work evaluation for SSI applicants and recipients and the effectiveness of VR services for SSI recipients.
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Effective date.-On enactment. Authority for the council expires
December 31, 1985.
Senate amendment
Directs next quadrennial advisory council on social security to
study the medical and vocational aspects of disability using ad hoc
panels of experts where appropriate. The study shall include: (1) alternative approaches to work evaluation for recipients of SSI; (2)
the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs for DI and
SSI recipients; and (3) the question of using specialists for completing medical and vocational evaluations at the State agency level in
the disability determination process.
Effective date: Requires Secretary to appoint members by June 1,
1985.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment with
amendments providing in detail the issues to be studied by the Advisory Council.
13.

STAFF ATI'ORNEYS

Present law
Qualifications for administrative law judge (ALJ) positions are
set by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM). To qualify for
SSA's GS-15 ALJ position, an applicant must have at least 1 year
of qualifying experience at or comparable to the GS-14 grade level
in Federal service. Staff attorneys in SSA's Office of Hearings and
Appeals (OHA) have the appropriate type of qualifying experience.
However, there are no GS- 14 positions as OHA staff attorneys; GS13 is the highest staff attorney position. Prior to a recent decision
by OPM, staff attorneys did not have qualifying experience at the
necessary grade level. On May 9, 1984, OPM revised this criteria to
permit applicants to qualify with 2 years of qualifying experience
at the GS-13 level. No GS-14 experience is necessary.
House bill
Requires the Secretary to establish enough GS-13 and GS-14 attorney advisor positions to enable otherwise qualified staff attorneys to compete for ALJ positions. A 90-day interim progress
report and a 180-day final report by the Secretary would be required.
Effective date. -On enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with an amendment substituting a requirement for a report to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance on
the actions taken by the Secretary to establish positions to enable
staff attorneys to gain qualifying experience of the quality necessary to compete for ALJ positions.
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In view of the recent actions by OPM and SSA, the conferees do
not believe it is necessary to statutorily require that GS13 and
GS14 SSA staff attorney positions be established so as to permit
those attorneys to qualify for GS15 ALJ positions. Congress recognizes that such changes are critical in order to ensure the continued availability of qualified attorneys and ALJ's and urges the Secretary to take all reasonable steps to see that the OPM actions
result in SSA attorneys becoming qualified for GS15 ALJ positions.
The conferees are concerned, however, upon review of the new
examination announcement, that there may not exist within OHA
positions in which a staff attorney can now serve and obtain the
experience needed to meet the "quality of experience" requirements (in particular, the requirement that cases be listed which
demonstrate knowledge, skills and abilities in the rules of evidence
and trial procedures, and in decision-making ability).
The conferees expect that, if necessary, the Secretary will establish positions which enable staff attorneys to gain the qualifying
experience and quality of experience necessary to compete for ALJ
positions.
14. SSI BENEFITS FOR PERSONS WORKING DESPITE SEVERE
IMPAIRMENTS
Present law
Under the SSI program, an individual who is able to engage in
substantial gainful activity (SGA) cannot become eligible for SSI
disability payments. Prior to the enactment of a provision in 1980,
a disabled SSI recipient generally ceased to be eligible for SSI
when his or her earnings exceeded the level which demonstrates
SGA-$300 monthly.
Under Section 1619(a) of the Social Security Act, enacted in the
Disability Amendments of 1980, severely disabled SSI recipients
who work and earn more than SGA may receive a special payment
and thereby maintain medicaid coverage and social services. The
amount of the special payment is equal to the SSI benefit they
would have been entitled to receive under the regular SSI program
were it not for the SGA eligibility cut-off. Special benefit status is
thus terminated when the individual's earnings exceed the amount
which would cause the Federal SSI payment to be reduced to zero
(i.e., the "break-even" level which is currently $713 per month for
an individual with earnings). Under Section 1619(b), medicaid and
social services may continue beyond this level, until earnings reach
a level where the Secretary finds: (1) that termination of eligibility
for these benefits would not seriously inhibit the individual's ability to continue his employment, or (2) the individual's earnings are
not sufficient to allow him to provide for himself a reasonable
equivalent of the cash and other benefits that would be available in
the absence of earnings.
Section 1619 expired on December 31, 1983. It is being continued
administratively under demonstration project authority to those
people who were eligible for SSI as of that date.

House bill
Extends Sections 1619 (a) and (b) through June 30, 1986.
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In addition, requires the Secretaries of HHS and Education to esta blish training programs for·staff personnel in SSA district offices
and State VR agencies, and disseminate information to SSI applicants, recipients, and potentially interested public and private organizations.
Effective date. -On enactment, retroactive to January 1, 1984.

Senate amendment
Same, except extended through June 30, 1987.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.
15. FREQUENCY OF CoNTINUING ELIGIBIIJTY REVIEWS

Present law
Under a provision enacted in 1980, all DI beneficiaries, except
those with permanent impairments, must generally be reviewed at
least once every 3 years to assess their continuing eligibility.
Under a provision enacted in 1983 (P.L. 97-455), the Secretary is
provided the authority to modify this 3-year review requirement on
a state-by-state basis. The appropriate number of cases for review
is to be based on the backlog of pending cases, the number of applications for benefits, and staffmg levels.
On April 13, 1984, Secretary Heckler announced a temporary,
nationwide moratorium on periodic eligibility reviews.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment
Requires Secretary to promulgate regulations establishing standards for determining the frequency of continuing eligibility reviews. Final regulations must be issued within 6 months of enactment. Until these regulations are issued, no individual may have
more than one periodic review.
Effective date.-On enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.
16. MoNITORING oF REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES FOR SociAL SECURITY
AND SSI BENEFICIARIES

Present law
The Secretary may appoint a representative payee for an individual entitled to social security or SSI benefits when it appears to be
in the individual's best interest. Payees must be appointed for individuals receiving SSI who are addicted to drugs or alcohol.
A payee convicted of misusing a social security beneficiary's
funds is guilty of a felony, punishable by imprisonment for not
more than 5 years and/ or a fine of not more than $5,000. A payee
convicted of misusing an SSI recipient's funds is guilty of a misde-
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meanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than 1 year
and/or a fine of not more than $1,000.
There are no statutory requirements or restrictions on the selection and monitoring of payees.

House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
Requires Secretary to: (1) evaluate qualifications of prospective
payee either prior to or within 45 days following certification, (2)
establish a system of annual accountability monitoring for cases in
which payments are made to someone other than a parent or
spouse living in the same household as the entitled individual, and
(3) report to Congress within 6 months of enactment on implementation of the new system and report annually on the number of
cases of misused funds and disposition of such cases.
The fine for a first offense by a payee convicted of misusing SSI
benefits would be increased to not more than $5,000 and, for both
programs, a second offense by a payee would be made a felony punishable by imprisonment for not more than 5 years and/or a fine of
not more than $25,000. Individuals convicted of a felony under this
provision could not be selected as a payee.
Effective date.-On enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment with
amendments to require a report to Congress within 270 days after
the date of enactment.
While the conference agreement recognizes that it may be necessary to appoint a representative payee prior to completion of the
investigation required by the provision, the managers believe that
the Secretary· should do so cautiously. In particular, the managers
direct the Secretary to establish procedures under which large
lump-sum payments of retroactive benefits will not ordinarily be
paid to new representative payees until the investigation of their
suitability has been successfully completed. These procedures
should, however, allow for reasonable exceptions where the funds
are urgently needed, for example, to avoid eviction or to meet
major medical needs.
Where State institutions serve as representative payees for their
residents, the annual reporting requirements of the conference
agreement do not apply. This exemption, however, is not designed
to shield institutional payees from accountability but rather to
allow the Secretary the flexibility to establish more appropriate
and effective systems of auditing the use of social security funds by
such institutions. The managers wish to make clear their intention
that the Secretary implement a thorough and comprehensive audit
methodology to assure that Social Security Act benefits for residents of State institutions are not misused. These onsite reviews
would be expected to involve, at a mini~um, discussions.with in~ti
tution staff an audit of a sample of restdents accounts tn each institution ~d on-ward interviews and observations to ensure that
benefits are being properly used. At a minimum, each such institu-
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tion should be audited once every three years. This 3-year cycle
will allow the Secretary to audit one-third of such institutions each
year-thus permitting a more thorough audit than would be possible on an annual basis. The managers further expect that the initial report on the implementation of this section of the bill will include a full exposition of the audit procedures which the Secretary
will utilize in monitoring State institutions which act as representative payees.
17. F AJirSAFE

Present law
The main source of funding for the DI program is that portion of
the social security tax allocated by law for disability. At present,
the disability portion of the tax is 1 percent (employee and employer combined). It is scheduled to rise to 1.2 percent in the 1990's and
to 1.42 percent thereafter. If revenues from the tax exceed amounts
needed for benefit payments, the excess is placed in the trust fund
reserve. If revenues fall short of the amount needed, the reserve is
drawn on to make up the difference. (To make timely benefit payments it is necessary to have at least one month's benefit payments
in reserve at the beginning of each month-8 to 9 percent of
annual expenditures. Reserves must be sufficient to meet this percentage requirement at the beginning of each month notwithstanding any decline in revenues or increase in expenditures during the
year.)
To help assure continued benefit payments over the next few
years in the event of adverse conditions, the social security legislation enacted in 1983 authorized interfund borrowing for calendar
years 1983-1987. In addition, the 1983 legislation reqyjred the
OASDI Board of Trustees, whenever it determines that trust fund
reserves may become less than 20 percent, to immediately submit
to Congress a report setting forth its recommendations for statutory adjustments necessary to restore the reserve ratio. This report
to the Congress by the Trustees must provide specific information
as to the extent to which benefits would have to be reduced, payroll taxes increased, or some combination thereof, in order to restore the trust fund reserve ratio.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment
Requires the Secretary to adjust disability insurance benefit increases as necessary to prevent the DI trust fund balance from falling below a defined threshold. The Secretary would be required to
notify the Congress by July 1 in any year in which the amount of
the DI trust fund at the start of the next year is projected to be
less than 20 percent of the year's expenditures. If Congress took no
action, the Secretary must scale back the next cost-of-living increase for disability insurance beneficiaries as necessary to keep
the fund balance from falling below 20 percent. If further necessary to keep the fund from falling below 120 percent, the Secretary
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would also be required to scale back the increase in the benefit formula used to determine new benefit awards the following year.
Effective date. -On enactment.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
18.

MEASURES TO IMPROVE CoMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAw

Present law
The States are responsible, on a voluntary basis, for determining
whether individuals are disabled under the meaning of the Social
Security Act. Under the law, States administering the program are
required to make disability determinations in accord with Federal
law and the standards and guidelines established by the Department of Health and Human Services. All benefit payments and administrative costs of the States making these determinations are financed or reimbursed by the Disability Insurance Trust Fund.
The law provides for the Secretary to commence actions to take
over the disability determination process if a State fails to follow
Federal rules. A series of procedural steps must be complied with
before such Federal assumption can be accomplished. The Secretary may not commence making disability determinations earlier
than 6 months after: (1) finding, after notice and opportunity for
hearing, that a State agency is substantially out of compliance with
Federal law; (2) developing all procedures to implement a plan for
partial or complete assumption of the disability determinations
which grants hiring preference to the State employees; and (3) the
Secretary of Labor determines that the State has made fair and equitable arrangements to protect the interests of displaced employ-

ees.

Prior to the Secretary's announcement in April 1984 of a temporary nationwide moratorium on periodic reviews, several States on
their own initiative were failing to conduct eligibility reviews in accordance with Federal law and standards. Eighteen States were operating under court-ordered eligibility criteria or pending court
order.
House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
Requires the Secretary to federalize disability determinations in
a State within 6 months of finding that the State is not in substantial compliance with Federal law and standards. (Such finding
must be made within 16 weeks of the time a State's failure to
comply first comes to the attention of the Secretary. During this
16-week period, at the discretion of the Secretary, a hearing could
be afforded to the State.) The Secretary would be required, to the
extent feasible, to meet the requirements of present law regarding
the transfer of functions. Provision expires December 31, 1987.
Effective date. -On enactment.
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate bill with an amendment to require the Secretary to waive any applicable personnel
ceilings and other restrictions in carrying out the provisions.
Under the conference agreement, protections are being given to
State agency employees. H the Secretary assumes the functions of
the Disability Determinations Agency, then preference must be
given in hiring to agency employees who are capable of performing
the requisite duties. The conferees further intend that the Secretary should make every effort throughout the 180 day period to
comply with the requirements in the law concerning the hiring of
State employees and the protection of their interests in the event
of the Secretary assuming the functions of the State agency.
19. SEPARABIUTY CLAUSE
The Conference agreement includes a separability clause stating
that the constitutional invalidity of any provision of the bill shall
not affect the other provisions of the bill.
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relldual /unctlonol capdcltv. ana demon· subsection. a ben(flt under IIlio Iitle 1o basell
llraU.Ihdlon <1n in4iolduo1'a t!lollbU!lv (f !I is a dlo·
"IIJ although th<t indloldulll has not fm· abilllv insvrtJilCC l>tn(flt. a chfld ... !DfdotD...
proNd m<tdlct:Uv. h<t or she lo non<tlheleu a or wido1Der"1 ln.nmsnce bcnclll b<1ud on dis·
ben((icfarv Q/ advances in m.tdical or voca,.. llbllilv. or <1 mother's or father'• lnsunznce
tlonal thtTtJPII or techno/ow frclcted to the ben(flt based on th<t disab!li(JI o/lhe moth.·
in4ilrlduai•• abllltv to workl. and
~~:or /alhtr'l chatt tcho hdS al./41ntd age
"IIUIIJ th<t lndllrldudl is now dbu to
tnl/4ge In substanlial114fn/td aclitrit11 or
fl>J :Secl!on 216/U/ZJ/DI of such Act is
"/Ill (f the lndloldulll is a taidotD ~r sur- amended llv ddding o1 th<t end lhereo/lhtt
lrllrlng dlt>Orced w(fe under •cellon ZOZ/e/ or /ollo!Ding: ••T7te prolrlllons •et/orlh In stc·
a widotDer or Otlrt>ilring divorced husband lion ZZJI/1 with resp<tet to determin~tl!ons of
undn section Z021fl. th<t 1et>erltv of hlo or whether enliU<tmtnl to l>cndl4 under this
h<tr impatnnent or lmpalnnents is no longer lflle or tiru XVIII based on the disabilitv o/
d«med under re~~ulalions prescribed bJ1 lh<t any lndilrldua1 1o tcnnlnaltd fon th<t bdris
Secrt1<1r:v ..Ufic!<tnl to preclude the lndllrld· O/ a finding that tho Dhllllcal or mental im·
uol/rom engdg!ng fn gain/td acli11itv. or
painnmt on the bdSi.s 0/ which such bene/its
"IBI tkmonstrcw that.are PNJflided hdS «ased. does not e:ri.IL or is
"IU olthoul/h the indilrldudl hdS not lm· not disal>lingl shall apply In Ot<t same
proved m<tdlcallv. h<t or she hdS undnpone manner and to th<t same aU!ll with respect
vocational theraDv lrtlaud to th<t lndlvid· to dtknninallons of whether 11 period of dif.
uoi'I abllitv to tDOrkl. and
db!llty has ended /on the bdris of" /inding
"IW th<t uqu!rements 0/ wbclauu Ill or lho1 th<t phvlfeal or mental !mpainnmt on
ITIJ of subpamgr<1ph fAJfW are m<tt· or
th<t bdris Of !Dhich th<t /indlng O/ dloabilily
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a.s to

lhe presence or absence of dis·

was maae has ceased. does not exist, or i.s

/erence

not disllblingl."
fcJ Sectfon 16Hfal of such Act is amended
bv adding at the end the~o/ the /ollounng

individual has pr..nriou.sly been delennined

new paragraph:

abil!tv being drawn /rom the /act that the
to be duablecl. ·:
fd.lfll The amendments made by this sec·
lion shall llPDiy only as ;provided in thl$
subsection.
t2J The amendments made by thi$ uct!on
shall a;p;ply tof.AJ determinations made by the SecretaTJJ
on or alter the date of Ute enactment of thts
Act;
fBI determinations with respect to which
a final decision of the SecretarY has not vet
been made a.s of the date 0/ the enactment of
this Act and with res1)eet to which a request

''151 A recipient of ben(fitJ based on dis·
abllitll under this title may be determined
not to be entitled to such benefits on the
basis of a finding that the physical or
-m.ental imPG-innent on the basis of which
such ben(fitJ are ;provided has ceased, does
not erist. or is not disabling only if such
finding ts supported. by"tAI sub$tantflll evidence which demon·
strates tha~
''Iii there has been any medictll improvement in the individual's impainnmt or for administrative review is made in con·
combination 0/ impa.i rments foth.er Otan tormity with the time limits, exhaustion re·
medical improvement which iS not related quirements, and other provisions of section
205 ot the Social Security Act and regula·
to Ute. individ-ual's ability to workJ. and
Hfi:fJ the individual i.S now able to engage lions of the Secreta.TY:
fCI determinations !Dith respect to Which
in $Ubsta.ntial ga.in!ul activity,· or
uiBJ substantial evidence lezcept in the 4 request/or Judicial revielD 1DCl$ pending on
case 0/ an individual eligible to receive ben· September 19, 1984, and which involve an
individual litigant or a member of a cla.ss in
(fits under section 16191which"liJ con.si.sts of new medical evidence and a class action who ts Identified bv name in
a new assessment of the individUill's residu- such. pending action on such date; and
tDI determin<Ltions with respect to which
al tunctionlll capacity. a.nd demonstrates
a limelv request /or judicial review is or ha.s
that"{/} although the individutll has not im· been m11de by an individUill U.t!gant of a
;proved medically, he or she ts nonetheless a. final decision of the SecretaTY made unthin
ben(/ieiaTY 0/ advances in mediclll or voca- 60 days ;prior to the date of the enactment of
tional therapy or technology frelated to the th!sAcL
indi"idual's ability to U)OrkJ, and
In the ease of determinations described in
u([IJ the individual is now 4ble to engage subparagraphs ICJ a.nd fDI in actions relat·
in substantial gainful ac!lvf.ty, or
ing to medical improvement, the court shllll
"fiil clemonstrtztes tha~
rtmand such C4$es to th4 Secretarv for
"([} although the individual has not im· review in accordance with Ute provisio-ns of
proved mediecilly, he or she has undergone the Social Security Act as amended by thts
vocational iherapy frel4Ud. to Ute individ· sectton.
ual's abU!ty to workJ, and
13J In the case of a recipient 0/ be~its
"fill the individulll is now abre to engage under title II, XVI, or XVIII of the Socilll
in substantial gaifl!ul activity; or
Security Act..fCJ .ro~bstantia.Z evidence which demonIAJ who has been determined not to be en·
strates that. as determined on the basis of titled to such benefits on the basi$ of <L/!nd·
new or improved diagnostic techniqlU!.$ or lng that the ;physical or ment11l impairment
evaluations, the individual's impa:innen.t or on the basis ot which such ben(fitJ were ;procombination of impainnent.s is not a.s dis- vided has ceased, does not eri$1, or is not
abling as it wa.s considered to be at the time dl$abl!ng, and
of the most n!Cent ;prior decision that he or
fBJ who wa.s a member of a class certified
she was under a d.i stlbUity or continued to on or be/ore September 19, 1984, in a class
be under a disabiiity, and that there/ore the action relat.i ng to mediclll improvement
individual is abre to engage in substantilll ;pending on September 19, 1984, but was not
gtlin/ul activity; or
identjfied bv name as a member O/ the class
UfDJ BUbdontiul evidence twhf..ch mo.v bo on .u.ch da.-1.4.
evidence on the record at the time any prior the court shall remand such case to the Sec·
determination of the entitlement to bene/iis retllTY. ~ SecretarY shall no!l/11 such indi·
based on disabii!ty was made, or newly ob- vidual bv certified maU tha.t he may request
tained evidence which TOlates to that deter• 4 Ktrlew of the determi-nation described in
minationJ which demon3'trates Uull. a prior subvaragra.;ph tAl based on the ;proviSions of
detcnnination WC!S in error.
thts section and the ;provisions of the Socilll
Nothing in this paragraph Mta.U be con.-- Security Act as amended by thiS sectiOrL
strued to require a ctetennination that an Such notvteation shall specify that the indf·
individUill receiving bene/'ll$ based on dis· vidual must reauest such review unthin 120
abiiilll under thts ttue Is entitled to such days otter the date on which such notl/icaOeru:/il$ if ~ prior del.erntina.tion tDct$ tion is recei-ved. l/ $Uch request is matk in a.
fra.!!dulently obtained or jf the individual ts timely manner, the SecretarY shall mllke 4
engaged In substantial gainful activity, review of the determination described in
cannot be located, or taUs. unthout good subparagraph IAI in a.ccortta:nee unth the
cause, to coopertlte in a review of his or her provisions of thiS seetton and the ;provisions
entitlement or to JoUow ;prescribed treat· of the Social seeuritv Act as amended bv
ment which would be erpeeted to restore hi$ thl$ seetiorL The amendments made by this
or her abiiity to engage in substantial gain- section shall ap;plv with respect to such
ful acli'Oity. Any determination under this review, and t1u! determination described in
;paragraph shall be ma.cle on the basis of all subpa..ragro.ph fAJ fa.nd a.nv reUtennination
the evidence available in the individual's resul!lng /rom such review! shau be subject
eau /ill!.. including new euid.enC:Et concerning to /urUter culministra.tive and judicial
~ fnditridual's prior or cuTTent condition review, only if such request is made in a
which is ;presented bv the Individual or st· ti-m ely manner.
cured bv the SecretarY. Any determination
141 ~decision by the SecretarY on a case
made under thiS paragraph shall be made on remanded by a. court J)Unuant to this sub·
the basis of the weight of the evidence and section shall be rega-rded as a new deCision
on a neutral basis with regard. to the indi· on the individUill's claim/or ben(fitJ, which
vidual'$ condition. uri..thout a-ny initial in- supersedes the final decision of the Seere·
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ta.TI/. The new decision shall be subject

to

furl.her administrative review and to iudicilll review only in conformity unth the time
limits, erhaustion requirements, and olher

;provisions of seetio» 205 of the Social Seeu·
rtty Act and regulations issued by Ute Secre·
tary in con.{ormity toilh such secUo1L

ISJ No class in a cia# action relating to
medical imJ)rovement may be cert{(f.ed oJter
September 19, 1984, i/ the class action seek$
judicial revietD of a decision tenninating entitlement for a ;period 0/ disability! made by
the SecretarY of Health and Human Services
prior to September 19, 1984.
r6J For ;purposes of this sub$eetion, the

term ..action relating

to medical improve•

ment•• means a.n actfon raising tJu. inue of
whether an individUillwho has had hi$ enti·
tlement to bencfi.ts under title II, XVI, or
XVIII 0/ the Social Security Act based on
disability terminated for ;period of dtsabllity
ended! should not have had sucl1 entitle·
ment terminated for J)eriod of disability
ended! unthout consideration of whether
there ha.s been medical improvement in the
condition of .such individual tor another in-

dividual on whose diSability such entiUe·
ment is ba.sedJ since the time of a. prior lR·
tenn£nation that the individual wa.s under tt
d!sabll!tv.
tel Any indhJidualwhose ease iS remanded
to the SecretaTY ;puT$uant to subsection tdl

or whose request /or a review is made !n a.
timely manner pursuant to subsection fdJ.
may elect, in accorda.rn:e with section 223fgJ
or 1631falf7J of the Social Security Act, to
have payments mad~ Mg£nning with the
month in which he makes such erection, and

ending as under such .$'tction 223fgJ or
1631falf71. NotunthsW.ndfng such section
2231gl or l63111Pf7J, such ;paymcnts lif erect·
edl111 shall be made at reast until an in!tilll
redetermination i.s

made by the

SecretaTJJ;

and
t21 shall begin U>ith the payment tor the
month in which. .sucli. indiv1dual makes such
electio1L

t/J ln the case of any individual who if
found to be under a duabllity alter a review
required under thiS section, such individual
shall be entitled to retroactive bene/itJ be·
ginning with benefits ;pavable /or the first
month to which the most recent termination
0/ ben(fitJ applied.
(gJ The Secretary of Health and Human
Strvfcts shall prescribe regulatiOn$ neces·
SilTY to implement the amendmentJ made bv
this section not later than 180 days alter the
date of the enactment of thts AeL
EVALUATION OF PAIN

SEC. 3. talfll Section 223fdlf51 0/ the

Social Security Act

is

amended

b1J inserting

alter the /iT$t sentence the JoUowing new

sentences:

'~n

lndtvldual·S statement a.s to

pain or other symptom.s shaU not alone be
conclusive evidence of disability as defined

in this .section; there must be medical sigm
and findings, establ!shea by medieauv ac·
cepta.ble clinical or labora,ioT'JI diagnostic

techniques, which show the eristenee of a

medical impairment that resul.t.s /rom ana.·
tomical, ;physiological, or psycholo{lical ab·
normalities which could reasonably be tr·
peeled to produce the pa!n or other sym_ptom.s alleged a-nd whic..~ when con.sirUrett

unth au evidence required to be turntshed
under this paragraph f!ncluding statements
of the individual or his ;phy$ician as to the

i-n.tensitv and per!Utence of such pain or

other symptoms which mav reasonably be
accepted as consiStent unth the medical
signs and findings I, would lead to a conelu·
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non that 1M lndlviclll4l u u1Ukr 4 cllsabU.
Mtll.'n"l'tZ IJOA11Ul£N'T$
/fled

Uy. Ob}ecll"" m«ical evidence of JHlfn or
other svmpto""' established. />If m<d.ica.Uy ac·
CeJ>Iable clinical or laboratOJ11 ltchn!ques
f/or uamplc. detmonti-ng nerve or muscle
linueJ must be considered in reacllfng a.
conclu.tlon <U to whe!Mr the indlviclual u
under a cllsabi!Uv. ''.
121 Section 16UiaH3HHI of such llcl las
a<l<l<d. bv uction 8 of thu llctl Is amended
bv 1trikfn11 out "section 221fhl" and Inserting in ''" lJrceof "u:clfons 22JrhJ and
ZZJidJISJ':
131 The amendment$ made bv J)4ragraph$
IJJ and IZJ shall apply to determinations
made prior to J<1nua111 1. 1987.
lbH11 The Sccret<1rv of Health <1nd Human
Services thall appoint a Commuslon on the
Evaluation of Pain lhereotter in thil 1ectton
ruerred to <U 1M "Commilrion "I to conduct
a study con~mlng 1M evaluation of J)4in
in determining v1Ukr titlel 11 and X VI of
1M SOcfGI Secvrity Jlct wht!Mr an individU41 u vnder" disability. Such study shall be
conducled in consvltation 1Dlth the Nation·
alllcactemv of Seiencu.
121 The Commillion shall canlilt of at
lealt twelve czperu, including a lignlflcant
representalfon from the field of mediCine
who <~re Involved In 1M stud!/ of pain, and
TeJ)resentatton from the JUtds of laiD, admfn.l stratlon of dlsabilil!l insurance programs, and other Gppropriate Jlttds of t:1:'Per·

ti.u.

131 Tilt Commlslion shall be GPJ>Oinled bv
tht StcntGrv of Health and HumGn Services
11Dlthout reg<1rd to the requfremenu of the
F<dtral Advfsorv Committee Act/ 1Dlth!n 60
days 4/ler the elate of the enactment of thu
Act. Tilt Secrctarv shall from time to time
appoint OM 0/ the memben to aerw a.t
CltctirmGn. The Commlslion shall med as
often as 1M Stcrdtln1 deems ntctUtlJ11.
141 Memben of 1M Commilrion shall be
aPJ)O{nled 1Dlthout regard 1<> 1M provisions
of tiUe s. United Stales Code. gowmlng apl>Ointmenu in 1M competill~e ser-qlce. Mem·
btT> who <1re not emploveu of the Unlud
StaU., while attending meetings of the CommUrion or o!Mr!Dlse serving on 1M bu.tiness
of 1M Commlufon, shall be paicl at a rat;,
equal I<> 1M per diem equivalent Of 1M rate
provicl<d./or lttld IV of 1M Euculh>t Schedvl.c under occlfon S3Z6 oj tiU. s. United
Stau. Code, tor each dov. including traoel·
time. during which they are tnllctll<d. In 1M
actual ptrjormanu O/ dut!U vaUd in 1M
Commission. White engaged in the performance of such dutlu awav/rom their homes
o r regular placu of business thtl/ mav be allo!D<d. iraw.l czpensu, Including per diem in
lieu of subsUtence, as authorized b!l section
5703 of ttue S, Unil<d. StaU. Code, for persons in 1M Go~Xmment ser-q{ce emplov..t
tntermlttenuv.
IS/ The Commission may engoge such
Uchnical assistunee from indhrlduals
1kill<d. in medical and other 4$l>tcU 4/ 1>4fn
as m<1Y be neceuarv 1<> carrv out Ill !Unctions. The Secrctarv 1hall make available to
the Commulion tuch secretariaJ, clericaJ,
and other a~rutance unci anv pertinent data
Pr<J>4T<d. bll 1M DepGTLment of Health and
Human Se~ as 1M Commis$1on mav require 1<> Ctl"lt out ill Junctions.
(6J Tile Stcntary shall submit 1M raul!$
of the 1tudy under J)4ragraph Ill, l<>lltther

SIX:. 4. laJW Section ZZJ(dJ(ZJ of 1M
Social Stcvritl/llct is amended bv Gelding at
tht t7UI thereof 1M follo1Dlng nttD subiHlnzgraph:
"(CJ In determining whtthtr an individ·
ual's phvslcal or mental Impairment or lm·
pairmenu <1rc o/" sufficient med!cal•everi.ty that such impairment or lmJ>Girments
could be 1M basis of eligibility under this
..,.lion, the Secreta111 shall consider 1M
combined. C/f«t of all of 1M !ndir>idll4l~ imJHllrmtnl$ 1Dllhout regard I<> whether anv
such impairment, if con.rider<d. s<J)4ratellf,
IDOUld be of lllch lt'tlerity. U the StcntuTJ/
does find " med!caltv•~• combination of
impulrmenu, the combined Impact of 1M
impafrmenu shall be conridercd throughout
1M ctuabUitv determination process. •:
121 Tile third 1entenu of section 2161iJilJ
of lllch Act u amended bl! Inserting
"(2J(CJ," 4/ler "IZJ(AJ, ".
lbJ Section 16l4(aJIJJ of such Act u
amended. bv adding at 1M end thereof 1M
fotiOtD!ng nttD $UbJHlr49rQJ)h:
"IGJ In determining whether an lndlvidu4l's phylfcal or mental imJJafrmmt or im
pa.innentl are of a su.t/icfent medical .seven.
tv that 1uch Impairment or impairment$
could be tht basu of eliJTibUilv under thu
section. 1M Secrdarv shall consider the
combined C//tct of au of 1M inclir>fdual'S imIHlirmtnll 1Dlthout rega.r d I<> tohdher any
luch fmJHlirmtnt, II consider<d. st1>4r4WY.
would be of such sererity. U th~ Secreta,
does find ct m«icalll/ severe combin<1lfon of
impairmentl, the combined fmpa.ct of ~
tmpatrmcnu •h<1ll be con.rider<d. throughout
the dlsabilfll! determination proceu. ".
lcJ The <1mendments made bv thl$ s<etion
shall apply tofth respect to delermlnGllons
made on or after 1M first dav of 1M JIT>t
month beginning 4/ler JOda111 4/ter 1M <taU
of 1M enactment of this Act.
4

IIOIU.7'0itlflll ON MENTAL fJO.&IJUtCZNT UV16W$

SEC. s. laJ Tile Secretarv of Htallh and
Human Service• (heretl/ter in thu l<etion referred to a.o the "Secretary") 1hall revise 1M
criteria embodied u nder 1M categorv
"Mental Disorders" in the "Lilting of lmpalrmenll"in ufect on 1M dau of the enactment of thil Act under appendU: 1 to $Ubpart P of J>Grt 404 of tUlt 20 of 1M Code of
PC<kraJ ~lon&. TM ~ ont.ria
and lutlngs, alone and in combination 1Dlth
........,.,..! $ 4/ 1M re$1dual Junctional capq.cit!l of 1M Individual$ fn•ol•ed. 1hall be
de$1gned to rtallstically evaluate the alrililll
of a mentallvlmpalred lndi~dual to engage
in sub•tantlatgal1l/ul actt~t11 fn a compel!·
tive V>Orkplace mwtronmm1t.. R~ulo.ttoM es·
toblishing such revised criUrla and listings
shall be J>Ubllsh<d. no tater than 120 dal/3
4/ter 1M dau of 1M enactment of thil II ct.
(bJ(lJ Until svch time as revised crlleria
hafJ<l been established bv regvtatton in ac·
cordan~ tofth wl>•ectton Ia/, no continuing
eligibility review shall be carried o..t under
•ection ZZIIIJ of the Social Securitv Ac4 or
under the corrc&J)Ondlng requirement~ established /or dlsabil!ly deurmlnallons and remews under liUt XVI of such llc4 1Dlth re·
SJ>tcl I<> ll!tl/ ind!vidll4l J>revioUIIII deter·
mined. to be under a dUabilitv bv reason Of
ct mental im1>4frment. ifIAJ no lnfllal decision on such revittD has
been rendered tofth respect to such individvrl.th anv recommendations. to ~ Commit· ual prior I<> 1M dale of the enctetment of this
ue on Wclf$ Gnd Mtam of the House of Rep- Act. or
re~entativa Gnd the Commit.ue on Finance
IBJ an inilfal decfrion on such revit!D ID4S
of the Senate not later than December 31, rendered 1Dlth respect to such individual
1985. The Commission shall terminate at 1M prior to 1M date of 1M enctetment of thu Act
time such ruult. arc 6ubmitled..
but a timely appeal from such decl$lon ID4S
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or """ pending on or 4/ter JU'JU 7,

1913.
For I>UTI>OSU of this J)4ragraph Gnd svbstc·
lion lcJ11J the term "continuing tli¢bilil!l
rer>iew", when used I<> rUtr to a rtr>ittD of a
prer>fous determination of dlsGbf.lilv. in·
cluda any reconsideration of or hearing on
the initial decUI<>n rendered In such rtTJft1D
as weU as such inillal devirion itsd.{, GJU!
anv rtr>ittD bv 1M API>"als Council of 1M
hearing devirion.
IZJ Prlragraph IIJ sluzii not cppllf in any
e<11e tohere 1M Se<:rtta711 determines that
fraud lD4I ln1>0l.-ed in 1M prior detenntna.
lion. or 1D111rrc en indmduol Iother than an
individual tll¢ble to recefN bencflu vncter
section 1619 <>fiMSocialSecuritvActJ u determined bll 1M StcTetarv to be engaged tn
substantial ga!7l!lll actir>tty lor gai71/ul etC·
tivitv, in the case of a 1Dlda1D, $Urvi1rlng diI>Orced ID(fe, !DldatDtT, or mrvir>tng di1>0rced
husband for J>VJ'l)OSQ of ~tctfOn 20ZieJ and
(f) of such Act!.
lcJI1J Any Initial determi11atton that ctn
lndir>idual u not vnder a dfsal;llfly bv
re.uon of a mental imJ)4irment <1nd anv de·
termination that an individual u not u1Ukr
a disabflitv bv reason of a mental impairment in a reconsideration of or hearing on
an lntlial duabflill! determination. made or
held under tiUe a or XVI Of 1M SOCial Stcurit)l Act 4/ter 1M d..U of 1M enactment of
thf.s llct Gnd prior 1<> 1M dau on lllhich revised crtierfa Are established. bv regvtatlon
in accordance 1Dlth subsection (a/, and anv
determinGIIon that "" indll>f4ual is not
under a disability bv reason of a mental impairment made under or in accordance 1Dlth
t iUt II or XVI of lllch llct In a reconsicleration of. hearing on. rtr>ittD bv 1M Appeals
Council of. or }vdicial rtTJit1D of ct decUI<>n
render<d. In anv continuing ellgibilillf
revietD I<> !Dhich subsection (bJ(JJ appllu,
shall be r<d.etermin<d. bv 1M Stcrelarlf ...
soon as fcastblt after 1M date on which such
crtUrla are •o establishtd. ctpplying such rc~d crtterla.
IZJ In the case of a redetermination vnder
;>«ragraph I lJ of a Prior <1etton which fov-nd
that an lndl17fdualwas not under a dlsal>ilil!l, if such lnd!~ual is found on redeter·
mination to be under" disabf.lll)l,lllch rede·
termination shall be applied <11 though it
hctd been mct4e at lht time of such J1ri<>r
action.
IJJ Anv ln4i~ual1Dltll a ~tal imJ>ctirment IDho ID4S fovnd I<> be not dl.lctbled pvrSUGnt I<> an Initial disability determination
or a continuing eligiliilflll rtTJit1D between
M arch I, 1981, ctnd the date of 1M enctetment
of this llc4 11nd who reapplies tor bencfiu
under tiUe II or XVI Of the SOCial Stcvril!l
Act. mav be determined. to be u1Ukr a disability during 1M period considered fn 1M
most recent prior determination. Allll rmppltcation u1Ukr this IH1r49r4t>h mllSI beffl<d.
tDithin one vear after 1M dale of the enact·
ment of thil Act, and bencffts pavablt as a
result of 1M precedi-ng sentence shall be PClid
only on the basis o/the reapplication.
/IO'I'ICE OT MCONSIDERATTON: P/t&R.SVIEW
11071CE; DPIONSTRATION PROJECTS

SEC. 6. laJ Section 22liiJ of 1M SoCial Securitv Act II amended. bv ctddtng at 1M t7UI
IMreo/ thefoUolDlng new J>Gragraph:
"(4) In Gn)l case 1-n which 1M Se<:rtla711
inlliates 4 m>ietD u1Ukr this subsectiOn of
1M ease of an lndiuU!ual who has been de·
!ermined to be under a df.sabflil!l, 1M Secrt·
tarv lhall not(fll such 1-ndhrldual of the
nature of the rtr>ittD to be curried out, the
p osribilttv that lllch rtr>iew coulcl result In
1M ltrm!nallon of bencfi~ and the right of
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fbi Section 1611141 of such Act Is amended
1M indiu!ducl to proolde medlcCil eu!dence
btl adding at Ute enct lhereot 1M /olU>urlng
urlth TUTJeCt to ...ch reu!ttD. ·:
new
J>QrG{ITQJ>It:
fbi Section 1633 0/ such Act u cunended by
"f1JIAJ In a.n y cue whe,.,_
adding at the end IMreO/ the/olU>urlng n=
"IU an lndluldu..t Is a recipient of benefit&
sublectio11.·
..tel In any ca.se in whfcll the Secn:ta'll b<>Sed on dllabfllll/ or bllndncas under lhll
lnftlatu " revi01D under thll title. .rimil<lr to uae,
"Iii! the :r>hvslcal or mental lmpalrmt!\t
the continuing dllabllitv reuieuu autho.Ued
/or pu,.,ose~ Of tiUe II under lection 221tll, on the b...U of U>hfch such bcnefll$ are p a.y;. found 1o haue cee>std, not to have uable
the Secretarv shell fiOI(/11
Individual
1Dhose cClle u to be revletDC<t 111 the '"me i#ted. or to no longer be dt.s:abltng, and a.s a
manner
a.1
l'tf[ulred.
untUr
s.tetton COn.$equence 1uch fnc:Uvfdual is detennined
not to be en tilled to •uch benefits, and
2211ilf41. ·:
"liiU a. timely reQVCit /or review or /or a
tel The secretorv lhaU Institute " wstem
hearing Is J>Ondfng!Dith re&J>tct to the detero/ noti/le..tlon reaulred by the amendments min..tion that he u not so ent!Ued,
nuule by subsections tal and fbi "' $00n .,.
II J>racti<:able alter 1M d..te o/ 1M en4Ct,. ...ch individual mar elect lin 1uch m<>nncr
C>t~d/orm ""d tDithfrt auch time cu 1M Sec.-e·
ment 0/ lhu Act.
tdl The Stcretarv of Health and Huma11 tar" lh..U bv rCllldalions J>~ribcl to h4ve
Seru!ces shall, cu $00n cu J>rc!Ctlcable alter 1M J)4yment of auch benefits conlfnuect /or
1M d..te of 1M ene>clment of this Acl, lm~ an ..ctdltional J>Orioct beginning with 1M
ment demon~tratlon J>ro}I!CU In which the first month be(llnnlng alter 1M date of 1M
Ol>l>Orlunily/or a J>Ononal aJ>pearance prior enactment of this J>4T4(lraJ>/l for which
to " determination of lnelivlbUitv/or ,.,.. Iunder auch determination/ such berrefiU
•ons reul=ed under section Z2lfU of th~ are no longer othenDUe JXJVabl~. and ending
Social Security Act Is substituted /or the urlth the earlier of llJ 1M month J>Tecedifl9
f..ce to /..ce euldenllarv hearing reoulred by the month In which a decision Is made alter
•ection 20Sib1121 of such AcL Such demon· auch a hearing, or fill the month J>receding
stratfon proJect. shaU be conducted In not the mo11tlt in which no .such rtqutst /o r
f=er than five Stole., and shalt also Include rcvfeu> or a heari!\g upending.
"IBJfil U an lndfufc!ual tlccts to h ave 1M
duabfllty determinations with Tt$J>ect to In·
diviclu4ls reui01Ded under t!Ue XVI o/ suciL pa.vmcnt o/ Ills benefits oonlfnued/or an ad·
AcL The Secretorv shalt report to the Com· ditlonal period under subparagraJ>h tAl,
mlttee on Ways and Means o/thc House of and the find decision of the Secretorv a/·
RqracntoUvu and the Committee on Fi- firms 1M determination that he Is not cntinance of the Senate eonce:mfng •uch demon· Ued to such bern:/lto, any beru:/iU paid
•tratlon J>rolttt-. tovcthcr urlth ""II recom- under lhu tiUe J>UnuC>t~t to auch election
mendcliono, not l<>ler than December 31. {for month& fn such addltlon..t JN!riod/ lhaU
be cofllidered o~TJ>QJ171U'nU tor ..U PUI1>0&U
198&.
tel The Secretarv 0/ Hc..tth and Hum..n of thll title. UCOJ>t 41 o~Mrurise J>TOirided in
Seru!ces shall, cu $00n " ' practicable ofter clauae (IIJ.
"tiil U 1M SI!Cretorv delermlncs that the
1M d..te 0/ 1M ene>ctment 0/ Lilts Act. imple- individu..t'l
apJ>O..t of Ills lermfn..tion of
ment demonstration J>rolttts In which 1M
opport·un.Uy /or a. penonal czppearunce is bern:/IU ,..... made in {IOOd /allh. ..U O/ the
bene/ill 1>4ld pursuant to ~uch Individual':
rm>ulded the aJ>J>Ifcant prior to lnftf..t dis·
abilitv ttetermint:tloru under 81lbsections election vnder subparagraph IAJ lh..U be
tal, lei, and tgJ of section 2Z1 of 1M Social aub}ecl to IOal~r con.rideratlon under 1M
Security Act. and prior to fnfll..t diSabUity provlsiona o/:ubsectlon fbJ111.
"ICJ The J>roolslon~ of subparagraph$ IJIJ
determinations 01\ applications /or beM.ffts
a.nd fBI •hall appllf urllh ""l><Ct to determi·
u nder t!Ue XVI of luch ACL Such ctcmonnatfona Ithat tndfvtdu..U are not entiUed to
$1ration project. 1h<1ll be conducted In not
benefil$! 1Dhich a.re mClde on or rl{ter 1M
/01Der th"n live State& 11te Secretarv $/l..U date
of the enactment o/thll paragraph, or
report to 1M Commfllcc on Wa~s and Me""'
J>rlor
suciL dale but onlv on 1M basil o/ a
o/ the House of &p,..ntatlvu and 1M limdvtorequest
/or MView or for a. hearing.·~
Committee on F!nClnce of 1M Sen"le confcH1J
Tfu.
S~rt!l4rl! 0/ Health and Huma.n
~mtng aueh acmon..stra.tton. proJec.U, t.ogelh·
er urllh anv recommer~dcllo,... not tater Services 11Lall, 41 soon 41 pTC>Ciicable alter
1M date of 1M enactment of tiLts Ac4 con·
lhe>n December J1, 1916.
duct" stud¥ concerning 1M effect !Dhlch 1M
CO.YTINOAnON OI.ENVTTS Dl/ltl1t"O UPEA£
en4Ctmeflt and cont!nuect OJ>Oration of &eo·
S!:e 7. faJfii SI!Cifon ZZJigJill of 1M LIOn 22Jfgl of 1M Soct..t Stcurity Act Is
Socl..t SI!CUriiJI Act u amen~
h4111Jlfl on UJ)Ofldltu,. /rom 1M Federal
fAJ In 1M mo.llcr /oUourlng lubJ>4raflT<>J>h Oli£-Age and Suru!von /ti$UTOnC$ 7'rU&t
ICI, btl•trlking out Nand 1M J>Q)Imtflt o/ any Funct, the Fcc!er..t Dtsabllftv Insurance
other benefits under lhll Act ~><>Sed on ...ch 7'rU&t Punct.. the Fedcr..t HMJ>Itollnsurance
individu..t's ttXJIIU and Ul./-tmJ>IO)ImtfiL 7'rU&t Fund, anct 1M Fedt!ral SuJ>J>ltmenlat'lf
income !including benefits under tiUe MedicCillnsurance Tnut Fund, and 1M rate
XVI/IJ," and ln~ertlngln lieu lhtrco/ •: the of appeals to admfr.istratltul la1D judges of
J>4Jiment o/ any o!Mr bern:/IU under thl$ uJ\I.,vorable determinations rtl.,ttng to diS·
tiUe bClled 01\ 1uch individual's tDalle& "nd ability or periods of disabllftv.
self-emplovmcnt lncom<O, 1M P<l!lment o/
121 The Secretarv :hall submit 1M =vtu
mother'$ or father'$ insurance benefit. lo o/IM •tudv under J>aragrapiL 111, together
...ch fn dlu!dual's mother or /a.lhcr be>sed o n urilh anv T~comm.entfation.r, to the Commit,..
1M dllabflil!l O/ IUCIL fndlvldu..t Cll " child tee o n W"lf' "nd Means O/IM House of &pU>hO hCll aUalned age 16, and the payment of resentollvu and the Committee on F!Mncc
bern:/11$ under tiUe XVIII bClled on &uch In· of 1M Senate not later than Jutv 1. 1986.

tJ••

dividual'l dlsabUity, ·~ a!\ct
fBI in cl"usc IIUJ bv atrlk!ng out "June
1984" and lflltrllng fn /feu IMreo/ "June
1988':
fZJ SI!Ction ZZ11glfJ}{BJ 0/ $UCh Act is
amended btl striking out ''December 7, 1983"
and iflltrlirrg in lktl !Mreot "Jt1nU4rlf l,
1988".

QUA.LTF1CA1TON$

0, MU>ICAk PBOI'£$$/ONA..£$
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there Is eu!denee 1Chfch fndlce>tu the al$tence of" menlallm!>4frmenl, sh..U be me>de
only flUte Secrcta111 hcu made ewrv rea.son·
able effort to ensure that " CTU<>li/ied J>sYchl·
atrlsl or P$1/Chologlst ""' completed 1M
med-ical portion of the ccue review and any
aJ>plicab/e rc.ridual .functional capacity .,._
se.umtnL ''.

fbi Section 16141aJI31 of such Act tas
amended b11 •eotlon 4 of this AcU i• further
amended bll adding at the end therto/ the
/OIU>ID!ng netD $UbPClragrap/t:
"/HI In making ctetcrmlnat!on~ with respect to dllab!lftv under this tiUe, the proulliofll of •ectlo" ZZ1/hl shall apJ)ly in 1M
aame m<>nner "' lhe11 a;>J>ll/ to determ!r.4tlons of dtsabUitv under title 11. •:
tel Tile amendments made b11 thll section
lhaU aJ>1>111 1o delermillcllom nuute alter 6()
days after 1M dale of the en4CLment of Lilts
Act
COIISVZ.TAT1V& &XAMJNA710N$,' IIZDICAL
&VlD&IIC$

SEC 9. taJIJI Section 221 of the Social St·
curlty Act II amendect bv C>dding at the end
thcrto/ IM/ollourlng new subsection:
"IJJ 11tt Stcl'fltary •hall prt~crlbe regula,.
lions wlllciL set forth, in detaiL"111 the stCl!\dardil to be utilized bv State
d!.sabil{tlf dctcnnlnatlo" 1crv!ce& and Feder·
al ~rsonul1n dctennfnbtg 1Dhen a consult·
atfve examination 1hould be obtained in
connection urlth dllctbllflv ctetermi!\atio~VS;
"fZJ stClndard&/or the tvpe o/ reterrcllo be
made; ""d
"(JJ procedure& b¥ !Dhlch the Secretorv
tDiU monitor both the referral proc:cua used
4nd the product of J>rofC$$1on..U to whom
.....,. are re/errtd.
Nothing in this sub&ectton sh..U be con·
slrued to preclude the Issuance, In accord·
ance with uctlon 553/bJIAJ of title 5, United
Stotu COde, 0/ fnlerl>rellve rul.., vencr..t
stotements 0/ J>Olfcv. and rules of agency or·

ga.nizalion rel4lfng to cotuUlta.tive uami·

nat-ions (/ 1uc1t rule$ and llaUmumts are

cot1$1$1enl urlth suciL regulations. •:
f2J The Secretarv of Health and Human

Seruices shall prescrfH regulations required

under section 221/JJ o/ the Social Sccuri.t y
Act not later than 180 dav• alter the date o/
the enactment 0/ this Act
tb)(IJ Seclfo!\ Z23fdi/SJ o/ the Soci..t Security Act is amended bl/ inserting "IAJ" o/Ler
"151" c>nd by adding cl the end !Mrco/ 1M
/oUourlng """' •ubp4ragrapfL•
"IBJ In making a.nlf determ!natlon urlth
Te$1>0Ct to whether ctn lndluldu..t is under a
di&®ility or conlinuu to be UJ\der <> dll®il·
ltv, 1M Secretortt sh..U conrider ..U eu!dence
41NJ,U ®te fn ...ch fndlu!du..t'l ..,.. m:ord.
11nd lh..U devcloJ> a complete medical histoTlf o/ at l.,...t the J>rttedfng tt«l"" monlh.f
tor any c.,.. In 1Dhfch a determtn..tion u
made tllot the lndluldual Is not under<> dis·
abUftl/. In m4king a.ny detennfnatfon the
Secretorv sh..tl mCIU eucrv reC>~onabte effort
to obtain /rom thelndlu!dual's lreattng physici"n lor other trea.ting health cere prould ·
erl all medical euldcnct, including dictgnostic te.sl.$t

nece.t.Sa'l' in order to properlJI make

su ciL determination, prior to eual u41ing
medical evidence obt.,!ncd trom any o!Mr

source on a con.sultaltve ba.IU. ~~

(21 The an.-.tments made bl/ thu aubsec·
tion &ILoU 4J>PIJ1 to detcrmlnatlona made on
or alter the date 0/ the ene>ctment of this

S£C. B. tal Section 221 of 1M Socl..t SI!Curi- AcL
UNI10IUI #AitD.UtDS'
IJI Act is 4mended by ln~ertlng after subsec·
Lion lgl lhe/oUouriJlfl new sub&ectton:
S£C. 11J. tal Section Zll o/lhe Soci..t Secu.
"lhl An lnitl..t determfnclton under .fub. rUy Act 141 c>mended bl/ section 9 of lhu
aectton tal, tel, lg), or IU that an lndiuldu..t AcU is further amended bJI C>ddlng at 1M end
is not under a dtsabflUy, In an11 c.,.. where IMreO/ IM/ollourlng netD •ubuctlon:
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"lklfll The Secrttary shall establish by
regulation unl{onn standards which shall be
applied at a.ll level$ 0/ detennination,
revittD, a,nd ctdfudica.tion fn detennining
whether individua.ls are under disl1'billties
t1S Wined in section 216/il or 2231dl.
"121 Regulations promulgl1ted under paragraph Ill shall be subject to the rutemaking
procedures established under sect1011 553 0/
title 5, United States Code." .
lbl Section 16l41alf3HHI 0/ sucl< Act IllS
added. by section 8 of this Act and. amended.
by section 3 of this Actl is further amended.
by striking out ''sections 221rhl and
2231dl l51" and inserting i n lieu thereof "seclions 221rhl. 2211kl, and 223141151':
PAYMENT OF COST.S OF REI:IA.BilJ't'.A'riON SERVICE$

S£C. 11. lalf11 The first setttence of section
2221dH11 of the Socia.! Securitll Act is
amendedfA! by striking out ·~nto substantia.! gain·
ful activity'~ and
fBI by striking out "tDhich result in their
performance of substantia.! gainful activity
which !11Sts tor a continuous period of nine

months" and in$erlin{l in lieu thereof ~
ca.su tDhert the JurnUhing

JoUowing; 11(iJ in

ot such •ervices result> in the performance
by such individual$ of substantial gvinful
activity tor a continuous period. of nine
month$, liil in ca.es whert such ind.ividua.ls
receive benefits a. a rt$ult of section 225/bJ
fucCJ>t that no reimbursement under this
paragraph shall be made for services fur·
nished to any individual receiving such ben·
efiis tor 11n11 period after the close of such in·

dividual'$ n-inlh corutcuUce month 0/ sub·
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tributed to the succes$/ul return of an individua.l to substantia.! gainful activity, the
determination th11t an individual, without

f21 For purposes of this subsection, "work
eva.luation" includes fwith respect to any
individua.ll a determination ofIJOOd C4U.S~ T((US~d to continue to a.ccept tiOo
IAI$uch individua.l's skills,
cationa.l rehabilitation services or /11Ued to
fBI the work activiUes or types of work..,_
cooperate in. such a manner- a.s to preclude tivity tor which such inditridua.l's skills are
succes$/ul rehabilitation, and the detenni· insufficient or inadequate,
nation"'.
fCJ the lDOTk activitiu OT typu of 1COTk 4C·
fCI The 11mendmenis made b!l this •ection tivitu /or which such indfvidua.l might poshall apply U!ith respect lo indlvidua.ls who tentially 'be tTilined or rehabilitated,
receive benefits as a result of section Z251bl
IDJ the length 0/ time for which such indi·
or section 163lfaJI6J of the Social Security vidual is capable of su.sta-ining 1Dork lin·
Ac4 or who refuse to continue to accept re- eluding, in t."'le case of the men.t ally imhabilitation services or fail to cooperate in paired, the ability to cope with the
of
an appro~d vocationa.l rehabilillltion pro- competitive work), and
11TI1m, in or alter the fin! mon.t h following
fEJ any modifications whidl ma11 be necthe month in which this Act is enacted.
essary, in lDOrk activities /or u;h-ich .such !n·
ADVISORY COUNCIL STUDY
dividua.l might be trained or rehabilitated,
SEc. 12. raJ The Secretarv of Hea.lth and i-n order to enable him or her to perform
Human Services shall appoint the members such activities'.
0/ th2 nett Advisory Council on Social Secu·
tcJ The Adttisol'lf Council ma.:v conrene
rity pursuant to section 706 of the Soeia.l Se· tt1Sk /Ort!es of e:rperts to consider and comcuri!y Act prior to June 1, 1985.
nunt upon SJJecf4l£ud issu.u.
lbii1J The AdvisOT!/ Council shall include QUAUFV1NG EXP£1UEHC$ FOR A.PPOINl'J(ENT OF
in its Teviet.o and report,.. .studies and recom·
C£RTADI STAFF A1TORNEYS 2"0 4DM1NISTRATTVE
mendations with respect to the medica.! and
UW JUDGE POSmON$
vocation11l llSPecis of disability, including
Sec. 13. The Seertlt1ry of Hea.lth and
studfe.s and recommendations rela.ting toHuman Services sha.ll. within 120 day• after
IAI the ef/ecti-oeness otvocationa.l rehablli· the dille of enactment of this Act, submit a
llllion programs /or recip.i enis of disabilitv report to the Committee on Ways and Means
insurance benefits or supplementlll security of the House of Representatives and the
income benefits;
Committee on Finance 0/ the Senate on acIBJ the question 0/ using specia.lisis /or tions taken by the Seerttary to establish pocompleting medica.! and vocational eva.lua- sitions which enable staff atlorneys to gain
tiDns at the State agency level in the disabil- the qualifying e:rperiettce and quality o/ U·
ity detenninatwn process. including the perience necessary to compete tor the posi-

•tres•

question of req uiring. in ca.tu involtring im· tion of adminbtrative la.'tD judge under sec·

pairments other than metttal impairments, lion 3105 ot t!Ue 5, United States Code.
that the medica.! port.i on of each ct1Se revi«UJ SIJPPLEIIENTAL S£CU1UTY INCOME 8ENEIT1'S FOR
las well t1S any applicable assessment of rt·
INDIVIDUALS WHO PERFORM St/BSTANI'U.L GAINsidual junctional capaeityJ 'be completed by
FUL AcrtVlTr DESPITE sevERE MEDICAL IJIPAIR•
an appropriate medica.! SJ>ecia.list employed
JJ:ENT
accept vocational rehabUitaUon senrl.cu or by the State agettcy be/ort anv determinaSec. 14. Ia.! Section 201fdl 0/ the Socia.! SeJail to cooperaU fn such a mcnner as to pre. tion can be made with respect to the Impaircurity Disability Amendments of 1980 is
ment involved;
elude theirsucces$/ulrt!habil!tation".
atMndtd by .striking out ushall remain in
12J The second sentence of .section
fCJ alternative approaehes to work eval·
2221dllll of such Act is amended. by striking uation in the ct1Se of applicants tor benefit> effect only /or a period of thrtt yean after
such effective date" and inserting in lieu
out "of such individuals to subslllntia.l gain- btlStd on disability under tiUe XVI and rethereat "shall remain in effect onlv through
ful activity" and inserting in lieu thereof cipienis of such bene/lis undergoing retrieiDs
June 30,1987".
"of an individua.l to substantial gainful ac· of their cases, including immediate relerra.l
lbJ Section 1619 of the Socia.! Security Act
t!vity, the detenninatlon that an individual, of 11ny such a"plicant or recipient to a vccais amended by adding at the end thereof the
without good cause, refused to continue to t!ona.l rehabilitation agency tor services at
folloUJing
new subsection:
the
same
time
he
or
she
i.s
referred
to
the
ap.
accCJ>t vocation4l rehabUitation services or
"fcl The Secretary 0/ Hea.lth and Human
/4iled to cooperate in such a manner C1$ to I)Topriate State agency tor a disability deterstantial gainful activity or the close of the
month in which his or her entitlement to
such benefiis cei1Ses, whichever first occursJ,
and liiil in ct1Ses where such individua.ls,
tDithout good. cau.se_, refuse UJ continue to

preclooe succeSSfUl

re/la.OUttat1on. ~~

S.-rttl~f!$

mtnatton;

lblllJ The first sentence of •ection l61SidJ
fDJ the /etlSibility and ai>PTOPriateness of
of such Act is a7Mitded by striking out "if providing work eva.luation stipends for apsuch services result in their performance of Plicants for and recipients of benefits bt1Sed
subst11nUa.l gainful activity which lasis /or on disabUity under tiUe XVI in ct1Ses where
a continuous nrlod of nine months" and e:ztencled UJOTk evaluettion is needed prior to
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "Ill the fintll determination 0/ their eligibility
in Ct1Ses where the furnishing of such serv- for such benefit> or tor further rehabilitaices resulis in the performance b!l such indi· tion and relaUd $enrlce~;
tEJ the standards, policies. and procedures
vidua.ls of substantial g11inful activity /or a
con-tinuous JJeri.od of nine month$, 121 in which are applied or used b!l the Secretary
cases where such individuals recti~ bene· of Hea.lth and Human Services U!ith respect
fils as a result of section 16311aJI6J feuept to work evaluations in order to detennlne
that no reimbursement under this subsec- whether $uch standllrtls, policies, and procetion shall be made tor services tum !.shed to dures will provide appropriate screening
any individua.l receiving such benefits /or criteri11 tor work eva.luation referrals in the
anv period alter the close of such individ- case of applicanis tor and recipienis of beneual's ninth consecutive month of substantial /lis based on disallility under t itle XVI; and
IFJ p ossible criteria tor assessing the probg11inful activity or the close of the month
with which his or her entitlement to such ability that an applicant /Or or recipient 0/
bene/iis
bt1Sed on disability under t!Ue XVI
benefits ceases. whichever fint occurs), and
131 in cases where such individuals, without will benefit from rehabilitation services,

good. caw~ r~e to continue to accept -co· taking into co1l$'£Ura.tion not onlv whether
cational rehabilitation services or Jafl to co· the individual involved will be able o.tter rt·

operate in such a. manner cu to preeluth

their •ucces$/ul rehabilitation•:
IZJ The second sentence of section I615fdJ
0/ such Act is amended by inserting o.tter
"The determination" the following: "that

ha'bilitatior. to engaqe in substantial gainful
activity but a.lso wllether rehabilitation

.seroices ccn rea.sonablll be

~cUd

to im·

prove ~ ind!tridual '$ functioning so that
lte or she U!ill be able to live indCJ>endently

the vocational rehabil-itc.tion servicu con· or work in 4 sht-lterect mvironmenL

o.ntf tM

S~cretttf11

of

Education

sha.ll joinUy develop and disseminate information, and establish trofnfng p rograms tor
staff personnel. with respect to the patl!"fltial
avalla'bilitv of benefits and services for dis11bled individuals under the provisions of
this section. The Seerttary of Hea.lth and

Human Senricu shall provide such fn/onna·
tion to individual$ who are anlicants for

11nd recipienis of benefits btlSed on disctbil·
itu under this tiUe and shall conduct such
programs /or the sto.tts of the district offices
of the Social Security AdministratioJL The
Secretary of Education shall conduct such
programs tor the stalls of the State Vocationa.l Rehabilillltion 11gencies. a.nd in cooperation with such agencies •hall al$o provide such information to other aPPropriate
inditridua.ls and to public and private organi.eations Clnd agencies which are concerned
urit/1 rehabilitation- and social 3eT'tl'ices or
whidl represent the disabled.':
ntEQUEifCY OF C0tn7NUUIG EUGlBJZJTY

REVIEWS

S&c. 15. The Secrelllry of Hea.lth and
Human Services shall promulgate Jina.l rt!l/·
ulations, U!ithin 180 days o.tter the date of
the ettactment of this Act, which establish
the slt1ndards to be used b!l the Secretary in
detennining the frequency of reviews under
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HfBJ A n11 delerminCltion made ~tnder .rubst:etion 22lf!l 0/ the Social Stevrily AcL
Until ouch ~alions hue bon Wuecl as paragTClph tAl that payment lhoutd ~ mac1e
final ~aUcm$. no indit:ridual ma11 ~ n- to a penon other than the ind!r>fdual or
~ more than once under uction 22lf!l SJ>ClUU enlfUed to nch payment mJUl ~
of the Social Stcuritv AcL
made on Ute ba.ri.t qJ an fnveollgat!on, car·
DI:TEitNfNA'nON AND MONI'IORJ/110 Or NUD lOft

IUPR.E:SENTA17VE PA YU

StiC- 16. Ia/ Stctfon 205111 0/ the Social SecuriiJI Act u am.enc!ect bv inserting "Ill"
after "Ill" and bl/ adding at Ute enclthereo/
the /alloiDfng neu> pcragraph.s:
"121 AnJI ccr«rccczLion made under paragraph Ill tor payment to a penon other
than the indiuic!ual entilled. to Rch pay.
ment mJUt ~made on the baN af Cln lnrestiga.tion. carrit:d out either prior to IUCh cer·
ti/iCCltfon or 10lthin forty-five davs after
such certl/!catlon, and on the ba.ri.t 0/ ade·
quc:te et>fclence thet such cert(flclltlon is in
the Interest 0/ the indir>fdual enUUed to
Rch payment las determined 1>11 the Stcn·
tarv In ngutalionsl. ~ Stcreton~ lhall
enaure that Rch certifications an Clcleq1u1teIJI~

"f3JfAJ In any CO# 10/Jen PClyment under
this tilte is made to a penon other than Ute
individual entitled to such paymen4 the
StcrttClnJ shall estClblish a sv•tem of accountClbllltl/ monitoring whereby •uch
person &haU rttport not les.r often than annuallv IDfth nopcct to the we of Rch Pill/·
17Wtts. The Stcretarv shall esiClbl!Jh ancl implement •tatuUcally t>alid procedure> tor revietlling ouch nporu in order to iclentllllln•tonca In 10/Jich Rch penono an not prop.
erly u.ring tuch pavmento.
"fBI Subpllrograph tAl ohall not apply in

anv ca.st t.Dhere the other penon lo tOhom
such Pllvment is made is a parent or spoJUe
of the individual cntilted to :uch Pavment
who lives in the seme household as such lndlr>fcluaL ~ StcretCln~ shall rt<~ulre Rch
parmu or opouse to veri/v on o pertoctU:
baN that Rch J)Clnnt or SJ>Clust contin""'
to z;,. in tho ....... household ClS Rch irtdi·
r>fcluaL
"ICJ SubJ>Clrograph IAJ ohall not Cll>Plll in
any case when the other penon to whom
such payment lJ made is a State tnotttution.

Tied out either prior to .auch determination
or IDflhin fort!J,Jive clay• after 1uch determi·
nation, ana on the ba.ri.t qJ adeouate evi·
dence thai 1uch determination
In the in·
ten3t 0/ the Individual or IJ>OIUe ent!UECL to
such pavmenl lao determined blithe Secretorv in ~alio,..J. The Stcnla17 shall
....ure that Rch determfnatlo,.. Clre Clcle-

u

quatell/ nr>fewed.

"fCJflJ In any case 1Ditere payment is
made under this liUe to a penon other than
the individual or spouse ent!Ued to •uch
pavmen~ the Secrctarv shall utabllsh a
svstem qf accountClbU!ty monitoring whercbv such penon $hall report not lUI often
than annllallv IDfth respect to the use of
ouch pavments. ~ SecrttClTl/ lhall esiClblish
and imptemenl statistlcallJ! I>Cillcl procedure. tor nvietlling Rch report> in o:-der to
iclentVy t,..tancu in 10hich nch penons an
not properiv taing Rch paymento.
"Iii/ ClaJUe Ill $/tall not apply In c&nv case
UJhere Ute other penon to whom tuch pavment is macle lJ a pc&rent or •PoiUe qf the i.v
dividual entitled to such pavment who liv..
in Ute same howeholct M such individuaL
The Stcntorv shall rtQUire 1uch parent or
3POU.. to ,.>11'11 on a periodic baN that
Rch parent or SJ>Clust contin""' to live In
the same houuhotd as tuch incl!viduaL
"f!f!l Clcluse f!l ohall not apply fn any
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and lhall be fined not mo"' than 125,000 or
Imprisoned tor not mo"' than live yec&~ or
boUt.
"121 In any CO# in 10/Jfch the court delerm!nu that a violation described fn para·
graph Ill Include$ a wfll/ul miiJUe oftunct.
bll such person or tmtftv~ the court may also
reoulre that full or partial rut!tutfon of
such funct. be made to the lncllv!dual for
UJhom lllch penon or entity 1DClS the cert!ftedpayee.
"131 An.r person or entliJI convicted of c.
/tlonJI undt:r UtU section or under .stc.lion
201 mav not ~ certified ClS " P411U 11nder
uction l63llalf21. ·~
121 Section 208 of mch Act u amenc!ect bv
adding at the end thereof lite /olloiDfng un·
numbered pa.rograph$:
·~ny nrson or other en-tft~ 1Dho is con·
vtctect oJ a tJiollltion of anv qJ Ute provision$
of thu section. \1 such vtollltlon is committed bV 1uch penon or enUt11in hu role a.s. or
in applying to become, a ceTt!/lcd pllJICe
under s<et!on 205111 on ~hall 0/ another individual father than 1uch penon~ SPOU3CI,
upon hU ucond or a.ny subs~ouent fUch con,..
vtctlon lhal~ In l!eu qJ the penally 1et forth
In Ute preceding provision• of this section,
~ guutv 0/ a. Jelonv and 1ht11l be /!ned not
more than $25,000 or lmpmoned tor not
more than live vean. or boUt. In the case qf
Clny violation wert~d in the preceding
untence. including a firot3oteh violation. if
the court detenninu that tuch violation !nCiudu a 1Dfll/VI misuse qf /ttnb 1>11 nch
penon or entity. the court ma:v also require
that full or partial rutftvtion qf •uch tunct.
be made to the individual tor whom .uch
person or entity 1DClS the certVItd payee.
"An~ Individual or ent!tv convicted of a.
/tlonv under this section or under uction
l632fbl may not ~ cert!/led as a payee
under oection 205fjJ. ".
tdJ 77te amendments made 1>11 lhu uction
shall ~e e//eclioe on the date 0/ the enactment qJ thu Act, ancf, In Ute case qJ the
amendments made by oub3tctfon lei, shall
O.PI'III 101 th re$J>ect to violations occurring
on or after tuch date.

ca.sc 1Dhere Ute other person to 1Chom such
pavment
made is a State !nottlutton. In
such Ca3ef, the Secreta, •hall utabiiJII a
$1/Siem 0/ accountabilitv monitoring tor institutions In each State.
ufivJ aawe ffJ $h4llnot apply in a.nv cCLSe
10/Jere the ind!r>fdual entllled to 1uch paJIment lJ a nnclent of a Federal Institution
and the other penon to 10hom Rch J)Clyment
is made is theiMtitlltlon.
"fvl NotiDfU..tanding claJUes ttl, fill, fflil,
and fi•J. Ute Secrctarv mav reoulrc a report
at an11 time from anv penon receiving pavments on bDhall of another, II Ute Secrctarv
lllllA8UUS 7'0 IMPROVE COMPI.JA.NC£ WITH
h<l$ TCCliOn to believe that the penon receiv·
FEDERAL LAW
ing Rch payments lJ mlJu.ring 1uch payStc. 17. ICllf11 Seet!on 22lfblfll 0/ the
menlo.
Social
Stcttrity
Act lJ Clmenclec! to read 4$
"fDJ ~ S«ntClrv shall make an lldtlal

u

In such CCllt$, the Secreta, •hall estllblish a
svstem qf accountability monlloring for in•tllut!ons In each StClte.
"fDJ SubpaTClgraph IAJ shall not apptv in
41lll ccue 10here the individual enUIIed to
such I>CI.ttmenl is c. nofclent 0/" Federal !n•tlt•lfon Clnd the other person lo 1Dhom Rch repoTt to ea.ch ffo-u«: Of the Cbngn:.R on tJu: foUotDa:
implementation qf .ubpcragraplll f BJ and
"fblfllfAJ UPOn ncetl>fng ln/ormcztion inpayment Is made ir the inslllutton.
"lEI No11Dflh$toncling .ubparagraphs (AJ, ICJ IDflh!n Z70 claJIS after the elate qf the en· dicating thal a Stczte ageltCJI may ~ tubfBI, ICJ, c.nd IDI, the Secrctan~ mav l"t<11'ire actment qJ this subpanll/roph. Tho Secretarv stanttallv Jailing to make dlJal>lllty dttera. ~ort at any time from anv perfon receiv-- UtaU include in t1ut ann.ual ~port required m-inatfon.J fn a manner con.ri.JUJn' wftll reg
ing payments on behalf 0/ another, \1 the under •tct!on 104, in/ormation with nJJ>eCt ulatfono cmd oUter written guideline• U.ued
Secreta, has nason to believe Utat the to the implementation of subparagraph$ fBI by the Secrctan~. the SecretCln~ shalt tmmed!·
person ncetvlng tuch payments lJ mutaing anct fCJ, including Ute 1ame factors as arc atetv concluct an invuligation anct, IDfthin
Rchpaymento.
rcoumd to ~ lncluclect in the Secrt!tClrv's 21 dav• after the dale on 10/Jlch auch in/or"f4JfAJ ~ Stcretarv shall make an Initial rePOrt under uclion 205(jHIHBJ. •:
mation u ncetved, shall make a prelirnireport to each Howe qJ the Congnu on the
felfll Section 1632 of the Social Securllv n4J7 finding IDfth respect to whether Rch
imptemeniCltfon of paTClgraJ>h$ 121 and tJJ Act lJ Clmcncled by imeriing "fa)" after "Sec. agency u i" 3Ub3tonttal compliance IDfth
1Dithin Z10 clays after the date o/the enact- 1632. ~and by adding al the end thenO/ the Rch ~attom and guidelines. If the Stcment 0/ thts paragraph.
/ol!oiDfng ne10 tubstction:
"'tClnl Jlnct. that a.n agency u not in sub"IBJ ~ Secntarv shall include as a part
"lblfll Anv person or other entitv who is Jtantictl complia~ With tuch Te9ttlatiotu
of the annltal report required undftr .ttction conr>fcted oJ a violation ot anv oJ Ute provt- and guidelines, the Secretarv lhalt on the
701. in!ormal!on IDfth re>pect to tho Imple- .tons of paragraph$ fll through 141 of •ub- date lluch finding lJ made, not(/)/ 3UCh
mentation ofparograph3 121 and 131, fnclud· section Ia./, 11 ouch violation io comm!Ued agencv 0/ •uch finding and nguut assul"
ing Ute number 0/ casu In which the payee bv Rch penon or entitv In his role as, or in aneu that such agency 10111 prompUv
..,... changed. the nu~ qJ casu ctucovered applvfng to ~me. a Pllvee under stctlon complv with •uch regulations Clnd guide10/Jere then hClS bon a ml.ruse qJlund&, holD 163/fa/121 on behalf of D.nother indlr>fdual lines.
any Rch casu _,., clealt tD!th by the Stcn- father than Rch penon~ eligible spause/, In
"IBJffJ Any agency not!/led qf a prelim!·
tarv. the Jlnal cl~ of n.ch casu, in- lieu qJ the pmalty ul forth I" IKbseclion n.., ftndlng made punuant to n.bJ>Clra·
cluding anJI criminal penallfes fmJ)OSed. (11}graph IAJ ohall haVf! Zl dalf' /rom the elate
and Rch other In/ormation a. the Stcreton~
"(A) uPOn hu fint •uch conr>fction. shall on IDhfch auch finding 1DClS made to prot:ride
determines to ~appropriate.·:
be gufUy of a ml$dtmu!4nor Cine! shall be the au..roncu de3Cribcd in 3UbJ>Clragrapll
fbi Section l6311aHZJ of tuch Act is lined not more than $5,000 or tmprl$onecl IAI.
amended 1>11 IMerting " IAJ" after "121" and for not mor$ thfln one vea.r, or both: and
"tfil The SecretClrv •hall monitor the combV adding at the end the.-.qJ the folloiDfng
"fBI upan h!J second or Cllll/ lubsequent pliance wfth nch regutCltions and gu!deneu> rubpaTClgroph.s:
•uch con viclion. shall ~ guilty qf a tetany l!nu of anv agencv providing 1ueh a..ur4
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ancu in =rttance tDIIh clause Iii /or the
30-day per!O<t beginning on the day oJur the
date on Vlhlch #uch <L##urances have been
provided.
"/Ci 1/ the SecrotaT11 detennfnu that an
agency monitored in accordance tDith clau.e
/Iii of subparagraph fBi h<L# not subslantial·
tv complfe<t tDith such regulations and
guidelines during the Hrlo4/or U1hlch •uch

Cl9tn.Cli1Das monitored. or fJ an agen.cy not.i-

fied pursuant to 6UbP4T!10TtlPil lA! jails to
r>rovi<U a~suroncu fn accordance toilh
clause Iii o/sub1J(lrogro1Jh IB/, the Secnla'71
shall, tDithtn
daJ/1 oJier the dau on tDitfch
a r>rtl£minaT1! fin4!ng l/14# ma<U Vlilh ro·
S'/HJCt to such 119C11C11 ull4er subpa.T!lgrtlph
CAJ, tor Vlilh!n 90 davs a/Ur such dale, V. al
the discretion of the SecrtlaT1/, such agency
is gronUd a hearing blf the StcrtlaT11 on !he
issue of the noncompll4nce of such af1""C'C)
make a final determination as to Vlhelhtr
such 40ency is substanllalll/ complv!ng tDIIh
$UCh regulations and guidelines. Such deter·
minalfon shall not be subject to Judicial

SVAJt.UIUTY

St:t:. II. (/ anv pro11Uion of thu Act, or the
application th4T«J/ to anv pu.~on or cftcUm·
•lance, Is htld. inoallll. the remainder of this
Act and tht applfcallon of mch J>T011Uion to

other penon~ or ctrcum.stancu ahall not be

qJJected thereby.

And ~he Senate a!lTee to the same.
That the Senate recede Crom Its amend·
ment to the title or the bW.
DAN ROCTI:Hl:COWSlU.

J.J. PIC>a.Z.
A...-oR.EW JACOBS, Jr••

so

RICIWID A. OEPBARDT.
Jw Slwfflolf.
WYc:m: Powua. Jr~
ll.utOLD FoRD,

BAuEit B. CoJfAaLE. Jr~
Bw. AIICBJ:a.
Wa.us 0 . OIW>m>N. Jr~
CAUOU. CAMPIIEU..

Managers on the Part of the House.
BoiOOL&.
Boa PACKWOOD.
BIU.ROTJt,
JoHlf C. DAHrORTH,

review.

"IDJ/ii 1/ the Secrela171 maku a final de·
lerminctt!on J>ursuant to sub.J)aragra.J)h ICI
tDith respect to any agency lhClt the agency
Is not substantlalht complv!no tDIIh such
regulations and guidelines, the Secrti"T11
shall, as soon as J)OSSlblc but not later than
180 days a.fler the date of 1uch /lnal determi·
ncttfon, make the dis4blllty determinations
referred to in subsecl!on /a/111, comJ)l!ling
Vlith the requirements of 1J(lragraph 131 to
the alent that such comJ)ltance ts J>O$$ibte
Vlilhin such 110-<tav Hrlod. In order to
C4TT1/ out this subtJ(lT!10Ttlph, the Secrela171
s1uJll. as the Secreta171 fill4s JICCU$a171,
acted any applicable 'f1{;TSOnnel ceilings
and 1D4iu an11 c>J)J)lfcabU hiring restric·
ttons. In addllfon, to the alent feasible
Vlithin !he 110-dc>y per!O<t a.fler the /lnal de·
termination, the Secreta171, in con}unct!on
Vlith the Secr<lct171 of Lallor, shalt assure the
staluto171 protectfons of Slate agency em·
ployeu not h!re<t by the Secretary.
"l!il During the 180·dav periO<t specl/le<t
in clause Iii, the Secretary shall Ia~ such
actions as mav be necessary to assure that
any case toith rd'IHJCt to Ulhtch C1 uelermina·
tton referred. to in mb..ctfon laH11 """
maile by an agency, <turing the J)Crio4 for
tDitlch such agency """ not in substantial

complfonu wtth Uu: o,pplfc.'Uble reyu.lu.tion:s
ctll4 vuidtllnu. l/14# decide<t in ClCCOrdClnce

U1ith such regulations and gui<UIInn. •:
/ZI Section ZZllal/11 of such Act Is amen4·
ed bl! #rikfng <>vt 'nbsectton lb/111" and
inurtblg in lieu thereof "subsection
/b/11//CI':
131/A) Stctfon ZZllb/13//A) O/ $uch Act Is
amell4ed bl! strlkfn11 out "The Secretary"
ana inserting in lieu lherro/ "Ezcept "' J)TOv!<ted in subfJ(lragrotJII I Dill/ of para_araph
11/, the Secretary".
IBJ Section ZZllb/131/BI of &uch C1Cl is
amended by &lrlklng out "The secretary"

and inserting in lteu

Ut~reo/ "Ezcept

a.s J>TO-

v!4e4 in subparagraph !Dill/ of paragra.J)h
111, the Secretary".
14J Section ZZlld.J of •uch Act Is amenae<t
by strlkfng out "Anv !ndlvl<tual" anti insert·
ing in lieu thereof "E:cept as provided. in
subsection lb/11//DJ,
!nd!vl4ual''.
fbi 7?te amen<tments made bv subsection
Ia/ of this oectton •hall become e//ec!foe on
the <tale of the enC1Ctment of this Act ctn<t
shall apire on December Jl, 1917. 7?te pro11irions of the Social Stcurit11 Act am=<ted
bJ1 subsectfon Ia/ O/ this oectlon las such
J>T011irions t«re ln e//ect immediaWv before
the <tale of the enactment of lhu AcU shall
be el/ectfve tVter December 31, 1917.

""II

RUSSELL B. LoNG.
LLOVI> B£NTSBN,

O.P. MOYNUWI,

Managers on the .Part of the Senate.
JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OP

TBE COMMlTI'EE OF CONFERENCE
The managers on the part or the House
and the Senate at the co.n !erence on the disagreelac votes or the two Houses on th"
amendment of th" Seoat.e to tb.e bW <H.R.
3755> to amend UUea a and XVI or the
Social Security Act to provide Cor !'dorm Ia
the dlsabWty determia&tlon process. submit
the !ollow!nc Joint statement to the House
and the Senate Ia elCJ)ianatlon oC the effect
O( the action OI1U<I UJ)On by the mana&ers
and N!COmmended In the accomll8l1Yinlr con·
terence report:
The Senate amendment to the text or the
bW struck out all or ~he House bW after the
ena.:tltla clause and Inserted a substitute
text.

The House recedes from Its disagreement
to ~be amendment or the Senate with an
amendment wbleb Is a substitute for the
House bW and the Senate amendment. The
dilierences between the House bW. the
Sena.tc

amendment..,

aod

the substitute

agreed to In conference are noted below,
except tor clerlc:al corrections, con!o~
c:banges made necessary by aareements
reacbed by the coni~ and minor draftIna and clarllyjna cb&Daes.
1. SrA.ND.UD OP' R.EVUW nut T'S:ua:K&no.N or
DlSAULJTY Bl>n7n$

Preunlla"'
To be eUclble Cor dlaabWty benefits. a
person must be unable, by reason of a medl·

caUy determ.ln&blc Impairment expected to
last at least 12 monthl or to end In death, to
perform any substantial ralnlul activity
<SGA> tbat exlst.a In the national economy.
considering his or her are. education and
work experience. The lmpalnnent must be
"demonstrable by medically acceptable cJ.In.
ical and laboratory diaanostlc techniques."
This definition applies both to new appll·
cants and to beneficiaries whose ellcii>Wty Is
being reviewed. No other statutory stand·
ar<ts exist !or the review or beneficiaries.
Houseb!U

Establishes a standard Cor revlewln&' ellcl·
bWty or dlsabWty beneficiaries !bat allows
benefits to be Wmlnated only ll there is
substantial evidence that the beneCidar:v
can perform SOA as a result or (al medical
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Improvement In his dlaabUnr condillou. or
<bl medical or vocational therapy l.ech.nolog·
icaJ or advances. as shown by oew medical
evidenee and new assessment of residual
functional capacity, or <c> vocational therapy or <dl a less dlaabUna Impairment than
originally thouaht, as shown by new or lm·
proved dlaanostle technJ(lucs or evaluations.
Bene/Its coUld also be terminated ll evidence on the record at the time or the earll·
er determination or new evidence shows
tb.?.t the prior determia&l.lon was either
clearly enoneous or frauduleoUy obtained.
or that the beneCic:!ary Ia perfonx>.lng SOA.
In cases where tbere b no evidence to su~
POrt the prior dec:lslon <Le. a lost mel the
Secretary would not be precluded from secur!nc addillonal medical reoorts ln order to
r<coD$1nlet that decision.
TIUe XVI b amended to provide that the
same standard or review shall apply to SSI
recipients <except that the exclusions which
allow termination as the result oC medical or
vocational therapy <described In <b> and eel
above> do not &PI>IY to Individual$ ~vlng
section 1619 special bendlt.sl.
No provisions Cor do.te o.r Implementing
reauiaUons or expiration.
. E/Jectfve date. Applies to all cases ltlvolv·
ltlg dlsabWty determlnatlons pencllng In the
Department or In Court on the date of en·
acbnent or Initiated on or after that date.
Snaa.U Omtn41Vftt

Benefits may be Wmlnated IC benefidar:v

can perform SOA unless the Secretary fin~

there bas been no medlc:al lmprovema>L U
th" evidence establ.lsllet that there bas been
no medical Improvement <othes than im·
provement wbkb Is not rel&ted to his abfficy
to wor!t>. bendlta may be terminated oni71C
Secretary can show (al benefid&ry bas benefited from medical or vocaUonal therapy or
technoloc. Cbl new or Improved clia&nostlc
or
evaluative
technlques
Indicate
lmpalrment<sl Is not as dlaabUng as believed
at time or last decision. <cl a prior determl·
nation .,.,.. fraudulently obtained, or <dl
~here Is demonstrated substantial reason to
believe a prior determlnallon oC eligjbWty
was enoneolJ8..
Benents may be ~ermia&c.ed Cor perform·
ance or SOA or ll the Individual Cails. with·
out good cause. to cooperate In the review
or toUow preacrlbed U'eatmeot.. or cannot be

located.
In making determlnatton. Secretary shall
consider the evidence In the me as well as
any additional lnlormaLioo concerning
claimant's c:u.rrent or prior coodltiOD secured l>y Secretary or provided by claimant.
In the case or a fincllnc relatlnc to medical
improvement. provides that burden of proof
Is on claimant. In other words. !or benefits
to be continued on this basis, tadivldual
must state and evidence In !De must show
that medical condition Is same as or worse
than at time Of last decision (Or, ll there Is
medical lmprovemenc.. It Is not related to
worlt abWty>.
Title XVI Is amended to provide that the
same procedures shall apply to SSI recipi·
ents <except that tbe provision requJrln&'
termination on the arouncls tb.?.t an ladivid·
ualls engaging In SOA does not apply to recipients or -tlon 1619 special benefits>.
lmplementlne reJUI&tlons must be Issued
within 6 months or enactment. Provision ex·
plres December 31. 1981.
E//ectfoe d.ale.-Applles to dlsabWty reviews lnJLI&ted on or alter date of ena..-tment. to all Individuals with claims properly
pendinc In the admln.lslnllve appeals proc·
ess as ol enactment. and to certain court
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Ul The medical Improvement standard in
cases. All individual litipniS and named expected to restore hls abUity to engage in these amendments wm onlY apply to:
members of a clASS action who have C&.Se$ SGA:
<I> determinations made by t he Secretary
(dl
aubst!tute
for
House
languace
on
Sec>
property pendJna In court as of May 16, ret.an' obtarn.lng additional medical reports. on or after the date or enactment: Ull detel'
1984, and all Individuals who properlY remtnaUons by the 5ecret.an' not yet final on
reqUiremen~ that any determination
quesl. court review of a deciSion of the Sec> the
and with respect to wblch areunder this secUon shall be made on the enactment
retary made durinc the period fJOm Much
quest for administrative review Is made In
15, 1984 untll 60 daY$ after enactment.. basis or all the evidence available In the In· conformity with the time limits, exhaustion
would be remanded to the secretary for re- divldunl's prior or current condition which requirements and other previsions of see·
determination under the new stand2.ld. Also is presented bY the Individual or seeured by tion 205 of the ~ct and regulaUono of the
the case of any Individual who exb&uated the 5ecrel.arY:
Secretary; (IUl detennJnAtlons with respect
tel add the reqUirement that any determl· to which a requesl. for Judicial review was
the administrative appeals process, was an
unnamed 1)1ember or a properly pending nation made under Lh1s section sball be pendlnr on September 9, 1984 lnvoiVIns an
class action certltled prior to May 16, 1984, made on the basis of the welcht of the evl· Individual llt11ant or a member or a class
and had been notified of the SecretarY's dence and on a neutnl basis with recard to action identified by name In such pending
flnal deciSfon on or after a date 60 daY$ the Individual's condition, without any lnl· ac<lon on such date <This ...,Uon refers to
prior to the fiiJn& of the court action. orould tlal Inference as to the presence or absence Individuals Identified by name as members
be remanded to the secretary. The Secre- of disability belnc drawn !rom the fact that of a class action. By this, the lejJI.slat!on
tary would notify the Individual th.a t be had the claimant has prevloualy been deter· means those Individuals Identified In the
60 daY$ to request review or hls claim under mined to be disabled:
pleadiOIS as class representatives>: Uvl deUl add reqUirement that rqulatiODI must terminations In wblch a requesl. for Judicial
the new standard. U the Individual did not
request review. the provision would not. be promulgated wltbln 6 months of enact- review Is made bY an lndlvldualllUrant or a
appty and the SecretarY's determlnatlon ment.
!lnal decision by the secretary made d Uring
The conference agreement attempts to the period berlnnlng 60 days p rior to the
would not be subJect to further admlnlstra·
strike a balance between the ooncem that a date of enactment and endinl on the date of
tlve or judicial review.
The provision would not applY to anY case medical Improvement standard coulcl be In· enactment: teases In ill and lv wUI be refor wblch the Secretary made a flnal deter· ter!lreted to gran~ claliXIaota a presumption manded to Secretary tor determination>: tv>
mlnatlon prior to May 16, 1984, and which of eUa1bilit:v, which might make It extreme- unnamed plaintiffs in class suits certified as
was not Included In the above categories. ly dltflcult to remove lnella1ble individuals of September 19, 1984, as follows: the cases
Such determination would not be subJect to frOm the benefit rolls. and the concem that sball be remanded to the Secretary; the Secthe absence of an expUclt standard or retarY shall notify all plaintiffs via certified
further admlnlstratlve or Judicial review.
Applies the provision authorizi.ng pay- review or some alternative standard could mall that they have 120 da:VS frOm the date
menta pending appeal <Scc Item 6l to any be InterPreted to Imply a presumption of In· of receiVIng the notice to rue a request with
individual whose ease Is remanded by a eUgibUity or to allow arbitrarY termination the Secretary tor review under these
court under tbls section and If applicable, decisions. which might lead to many lndlvld· amendments.
who t!IXIelY reQUested redetenntnallon. uals being lmpreperty removed frOm the
(2) ~dd reqUirement that no clasS action
These Interim payments would begin v.1th rolls.
shall be cerllfled after &ptember Ul, 1.9 84.
The conferee& Intend that determinations which ralsea the Issue of whether an lndivld·
the payment for the month In which the In·
divldual elects continued payment.&. U the or contlnuinS elllflbllity should be made on a ual who has bad his entitlement to benefits
Individual is u!UIXIately found eligible, tun basis wblcb Is as nearlY neutral as possible. terminated prior to &ptember 19, sh ould
retroactive benefits would be provided. U he The Secretary should reach conclusions on not have had ouch entitlement terminated
is found inellalble. the lnteriiXI payments the basis of the weight of the evidence, as Without consideration of whether there bas
would be subject. to recovery as overpay· applied to the statutory standards II))Cclfled been medical !Jnprovement In such lndlvid·
In this amendment, and without any precon· ual's condition since that t!IXIe of a prior dementa.
ceptlon or presumption u to whether t he termlnatlon that the Individual was under a
Conference agttcm.ent
Individual is or Is not disabled.
disability.
lAJ Stand4rd O/Te17iei.D
Under the conference agreement.. the Sec>
The conference agreement pJOvldes tor an
The conference acree=ent followa the ret.an' would apply the rulea specllied In the opportunity for redetermination under tbe
House bill with amendments:
amendment, reaching conclusions under new standard of all claimants who are mem·
tal remove causal links between change In them on the basis or the weigh t of the evl· bers of clASS actions which bave been certl·
med!cal condition and abUity to perform dence. The conference agreement eUmlnates fled as of &ptember 29, 1984. However, this
SOA. as follo"os: the secretary may tcrmi· ~anguage In the Senate blli referring to the Is In no way Intended to el(llresa a view, one
nate cllsability benefits on the basis that the burden of proof being on the claimant in way or another , as to whether those classes
penon Is no longer disabled onlY If there Is the case or medical Improvement detcrmina· would othe...vlse have been founcl to be
subStanUal evidence viblch demonstrates t.Jon.". lt abo elbnlnatcs Senate lanauaae vrvvert.)' cca t.Uh:cl La e.ccor<lanoe wlt.b the ex•
that. <t> t.h ere h.as been a.n.)' mec.tcallmPtoYe- with respect to the burden of pr oof on t he haustlon and finality requirements of secmen~ In the Individual's lmpatrmen~ or com· Secretary In maJdng otMr determinations tion 205 of the Social Security ~ct. The con·
binatlon of !mpalrments !other than medi· under Lh1s provision. Tbls agree~X~ent eUml· ferenoe agreement provides that the existcal tmpro<emen~ which Is not related to the nates any confusion that might result froiXI InC certified classes wUI be covered by the
Individual's abUitY to workl and (U) ~be lndi· shifting b urdens of proof, and is Intended to new standard In order to resolve the existvidual Is now able to ensa&c In SGA. Make subJect determinations under thls prevision InC controversy over the medical Improve·
similar chances In wordlnr or excep tion for to the = • requirements currenti.Y estab- ment Issue In the courts.
advances In medical or vocaUonal therapy lished In Section 223<d) of the Social Securl·
This pJOvlalon problblla the certlflcation
or technology <add "related to ability to ty Ael.. That 11. the claimant's obligations to of any class action after &ptember 9, 1984
work" l and exception for vocational therapy eatabllsh the existence of his disabUity with which raises the Issue of whether a medical
(add "related to abWtY to work">:
regard to the CDI proceeding are the = e !mprevement standard should have been &I>'
lbl substitute tor t he House languaae con· as hls obllaatlons with regard to an ln!Ual pUed In a determ1natlon of ellalbUity made
cemlnc termination of benefits i! evidence determination. Slmllarly, ellml.nallon of tbls prior to the enactment of these amendIn the me or newlY obtalned shows that ~he language should not be Interpreted as plac· ments.
prior detetmlnallon was clearlY erroneous. Ina a burden of proof on the secretary.
The section provicles that certain specified
the reqUirement that the Secretary may ter· Rather, the language In question was court cases Involving medical Improvement
mtnate benellts In the absence or medical dropped solelY to clarify the Intent that de- be remanded to the &cretary for review
Improvement If substantial evidence twblcb cisions e.re to be made on the basil or the under the medical lruprovement standard
may be 0\'!denee on the record at the t!IXIe welcht of the evidence and to avoid any mJs. establisbed 1n this Act. cases pendlna 1n
any prior determination of such entitlement InterPretation with respect to the role of court wblch do not Involve medical Improveto disability benefits was made, or newly ob- the claimant and the Secretary In pursuing ment would not, of coune. be remanded to
Lalned evidence which relates to that deter· evidence or with r espect to t he non·adver · the secretarY for such a review.
mlnatlon ) shows that a prior determlnatlon sar!al nature of the proceeding.
The conferees recognize that there wUJ be
was In error;
considerable administrative difficulty In
181 £/fective dau
<cl allow termination of beneflts also
ldentlfyinc
and notlfylnr; individuals who
The conference agreement follows the
where the Individual Is enpging In SOA
are eligible to have tbelr cases redetermlned
<except where he is elllflble under sect·lon House bill with respect to the 3-ycar sunset. as a result of their being unnamed members
The conference agreement follows the
1619), cannot be located. or falls, without
or class actions certified prior to &ptember
aood cause to cooperate In the review or to Senate on formulation of effective date With 19, 1984. Notwltbstandlnc the admlnlstra·
follow prescribed treatment wblch could be amendments:
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tive dilficult.y or lhla La&t. lhe conferees
expect lhe Secret.ary or Health and Human
Services lo act expedltloU81Y In notifying
lhese Individuals or lhe proVIsions or thls
act which are appllcable lo them.
ICi Benclit J>C]I!IIenU <luring remand
The conference agreement follows the
Senate amendment.
IDI ~troaei!IH! bencliu
The conference agreement follows the
Senate amendment.
2. EvALUATION OP PADt

:>rount l41D

There Is no alatulory provision concernlnc
the evaluation or pain <or the use of subJe<>
tive allocations or pain) In detenniD!nc eJici·
bWty tor dlsabDity bene!lta. The de1lnltion
or dlsabUlty requlno that lh.e person be
unable lo work bY reason or a "medically determinable lmpalnnent"-one which results
from "analomleal. phystolocteal. or psychological abnormalities which are demonstra·
ble by medically acceptable cllnlcai and laboralory diagnostic tecbnlQues."
By regulation, aubjecUve allegations or
symptoms ot Impairments. such a.s palo,
cannot alone be evidence or dlsabUlty.
There must be medical siiiDS or other Hnd·
ings which show there Ia a medical condition lhat could be reasonably exPected 1o
produce those symploD\S and that Is severe
enough w be dlsabllnr.
House bill
ReQuires the Seeret.ary 1o conduct a study
in conJuncUon with the Nat.lonal Academy
of Sciences on lhe use or aubJecUve evidence
of pain In maldnc dlsabDity determinations.
and on lhe state or the art or preventing, redoelnc or copm. with pojn. A report on lhe
study Is due lo the Committees on Ways and
Means and Plnance no later than April 1.
1985.
Ef/ecliw. date. -on enactment.

Senate amendment

Requires Secret.ary lo appoint IZ-member
commission conslstlnr or a slrnl!lcant
number or medical professionals Involved In
the study or pain, and representatives from
the fields or law. admlnls~rat!on or dlsabUity
insurance prognms., and other appropriate
fields of expertise lo atudy the 1180 or pain
In evalua.t.lon or dlsabUit.y. Report due lo
Committees on WaYS and Means and Fl·
nance no later than December 31. 1986.
Includes In statute the present rerulalol'l'
policy on the uae or evidence or pain in evaluation of dlsabUlty. Includ"" UtJe XVI conforming amendment.
EJ/edi.e tlate......'314wlory provision applies w determinations made prior 1o January 1,1988.
Con/ennctJ 09J'U711mt
The conference arreement follows the
Senate amendment with amendments:
<a> The study Is lobe done In conaultation
with lhe Natlonlll Academy o.r Sele.neca, and
the report Is lo be flied by December 31,
1985;and
<b> The statulory longuase providing tor
an interim standard for evaluation of pain Is
amended to more accurately renect current
policies.
EJ/ectf-oe date.-The Interim standard wDI
be In effect only !or determinations made
prior lo January l, 1981.

de!inillon or dlabDit.y requires a tlndJnr or a
medically determinable lmpalnneot or sufll.
c:lent severity 1o prevent lhe person from
doing not onlY his prevloU8 work but also
any other kind or work that exists In the national economy, constderm. hls age, educa.tlon and work experience. By re(Ulation,
the combined errecta of unrelated imPair·
ments are considered only It all are severe
<and expected w last lZ months). As elaborat<>d In rullncs. "lna.smuch as a nonsevere
Impairment Is one which does not slgnl!lcantly Um!t basic work-related !unctions,
neither wW a combf.naUon of two or more
such lmpalnnenta slcn!flcanlly restrict lhe
basic work-related function& needed lo do
most Jobs".
House bill
ReQuires the Secret.ary, in lDaldnr a determination or whclher a person'slmpalnnents
aze or such severitY that he or she is unable
w encore In subsi&Dilal rain!uJ activity, to
consider lhe eomblned e!!ecta or all of a POJ'son's Impairments, reeardless or whether
any Impairment by ltseU Is or such severity.
Includes title XVI confOrmlni amendment.
Effective dole.-AppUes to all determinations pending In the Department or In
Court on the date of enactment.. or initiated
after that date.

Senate amendment

Same, except clarliles that the reQuirement applies lo the determination or whelh·
er the individual has a combination of lm·
P&lrments which are melllcallv severe with·
out record to are. education, or work experience. Inetud"" t.lt!e XVI eonformlne amend·
ment.
E;Jfed.ioe dctte.-AppUes to all determlna·
tlons made on or after January 1, 1985.
Con/~ea9J'U7M?It

The conference arreement subot.ltutes alternative lanruare ror lhe prov!sfons in
both bills.
Under current policies, U a determination
Is made that a claimant's Impairment Is not
severe, the consideration or lhe c1a1m ends
at that point.. I.n ca.ses where an Individual
bas several Impairments, none or which satIsfy the standard ror "severe," the lndlvldulll Is Judged not disabled without any further evaluation or cumulative Impact or his
Impairments. Tho conferees belleve this
polley may preclude realistic assessment of
those eases lnvolvln• lnd.hrfdu.t.la who

bav~

several lmpairment.s which In combination
may be dlsabllng. The conference acreement provides, therefore, lhat in determinlnr whether an individual's lmnalnnent or
!mJ)alnnents are so severe as to prevent him
!rom enraclnc In subsi&Dtlal rain!uJ ad1ritr. consideration must be riven w the com·
biDed e!!ect or all the Individual's JmpaJr.
ments wilhout reprd to whether any single
Impairment considered separatelY woUld
llm!t lhe Individual's ability.
The conferees also belleve that In the interests or reasonable admlnlatratlve nexfbnity and eUiclency, a determination that an
lndlvldulllls not disabled may be based on a
Judgment that an Individual ha.s no Impairment. or that the medical severity of his Impairment or combination or Impairments Is
sl!eht enourh 1o warrant a presumptlon.
even without a full evaluat.lon or vocational
!aelors, that lhe Individual'• abWty 1o per.
!orm SGA Is not seriously affected. The current -:sequential evaluation proces$" allows
3. MOt.nPUI DDAllUOlftS
such a determination and the conferees do
l'Tesentl01D
not Intend w either eliminate or Impair lhe
There Is no statulory provision concernlnc use of lhat process. The c:on!erees note that
the consideration of the combined effects or lhe Secretary has stated that It Is her plan
a number or dlfferent lmpalnnents. The lo reevaluate the current crlt.erla lor noose-
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vere lmpalnnents and OxPect lhat lhe Secretary wDI report lo the Committees on lhe
results o.r this evaluation.
E:Jiecllr;e dote.r.- Etteet!ve tor all detennlnat!ons made on or after the !lrat day or the
month beclnnlnl 30 da1S after lhe date of
enactment.
4. MORATOJUV>< ON MJDITAL IJDAill>IE!tt
Rnnwa
Pruentlaw
Under the Disability Amendments or 1980,
all DI bendlclaries with nonpermanent lm·
pairments must be reviewed at lea.st ooce
every 3 rears w assess their continuJnr ell·
g:ibillty !or bene!lts. Individuals wllh POrma·
nent lmpalnnenta miJ' be reviewed tess rr..
quenUy. Preseni!Jr, lhere Is no cllslinctlon in
lhe law between lhe rate of review !or indi·
vldua!s wllh phyalcaJ and mental Impairments.
.
Under a Secret.arl&l initiative <ot June 7.
1983), periodic ellllbWty revle~q have been
suspended for certain mental Impairment
cases lnvotvtnr !uncUonal psycbot!c disorders, pendlnc a revision. with the help of
outside mental health experts, of the criteria used ror determlnlnr dlsabUlty. Under a
subseqent Secretarial action <announced
April 13. 1984J. all periodic ellglbillty reviews have been auspended temporarily.
HOUIJ~ bill
ReQuires publication within 9 months or
enactment or reVIsed mental Impairment
erit.erla In lhe Llstln8' of Impairments that
are deslaned to reallsllcally evaluate lh~
pexson's abWty 1o enrare in SGA in a compeUUve workPlace environment. taldnr account of lhe recommendations of lhe clisabWty advisory eounell toecUoo 300. Delays
periodic review or mentally Impaired lncllviduals untU lhese revisions are made. The
delay woUld apply to cases on which an Initial deeislon had not been made by the date
or enactment and 1o those cases where an
initial decision waa made prior to the date
of enactment and a timely appeal wa.s pendlnll on or after June 7, 1983.
Periodic reviews where Cll fraud was in·
volved o.r <2J the individual was enpglng in
SGA. would continue to be done. SSA coUld
continue to review medical diary cases and
make initlal determinations but woUld subsequently redetermine lhe case under the
revised crlterla. U a new decision were fa.
vorable, It woUld take effect as o!lhe time
of the first determlnat.lon. Mentally lm·
paired persons who received an unfavorable
initial or contlnulnr ~bWty detenDina·
tlon between March 1, 1981 and enactment
of the bill and who reapplied would be
deemed lo have reapplied !or benefits
within 12 months or enactment woUld be
deemed to have reapplied at lhe time or lhe
unfavorable determination !or lhe purpose
of establishing a period of disabilitY during
the period covered by the prior determlna·
tion, but not !or benellt pui'J)ClOCS; bene!lts
would be payable only lor the tweh·e
months prior to the date or the new appUca·
lion. The provision& also apply In title XVL
Effecll"" dale.-Qn enactment.

S=te amendment

Simll&r. e.• cept requires pubUcat!on of revis!oos within 90 diJ's after enactm<>DI. and
reappllcatlon prov!sfon applies to people
who received an unfavorable determination
since June 7, 1983 rather lhan March 1,
198L
E/fectf-oc date. -on enactment.
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s!bility or benefit termination as a result or
review with an amendment to require the
report to Consrcss on December 31. 1986.
The conference agreement follows the
House bW with respect to demonstrational
projects concerning face-to·faee pre-denial
interviews for Initial disability claims, with
an
amendment to require the report to ConPERsONAL APPEAIW<CE
gress on December 31, 1986.
PresentLaUJ
Ef/ectiue date-on enactment. Demon·
A person whose Initial claim tor disabilitY sttatlon proJects to be established as soon as
benefits is denied or who is determined after practicable after date or enactment.
review not. to be disabled may reQ.uest. a re6. CoNTINUATION oF BENEFITS D'OJU:Nc
consideration or that decision within 60
MPE/U.
days. In the past. reconsideration has been a
paper review of the evidentiatY record ln· PTUentl<ttD
eluding any new evidence submitted by the
Disability benefits are payable for the
claima.nt. conducted by the State agency. month as or which the beneficiary Is deter·
Under a provision or P .L. 97-455, enacted mined to be Ineligible and tor the 2 months
January 12. 1983, disability beneficiaries de· suceeedln~r. Bene!its do not generally contermlned not to be me<!Jcally eligible !or tinue during appeal.
benefits must be given opportunity for a
Under a temporary provision In P .L. 97!II.CCoto·fate evidentiary hearing at reconsid· 455 Cas modilied by P.L. 98-1181, Individuals
eration. Such hearings may be provided by notified of a medical termination decision
the State agency or by the Secretary.
could elect to have DI bene!lts and medicare
tndlvidua.ls found Ineligible tor benefits at coverage continued during appeal-through
reconsideration may request a face-to--face the month precedlns the month of the ALJ
evidentiary hearing before an admlnlstra· hearing decision. These additional DI bene·
tive law judge. The next level of appeal Is to fits are subject to recovery as overpayments
SSA's Appeals CouncU, and finally, to a if the Initial termination decision Is upheld
Federal court.
(unless they qualify Cor waiver under the
standard provisions for waiver of overpay.
Hou>eblU
Revises determination process for benefl· mentsl. This provlson does not apply to tercfaries undergoing periodic review in medi- minations made alter December 6, 1983.
cal cessation cases. to provide for a !~~.CCoto· Benefits are last payable under this provi·
!ace evidentiarY review with State agency slon for June 198~ (i.e., the July 1984. bene(upon request or the bene!iclary within 30 tit checkl.
daY5l after a preliminary unfavorable deci- HousebiU
Sion by tbe State. I!, alter the evidentiary
Permanently extends provision (which
interview (o.t paper review ii the beneflc:ia.ry technical cbangesl Cor continuation or DI
requests review without the personal inter- and SSI benefits during appeal. Requires
\1ewl. the State agency denies benetit.s, the the Secretary to report to the Committees
beneficiary could appeal to the ALJ and suc- on WayS and Means and Finance by July 1.
ceeding appeals levels. The reconsideration 1986, on the Impact or the provision on the
le•el would be abolished for these review OASDI trust funds and on appeals to ALJs.
cases.
Effective dates.-on enactment.
ReQuires the Secretary to establish demonstration proJects In at least 5 States using Senate amendment
Extends the provision for continued paythis same procedure for Initial disability
claims, with a report to the Committees on ment of DI and SSI benefits during appeal
WI\Y5 and Means and Finance on the results to termination decisions made prior to June
1, 1986. CLast month or payments would be
due no later than AprU 1, 1985.
tor January 1987, i.e., the February 1987
The pro91sions also apply to title XVI.
E!/tctive dale.-Revlsed determination check.l
Coriftrenct agreement
The conference agreement follows the
House provision with amendments to reQuire the Secretary to publish the revised
Listing of Impairments witbln 120 clays or
enactment.
5. PRE·'l'!:R>aNAnoN None£ AND Rroar TO

pro<:C3$ appUes to periodic reviews on or

alter January 1. 1985; demonstration
proJects to be Initiated as soon as practlea·
ble after enactment.
Senate amendment

ReQuires demonstration projects on pro·
vidlng preterminatlon race-to-race inter'vieO.'S In disability cessation eases In lieu or
fii.CCoto·tace evidentiary hearings at reconsideration. Report due to Committees on
Ways and Means and Finance AprU 1, 1986.
Requires tbe Secretary to notify lndivid·
uals upon Initiating a periodic eligibility
review that such review could result in term.ination of benefits and that medical evi·
dence may be submitted.
The provisions also apply to title XVI.
Effective date-on enactment. Demon·
stration proJects to be established as soon as
practicable after date of enactment.
Con./erence agreement
The conference agreement follows the
Senate amendment with respect to the current reconsideration hearing process. the
demonstration proJects concerning face-toface pre-termination Interviews for continuing disability review issues at the Initial
rather than the reconsideration level. and
the requirement for notification of the pos-
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determination may be made that an lndivldua!ls not disabled.
El/ective datu. -on enactment.
Senate amenttment
Same except modified to require only that
every reasonable effort be made to use
qualltied psychiatrist or psychologist. Also,
specifically amends title XVI to make the
provision applicable to SSI determinations.
Effective date.- On enactment.
Coriference agreement
The conference agreement follows the
Senate bW with an amendment to change
the effective date to 60 dayS after enactment. The conferees note that if the sec:retary Is unable to assure adequate compensation In order to obtain the services of quaUtled PSYchiatrists or psychologists because
or Impediments at the State level, It would
be within the Secretary's authority to con·
tract directly !or such services.
8. STANDARDS FOR CoNSULTATIVE
Ex.A.Nl:NAriONS/MEDICAL EVIDENCE

Presen-t law
Consultative exams <CE'sl are medical
exams purchased by the State aaency !rom
physicians and other Quallfled health prO·
fessiooals outside the agency. BY regulation.
CE's may be sought to secure additional In·
formation necessary to make a disability determination or to cheek conflicting ln!o.r matlon. Evidence obtained through a CE Is
considered In conjunction with aU other
medical and non·medical evidence submitted
In connection with a disability claim.
There ar-e currently no statutory or regu~
latory standards requiring CE's In particular
cases. or requlrlng any standard procedures
to be followed In the pu.-ehase of CE's.
The SSI statute Includes a cross-reference
to this provision. Any changes In title n will
therefore also be made for SSI.
Hou>e bill
ReQuires the Secretary to prescribe regulations which set forth standards for when a
CE should be obtained, tbe type of referral
to be made and the procedures for monitoring CE's and the referral process. Permits
non·regulatory rules and statements of
&//ectit>B da-t&-Oo •nQ.Ct.mont.
policy rela~lng tO CE's tO be IsSUed u tney
Co7\lerence egreement
are consistent with the regulations.
The conference agreement !ol.Iows the
Ef/ect!ve da.t e- On enactment.
House bW with amendment to:
Senate o.>Mndrrumt
m Make permanent the payments
Requires the Secretary to make every reathrough the ALJ hearing for SSI recipients;
CUJ Make the payments through ALJ sonable effort to obtain necessary medical
hearing for DI beneficiaries !or termination evidence from an Individual's treatlng·physldecisions through December 1987. and bene- clan prior to seeking a consultative examitit payments through June. 1988.
nation.
Also, requlres consideration of all evidence
7. QOALD'ICATIONS Ot MEDICAL PROPESSION·
in the case record and development o! com~
ALS EvALUATING MeNTAL lMPAIRJ:dZNTS
pJete medical history over at least the prePresent lo.UJ
ceding 12-month period for Individuals apThere is no statutory requirement con- plying tor benefits or undergoing review.
cerning qualllicatlons or persons making
E!/ect!ve date.-on enactment.
disabUity determinations. Under current
poUcy, the State disability aeency team Conference agreement
making eligibU!ty decisions must consist or a
The conference agreement follows the
State agency me<!Jcal consultant (physician) House bill with respect to the provisions reand a State agency disability examiner, quiring the Secretary to set forth standards
both or whom must sign the disability deter· for consultative e~amlnations. The conferminatlon.
ence agreement follows the Senate amendHou>eb!U
ment with an amendment requiring the Sec·
Requires that a QUalified psychiatrist or retary to make every reMOnable effort to
obtain
necessary medicaJ evidence from
psychologist complete the me<!Jcal portion
of any applicable sequential evaluation and treating physicians prior to evaluating mediresidual functional capacity assessment in cal evidence obtained from any other source
cases involving mental impairments before a on a consultative basis.
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PruenLioiD

The guld~IJnes for maklni social security
disabUiLy de~rmlnat.fons and all other
social security ellB!bUity det.ennlnattons are
contained ln the Social Security Act.. reiiUla·
tions, social security rulings and the POMS
<the PrOIIfUD Operatlng Manual System>:
~atfo.u, or substantive rules. have the
Ioree and e!fec~ of law and are therefore
blndlnc on all levels of O<!Judleat.lon--sta~
agencies. adm.lnlstratlve law Judaes. SSA's
Appeals Counell, and the Pf!<leral Colll't$.
The Aclmlnllstrt.Uve PrOcedure Act (APAl
requirements do not apply to social security
programs because of a general exception for
benem prollf&m.'l. On a voluntary basis,
however, SSA t.ssues Its reiiUlatlons ln at·
cordanee with the publlc notice and comment rulemaltlnc requirements of tile APA.
Ruling~ consist of ln~retat.lve policy
statanents IssUed bY th" Commissioner and
other lo~rpretat.lons of law and r~·
tlons, selec~ deeisions of the Federal
courts, ALJs. the Appeals Councll and se1~ opinions of the General Counsel. Rul·
logs often provide detal!ed elaboration of
the regulations helpful for public understandlni. By regulation. the rullnp are
blndlni on all levels of admlnlsl.ratJve adlu·
dlcatlon.
The POMS Is a compilation of detailed
policy tnstruct.lons and ste~>-bY-steP procedures tor the use of State aceney and SSA
personnel ln developing and O<!Judlcatlng
clalm.'l. The POMS Is not blndlni on the Ad·
mlnlstratlvc Law Judges, Appeals Council or
Courts. .
HouseblU

Requires publlcatlon under APA public
notice and comment rulemaldnc procedures
of aU OASOI and SSI resuiatJona on ma&.ters relatlni to benefits. Requires that only
those rules t.ssued under Sections b-e of Sec·
Uon 553 or the APA shall be blndlni at an:v
level of review.
E//ectlvc datf.-On enactment.
Senate amendment

Requires pubUcatlon of reiiUiatlons settinll forth uniform standards for OI and SSI
determinations under APA procedures. These rules would be blndlnlr a~ aU
levels of O<!JudleaUon.
Bf/cctioe dlllL-On enactment.
Cortference agrt:ement
The conference acreemen~ follows the
Senate amendment. Wlille It Is not required
In the lestalatlon, the conferees urcc the
Secretary to publish under APA pubUe
notice and comment rulemaklnc procedurf!S
aU OASOI and SSI regulations whlc.h relate
to beneflta.
10. ACOUDSCDCS o• NOif·ACQll1l!SCIDICS llf
Covtt OP APnAl.S 0ECISIONS
dlsabDi~y

Pre3enti4\D
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9. ADKII<tSTitAnft Pltocm>mu:.,., Ol<ll'OU<

Claimants tor benefits under the Social
Security Aet may appeal State aaency denl·
a1s tllrouah several levels o! administrative
appeal. A claimant who wishes to contlnue
to pursue appeal may next twn to the Fed·
era! district court with iurlsdleiJon over hl.s
or her elalm. The district court reviews the
record as complied by the aaeneF to dewmine whether mbstanUal evidence existed
tor the agency's decision. The district
court's decision may be appealed, bY the
claimant or the Secretary, to the Clrcul~
Court with Jurisdiction, and ultimately to
the Supreme Court <which m8J' or may no~
aaree to hear the appeal>.

Under the Federal Judiclal a:vstem. df!CI·
sions by a Cfn:ult Court or Appeals consU·
tute blndlni case law to be followed by all
district courts ln that dreult. CO!strict
courts ant not bound by the case law of
other circuits and often develop contrarY
case law on the same issue.>
In general, If two circuits rule differently
on a particular issue, the Supre.m e Court
wUI review the issue to settle the dispute. a!·
though frequently ~he Court wUI df!CIIne to
rf!vlf!w for an extended Pf!riod of ume U the
t.ssue Ia not ripe lor disposition. or U It Is not
of su!flclent Importance to warrant lmmedl·
ate attent.lon. U a particular poUey Is found
by the Supreme Court to be unconstitutional, or cont-rarY to the statute, that decision
Is blndJn; on the acency.
Most soelal security cases decided In the
Federal courts have little value ""precedent
for SSA decisions. since most revenals or
acency determinations rest on the lack of
substanllal evidence for the agency's post.
tion. However, ln some Instances. the court's
opinion Is baaed on matter of a statutory interpretation.
The Social Security Admlnlst.ratlon abides
by the flDal Judgments or Federal courts
with respect to the tndlvlduals ln particular
eases. It does not, however. consider Itself
bound with reapect to nonJJUganta as far as
adoptinll as qency policy, either ln the clr·
cuit or nationwide, the ln~rpretat.lon un·
derl:vlnc a Cfn:ult Court's deeision. U the
decision or a Clreuit Court Is contrary to the
Stcretar:v'a tn~retation of the Social SecuritY Aet and relllllations. SSA. Ukf! some
other Federal qencies, issues a ruling statina: that It wUI not adopt the court's decision as agency policy. There are currentlY 7
suc.h rullnp ol nonacquiescence by the
Social Security Administration.
Rouse bill
Requires that a deeision or a Clreult Court
of Appeals lnterpreUng tiUe n of the Social
Security Act or Its regulations ln a manner
different from prevallln& policy be appealed
to the Supreme Court or the Stcretary must
apply the Interpretation underlying that decision as arcncy poUey ln the circuit. U the
Supreme court denies review, clreult-wlde
acqulf!SCence with that in~retatlon would
be required untO the Supreme Court ruled
on the issue. lneludes title XV1 conforming
am~odmenC..

Bf/ectloc dat..-On enactmenl.. with respect to all circuit court deel.slons made on
or after the date of enactment. and with respect to circuit court decisions for whleb the
Secretary stU! has an Opportunity to request
review by tho Supreme Court.
Senate amendment

Requires SSA to notify Concress and
print tn the Fetkrtd ~ter <wltllln 90 da:vs
after df!Cislon date, or on the last date available lor appeal, whichever Is laW> an eXPlanation or the aeency's decision to acquiesce
or not acquiesce In decisions of the Clreult
eouru relatlnc to lnterpretatlon of the
Social Security Act or of regulations Issued
under the Act. Ill cases where the SecretarY
Is acquiescing, the reporttnr requirement
would apply only to slcnlllcant decisions.
States that nothlne ln the aeetlon ahall be
ln~re~ u sanct.lonlni an:v decision of
thf! Stcretar:v not to acquiesce ln th" df!CI·
slon of a circuit court.
Effective dat..-Appllea to Court decisions
rendered after the date of enactment.
Con/ermoe agreement
The conterence acreement deletes both
the Bouse ond senate lanJUaae. The confer- do not lntend that the a~~tttment to

drop both provlslotlS be ln~reted as approval Of "non•&equlescenc<!" by a federal
acency to an ln~rf!tat.lon of a U.S. C!rcult
Court of Appeals as a cenenoJ pract.lee. On
the contrt.r:v. the conferees note that questions have been raised about the constitutional basis of non-acquiescence and man:v
of the conferees have strong concerns about
some of the ways In Olblc.h thl.s policY has
been applied, even U constJtut.lonaJ. Thus.
the conferees urce that a policy of non-ac·
quiescence be followed only ln situations
where the Admlnlstrt.Uon bas lniUa~ or
has the reasonable expectat.lon and lnten·
Uon of lnll.latinll the steps necessary to receive a relllew of the Issue In the Supreme
Court.
The conferees real!!= tbe con~~tesslonal
ln~nt that the Secretary resolve policy con·
ructs promptly ln order to achieve consls&.ent unUorm administration or the procram.
This obJect.lve may be acbleYed ln at least
two ways other than non-acquiescence wben
the acency Is faced with confllcUnc lnterpretaUons of the meanlnc and lnten~ or the
Social Security Act: either to appeal the
Issue to the Supreme Court. or to seek a legIslative remecly from the Con~~tC$S.
When there a.re court ruiJnia which the
Secret.ar:v believes are lnconslstent with the
meantnc and ln.t ent of the law, the Secretary should diligently pursue appropriate
appeals channels on an expeditious basis.
By re!ustnc to apply c:!r=it court ln~re
tations and by not prompUy -ll:lna' ..,.,;.,..,
by the Supreme Court. the Stcretar:v lorees
benetlelat!es to re-litigate the same Issue
over and over acatn In the circuli.. at substantial expense to botb beneficiaries and
the federal rovemmenL This Is clearly an
undesirable consequence. The conferees also
feel that ln addition to the practlcal admln·
lsl.raUve problems wblc.h may be raised by
non-acqules«nce, the lecaJ and Const.ltuUonal IssUes raised by non4CQules«nce can
only be sett.led by the Supreme Court. The
conferees therefore urce the Administration
to seek a resolution or this t.ssue.
The conferees r=IIDI%e that the realities
ol JltlpUoo do not make it appropriate or
feasible to appeal every adverse decl.slon
with whlc.h the Secretary continues to d.is-acree. In mch Instances, however, the conrerees stron&IY Insist that CoOin$$' Juda·
ment u to the :appropriate polJo7' &hould
prevafl. The conferees eXPet1 the Stcretar:v
to propose what sbe belleves to be t.'PllrDPri·
atf! remedial teclslatlon for congressional
consideration.
It Is clearly undesirable to have tnaJor dlf.
!erences ln statutory Interpretation between
the Secretary and the couru remain unresolved lor a protracted period of ume. The
conferees belleve this teclslatlon takes a
maJor steP toward removtnc the obstacles to
resolution bY elarl!:vlnc the statutory Jan.
a:uace and congrf!SS!onallntent.

u. t'AYJO:Nr or cosrs or Ra<AarurAno"
SJ:avltJ:S

Pre3entla\D

Presently, States are reimbursed for voca·
tlonal rellabOJtaUon <VR> servtees pro'rided
to OI and SSI rf!Ciplents wblc.h result In
their performance or subslanllal pln!ul actl'rit:v <SGA) lor at least 9 montbs.. For sucb
tndlvlduala. servtees are reimbursable tor as
lone as they are tn VR and re«lvlnc casb
benefits. U the Individual Is reviewed and
round to have medicallY recovered wbDe In
VR, cash benefits may contlnue <under Sec·
tlons 225<bl and/or 163l<a><6l of the Social
Security Act. work·lncentlve provisions e.oactf!d tn 1980). The State arency Is relm-
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bursed tor these VR servtces on the same ommendatlons would be published In the
basis as applies to other beneficiaries-onlY Secretary's annual reports.
In addition. Section 307 or the bill reif the beneficiary is returned to SGA for 9
Quires this advisory council to study alternamonths.
tive
approaches to work evaluation for ssr
Hou.ebiU
applicants and recipients and the effectiveAllows reimbursement to Sta.te asencies
ness or VR servtces for SSI recipients.
for costs or VR servtces provided to indJvid·
Effectiw date.-On enactment. Authority
uals receiving DI benefits under Section
225<bl who medically recover while ln VR. for the council expires December 31. 1985.
and to those receiving SSI dlsabllity who SC11aU amendment
are found lncligible for benefits by reason or
Directs next quadrennial advisory council
medical recovery <whether or not receiving on social security to study the medleal and
SSI under Section 163(a)(6)). Reimbursable vocational aspects of dJsabWcy using lid hoc
servtces would be those provided prior to hls panels of experts where appropriate. The
or ner working at SGA for 9 months. or study shall Include: <ll alternative apprior to the month benefit entitlement proaches t.o work evaluation for recipients
ends. whichever ls earlier. and would not be of SSI: <2> the effectiveness or vocational re·
contingent upon the indJ111dual worklnr at habUltat-ion programs lor Dl and SSI recipiSGA for at least 9 months. Also provides for ents: and (31 the Question of using special·
reimbursement in eases where DI or SSI dis· !sts !or completing medical and vocational
abllicy recipient does not meet the require· evaluations at the State agency level in the
ment or successful return to SGA because dJsabUlty determination proeess.
lie refuses without ~rood cause to continue
Effective date.· Requires Secretary to apIn or cooperate with the VR program.
point members by June 1, 1985.
Effectiw date--For individual receiving ConJerence agreement
benefits as a result of section 225<bl <or who
The coo.ference agreement follows the
are no longer entitled to SSI benefits because or medical recovery) tor months after Senate amendment l\1th amendments providJni in detail the Issues to be studJed by
the month or enactmentthe Advisory CounciL
Senate a.menctment
13. SrAI'F ArroiUll!YS
Same. except does not pay for set\1ces to
those who ran to cooperate or refuse to con- Present lCUD
tinue participation in VR. and does not
Qualifications for administrative law
apply to SSI program.
Judge (ALJ) positions are set by the O!flee
Effective date--For servtces rendered to Of Personnel Management <OPMl. To QUalindJvidual$ who reeeive benefits under Sec- Ity tor SSA's G$-15 AIJ position, an applition 225<bl for months after the month o! cant must have at least 1 year or Qualify(ng
enactment.
experience at or comparable to the G$-14
grade level in Federal servtce. Staff attorco~.rertnce agreerrumt
The conference aereement. follows the neys In SSA's Office of Hearings and AP.
Bouse bW with technical amendments to peals <OBAl have the appropriate type of
correct the SSI provision. and an amend- qua.ll!ying experience. However. there are
toent to the effective date to apply the pro- no Gs-14 DOSitlons as OBA staff attorneys:
vision in the first month following the G5-13 is the highest staff attorney position.
Prior to a recent decision by OPM, staff atmontll after enactment.
The coo.ferees expect that the Secretary torneys dJd not nave Qualifying experience
wW reimburse the State agencies for voca- at the necessary grade level. On May 9,
tional rebabUJtatlon services provided to a 1984, OPM revised this criteria to permit apbenetfclary wllo refuses without good cause plicants to qualify with 2 years of Qualify[ng
to continue or to cooperate iJi a vocational experience at the G$-13 level. No Gs-14 exrehabUltation program in sucll a way as to perience Is necessary.
preclude his successful rehabilitation onlY Hou.eb!U
ln those cases in which the Secretary also
Requires the Secretary to establish
suspends that person's disabUity benefits enough GS-13 aDd G5-H attorney advisor
because of such refusal.
oosltlons to enable otherwise Qualified staff
12. ADVISORY COIJWCIL ON MEDICAL ASPECTS attorneys to compete for ALJ positioN. A
90-da.y lnterim progress repart and a 180OF DISABILITY
daY final report by the Secretary would be
Present law
Section 706 of tbe Social Security Act pro- required.
Effective dale--On enactment.
vides for the appolntment or a 13-memher
Quadrennial advisory council on social secu- Senate amendment
No
provision.
rity. It is responsible tor studylng all aspects
or the OASI. DI. m. and SMI programs. Conference agreement
The councils are comprised of metobers or
The coo.ference agreement follows the
the public.
House bill with an amendment substituting
The next advisory council is seheduled to a requirement for a report to the House
be aPPOinted ln 1985 and to make Its !lnal Committee on Ways and Means and the
report on December 31. 1986.
Senate Committee on Finance on the acThere are no reQuJrements In the law per- tions taken bY the Secretary to establish potaining to the creation or advisory councils sitions to enable starr attorneys to gain
to deal sPec(flcally with dJsabUlty matters.
qualify(ng experience of the Quality neeesHow;ebiU
saey to compete for ALJ positions.
In view or the recent actions by OPM and
ReQuires the Secretary to appoint. wlthln
60 days after enactment. a 10-metober advi- SSA, the coo.ferees do not believe it Is necessory council on the medJcal aspects or dis- sary to statutorily require that GS13 and
ability. This would be in addJtlon to the reg- GS14 SSA star! attorney DOSitlons be estab·
ular quadrennial council. The council, to be lished so as to permit those attorneys to
composed of lndependent medlcal and voca- QUalify ror GS15 ALJ positions. Congress
tional experts and the Commissioner of SSA recognizes that such changes are critical in
ez: officio, would provide advice and recom· order to ensure the continued availability of
mendations t.o the Secretary on disability qualified attorneys and ALJ's and urges the
policies. standards. and procedures. Any rcc· Secretary to take all reasonable stePS to see

::Jeptember 1!/, 1 !llJ4

that the OPM actions result In SSA attorneys becoming Qualified tor GS15 ALJ posi·
t!ons.
The conferees are concerned. however.
upon review of the new examination an·
nouncement. that there may not exist
withln OBA positions ln wh.l ch a staff attorney can now serve and obtain the experi·
ence needed to meet the "quality of experi·
ence" requirements <in particular. the re..
qulrement that eases he listed whicll demonstrate knowledge, sk.Ws and abWtles in the
rules of evidence and trial procedures. and
in declslon-mak.lng ability!.
The conferees expect that. if nec-ary,
the Secretary wW establish positions which
enable staff attorneys to gain the Qualifying
experience and quality o! experience neees·
saey to compete for AIJ positions.
14. SSI B£NEJ'ttS FOR P&i!SONS WORKING
DESPin; SEVERE IMPAou.um-tS

Presentl<tw

Under the SSI program. an individual who
Is able to engage In substantial gainful activity CSGAl cannot becomt eligible for SSI
dJsabWty payments. Prior to the enactment
of a provision In 1980, a dl.sabled SSI recipient aenerally ceased to he eligible for SSI
when hls or her earnings exceeded the level
which demonstrates SGA-$300 monthly.
Under Section 1619(a) of the Social Security Act. enacted in the DlsabUlty Amend·
ments of 1980, severely dlsabled SSI recipients who work and earn more than SGA
may receive a special payment and thereby
maintaln medicaid coverage and social servIces. The amount of the special payment is
equal to lhe SSI benefit they would nave
been entitled to receive under the regular
SSl program were It not for the SGA eligibllity cut-oft. Special benellt status is thus
terminated when the Individual's earnlngs
exeeed tile amount which would cause the
Federal SSI payment to be reduced to zero
<I.e .. the "break-even" level which Is currently $713 per month for an Individual
with earnings!. Under Section 1619<bl, medIcaid and social servtces may continue
beyond this level, untU earnings reach a
level where the Secretary finds: <ll that termination of eligibility !or these benefits
would not seriously inhibit the Individual's
abWty to contlnue hls employment. or <21
the individual's eamlngs arc not sufflc!en.t
to allow him to provide for himself a reasonable equivalent of the cash and other benefits that would be avaUable ln the absence
ol earnlngs.
Section 1619 expired on December 31,
1983. It is being contlnued administratively
under demonstration proJect authority to
those people who were eligible for SSI as or
that date.
Hou.e Bilt

Extends Sections 1619 Cal and (bl through
June 30. 1986.
In addJtion, requires the Secretaries o.f
HHS and Education to establish tral.nlng
programs for staff persoonelln SSA district
offices and State VR agencies, and disseminate Information to SSI applicants. recipients, and potentially Interested public and
private organl2ations.
Effective date. -On enacttoent. retroactive
to January 1, 1984.
Senate amendment
Same, except extended through June 30.
1987.
Con{ereJICe agreement
The conference agreement follows the
Senate amendment.
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15. F'lt!:Qln:NC'l' or Co!rni<VtlCc EucoiLDT

RIMZWS

PraentLa.tD

Under a provision enacted In 1980. all DI
beneficiaries., except those with permanent
impairments. mus~ seneraUy be reviewed at
least once every 3 years to a.sscss their eon·
tlnulng eUSlblllty.
Under a provision enacted In 1983 <P.L.
97-455>. the Seeret.aey Is provided the au·
thority to modify this 3-year review reQuirement on a state-by.atate basis. The appro.
prlate number of eases !or review Is t.o be
based on the ba.cltloc of pen.U,.. cases. the
number of appUeaUons for benefits. and
stalliDg levels.
On AprU 13, 1984, Seeret.aey Recltler an·
nouncecl a temPOrary, nationwide morat.ori·
um On periodic ellclbWty reviews.
HOU#bill

No provision.

Senate anundment

ReQuires Seerel.tlr)' t.o promulgate regula·
tions establ lshlnc atandar<ls !or determlnlni
the freQuency of continuing eUgibUJty reviews. Final reJUiatlons must be Issued
within 6 months or enactment.. unw these
regulations are Issued, no Individual may
have more than one periodic review.
El/eet!lHl d4te.-On enact.ment.

Cont-.enee avree>Mnt

The conference acreement rouows the
Senate amendment.
16. MOYnOJUlfc OP REI'u:sElfTAnYP; PA1'ttS
FOR 5ociAL SllCtJIUTY Al<ll SSl BEKEPICWW:S

Presmtlaw
The Seeret.aey ma.y APPOint a represent&·
t1ve pasee Cor an Individual entitled t.o socla1
seeurlty or SSI beneflta wben It appea.n; to
be In the Individual's best Interest.. Payees
must be apPOinted !or Individuals receiving
SSI who are addicted to drUgs or alcohoL
A payee convicted or mlsustnc a social security beneflclary'a !uncia Is ..,Uty or a
felony, punishable by Imprisonment !or not
more than 5 years and/or a Cine of not more
tban $5,000. A payee convicted o! mlsustnc
an SSI recipient's !uncls Is ..,Uty of a misdemeanor. punishable by Imprisonment !or
not more than 1 year and/or a Cine o! not
more than S1.000.
There are no atatutory reQuJrements or
restrictions on the selection and monitoring
of payees.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendnunt
ReQuires Seeret.aey to: U> evalu~te qualWeatlons or prospective POJiee either prior to
or within 45 dOSS !oUowlnc certWeatlon. <2>
establish a syat.em or annual accountabWty
monitortnr !or ...... In which pa)'tDents are
made to someone other than a parent or
sPOuse Uvlns In the aamc household as the
entitled Individual. and <3> report to Con·
ness within 6 months or enact.ment on lm·
plementatlon of the new ayst.e.m and report
annually on nwnber of cases of misused
funds and disposition or such cases.
The !toe !or a first offense by a pasee con·
victed of misusing SSl benefits would be In·
creased to not more than SS,OOO and. !or
both prorrams, a second oUense by a payee
would be made a felony punishable by lm·
prlsonment for not more than 5 years and/
or a nne or DOt more than $25,000. Indlvld·
uals convicted of a felony under this provi·
sion could DOt be lelected u a POJ7ee.
c;//et!tioe 44te.-On enactment.

Con/tmtce agrcenunl
The conference agreement rouows the
Senate amenclment with amenclment& t.o reQulre a report to ConKJUS within 2'10 dOSS
alter the date of enactment..
Wblle t.be conference ae:reement. recognizes that It may be necessary t.o appoint a
representative pasec prior to completion or
the tnvestfptlon requlred by the provision.
the managers· believe that the Secretary
should do so cautiously. In particular, the
manaaers direct the Secret.aey to establlsh
procedures under which ruae lump.sum
payments or retro.ctlve benefits wU1 not or·
dlnarUy be paid to new repruentative
payees until the Investigation or their sult.abllitY bas been auccastullY completed
These procedures should. however, allow for
reasonable exceptions where the funds are
urcenUy needed, for example, to avoid eviction or to meet au.jor mcdfeal needs.
Where State Institutions serve as representative payees !or their residents, the
annual reportlnr requlrementa or the con·
terence agreement do not apply. Tbls ex·
emption. however. f.s not designed to shield
Institutional payees !rom accountabWty but
rather to allow the Secretary the Oe.xibWty
to establlsh more appropriate and e!!eetlve
systems or audltlns the usc or social security funds by such lnstftuti003. The managen
wish to make clear their Intention that the
Secretary Implement a thorough and com·
prehenslve audit methodology to a:ssure
that Social Security Act benefits !or resf.
dents of State Institutions are not misused.
These om:fte reviews would be expected to
involve, at a minimum, discussions with institution stall, an a udit of a ample of resl·
dents acc:ounta In each tnstllutlon and on·
ward Interviews and observations to ensure
that benefits are being properly used. At a
minimum, each •uch Institution should be
audited once every three yean, Tbls 3-year
cycle wW allow the Seeret.aey to audit onethird of such Institutions each year-thus
pennlt.t lng a more thorough audlt than
would be posolblc on an annual basts. The
manacers !urtbe< expect that tbe lnltla!
rePOrt on tbe Implementation o! this section .
of the bW wru Include a !uU exposltfon of
the audit procedures which the secretary
wru utilize In monlt.orinr State Institutions
which act as representative bayees.
17. F~

Present laiD

The malo source or funding tor the DI
program Is that POrtion or the socla1 seeurl·
ty tax allocated by law !or dlsabWty. At
present., the dlsabWty POrtion of the tax is 1
percent <employee and employer combined).
It Is scheduled to rise to 1.2 percent In the
1990's and to 1.42 percent thereafter. U rev·
enuea from the tax exceed amoun·t s needed
!or benefit pa.yment.s. the excess Is placed In
the trust fund reserve. U revenues taU short
of the amount needed, the reserve Is drawn
on t.o make up the diUercnce. (To make
tlme!y bene!lt pnyments It Is neces:;ary to
bave at least one month's bene!lt payments
In reserve at the beatnntns or each months to 9 percent of annual e>~pendltureJS. Reserves must be sufficient to meet this per·
centage requJrement at the beginning ot
each month notwlthstan.U,.. any decUne In
revenues or Increase In expenditures durinc
theyear.l
To help assure continued benefit paymeats over the oe.xt l ew years In Lbe event
of adverse conditions. the social seeurlty lecislatlon enacted In 1983 authorised Interfund borrowing for ealendu years 1983-
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1987. In addition. the 1983 leclslatlon reQuired the 0.6801 Board of Trustees, when·
ever It determines that trust fund reserves
may become leoss than 20 percent, to Immediately aubmlt t.o Cona:ress a rePOrt setting
!orth lts recommendation.~ !or statutory adJustments necessary to restore the reserve
ratio. Tbls report to the Concress bY the
Trustees must provide speetllc ln!onnaUon
as t.o the extent to which benefits would
have to be reduced, pa.yroU taxes Increased.
or some combination thereof. In order to restore the trust fund reserve ratio.
Bou.se bill
No provision..
Senate amendment

ReQuires the &aetary to adJust disability
Insurance benefit lncreaaa as necessary to
prennt the Dl trust lund balance !rom fall·
1ng below a defined thresbolcl The Secret.aey would be required to notlly the COn·
cress by JU]y 1 In any sear In whlcb the
amount or the DI trust fund at the start or
the next year f.s projected to be lOS$ than 20
pen:enL of the yeat's expenditures. U Congress took no action. the Seeret.aey must
scale back the next coat.-o!·Uvlng Increase
!or dlsabWty Insurance bene!lclarles as necessary to keep the lund balance !rom !alllng
below 20 percent.. U further necessary to
keep the fund !rom !alUnc below 120 per·
cen.t , the Seeretary would also be reQuired
t.o scale back the lncreue In the benefit formula used to determine new benefit awucls
the following year.
c;//ectfoe d4te.-On enact.menL
Con/n-etlff4vree>Mnl

The conlerence acreement follows the
HousebDL
18. l\4£\StluS To laalto-n: COIIO'UAI<a: Wrm
Pu12A1. LAw

PrumtlatD

The States are responsible, on a voluntary
basis. for Cletermlnlnr whether Individuals
are disabled un<ler tbe meaning of the
Social Security Act.. Obeler tbe law, States
administering the program are reQulred to
make dlsabWty det<!nolnatlom In accord
with Federal law and the standards and
&uideJJnes estabUsbed by the Department of
Health and Ruman Services. AU benefit
pasments and admlnJstratJve costa or the
States maldor these determlnattoas are fl.
nanced or reimbursed by the DlsabWty Insurance Trust Puncl
The law provides for the ~tary to
commence actions to take OTer the dlsablllty
detennlnattoo procesa li a State falls to
follow Federal rules. A series of procedural
steps must be c:ompUed with before such
Pederal assumption can be aecompllsbecl
The Secretary ma:r not commence maldng
disability detenolnatlons earUer than 6
months alter. <1 l !lndlnr. after notice and
OPPOrtunity !or bearing, that a State
agency Is substantially out of compliance
with Federal law; <2> developing all procedures t.o Implement a plan for partial or
complete assumption or the cllsabWty deter·
mtnatfons which cranta hlrlnr preference to
the State employees; and <3> the Seeretary
of Labor determines that the State bas
made lair and equitable arraneements to
protect the Interests or displaced emplo:rees.
Prior to the SeeretarTI announee.ment In
AprU 1984 o! a temPOrary nationwide mora·
t.orium on periodic revlen, several Slates on
their own lnltlstlve were fllliJng to cond=
elicibllity review& In aecordance With Pederal law and au.ndards. Eighteen States «ere
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eour!Alrdered eligibility eri·
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak·
tena. or pending court order.
er, I ask unanimous consent that the
statement of the managers be read In
HousebUl
lieu of the report.
No provision.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is
Stnale amendment
Requires Ule Secretary to federalize dis· there objection to the request of the
ability detenn!natlons In a State within 6 gentleman from lllinois?
There was n.o objection.
months or finding that the State Is not In
substantial compliance wil.h Federal law and
The Clerk read the statement.
standards. <Such finding must be made
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI <during the
within 16 weeks or Ule time a State's failure reading). Mr. Speaker. I ask unani·
to eoz:nply first comes to the attention of the mous consent to dispense with further
secretary. Durin& this 16-week period. at reading of the statement.
Ule discretion of the Secretary, a hearing
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is
could be afforded to the State.) The Secretary would be required. to Ule extent !ea.sl· there objection to the reQuest of the
gentleman
from lllinoiS?
ble. to meet the requirements of present law
There was no objection.
regarding the transfer o! functions. Prov!·
sian expires December 31,1.987.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Effective d4te.-On enactment..
gentleman from lllinois [Mr. RoSTEN·
Co71[erence agreement
Kowstul will be recognized for 30 min·
The conference agreement follows the utes and the gentleman from Texas
Senate bW u1Ul an amendment to require [Mr. ARCHER] will be recognized for 30
the SecretarY to waive any applicable per- minutes.
sonnel ceilings and other restrictions in eat·
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
rying out the provl.slons. Under the confer- from lllinOis [Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI].
ence agreement, protections ore being given
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak·
to State agency employees. U the Secretary
assumes Ule functions of the DlsabUity De· er, I yield myself such time as I may
terminations Agency, t.hen preference must consume.
be given In hiring to agency employees who
G:QfERAL LEAVE
ore capable of performing the requisite
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak·
dutles. The conferees furt.her Intend that er. I ask unanimous consent that all
t.he SecretarY should make every effort Members may have 5 legislative days
throughout Ule 180 day period to comply in
which to revise and extend their re·
wit.h the requirements In the law concerning
the blring of State employees and the pro- marks on the conference report on
H.R.
3755, the conference report
tection of their interests In the event of Ule
SecretarY assuming the functions of the under consideration.
State agency.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is
there objection to the request of the
19. S&PARAlliUTY Cu.ust
The Conference agreement Includes a. gentleman from Dllnols?
separabUity clause stating that the constituThere was no objection.
tional lnva.lldlty of any provision or the bW
0 1650
shall not affect the otber provisions of Ute
bill.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak·
DAN ROStt:N'KOWSIO.
er, 1 submit today a conference agree·
J.J. PICKJ.E.
ment on the Social Security DisabilitY
Alroru:w JACOIJS, Jr.,
Benefits
Re!orm Act of 1984, H.R.
RICHAJU> A. GEPJWU>T.
3755. My remarks will be brie!, beJt><SHANNO.N,
cause
I
think
the situation that this
WYCK£ FoWI.El\, Jr.,
bill corrects is only too well known to
llAnOLP Pon.».
BARB£R B. CoNt.l!t.E, Jr.,
every Member in this Chamber: Hun·
BILL ARCHER,
dreds of thousands of beneficiaries
WlLLls D. GltADrsoN, Jr.,
have lost their benefits, thousands of
CAAAOLI. C.u&PBELL,
appeals are clogging our Federal court
.Ucnagers on lhe Pert of !he House.
dockets, 29 States have re!used to
BoB DOLE,
follow the aclmlnlstration's instruc·
Boa PACKWOOD.
tions for termination of benefits, and
BD.LROTB,
200 Federal courts all over the country
JoHN C.. DAN1'0Rm.
have threatened the Secretary of
RussELL B. LoNG,
Health
and Ruman Services with con·
LLoYD BENTSEN,
D.P. MoYl<lliAN,
tempt of court citations for refusing to
Managers on the Part of !he Senate.
pay benefits when ordered. This chaos
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak- must end, and it will end today with
er, on behaU of the couunittee on con· the passage of B.R. 3755. Indeed. the
ference, I call up the conference Senate has already approved the con·
report on the bill <B.R. 3755> to ference report, by a vote of 99 to 0,
amend titles n and XVI of the Social and our action is the only step remainSecurity Act to provide for reform in Ing before sending the bill to the
the disability determination Process, President.
This conference agreement was hard
and ask unanimous consent for Its im·
mediate consideration In the Bouse.
fought, and took longer to reach than
many here had expected, because the
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. ls differences between the House and the
there objection to the request of the Senate were important and sharply
gentleman !romlllinois?
drawn. In the end, however, we have
There was no objection.
an agreement that preserves the basic
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Bouse provision for the standard of
medical improvement: The Secretary
must now show that a disabled per·
son's condition has improved be!ore
ending his eligibility for disability ben·
efits. And we affirmed In the State·
ment of Managers that the Administration's policy of ignoring Federal cir·
cult court rules of law is not condoned
by the Congress, and that the Secre·
tary should either follow such rulings
or appeal the issue to the Supreme
Court.
In short, In all vital respects, the
conference agreement preserves the
Bouse versions of the bill that my
couunittee labored so long to develop.
The credit for achieving this victory
must go to my colleague, the chairman
of the Social Security Subcommittee,
J.J. PtcKLE. For over a year and a half,
he has worked to put this bill together
and get it enacted, so successfully that
this body approved the bill 410 to 1
last spring. Without hiS tireless inter·
est and efforts, no bill would ever have
reached the Bouse floor. no action
would ever have been taken by the
Senate, and no compromJse would
have been reached with the Senate
conferees. I commend him for his lead·
ership and determination: The dis·
abled people of America owe J.ua
PICKLE an enormous debt of gratitude.
I also commend the other Bouse
conferees, and especially JIM SHAN·
NON, who was the other major force
for action In support of the bill on my
committee. He devoted many hours to
ensuring that this bill protected the
interests of disabled beneficiaries, and
it is a tribute to his commitment and
energy that we are today about to approve this agreement.
This bill has true bipartisan support.
and enthusiasm, In both the Senate
and the House. It Is desperately
needed. and I urge adoption of the
conference report.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker, I rise In support of
H.R. 3755 w!th !ewer misgivings than I
expressed In March. I think the con·
terence process has resulted in a
better bill than the Bouse passed earlll!r.
1 say this even though the conference report is estimated by the Social
Security Aclmlnlstration to cost more
In the short-range than the House bill.
Originally, OASDI costs !or 1984-1!8
were proJected as $2.4 billion; now
SSA estimates that to be $3.5 blWon.
The difference is explained by the fact
that the original bill was intended to
be prospective, but the final measure
is retroactively applied to 40,000 cases
now pending In the Federal courts.
While I am concerned about these
added costs, I should note that I also
was concerned about the reliability of
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the earlier estimates. I believe the revised estimates are more reliable because the scope of retroactivity has
been clearly delineated by the Congress, and not left to the whim of
courts.
Philosophically, I remain opposed to
a medical improvement standard,
which creates a dual standard when
compared to the level of severity
which must be met by new applicants.
However, f:iven these reservations, I
believe the standard we have developed in the conference report is a
more reasonable one, because it places
on the beneficiary the same obligation
that an initial applicant faces in submitting medical evidence and cooperating With requests for consultative
exams. Further, the final decision is to
be m.a de on the weight of that evidence. While I'm concerned that this
is a fine line to adjudicate, it eXPresses
the conferees' intent that the final decision be made on a neutral basis.
The final bill also contains more explicit language concerning pain, which
we hope Will resolve pending litigation
untU the Social Security Subcommit·
tee reviews a mandated study and
report.
Further, the bill should be somewhat easier to administer. For example, we left the fact-to-face interview
for continuing disability reviews at the
reconsideration level rather than requiring them at the initial review
stage.
And finally, both House and Senate
conferees threw In the towel and receded on nonacquiescence; that is,
opinion was divided so sharply on the
Issue of requiring SSA to acquiesce to
differing circuit court standards that
we agreed to encourage SSA to litigate
this Issue before the Supreme Court.
On balance, I'm satisfied this Is an
Improved bill. but still one which will
be difficult to administer. With that in
rnmd, I plan to introduce, in the next
session, legislation to streamline. the
administration of the disability adjudication process. I'm concerned that the
current appeals process not only has
too many administrative layers of
review, but Invites conflicting court decisions. While variety may be the spice
of life, I'm convinced that the OASDI
program needs stabillty far more than
spice.
For today, I support H.R. 3755, and
thank my subcommittee chairman,
Mr. Picl!LE, and the chairman of the
full committee, Mr. ROSn:NKOWSKI,
for listening so patiently to the views
of the minority, and considering those
views in negotiating the final package.
Mr. Speaker, I Yield such time as he
may consume to the ranking member
of the Committee on Ways and Means,
the gentleman from New YOI'k (Mr.
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Mr. Speaker, I rise In support of the Secretary to submit a report by
H.R. 3755, the Social Security Disabil- December 31, 1985, concerning pain.
ity Benefits Reform Act of 1984. In and a second report by July 1, 1986, on
March, when I spoke on behalf of the the impact of the continuation of ben-

original bW, 1 expressed hope that the
administration would support it, and
work With the other body to perfect
certain features, which in SSA's judgment, would be difficult to administer.
That was 6 monthS ago. Fortunately,
because Secretary Heckler previouslY
had Imposed a moratorium on continuing disabillty reviews, the 6-month
delay has not harmed current beneficiaries. Also, I am pleased to be able to
report, the administration did cooper·
ate With our colleagues on the Finance
Committee to produce a companion
bW. Our conference was fruitful, and I
believe this final package or disability
reforms merits our bipartisan support.
Most importantly, this bill reestablishes national standards for a national program. Among Its administrative
provisions, for example, is one introduced by the Senate which should
deter States from running amuck In
the future. Specifically, the Secretary
would be required to federalize disabilIty determinations In a State, Within 6
monthS of finding that the State Is
not In substantial compliance With
Federal law and standards. While the
Department of Health and Human
Services' experience With "substantial
compliance" In the AFDC program,
which is State administered, suggests
that the Secretary may have difficulty
enforcing this provision, I would hope
the States view it as "handwriting on
the wall".
Substantively, the bill's major provision, a cle.a rly defined medical im·
provement standard,
has
been
strengthened, and more explicit treatment of pending court cases bas been
provided. The latter was urged by the
Justice Department as a way of resolvlne the 40,000-plus cMes pendlntr In
our Federal courts.
On the other hand, the Senate's
original 3 year sunset date for medical
Improvement was deleted, saving beneficiaries, the administration, and many
of you, my friends, from revisiting the
Issue in the near future. That isn't to
say I think we have drafted the defini·
tive standard !or medical Improvement. But I do think that we should
permit the new standard to be implemented and tested fully before we
evaluate it in terms of: First, equity
for beneficiaries; second, feasibility of
administration; and third, program
costs. After that, we should take a
long-range approach to any mod.lffcatlons. Current beneficiaries and the
Social Security Administration need
breathing space and relief from the
program turmoil which began when
we enacted the Disability Insurance
Amendments of 1980.
This is not to say that other disabilCONABU:).
Mr. CONABLE. I thank the gentle· Ity 'Issues won't require attention In
the near future. The bW Itself requires
man for yielding time to me.

efits during the appeal process. Both
issues promise to be sensitive, complex, and expensive in terms of long.
range remedies. Further, I suggest
that Congress may need to address administrative issues, which simplify or
expedite an adjudicative process which
has In these past 4 years-with the assistance of the Federal courts-become
chaotic and unmanageable.
In the meantime. H.R. 3755 incorporates features which are necessary to
reestablish the credibility of the continuing disability review. and I urge bipartisan support.
Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. CONABLE. I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. CONTE).
Mr. CONTE. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, I rise In strong support
of the conference agreement for H.R.
3755, the Social Security Disability
Amendments of 1984. And, although I
don't want to take a lot of time, I feel
compelled to express my admiration
and respect for the cbalrman of the
Social Security Subcommittee, JAKE
P.tC'KIZ, who I know worked diligently
to form a compromise on this legislation with the other body.
We need to send a strong signal to
the disabled in America and pass this
conference report overwhelminglY.
The bW establishes a comprehensive
medical Improvement standard for disability recipients that is more humane
than the standard used In present law.
The errors In the continuing reviews
In 1981 are largely derived from, I believe, a lack of consistent, uniform
medical improvemeut standards.

Another problem With present law is
the fact that many disabDity recipients allege pain that cannot be found
using regular medical techniques.
That does not mean, however, that
these people are not suffering pain,
and to that end, the bill requires an
evlauation of the causes of pain.
The bW also imposes a moratorium
on all reviews of the mentally impaired, allows establishment of demon·
stration projects to provide face-toface Interviews for preterminatlon disability cases, provides continued disability benefits through the administrative appeals level, and requires published standards on the frequency of
continuing disability reviews.
Mr. Speaker, the conference agreement is similar to legislation I have cosponsored and have sponsored In the
past several months. I was proud to be
a cosponsor of H.R. 3755 myself, and
am pleased With the result from conference.
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This legislation will help end the
crisis In the disability program. It is a
good bill, a bipartisan bill, fashioned
as a realistic response to a serious
problem. It deserves our unquestionIng support.
Mr. REGULA. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. CONABLE. I yield to t he gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. REGULA. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, I rise In support of the
conference agreement o.n H.R. 3755,
the Social Security disability amend·
ments, and I would Uke to encourage
my colleagues to do the same.
Over the last 2~ years there have
been many problems which have
plagued the Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDIJ Program and its reclpien.t s.
It has been a hard fought battle to
have this legislation brought to the
House floor for a first vote and to
achieve a successful conference. However. we have finally put the political
games aside and concentrated on the
IndividualS who ha.ve been harmed by
the 1980 legislation.
This conference report will not alleviate all of the concerns we have With
the disability program. But it will give
these IndividualS a more fair review
process as well as fairer standards of
disabUJty such as the consideration of
multiple impairments.
I am pleased of the part I had along
With my colleagues on the Select Committee on Aging In gaining bipartisan
cosponsorship of H.R. 3755. The legislation Is desperately needed and again
I urge my colleagues In the House to
help our disabled citizens and vote In
favor of H.R. 3755.
Mr.
HAMMERSCHMIDT.
Mr.
Speaker. will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CONABLE. I yield to the dlstln·
guished

gentleman

from

Arkansas

£Mr. JOHN P AUL R.uu.!ERSCHMIDT],

Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT. I thank
the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, during the last 3 years
we have debated various short-term
and long-term solutions to the problems that arose from the 1980 amendments to the Social Security Act. I sincerely commend the chairman of the
Social Security Subcom.m.Ittee. Mr.
PrcKl.E. and the banking minority
member. Mr. ARcHER, fer their tenacity and for their final achievement.
H.R. 3755.
Medical improvement, one of the
pivotal Issues in the debate, Is clearly
improved by the language In this bill. I
hope that when this provision becomes operational, the burden of
proof will fall on the Social Security
Administration and not on the claimant.
I alSo compliment the conferees on
their provision for multiple Impairments. There are many Individuals,
llartlcularly the elderly, who suffer

from a variety of medical conditions.
Thouch each separate impairment
might not be severe enough to prohib·
it someone from working, the combination of conditions can be totally disabling. H.R. 3755 takes an important
step in recognizing t he effects of multiple Impairments In the determination of disability.
Since H.R. 6181 In 1982, through the
emergency disability amendments
which became Incorporated in the
VIrgin Island tax bill, I have been one
of the principal sponsors of the provision to continue benefits through the
administrative law judge decision for
those claimants who believe that they
have been wrongly terminated. With
some Pride and gratitude, I commend
the conferees for including this provision in the final bUI.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as he may consume to the subcommittee chairman,
the gentleman from Texas, Mr. JAKE
PICKLE.

Mr. PICKLE. I thank the gentleman
for yielding time to me.
Mr. Speaker, I rise today to call on
all Members to support the passage of
H.R. 3755, the Social Security DisabU·
Ity Benefits Reform Act of 1984. Passage of these amendments Is of vital
importance to the Social Security disability insurance system
The legislation before you today addresses the most critical Issues facing
the disability program.
First and foremost, we have provided
tor a medical Improvement standard
which spells out clearly the proper
standard !or continuing disability reviews. Under this conference agreement, benefits may be terminated for
beneficiaries on the basis that they
are no longer disabled only if there is
substantial evidence that there has
been any medical improvement In the
Individual's condition and t hat the Individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity. If there has
been no medical Improvement, bene·
fits may still be terminated if there is
substantial evidence that the indlvid·
ual can pertorm substantial gainful activity and that he has benefited from
technological advances In medical or
vocational therapy. Benefits may alSo
be terminated it there Is substantial
evidence that the Impairment Is not as
disabling as originally thought, or that
the original decision was reached erroneously or fraudulently.
I cover this provision in great detaU
because I want everyone to under·
stand that this agreement is not Intended to give a free ride to anyone.
Neither does it put all the burden on
anyone. It spells out the proper duties
and responsibllities for both the SecretarY and the disabled beneficiaries.
The determination will be by weight
or evidence, on a neutral basis.
This provision Is close to the provl5lon we passed In the House. We have
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not accepted the Senate proposal to
put unfair burden of proof on the beneficiary.
Furthermore, we have responded to
the concern of some that endless litigation will destroy this program. However, we have not. as the Senate proposed, denied relief In the courts for
those beneficiaries who have suffered
because o! the faulty review process.
We have, Instead, stated In detail, the
groups to which this standard will
apply, and how they may obtain protection under lt. The standard w1ll
apply to all future reviews, all cases In
the administrative pipeline, and to ev·
eryone who has, in !act, turned to the
Federal courts !or judicial relief. Even
in the case o! unnamed plaintiffs in
certified class actions, we are providIng relief by requiring the Secretary to
send notice via certified mall informing them that they have 120 days to
file a request for a redetermination by
the Secretary.
Second, we send a clear signal to the
administration that the present policy
or not acquiescing in decisions by the
various U.S. circuit courts of appealS Is
not acceptable. Nowhere else does the
Federal Government refuse In this
manner to enforce the law as Inter·
preted by the Federal circuit courts.
The legal and constitutional Issues
raised by nonacquiescence can only be
settled by the Supreme Court. However, regardless of the legal situation,
the Secretary's current policies are
clearly undesirable. The Secretary's
refusal to broadly apply circuit court
decisions forces beneficiaries to relltlgate the same issue over and over, at
great expense to both the beneficiaries
and the Government. Such a circumstance should be avoided by the Secretary either through an aPPeal to the
Supreme Court or through legislation
!rom the congress.
Third, In addition to these admln.Lstratlve reforms. thJs legislation resolves critical Issues concerning dis·
ability benefits based on pain and multiple Impairments.
With reference to pain, the confer·
ence agreement puts present regula·
tory policy into statute untU January
1, 1987, and mandates that In the
meantime, a study be conducted so
that we might better deal With this
verY difficult Issue. I know that many
Members In both bodies are concerned
about the fairness of our present poll·
cies and I would expect that as we con·
tlnue to benefit from the progress of
medical science, we will Improve our
laws In this regard.
In the area or multiple impairments.
we have made real progress. Under the
conference agreement, the effect of a
combination of impairments, notone
or which alone may be disabling, may
now be considered when determinlng
whether the person's Impairment Is
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medically severe enough to qualify
him for benefits.
These are some of the most impor·
tant provisions o! the bill. I included
the full summary of the conference
agreement in yesterday's REcoRD but I
wanted to take just a minute to em·
phasize what bas been accompllshed.
Let me also remind the Members
that today the program is in a state of
chaos and If we do not act immediately
to restore order. it will utterly col·
lapse.
Perhaps my cry of alarm sounds exaggerated. It is not.
Already In over hal! the States, the
disability program Is being run by Fed·
eral court order or by orders of the
Governor in opposition to the Federal
guidelines set forth by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services. As a
result, we have no uniform national
disability program today.
Our Fedei-al courts are being be·
seached and besieged. On the dockets,
there are over 40,000 disability review
cases affecting nearly 200,000 former
beneficiaries. These appeals represent
the largest part of the Federal court
caseload and are costing us mllllons of
dollars in legal fees and court costs.
All of this has come about because
in the past 3 years, the cases of 1.2
million beneficiaries have been given
reviews resulting in an initial termination rate of over 40 percent. Since
March 1981, nearly hal! a million dis·
ability beneficiaries have been told
they would lose all their benefits be·
cause they were no longer disabled.
But when these cases are appealed,
the beneficiaries have had their bene·
fits restored over 60 percent of the
time. These reviews have been hasty,
harsh and, in too many cases, wrong.
This wholesale removal of people from
the disability rolls is unprecedented. It
has caused a. furor all across the country. All of my colleagues In the Con.
gress, on both sides of the aisle, are
only too sadly aware of the resulting
tragedy. In every district, horror story
after horror story has emerged.
Earlier this year, you joined our
committee in an overwhelming vote of
410- l, passing our House bUl and Sl!nd·
ing a message that this situation was
intolerable.
Finally, even the administration recogniZed that congressional action was
essential. Following our vote in the
House, they imposed a moratorium on
further continuing disability reviews
untO reform legislation could be enacted and implemented.
That legislation Is before you today.
Getting it here has not been easy.
It has required months of long bard
work. And I want to take a. moment to
compliment the leadership of my
chairman, DAN ROSTENKOWSK.I, and of
all the House conferees. They have
stayed with this legislation through
thick and thin. I also want to acknowledge the contributions of Senator

DoLE and his colleagues in the other
body. Their willingness to keep workIng to reach a compromise has made it
possible for us all to be here today and
to enact this crucial legislation.
I would be remiss if I did not give
special recognition to Congressman
JIM SHANNoN of Massachusetts. His
was the original bOl which has served
as the catalyst for the agreement you
have before you today and he, along
with Congressman BERYL ANTHONY,
has been instrumental in shaping
these amendments.
Finally, I cannot emphasize enough
to the Members that this has been a
bipartisan eUort from the beginning.
All my colleagues on the other side o!
the aisle, and especiallY. Mr. CONAIILE,
Mr. .ARCHER, and Mr. GRADISON de·
serve tremendous credit for their contributions over the past 2 years.
So, in conclusion. because this bill is
desperately needed, because it has received strong bipartisan support, and
because it 1s the right t hing to do, I
strongly urge you to support its passage today.
0 1700
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak·
er, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman
from Connecticut CMr. RATCI!l'OIUI] .
Mr. RATCHFORD. Mr. Speaker.
this is legislation that is critically
needed. I know that there is a rush of
the hour to get on with it, but for hundreds of thousands of people throughout these United States, they have
faced the cruelty and inhumanity of
being disqualified, not by an examination, not by face-to-face contact, but
by the computer printout saYing,
"You are qualifled to go back to
work."
We need to put humanity back into
the process. We need to be concerned
for the human side of disabOlty. We
need to have sensitivity to people. All
of this Is contalned in this legislation.
It is the essence of compromise. It deserves our support.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5
minutes to a respected member of our
committee, the gentleman from Ohio
(Mr. GRAl>ISON].
Mr. GRADISON. Mr. Speaker, I rise
In support of the conference agreement on H.R. 3755, the Social Security
Disability Benefits Reform Act of
1984, and I compll.ment my subcommittee chairman, the gentleman from
Texas, on the skill and perseverance
that led to this agreement.
We know only too well that the
social security disability program is in
disarray. Many States are imposing
t heir own standards. Courts of appeal
are producing differing opinions, ere·
at!ng wide disparity as to what it takes
to continue to receive disabilitY benefits. The program's central headquarters is unable to do much more than
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react to current decisions. The program must be turned around and
painted in a. positive direction.
H.R. 3755 makes necessary reforms
in the administration of the social security disability program. Many of
these reforms were initiated administratively by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services in June 1983, and
molded into statutory form by the
Social Security Subcommittee. I am
hopeful that these initiatives will
make significant strides toward reestabllshing the integrity of the disabD·
lty program and ending beneficiary
trauma.
Perhaps most important, the bill attempts to recreate this as a national
program by establlshing uniform
guidelines for determining when a person's disability status should be continued. In particular, a person could
only be terminated from the rolls if
medical improvement is found.
However, it is still not entirely clear
how the medical improvement standard will be implemented. Despite extensive consideration by the subcom·
mittee and by the conferees, the statutory language is vague. The ambiguity
in the language could allow either continued disability or termination status
for persons who can do their old jobs.
My maln concern with the conference report is the possibility of creatIng dual standards, one set for new applicants, and a dlfferent, more lenient,
set for those already on the bene!it
rolls. If persons capable of worklllg are
allowed to collect ben.efits, then Congress will have taken disability palicy
for a full pendulum swing: From the
lax standards of the 1970's to the
harsh administration that was begun
with the 1980 disability amendments.
and back agaln to standards that are
too lax. The only fair place for the
pendulum to rest is in the middle.
where only those who deserve to receive benefits, and all those deserving,
do recelve benefits.
This may be our last chance to
achieve llllltorm standards of disabilIty determinaUon throughout the
State-Federal system of disability adjudication. If this faDs to create fair
and consistent guidelines. then our
next step may very well have to be to
federalize the administration of the
program.
Mr. ARc:BER. Mr. Speaker, I share
the views of those who have gpoken In
that we do need to reform the disab!lfty review program. This bill moves in
that directioiL I do support the conference report.
Mr. SKELTON. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today in support of H.R. 3755. I thank
Mr. PICKLS and the other House conferees for their diligent eUort on
behalC of the many Americans who
must depend on the Social Security
Disability Insurance Program for their
subsistence. Particularly, the House
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conferees are to be commended for insisting on acceptance of the require·
ment that the Social Security Admin·
istration produce evidence of medical
Improvement before It terminates
SSDI payments. I believe this requirement is the most important safeguard
.ELR. 3755 provides to recipients.
The final passage of H.R. 3755 will
solve the problems of many Missourians who, in recent years, have brought
to IllY attention the Ullfair and ineQui·
table procedures previously aPPlied by
the administrators of the Social Security Disability Insurance Program. I
testified early before the Social Security Subcommittee of the Ways and
Means Committee on this program,
and I am proud to be a cosponsor of
this effort to establish fair procedures
for those who are disabled and within
the purview of the SSDI program.
But while I am pleased that we are
about to pass .ELR. 3755, I am disappointed that we have been forced to
legislate fair procedures for terminatIng SSDI payments. After all, common
decency alone dictates that SSDI payments should not be arbitrarily discontinued. The overwhelmlng support
.ELR. 3755 has received should be a.
clear message to the administrators ot
the SSDI prolll'a.m that Congress finds
their attitude toward SSDI recipients
totally unacceptable.
To paraphrase the late Hubert Hwn·
phrey, a. man whose strong sense of
compassion we all recognize and
ad!nire, one of the benchmarks by
which a society is judged is the treatment it affords Its less fortunate members. By that standard, the Nation elm
be proud that H.R. 3755 reaffirms our
commitment to provide an adequate
standard of living to those who cannot
work because of physical or mental
disabilities.
e Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the conference committee
agreement on .ELR. 3755, the Social Security Disability Reform Amendments
of 1984, even though I am concerned
that this bill will not permanently end
the problems In the disability program. I commend tbe gentleman from
Texas (Mr. PICKLE] for his strong
leadership in shaping the House bill,
and for his steadfast support of the
House bill during conference committee negotiations.
Last spring the Aging Committee
began a. series of bearings to assess the
reaction of State officials and Federal
courts to the harsh interpretations of
Federal Jaw which SSA eXPected the
States to carry out. The committee
bas documented the chaos in the program which has produced the constitutional conflict between the excecutlve branch and the States and Federal courts.
Although I support the reforms encompassed in the compromise bill, I
wish we were doing more for those al·
ready terminated from the program.

The conference agreement provides
for cases to be remanded to the reconsideration level, if they involve medical improvement, for all beneficiaries
in the administrative pipeline; beneficiaries who have filed individual suits
In the courts; and those beneficiaries
in a certified class action suit. However, the bill does not redress the grievances of those who have accepted the
government's decision due to lack of
knowledge, ability, and/or funds to
pursue their appeal. During the floor
debate in March on the House disabUity bill, the late Congressman Perkins
stated: "It excludes from remedial
treatment that large group of persons
who have suffered the most during
the last three years." I am confident
that U Congressman Perkins were
here today, he would concur with my
opinion that the compromise bill excludes a large group of disabled indi·
vidua.Js.
'l'he only way in which the hundreds
of thousands of persons who have already suffered from the review process
will be able to profit by t hese reforms
Is for the States, under their authority
In current regulations and guidelines,
to reopen and revise their determinations. I hope that Secretary Heckler
will respond to the States valid requests to send case folders for a. reevaluation.
In addition, I wish the compromise
legislation included more of the House
bill. SSA has a stated policy of not
abiding by court decisions affecting Its
policies or procedures except in the
.speci!ic case to which the ruling applies. The House bill would have resolved the constitutional conflict created by SSA's faUure to fully implement or appeal court orders by requiring that SSA follow court rulings or
appeal to the Supreme Court. Al·
though the conference report lansungc will criticize SSA for It<; polloy
of nonacquiesence, the bill "ill allow
SSA to continue this unconstitutional
policy. In regard to the issue of continuation of benefits throua-h the administrative law Judge (AlJJ level, all
of the disability advocacy groups supported this provision on a permanent
basis. Tbe compromise bill continues
benefits untU December 1987 even
though tbe financial and emotional
hardships caused by the long processing time are permanent.
We have also missed an opportunity
to give the Secretary of HHS more administrative flexlbllity to carry out the
reviews than currently exists under
the: automatic 3-year review requirement. We should also delete the separate, more severe definition of disability
established
for
disability
widow<erls. 'l'o encourage return to
paid employment, we should provide
better vocational rehabilitation and
eliminate the work disincentives which
keep some disabled persons on the dis·
ability rolls. In addition, there are
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stronger ways to assure the Independence of administrative law judges than
are contained in this legislation.
Despite my reservations. I do support the reform legislation. It has
taken 3 years to bring us to this point
and I urge all my colleagues to vote in
favor of this legislation.•
e Mr. VANDERGRIFF. Mr. Speaker,
I rise today in strong support of the
conference agreement on H.R 3755,
the Social Security DlsabUity Reform
Act of 1984, and call for its swift adop.
tion. Each of us knows aU too well the
horror stories of those who have been
forced off the disa.blllty rolls due to
the current overzealous review process. Many of us have participated in
hearings throughout the country in
order to hear firsthand from former
beneficiaries and State officials.
When Congress ordered a. thorough
review fo the disability rolls in 1980, it
was anticipated that only those lndJ·
vidua.ls who had adequately recuperated or who had fraudulently received
benefits would be removed from the
rolls. Congress most certainly did not
anticipate that almost 500,000 people
would be cut from the rolls In a. period
of 3 years. The !act that almost twothirds of those who appealed were returned to the rolls after administrative
review leads me to surmise that the
cutoffs were made far too hastily or
with disregard to congressional intent.
I was extremely pJe.a sed to see that
we, in the House, voted so overwhelmIngly to adopt disabilitY reform Jegisla·
tion. I was pleased that the Senate followed our lead, although I do think
our bill was superior. I was gratified
that the administration finally took
notice of the gravity of this situation
and issued a moratorium on the review
process this past April.
Mr. Speaker. it Is high time we enact
a legislative remeriy. WP. havP. bP.!ore
us a. good compromise which does not
seek to expand the disability program.
It will not jeopardize the solvency of
the Social Security program. It simply
seeks to ensure that those who are
truly disabled do not unfairly lose
their benefits. The disability program
is almost 30 years old-and It Is still a
valid expression of this country's com·
passion for those who are unable to
care for themselves.
Those of us who firmly believe In,
and are committed to the continuance
of Social Security, wish to commend
all members of the conference com·
tnittee. I personally wish to thank my
colleague from Texas, Tbe chalrtnan
of the Social Security Subcommittee,
JAKE PICKL&. and the chalrtnan of the
Select Committee on Aging, ED
RoYBAL, for their efforts in focusing in
on the problem and finding a solution.
I appreciate tbe fact that they were
responsive to our concerns.
Again, I urge unanimous support for
this legislation and am hopeful that It
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will be swi!tly signed Into law. Thank the rolls under the accelerated review

you..e

of the disabled. They found out first

Mr. SHANNON. Mr. Spea.ker. this band bow flawed the standards and
lectslatlon-tbe Social Security Dis- procedures used by the Social Security
ability Benefits Reform Acto! 1984-is Admlnistratlon In assessing ability to

e

urgentlY needed, and I hope that it
can be sent to the White House and
signed Into law as soon as Is possible.
Had the Social Security Disability
Insurance Program been administered
In a !air and efiective manner over the
past 3 years. much of this legislation
would not be necessary.
It is necessary because there are
those in Government who made the
egregious mistake or putting spending
cuts be!ore fairness and compassion.
That so many disabled Americans
have been so unfairlY and harshly
treated by their government over the
past 3 years is a national tragedy.
With this legislation, we have a
chance to undo some or the harm and
put some fairness and humanity back
into the process.
The provisions In this agreementparticularly those dealing with medical Improvement. multiple Impairments, revised standards for the mentallY impaired, extension or benefits
pending appeal, freQuency ol reviews,
uni!orm standards, and other areaswill go a long way toward assuring
that disabled workers receive the protection they need and are entitled to.
Other provisions-those reQuiring
demonstration projects or race-to-face
hearings at the lnltJal stage of the appeals process, and a study of pain as a
disabling condition- will set the stage
for further Improvements In the years
ahead.
Given the maJor dl!terences which
existed between the House· and
Senate-passed bills, I believe this con·
terence agreement represents a good
compromise packaee. I want to commend my colleagues on the Ways and
Mean.. Committee and tho.>e who
served In conference for their bard
work and dedication over the past 18
monthS. In particular, I want to express my deep appreciation for the effective leadership on this lei!Slatlon
provided by J.J. PlCJil.Z. Chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee's Subcommittee on Social Security.
This conference agreement represents a solid achievement for those in
Congress, on both sides of the aisle, in
both the House and the Senate, who
have worked long and hard In the
eliort to improve the Social Security
Disability Insurance Program.
But the real victory and achievement belong to the hundreds o! thousands of disabled workers in Massa·
chusetts and across the country who
want only to be treated fairly under
the law.
In partJcular. lt belonp to Dam.ien
Ivanof and Judy Plttery, both from
Massachusetts. Mr. Ivanof and Ms.
Plttery, were two or the first disabled
workers to be ImproperlY thrown off

work were, and UUlY committed themselves to fixing a good program gone

Ed110Vds C.OIO
O:Qcrtoa;

En&lW>
&drelch
Erle.nbom
Evans UAJ
E\'1..01 <IL>
PasceU

Fulo
Fell-han

awry.
Ple<ll.u
It is a tribute to their determination Fields

and persistence that we have a chance
to send this major reform bill to the
President.
And it is their determination and
persistence which will prevent this administration-or any administrationfrom abusing the disabled and denying
them what is their rl&bt In the future.
I urge all my colleagues to stronglY
support this measure.•
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I have
no further requests for time and I
yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSlO. Mr. Spea.ker, I yield back the balance of my
time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection. the previous Question Is
ordered on the conference report.
There was no obJection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
question is on the conference report.
The question was taken: and the
Speaker pro tempore announced that
the ayes appeared to have it.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Spea.ker, I object
to the vote on the ground that a
quorum is not present and ma.ke the
point of order that a quorum is not
present.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. EvidentlY a quorum Is not present.
The Sergeant at Arms will notify
absent Members.
The vote was taken by electronic
device, and there were- yeas 402, nays
0. not voting 30, as follows:

---·

[Roll No.•Otl

...,_

Acltemw>

Addabbo
Abb
Albo>ta

--

~O<Cl

Alldmn<TJO

Annmmo
/t.nlll4Qy

AI>Pieple

A spIn
AUColb

B arnard

Barnes

Bartlett
Bat&nan
Bates
Be4eU
BeUensoo
knnett
~.rt.ut.tc

Berman
BnOl
BWnl<Js
BWey
Boel>len

-Boas

Bolall4

B anker

BrownCCA)

BrowniCOI
Broyhill

COyno

craa.

en.... Dallkl
cn.cutt

D'&oows
Dankl

l>ann<m<yu

o.nsea

8.,..,t

Duchle

Burton C1N>
Byrco

o..u

BIU\OO(CAI

Campbell

carney
()arper

Cln'
Chandler
ChappeU
Chapple
Clall<o

Clay

cu.ncer
Cco.to

CO.Ibo

Cole:ID&O tld0)

COiemaniTXI

couw

COnal>le
COnl<t
COnnrl

Coopu

CorcoraD

Couohlln

Daub

de IaGana
O.Uums
Derrick
Olddnson
Dlclts
DlnJOU
OJ,; on
DoMeUy
Dornn
Dowdy
Downey

Dn:ler
DwleOD
Durbin

Owyu
~

-

DJton
EarlJo
E dcar

Ed- (AI.)

Edwucls<CAl

Lt:t".
Levin

JAvtne

Lori ...
Lowlll <CAl
LeW (pt,)
IJplnakl

UMat.on
tJoyd

PUppo

LodtJu

Florio
Foclldta

Lone <LA>
Lortc IWIII

Fnnk
P>vtl:ll4
_.

LuJan
Lulltll

Lw>dlne
Lw>arm

Frost

.._

P\JQII&

NocKay

Foley
PotdiMD
Potd ITNl

Gvda

Lott
Lo....,.<C.O
L01n'7 (WA)

loWIIca.o

Gaydos
OeJdmson

N&rltnte
M&nfott

Oeph.anU.

Mutln lNC>

Gonulez

Mavrouler

~

Gibbons
Oilman
GUclanan

Ooodllnc

Gore
Oradlson
Orsy

0~

Ortn

Guarini

c.-noo

Baii <OO
Ball IOID

B.n. RaJob

m.u. Sam

MArtini~)

Martin CNYI
Martin. .
MAUUl

Mazzoll
Mc:CtJn
McOU>dJ-

1/lcCiookoy
MeCoUum

BaDc:e
BanseniiDl
Bansen<Vl'l
Ba.rrlson

a.oca

Mlllt:r (c.\)

-MJt.cbeU

M'oUohu.

Bayes
Hdntr
BefLel

MontcomuY
MOOC1J
Moore

Hertel

M'orrbon(WA>
Mr'aUk

t.rmD<1

Jacobs
Je.UanU
Jonltlas
J'obnson
Jones <NC>

Jones <010

Jonts tTN)
Kaptur

MoUnatf

MIU"')b)'

Murtha
M1ttl
Nateher
Ncsl
Ndloo.
NkboiS
Hldroo
Kowall
O'Bri<o

Ool<ar

Ob<-

Obey
Olin
Ortiz
Ot.LI.nct:r
OWtNI

Pac:kard

Panetta
Pan1a
PUha,JIUI

Roc=

RoJIIal
RUSIO

& nee
Sawn<
Sebulu
SebOQCr

Sc:hnf:ider
Scbroedor

Sebulz<
Schumer
SeJbf!rUnz
StNtnbrtnne:r
Shari>
ShAw
Shi.UnW&y

Shuster
Sllton.tl
Sltom

lSWW7

-

smlth (l'LJ
$mllh<IA>

Smlti><N&l
SmlthOUl

Smith. Domu'
Smith. Robert

S aJikr
Solan
Sol....,..

Spence

Spratt
StGerm>Jn

Stoners

su.naetancl
Stark

Stenholm
S<okrs
Stra&.ton

S<ump

SUndQuist

SwUt

SJUU

'hlloa
Taute

Tauzin

Tulor
TbOmaS(CAl
TbomasiGAI
Torres
Tonie<W
TOWIIS

TI'Uler
Udall

Valt:nUne

VanduJqt
VandUirl!(
Vento

Volkme:r

Paul

Walcreo

Patunon

1CaUD
Kemp

Kea.Ddly

PtDAJ
Ptppu

KDdM
Klnclnas

Plctle

Petri

K<lllm&1U

Prttdlarcl
PW1dl

IAPalce
·

ltahaU
Qullla>

~

--R-114o=u

Rose
Ro<WW>10Sid
Roth

Patman

Ka.sle.b
Eastenme.Ier

Kl«Ua
KDccmok
KDttu

Robinson
Rodino
Roe

Steltoa

MdCm>&D
McJIJnneJ
IIWiwtJ

H.a.Widns

BolL
Boptdn;S
BHowvd
BoYtt'
Hubbanl
Bucbb7
HUcb<s
Buntu
BllUO
Byde

Recul&

Reid
Rlch&rdson
R..ldre
Rinaldo
RJtt«r
Roberts

SliJaDder
Sldst7

W.<Dide

Molllder

HJ&htoWtr
BOor

Ra.J

Mdluab

ru.rtnett

Hatcher

Ral.chford

Ill~

Bal:DDt.on
Mkhel
B&mmeiSClUnldt l<lkw.tl

mws

YE:A.G-102

Bo:nr
Brm

91$b

Lt.ntol
lac.h
LObm&ft (ft.)
Loland

Ranld

Vueanovlch
Wall< or
WaliW>s
Wuman

-

w ......

Weber

w.c..

W hitehurst
Wb!Uoy

Wblualter
WltltUD
WWI&ms<MTI
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WUl1amS <OH"l

WoU

Y&Uon

Wol.pe

You.ng<AX>

w~

WotUey
Wyden
Yate$

ZS<hau

Wilson
WinD
Wirth

YoungCFL)

YowutCMOI

NOT VOTING-30
Alexander

Bethune

Bloglll

Boner

Fenvo

Gln&Tich
Gramm
Barkin
LaWI

Millar COB)

Moothea.d

Morrlson CCI')

Oxley

Leath

Shannon
Shelby

C<>urter

Markey

Studcts

DeWine

McGrath

Wria:ht
wylie

Bruux
Brootnfitld
Cheney

Crane. PhiliP

LehtJaDCCAI
McEwen

Simon

01720

Mr. PENNY changed his vote from

"no" to "aye."
So the conference report was agreed
to.
The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
EMERGENCY WETLANDS

RESOURCES ACT OF 1983
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to House Resolution 579 and rule
XXIII, the Chair declares the House
in the Cotnmlttee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the consideration of the bill <H.R. 3082>.
0 1724
W THE CO¥:MlT'I'U OF TDE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved
itself into the Committee of the
Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration of the bill
<H.R. 3082) to promote the conservation of migratory waterfowl and to
offset or prevent the serious Joss of
wetlands by the acQuisition of wetlands and other essential habitat. and
for other purposes, with Mr. McCURDY
in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bilL
Th<> CRAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the first reading of the bill is dispensed with.
Under the rule, the gentleman from
North Carolina (Mr. JoNEs] will be
recognized for 30 minutes, the gentleman from Alaska (Mr. YOUNG] will be
recognized for 30 minutes, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. SED!ERLING] will
be recognized for 15 minutes, the gentleman from Alaska CMr. YOUNG] will
be recognized for 15 minutes, the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. RoE]
will be recognized for 15 minutes, and
the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr.
STANGELAND] will be recognized for 15
minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from North Carolina [Mr. Jom:sl.
Mr. JONES of North Carolina. Mr.
Chairman, I yield myself such time as
I may consume.
Mr. Chairman. H.R. 3082, the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act is de·
signed to encourage active conservation of migratory waterfoWl and to
deter and stop further loss of wetlands

by increasing the price of the duck
stamp, and allowing the Fish and
Wildlife Service to charge entrance
fees in certain refuges.
Title II of the legislation establishes
a ''Wetlands Conservation Fund,"
transfers $75 million from the Land
and Water Conservation Fund to this
new fund annually for a 10-year
period, and authorizes $75 million for
appropriation !rom this fund each
year through 1994.
Title m of the legislation accelerates the national wetlands inventory
and authorizes an additional $14.5 mil·
lion for each fiscal year through 1987
and $6.75 million annually from fiscal
years 1988 through 1999 in order to
complete the inventory.
The Wetlands Acquisition Act is
amended to forgive the debt, and the
land and water conservation fund is
amended to allow moneys to be expended for wetlands acquisition.
Title IV of the legislation allows the
Army Corps of Engineers to use the
necessary land from the Cape Hatteras National Seashore and the Pea
Island National Wildlife Refuge to
carry out the Manteo <Shallowbagl
Bay project, commonly called the
Oregon Inlet project. Title IV also
states that no moneys can be expend·
ed for construction of the project until
a favorable cost/benefit ratio is published.
I would like to emphasize that title
IV Is not an authorization for the
project. The project was authorized in
1970. Title IV does not appropriate
any money. Even If this legislation is
enacted into law, I would still have to
go to the Appropriations Committee
and make a case for the money. Title
IV permits the corps to use the land
necessary to anchor the jetties and
that Is all.
Mr. Chairman, this legislation-and
Title TV In particnl:tr-ha.• been extensively reviewed and favorably reported
by three committees, including the
Cotnmlttee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, which-I might add- reported the bill by unanimous voice vote,
the Committee on Public. Works and
Transportation, and the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs. The Merchant Marine and Fisheries Cotnmlttee held hearings on title IV in early
August 1983 and reported H.R. 3082
on October 25, 1983. The other two
committees were given a sequential referral for a period ending no later
than March 6, 1984. This whole process took approximately 8 months. My
point is that each committee thoroughly considered the pros and cons of
this legislation, and each committee
favorably reported the bill. I would
like to add that this legislation Is the
outgrowth' of a strong bipartisan coalition including the entire North Carolina House delegation, Senator JESSE
~s. Senator JoHN EAST, Governor
Jim Hunt, and all the local govern-
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ment of!lcials. The State and the cit!·
zeds of North Carolina are very
strongly behind the passage of title IV
of H.R. 3082.
The u.s. Coast Guard advised the
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee that it handled some 100 cases
related to groundings and search and
rescue operations in the immediate
area of Oregon Inlet during fiscal year
1983. In connection with these cases,
ten lives were saved, 394 other persons
were assisted, about $4 million in property loss was prevented, property
valued at about $22 m11lion was assisted, and the Coast Guard managed to
hold property damages to a minimum
of $118,000.
Since 1971, nine people have been
killed in that inlet. The fishermen of
this area are being asked to risk tbelr
lives to make a living. They are forced
to land their catches at other ports
many miles distant and pay the costs
in time and money when tbe inlet is
too rough to cross. A modern commercial seafood complex to accommodate
large scale seafood handling and processing operations for both domestic
and foreign markets has been developed at Wanchese, NC, at a cost of
nearly $8 million in Federal and State
moneys, yet this facilitY stands virtually idie because businessmen cannot
afford to locate where they cannot
depend on a regular supply of fish.
Stabilization of the inlet would provide the assurances necessary to make
this a going concern and to open up
more than 600 jobs in a chronically
underemployed area. A reliable navigation channel at Oregon Inlet will
produce economic benefits for a broad
area in northeastern North Carolina.
The fishermen of this area are a
very independent breed of people.
Their famllies have lived on these
outer banks for generations. Tbey welcomed passage of the FisherY Conservation Management Act of 1976, which
established a 200-mile zone and Of·
!ered the American fisherman an opportunity to compete with the heavily
subsidized foreign fishing fleets. Such
competition required that ttiey go farther out to sea, stay longer at sea, and
catch more fish. It was also necessary
that these fishermen upgrade their
equipment and build larger boats to
accommodate the increased demands.
The fishermen of North Carolina met
these challenges but now find that. despite their best efforts, the instabU!ty
of Oregon Inlet makes it increasingly
d.l fflcult for them to make a livelihood.
Mr. Chairman, the bill before us
today will not resolve these problems
but it is an important step toward stabilizing Oregon Inlet and the economy
of northeastern North Carolina and I
ask the assistance of my colleagues in
making this possible.

BLANK
PAGE
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situat ion. Ambassador Brock will be
here, I think within the next hour or
so. I hope that Ambassador Brock. I,
and the Senator !rom Arkansas would
have the opportunity to sit down. I
think we can provide about as close to
an ironclad guarantee as possible that
this problem will be taken care of to
his satisfaction without the necessity
of resorting to too many rice recipes.
SECURITY DISABILITY
BENEFITS REFORM ACT-CON·
FERENCE R.EPORT
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, while
we see i! we can work out a time agreement, I think it might be appropriate
to go to the conference report. May I
inquire, are the conference documents
here now?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
conference report is here.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I submit
a report of the committee of conferrenee on H.R. 3755 and ask for its im·
mediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
report will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

SOCIAL

The committee of conference on the dis·
agreeing votes of tbe two Houses on tbe
amendments of tbe senate to the bW (H.R.
3755> to amend titles n and XVI of tbe
Social Security Act to provide tor reform in
the dlsabWty having met. alter full and free
conference. bave agreed to recommend and
do recommend to their respective Rouses
this report. signed by all of tbe conferees.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With·
out obJection, the Senate will proceed
to the consideration of the conference
report.
<The conference report will be printed in the House proceedings of the
RECORD.)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Kansas is recognized.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I

am

pleased to bring to the Senate !or consideration the conference report on
H.R. 3755, the Social Securit y Disabil·
ity Benefits Reform Act o! 1984. A!;
my colleagues will recall, the Senate
bill was approved on May 22 by an
overwhelming vote of 96 to 0. The
House bill, although di!ferent in several major respects. had been approved
by a similarly impressive vote of 410 to
1. The legislation we have before us
now makes significant changes in the
Social Security disability review proc·
ess, and includes a series of provisions
designed to improve the accuracy of
disability determinations, the uniform·
lty of decisions between the different
levels of appeal, and the consistency of
such decisions with Federal law and
standards. It has the support of every
conferee on the House and Se.n ate
side.
In my view. the conference report Is
a major accomplishment. representing
the cu!Jnlnation of more than 2 years
of congressional deliberation on the

very dlffic.u lt and emotional issue of
disabfllty insurance reform. It re·
sponds to many of the problems we
have seen in the disability program
since periodic eligibility reviews commenced in 1981, and is intended to
clear up the chaotic situation in the
State disability agencies and the Fed·
era! courts.
A!; my colleagues are well aware, the
legislation mandating periodic eliglbfi·
ity reviews of disabUity beneficiaries
was passed by Congress and signed
into law by President Carter in 1980.
The task on conducting these reviews,
however, fell upon the current admln·
istration, but with no special Jegisla·
tive provisions for assessing the continuing eligibility of people already on
the rolls. More than 2 million people,
many of whom had been on the rolls
for many years, became subject to the
3-year eligibility review requirement.
The requirement was well-conceived.
I think we have an obligation not to
only those in this program but also to
taxpayers generallY to review programs to make certain those who are
receiving benefits deserve to receive
those benefits. But. while the requirement was well-conceived, its implementation resulted in some significant
problems and dislocations which were
not anticipated and which have contributed to an unprecedented degree
of confusion in the operation of the
program. Over 1 million people have
been reviewed in the past 3 years.
about half of whom were found inell·
gible by the State disability agencies
administering the reviews. Among
those who appealed their termination
decisions to an administrative law
judge, some 60 percent had benefits
reinstated. Obviously, some people
were removed !rom the rolls who
should not have been. The disparity
between the decisions of the States
lllld the administrative law juds:es.
though long standing, has also been a
major concern.
Other concerns stemmed from the
fact that under present law, individ·
uals who have been on the rolls, possi·
bly for many years, are reviewed as if
they were new applicants. The only
relevant issue in an ellglbUJty determi·
nation is whether or not the individual
can engage in substantial gainful activity. A!; a result, people can be-and
have been- terminated from the rolls
who have not medically improved
since the time they were lnltlally
granted benefits. While there may be
many proper reasons for this to
happen, such as when an individual is
erroneously allowed benefits in the
first place, serious questions were nevertheless raised.
During this entire period, the admln·
istration endeavored to improve the
quality of the review process. Among
other important changes, face-to-face
interviews were introduced in district
oUices for individuals preparing to un-
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dergo eliglbDity reviews; all medical
evidence available over a 12-month
period must now be examined; more
detaUed explanations of decisions are
required; a larger proportion of the
beneficiary population has been classi·
lied as permanently impaired as thus
exempted from the 3-year review requirement: and a temporary moratori·
u.m was placed on the review of twe>thirds of aU mental impairment cases
pending a revl.slon of the er!tar!a used
for determining eligibility. This was
lnltlated prior to the nationwide suspension of periodic reviews announced
last spring.
Notwithstanding these efforts by the
administration, problems remained
that reQuired legislative remedies. It Is
unfortunate for all concerned that
these problems were not anticipated
when the original legislation was enacted in 1980.
To ensure that disability determina·
tions were made in a nationally uniform manner and consistent with co.ngressional intent as embodied in the
Social Security Act, it was first necessary to develop legislation to deal with
the standards of review used for
people on the rolis. In addition, it was
necessary to take steps to improve the
uniformity or decisions between the
various levels of decislonmaking and
appeal. And. it was necessary to clarify
and make more explicit certain key aspects of the disability determination,
!or example, In the area of evaluating
the disabilities o! people with more
than a single impairment and those
suffering from pain. These and other
issues have been addressed in the
pending conference report.
This conference agreement makes
major changes in the way disability reviews are conducted. For the first
time, a clear standard of review for
people on the rolls will be spelled ul.lt
in the Jaw. A f"mding of medical im·
provement or some other change in
the beneficiary's condition will be required along with ability to work in
order for benefits to be terminated. In
addition. clear standards of rulemak·
ing Will be spelled out for the Social
Security Administration with the goal
of reducing some of the confusion sur·
rounding the criteria being used by
the State agencies, administrative Jaw
judges and the Federal courts. It Is my
hope that these and many other provi·
sions of the conference agreement will
restore the confidence of the disabled
in the accuracy and fairness or the disability review process. And this is criti·
cal because, in my view, we must continue the eligibility reviews. We ought
to make certain we are not turning
back the clock as far as making sure,
as we do in other programs. that only
the deserving are on the benefit rolis.
At the same time, great care must be
exercised to protect those disabled
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people who have every right to remain
on the rolls.
Reaching this consensus bas been a
long and difficult process as we endeavored to find ways to protect the
interests of the disabled without promoting runaway growth i., the disability insurance program. All of us would
like to have been able to reach a
speedier resolution. but that was not
possible. The problems were complex
and without obvious solutions. Also
views varied widely on the best course
of action. Fortunately, these were not
partisan differences and most of these
differences have been resolved, or at
least accommodated, in the pending
conference report.
To achieve this consensus, concessions were required on the part of
both the House and Senate: on net. I
believe, the product is a good compromise. In the area of medical improvement, the conference report contains a
middle position between the House
and Senate bills, with the standard or
review In the House biU being clarified
and made more workable, the Senate
effective date expanded to ensure that
people in already certified class actions are covered by the new standard,
and the burden of proof requirements
In the Senate biD- which created some
real confusion-are carefully laid out
and explained In the statement of
managers. The Senate receded on its
position of sunsettlng the medical improvement standards and including a
financing !aU-safe. On the other hand,
the Senate position generally prevailed in the area of the evaluation of
pain and multiple impairments. The
House receded on its provision to require the Secretary to adopt as agency
policy those U.S. Court of Appeals decisions which conflict with her interpretation of Federal Jaw. EaCh or the
agreements are summarized at the end
of this otatement.
This legislation is not perfect, of
course. But In my view, this is a good
compromise that balances the various
Interests. The basic e!Jgibility criteria
for disability benefits have been clarl·
fled and made more explicit. This
should allow the reviews, which were
suspended by the administration last
spring, to be resumed in an orderly
way and conducted on a uniform, nationwide basis.
T here have been nearly an equal
number of Senators on both sides of
the aisle who have had a deep interest
in this legislation. and many people
who are to be commended for their
role In the development of this legislation. The Senate conferees-senators
PACKWOOD, Rom, DANFORTH, LoNC,
BENTsEN, and MoYNIHAN-and other of
my
colleagues-Sena.t ors
Com:N,
HEINz. LE:vm, DURENBERG&R, and MEl"ZENBAlllol, RIEGLE. SASSER, and H£t.Ms, to
name a few-have worked diUgently to
help resolve this difficult issue. I
mlgbt add that Senator H£t.Ms, intro-

duced one of the first pieces of legisla·
tion on this issue.
Of course. I would be remiss without
extending my thanks to a distinguished Member of Congress from
Texas, Congressman PicKLE, chairman
of the Social Security Subcommittee,
who bas done an outstanding job and
provided a great deal of leadership in
this area.
Even before you thank other Mem·
bers you ought to thank the stalL We
have had staff working on these proh·
lems on both sides of the aisle for
months. I do not know how many
meetings Carolyn Weaver has conducted along with Mike Stern and Joe
Humphreys of Senator LoNe's staff,
but there have been many. They had
only one purpose in mind, that was to
find an objective answer to some of
the difficult problems we have seen in
the disability Insurance program in
the past few years.
I want to thank the staff for all
their efforts. Certainly, many people
who may never know about how the
Changes were made wlll be indebted to
the staff who gave a Jot l)f their time
and a Jot of their talent to bring this
matter to fruition.
Finally, I'd like to note the support
we have received from the administration in helping to develop this compromise agreement. I commend Secretary
Beckler, Secretary of BHS: the Justice
Department: OMS: and the other Fed·
eraJ a.gencles that have been working
with us over tbe past few years.
In my view, the Reagan administration has been very forthcoming. As I
mentioned earlier, this law was passed
In the Carter administration. The re·
sponsibility for conducting the reviews
feU to the Reagan administrat ion. I
cannot seem to get that straight for
Spencer Rich, the Washington Post,
and the New York Times, but sooner
or later they wlll get it righ t. U they
do report the facts, they will report
that the review biU was passed in 1980
and Ronald Reagan was not the President In 1980. Today, the Congress is
acting to revise the 1980 Jaw.
In closing, I urge my colleagues to
support the conference report on H.R.
3755. It is a good, solid piece of legisla·
tion that ought to have unanimous
support.
Mr. President, I have attached a
summary of the conference agreement
at the end of my statement. There are
several points I would like to clarify
about this agreement.
First, the conference report does not
contain the express provision contained in the Senate biU that the
burden of proof in the medical im·
provement standard rests with the re·
clpient and not the Secretary. I want
to make It clear that the recipient con·
tinues to bear the burden of proof In
establishing the existence of his dis·
ability, just as Is the case for people
applying for benefits. The Senate Ian-
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guage on burden of proof was elimi·
nated because it was seen as unneces·
sary and potentially confusing. The
conference report also changes the
language of the "no presumption" In
the Senate bill to make It clearer that
we do not intend for the Secretary or
the courts to draw any Initial Infer·
ence or the presence or P.bsence of continuing disability from the fact that
the recipient was found to be under a
disability in a prior determination.
I would like to note that the Supreme Court held in Matthews versus
Eldridge that the burden of proof lies
with the recipient.
Second. the conference report elimi·
nates portions of the language in the
effective date of the Senate bill relatIng to the time limlts, exhbustion re·
quirements, and other provisions of
section 205 of the Social Security Act
and regulations of the Secretary.
These provisions are critical to the orderly administration of the program,
and nothing in this legislation should
be Interpreted as detracting from their
broad applicability. The effective date
provision does, however, permit all
class members of certified class actions
to seek review of their cases under the
medical improvement standard estab·
Jishment by this act, even where they
may not have pursued their appeal
rights in accordance with section 205
and the Secretary's regulations. This
is intended to help resolve the existing
controversy over the medical improvement issue in the courts and is justified on the grounds that many class
members of certified class actior.s may
have formed reasonable expectations
from the fact ot certification that they
would receive further review of their
cases. Accordingly, the bill gives them
the opportunity to receive such further review. But this should in no way
be interpreted as a Judgment by the
conferees that these individuals have
claims properly pending in court or
that these classes were properly certified. The conference bill's treatment
of these eases should be given no
broader reading, and certainly should
not be used as a precedent.
Third, the Senate biU expressly pro·
vides that the medical improvement
standard established by the bill does
not apply to WUlamed putative members of uncertified class actions, and
that such individuals, to the extent
they have not individually sought judicial or further administrative review
of their cases, wiU not have any further administrative review of the determination of the Secretary. The
House biU is silent on the matter. The
conferees, after carefully considering
this matte.r , have concluded that the
best approach Is to prohibit any fur.
ther certifications of class actions that
raise the Issue of whether a medical
improvement standard should have
been applied to individuals terminated
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!rom tbe rolls prior to tbe enactment
or this legislation. This a,pproacb,
whlcb more directly addresses the
nature of the problem this legislation
auks to conect, Is designed to accom·
pUsh the same result as the related
provision in tbe Senate bill. According·
Iy, the rationale set forth in the Fl·
na.nce Committee report tor whY such
determinations will not be reviewed
under the medical Improvement stand·
ard, directlY applies to the provision
acreed to by the conferees. The
Senate repOrt gives Cour reasons !or
this approach: First. because or the
highly speculative nature of class cer·
Ullcatton, putative members of an un·
certified class action-unlike members
or a certified class action-have no rca·
sonable expectation of obtaining judi·
cia! review or their determinations by
way of the class acUon: seco.n d, these
putative class members have already
decided not to pursue their appeal
remedies unde.r the act, and therefore
are left in the same position under
this provision; third. the number of
people which mlaht be remanded to
the Secretary were these individuals to
be treated similarly to members of cer·
tiffed class actions Is literally unlalow·
able since tbese actions have not yet
been certified, presenting serious ad·
verse consequences tor the orderly a.d·
ministration of the program as well as
Its ultimate cost: and fourth, there is a
pressing need to end the acrimonious
lltlgatlon that has engulfed this program. I might a.dd that the Congress
has the power to prohibit such certlfi·
cations since It is by way of the Feder·
a! Rules of Clvn Procedure. which
Congress bas the option to amend,
that these class actions would be certl·

U.S. 0£P.um.a:!<T OP JUS'ne%.
Orncc or nn: Soucrroa GI:I<'EJW.

Wa.shington, DC, May 7, 1984.

Hon. Roe~:~~r DoLE.
Chainn4n, s~a~ Finance Comm!ttu.
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constitutional questions can arise
on).y In the context of lltlptlon to wblch
tbe government Is I' party. Because or those
facts the government Is more Uke).y than
any private party to be Involved In lawsuits
ap.lnst diUerent parties wblcb nonetheless
Involve the same lepllssues.
"A rule allowin& nonmut=J collaunl est.oppel against the covernment In oueb cases
could substanUaJIY thwart tbe development
or ImpOrtant questions of law by freezing
the first final decl$lon rendered on a par·
tlcular legal Issue. AUoU>ing only one final
gdjw!icatlon 100uld Ur>TI•e tAil Covrt 0/1M
l>nlcfil it ....,clou from permiUing KW1al

many

u.s.

ScmiU, Wa&h!ngton, DC.
DEAA CR.uJui.ur Do...: I am writiog to ex·

pr=lbe l)epartmen~ or JusUce's strong op.

POOiltlon to the proVision In Sec:Uon 234 or
H.R. 3755 requiring the Soelal 8eeurlt.y Ad·

ministration <SSA> to follow adverse court
or appcalt decisions In calculating payment.s
to benetlclorles who were not parties to the
adverse decl$lons bu~ whose c:a.ses would
arise within the Jurlsd.lctloo. or that court or
appeals. The Department o! Justice prul·
ously commented on tbls proJ)OSB.l in a
letter to you dated September 30. 1983, and
in testimony riven by Deputy Asslstan~ At•
tomey General carolyn B. Kuhl on January
25, 1984. I will not repeat the argument.s
raised In those statements. However, I wish
to reemphaslu our serious obJecUon to tbls
provision.
Tbls provision ~present& all unprecedented interference wltb tbe abWt.y or tbe Justice Department to detennlne the casea It
will appeal. In practical terms the bill would
require the Department to consider seeking
Sup~mc Court reView or the first adverse
decision on a I>Oint in any court or apllUlJ.
This will slcnJlicaotlY ratrict the prerop·
tive or tbe executive 10 decide wbicb cases
sbould be appealed ancl, by fordng tbe ao.v·
ernmen~ to take more cases to the Supreme
Court, wUI Increase the Supreme Court's al·
ready hc~Vf workload. <OC course, the most
likely result Is that tbe Supreme Court will
refuse to hear most of thue cases. because
it ran11 grant& review on Issues or statutory
construction absent a contllct among tbe
circuit court&.> Moreover. the bill's consequences m&Y spW over to unrelated a:eas of
government llUpUoo since ns Intent ap.
pea.rs 10 be to reQ\Ure tbc eovernment to
urge the Supreme Court to hear more
SoelaJ S«urltY cases at the eXPense or
other pfOST&DI.$ that have cases Dleriua. Su·
pren>e Court rulew. TMre also would be
slgnlflcan~ pracUcal problems In admlolstU·
fled.
ing the proVision. because It often is dU!I·
Fourth, the conference repOrt bas cult to ascertain the precise scope or a par·
deleted both the House and Senate ticular appellate decision until subsequent
provisions regarding nonacquJeseence cases o.rlse on somewhat duterent ract.s and
by the Seoreto.ry with eerto.ln 'O.S. a tour&. J.s a..sJu.:d to dl.sLinsulab prior pn:ceCourt of Appeals Interpretations of dent. Finally, the provision would have the
the Social Security Act. While some of eUec:t oC ricfdly t:reezln& the law in a parthe conferees have expressed stronc Ucular circuit and tbereby foreclosina the
reservations regarding this practice, It Secretary rrom asldnc an appella.t<o court to
reconsider the particular hoi diD&' in Uaht or
should be made clear !or the record experience or changed circumstances, In·
that It Is not the position or the cludina contrary holdinp bY other ~ourt.s of
Senate that the practice Is unconstltu· appeals.
tiona! as exercised by the Department
The aovcrnment must be accorded creat
of Health and Human Services or as disel'etloo t.o choose the c:a.ses It will appeaL
by any other Federal agency. In this As lbe Supreme Court recentlY recotlJ'lud
regard, I would like to make a part or In Unlia Stale3 v. Mendoza. No. 82-&U
the REcoRD a letter by the Solicitor <Jan. 10, 1984), tbe "Government is not In a
J)OS!Uon Identical to that o! a private IIU·
General of the United states stating ll3llt" <at p. 5l. In that case a unanimous Suthat nonacquiescence is constitutional· preme Court decided that the government
ly proper, and that a prohibition of could not be foreclosed from ~Utigatlnll' "
nonacquiescence would have serious legal Issue It had previously llUpted unsucadverse implications for the Govern· cessfully In anotber action aaalnst a diUer·
ment's litigation in the Social Security ent party, even within the same judicial clr·
cult. Tbe eourt·s decl$loo. rested on tDllllY oC
area.
the same considerations we have relled on In
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con· obJectlnc
to S«tlon 234 of H.R. 3755. Tbe
sent that the Solicitor General's letter Court observed <at p. 6: emphasis added):
be printed 1n the RtcoRD along with
"Government lltlgallon frequently In·
the summary of the conference report. volves leJ aJ questions o! substantial public
There being no obJection, the mo.te- lm1>0rtance: Indeed, because the prosc:rfp.
rfa.l was ordered to be priJlted 1n the tiona or the United Slates ConsUtution are
ro generslly directed at eovemmental action
RECORD, as follows:

C01trU O/ aJl])eala 10 e;n>loTe 4 df/jkult ClUeS·

tlon be/OTe tAu Court gra!tU ccrliornrl. • • •
Indeed. iC nonmutual estoppel were routinely applied qaJnst tbe govemment, thJs
Court would have t.o revl.se Its practice or
waltlnc Cor a conO!ct to develop before
grantlog tbe eovemment's petitions Cor cer·
tlora.rl.~

Tbus. strong p0Ucy reasons counsel
a plnst a dtparture by COD8RSS from what
the Supreme Court hss recocn~U<~ as the es-

tablished principle that "'the United States.
ll~e other parties. 1s entitled to adhere to
what It belleves to be the correct Interpretation or a statute. at1d to reap tbe benefits of
that adben!Jlce IC It proves to be con-ed.
except where bound to the contrarY by a
fmal judgment In a particular case.~ IJnlletf
StGiu v. E1lale 0/ Don~Uy, 397 U.S. 286.
294- 285 U970l. Tbat Is O$PCclaliY ro In the
mll.$$lve Social 8eeurlty disability program.
because Congress by statute bas directed
the S«retary "to assure eUectlve and uni·
Corm adminlst.nltlon of the dlsabWty lnsur·
at1ee program throughout the United
States." 42 U.S.C. <SUpp. Vl 421<&X2l.
Indeed. altboueh Seetlon 234 or ILR. 3755
undoubtedly 1s motivated by considerations
or fairness, the provision actually Is quite
unfair to the litigating interest& or the
United States. U would. In eUect. make
every case a clreult.-wlde class aetloo. con·
trarY t.o Rule 23 of the Federal ~ules or
Civil Procedure, •henever the covemment
loses a Soc!al Security case In a court of ap.
peals-but not when It wins one.
In sum. Section 234 or ILR. 3155 has sui·
OU3 adverse Implications for tbe conduct of
the governmont.'s UHptton f.n the Social ~

curlty context. At the same time. we recoe·
DIU that SSA's decision not to acquiesce in
a particular declston bas on oc:c:aslon led to
results that mliht be perceived as IDeQu.ita·
ble. The~ are. however. Car lea drast.le re$PODSeS to tbls perceived problom. such as
the provision In the Levl.o·Coben bW that
would reQuire the Secretary to publish a
notice In the Federal Reltister and to notify
Conaress whenever she does no~ lntmd to
~esce In a particular appellate declston.
In these circumStances. .:;e urp tha~ no lec·
lslation be adopted that "'ould damaie the
conduct of the defense or government p~
grams and pOUcles and would provide an ex·
ccpUonaJJy t.roubleso=e preeedent.
Very truly yours.
Ra:E.l.KZ.

Solicllar GC'nnal.

or Co........,.c:z: ACUDOOIT o:c
H.R. 3755, 't11X SociAL S1X:VJUTY D!SASU...
rrr l3£m:Fin RJaOJUI ACT or 1984
l. Medlcal/mprowm.ent Standard
Est.ablishH a medical improvement standard under wblc:l1 the ~tarY mu term!·
nate dfsabWty bene!lt.s on tbe basis tt.a~ lhe
person Is no loll$er disabled on).y IC

8ma<An'
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tll Ulere Is substantial evidence demonstrati:lg UU.t tal Ulue has b«n any medical
improvement In Ulo Individual'• lmpalnnent
or combination of Impairments <other than
medical Improvement which Is not related
to the person's abUity to work) and <b> the
Individual is now able to enaage In subst.an·
tial ga!Dlul activity <SGA>: or
t2) tbere Is substanlla.l evidence consisting
of new medical evidence and a new assess·
ment of RFC which demonstrates tbat al·
though th.e re Is no medical Improvement.
<a> the person has benefited from advances
In medical or vocational thuapy or techno!·
ogy related to abUil)l to work. and tb) tbat
he or she Is now able to pe!orm SOA: or
<3> there Is substantial evidence that although there Is no medical Improvement tal
the person bas benefited from vocational
therapy and tbl the beneficiary can now
perform SOA: or
ttl there Is substantial evidence that.
based on now or Improved diagnostic tech·
niques or eva.JuaUons. the person's lmj>alr·
mont or combination of lmpalnnents Is not
as dlsabllni as it was considered to be at the
Ume of the prior determination. and that
therefore the lndlvldua.l l.s able to peform
SGA: or
t5l there Is substantial evidence either In
the fUe at the original determination or
newly obtained showlnl that the prior de·
te.rmlnatioo

wa.s ln error: or

t6l there Is substantial evidence that the
orillnal decision was traudently obtained: or
t7> tr the lndlvl<lual Is enPIIInc In SGA
<except where he or abe Is eJlclble under
Section 1619>. ! &!Is without rood cause to
cooperate In the review or follow preserlbed
treatment or cannot be located.
In maltinr tho determination. !.be Secretary shall oonslder t.he evidence !n t.he !De
as weu as any additional ID!ormatlon concemlng the claimant's current or prior con·
clition secured by the Secretary or provided
by tbe clalmanL
Determinations under this provision must
be made on t.he basts of the weight of the
evidence. and on a neutral basts with regard
to the IndiVidual's condition. without any In·
terence as to the present or absence o! dis·
ability based on the previous finding of disability.
Reaulations must be Issued within 6
mootb.s..

Et/oetlve diUe: Applies only with respect
to the followlnl cateaorles:
<1> Determinations by the Secretary made
after date of enactment:
(21 Cases peodlnc at any 1~1 of the ad·
mlnistraUve process on the date of enact-

ment;
<3) Cases of Individual Utlrants PCDdina In
Federal court on tbe date the conference
report Is rued:
t4l Cases of named plaintiffs In class

action suits pendina on that date;
!51 Cases or unnamed plalnutfs In class
action suits oertllied prior to that date: and
!6l Cases where a request for judicial
review was made within GO days prior to en..
actment;
Cases In categories (3). (41. !5) and (61 wUI
be remanded to the Secretary for review
under this standard. Individuals In !51 wUI
be sent a notice via certified man ID!onnlnl:
tbem that they have 120 daYs after t.he date
of receipt of the notice to request a reY1ew
under the medical Improvement standard.
No cla.ss action may be oertlfled after the
date :.be confereoce report Is rued whleb
raises the Issue of medical Improvement
with respect to an Individual whose benefits
,.-ere terminated prior to that date.
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Persons whose cases are remanded to tbe
Secretary wUI receive bene!lts pendlnJ the
Secretary's decision and appeal of that decision II they so elecL If found eligible, any
person whose ease waa remanded under this
provision will receive benellt.s retroactive to
the date they were last found Ineligible.
2. Evaluation 0/ Pain
Requires the Secretary of HRS. In eon·
Junction with the National Aea<lemy of Sci·
ences. to conduct e. atudy ooneemlng the
questions of uslna subjective evidence o!
pain In determlnln& whether a person Is
under a disability, and the state of the art
of preventtnr. reduelnr or coplnJ wit.h pain.
This study Is due to tho House COmmittee
on Ways and Means and tbe Senate COm·
mlttee on Plnance by December 31, 1985.
Establishes the foUowlna statutorY stand·
ard to be In eUect untll December 31. 1986:
"An lndivldual'a statement as to pain or
otber symptoms shall not alone be conclu·
slve evidence or disability u defined !n this
section: there must be medical signs and
findings. established by medically acceptable clinical or laboratory diagnostic tech·
niques which abow the exJJJtenee of a medical Impairment that results from anatoml·
cal. ph)lslologlcal or PIYChologlcal abnor·
mallties which could reasonably be expected
to produce· the pain or othe.r symptoms al·
leged and which. when considered with all
evidence required to be furnished under tl\ls
paraJraph tlneludlns statements of the lndi·
vidual or his phyalclan as to the Intensity
and penlstenee of such pain or ot.her symptoms which may reasonably be aa:epted as
consistent with tbe medical slcns and find·
Jncsl, would lead to a coDcluslon that the J.n.
dlvidual Is under a dlsabWty. Objective med·
leal evidence of pain or other symptotns established by medically aoeeptable ellnleal or
laboratorY techniques (for example, deterforattnr nerve or mlllcle tissue>. must be considered In reaehlnr a conclusion as to
whetber the lndlvi.Sual Is under a dlsabUity.
3. Multiple /mpalmumt.s
Provides that In determining whether a
person's Impairment or Impairments are of
a suUiclent medical severity to be the basis
or a finding of ellaiblllty lor benefits. the
Secretary mu.st consider the combined
effect of all of the person's Impairments.

denial cases. In lieu of race-to-face evlden·
tiary hearlnp o.t reconsideration, to be done
In at least 5 States with a report. due to the
Committees on Ways an.S Means and Fl·
nance Aprll 1, 1988. ,U,o requires Secretary
to notify lndlvlc!uals upon Initiating a periodie ell(lbWty review that termination or
benefits could be the result of the review.
and that medical evidence may be provided.
6. Continuation of BcnefiU During Appeal
Provides for continuation of benefits
during appeal for all contlnulna disability
review eases throuah tile decision of the ad·
ministratlve law Judce. at the election of the
lndlvldtW. Where the ALJ'a decision Is ad·
verse to tbe Individual. these benefits would
have to be repaid. The provision Is permanent !or SSI dlsabUity reclplont.s, and wUI
apply to Title u dlsabilit~ beneCieiarles
Utrouch December 1887. The Secretary Is
reQuired to report to concr= on the
Impact of this provision by July I, 1986.
7. QuCiltfiCCttforu 0/ Medical Profesnonals
Requires the Secretary to make every rea·
sonable effort In eases based on mental lm·
palnnents to Insure that a qua!Uied PSYChla·
trlst or psycholoalst complete the medical
portion of the case review and of the ~esldu·
al functional capnclty assessment before
any determination may be ma<le that an In·
dlvldual is not disabled. The statement of
manaaers will state that the Secretary has
the authOrity to contract dlr«:tly for such
services It the State arenCJ' Is unable to do

alone be severe enoUJh to qualtr)l the
person lor benefits. Provision applies to all
determinations made on or after 30 dayS
after enactmenL
4. Morutorlum on Mt:ntal/mpafm~Clt
Review
Provides for a moratorium on reviews of
all cases or mental Impairment disability
until the mental Impairment erlterla. In tbe
Listing or Impalnnents are revised to reallstleally evaluate the person's abUity to
engage In SGA In a competitive workplace
enviroru:nent. The revised criteria are to be
publlshe.S within 120 days of the date of en·
aetment. The moratorium applies to all
cases on which an administrative or Judicial
appeal was pendlna on or after June 7, 1983.
All persons claiming beneflt.s based on
men~ Impairment disability who received
an unfavorable Initial or continuing dlsabU·
lty decision after March 1. 1981 could reapply tor benefits wltbln 12 months of enactment.
5. Pre-TQmfnatlon Notlee
Requires the Secretary to Initiate demonstration projects on providina face-to-face
Interviews for <II pre-termination continuIng disability ~ and <2> for all initial

ting !orth untrorm standards for DI and SSI
disability det.ermlnatlons under uctlon 553
of t.he Admln.lstraUve l'tocedures Act. to be
binding at all levels of adJudication.

whether or not. any one lmpa.lrmcnt. would

so.

I. Standar<Utor ConsuUallve
Ezcuninatloru/<lfedlcCil EtJfdenco
Requires the Secretary to promulgate regulations reprdlna consultative examinations, lncludlnl when theY should be ob·
talned, the type of referral to be made and
the procedures lor monitoring the re/erral
process. The SecretarY must make every
eHort to obtain necessary medical evidence
from the treatlnl physician before eva.luat.ing medical evidence from any otber source.
The Secretary must also consider all evi·
dence In the
record and development of
complete mecllclll history over at least the
preeedlnr 12-monlh period.
9. Admlnutratfve Procedure and Uniform

=•

Standcm.t
Requlrcc pubUco.t.1on of

repl~tioru::

set-

JO. Non-Aequfuceneo

No statutory provision Is Included In tbe
conference arreemenL The atatement of
manacera of t.he conference agreement
states t.hat the arreement to <trop both the
House and Senate provisions Is not to be Interpreted as approval of the practice or
••non·acquJescc:noe··. t.hat. the conlerees note

that questions have been raised about the
constitutional basis of the practice, that

many of the conferees ho.ve strong eoncel'll$

about the current nppllcatlon of the practice, and that a poUcy of non-acquiescence
should be followed only where steps have
been taken or are lntendtd to be taken to
receive a review of the disputed Issue In tbe
Supreme Court. The conferees also urge t.he
Secretary to seek a resolution of the non-ac-quiescence Issue In the Supreme Court.
JL PaV~Mnt 0/ Cost. 0/ RdlaMlflaliqn
Senrlees
Allows relmbUI'SOIDent to State agencies
!or costs of VR services provided to lndivid·
uals reeelvlnl DI bene!lts under section
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of t.he Soclo.l &curity Act who medlcallY recover while In VR. whether or not
the person worked ~t SGA for 9 months.
and whether or not the person failed to cooperate In the pro.....,_
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end. to exceed any applicable personnel ceD- personal hardship and expense. We
Inrs an<! to waive any applicable hlrinlr r'lnot far from wrong. SSA rePOrts
strlctlon.t. The statement or managers dl· were
reets the Secretary to ilvc preference In now that approximately 200,000 per.
hlr!n.a to accney employees capable of per- sons have been through such an
formlnc the requisite duties.
unjust process. terminated only to be
12.. Dlrtcllon /or Qua4mtnW SocfCll
S«t<rllv Adflfsorv C<>uncfl
reinstated, and the figure would have
Mr. LEVIN addres3ed tbe Chair.
Directs next quadrennial advisory council
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The been far gre.a ter but for the moratori<as required In the Social Security Act> to Senator !rom Michigan.
um on further continulnr dJ.sabOity
study the medical and vocational aspects or
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I greet review imposed by SSA In AprU of this
dlsabUity using nd hoc panels of experts the conference report on the Social year.
where appropriate. The study must Include
Senator Co'KEN and I were able to
alternative approaches to work evalua.Uon Security disability reform legislation
for SSl recipients. ertcctiveness of VR pro- with a sense of great relief. Relief for win a reprieve tor the dJ.sabOity benefipams. a.nd other cllsabUity prognm policies. those beneficiaries who have been ter- ciaries In the fall of 1982 with passage
standards and prooedures. The 5ecretary minated and who are now challenging or legislation requiring the payment of
must appoint the membels by June I, 1985. those terminations tbrough the ad· benefits throu~rh appeal for terminamlnlstra.tlve process or the courts who tions made through December 7, 1983.
13. SIG// AtiOTMJ!S
Directs the Secretary to report. within 120 wUl now have their matters remanded We also beld another bearing that
daya of enactment, to the Committees on to the Social Security Admlnlstration year In which we uncovered evidence
WaYS and Means And Finance, on the ac- CSSAJ for a redetermination of ellgl- to show that SSA was attempting to
Uons taken by the Secretary to establlsb po- bUity based on a medical Improvement reduce the number of a!Jowance deciIIUons which enable •tarf attomcya to aaln standard; rellef for the cWTellt benefi· sion
by aclmlnlstratlve law Judges
the quali(yjnc eJCl)etience and quality of ex- ciarles who have not yet been term!·
perience necessary to compete !or ALI post. nated but who have Uved under the through Indirect pressures of review
and harassment. Passage or this
lions. Statement of managers states that ll
1s assumed, given recent OPM actions, that threat that upon revfew they could be reform legislation was expected by the
statutory requirements for establ1shlna spe- terminated even though their condi- time the payment of bene!lts provision
cllle positions are not required, and that the tion Is tbe same as or worse than when expired. but the legislative process was
&Jcretary is ur,-ed to take aU reasonable they were Initially found eligible; not so easy or so quick. Senator CoREN
&tellS to see that the OPM actions result In relief for those new applicants for
SSA staU auomeya becomtnc quall(led for Social Security disability benefits who and I went to the floor on November
05-15 ALI positions.
will now face fairer treatment and 17, 1983, with an amendment similar
14. S.SI .&nO/iU /Or Penom Worklng
consideration by SSA of all of their to the conference report we are agreeDCSJJite lmpcdrmtnt f16191
impairments and not Just one that Ing to today, during Senate considerExtends Sections 1619 <a> and <b> through must be deemed to be severe; relief for ation of the fiscal year 1984 suppleJune 30, 1987, and requires tbe Secretaries the recipients of SSI benefits who wtU mental appropriations bill. We came
or liBS and EducaUoo to establish tralnln,- now have payment of those benefits very close to victory at that time,
Procrams for stafl personnel In SSA dl&trlct throuab appeals fixed In law; relief for losing on a motion to table by a vote
offices and State VR agencies. and dlsseml· those disabled by pain wbo may soon ot <t9 to 46. On March 27. 1984. the
nate lnformatlon to SSl appllea.nta recipJ.
then passed its bill by the overcots, and potentlr.lly Interested pubUc and enjoy a more humane and realistic re- House
whelming vote of 410 to 1. The Senate
private orga.nl2atlona. Effective retroactive sponse by tbe SSA to thelr plight.
followed
suit, after much deliberation
I also feel relief. personally, Mr.
to January !, 1984.
President. because agreeing to the con· and negotiation, on May 22, 1984. wtth
JS. Fr~11 o/ Continuing Ellvtl>lllty
terence report on H.R. 3755 today rep- a unanimous vote of 96 to 0.
Rttrlew
Mr. President, In my almost 8 years
ReQuires the &!cretary to promulgate rer· resents the culmination of over 2 years
ulat!ons establlshlnc standards for deter· of continuous eUort on the part or of service In tills body, I have never
mJn1n,- the frequency of cont.inuJnc ellclbD· myself, Senator CoREN, and the other witnessed a social program In such
lty reviews. Pinal recuJaU~ns must be 1ssued Members of Congress who bave chaos and disarray as the Social Secuwlt.hln 6 months; untO tba.t time, no lndlvld· worked so bard to bring tbe injustices rity Di.sabUity Insurance Program over
ual may be subJect to more th&!\ one period· and problems or the Socl.a l Security tbe past 3 years. It bas been so poorly
lcrevtew.
Di:sablllty Program to the attention o! IU.Id callously admln.istered, wltb no
16. Representative Pall<~ for SocfCll
Con~ress and the President.
thought to our basic rules of reason.
Sa:uritv and SST Beneficiaries
It started for Senator CoREN and me fairness and compassion.
Requires t.he secretary to Ul evaluate at the oversiebt hearing we held on
Because tbe fairness. order. and conqual111cations of prospective payees prior to cll.sabfllty terminations In May 1982
or within 45 daya following ccrtl!icallon. (2l when we learned tbat almost one-halt sistency which tills bill w1U now bring
establish a syatcm of llDJlUal accountabUity of the persons revfewed by SSA tor to tbe d.i.sabDlty program Is so loor in
coming, It Is the more welcome. I com·
monitoring where payments are made to
aomeone other than a parent or sJ)Ouse their continuing ella1bUity were being mend the chairman of the Finance
living In the same household with the bene· terminated. Of those terminated, 50 Committee. Boa DoLE, the ranking mi·
flclary, and <3> report to Congress on lmple- percent appealed that decision and an
mentat.lon. and annually on t.he number of amazing two-thirds of those who ap- nority member of the Finance Comcases or misused funds and disposition of pealed were being reinstated. The ap- mittee. RussELL LoNe, and their excelIUCb cases.
peals process usually cost the benefici- lent staff. I also congratulate and com11. Measuru To Improve Compliance IDflh
ary a substantial sum of money for at- mend the chairman of the Social SecuF«UrCll Law
torneys fees-approximately 25 per- rity SUbcommittee of the House Ways
Requires the Secretary to federalize dJs. cent of the benefit amount-and took and Means Committee. J.ua: PICKLE.
abUity detennlnallona In a State within 6 at least 9 months to 1 Mt years to com· and the ranking minority member of
months of flndlnc that a State Is not In sub- plete during which time the person that subcommittee, Wn.t.Lui AIICREB.
stantial compllanee With Federal law and was not recei<ing' dlsabfllty benefits tor their bard work and V1!1l.lnrness to
standards. Such a finding must be made and was no longer eligible tor medl· reach consensus on this vit.ally lm.POrWlt.hln 16 weeks or the time a State's !allure care coverare.
ta.nt legislation. I also commend the
to comply first comes to tbe attention of the
At that time we estimated that some work of the other conferees a.od conSecretary, during which period a hearing
gratulate
them all on the qua.llty of
quarter
of
a
Dlllllon
disabled
persons
could be at!ordcd to the State. The Secretary 1s cllrected to comply with current Jaw would eventually make up what we the !ina! product. Implementation of
requirements protectJnc employment of cur- called the Injustice Index-those per- the conference rePOrt will bring fairrent State employees to t.he extent feulble, sons wbo were wrongfully terminated ness and order not only to the continuand Is directed In order to accompll&b that only to be later reinstated after great Ing cll.sabillty review process but to the
2~<bl
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overall management of the disability
program as well.
I particularly thank my good friend
and colleague, BILL CoHEN of Maine,
for his outstanding work and dedication on this issue. T he bipartisanship
we brought to this Issue was an important factor in our success in the
Senate. Bls staff, particularlY Susan
Collins, always provided great support.
My own staff, particularly Linda
Gustitus and Cassandra Woods, made
my contribution possible. I know of no
better staffer on the Hill than Linda
Gustltus.
My staff person in Detroit, MI. Cassandra Woods, has pursued this issue
with perception and determination on
the front lines for the last several
years. I thank them both for their
good work on behalf of the disabled
residents of Michigan and America.
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
HOMPHREYl. Is there a sufficient
second? There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Louisiana is recognized.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the pend·
ing disability conference agreement
represents, like most conference agreements, a compromise between differ·
ing Senate and House positions on a
number of issues.
As I have stated previously, I do
have concerns about the disability bill,
and in particular about its medical im·
provement standard. But on balance, I
believe the bill should be enacted be·
cause of a number of important im·
provements It makes in the law. Let
me discuss those first.
UNIFORM STAlfDAIU)S

Since the beginning of the disability
insurance program, a major problem
has been the question of how to apply
such a program in a. nat ionally uniform manner. There has not been "
comparable problem with the general
social security program in which the
basic causes of benefit eligibility are
the attainme.n t o.t a statutory retirement age or the death of the insured
individual. These are factors which
can be determined, except in the
t"arest of cases, on the basis of objective and uniform evidentiary rules.
It is not so easy to find clear-cut,
uniform standards of evidence for de·
ciding whether or not an individual is
so seriously impaired for medical reasons as to be unable to engage in any
significant work activity. Each individ·
ual's particular medical circumstan.ces
are likely to differ in many respects
from those of any other individuaL
And the importance of a given set of
impairments in limiting employability
may differ according to the age and
vocational background of different in·
dividuals. Moreover, different medical
experts may not agree as to the degree
of restriction on activity that can be

presumed from particular medical
findings. Even if Congress could write
into law a. comprehensive set of criteria for sorting out evidence of disability, advances in medical science and rehabilitation therapy could make thc>se
criteria obsolete.
For all these reasons, it is difficult to
apply the concept of disability on a
consistent basis. Yet, It is not accepta·
ble to the Congress that a national
program of social security disabUity
benefits should be run in such a way
that each individual's eligibility will
depend on which administrator hap·
pens to decide his case or on which
medical theories, econollllc conditions,
or judicial sentiments happen to be
prevalent in his region of the country.
Time and again, Congress has insisted,
and at.t empted to insure, that the
Social Security Disability Program
would be operated on a consistent, nationallY uniform basis.
In 1967, for example, Congress rewrote elements of the definition of disability to make clear that objective
evidence of phYsical or mental abnormalities must be provided and to require that ability to work be consid·
ered in the context of the national
economy. In 1980, Congress attempted
to improve unifonnity by requiring
greatly increased Fed.e ral review of
State agency determinations. The 1980
Jaw also mandates review by the Secretary of findings by individual administrative law judges.
In the context of the current legislation, the problem of unifonnity has
again arisen. There have been allegations of conflicting guidelines used at
different levels of adjudication. There
have been questions of the extent to
which administrative law judges must
follow the policy guidance of the Secretary. And again, this legislation
weighs in on the side of a. more uniform and consistent program. The Sec·
retary Is directed to establish by regulation the standards for determining
disability. Those standards are to be
applied at all levels of determination
and re\iew. Thus, while adjudicators
and administrative law judges and, in
some cases, Federal district judges
may decide whether an individual is
disabled for Social Security purposes,
Congress intends that they do so according to uniform standards promul·
gated by the Secretary and not according to their own personal preferences
as to how best to decide the issue.
PAIN

The conference agreement adopted,
with minor clarifications, the Senate
provision relating to the evaluation of
pain and other subjective symptoms.
This incorporates into the statute the
existing policy under which purely
subjective allegations of pain or other
symptoms cannot be the basis for a
finding of disability. This is a good example of the problems faced by the
program in maintaining uniformity of
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standards. The 1967 amendments
plainly expressed congressional intent
that disability findings be supported
by obJective medical evidence. The
Secretary correctly adopted a policy
which allows for consideration of subjective allegations of pain, but only if
one of two specific conditions are also
met. There must be some objective
medical evidence pointing to a medical
condition which could reasonably explain the pain and Its alleged severity,
or there must be actual objective med·
leal evidence, such as muscle d.e terloration, which demonstrates the existence of severe pain.
Instead of granting deference to the
Secretary's inherent regulatory authorit y to determine the criteria for
establishing disability, a number of
courts have chosen to substitute their
policy judgment that subjective allegations must be considered even in the
absence of objective evidence of the
type required by regulation. mtimate·
Jy, this would mean that eligibility
would depend upon the subjective
credibility judgement made by each individual adjudicator of claims. This Is
not much different from turning over
the trust funds to the Judges and letting them hand out the funds on a
case-by·case basis as they see fit.
There are some strong statistical indications that much of the lack of uni·
fonnity in the disability program can
be attributed to Issues like the evaluation of pain- that is, issues where
courts and administrative law judges
have tended to Ignore the criteria established by the Secretary for evaluating evidence of disability. The conference agreement will provide a specific
statutory confirmation of the existing
regulatOry requirement. The adminis·
tration should undertake appropriate
reviews of those categories of decisions
which are likely to involve such issues
so as to bring about, in practice, a
more uniform application o! these
standards.
Mtn.TIPt.& IM:PAt:RM:ENTS

Both the Senate and House bills in·
eluded requirements that the combined impact of multiple impairments
must be considered in determining
whether an applicant is sufficiently
disabled to qualify for benefits. The
House formulation of this rule, however, llllght have been misinterpreted so
as to raise questions about the ability
of the Department to deny benefits at
the initial stage of evaluation on the
basis that there is no severe medical
impairment.
The Social Security Disability Program Is intended to be limited to cases
where the fundamental cause of inability to work is a significant medical
impairment. It is not intended to
remedy vocational handicaps for individuals who do not have seriously dis·
abling medical conditions. In evaluating eligibility, the Department first
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determines whether a. seriously limiting medical condition exists. If it does
not, the claim can be denied without
further evaluation-including evaluation of vocational capacity. Some
courts, however, have ruled that the
Secretary cannot deny claims solely on
the basis that the individual has no
severe medical condition but must
always make an evaluation of vocational capacities.
The Senate bill was carefully drawn
to reaffirm the authority of the SecretarY to limit benefits to only those individuals with conditions which can be
shown to be severe from a strictly
medical standpoint-that is, without
vocational evaluation. It requires,
however, that the combined impact of
all medical impairments be considered
in making this decision.
The conference agreement, with
minor language changes of a technical
nature, follows the Senate approach.
This language clearly indicates that
Congress envisions a. sequential approach to evaluating dfsabillty. The individual must first demonstrate the
existence of an impairment or combination of impairments which are sufficiently severe from a medical standpoint as to meet the Secretary's criteria. as to what could potentially be a
disabling condition. If, and only i!, the
individual meets this test, there would
be a further evaluation as to whether
that condition or combination of conditions does in fact preclude him from
engaging in substantial work activity
in the light of his age, education, and
work eXPerience.
The House bill had proposed to requlre the Department to adopt the interpretations of stat ute underlying circuit court decisions whenever it was
unable to immediately appeal such a
decision to the Supreme Court. The
Senate bill simply reoulred the Department to notify Congress of such
instances. The Conference agreement
includes no statutory language on this
issue, but the conferees did include a
statement of opinion in the report.
For a vaiiety of reasons, it may not
always be possible to immediately initiate an appeal of an adverse circuit
court decision. In such a. situation, the
administration should do what the
court orders It to do In that case,
unless it is able to obtain a stay of the
court's order. If the case Involves a
court Interpretation of the statute
that might affect other cases, this situation becomes more complex. The
Secretary should not be in a position
of administering a program which applies one definition of disability in
New York, a second In California, and
a third somewhere else. Moreover,
even within a given clrcult, there may
be circuit court decisions which are
not entirelY consistent with each other
or which leave some doubt as to just
what the court's Interpretation was.

Courts deal with Individual cases.
They are not regional legislatures
charged with spelling out general
poUcy of a statutory nature.
On the other hand, the Secretary
should not simply disregard a circuit
court decision which involves a significant statutory interpretation. It is undesirable to SimPlY proliferate law
suits and to lit igate the same question
over and over again. It is undesirable
to have a difference in statutory interpretation among different branches of
Government remain outstanding for a
protracted period. The administration
has a responsibility to obtain a resolution of such Issues. Appropriate cases
should be appealed, and the administration also should consider asking for
clarifying legislation.
The statement of managers in the
conference report provides a balanced
approach to this problem. It recognizes that immediate appeals are not
always possible. It also reaffirms the
obligation of the Department to support what It believes to be the policy
judgment or the Congress as refiected
in the statutes. At the same time. it
urges that the practice of nonacquiescense be used only in conjunction with
a. continuing good faith effort of the
administration to obtain a resolution
of the outstanding issue.
COMPLIANCE WITH n:DEI!AL STANl>AlUlS

The disability program has proven
difficult to administer with any degree
of consistency. One structural problem
in maintaining national uniformity is
that the actual operations of the program are largely carried out by individuals who are employed by the
States. Even though all the costs of
benefits and administration are supplied from the Federal Social Security
trust funds, the power to hire and !Ire
those who band out those funds rests
with the Governors of the States.
Reports by the General AccountlnaOffice during the 1970's showed that
this administrative structure was a
major barrier to nationally uniform
applicat ion of the Federal disability
program. As a result, the 1980 amendments included changes designed to
permit closer control of the program
by the Federal Government. Unfortunately, the 1980 amendments did not
have the desired result. In the past
couple or years. some States have
begun to challenge outright the authority of the Secretary to exercise
policy guidance over the program. For
example. one Governor recently told a
House committee that his State has
"fashioned and tailored Social Security policy" to conform to the State's
philosophy of how the program should
be run. Unfortunately, the administration did not move vigorously to deal
with those States which chose to defy
Federal authority over this program.
I am pleased that the conference
agreement includes a Senate provision
designed to better deal with this prob-

lem. Under this provision, the discretion of the Secretary to allow protract.
ed State defiance of Federal authority
would be eliminated. A strict timetable
is established for investigating and
acting on any Indication of State failure to comply with Federal rules. If
that investigation confirms a continuing state of nonconformity, the operations of the program in that State
must be placed under direct Federal
administration.
Mr. President, I have discussed what
I consider the positive features of the
conference report. I also wish to talk
about two features of the report which
I find disappointing.
lGDICAL XKPROVDSE:ta

The major element In both bills was
the establishment of a medical improvement standard in reviewing continuing eligibility. The conference
agreement is, in many respects, closer
to the House than the Senate version
on this item. but this is a matter of
degree. I continue to have senous reservations about any medical improvement standard, since the essence of
such a standard is to continue benefit
payments to people who are found not
able to work. Where there are handicapped people who have the capacity
for work. we should- for their sake as
well as the taxpayers'- be restoring
them to productive self-support. We
should not write them off to a life of
dependency on Government benefit
payments.
FAIL...SAPE FINANCING

I am disappointed that the House,
for the second time in this Congress,
has refused to accept a Senate provision designed to improve the financial
soundless o! the Social Security Program- the fall-safe financing provision. The flllldamental theory of
Social Security trust fund programs is
that they are to be self-financing.
They enjoy the security of an earmarked source of revenues-the Social
Security payroll tax- and they are
also subject to the discipline of living
within that revenue source. If the payroll taxes should !all short of meeting
benefit obligations. there is no legal
authority to continue benefit payments.
In the earlier years or the program,
the trust funds always maintained an
adequate reserve so that any financial
imbalance could be dealt with in an orderly ms.nner and in an atmosphere
where Congress could thoughtfuDy
assess the policy choices. This assured
ample time to implement any revenue
or benefit changes that might be
found appropriate.
In recent years, however, the trust
fund balances have declined sharply,
sometimes coming perilously close to
the point of exhaustion. ConsequentlY, Congress has been faced with the
need to act on a precipitous basis and
to choose among very limited and un-
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desirable options. In the 1983 amendments. for example. to keep the program afloat, Congress voted to infuse
massive amounts of general fund subsidies- clearly an undesirable method,
which is foreign to the basic nature of
the program.
The purpose of the fail-safe proposal
was to slow down the rate of decline in
fund reserves once they have fallen to
near-dangerous levels. This would be
done by suspending those features
which automatically increase benefit
payments until the funds are restored
to safer levels or until Congress has
had the opportunJty to implement
measures to deal with the financial
problems.
I think the Senate wisely incorporated a fail-safe mechanism in its version
of the 1983 general Social Security
amendments. I was disappointed that
this element of prudence was deleted
by the House-Senate conference on
that legislation.
In the current disability bill, there
were at least equally valid reasons for
incorporating a fail-safe financing provision. Historically, the outgo of the
disability program has fluctuated
much more widely than that of the
general Social Security system. The
pending legislation makes a significant
change in disability standards, particularly by establishing the new medical
improvement standard of review.
While it is to be hoped that this can
be carefully administered within the
cost now estimated by the actuaries,
the accuracy of similar proJections on
previous occasions gives little reason
for relYing heavily on such a hope.
Given this situati.o n and the continuing precarious state of the Social Security trust funds, the Senate again
made the right and prudent decision
by inorporating a fail-safe financing
mechanism In the bill we sent to the
House. Again. however. the Bouse has
refused to agree to such a provision. I
certainly hope that. as a practical
matter, the mechanism turns out not
to be needed. But I am disappointed
that it was dropped. If the current
projections prove wrong again, the absence of this feature will force us to
deal with the system's next financial
difficulties in an atmosphere of crisis
rather than in an orderly manner.
Moreover. eliminating this provision
also removes a necessary Congressional statement of concern over the prospect that this program could double In
cost i! it is not carefully administered.
StJ'IQf.AJ\Y

Mr. President, I continue to believe

that a medical improvement standard
is unwise. There should not be a
double standard of eligibility depending on whether you are an initial applicant or a beneficiary being reviewed. In either case, the question of
eligibility for this program ought to
resolved on the basis of whether or

not the individual has the abilitY to
work.
However. it Is clear that a medical
improvement standard will become
law. I hope It can be carefully administered. and that it will not lead to a
new round of runaway growth In program costs.
The best hope for bringing this pro·
gram under eontrolls the kind of careful administration that was mandated
by the 1980 amendments. Good adm.inistration, of course. depends upon
good administrators more than it depends upon the language in the statute. There are, however, several elements in the pending le_glslation which
should help the administrators of the
program to do a better iob. The authority of the Secretary to establish
the criteria for applying the definition
of disability is made very speci!ic. Current issue~ before th~ courts ~ the
area of pam and medical seventy are
clarified. The bill spells out the rlc_ht
and duty of the Secretary to federalize
administration ?f the program In the
face of State failure to follow Fede~al
rules. On balance, therefore, desp1te
my r~ervation abo~t so~e features of
this bill and tnY ~sappo_mtmen~ that
!t no longer ~ontains_ a !ail-safe fmancmg mecha.rusm, I s~gned the conference agreement, and I will vote for the
approval by the Senate of that agreement. I reconunend that the Senate
agree to the conference report.
Mr. President. there are other_Sena~rs who desire to speak on this subJ~t. or at least who have led me to believe that th«;Y would like to make a
speech on this subject. In orce; that
they may h~ve the op~ortl!llitY to
know that this measure IS bemg con81.dered• I suggest the absence of a
<l~~PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roil.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum ea11 be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I commend the managers of this bill for
their efforts 1n reaching agreement on
what many consider to be one of the
most pressing social matters to come
before this congress over the past 3
years.
I first became Involved 1n the social
Security disability issue back in January 1982. Since that time I have spent
a great amount of time ~ttemptlng to
remedy the serious inequities and injustices inherent in the administration
of this program.
I believe that the history of the
problems affecting the program and
consequently the hundreds of thousands of beneficiaries dependent upon
it have been elaborated repeatedly
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over the past 2¥.. years. No further
elaboration Is needed here.
The conference report before us
· today si8Dlficantly addresses many of
the structurnl deficiencies that are existent in the current system. In particular, I refer to the provisions stipulating the use of a medical improvement standard. payments pending
appeal to the administrative Jaw
judge, a study on the evaluation of
pain, and last, special provisions on
multiple impairments.
Unfortunately, there is one provlsion which Is not included in this
agreement which I must say I am disappointed not to see included, and
that is the provision dealing with the
so-called "nonacquiescence" policy !ollowed by the Social Security Administration. Although the language contained 1n the statement of managers
does sufficiently address this problem,
it is unfortunate that it is not spelled
out in statutory fashion. in this Senator's opinion.
Indeed. a recently released Internal
report by a Social Security Administration task force pinpointed the prob!ems facing the Federal courts and
their efforts to enforce or deal with
this nonacquiescence policy. That
report stated that there are now
50,000 social security cases pending in
the Federal courts and that Is expected that an additional 28,000 new court
cases will arise in fiscal year 1984.
It Is my sincere hope that the Social
Security Administration will abide by
the strong language contained 1n the
conference report. If the Social Security Administration continues to follow
the "nonaCQUiescence" policy which
they have adhered to. to date, then I
shall be prepared to mtroduce at the
earliest possible da~e leglsia~ion whi~h
will r~qulr~ the Soc1al Secunty Adminls~ra~1on w follow the !ega.! process
which prescribes that If they do not
agree with Federal court decisions In a
particular c!rcul~ then they should
appeal the decision . to the Supreme
Court and get a ruling once and for
all.
.
Mr. Pres1dent, I applaud _the efforts
o!. those who have been mvolved m
this issue over the past 2 years.
Indeed, the conference rep~rt ~efore
us today represents the c~at10n of
many, many hours of negotmtlon and
delibe~ation.
.
I IDlght say, parenthetically, that
this conference report is indeed welcome news to the thousands of disabled beneficiaries who will face periOdic reviews in the future.
It is also welcome news to the thousands of disabled beneficiaries who
will no longer have to suffer the inJustices created by the Reagan administration•s hasty, unwise, and ill-advised
acceleration of these periodic reviews
in March 1981.
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It was really admlnlstratlve folly
which precipitated these wholesale
terminations and the cruel injustices
that were worked on literally thousands of disabled Americans. It Is
hoped that this legislative remedy,
albeit long overdue, will redress these
InJustices.
I will support the conference report
before us today and I urge my colleagues to support lt. I doubt that
there will be a single dissenting vote
cast a.g alnst this conference report.
When this legislation is sent to the
President, I would urge him to sign it.
After 2!12 years, it appears we are finally close to putting the Social Security
disability system back on the right
track. The track of serving the disabled citizens of this country who
comply with the prescription of the
statute and should be eligible for
Social Security disabllity benefits.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator withhold the request.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I am
delighted to withhold the request and
yield to the Senator from Maine.
Mr. COHEN. I thank the Senator
for yielding.
Mr. President, this matter has been
pending In one form or another before
this body !or well over 2 years and so I
do not intend to make a long explanatory statement. I think most of the
membership is aware of the genesis of
the difficulties.
We passed in I think the year 1980 a
measure to try to correct what we saw
were some of the deficiencies In the
Social Security disability program and
I think the last 2Y• years do in fact
serve to remind not only this Senate
and the House of Representatives, but
also the country of the kind of conllict
that is presented to Members of this

which there was an Inadequate notice
extended to the oene.ficiaries. A postcard was sent out, "Dear Beneficiary,
this is to notify you that your case is
coming up for reView," with nothing
further, no further lndlcation that
that indit'idual would then have the
burden of proof of coming forward
and showing that he or she was still
disabled, with no Indication in that
notice that prior medical eVidence
would not be considered, with no Indication in that notice that those Individuals would have to present new
medical evidence and carry the burden
of proof. That they were still disabled.
So titne after titne thousands upon
thousands of indiViduals were terminated without having been adequately
notified as to the consequences of the
review procedure Itself. Moreover, It
was done in a way that certainlY does
not speak well of our proclamation
that we have a humane system or government. It was done basically by computers. There was virtually no human
contact between the beneficiaries and
the Social Security Administration
itself.
So these determinations were made
based upon medical charts and the
record, determinations made by people
removed from the process and out of
the fear that if the individuals making
the decisions to terminate or to perpetuate the disability relief. that those
Individuals mlght be overcome with
compassion. Their objectivity and neutrality mlgbt somehow be compromised by having to look at the IndiViduals who were being reviewed.
As a result or that sort of objective
nonlnterrelationship with the beneficiaries, the recipients, we had a
number of horror stories which have
been printed in newspapers across the
country, people who were in body
casts being terminated from disability,

demand and we have an ob!Jgatlon to
be efficient, to spend hard-earned tax
dollars efficiently, and that was the
basis for the original reform calling
!or periodic reViews of those who are
on the Social Security disability program. By the same token, we also have
an obligation to be fair. And It seems
to me it has been that essential confilet between the duty to be efficient
and the duty to be fair that has presented us with the last 2!12 years of
debate on how best to pursue the
reform of the Social Security disability program.
What took place Immediately after
the passage of the original legislation
was an efiort by the admln!stratlon to
itnplement congressional mandate.
They did so with a fervor that was not
matched with capability. And they
called for the review of cases before
there were adequate staUs. They
called for reviews of cases when people
were not well trained. They called for
review of cases under circumstances in

from disability. There Is one case cited
by Senator LEvm, who has worked so
hard to secure the passage of this legIslation, from his own State of Michigan, and one of the major cases that
we reviewed, In which we had an Individual who was a diabetic from the ace
of 13, as I recall, who was blind in one
eye and had tunnel vision in the other,
could not walk without assistance
from his wife because he had no sense
of equilibrium. and yet he was terminated. He went to the hospital and
was having some toes amputated because he had gangrene and in the
proeess he suffered a massive heart
attack, which doctors later stated was
due to the anxiety caused bY the termination of dlsabOity, only to find out
that his wife, 6 months later, received
a notice from the Social Security Administration saying, "Sorry, we made a
mistake. Your husband's benefits were
not properly terminated."
We had cases of people commjtting
suicide and attempting to conun!t sui-

body. On the one hand. thP.

taxpa.y~r!;

pe.oplP. tn iron

lnn~ bein~ t.ermina~
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clde, a desperation from among a large
segment of our population who had no
other place to turn.
So that is the reason why It had
taken so long to reform this situation,
because we had these ccnllictlng obligations, the duty to be efficient and
duty to be fair. In the process of
trying to resolve those conllict!ng
duties, I believe we have come out
with a compromise which Is acceptable-It does not go as far as Senator
LEviN and I would liked to have had it
go, but It does embrace the essential
Ingredients or efficiency and equity.
And I would like to put the stress
upon the equitable side of it.
It is going to change the notification
requirement. It Is going to Introduce
human contact. It is going to include
pain as a factor to be considered,
which had been excluded by the Social
Security Administration.
We are setting forth some fairly
clear-cut standards where those standards were vague and perhapS even
nonexistent before. We are going to
insist upon th.e establishment of medical improvements and there Will be a
continuation, at least on an experimental basis, the continuation of loss
of benefits during appeal.
One of the most difficult things
about this entire procedure was that
ma.DY individuals were being terminated and then bad the burden of appealIng. Then the appeals process would
take anywhere from a year to 18
months. during which time Individuals
had no source of re!Jef or compensation and they lost their homes,, sold
their cars, and had tremendous physical and psychological burdens placed
upon them, only to walt 18 months
and then have an admln!strative law
Judge make a finding that the administration was In error. That is the sort
of thing that this legislation seeks to.
and I believe will. eJJminate.
So I think what we have today is a
compromise thanks to the hard work
of Senator LEvm-and I do not know
of anyone who has been more conun!tted to seeing to it that we revise.
reform our system than Senator
LEviN. I also want to extend my
thanks to Senator Dou:, the chairman
of the Finance Conun!ttee, for his
work in trying to negotiate some very
long hours o! complex issues between
us. Members of this body and the
other body and the administra;;lon.
I also want to extend my thanks to
the Senator from Louisiana who.
during the course of these de!Jberations. raised a number o! legitimate
issues and who felt as strongly as we
did about the need to have a sYstem
which was eUicient and equitable. A1s a
result of these efforts throughout
these negotiations, we have something
which is acceptable to the overwhelm·
lng majority of the people. I might say
that this would not have been possible
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without his aid and assistance and we
would not be here today without his
involvement. I want to extend my
thanks and congratulations to him, as
well.
Mr. President, I am delighted that
the Senate today is taking final action
on legislation which Senator LEviN
and I sponsored to reform the Social
Security Disability Program.
Although the conference agreement
on S. 476 does not reflect every reform
that we have advocated, it is a worth·
while compromise deserving of suP·
port. The bill will protect disabled
workers from arbitrary decisions to
curtail their benefits, strengthen the
administration of the disability pro·
gram, and promote unl!ormity in decisionmaking.
At the heart of the bill are the criteria it establishes !or assessing the con·
tinued eligibility of individuals receiving benefits. In 1980, when Congress
mandated periodic reviews of disability
beneficiaries, we neglected to set forth
standards for determining whether or
not benefits should be continued. This
legislation remedies that fundamental
omission. By establishing clear criteria
for disability reviews. this bill will provide disabled workers, their attorneys,
State claims examiners, and administrative law judges with an understand·
ing of the grounds for terminating
benefits. These standards, Including
the medical improvement rule, will
correct the problems In the current
process which have caused hundreds
of thousands of severely disabled
people to Jose their benefits.
Since the disability reviews began In
March 1981, State agencies, which
apply Social Security Administration
guidelines, have disqualified more
than 491,000 beneficiaries. Yet, more
than 200,000 Individuals have been re·
Instated after appealing to a4mlnistra·
tive lo.w judgro who ruled tho.t they, in
fact, remained disabled and thus were
entitled to benefits. Thousands of
others have been restored to the program as a result of court orders.
The hardships imposed on the truly
disabled have been chronicled In
C()untless hearings, studies, court deci·
sions, press reports, and personal experiences. The reviews have spawned an
overwhelming number of court chal·
lenges, an unprecedented rebellion by
State governments, and pleas for jus·
tice from the disabled, their families,
and their advocates.
Under this legislation, individuals
who have recovered will be eliminated
from the disability rolls, but those
who remain disabled will continue to
recei11e their benefits. These reforms,
in my judgment, will ensure an equita·
ble disability program and end the
chaos that has troubled the system for
the past 3 years.
Other important provisions of the
conference agreement will extend the
law allowing benefits to be continued

pending appeal; mandate more careful
consideration of Individuals with mul·
tlple impairments; and require the
standards used to adjudicate disability
claims to be issued as regulat ions sub·
Ject to publlc notice and comment.
The Social SecuritY Administration
also Will be required to conduct a five·
State demonstration In which a claim·
ant will have a personal interview with
a State claims examiner at the first
stage of review. This approach, I be·
lleve, holds great promise for improv·
lng the accuracy of Initial determinations by giving the State adjudicator a
more complete picture of the claimant's condition. I hope that a personal
Interview eventually will be lncorpo·
rated into the system on a nationWide
basis.
Mr. President, several months ago. a
Maine woman whose husband lost his
battle with cancer as he fought to get
his disability benefits wrote to me:
The emotlo!Ull stress or Uvtng wttb cancer.
knowing your husband may die, is In Itself
ove.rwhelm..i.ng, but to have one's own Gov-

ernment not care because first comes the
paperwork and redtapc, then come people.
makes it even worse.

Her words are eloquent testimony on
the need for thls legislation. By adopt·
ing this conference report, Congress
can reform the disability program so
that its hallmarkS are compassion and
equity, rather than indifference and
injustice.
Mr. President, this legislation is the
product of more than 2 years of work.
It would not have been possible with·
out the dedication and persistence of
Senator LEVlN and the le.a dership and
patience of Senator DOLE, who had
been unceasing In his efforts to
hammer out responsible legislation.
Senator HEINz, as chairman of the
Senate Aging Committee and a
member of the Finance Committee,
:>U;o contributed greatly to this effort.
I also want to thank the distinguished
Senator from Louisiana whose coop·
eration was essential to a fair resolution of this problem.
I urge the adoption of the confer·
ence report.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I want to
thank the Senator from Maine for the
gracious reference he made to me and
others who were involved In this legislation along with him. The Senator
from Maine, along with the Senator
from Michigan, have been tireless,
have been indefatigable, In seeking to
provide sympathetic treatment for
those who were disabled and who must
seek assistance from the Government
or wherever It may be available.
Mr. President, I also want to con·
gratulate the Senator from Kansas
[Mr. DoLEl, the able chairman of the
committee, for the very fine work that
he has done to resolve this issue In
ways that take Into consideration the
various and broad swath or problems
that are involved In the program.
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I do think. Mr. President, In discuss·
lng a major program of this sort, that
from time to time we ou~rht to give
some consideration to the cost of It,
and at least some consolation to tile
taxpayers who have to pay ror all of
the program. I think now and then we
should make it clear to them that we
are aware of the pain of paying an the
taxes that Government levies on its
citizens, and also we are aware of the
fact the Government has a very large
deficit and that there is a need to
economize wherever we can and to
contain the costs of all Government
spending, be it defense, social welfare,
Jaw enforcement, or any other Federal
program.
The Finance Committee did not
merely by accident become the committee of jurisdiction for the Social
Security Program- at least I would
like to think it did not become the
committee of Jurisdiction by any accident.
Mr. President, the Social Security
Program went Into effect under a. Fi·
nance Committee bill because it Involved a maJor tax levied on the
people of the United States to provide
a benefit which was to be generally
available to vast numbers of people.
Today the program is approaching
universality. The program ensures
almost an working people, other than
those who are Government employees,
of a degree or protection against poverty In their declining years. The extension of the program to include dis·
ability benefits was a measure which
the Senator from Louisiana was privi·
leged to sponsor.
In 1956, Mr. President, the Senator
from Louisiana was approached by a
number of outstanding people, some of
them associated with the labor move·
ment. but all of whom had a long and
compellinlr interest In the welfare of
the workln' population of America.
They urged this Senator to sponsor
the proposed disability amendment.
The Senator !rom Louisiana agreed
to be a cosponsor of that proposal, and
five of us on the Committee on FInance sponsored it at that time. We
had a rather extended and heated
debate In the Senate. Under the lead·
ership of the late Walter George, who
was the chairman emeritus of the
committee at that point-he was then
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations-we adopted the
amendment sponsored by five of us,
members of the Finance Committee.
who were privileged to join In starting
the Government In the direction or
caring for the disabled.
At that time, Mr. President, the Sen·
ator from Georgia, Mr. George, spelled
out what he estimated to be the cost
of the program. And I would urge stu.
dents social welfare programs to read
the speech Walter George gave at that
time, because he spelled out the est!-
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mate and explained why he thought
this was a carefully drawn proposal
and it would carefully control the
costs.
There has been no Senator even In
more complete sincerity in proposing
an amendment, or in seeking to assure
the Sena-t e and the public In general
that this would be a cost that the Government could well afford to bear. I
regret to say, Mr. President, that
those of us who supported the program and who are very concerned
about the cost ot Government are
somewhat apologetic to the taxpayers
to see that the cost does greatly
exceed the estimates given at that
time. Those estimate were given in
complete good faith. It was estimated
that this program by now would be
costing us about $5 billion a year In
1984 dollars. Yet, Mr. President. by
1978 the program had grown so much
that it was estimated to cost in its
long-term projections about $40 billion
per year, again, In 1984 dollars.
That, Mr. President, amounts to
about eight times the cost that we estimated when we voted to start the
program. We gave those estimates in
complete good faith.
The cost grew until under the administration of President Carter, the
President or the United States recommended that Congress enact legislation in 1980 whose implementation
has brought down the projec.t ions to a
current, long-range est imate of $23 billion per year, again measured in 1984
dollars. Thls. of course, is 4!-!t times
what the cost was originally estimated
to be.
When one seeks explanations as to
how the cost of the program Increased
so much, there are a number of expla·
nations. One of them is that the very
existence of a program of this sort
does provide a disincentive to some
handicapped peoole who otherwise
would .have been more or Jess forced to
undertake a very d.i.fficult program of
rehabilitation to try to reach independence.
The existence of the program would
also. Mr. President, tend to ease the
pressure on those of us who are not
handicapped or disabled to either aid
in rehabilitation or to provide employment opportunities for those who
clearly would have to undergo rehabilitation.
Mr. President, I emphasize that
there is a. great void In our disability
program, and that void has to do with
the fact that we have not given adequate attention to our need of having
the most forward-looking program
that we are capable of devising to help
people to overcome their handicaps
and their limitations, and to obtain
employment once they have done so.
We have to go no further than the
Netherlands to see what is In store for
us if we fail to contain the cost of the
program, or to adequatelY avail our-

selves of the potential of rehabilitat ion for persons who are handicapped.
to be sure, but who are not totally disabled.
For example, in the Netherlands,
the program has led to a situation In
which one out of every six persons of
the working age population is on the
benefit rolls.
Mr. President, when one looks at the
deficit that the Government faces
today and ponders the cost or doing
for our population what is done in the
Netherlands, It provides a fiscal headache to think of the cost or it. Against
a projected cost of $23 blllion, one
could look a.t a potent ial cost of well
over $100 billion per year.
As a. member of what I regard as the
most responsible committee in the
Senate from the fiscal point of view.
the Senate Committee on Finance, I
shudder to think of the burden we
would have to put upon our taxpayers
In order to provide the same expansive
and extensive program that they have
in the Netherlands. Far better, Mr.
President, that we seize upon the advances of medical science to help those
who are handicapped to restore their
working capabilities, to make the adjustments that would make It possible
!or them to obtain certain types of employment, and that we caJI upon the
business community to Join with Government In giving t he people who are
hancllcapped a preference in doing the
kind of work whlch they are capable
of doing. Failure to do that means
that the handicapped would have
little choice but to seek the aid of a
Governme.n t. Instead, the objective
should be, if possible, to help those Individuals to become seii-sustaining,
proud, self-reliant, and taxpaYing
American citizens. In my Judgment,
the prime example of what is capable
or what is possible for a. citizen is the
example set by a former President of
the United States, the late Franklin
Delano Roosevelt.
Mr. President, i! such a. person were
living today, handicapped as he was, It
is easy to see how such a person might
very well have qual!Iied for our disability Insurance program, and perhaps spend a !lie living on the Social
Security rolls rather than performing
as a great leader of the Nation-or
even a. seii-sustalnlng person. Yet, that
man, handicapped for a period of
three terms and the beginning of a.
fourth term as President, bad carried
the burdens of one of the most demanding Jobs in t he entire world. ·
When one looks at the enormous accomplishments of FranJcJ.in Delano
Roosevelt one could look a.t the kind
of handicaps that would cause us as
people to lean upon fellow human
beings for support rather than providing leadership, hope, and opportunity
for millions, not only in this country
but around the world.
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Mr. President, we cannot a!tord to

relegate to dependency mUllons of
Americans who have the potential of
being enormously useful and productive.
Whlle we move to care for those who
need and those who through no fault
of their own must caJI upon their Government for its assistance and its cooperation. I hope that we very much
keep in mind that this is not the
answer !or those who have the potential of being useful leaders among our
society or of carrying their share of
the burden. We have too many examples of what can be done by Americans
who are determined to overcome adversity to overcome their handicaps,
and to carry their share of the
burden-and even more-as self-reliant
Americans.
e Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, a.t
long last, the Senate is asked to give
final approval to legislation to reform
the review process for Americans receiving Social Security disability benefits. Our action today-an effort to establish fair, responsible. and eQuitable
standards for the review of Social Security disability recipients, is on.e long
overdue. No one is more acutelY aware
of the despa.rate need for this legislation than the hundreds of thousands
of disabled Americans whose benefits-benefits they have earned- have
been wrongfully terminated.
As ranking minority member of the
Finance Committee's Subcommittee
on Social Security and Income Maintenance, I have been involved in the development ot this legislation for some
considerable tinle. on October 26,
1983, I introduced S. 2002, the companion measure to H.R. 3755, Representative J.J. PicBI.E's legisla.t lon that
passed the House of Representatives
on March 27, 1984, by an overwhelming margin, 410- 1.
On May 22, 1984, the Senate unanimously approved a measure incorPorating many provisions contained In
my legislation. The conference committee, on whJch I served, labored for
nearly 2 months to fashion an acceptable resolution of the differences between the House and the Senate versions of the bUL The product of these
negotiations is before us today. It does
not contain an tbe features for whJch
we might have hoped, but it does represent an important achlevement in
reforming the disability redetermination program and protecting the benefits of hundreds of thousands of disabled Americans. I am pleased that
the basis for the conference agreement is the legislation Representative
PICKLE and I Introduced in the Senate.
This measure represents a critical
step In improving and refining the redetermination process. The single
most important element is a new medical improvement standard, for termination of a. recipient's eligibility.
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Under this standard, we have required
the Social Security Administration to
first determine whether a disabled
beneficiary's medical condition has actually improved since he or she was
declared eligible for disability benefits.
before the SSA can terminate those
benefits.
The absence of a medical improvement standard during the continuing
eligibility review has provided the
Social Security Administration with
grounds to terminate the disability
benefits of nearly 500,000 Americans
since 1981-the year SSA accelerated
the mandated review of disability insurance recipients. In the past 3 years.
SSA has reviewed the cases of nearly 1
mlllion Americans receiving disabUity
benefits; as a result. SSA terminated
the benefits of nearly 500,000 people.
A Federal judge in Minnesota de·
scribed these procedures as "arbitrary,
capricious, irrational, and an abuse of
discretion." In human terms, what
happened is that the Social Security
Administration tried to reduce program costs by terminating support !or
hundreds of thousands of disabled
Americans. Nearly 50 percent of all
those terminated had their benefits
reinstated after appeal.
In response to the thousands of
tragic instances of wrongful terminations, Governors from 10 States, in·
eluding New York, have refused to ad·
minister the reviews as directed by
SSA. Citizens throughout the country
have filed class action suits against
SSA. challengtng the standards by
which their disability benefits were
terminated. Circuit courts throughout
the Nation have ruled against SSA,
and ordered reevaluation of thousan.d s
of disabled individuals under a medical
improvCIIlent standard.
Last April, in recognition of the disarray and injustice plaguing the redeterm.inatlon process for the past 3
years, Secretary of Health and Human
Services Margaret M. Heckler suspended all further reviews of disabled bene·
ficiaries. Despite this action, the in·
equities did not cease.
Since July 26, the date the conference on H.R. 3755 convened, additional events have dCIIlonstrated the press·
ing, urgent need for this legislation.
On August 28, in my own State or New
York. a Federal appeals court ordered
the Social Security Administration to
restore terminated benefits to some
4,000 mentally disabled New York
State residents and to reconsider Its
rejection of applications by 50,000 to
60,000 others. This decision upheld the
ruling in January by the distinguished
Federal judge for the southern district
of New York, Jack B. Weinstein. In his
ruling, Judge Weinstein cited a series
of Internal mCIIloranda circulated
within SSA. directing the denial of
benefits to mentally ill applicants who
could not meet a different, more stringent set of criteria than that mandat-

ed by Congress. He termed this a
"fixed, clandestine policy against
those with mental illness," and ordered the Government to reconsider
the eligibility of more than 54,000 New
Yorkers.
Indeed, SSA's policies have provoked
a rash of court cases involving individuals suing the Government to overturn their termination decisions. This
situation, in the words of SSA, is a
"major crisis in litigation," and has led
to a huge volume of adverse court de·
cisions. At the present time, 48,000
Social Security cases are pending in
Federal courts around the country-up
!rom 19,600 cases at the end of 1981.
Just last year, 26,798 new cases were
filed in Federal court-an average of
nearly 100 new cases each working
day.
I offer the simple observation that
in the half century history of the
Social Security Act, there have never
been a situation in which Governors
and U.S. attorneys have refused to
follow or defend the Government's ad·
ministration of the act. It was the
judgment of these public officials that
the administrators In Washington
were so distorting the intent of the
law and the purposes of the act, as to
make it a question of elemental justice
and, indeed, a crisis in federalism.
It Is our responsibility to insure that
only the genuinely disabled receive
Social Security disability Insurance
benefits. I supported adoption of the
Disability Insurance Amendments or
1980, requiring SSA to reexamine everyone receiving DI benefits. But, It is
also the responsibility of the Congress
to ensure that these reexaminations
are conducted in a manner that is
both fair and judicious. The administration of the periodic reviews since
March 1981 has been neither fair nor
judicious.
It Is this sho.meful situation that
had produced this legislation to
reform the disability reexamination
process. In addition to the adoption of
the new medical improvement standard, this legiSlation would mandate
payment of benefits while a recipient
is appealing a termination decision to
an administrative law judge. It also
would establish uniform standards for
all disability decisions and maintain
the current moratorium on review of
mentally impaired recipients.
This legislation also contains an im·
portant proposal, establishing a 12
tnCIIlber Commission to conduct a
study, in consultation with the National Academy of Science, of the evaluation o! pain In determining eligibility
for disability benefits. The need for
this study is apparent: quite often, an
individual may suffer from excruciatIng, debllltatlng pain that is impossible
to measure through existing medical
techniques.
Medical science by definition is the
quest for knowledge, which is to say
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an effort to learn that which Is not
known. Typically this process begins
by the Identification of symptoms, followed by a slow process of tracing
symptoms to causes. Even when causes
are discovered, cures do not always
follow. Correspondingly, over the long
history of medicine any number of effective treatments have developed in
the absence of complete or even partial knowledge of the etiology of the
disease or condition Involved. A commonplace example is aspirin, which
has been in use for almost a century.
It relieves certain types of pain, but
medical research has only the dim·
mest clues as to how. More recently,
the discovery of steroids has made possible the treatment of many thoroughlY disabling diseases of which little if
anything is kn.own except that they
respond to treatment by steroids. In
most-but by no means aU-such ill·
nesses and afflictions the most significant symptom is pain. This Is where
the physician typically begins in the
search for a diagnosis and treatment.
It is not merely useful clinical evi·
dence, it is often the only, or the pre·
dominant evidence.
Upon review of the Commission's
report, due on December 31, 1985, it is
my hope that we can develop new legislative language and regulations re·
necting the Commission's !indina:s on
the procedures and methods to estab·
llsh the existence of disabling pain in
the absence of concrete laboratory
tests confirming the existence of ill·
nesses already known.
I do not suggest that the measure
before us is Idea.!. In but a few years,
the Congress once again will be required to act to ensure that individuals
appealing a termination decision wUI
continue to receive disability benefits
during appeal. All told, however, the
measure betore us does represent a sig·
ni!icant achievement. It will protect

the benefits of hundreds of thousands
of disabled Americans. Despite the reluctance of many to consider this legIslation, and the efforts of many more
to prevent its consideration, I believe
we have crafted a measure that will
produce more !air, equitable and judicious review of the continuing eligibilIty of Social Security disability insurance recipients. I urge, in the strongest terms I can, its prompt enactment.e
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, I strongly support the conference agreement
on H.R. 3755, the Social Security Dis·
abUity Reform Act. Passage of this
legislation will end the nightmare of 3
long years of injustice, uncertainty,
and abuse for the nearly 4 mlllion
people who rely on the disability program for basic support. The conference agreement before us represents a
major legiSlative achievement, one
that will restore fairness, integrity,
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and human decency to the disability
review process.
Ever since I conducted an lnvestlga·
tion into the case of Kathleen McGovern, a mentally impaired woman in
Philadelphia who corxunitted suicide in
1982 a.fter the Social Security Admin·
istration CSSAJ notified her that her
disability benefits were to be terminated, I have concluded that the entire
disabilitY review process was in need of
comprehensive reform. The more
deeply I looked into the manner in
which SSA was administering the continuing disability investigations, the
more clear it became to me that an
enormous number of innocent Americans were being needlessly and wrongfully denied their disability benefits.
The national statistics on the magnitude of this tragedy are astoundlng.
Since 1981, nearly half a million dis·
ability beneficiaries have been told by
SSA that they no longer qualify for
benefits. For those with the resources
and fortitude to appeal to an adminis·
trat ive law judge, two-thirds have had
their benefits restored. Almost 50,000
have taken their cases to the Federal
courts. and well over 100,000 are members of class action suits already certi·
fied by Federal judges. Twenty-nine
States have either refused to process
claims under the inhumane standards
set by SSA or are under court order to
revise their review procedures. Overall, we have a program in a state of
shambles.
The human dlmension of this
crisis-the unnecessary suffering, anxiety, and turmoil-has been graphically exposed by dozens of congressional
bearings and in newspaper articles all
across the country. People clearly
unable to work found themselves
stripped of the monthly income upon
which they depended, and were forced
to resort to State and local welfare
l)rngrllms. Many have ended up lfvinll'
on the streets.
A General Accounting Office [GAOl
studY I requested last year sheds a
great deal of light on the quality of
the review process, and its implica·
tions for human lives. GAO found that
for every 28 cases SSA reviewed, SSA
told 13 they were no longer eligible for
benefits. Seven of this group were
eventua.lly reinstated on appeal; four
ended up on welfare. Only 1 of every
28 was able to achieve sell-support
through employment. These statistics
describe a program both deeply flawed
and completely out of control.
The legislation before us will return
order, equity, and national uniformity
to the disability review process. It will
provide relief for many of those who
have been hurt by the continuing te·
views, and It will build Into the law
structural safeguards to protect cur·
rent and future disability benefic!·
aries.
Most importantly, this legislation establishes medical improvement as the

primary criterion for the review of disability cases. This means that if SSA is
going to terminate eligibility for disability benefits, the weight of evidence
in the file must show both that the in·
dividual's medical condition has im·
proved and that he or she is now capable of working.
The rationale for a medical improvement standard is simple-you should
only be denied continuing eligibility
for disabUity ben.e fits if there is some
reason why you are now more able to
work than when you were admitted to
the disability rolls. This should be the
standard Irrespective of whether the
eligibility standards have subsequently
been arbitrarily changed. This seems
only fair, and should prevent the unreasonable terminations witnessed all
too frequently since 1981.
The medical improvement standard
in this bill is very tightly drawn, and is
qualified bY a number of exceptions
that allow for flexibility in applying it.
Por instance, where Improved medical
or vocational technology allow a
person to work despite an unchanged
medical condition, or where new diag.
nostic techniques show an impairment
less disabling than originally thought,
the medical imProvement standard is
waived. These provisions assure consideration of advances In medical and
rehabilitation technology in the dis·
ability review process.
One of my greatest concerns about
the continuing disability reviews is
that mentally disabled beneficiaries
have been singled out for particularly
unfair treatment by the Social Security Administration, and that this group
has suffered most from the excesses of
the past 3 years. In April 1983, the
Special Committee on Aging, which I
chair. held hearings on this issue, and
the General Accounting Office reported that, although the mentally dis·
abled account for only one-tenth of
the total disability caseload, they represented alinost a third of all those
terminated. Many witnesses, including
mentally impaired beneficiaries them·
selves, testified to the cruel human effects of this process, of which suicide
is the most extreme expression.
Following these hearings, I introduced legislation to provide special
safeguards for the mentally disabled,
and I am happy slmflar provisions are
incorporated into the conference
agreement. SpecificallY, the legislation
mandates that SSA revise the antiquated criteria it uses to evaluate the
nature and severity of mental lmpa.lrments. Further. the agency must now
utilize qualified psychiatrists or psychologists In reviewing the mentally
disabled. I am confident these reforms
will serve to protect the most vulnerable of the disabled. those whose very
disability leaves them defenseless to
abuse by the Government.
The legislation before us includes a
number of other noteworthy provi-
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sions. SSA will now be required to consider the combined effects of multiple
impairments upon an indlvidual's capacity to work. Due to regulatory and
administrative changes in the past 5
years, a person with 10 "nonsevere"
impairments conld be denied benefits.
despite the interactive effects these
impairments may produce. This provision to require the combined evaluation of multiple impairments. like
many others in this package, underscores the longstanding intent of Con·
eress that every person should receive
a comprehensive, realistic, and individ·
ua.llzed assessment of his or her ability
to work.
One problem that has plagued this
program is the lack of consistency in
standards among various levels of adjudication. Currently, State agencies
receive their instructions from SSA
through a detailed and elaborate program operations manual system
[POMSl. Administrative law judges on
tbe other hand are bound only to the
law and published regulations. In·
stances in which SSA incorporates
Into the POMS administrative policy
at variance with the law and regulations, as interpreted by administrative
law judges, leads to widely different
decisions on eligibility at different
levels of the review process.
This legislation will establish uniform standards binding on all levels of
decislonmaking process thus bringing
SSA under the rulemaking requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act. This means that I! SSA is
going to revise basic review criteria. it
has to publish the proposed rule
changes and allow for public corxunent.
The legislation will extend the provision of continued benefits through the
adminstrative law judge level for those
who choose to appeal initial termlna·
tlon decisions through December 1987.
"Aid·Pald-pending" appeal will be
made pennanent for recipients of supplemental security income, to protect
those with very limited income from
losing their benefits untn they have
exhausted all administrative channels.
One provision in this leg!slatlon that
I have reservations about is the section on pain. In this bill, we basically
confirm in the statute the current regulatory policy of not considering pain
unless a medically determinable condl·
tion can be identified that can be expected to cause the pain. It seems to
me that this standard may be too
narrow, and out of touch with the
state of the art of scientific knowledge
on pain. Pain is an extraordinary complex phenomenon, and real, disabling
pain can exist without anyone under·
standing what impairment causes it to
occur. 1 suspect we may want to revise
this standard in the future.
Overall, this conference agreement
reflects a. finely crafted compromise.
incorporating the diverse views of a
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plethora of advocacy group.s for the
disabled, the administration, and
many Members of Congress. After 3
years of struggle and controversy, we
have finally constrl!cted legislation everyone can support. Though there are
areas where I do not think the legisla·
tion goes far enough, it Is a fair compromise, worthy of enactment.
From my standpoint as chairman of
the Aging Committee. I want to emphasize how Important the disability
program is to the elderly. Almost 75
percent or all disability beneficiaries
are over age 50, and this program has
to be understood in the context of a
broader policy of guaranteeing income
security for older Americans. It is Important to note that the original dis·
ability insurance program established
in 1956 was designed to provide income
to workers who became disabled after
age 50. The disability program was a
way of insuring that older persons
who became disabled maintained their
economlc security untU reaching the
age or eligibility for Social Security retirement benefits.
The legislation under consideration
is designed to restore proper administration to the disability program and
does not change the basic mission or
structure of the program. However, as
we increase the retirement age for
Social Security, we may in the future
want to rethink our basic policy on the
disability program, and perhap.s focus
more attention on the adequacy of the
program as a targeted means of sup.
porting older people no longer capable
of working, but too young to retire.
Mr. President, I conclude by stating
that the Social Security Disability Insurance Program is just that, an insurance program_ What Congress has finally accomplished in this legislation
is to restore the protection of a fair
and consistently administra-ted pro·
gram to the millions

of American

workers who finance that protection
with their every paycheck. They have
earned nothing less, and I urge my col·
leagues to support the conference
report.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
rise In support of the conference
agreement on H.R. 3755. the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1984.
By my count. this Is the fifth time in
the past 16 months that I have supported a measure to correct problems
In the way the Social Security Admlnistration reviews the eligibility for
benefits of disabled Americans. We
have, at last, found a bipartisan solu·
tlon to these problems that is permanent. fair to beneficiaries, and financially responsible.
But before we congratulate each
other for our work, we should pause
for a moment to consider the plight of
many of America's most vulnerable
citizen's. the disabled. It is these
people who should be con~:mtulated.
They are the ones who have shoul-

dered the burden of an overzealous
review process, who too often were removed from the rolls alter no more
than a "paper" examination, who were
unnecessarily frightened, and who, in
many cases. wer~ unfairly deprived of
benefits.
In my own State of New Mexico, I
know of a man who had received bene·
!its since 1977 because of a heart con·
ditlon. He was removed from the program in 1982. He appealed this decision for 12 months and was still waiting for some action when stricken with
a massive heart attack and died outside of my New Mexico office. Six
months alter he died, his widow received a notice that his benefits would
be restored.
Mr. President, this bill Improves the
disability review process by: Ensuring
that an Individual has medically Improved before he or she stops receiving
benefits; providing more face-to-face
contact between program officials and
beneficiaries; and allowing the disabled to continue to receive benefits
while they appeal a decision to remove
them from the program.
These changes will make the Social
Security disability review process a
more fair and compassionate process.
These changes are long overdue, and I
hope that we can pass this conference
report without delay.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I
rise today to express my support for
the conference agreement on H.R.
3755, the Social Security Disability
Benefits Reform Act of 1984. This
report is the culmlnation of over 2
years of debate and compromise on
how best to resolve the tragic and
needless confusion which has beset
the Social Security Disability Insurance Program since 1981. Mr. President, since the beginning or the
Reagan administration. nearly 500,000
recipients of Soclnl Security disability
insurance have had their benefits cut
oU while having their cases reviewed;
more than 40 percent of these persons
were reinstated upon appeal. We have
listened to the stories of many disabled persons who suffered severe
hardship because of this unfair review
process. Under the co.n ference agreement, the Government could remove a
recipient from the rolls only if it is
proven that his or her medical condition had Improved. I believe this
agreement will be a maior step toward
correcting the unfairness which existed in the earlier review process and administration of this vital program. The
bill will protect the interests of those
already on the rolls and of taxpayers
in assuring that benefits are paid only
to those in need of them.
In May of this year, when the
Senate approved Its version of the
Social Security Disability Benefits
Reform Act, I expressed my concern
about the antidef!clency provision contained In the bill which would have re-
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quired the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to scale back the costof-living increase in disabll!ty benefits
if the disabUity insurance trust fund
was proJected to fall below 20 percent
of expected annual benefit payments.
If this action were not enough, the
Secretary could further act to reduce
the benefit schedules for new entrants
into the system. I stated at that time
that this provision was particularly
unfair to those relying on disability
benefits for their sole source of
income who would not have been re·
sponsible for the conditions that
tnlght lead to a funding reserve short·
fall. I am pleased that the conferees
agreed to drop this provision in conference.
The conference agreement requires
publication of regulations setting
forth uniform standards for Social Security disability determlnations under
section 553 of the Administrative Pro·
cedures Act which will be binding at
all levels of adjudication. In my view,
this is the critical element in reforming the Social Security Disability Program. I hope that a set of uniform regulations will serve to end the painful
and unnecessary chaos which has
plagued the disabUity program since
1981. Unilorm standards supply a solid
base on which the administrative law
judges can fairly and efficiently gauge
the merits of cases before them. I
worked hard to make sure that this
provision of the bill remained strong
and I am encouraged to note that the
conference agreement is also firm on
this point.
I will vote for the conference agreement because it is a long overdue correction of a situation which brought
undue pain and hardship to thousands
of disabled Americans. I hope the legislation wUI assure the fair and equitable trP.atment of those persons who
are entitled to benefits under the
Social Security DlsabUity Program.
Thank you, Mr. President.
Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President, after
years of struggle, the Congress is final·
Iy acting to put an end to the needless
hardships and suffering by hundreds
of thousands of our Nation's disabled
citizens. The enactment of this legislation should end the chaos that has resulted in the administration of the
Social Security Disability Insurance
Program ever since the administration
implemented the continuing disabUlty
investigations [CDI'sJ several months
prior to the time mandated by law.
The final action we are taking today
is long overdue. I think it is instructive
to look at how long it has taken the
Congress to finally pass this critical
legislation, that could have. and
should have been enacted during the
97th Congress. Many of the individuals who were the victims or the care·
less and at times cruel treatment by
the Social Security Administration
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were unable to speak for themselves
due to extreme physical IUid emotional
hardships they have experienced as a
result of a severe disability. It was our
job here in Congt"ess to recognize the
problem IUid swif tly and effectively
correct the problem. Today, over 2'h
years after the Congt"ess Init ially started examining this progt"am, we are at
last enacting this needed Social Security reform. The basic outline or the
legislation we are giving final approval
here today was contained in the legislation I introduced on July 26, 1982 <S.
2776) during the 97th Congress. I t is
truly sad that It has taken this institution so long to respond to this vital
need.
Finally, Mr. President. I would like
to commend those of my colleagues
who presided with gt"eat vigilance over
this matter and without whose continued persistence we might not have
even gotten where we are today. In
particular. I want to single out my
friend and colleague from Michigan,
Senator L£vn1, whose efforts in this
area bave been truly exceptional. I
urge all of my colleagues to join with
us in unanlln.ously adopting this conference report.
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I am
pleased to lend my support to the conference agt"eement on H.R. 3755, the
Social Security Disability Benefits
Reform Act of 1984. ~r more than 2
years, many Mem!;<:rs have worked
diligently toward the resolution of
some very thorny issues that developed with Implementat ion of the disability amendments of 1980. Reaching
agreement was a lengthy and sometimes ardous process, but I believe
that with enactment of this compromise, the Congress will send a strong
signal to beneficiaries and program administrators that we intend to protect
the disabled from unjustified loss of
benefits, but that we arc equally committed to ensuring the inteCl"ity of the
trust funds is not jeopardized by permitting ineligible individuals to receive
benefits.
I am particularly gratified that this
bill includes my provision designed to
insure that benefits intended for tbose
unable to care for themselves are not
misused. This provision, directed at
persons who act as agents for Social
Security recipients, establishes a
system for auditing expenditures by
representative payees. W'nile the
caring individual who accepts responslbllity to act on behalf of another deserves to be commended, it is a disl!l'BCe that some have abused this trust
to their own advantage.
According to agency records, there
are approximately 5.5 million representative payees nationwide. Some 1.5
million are not members of the families of individuals who they represent.
General Accounting Ofllce data and
studies conducted internally by the
Social Security Administration have

documented over 1,400 cases of misuse
of funds since 1974, yet only 122 were
referred to the Department of Justice
for prosecution- and only 29 convictions were actually obtained.
The provisions included in this bill
instruct the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to develop and
present to the Congress, within 9
months, a plan to tighten procedures
for auditing representative payees.
Parents or spouses are specifically
exempt from extensive scrutiny in
order to protect families from excessive governmental intrusion. However,
the Secretary retains the authority to
review even familial accounts i! she
finds there is reason to believe funds
bave been diverted !rom the beneficiary and misused by the representative
payee. In the event a representative
payee is convicted of willfully cheating
the Social Security recipient of his or
her benefits, the judge will be able to
assess a more appropriate and stiffer
penalty- up to 1 year in prison and a
$5,000 fine !or first o!Cenders. and up
to 5 years Imprisonment and $25,000
for second offenses. Should the representative payee be convicted for a
second time, his or her ability to function in this capacit y in the future will
be permanently revoked.
Mr. President, I commend the chairman and ranking member of the Finance Committee lor their extraordinary efforts in reaching agt"eement on
this compromise, and I thank my colleagues Senators LFNIN and Com:N Cor
their dillgence in developing legislation that will accomplish the difficult
task of balancing sensitivitY toward
the beneficiaries with legitimate restraints on unbridled growth in the
disability program_ In particular. I
would like to congratulate my colleague from Texas, Congressman JAKE
PICKLE, whose Initiative coupled With
grace in the fae& of .sometimes trying
negotiations, played a major role In
crafting a more fair and workable
review process.
I urge my colleagues to join with me
in support of the pending conference
report.
8£X"t:EEt LATE X'8Al't N"E'V:&R ON SOC'lAL S&CVJUTY
tliSABtLITY lNStrRAHC& R£FO.R.M

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, we have
before us something for which many
of us have been working-and waiting- for many, many montbs. In 1980,
the Congress ordered a review of the
disabled individuals who are on the
rolls or the Social Security disabllity
insurance program_ From the time it
took o{!ice in 1981, the Reagan administration bas used this review as an opportunity to purge beneficiaries from
the rolls. As a result, caring people of
every description have cried foul and
sought to repair the damage that was
being inflicted. Democrats, Republicans. conservatives, moderates, and
llberals. Northerners. Southerners,
Westerners-the cries have come !rom
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all quarters as the administration
purged the rolls or this progt"am, and.

in the process, sacrificed the wellbeing of some of our least fortunate
citizens-those who are physically or
mentally disabled.
The !acts or this matter have been
stated and restated before this body.
Since the administration began the
disability purge in 1981, nearly half a
million persons have received initial
termination notices. Initially, payments to these beneficiaries wer e
halted abruptly even when they felt
confident that an appeal would reinstate their eligibility- and even in
those cases where there was no real
possibility that the individuals would
be able in the meantime to derive
enough income from other sources to
meet their fundamental needs. Later.
due to legislation the Congt"ess found
It necessary to pass, benefits were extended for terminated beneficiaries
who appeal their terminations untn
administrative law judges return judgments on those appeals.
By last spring, more than 200,000 of
the disabled who bad been cut from
the rolls in fact were reinstated upon
appeal. But during the course of proving their eligibUt y, they were confronted With untold anxiety over the
possible Joss of their benefits and with
inconvenience and sometimes even
physical pain during lengthy hearings
and consultations with attorneys and
agency personnel. There were press reports of suicides and other deatbs o!
disabled persons who simply were incapable o! contending with this kind
of disruption of their lives. Simple respect for human life, dignity, and fairness required the correction of this situation..
But the beneficiaries were not the
only ones to suffer. The eligibility
review caseworkers, who had been
given inadequate explanation and
training concerning their case review
responsibilities, were seriously overworked and demoralized. The administrative law Judges were over-Whelmed
with unprecedented numbers of appeals. Allegations surfaced in lawsuits
and elsewhere that the administration
was connecting personnel performance
reviews o! those judges to their record
of appeals rejections.
And the problem did not stop even
there. Over 40,000 of these appeals
reached the Federal courts, adding to
their already troubling burden.
Many State governments-which
under Federal law have the responsibility for determining eligibility for
this progt"am-rebelled at what they
viewed as the inexcusable harshness of
tbe administration's approach to this
issue. Over half of the States, either of
their own accord- as was the case With
my own State of West Vlrginla-or
upon orders from the courts. ceased
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enforcing the Federal review and termination reQuirements.
Finally, even the administration concluded that the situation could not be
allowed to persist. The Secretary of
Health and Human Service, facing a
political nightmare. was forced to suspend the reviews nationwide to await
congressional passage of legislation to
return order to the chaos.
Fortunately, through all this turmoU. several compassionate and determined Senators and Representatives
never let up in their efiorts to gain enactment of fair, eUectlve remedial legIslation. While any attempt to list all
such Senators likely would Inadvertently omlt the name or one or more
who invested themselves In this efiort,
any list must Include the names of
Senators SASSER, PRYOR, MOYNIHAN,
Com::N, and HEIN'Z. But the real champion of the disabled has been the distinguished Junior Senator !rom Michigan, Senator LEviN. He, as ranking
member of the Subcommittee on Oversight. along with subcommittee Chairman Com::N, held hearings on thls
matter, introduced remedial legislation which forms In larre measure the
basis !or the final product that Is
before us today, and refused to let the
Issue be forgotten.
I commend these Senators, and their
counterparts on the House side, Mr.
President, for their long, difficult,
tiring efiorts. Even when the outlook
appeilred bleak for thls legislation.
they never Jet up. They knew, and felt
acutely. the derree to whlch the dis·
abled of thls Nation were depending
on them-and they took It as a personal aUront tbat a Federal law designed
to help the d.tsabled should be used by
the uncarlnr to harm the disabled.
Mr. President. the conference
report-like most conference reportsIs not perfect from anyone's perspective. But I believe It rosolvC!S the Issues
of difierence acceptably- in a manner
that Is simultaneously lJscaJ)y responsible, humane. and progra.nunatically
sound. The enactme.n t of this bill will
return rationality to this program-for
the benefit. flrst, of the disabled. but
also for their famlly members; for Federal and State sovemment caseworkers: for administrative Jaw Judges. for
Federal court.s: and for virtually all
others who have had to deal with this
mistreated system during the past 4
years. I only regret that this day could
not have come sooner. I am sincerely
hopeful that the Reagan admln.Lstra·
tion will move as rapidly and with as
much force and enthusiasm to Implement the provisions of this legislation
as It mover to purse the disability rolls
in 1981.
Mrs. HAWKINS. Mr. President. I am
pleased that the House-Senate conference committee has completed action
on the Social Security disability review
amendments. I have many constituents In Florida who are a.n.x:ious)y

awaiting the enactment of this legislation.
The Social Security Disability Program was enacted to provide aid to dis.
abled Americans and the SST disability
reviews undertaken by the Department since 1981 was undertaken with
the same noble purpose, to maximize
aid to those with genuine needs and to
minimize the amount of lneWciencies
and cheating within the program. Unfortunately. because of the flawed
review process, severe hardships have
been imposed on the disabled. The
most dramatic Indication of the flaws
in the current disabUity review system
is that more than 160.000 disabled In·
divlduals have had their SSI eligibility
reinstated after appealing to administrative Jaw Judses.
Clearly, we must Improve our SSI
disabUity review procedure to ensure
that it Is equltable as well as efficient.
We must correct the flaws of lnad·
equate notice. lack of face-to-lace
interviews. conflicting standards regarding disabUity. confusion over the
evaluation of pain, Inadequate medical
evidence and !allure of SSA to apply
circult court decisions to Its policies if
the asencles happen to disagree with
the decision.
The conference report we are considering today would rectify many of
these flaws and restore fairness to the
Social Security disability review process. As we strive to eliminate waste
and inel!lciency In the Social Security
Disability Program, we must remember that these are not merely numbers, they are people. People who are
dependent upon the disability program for survival. Since a worker does
not have to be permanently disabled
In order to receive SSI beneflt.s, I sup.
port periodic review o! Individuals re·
celvlng disability to ensure that only
those who remain disabled continue to
('.Oll.,t.

tll.!:llhtllt.y

r.her.lu;.

But

the

review process that determines eligibility must be fair and provide due process protections to the afiected individ-

uals.
Mr. President, I would like to com·

pllment Senators Bmm. L!:vl:N, CoHEN,
DoLE. and others who have taken such
an active role In this issue. Their diligent efiorts have resulted in the legislation that Is before us today.
SOCIAl. S1:C171UTY OlSAIIUTY u:NEPITS R.EFORAf
ACT or Jtl4

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I
am delighted to join In urging Senate

passage or the conference report on
H.R. 3755, the Social Security DisabilIty Beneflts Reform Act of 1984.
I was also pleased to be a cosponsor
of the original Senate version of this
legislation, S. 476, and amendments to
it and to join In the overwhelming 960 vote by which the Senate passed its
version on May 22. 1984. However.
since the House version of this legislation contained a number of provisions
that I favored over the corresponding
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provisions in the Senate-passed measure. I wrote to the distlngulshed chair·
man of the Finance Committee (Mr.
DoLE] on June 25, 1984, urging resolution or certain Issues generally along
the lines of the results In the conference report.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that that letter be printed in the
REcoRD at the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objectJon. It Is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1.)
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President. as
many or my coUeagues know. this legislation has bad a painstakingly slow
evolution. Over the past 3 yea.""S. In the
absence of legislation providing for a
comprehensive reform of the Social
Security disability Insurance lSSDll
review process. we have received one
report after another documenting the
chaos and IneQuities that have resulted from this administration's conduct
of continuing disability investigations-COl's.
Thus far, Con cress has enacted legislation that treated only the symptoms
of the problems created by the CDrs
without addressing the underlying
flaws in the dlsabUity review process.
With final action today-3!1. years
after the Reasan administration made
the decision to accelerate precfpitous).y
the conrresslonaUy mandated reviews
of SSDI beneficiaries-some measure
of consistency and CQulty will be restored to a chaotic review system that
has caused needless suf!erlng to many
disabled beneficiaries.
Mr. President. It Is especially noteworthy that the conference agreement
establishes a medical·lmprovement
standard setting forth specific guidelines under which the Secretary generally must consider an SSDI recipient's
ability to return to work as well as any
medical Improvement which may have
occurred since the Initial finding of eligibility.
I am also pleased that the conference report Includes a provision requirlns the Secretary of HHS, alone
with the National Academy of Sciences, to conduct a study-due to Congress by December 31, 1985-relating
to determinlns the presence of pain
for SSDI ellgibUity purposes.
The legislation also requires that
multiple Impairments be considered In
determining ell!l1bWty and that a moratorium on reviews of persons with
mental Impairments be Instituted
pending revision of the current. unrealistic criteria for determining the in·
dividuals' ability to perform substantial gainful activity In a competitive
workplace, and provides for continued
payment of bene!lt.s through the a.Ppeals process. subJect to forfeiture If
the appeal falls.
Mr. President, I also note with Interest and approval a provision allowing
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reimbursement to State agencies for
the cost of vocational ~ehabUltatlon
services provided to beneficiaries who
ncover medically wblle in a vocational
rehabUltation progTa~n, regardless of
whether the recipient performed sllb·
stantlal gainful activity for 9 months
or cooperated in the program.

that the deadline for the proposed study be
one year rather than three years.
In addition. I am concerned about the provision that could result in lower benefit
levela tor new beneficiaries when the clisab!Uty trust fuod Ia proJected to decline to
less than 20 percent of a year's benefits at
the beainnlng of any riven year.
Bob. I appreciate your attention to these
CONCLOSIOK
matters or mutu&J concern.
Wlt.h warm recards.
Mr. President, several of my col-
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were still eligible for benefits. These
reviews, called continuing disability in·
vestlgations. or CDI's. were scheduled
by Congress to begin in January 1982.
The second !actor behind the great
number o! terminations was an admin·
lstratlon bent on reducing Govern·
ment SllCJlding regardless of human
costs. Wielding the BeJlmon amend·
Cordi&lly.
ment. the Reacan administration deleagues have worked relentlessly
ALAI< CltANSTOK.
cided to accelerate the Implementation
toward the comprehensive reform
Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I date to March 1981. and began order·
which we are now considering. In par.
ticular, I would like to note the efforts am very happy to support the confer- lng disability reviews at an alarming
of the Senator from l\4lchlgan £Mr. ence agreement on H.R. 3755, the rate.
None of us condone allowfnr people
L!:vn<J, the Senator from Maine £Mr. Social Security Disability Reform Act.
Colll!:Nl, and the Senator from Penn· Few social problem.s have touched us who are not disabled to receive SoclaJ
more
than
the
thousands
or
hand!·
Security
or supplemental security dis·
sylvania [Mr. Hm:Nzl, on behalf of
these re!orms and the disabled per- capped and disabled Americans whose abUlty benefits. But just as we are resons who will be assisted through benefits were un!alrly taken away as a plllsed by dlsabUlty benefit fraud and
them. 1 would also Uke to thank the result or a flawed review process. This seek Its elimination, we should not
Senator from Kansa.s £Mr. Dou:J for leg!slatlon will end the uncertainty permit any administration to termi·
his e!!orts and cooperation In the de- and un!alrness that disability benefici- nate disability benefits for literally
velopment oi the agreement on this aries have su!!ered as a result of the thousands who were truly disabled.
disabUlW review process.
.
legislation.
Because of the abrupt acceleration
I am personally aware of the trage- of the reviews, many individual cases
Mr. President, the chaos. the lnequlties, and the disruption in the lives oi dles that have been caused as a result received only the most cursory exanlicountless disabled beneficiaries has or this flawed "disability review proc- natlon. State disability determination
plagued the review process for far too ess." The volume o! Social Security o(flees were forced to :uxept a ~
long. I am delighted to join my col· disabUlty casework by my field offfoes fold Increase In their worltloa<l.s with·
leagues In urging; that the Senate has been greater than any other Issue. out an Increase In funding or support.
adopt the conference report, and In so On October 8, 1983, I was pleased to Many reviews were accomplished
doing, help to restore equity, fairness, hold a field hearing or the u.s. Senate simply on paper, without ever seeing
and compassion to the review process Committee on Governmental A.Ua.i.rs another human being, or by a 5·
and, I sincerely hope, the peace or in Santa Fe on the subject of SoclaJ minute examination by a physician
Security disability reviews. Firsthand who had never seen the recipient
mind that SSDJ recipients deserve.
testimony was heard from a cross-sec- be!ore. Often the statements of perEnu81T1
tion of New MexJcans who told o! sonal phySicians were either never
U.S. SENATE.
their painful experiences caused by an sought or silnply dlsregard.ed. Most reWa.shlngton, DC, June 25, 1984.
Insensitive, lneUiclent, and dehuman- views centered·on a proffie of disabled
Ron. Roun oou.
Chal"''<<n, Commltl« on Finanu, U.S. izinr process. Testimony was a1so reS~ak, Wa.sltington, DC
ceived from doctors who treated claim- persons who were thought most likely
DIWI Boo: I understand that you received ants, attorneys who represented claim- to be able to go back to work. Several
a. Juno 18, 1984, letter from the authors and ants, the State of New MexJco DlsabD- days of hearings before the senate
a number of the cospoo.sors of s. t76, t.he ity Determination Unit Director, an Special Committee on Agln!f, the
proposed "Social Security Ol.sa.billty Reform
Senate Governmental Affairs Commit·
Amendments of 1984". &lerttns you to their administrative law judge who heard tee and other groups have documented
coneems about three prolllsioos In the their appeals, and a representative Irrefutable patterns o! unfairness and
Senate version ot B.R. 3155, the Bouse· from the Governor's o!!ice. They all ilnproper denials of disability benefits
pa.ssed bW to make reform:s In the :soc;;lal ae· told the same tmcfc story thllt the
curlty ciLsabUity insurance <SSDIJ prosram. claimants were wrongfully denied to lncllvfduals, partlcula.cly tltu:.o: :su!·
!ering !roin severe psychiatric probAs a cospoosor or S. t76. 1 share my col· their disability bene!lts.
lem.s.
leagues• eonc:erns elCprcssed In that letter
The
magnitude
or
this
tragedY
is
and wish to associate myself with the posJ. enormous. Since 1981, nearly half a
Mr. President, my strong support for
tions they expressed In that letter with remillion disabled beneficiaries have this legislation comes from the review
SpeCt to the Senate provisions to "sunset"
of
hundreds o! cases in my State.
the so-called "medlc&l·lmprovement stand· been told by SSA that they no lonrer
ard". to codl!y the regulatory standard for qualify for benefits. For those with re- where disabled constituents ·walt over
evaluatlna pain, and to reduce SSDI bene- sources and fortitude to appeal to an 2 years for favorable reviews. This legfits In certain clreumst.ances.
administrative law Judge, two-thirds Islation will return fairness, order and
RePr<llna the provision to terminate the have had their benefits restored. uniformity to the disabUlty review
medlc&l·lmProvement standard on Decem- Almost 50,000 have taken their cases process. I am hoping it will provide
ber Sl. 1087. the need for this standard to the Federal courts, and well over relief for many who have been burt by
arose In resPOnse to oon«ms about
being terminated. throuch the retroactive 100,000 are members of class action the continuin~r reviews. and It will
application or new ruleJI tor determining dls· suits alreadY certified by Federal build Into the law structural sateab!Uty, even though their physic&! condl· judges. Twenty-nine States have guards to protect current and future
tlons had not chanced alnce they were put either refused to process claims under dlsabUlty beneficiaries.
on the rolla. I am aware of no evidence to the inhumane standards set by SSA or
Most Importantly, this legislation eslSURO'It that the need for this standard are under court order to revise their tablishes a medical Improvement as
would eeas<t to exist on December 31. 1987, review procedures. Overall, the pro- tbe primary criterion !or the review oi
and tbus urve that the Senate accept the I:TaDl was a disaster.
disabUity cases. This means that If
Bouse POSition tbat It not be subJect to a
The nood of terminations stemmed SSA Is going to terlllinate eligibility
sunset provision.
As to the provision that would codlty the largely from two factors. One was the for disability benefits, the wela;ht of
Social Security AdmlnlstraUon's ll&ln stand· act ot Congress, the so-called Bellmon evidence In the rue must show both
ard. I tolally agree w!t.h the dlseusafon In amendment, which mandated In 1980 that the Individual's medical condition
the June 18 letter and urce that no statuto- that disability recipients be reviewed has Improved and that be or she Is
ry standard be established at this POint and every 3 years to determine If they now capable of working.

-ns
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The rationale lor a medical improvement standard is simple-the recipient
could onlY be denied continuing eligibility for disability benefits If there is
some reason whY he/she is now more
able to work than when he/she was
adrultted to the disability rolls, oth.e r
than that the ellglbllity standards
have been arbitrarily changed over
tlme. This seems to be fair, and should
prevent the unreasonable terminations witnessed all too freQuently since
1981.

The medical Improvement standard
In this legislation Is qualllled by a
number of exceptions that allow tor
flexibility In applying lt. For example,
where Improved medical or vocational
technology allow a person to work de·
spite an unchanged medical condition.
or where new diagnostic techniques
show an Impairment less disabling
than originally thought, the medical
Improvement standard Is waived.
These provisions assure consideration
ot advances In medical and rehabilitation technology In the disability
review process.
·
l am pleased to note that Senator
HExm has Incorporated legislation al!ectlng the mentally disabled recipJ.
entf. The guidelines provide special
sateeuards tor the mentally disabled.
SpecitlcaiJY. the legislation mandates
that SSA revise the antiquated criteria
It uses to evaluate the nature and severity ot mental Impairments. Fur·
ther, the ~ency must now utilize
qualJlled pSYchiatrists or psychologists
In revlewln1 the mentally disabled. I
am hopeful that these reforms will
protect the most vulnerable of the disabled, those whose disability leaves
them defenseless to abuse by the Gov.
ernment.
Other provisions Include the followInc; SSA will now be required to consider the combined effects of multiple
Impairments upon an Individual's capaciw to work. Due to reeuJatory and
admlnl.stratlve changes In the past 5
years, a person with 10 nonsevere impairments could be denied benefits, despite the Interactive effects these impairments may produce. This provision to require the combined evaluati.o n ot multiple impairments, like
many others In this package, underscores the lonastandlng Intent of Congress that every person should receive
a comprehensive. realistic, and lndivid·
uallzed assessment of his or her ability
to work. This legislation will also establish unllorm standards binding on
all levels of declsionmalting process
bringing SSA under the rulemaklng
requirements oC the Administrative
Procedures Act. This means that ii
SSA Is going to revise basic review cri·
terla. It has to publish the proposed
rule cbanges and allow !or public comment.
Tbe legislation will extend the provision or continued benefits through the
admlnl.stratlve law judge level for
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those who choose to appeal initial termination decJslons through December
1987. "Ald-Pald·Pending" appeal will
be made permanent Cor recipients of
SSI, to protect those with very limited
income !rom losing their benefits untO
they have exhausted all admlnlstn.tive channels.
Overall, this conference aareement
reflects a finely crafted compromise,
incorporatloi the diverse views of
many groups. I am unhappy, however.
that the conference repOrt langu~e
does not fully address the Issue of
compliance with court orders: the socalled nonacquiescence Issues. This is
one of the most crucial Issues In the
debate over disability reform. The primary point of contention Involves the
PD!icy of nonacquiescence practiced by
the SSA in disability reviews. Under
this policy, SSA does not consider the
decisions of circuit courts of appeal
binding, except !or the plalntUfs In
the Individual cases, when the ruling
and Interpretation conflict with the
agency's reGulations and policies.
What this el!ectlvely amounts to Is
the malting of new law In each lndivld·
ual case. This practice disregards the
basic notion of precedent and Judicial
Interpretation.
Administrative law judges across the
country have indicated time and again
before congressional hearings that
this policy slgniiJcantly hampers their
ability to utilize these court Interpretations and subsequently works ~Teat
hardshipS on Individual claimants be·
cause they must go to the expense of
reestablishing a new pOint ot law In
each case.
I am sorry that the Iangu~e contained In the House version which requires that SSA either apply circuit
court decJslons to all cases within the
circuit or appeal the decisions to the
Supreme Court has not been made a
part of the final bill. This Is the
normal legal procedure ~ntl "honld be
followed.
Mr. President, In spite of this oversight, I am happy to go on record as a
supporter of this legislation.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, for the
past 3 years Members of Conrress and
the American people have read almost
daily news stories about the unwarranted termination of Social Security
disability benefits tor persons who
were clearly disabled and dependent
on benefit payments.
I have h eard from numerous Individuals in my own State who have found
themselves suddenly, and I believe
mistakenly deprived of disability benefits and forced Into unnecessary hardship while they sought to reverse arbi·
trary, bureaucratic decisions.
Upon becoming aware of the unfair
treatment given to disability recipients, I, along with my colleagues In
the Senate proposed legislation to
bring M end to this arbitrary treatment of disability recipients.
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Mr. President, It was necessary tor

this body to take legislative action and
eliminate this unJust situation because
the execut.lve branch In its blind persistence Ignored court orders directing
It to cease and desist from taking
these illegal actions. The administration In Ignoring court directives orderInc It to comply with the law also ignored the human misery It was lntllctlnr on disability recipients and their
families. Instead of correcting its We·
gal and unfair actions, the administration accelerated the review process,
conducting hasty and Inadequate case
reviews to meet arbitrary quotas. In
1982, some 497,000 recipients, or about
18 percent of all disability recipients,
were subJected to review before terminat.lon decisions were rendered. Needless to say with this type of review
process, many or tbe termination decisions were later found to be Incorrect.
From this brief description, It is clear
that the disability review process was
being conducted In a manner contrary
to the Intent of Congress, In defiance
of court mandates and without any
regard tor the pain and hardship that
was being placed upon the disability
recipient- Confronted with this unfair
and unJust situation, I, along with my
colleagues, took action to bring the administration's practices to a standstilL
Mr. President, I support the efforts
of my colleagues in the House and in
the Senate to Clnal1y develop legislation that will restore a fair and just
review procedure to the disability
review process. It Is sad, however, that
It has taken Congress nearly 3 years to
put an end to the administration's ac·
tlons and to ensure that the disability
review process will be carried out In a
nonarbltrary and. ultimately, more
humane manner.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, tbe
nearly 3 mllllon disabled Americans
and their families can rest much easier
today, knowing the Senate and House
of Representatives have agreed on a
plan that will prevent any arbitrary
cut& In their Social Security disability
benefits. I am confident that the
Senate will overwhelmingly vote In
favor of this a,.eement because it illustrates our commitment to citizens
who are disabled.
This conference report agreement
does not change the baste eligibility
requirements for disability relief. Nor
does It change the law passed by Congress In 1980 and signed by former
President Carter, which mandated a 3year review or every disability case. It
slmply clarities the procedures Cor
that review.
Early last year, Mr. President, I proposed S. 541, a comprehensive bill to
retorm and strengtben our Nation's
retirement system. A cornerstone of
that propOsal was a section pertaining
to disability reform. I suggested that
Congress Insure due process to every
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individual receiving disability benefits
before any benefits could be cut. S.
541 establli;hed that each beneficiary
should be entitled to a full and fair
hearing before an administrative law
judge prior to any adJustment in benefits.
Although Congress approved 11 of
the 20 sections of S. 541, it did not
enact the disability portion. I reintroduced that section in September 1983
as S.1888.
Mr. President, s. 1888, like the comprehensive proposal, placed the
burden ot proof on the Social Security
Administration to show either an improvement In medical condition, or a
mistake or fraud in the original determination.
Mr. President, this conference report
agreement embodies those same principles. I commend the able senator
from Kansas, Senator DoLE, and
others who spent much of this year
working to resolve the serious problems facing disabled citizens.
Mr. BARER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Tennessee, the maJority
leader.
ORDER OF PROCEDURE

Mr. BAKER addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ma.jorlty leader.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, under
the order previously entered, the
Senate at 2 o'clock is to go to the considera.tlon of a nomination. It Is clear
that a vote to occur now on the conference report would intrude on the hour
provided for debate on tha.t nomina.tion.
Let me make this request for the
consideration of the minority leader
and all Senators:
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at the hour o! 3 o'clock the
Senate proceed to vote on the Beaudin
nomination, and that the Senate then
immediately return to legislative session and vote without further debate
on the disability conference report.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection?
Mr. ROTH. I object. My problem, 1
say to the majority leader, is that we
have rescheduled the Finance Co.mmittee at 2.:30 on the Superfund,
which Is a matter of great importance
to me. 1 want to be there for those
hearings. Is it possible to complete the
nomination by 2:30? We have postponed the Finance Committee because
Senator LoNG had to be on the floor
for the debate. l also want to be there
during the next panel. I am on the
nub of a problem because we have the
Beaudin nomination at 2 o'clock.
Mr. BARER. Do I understand the
Senator is suggesting, then, that we
reduce the time for debate on Beaudin
to 30 minutes and begin that vote at
2:30?
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Mr. ROTH. Yes. Can we do that by the conference l'eport, and still. get
2:30?
back to the trade bill. Mr. President, I
Mr. LONG. Might I ju.•t suggest that yield the floor.
we go allead and vote now on this
Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.

measure and delay the time to resume
the Supel'fund hearing by 15 minutes
or whatever it takes, or whatever it
takes to accommodate the Beaudin
nomination?
Mr. ROTH. I understand that Senator STEVENs, who Is also on Govemmental Affairs, is willing to take over
at 2:30.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, If no
agreement is reached when this little
colloquy stops, we will be on the Beaudin nomination. Why not just do that
at this time, Mr. President.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, with that
understanding, I will withdraw my objection.
Mr. BYRD. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Mr. BYRD. There are Senators who
did not anticipate a rollcall vote
coming at this time on this conference
report. They do anticipate a rolleall
commencing at 3 o'clock on the nomination. I would hope that we could
avoid having a vote before 3 o'clock.
We have one Senator on this side who
has to go to the doctor about a serious
back problem, but he w1ll be back at 3
o'clock. Without any agreement at all,
we could make it 3 o'clock, I say to the
dlstlngulshed Senator from Delaware.
As the majority leader has said, the
Chair should be putting us In executive session right now. We have an
agreement for 1 hour on the nomination. There are enough of us here who
could talk to make it last that long.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I do not
think we are ready. Maybe this is the
best thing to do.
I ask the Chair to execute the unanimous-consent order.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
NOMINATION OF BRUCE D. BEAUDW. OF Tli£ DIS·
TRI.CT OP COLUMBIA, TO BE AN ASSOCIATE
.J17DO'& OY THE St:Tl'ERIOR COURT OF THE DIS-

TRier OP COLtiKBL\

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
EvANs). Under the previous order, the
hour of 2 p.m. having arrived, the
Senate will now go into executive s~s
s!on to consider the nomination of
Bruce D. Beaudin, of the District of
Columbia, to be an associate judge of
the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia.
Mr. BARER. Now, Mr. President, I
understand that the dlstingulsbed
chai.ima.n of the Governmental Affairs
Committee, the originating committee,
will proceed to manage the nomination on this side and I will pursue the
idea of setting a vote on the conference report.
Let me say for the benefit of the
Senate we are a little backed up here,
but it is still the intention of the leadership to finish this no.minatlon, finish

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, President
Reagan submitted Mr. Bruce Beaudin's name to the Senate on June 29,
1983, to be an associate Judge of the
Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Under procedures establli;hed
by my Committee on Governmental
Affa.lrs for the consideration or nominees, a detailed biographical and fi.
nancial information questionnaire was
submitted to be completed by Mr.
Beaudin.
On July 6, 1983, the committee received Mr. Beaudin's responses to the
questionnaire and shortlY tberea!tel'
the nominee's FBI toe was reviewed
by both Senator MATHIAS and Senator
EAGLETON on behall of the committee.
The FBI report contains a summary of
the background investigation conducted on each nominee by the Bureau.
The report required updating by the
FBI, which was completed In mid-July
and reviewed again by both Senators.
Our committee's rules also require
each nominee to be personnally inter·
viewed by committee staff investigators. In that interview, the nominee
attested to the accuracy and completeness of all written responses to the
committee's questions. The nominee
also addressed In greater depth a
number of matters raised by both the
FBI report and his written responses
to the committee.
The committee held a bearing on
the nomination and It was consid.e red
at a committee business meeting on
March 29, 1984. The committee voted
9 to 4 to recommend the nomination
favorably to the Senate.
Mr. President, the committee gpent
a great deal of time revieWing Mr.
Beaudin's nomination. Bruce D. Beaudin was graduated with a juris doctor
degree from Georgetown University
Law Center In 1964. He holds a bachelor of arts from Fairfield University.
He Is a member of the District of Columbia bar, and has been since 1965.
Mr. Beaudin bas substantial legal
experience and is well acquainted with
the local erimlnal justice system in the
District of Columbia. In law school he
was employed as a staff Interviewer
with the DC Ball ProJect. From 1963
until 1968, Mr. Beaudin was associated
with the DC Public Defender Service.
His positions included Investigator,
staff attomey, deputy director, and
agency director. In 1968, be moved to
the DC Pretrial Services Agency, serving as its director.
Mr. President. during the committee's investigation on this nomination
a number of questions were raised regarding Mr. Beaudin's fitness to
assume the duties of a judge. The com-
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think we would have bad enouch cood

Tbe PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
NICKJ.J:S). All time is Yielded back.
The question is, WW the Senate
advise and consent to the nomination
of Bruce D. Beaudin, to be an associate judge of the Superior Court of the
District of Columbia? On this question, the yeas and nays have been or·
dered. and the clerk wW ce.ll the roll.
The le&lslative clerk ce.lled the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that
the Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
DoooJ and the Senator !rom Massa·
chusetts [Mr. TsONCASJ are necessarily
absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are
there any other Senators In the Cham·
ber who wish to vote?
The result was announced-yeas 57.
nays 41, as follows:

sense to do so.
I! you do not know better than to
hang out in a pamographlc establish·
ment time and time again and to do
frequent business deals with a known
pornographer, how do you have
enough common sense to sit on the
bench in the District of Columbia?
Tbe action or Mr. Beaudin was indiscrete in the extreme, and I think it
forbids him being put on the Superior
Court or the District or Columbia.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. LEVIN addressed the Chalr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Michigan.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, Mr.
Beaudin is beinc nominated tor a Judicial position. Be should be judged
!Rollcall Vote No. 142 Ex.)
based on his entire record, not on
YEAS-S7
three events which took place 10 years
AbdtJor
Oorton
MurkoWSid
ago or more wbere he received no ben- Andrews
Grassley
Packwood
efit and no profit !rom a man who was Annstront
BaUiclcf
Perey
U:ech&.
Preaaler
being represented by his mentor. That Baker
B.auew
uerun
Proxmlre
iS it.
Bldt:n
Helm
Pr,lor
The 1981 event which my friend a-hwlt&
Huddleston
Quoyle
HIIIIIJ)brey
talks about Is Mr. Beaudin being Cb&fee
Rol.b
J._.,
COCbn.n
Rudman
listed-not at his request. not with his CohoD
Slm-.,
~
consent. not at his [njtlatlve-as a ref- Danlortl>
Kasten
SPtCttr
erence by two people.
Dole
Lu&lt
Staltord
Leahy
Stevens
Be had nothing to do with that in Dom•nkl
DurcnbeJ1tr
LevtD
Symma
e.ll fairness. We have to be !air to EYaJls
Lugar
Thurmond
Beaudin. That Is the Issue. We have to Ji:xon
Malhlu
Tower
Matsunaaa
WaJJop
be !alr to Beaudin. In the 1981 most Gt.m
Glenn
McClure
We.klter
recent event be Is listed by others as a Goldwate-r
Netunbaum
Wilson
reference-two people who beat up
NAYS-41
somebody else, if my memory Ls correct. Be did not [njtia.te that listing as
East
MltdwU
Fl>nl
NoJnlhoD
a reference. You cannot stop being Blt1pmon
Borm
BArt
Nldtleo
listed by people as a reference. I do Bradley
Bald>
Nunn
not even know who these people are. 8wnpel"'
Bawldns
Pell
Helms
Randolpb
Be dld not ask tbese people to list Burdick
Byrd
HolUnp
Rleala
him. Be dld not give his reference. Be Chllea
Inouye
Sarballea
did not say these people were good. Be Cn.nsU>n
Joh.nston
SU..r
was listed. I think that we owe him a O'Am&IO
Kmntdl'
8tennll
IAuWibely
Tribt•
fair Judament.. We do not owe Mr. EP· OeCoodnl
stein anything. I share a distaste for Dcutuu
Dixon
MaUinciY
Zorlrlsk7
Epstein and his kind as deeply as m:v Ea&let.on
Mtkhtr
friend from Missouri.
NOT VOTIN0-2
I also have a sense of fairness which
none:as
I know my friend from Missouri bas. Dodd
So the nomination was confirmed.
too. which has led us to dlffercnt conMr.
BAKER.
Mr. President, I move
But
my
sense
of
fairness
clusions.
leads me to the conclusion that as a to reconsider the vote by which the
ma!l who bas served with this distinc- nomination was confirmed.
Mr. GARN. I move to lay that
tion as bead of the pretrial services of
the DC Bar since 1967 be should not motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
be disquruiJJed for three events which
took place in the early seventies or the agreed to.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask
late slxtles. I do not know Bruce Beaudin from a bale of hay, I would not unanimous consent that' the President
know him lf he walked in this Cham· be immedJately notllled that the
ber today, although I have met him. I Senate has given its consent to this
met him only at the bearing. I saw nomination.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withhim In the heartnc. I thought he was
-going to make a good Judge. That Is out objection. It is so ordered.
the only thing that b~ me to the
floor today; Is I think we owe him a
LEGISLATIVE SESSION
judgment on him and not on Epsteinon him.
Mr. BAKER. I ask, Mr. President.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, we that the Senate now return to legislayield back the remainder of our time. tive session.

-

.....

""""

.........
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. With·
out obJection. it is so ordered.
SOCIAL

SECURITY

DISABILITY

BENEFITS REFORM ACT-CONFERENCE REPORT
Mr. BAKER. Now, Mr. President.
what Ls the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will repert the pending business.
The le&lslative clerk read as follows:
Tbe conference report on H.R. 8155.
VOTE

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, as far as
I know. we are ready to vote on the
conference repert. Rave the yeas and
nays been ordered?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. BAKER. I Yield the Door. Mr.
President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. I!
there Is no further debate, the ques·
tlon Is on agreeing to the conference
report. The clerk will call the roll.
The bW clerk ce.lled the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that
the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
TSONGAS) is necessarily absent..
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are
there any other Senators in the Cham·
ber who wish to vote?
The result was announced-yeas 99,
nays 0, as follows:
CRoUcall Vote No. 243 Le1.1
YEAS-99
Abclnor

AllCinft
Am>sln>1>1

Il.slter

B&Ue\q

Bentu.n
Blde.n
Bltltam&n

Boren

Gam
GI<Dn
Golcht.'ater

Grassley
Bart
Bald>
Bat.lteld

Nt:lanbaum
Nltcb<ll
Mo)'Dib&D
Nurt..-J
Nickles
Nunn
Pul<wood
Peu

Hawkins

Percy

Bei=

..,...,.,.

Gorr.oo

BosehwiLI

Becht
Bellin

B\lr'dldt

He....

Bradley
Bum_..
Bynl

Cho.tee
CbOea
Coc.htan
Cohtn

Cn>.nston
O 'A.rnato

Danforth

OeConclnl

Denton
Dlxoo

Ood4
Dole
oo-nJd
Ourenberttt
Ea1teton

Ea&t

Evans

Exon
Ford

Bolllnp

Huddleston
Humphrey

Inouye

Preu.ler

Proxmlre

Pryor

Randolph

Rklle

Rolb
Rudman

Je0$en
JohnSton
Kassebaum
KasWI

s....

LauleDbere'

Stennll

lttnne<ly

IAl<alt

Leal>y
1AYin

"""Lugar

Sarbanes
r

81mll00n
Spect.er

Sl.&lfonl

a......,.

s,....

,..,..,.

TbW'IDOIICI

Matlllu

Trible
WaUop

McClure

Welcter
Wlllon

M.ats\U'lap
MatUn&IY
M't.lcher

Warner
Zortnsk:y

NOT VOTING-1
'Demps

So the conference repert was agreed

to.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote by which the conference report was agreed to.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I move to
lay that motion on the table.
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The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With·
out objection, It Is so ordered.
ORDER OF PROCEDURE
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I am advised by the minority leader that on
behalf of another Senator It would be
necessary to lntel1!0Se an objection to
proceed to the consideration of the
trade bill. I understand the reasons for
that and I respect them.
In order to start the machinery running to get back to the trade bill In a
moment I am going to make a motion
that we proceed to the consideration
or the trade bill with the full understanding that no cf!ort will be made
on this side to get a vote on that
m.o tlon for the time being but at least
then we will have a vehicle before the
Senate to allow Senators to make
statements on the trade bill, perhaps
to discuss but not dl$pose of the
amendments, so at least we can make
some progress, I hope, toward final
resolution of this matter.
On that basis, then, Mr. President,
and having advised In advance the llli·
nority leader and the managers of this
technique, I now move tbat the Senate
move to the consideration of Calendar
Order No. 559, B.R. 3398.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I have to
ask for a quorum call. l, therefore,
suggest the absence or a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I will
defer to the Senator from New Hampshire.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, what is
the Senator dolns?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator called U,P an amendme.n t
which the clerk was directed to report.
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I yield
the floor.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President.
what Is the parliamentary situation?
Am I free to offer an amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator !rom Washington is offering
an amendment which the clerk was di·
rected to report.
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I
yielded the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With·
out objection, It Is so ordered.
The Senator !rom New Hampshire.
AMFJfDMEI'fT NO. 4218

<Purpose: To provide a user !ee for cusl.oms
servicu a~ certain omaU a.ln>ortsl

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
send an amendment to the desk and
ask for Its Immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant leclslatlve clerk rea.C
as foDows:
Tbe Senal.or from New Hampshire CMr.
BUKPHJU:Yl proposes an amendment num-

bered 42'18.
On page 41, between lines 18 and 19.
insertt!te roUow!ntr.
SEC.

• USER FE& FOR CUS10MS SERVICES AT
CERTAIN S~IAW. AIRPORTS.

Cal The Secretary or ~he Treasury shall
make cusl.oms services available and charge
a fee Cor the use or such cusl.oms services
at-Ul ~he airport lOCAted at Lebanon. New
Hampshire, and
C2l any otber a.ln>ort designated by the

clerk will cnll tho roll.
Gec::ret.ary or Lhe 'l'rce.sury under auMccUon
The assistant legislative clerk pro- <cl.
cbl The fee whkb Ia cbuaed under sui>
ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I section <a> sball be paid by ea.:b J)el$0D
using
the customs servlc:a at tbe a!Jwrt
ask unanimous consent that the order and shall
be In an amount equal to the ex·
for the quorum call be rescinded.
penses ~ by tho Sectet.anr of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Treasury In provl~ the cusl.oms senlces
BEcHT>. Without objection, lt Is so or- wbleb are rendered to sueb ~non at sueb
dered.
airport Clnclu~ the ll&lary and expenses
or Individuals employed by the Seeret.anr o!
~he Treasury to provide sucb customs :;en.

MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF,TRADE,
AND CUSTOMS MATTERS
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the pend·
lng motion to proceed be withdrawn
and 1 ask unanimous consent that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of
B.R. 3398.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection? Without objection, it
Is so ordered.
The Senate resumed consideration
of the bill.
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I call
up my amendment and ask for Its lm·
mediate consideration.

ices>.

(C) Tbe Secretary or ~b e Treasury may
designate 4 airports under tills sub<le<:Uon.
An a.ln>ort may be dcSIJIDated under this
subsection only 1!Cll the Secretary of the Treasury has
made a determination ~hat the volume or
value or business cleared ~brouch such airport is insufflclent 1.o JusUCy ~he avallabUJty
of customs servlus at such airport. and
121 l.be aov•mor or the State In which
sueb ailJ>Ort Is located approves sueb desi&·
nation.
(d) Any penon WhO. a!LU DOUce and
demand !or P&l'lllent or any fee charced
under subsection Cal. falls to pay sueb r..,
shall be cullty oC a misdemeanor and I! con·
\icted l.bereoC shall P"7 a fine ~hat does not

26001

exceed an amount equal to 200 P<=ent of
such !Of!.
eel Fees collected by tbct Secretary or the
Treasury unde.r aubse<:llon Cal wl~h respect
to l.be provision or ...rvtees ·~ an a.ln>ort
shall be deposited In an accoun~ wttblo tbe
Treasury or tho Onlt.eiS States l.bat Is spe.
clallY designoted Cor sueb airport. Tbe funds
In sucb :u:count ahall only be available. as
provided by appropriation Acts. Cor expenditures relatlns to tbe provision of customs
services at such aflwrt Clncluctlng OXJ>endi·
tures for the salaries and expenses of indi·
\'!duals employed to provide sueb services.)
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am offering this

amendment to provide customs service
at certain small airports on a user fee
basis.

This amendment has been reported
out of the Finance Comlllittee as part
or the customs reauthorization biD.
and is based on a bill I Introduced earller this year, S. 2495.
The legislation arises out of the
plight of several ail1!orts facing closure of Customs service, an important
aspect of airport service. It authorizes
the Secretary of the Treasury to es·
tabllsh user-financed service at five
ail1!orts. This demoostratlon program
would not affect or harm operation of
existing service locations.
Lebanon Municipal Airport, located
In my State. oUers a fine example or
the importance of all1!orts to our communities. The ail1!ort In Lebanon. NB.
services many growing communities In
New Hampshire and Vermont. It provides access to many businesses located In the upper Connecticut River
Valley, as well as Dartmouth College
and Its Important medical center. Also,
it accommodates a substantial amount
of general and commercial aviation.
Although the number or International flights arriving at Lebanon Municipal Airport Is Insufficient to estaJ>.
!Ish a. port of entry CPOEl. the ablllty
to land at Lebanon l.s crucial for those
bul<lne"""" tnurellntr retrUlariY from
Canada or overseas. The ability for
international filshts to land at Lebanon Airport rests on the avallabDity of
CUstoms services to clear personnel for
arrival In the UnJted States.
Currently, CUstoms service Is provided at Lebanon !rorn the POE at Derby
Line, VT. This l.s accomplished on an
on-call basis throu11h the out-of-port
service concept. Parties requesting
clearance at Lebanon are required to
contact the Derby Line office at least
3 hours In advance of arrival so that
an oUicer can be sent to clear the air·
craft and Its passengers at Lebanon.
The parties requesting clearance are
responsible for reimbursing CUstoms
for travel and per diem expenses. The
Federal Government assumes respon·
siblllty !or the salary ot the Customs
olficlal.
The present method has proven
both costly and lneUectlve. A CUstoms
review of service at Lebanon reported
that durln!l a 6-month period In 1983,
the net cost Incurred by CUstoms was
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esterday , September 18 , the House and Senate conferees r eached
'lgreement on H. R. 3755 , the "SOcial Security Disability Benefits
Reform Act of 1984 ." The House and Senate a re e xpected to
eomplete action on the bill this week.
~ttached is a House Ways and Means Committee summary of the
::onfere nce agreement .

OFFICE OF LEGJSLA TIVE AND REGULA TORY POUCY

SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON H.R. 3755
THE SOCIAL SECURI TY DISABILITY BENEFITS REFORM ACT OF 1984
Medical Improvement Standard

~·

Establishes a medical improvement standard under which the Secretary
terminate disability benefits on the basis that the person is
o
longer
disabled only if
1

~ay

(1) there is substantial evidence demonstrating that
(a) there has been any medical improvement in the individual's
impairment or combination of impairments (other than
medical improvement which is not related to the person's
abili ty to work) and
(b) the individual is-now able to engage in substantial
gainful activity (SGA); or
(2) there is substantial evidence consisting of new medical
evidence and a new assessment of RFC which demonstrates
that although there is no medical improvement,
(a) the person has benefited from advances in medical or
vocational therapy or technology related to ability to
work, and
(b) that he-or she is now able to perform SGA ; or
(3) there is substantial evidence that although there is no
medi cal improvement
(a) the person has benefited from vocational therapy and
(b) the beneficiary can now perform SGA; or
(4) there is substantial evidence that , based on new or
improved diagnosti c techniques or evaluations, the person's
impairment or c ombi nation of impairments is not as disabling
as it was considered to be at the time of the prior determination, and that therefore the individual is abl~ to
perform SGA; or
(5) there is substantial evidence either in the file at the
original dete rmination or newly obtained showing that the
pr ior determination was in error ; or
(6) there is substantial evidence that the original decision
was fraude ntl y obtained; or
(7) if
is
to
or

the individual is engaging in SGA (except where he or she
eligible under Section 1619), fails without good cause
cooperate in the review or follow prescribed treatment
cannot be located.

n making the determination, the Secretary shall consider the
vidence in the file as well as any additional information concernng the claimant's. current or pri or condition secured by the
ecretary or provided by the claimant.
Prepared by the staff of the Committee on Ways and Means
September 18, 1984
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Determinations under this prov1s1on must be made on the basis of
the weight of the evidence , and on a neutral basis with regard to
the individual's condition, ~without any inference as to the present~
absence of disability based on the previous finding of disability.
Regulations must be issued within 6 months .
Effective date :
categor1es:

Applies only with respect to the following

(1) Determinations by the Secretary made after date of enactment;

(2) Cases pending at any level of the administrative process
on the date of enactment;
(3) Cases of individual litigants pending in Federal court on
t he date the conference report is filed;
(4) Cases of named plaintiffs in class action suits pending on
tha t date;
(5) Cases of unnamed plai ntiffs in class action suits certified
prior to that date; and
(6) Cases where a request for judicial review was made in the
period beginning March 15, 1984 and 60 days after enactment;

Cases in c a tegories (3), (4), (5) and (6) will be rem a nded t o the
Secretary for r eview under this standarde Individuals in (5) will
be sent a notice vi a c ertified mail informing them that they have
120 days after the date of receipt of the notice to request a review
under the medical improvement standard.
No class action may be certified after the date the conference
report is filed which ~aises the issue of medical improvement with
respect to an indivi&ual whose benefits were terminated prior to
that date.
Persons whose cases are remanded t o the Secreta r y will receive
bene fits pending the Secr etary ' s decision and appeal of that decisio n
if they so elect . If found eligible, any person whose case was
remanded under this provision will receive benefits retroactive to
the date they were last found ineligible .
2.

Ev aluation of Pain

Re quires the Secretary of HHS , in conjunction with the National
Academy of Sciences , to conduct a study concerning the questions of
using subjective evid e nce of pain in dete r mi ninng whether a person is
under a di sabil i ty, and the state of the a r t of preventing, reducing
or coping with pain. Th is study is due to 'the House Committee on
Wa ys and Means and the Senate Committee on Fi nance by December 31, 19 85·
Es ta blishes - t he following statutory standard t o be in effect until
December 31, 1986:
"An individual ' s statement as to pain or other s ymptoms sh all not
alone be conclusive evidence of disability as defined in this
secti on ; there must be medi cal signs and findings, established by

~~
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medically acceptable clinical or laboratory diagnosti c techniques
whieh show the existence of a medical impa irment that results from
anatomical, physiological or psychological abnormalities which
could reasonably be expected to produce the pain or other symptoms
alleged and which, when considered with all evidence required to be
furnished under this paragraph (includ ing statements of the indivi dual
or his physician as to the intensity and persistence of such pain
or other symptoms which may reasonably be accepted as consistent
with the medical signs and findings) , would lead to a concl usion that
the individual is under a disability. Objective medicql evidence
of pain or other symptoms established by medically acc~ptable
clinical or laboratory techniques (for example , deteriorating
nerve or muscle tissue}, must be considered in reaching a conclusi on
as to whether the individual is under a disability .
3. Multiple Impai rments
Provides that in determining whether a person's impairment or
impairments are of a sufficient medical severity to b~ the basis of
a findi ng of eligibility for benefits, the Secretary must consi der
the combined effect of all of the person's impairments, whether or
no t any one impairment would alone be severe enough to qualify
the person for benefitso Provision applies to all determinations
nade on or after 30 days after ena ctment .
4. Moratorium on Mental Impairment Reviews
Provides for a moratorium on reviews of all cases of mental
impairment disability until the mental impairment criteria in the
~istin g of Impairmen~s are revised to realistically evaluate the
?erson's ability to engage in SGA in a competitive workpl~ce
?nvironme nto The revised criteria are to be published within
l 20 days of the date of enactmento The moratorium applies to all
:ases on which an administrative or judicial appeal was pending
>n or after June 7, 1983. All persons claiming benefits based on
~ental impairment disability who received an unfavorable initial
>r continuing disability decision after March 1, 1981 could
~eapply for benefits within 12 months of enactmento

>. Pre-Termination Notice
tequires the Secretary to initiate demonstration projects on
1roviding face-to-face interviews for (1) pre-termination continuing
lisabil ity cases and (2) for all initial d~ial cases, in lieu of
:ace-to-face evidentiary hearings at reconsi deration, to be done
.n at least 5 States with a report due to the Committees on Ways
ind Means and Finance April 1, 1986. Also requires Secretary to
10tify individuals upon initiating a periodic eligibil ity review
:hat termination of benefits could be the result of the the review,
tnd that medical evidence may be provided.

-- 4 --

6o

Continuation of Bene fits Dur ing Appe al

Pr ovides for continuation of benefits dur ing appeal for •11
continuing disability review cases through the decision of the
administr&tive law judgeu at the election of the ind ividualo
Where the ALJvs decision is adverse to the individual , these
benefits would have ~ to be repaid. The provision is permanent
for SSI disability recipients, and will apply to Title I I
disability beneficia ri es through December, 1987 . The Secretary
is require d to report to Congress on the impact of this provision
by July 1, 1986o
7. Qualificat ions of Medical Professiona ls

Requires the Secretary to ma ke every reasonable effort in cases based
on mental impa irments to insure that a qua lified psychiatrist or
psychologist complete the medical portion of the case review and
of the residual functional capacity assessment before any determinati•
may be made that an individual is not disabled. The statement of
'
managers will state that the Secretary has the authority to contra ct
directly for s uch sservies if the State agency i s unable to do so.
So Standards for Consultative Examinations/Medical Evidence

Requires the Secretary to promulgate regulations regarding
consultative ~xaminations, including when they should be obtained,
the type of referral to be made and the procedures for monitoring
the referral process. The Secretary must make every effort to
obtain necessary medical evidence from the treat ing physician before
evaluating med ical evidence from any other sourceo The Secretary
mus t also consider all' evidence in the case record and development
of c omplete medical history over at least the preceding 1 2-month
period.
9o Administrative Procedure and Unifo rm Standards

Requires publication of r egulations setting forth uniform standard s ·
for DI and SSI disability determinati ons under secti on 553 of
the Administrative Procedures Act, to be binding at all l evels of
adjudication .
lOo

Non-Acqu iescence

No statuto~y provi sion is included in the conference agree~ ent.
The statement of managers of the conference agreement states that
the agreement to-drop both the House and Senate provisions is not
to be interprete d as appr oval of the practice of "non-acquiescence ",
that the conferees note that questions have been raised about the
constitutional basis of the practi ceR that man y of t he conferees
have strong concerns about the current application of the practice ,
and that a po licy of non=acquiescence should be followed only where
steps have been taken or are intended to be taken to receive a
review of the disputed issue in the Supreme Court. The conferees
also urge the Secretary to seek a resolution of the non-acquiescenc e
issue in the Supreme Court .

-- 5 --

11. Payment of Costs of Rehabilitation Services
Allows reimbursement to State ·agencies for eosts of VR services
orovided t o individuals receiving DI benefits under section
225(b) of the Social Security Ac t who medica lly recover while in
vR, whether or not the person worked at SGA for 9 months, and
~hether or not the person failed to cooperate in the program.
12. Direction for Quadrennial Social Security Advisory Council
)irects next quadrennial advisory council (as required in the
social Se curity Act) to study the medical and vocational aspects
)f disability using ad hoc panels of experts where. appropriate.
rhe study must include alternative approaches to work evaluation
for SS) recipients , effectiveness of VR programs, and other
!isability program policies, standards and procedures. The
;ecretary must appoint the members by June 1, 1985.

t3. Staff Attorneys
)irects the Secretary to report, within 120 days of enactment ,
:o the Committees on Ways and Means and Finance, on the actions
:aken by the Secretary to establ ish positions which enable staff
tttornies to gain the qu a lifying experience and quality of
!xperience necessary to compete for ALJ positions. Statement
>f managers states that it is assumed, given recent OPM actions,
:hat statutory requirements for establishing specific positions
1re not required, and that the Secretary is urged to take all
~eason able steps to see that the OPM actions result in SSA staff
tttorneys becomi ng qualified for GS-15 ALJ positions.

,

l 4. SSt Benefits for Persons Working Despite Impairment

~61 9)

~xtends Sections 1619(a) and (b) through June 30 , 1987, and
:equires the Secretaries of HHS and Education to establish training
>rograms for staff personnel in SSA district offices and State VR
1gencies, and disseminate· information to SS I applicants, r ec ipi ents ,
tnd potentially interested public and private organizations.
:ffective retroactive to Janua r y 1, 1984 •

.5. Frequency of Continuing Eligib ility Reviews
tequires Secre tary to promulgate regu lations establishing standards
:or determining the frequency of continuing eligibility reviews .
'inal regulations must be issued within 6 months; un til that time ,
!O individual may be subject te more than one periodic r eview •
.6. Representative Payees for Social Security and SSI Beneficiaries
:equires Secretary to (1) evaluate qualifications of prospective
•ayees prior t o or wi th in 45 days following certification,
2) establi s h a system of annual accountability monitoring where
;ayments are made t o s omeone other than a parent or spouse living
n the same household with the beneficiary, and (3) report to
ongress on i mpl ementation, a nd annually on the number of cases
f misused funds and dispos it ion of suc h cases .

-- 6

~~

l7o Measures to Improve Compliance with Federal Law

Requires the Secreta r y to federalize disability determinations i n
a State within 6 months of find~ng that a State is not in substantial compli a nce with Fede ral law and standards . Such a finding
must be made within 16 weeks of the time a State ' s failure to
comp ly first comes to the attention of the Secretary , dur i ng
which period a hearing c ould be afforded to the State . The Secretary is directed to c omply with current law requirement s protecti ng
employment of current State employees to the extent fe9si~le , and i~
directed in order to accompli sh that end, to exceed any applicable
personnel ceilings and to waive any appl icable hiring restri ct ions.
The statement of managers di rects the Secretary to give preference
in hiring to agency empl oyees capable of performing the requisite
duties .
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Public Law 98-460
98th Congress
Oct. 9, 1984
[H.R. 8755]

Social Security
Disability
Benefits
Reform Act of
1984.
42 usc 1805
note.

An Act

To amend titles U and XVI of the Social Security Act to provide for reform in the
disability determination process.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,
SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Social Security Disability
Benefits Reform Act of 1984".
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Sec. 1. Short title and table of contents.

Sec. 2. Standard of review for termination of disability benefits and periods of disability.
Sec. 3. Evaluation of pain.
Sec. 4. Multiple impairments.
Sec. 5. Moratorium on mental impairment reviews.
Sec. 6. Notice of reconsideration; prereview notice; demonstration projects.
Sec. 7. Continuation of benefits during appeal.
Sec. 8. Qualifications of medical professionals evaluating mental impairments.
Sec. 9. Consultative examinations; medical evidence.
Sec. 10. Uniform standards.
Sec. 11. Payment of costs of rehabilitation services.
Sec. 12. Advisory council study.
Sec. 13. Qualifying experience for appointment of certain staff attorneys to administrative law judge positions.
Sec. 14. Supplemental security income benefits for individuals who perform substantial gainful activity despite severe medical impairment.
Sec. 15. Frequency of continuing eligibility reviews.
Sec. 16. Determination and monitoring of need for representative payee.
Sec. 17. Measures to improve compliance with Federal law.
Sec. 18. Separability.
STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR TERMINATION OF DISABILITY BENEFITS AND
PERIODS OF DISABILITY

97 Stat. 134.
42 usc 428.

SEc. 2. (a) SectiQn 223(f) of the Social Security Act is amended to
read as follows:

"Standard of Review for Termination of Disability Benefits
42 usc 1395.

"(f) A recipient of benefits under this title or title XVJTI based on
the disability of any individual may be determined not to be entitled
to such benefits on the basis of a finding that the physical or mental
impairment on the basis of which such benefits are provided has
ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling only if such fmding is
supported by"(1) substantial evidence which demonstrates that"(A) there has been any medical improvement in the
individual's impairment or combination of impairments
(other than medical improvement which is not related to
the individual's ability to work), and
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"(BXi) the individual is now able to engage in substantial
gainful activio/, or
"(ii) if the mdividual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced
husband under section 202(0, the severity of his or her
impairment or impairments is no longer deemed, under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary, sufficient to preclude the individual from engaging in gainful activity; or
"(2) substantial evidence which"(A) consists of new medical evidence and (in a case to
which clause (ii)(ll) does not apply) a new assessment of the
individual's residual functional capacity, and demonstrates
that"(i) although the individual has not improved medically, he or she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances
in medical or vocational therapy or technology (related
to the individual's ability to work), and
"(iiXl) the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
"(II) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving
divorced husband under section 202(t), the severity of
his or her impairment or impairments is no longer
deemed under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
sufficient to preclude the individual from engaging in
gainful activity, or
" (B) demonstrates that"(i) although the individual has not improved medi·
cally, he or she has undergone vocational therapy (related to the individual's ability to work), and
" (ii) the requirements of subclause (1) or (II) of subparagraph (AXii) are met; or
"(3) substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individual's impairment or combination of im·
pairments is not as disabling as it was considered to be at the
time of the most recent prior decision that he or she was under
a disability or continued to be under a disability, and that
therefore"(A} the individual is able to engage in substantial gain·
ful activity, or
"(B) if the individual is a widow or surviving divorced
wife under section 202(e) or a widower or surviving divorced
husband under section 202(t), the severity of his or her
impairment or impairments is not deemed under regulations prescribed by the Secretary sufficient to preclude the
individual from engaging in gainful activity; or
"(4) substantial evidence (which may be evidence on the
record at the time any prior determination of the entitlement to
benefits based on disability was made, or newly obtained evi·
dence which relates to that determination) which demonstrates
that a prior determination was in error.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a detenni·
nation that a recipient of benefits under this title or title XVIII
based on an individual's disability is entitled to such benefits if the
prior determination was fraudulently obtained or if the individual is
engaged in substantial gainful activity {or gainful activity in the
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case of a widow, surviving divorced wife, widower, or survtvmg
divorced husband), cannot be located, or fails, without good cause, to
cooperate in a review of the entitlement to such benefits or to follow
prescribed treatment which would be expected to restore his or her
ability to engage in substantial gainful activity (or gainful activity
in the case of a widow, surviving divorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced husband). Any determination under this section shall
be made on the basis of all the evidence available in the individual's
case rue, including new evidence concerning the individual's prior or
current condition which is presented by the individual or secured by
the Secretary. Any determmation made under this section shall be
made on the basis of the weight of the evidence and on a neutral
basis with regard to the individual's condition, without any initial
inference as to the presence or absence of disability being drawn
from the fact that the individual has previously been determined to
be disabled. For purposes of this subsection, a benefit under this title
is based on an individual's disability if it is a disability insurance
benefit, a child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit based on
disability, or a mother's or father's insurance benefit based on the
disability of the mother's or father's child who has attained age 16." .
(b) Section 216(iX2)(D) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereofthe following: 11The provisions set forth in section 223(0 with
respect to determinations of whether entitlement to benefits under
this title or title xvm based on the disability of an:y individual is
terminated (on the basis of a finding that the physical or mental
impairment on the basis of which such benefits are provided has
ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling) shall apply in the same
manner and to the same extent with respect to determinations of
whether a period of disability has ended (on the basis of a finding
that the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which the
finding of disability was made has ceased, does not exist, or is not
disabling)."
(c) SeCtion 1614(a) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5) A recipient of benefits based on disability under this title may
be determined not to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of a
finding that the physical or mental impairment on the basis of
which such benefits are provided bas ceased, does not exist, or is not
disabling only if such finding is supported by11(A) substantial evidence which demonstrates that"(i) there has been any medical improvement in the
individual's impairment or combination of impairments
(other than medical improvement which is not related to
the individual's ability to work), and
"(ii) the individual is now able to engage in substantial
gainful activity; or
"(B) substantial evidence (except in the case of an individual
eligible to receive benefits under section 1619) which"(i) consists of new medical evidence and a new assessment of the individual's residual functional capacity, and
demonstrates that"(1) although the individual has not improved medically, he or she is nonetheless a beneficiary of advances
in medical or vocational therapy or technology (related
to the individual's ability to work), and
"(ll) the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or
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demonstrates that-

" (1) although the individual has not improved medi-

cally, he or she has undergone vocational therapy
(related to the individual's ability to work), and
"(ll) the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity; or
"(C) substantial evidence which demonstrates that, as determined on the basis of new or improved diagnostic techniques or
evaluations, the individual's impairment or combination of
impairments is not as disabling as it was considered to be at the
time of the most recent prior decision that he or she was under
a disability or continued to be under a disability, and that
therefore the individual is able to engage in substantial gainful
activity; or
"(D) substantial evidence (which may be evidence on the
record at the time any prior determination of the entitlement to
benefits based on disability was made, or newly obtained evidence which relates to that determination) which demonstrates
that a prior determination was in error.
Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require a determination that an individual receiving benefits based on disability
under this title is entitled to such benefits if the prior determination
was fraudulently obtained or if the individual is engaged in substantial gainful activity, cannot be located, or fails, without good cause,
to cooperate in a review of his or her entitlement or to follow
prescribed treatment which would be expected to restore his or her
ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Any determination
under this paragraph shall be made on the basis of all the evidence
available in the individual's case file, including new evidence
concerning the individual's prior or current condition which is presented by the individual or secured by the Secretary. Any determin~tion made under this paragraph shall be made on the basis of the
weight of the evidence and on a neutral basis with regard to the
individual's condition, without any initial inference as to the presence or absence of disability being drawn from the fact that the
individual has previously been determined to be disabled.".
(dX1) The amendments made by this section shall apply only as Effective date.
42 USC 423 note.
provided in this subsection.
(2) The amendments made by this section shall apply to(A) determinations made by the Secretary on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act;
(B) determinations with respect to which a final decision of
the Secretary has not yet been made as of the date of the
enactment ot this Act and with respect to which a request for
administrative review is made in conformity with the time
limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of section
205 of the Social Security Act and regulations of the Secretary· 42 usc 406.
(C) determinations with respect to which a request for judici~
review was pending on September 19, 1984, and which involve
an individual litigant or a member of a class in a class action
who is identified by name in such pending action on such date;
and
(D) determinations with respect to which a timely request for
judicial review is or has been made by an individual litigant of a
fmal decision of the Secretary made within 60 days prior to the
date of the enactment of this Act.
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In the case of determinations described in subparagraphs (C) and (D)
in actions relating to medical improvement, the court shall remand
such cases to the Secretary for review in accordance with the
provisions of the Social Security Act as amended by this section.
(3) In the case of a recipient of benefits under title n, XVI, or
XVIll of the Social Security Act(A) who has been determined not to be entitled to such
benefits on the basis of a finding that the physical or mental
impairment on the basis of which such benefits were provided
has ceased, does not exist, or is not disabling, and
(B) who was a member of a class certified on or before
September 19, 1984, in a class action relating to medical improvement pending on September 19, 1984, but was not identified by name as a member of the class on such date,
the court shall remand such case to the Secretary. The Secretary
shall notify such individual by certified mail that he may request a
review of the determination described in subparagraph (A) based on
the provisions of this section and the provis10ns of the Social Security Act as amended by this section. Such notification shall specify
that the individual must request such review within 120 days after
the date on which such notification is received. If such request is
made in a timely manner, the Secretary shall make 8 review of the
determination described in subparagraph (A) in accordance with the
provisions of this section and the provisions of the Social Security
Act as amended by this section. The amendments made by this
section shall apply with respect to such review, and the determination described in subparagraph (A) (and any redetermination resulting from such review) shall be subject to further administrative and

judicial review, only if such request is made in a timely manner.

42 USC 405.

42 USC 423 note.
42 usc 423.
Post, p . 1803.

(4) The decision by the Secretary on a case remanded by a court
pursuant to this subsection shall be regarded as a new decision on
the individual's claim for benefits, which supersedes the fmal decision of the Secretary. The new decision shall be subject to further
administrative review and to judicial review only in conformity with
the time limits, exhaustion requirements, and other provisions of
section 205 of the Social Security Act and regulations issued by the
Secretary in conformity with such section.
(5) No class in a cJass action relating to medical improvement may
be certified after September 19, 1984, if the class action seeks
judicial review of a decision terminating entitlement (or a period of
disability) made by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
prior to September 19, 1984.
(6) For purposes of this subsection, the term "action relating to
medical improvement" means an action raising the issue of whether
an individual who has had his entitlement to benefits under title II,
XVI, or XVTII of the Social Security Act based on disability termi·
nated (or period of disability ended) should not have had such
entitlement terminated (or period of disability ended) without con·
sideration of whether there has been medical improvement in the
condition of such individual (or another individual on whose disability such entitlement is based) since the time of 8 prior determination that the individual was under a disability.
(e) Any individual whose case is remanded to the Secretary pursuant to subsection (d) or whose request for a review is made in a
timely manner pursuant to subsection (d), may elect, in accordance
with section 223(g) or 1631(aX7) of the Social Security Act, to have
payments made beginning with the month in which he makes such
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election, and ending as under such section 223(g) or 1631(aX7). 42 usc 423.
Notwithstanding such section 223(g) or 1631(aX7), such payments (if Post, p. 1803.
elected)(1) shall be made at least until an initial redetermination is
made by the Secretary; and
(2) shall begin with the payment for the month in which such
individual makes such election.
(0 In the case of any individual who is found to be under a 42 USC 423 note.
disability after a review required under this section, such individual
shall be entitled to retroactive benefits beginning with benefits
payable for the first month to which the most recent termination of
benefits applied.
(g) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall prescribe Regulations.
regulations necessary to implement the amendments made by this <12 USC 423 note.
section not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
EVALUATION OF PAIN

SEc. 3. (aXl) Section 223(dX5) of the Social Security Act is amended
by inserting after the first sentence the following new sentences:
"An individual's statement as to pain or other symptoms shall not
alone be conclusive evidence of disability as defmed in this section;
there must be medical signs and findings, established by medically
acceptable clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques, which show
the existence of a medical impairment that results from anatomical,
physiological, or p;ychological abnormalities which could reasonably be expected to produce the pain or other symptoms alleged and
which, when considered with all evidence reqUired to be furnished
under this paragraph (including statements of the individual or his
physician as to the intensity and persistence of such pain or other
syml>toms which may reasonably be accepted as consistent with the
medical signs and fmdings), would lead to a conclusion that the
individual is under a disability. Objective medical evidence of pain
or other symptoms established by medically acceptable clinical or
laboratory techniques (for example, deteriorating nerve or muscle
tissue) must be considered in reaching a conclusion as to whether
the individual is under a disability.".
(2) Section 1614(aX3XH) of such Act (as added b;y section 8 of this
Act) is amended by striking out "section 22l(h)' and inserting in
lieu thereof "sections 221(h) and 223(dX5)".
(3) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply to
determinations made prior to January 1, 1987.
(bXI) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall appoint a
Commission on the Evaluation of Pain (hereafter in this section
referred to as the "Commission") to conduct a study concerning the
evaluation of pain in determining under titles II and XVI of the
Social Security Act whether an individual is under a disability. Such
study shall be conducted in consultation with the National Academy
of SCiences.
(2) The Commission shall consist of at least twelve experts, including a significant representation from the field of medicine who are
involved in the study of pain, and representation from the fields of
law, administration of disability insurance programs, and other
appropriate fields of expertise.
(3) The Commission shall be appointed by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services (without regard to the requirements of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act) within 60 days after the date of
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the enactment of this Act. The Secretary shall from time to time
appoint one of the members to serve as Chairman. The Commission
shall meet as often as the Secretary deems necessary.
(4) Members of the Commission shall be appointed without regard
to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service. Members who are not employees of
the United States, while attending meetings of the Commi8&ion or
otherwise serving on the business of the COmmission, shall be paid
at a rate equal to the per diem equivalent of the rate provided for
level IV of the Executive Schedule under section 5815 of title 5,
United States Code, for each day, including traveltime, during
which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties vested
in the Commission. While engaged in the performance of such duties
away from their homes or regular places of business they may be
allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as
authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons
in the Government service employed intermittently.
(5) The Commission may engage such technical assistance from
individuals skilled in medical and other aspects of pain as may be
necessary to carry out its functions. The Secretary shall make
available to the Commission such secretarial, clerical, and other
assistance and any pertinent data prepared by the Department of
Health and Human Services as the Commission may require to
carry out its functions.
(6) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study under
paragraph (1), together with any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate not later than December 31,
1985. The Commission shall terminate at the time such results are
submitted.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS

42 usc 423.

usc 416.
42 usc 1882c.
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SEc. 4. (aX1) Section 223(dX2) of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new sub{)Sragraph:
"(C) In determining whether an individual's physical or
mental impairment or impairments are of a sufficient medical
severity that such impairment or impairments could be the
basis of eligibility under this section, the Secretary shall consider the combined effect of all of the individual's impairments
without regard to whether any such impairment, if considered
separatel)', would be of such severitr. If the Secretary does fmd
a medically severe combination of Impairments, the combined
impact of the impairments shall be considered throughout the
disability determination process.".
(2) The third sentence of section 216(iX1) of such Act is amended
by inserting 11(2XC)," after "(2XA),".
(b) Section 1614(aX3) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
the following new subparagraph:
thereof
11
(G) In determining whether an individual's physical or mental
impairment or impairments are of a sufficient medical severit;r. that
such impairment or impairments could be the basis of eligibility
under this section, the Secretary shall consider the combined effect
of all of the individual's impairments without regard to whether any
such impairment, if considered separate!)', would be of such severity. H the Secretary does find a medically severe combination of
impairments, the combined impact of the impairments shall be
considered throughout the disability determination process.".
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(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to determinations made on or after the first day of the first month
beginning after 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

Effective date.
42 USC 423 note.

MORATORIUM ON MENTAL IMPAIRMENT REVIEWS

Sse. 5. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human Services (hereafter 42 USC 421 note.
in this section referred to as the "Secretary") shall revise the

criteria embodied under the category "Mental Disorders" in the
"Listing of Impairments" in effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act under a_ppendix 1 to subpart P of part 404 of title 20 of the
Code of Federal Regnlations. The revised criteria and listings, alone
and in combination with assessments of the residual functional
capacity of the individuals involved, shall be designed to realistically
evaluate the ability of a mentally impaired individual to engage in
substantial gainful activity in a competitive workplace environment.
Regulations establishing such revised criteria and Listings shall be
published no later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
(b)(l) Until such time as revised criteria have been established by
regulation in accordance with subsection (a), no continuing eligibility review shall be carried out under section 221(i) of the SOcial
Security Act, or undeJ;' the corresponding requirements established
for disability determinations and reviews under title XVI of such
Act, with respect to any individual previously determined to be
under a disability by reason of a mental impairmer.t, if(A) no initial decision on such review has been rendered with
respect to such individual prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act, or
(B) an initial decision on such review was rendered with
respect to such individual prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act but a timely appeal from such decision was filed or was
pending on or after June 7, 1983.
For purposes of this par~aph and subsection (c)(l) the term "continumg eligibility review ', when used to refer to a review of a
previous determination of disability, includes any reconsideration of
or hearing on the initial decision rendered in such review as well as
such initial decision itself, and any review by the Appeals Council of
the hearing decision.
(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any case where the Secretary
determines that fraud was involved in the prior determination, or
where an individual (other than an individual eligible to receive
benefits under section 1619 of the Social Security Act) is determined
by the Secretary to be engaged in substantial gainful activity (or
gainful activity, in the case of a widow, surviving divorced wife,
widower, or surviving divorced husband for purposes of section
202 (e) and (i) of such Act).
(c)(l) Any initial determination that an individual is not under a
disability by reason of a mental impairment and any determination
that an individual is not under a disability by reason of a mental
impairment in a reconsideration of or hearing on an initial disability determination, made or held under title II or XVI of the Social
Security Act after the date of the enactment of this Act and prior to
the date on which revised criteria are established by regulation in
accordance with subsection (a), and any determination that an
individual is not under a disability by reason of a mental impairment made under or in accordance with title ll or XVI of such Act
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in a reconsideration of, hearing on, review by the Appeals Council
of, or judicial review of a decision rendered in any continuing
eligibility review to which subsection (bX1) applies, shall be redetermined by the Secretary as soon as feasible after the date on which
such criteria are so established, applying such revised criteria.
(2) In the case of a redetermination under paragraph (1) of a prior
action which found that an individual was not under a disability, if
such individual is found on redetermination to be under a disability,
such redetermination shall be applied as though it had been made at
the time of such prior action.
(3) Any individual with a mental impairment who was found to be
not disabled pursuant to an initial disability determination or a
continuing eligibility review between March 1, 1981, and the date of
the enactment of this Act, and who reapplies for benefits under title
II or XVI of the Social Security Act, may be determined to be under
a disability during the period considered in the most recent prior
determination. Any reapplication under this paragraph must be
filed within one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and
benefits payable as a result of the preceding sentence shall be paid
only on the basis of the reapplication.
NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION; PREREVJEW NOTICE; DEMONSTRATION
PROJECTS

42 usc 421.
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SEC. 6. (a) Section 22l(i) of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) In any case in which the Secretary initiates a review under
this subsection of the case of an individual who has been determined
to be under a disability, the Secretary shall notify such individual of
the nature of the review to be carried out, the possibility that such
review could result in the termination of benefits, and the right of
the individual to provide medical evidence with respect to such
review.".
(b) Section 1633 of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) In any case in which the Secretary initiates a review under
this title, similar to the continuing disability reviews authorized for
purposes of title II under section 221(i), the Secretary shall notify
the individual whose case is to be reviewed in the same manner as
required under section 221(iX4).".
(o) The Secretary shall institute a system of notification required
by the amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) as soon as is
practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(d) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, as soon as
practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, implement
demonstration projects in which the opportunity for a personal
appearance prior to a determination of ineligibility for persons
reviewed under section 221(i) of the Social Security Act is substituted for the face to face evidentiary hearing required by section
205(bX2) of such Act. Such demonstration projects shall be conducted
in not fewer than five States, and shall also include disability
determinations with respect to individuals reviewed under title XVI
of such Act. The Secretary shall report to the Committee on Ways
and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on
Jo, inance of the Senate concerning such demonstration projects,
together with any recommendations, not later than December 31,
1986.
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(e) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, as soon as 42 USC 421 note.
practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, implement
demonstration projects in which the opportunity for a personal
appearance is provided the applicant prior to initial disability determinations under subsections (a), (c), and (g) of section 221 of the
Social Security Act, and prior to initial disability determinations on 42 usc 421.
applications for benefits under title XVI of such Act. Such demon- 42 usc 1381.
stration projects shall be conducted in not fewer than five States.
The Secretary shall report to the Committee on Ways and Means of Report.
the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate concerning such demonstration projects, together with any
recommendations, not later than December 31, 1986.
CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS DURING APPEAL

SEc. 7. (aX1) Section 223(gX1) of the Social Security Act is
amended(A) in the matter following subparagraph (C), by striking out
"and the payment of any other benefits under this Act based on
such individual's wages and self-employment income (including
benefits under title XVID)," and inserting in lieu thereof", the
payment of any other benefits under this title based on such
individual's wages and self-employment income, the payment of
mother's or father's insurance benefits to such individual's
mother or father based on the disability of such individual as a
child who has attained age 16, and the payment of benefits
under title XVIII based on such individual's disability,"; and
(B) in clause (ill) by striking out "June 1984" and inserting in
lieu thereof "June 1988".
(2) Section 223(gX3XB) of such Act is amended by striking out
"December 7, 1983" and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1988".
(b) Section 1631(a) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(7XA) In any case where"(i) an individual is a recipient of benefits based on disability
or blindness under this title,
"(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the basis of which
such benefits are payable is found to have ceased, not to have
existed, or to no longer be disabling, and as a consequence such
individual is determined not to be entitled to such benefits, and
"(ill) a timely request for review or for a hearing is pending
with respect to the determination that he is not so entitled,
such individual may elect (in such manner and form and within
such time as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) to have
the payment of such benefits continued for an additional period
beginnmg with the first month beginning after the date of the
enactment of this paragraph for which (under such determination)
such benefits are no longer otherwise payable, and ending with the
earlier of (l) the month preceding the month in which a decision is
made after such a hearing, or (ll) the month preceding the month in
which no such request for review or a hearing is pending.
"(BXD If an individual elects to have the payment of his benefits
continued for an additional period under subparagraph (A), and the
fmal decision of the Secretary affirms the determination that he is
not entitled to such benefits, any benefits paid under this title
pursuant to such election (for months in such additional period)
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shall be considered overpayments for all purposes of this title,
except as otherwise provided in clause (ii).
" (ii) If the Secretary determines that the individual's appeal of his
termination of benefits was made in good faith, all of the benefits
paid pursuant to such individual's election under subparagraph (A)
shall be subject to waiveT considerntion under the provisions of
subsection (bX1).
"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall apply with
respect to determinations (that individuals are not entitled to benefits) which are made on or after the date of the enactment of this
paragraph, or prior to such date but only on the basis of a timely
request for review or for a hearing.".
(cX1) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, as soon
as practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, conduct a
study concerning the effect which the epactment and continued
operation of section 223(g) of the Social Security Act is having on
expenditures from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund, the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance Trust Fund, and the rate of appeals to administrative law judges of unfavorable determinations relating to disability or periods of disability.
(2) The Secretary shall submit the results of the study under
paragraph (1), together with any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate not later than July 1, 1986.
QUALIFICATIONS OP MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS EVALUATING MENTAL
IMPAIRMENTS
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SEC. 8. (a) Section 221 of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting after subsection (g) the following new subsection:
"(h) An initial determination under subsection (a), (c), (g), or (i)
that an individual is not under a disability, in any case where there
is evidence which indicates the existence of a mental impairment,
shall be made only if the Secretary has made every reasonable effort
to ensure that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist has completed
the medical portion of the case review and any applicable residual
functional capacity assessment.".
(b) Section 1614(aX3) of such Act (as amended by section 4 of this
Act) is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subparagraph:
"(H) In making determinations with respect to disability under
this title, the provisions of section 221(h) shall apply in the same
manner as they apply to determinations of disability under title II.".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply to determinations made after 60 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS; MEDICAL EVIDENCE

42 USC421.

SEC. 9. (aX1) Section 221 of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which set forth, in

detail"(1) the standards to be utilized by State disability determination services and Federal personnel in determining when a
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consultative examination should be obtained in connection with

disability determinations;
"(2) standards for the type of referral to be made; and
"(3) procedures by which the Secretary will monitor both the
referral processes used and the product of professionals to
whom cases are referred.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to preclude the issuance, in accordance with section 553(bXA) of title 5, United States
Code, of interpretive rules, general statements of policy, and rules of
agency organization relating to consultative examinations if such
rules and statements are consistent with such regulations." .
(2) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall prescribe
regulations required under section 22l(j) of the Social Security Act
not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(bXl) Section 223(dX5) of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting "(A)" after "(5)" and by adding at the end thereof the
following new subparagraph:
"(B) In making any determination with respect to whether an
individual is under a disability or continues to be under a disability,
the Secretary shall consider all evidence available in such individual's case record, and shall develop a complete medical history of at
least the preceding twelve months for any case in which a determination is made that the individual is not under a disability. In
making any determination the Secretary shall make every reasonable effort to obtain from the individual's treating physician (or
other treating health care provider) all- medical evidence, including
diagnostic tests, necessary in order to properly make such determination, prior to evaluating medical evidence obtained from any other
source on a consultative basis.''.
(2) The amendments made by this subsection shall apply to determinations made on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

Regulations.
42 USC 421 note.
Ante, P· 1804.
42 usc 423.

Effective date.
42 USC 423 note.

UNIFORM STANDARDS

Sec. 10. (a) Section 221 of the Social Security Act (as amended by 42 usc 421.
section 9 of this Act) is further amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(kXl) The Secretary shall establish by regulation uniform standards which shall be applied at all levels of determination, review,
and adjudication in determining whether individuals are under
disabilities as defmed in section 216(i) or 223(d).
42 usc 416, 423.
"(2) Regulations promulgated under paragraph (1) shall be subject
to the rulemaking procedures established under section 553 of title
6, United States Code.".
(b) Section 1614(aX8XH) of such Act (as added by section 8 of this A11te, p. 1804.
Act and amended by section 3 of this Act) is further amended by
striking out "sections 221(b) and 223(dX5)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "sections 221(b), 221(k), and 223(dX5)".
PAYMENT OF. COSTS OF REHABIIJTATION SERVICES

SEc. 11. (aXl) The first sentence of section 222(dX1) of the Social 42 usc 422.
Security Act is amended(A) by striking out "into substantial gainful activity"; and
(B) by striking out "which result in their performance of
substantial gainful activity which lasts for a continuous period
of nine months" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: " (i)

98 STAT. 1806

42 USC 425.

Ante, p. 1805.

42

usc 1382d.

42 usc 1383.

Effective date.
42 USC 422 note.
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in cases where the furnishing of such services results in the
performance by such individuals of substantial gainful activity
for a continuous period of nine months, (ii) in cases where such
individuals receive benefits as a result of section 225(b) (except
that no reimbursement under this paragraph shall be made for
services furnished to any individual receiving such benefits for
any period after the close of such individual's ninth consecutive
month of substantial gainful activity or the close of the month
in which his or her entitlement to such benefits ceases, whichever first occurs), and (iii) in cases where such individuals,
without good cause, refuse to continue to accept vocational
rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in such a manner as
to preclude their successful rehabilitation".
(2) The second sentence of section 222(d)(l) of such Act is amended
by striking out "of such individuals to substantial gainful activity"
and inserting in lieu thereof "of an individual to substantial gainful
activity, the determination that an individual, without good cause,
refused to continue to accept vocational rehabilitation services or
failed to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude successful
rehabilitation,".
(b)(l) The first sentence of section 1615(d) of such Act is amended
by striking out "if such services result in their performance of
substantial gainful activity which lasts for a continuous period of
nine months" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(1) in
cases where the furnishing of such services results in the performance by such individuals of substantial gainful activity for a continuous period of nine months, (2) in cases where such individuals
receive benefits as a result of section 163l(a)(6) (except that no
reimbursement under this subsection shall be made for services
furnished to any individual receiving such benefits for any period
after the close of such individual's ninth consecutive month of
substantial gainful activity or the close of the month with which his
or her entitlement to such benefits ceases, whichever first occurs),
and (3) in cases where such individuals, without good cause, refuse
to continue to accept vocational rehabilitation services or fail to
cooperate in such a manner as to preclude their successful rehabilitation".
(2) The second sentence of section 1615(d) of such Act is amended
by inserting after "The determination" the following: "that the
vocational rehabilitation services contributed to the successful
return of an individual to substantial gainful activity, the determination that an individual, without good cause, refused to continue to
accept vocational rehabilitation services or failed to cooperate in
such a manner as to preclude successful rehabilitation, and the
determination".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to individuals who receive benefits as a result of section 225(b) or
section 1631(a)(6) of the Social Security Act, or who refuse to continue to accept rehabilitation services or fail to cooperate in an
approved vocational rehabilitation program, in or after the ft.rst
month following the month in which this Act is enacted.
ADVISORY COUNCIL STUDY

42 USC 907 note.

SEC. 12. (a) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
appoint the members of the next Advisory Council on Social
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Security pursuant to section 706 of the Social Security Act prior to 42 usc 907.
June 1, 1985.
(b)(l) The Advisory Council sha1l include in its review and report, Report.
studies and recommendations with respect to the medical and vocational aspects of disability, including studies and recommendations
relating to(A ) the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs for
recipients of disability insurance benefits or supplemental security income benefits;
(B) the question of using specialists for completing medical
and vocational evaluations at the State agency level in the
disability determination process, including the question of
requiring, in cases involving impairments other than mental
impairments, that the medical portion of each case review (as
well as any applicable assessment of residual functional capacity) be completed by an appropriate medical specialist employed
by the State agency before any determination can be made with
respect to the impairment involved;
(C) alternative approaches to work evaluation in the case of
applicants for benefits based on disability under title XVI and 42 usc 1381.
recipients of such benefits undergoing reviews of their cases,
including immediate referral of any such applicant or recipient
to a vocational rehabilitation agency for services at the same
time he or she is referred to the appropriate State agency for a
disability determination;
(D ) the feasibility and appropriateness of providing work
evaluation stipends for applicants for and recipients of benefits
based on disability under title XVI in cases where extended
work evaluation is needed prior to the final determination of
their eligibility for such benefits or for further rehabilitation
and related services;
(E) the standards, policies, and procedures which are applied
or used by the Secretary of Health and Human Services with
respect to work evaluations in order to determine whether such
standards, policies, and procedures will provide appropriate
screening criteria for work evaluation referrals in the case of
applicants for and recipients of benefits based on disability
under title XVI; and
(F ) possible criteria for assessing the probabilitY. that an
applicant for or recipient of benefits based on disability under
title XVI will benefit from rehabilitation services, taking into
consideration not only whether the individual involved will be
able after rehabilitation to engage in substantial gainful activity but also whether rehabilitation services can reasonably be
expected to improve the individual's functioning so that he or
she will be able to live independently or work in a sheltered
environment.
(2) For purposes of this subsection, "work evaluation" includes
(with respect to any individual) a determination of(A ) such individual's skills,
(B) the work activities or types of work activity for which such
individual's skills are insufficient or inadequate,
(C) the work activities or types of work activity for which euch
individual might potentially be trained or rehabilitated,
(D) the length of time for which such individual is capable of
sustaining work (including, in the case of the mentally

98 STAT. 1808
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impaired, the ability to cope with the stress of competitive
work), and
(E) any modifications which may be necessary, in work activities for which such individual might be trained or rehabilitated,
in order to enable him or her to perform such activities.
(c) The Advisory Council may convene task forces of experts to
consider and comment upon specialized issues.
QUAUFYJNG EXPERIENCE FOR APPOINTMENT OF CERTAJN STAFF
ATI'ORNEYS TO ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE POSmONS

Report.

SEC. 13. The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall,
within 120 days after the date of enactment of this Act, submit a
report to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate on
actions taken by t!be Secretary to establish positions which enable
staff attorneys to gain the qualifying experience and quality of
experience necessary to compete for the position of administrative
law judge under section 3105 of title 5, United States Code.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAlil WHO
PERFORM SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY DESPITE SEVERE MEDICAL
IMPAIRMENT

42 usc 1382h
note.

42 usc 1382h

SEC. 14. (a) Section 201(d) of the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980 is amended by striking out "shall remain in effect
only for a period of three years after such effective date" and
inserting in lieu thereof "shall remain in effect only through
June 30, 1987".
(b) Section 1619 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Secretary of Education shall jointly develop and disseminate information,
and establish training programs for staff personnel, with respect to
the potential availability of benefits and services for disabled individuals under the provisions of this section. The Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall provide such information to individuals
who are applicants for and recipients of benefits based on disability
under this title and shall conduct such programs for the staffs of the
district offices of the Social Security Administration. The Secretary
of Education shall conduct such programs for the staffs of the State
Vocational Rehabilitation agencies, and in cooperation with such
agencies shall also provide such information to other appropriate
individuals and to public and private organizations and agencies
which are concerned with rehabilitation and social services or which
represent the disabled.".
FREQUENCY OF CONTINUING ELIGmiLITY REVIEWS

Regulations.
42 usc 421 note.
42

usc 421.

SEC. 15. The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
promulgate fmal regulations, within 180 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, which establish the standards to be used by
the Secretary in determining the frequency of reviews under section
221(i) of the Social Security Act. Until such regulations have been
issued as final regulations, no individual may be reviewed more
than once under section 221(i) of the Social Security Act.
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DETERMINATION AND MONITORING OF NEED FOR REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEE

SEC. 16. (a) Section 205(j) of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting "(1)" after "(j)'' and by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraphs:
"(2) Any certification made under paragraph (1) for payment to a
person other than the individual entitled to such payment must be
made on the basis of an investigation, carried out either prior to
such certification or within forty-five days after such certification,
and on the basis of adequate evidence that such certification is in
the interest of the individual entitled to such payment (as determined by the Secretary in regulations). The Secretary shall ensure
that such certifications are adequately reviewed.
"(3XA) In any ease where payment under this title is made to a
person other than the individual entitled to such payment, the
Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring
whereby such person shall report not less often than annually with
respect to the use of such payments. The Secretary shall establish
and implement statistically valid procedures for reviewing such
reports in order to identify instances in which such persons are not
properly using such payments.
"(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in any case where the other
person to whom such payment is made is a parent or spouse of the
mdividual entitled to such payment who lives in the same household
as such individual. The Secretary shall require such parent or
spouse to verify on a periodic basis that such parent or spouse
continues to live in the same household as such individual.
"(C) Subparagraph (A} shall not apply in any case where the other
person to whom such payment is made is a State institution. In such
cases, the Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring for institutions in each State.
"(D) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in any case where the
individual entitled to such payment is a resident of a Federal
institution and the other person to whom such payment is made is
the institution.
"(E) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D), the
Secretary may require a report at any time from any person receiving payments on behalf of another, if the Secretary has reason to
believe that the person receiving such payments is misusing such
pa~ents.

42

usc 405.

'(4XA) The Secretary shall make an initial report to each House of Report .
the Congress on the implementation of paragraphs (2) and (3) within
270 days after the date of the enactment of this paragraph.
"(B) The Secretary shall include as a part of the annual report
required under section 704, information with respect to the imple- 42 USC 904.
mentation of paragraphs (2) and (3), including the number of cases
in which the payee was changed, the number of cases discovered
where there has been a misuse of funds, how any such cases were
dealt with by the Secretary, the final disposition of such cases,
including any criminal penalties imposed, and such other information as the Secretary determines to he appropriate.".
(b) Section 1631(aX2) of such Act is amended by inserting "(A)" 42 usc 1383.
after "(2)" and by adding at the end thereof the following new
sub~ragraphs:

"(B) Any determination made under subparagraph (A) that payment should be made to a person other than the individual or spouse

98 STAT. 1810

Report.

42

usc 904.

Ante, p. 1809
42 USC 1383a.
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usc 1383.
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entitled to such payment must be made on the basis of an investigation, carried out either prior to such determination or within fortyfive days after such determination, and on the basis of adequate
evidence that such determination is in the interest of the individual
or spouse entitled to such payment (as determined by the Secretary
in regulations). The Secretary shall ensure that such determinations
are adequately reviewed.
"(CXD In any case where payment is made under this title to a
person other than the individual or spouse entitled to such payment,
the Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring
whereby such person shall report not less often than annually with
respect to the use of such payments. The Secretary shall establish
and implement statistically valid procedures for reviewing such
reports in order to identify instances in which such persons are not
pro~rly using suh~Eayments.
"(ii) Clause (i) s
not apply in any case where the other person
to whom such payment is made is a parent or spouse of the
individual entitled to such payment who lives in the same household
as such individual. The Secretary shall require such parent or
spouse to verify on a periodic basis that such :parent or spouse
continues to live in the same household as such individual.
"(iii) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the other person
to whom such payment is made is a State institution. In such cases,
the Secretary shall establish a system of accountability monitoring
for institutions in each State.
"(iv) Clause (i) shall not apply in any case where the individual
entitled to such payment is a resident of a Federal institution and
the other person to whom such payment is made is the institution.
"(v) Notwithstanding clauses (i), (ii), (ill), and (iv), the Secretary
may require a report at any time from any person receiving :payments on behalf of another, if the Secretary has reason to believe
that the person receiving such payments is misusing such payments.
" (D) The Secretary shall make an initial report to each House of
the Congress on the implementation of subparagraphs (B) and (C)
within 270 days after the date of the enactment of this subparagraph. The Secretary shall include in the annual report required
under section 704, information with respect to the implementation
of subparagraphs (B) and (C), including the same factors as are
r~~ired to be included in the Secretary's report under section
205(jX4XB).".
(cXl) Section 1632 of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting "(a)" after "Sec. 1632." and by adding at the end thereof
the following new $Ubsection:
"(bXl) Any person or other entity who is convicted of a violation of
any of the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (4) of subsection (a),
if such violation is committed by such person or entity in his role as,
or in applying to become, a payee under section 1631(aX2) on behalf
of another individual (other than such person's eligible spouse), in
lieu of the penalty set forth in subsection (a}"(A) upon his first such conviction, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both; and
" (B) upon his second or any subsequent such conviction, shall
be guilty of a felony and shall be fined not more than $25,000 or
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both.
"(2) In any case in which the court determines that a violation
described in paragraph (1) includes a willful misuse of funds by such
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person or entity, the court may also require that full or partial
restitution of such funds be made to the individual for whom such
person or entity was the certified payee.
"(3) Any person or entity convicted of a felony under this section
or under section 208 may not be certified as a payee under section
1631(aX2).".
(2) Section 208 of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following unnumbered paragraphs:
"Any person or other entity who is convicted of a violation of any
of the provisions of this section, if such violation is committed by
such person or entity in his role as, or in applying to become, a
certified payee under section 205G) on behalf of another individual
(other than such person's spouse), upon his second or any subsequent such conviction shall, in lieu of the penalty set forth in the
preceding provisions of this section, be guilty of a felony and shall be
fmed not more than $25,000 or imprisoned for not more than five
years, or both. In the case of any violation described in the preceding
sentence, including a first such violation, if the court determines
that such violation includes a willful misuse of funds by such person
or entity, the court may also require that full or partial restitution
of such funds be made to the individual for whom such person or
entity was the certified payee.
"Any individual or entity convicted of a felony under this section
or under section 1632(b) may not be certified as a payee under
section 205G).".
(d) The amendments made by this section shall become effective
on the date of the enactment of this Act, and, in the case of the
amendments made by subsection (c), shall apply with respect to
violations occurring on or after such date.

42 usc 408.
Ante, p. 1810.

42 usc.ws.

Ante, p. 1809.

A nte, p. 1810.
Effective date.
42 USC 405 note.

MEASURES TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW

SEC. 17. (aX1) Section 221(bX1) of the Social Security Act is
amended to read as follows:
"(bX1XA) Upon receiving information indicating that a State
agency may be substantially failing to make disability determinations in a manner consistent with regulations and other written
guidelines issued by the Secretary, the Secretary shall immediately
conduct an investigation and, within 21 days after the date on which
such information is received, shall make a preliminary finding with
respect to whether such agency is in substantial compliance with
such regulations and guidelines. If the Secretary fmds that an
agency is not in substantial compliance with such regulations and
guidelines, the Secretary shall, on the date such finding is made,
notify such agency of such fmding and request assurances that such
agency will promptly comply with such regulations and guidelines.
11
(BXD Any agency notified of a preliminary finding made pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall have 21 days from the date on which
such finding was made to provide the assurances described in
subparagraph (A).
" (ii) The Secretary shall monitor the compliance with such regulations and guidelines of any agency providing such assurances in
accordance with clause (i) for the 30-day period beginning on the day
after the date on which such assurances have been provided.
"(C) If the Secretary determines that an agency monitored in
accordance with clause (ii) of subparagraph (B) has not substantially
complied with such regulations and guidelines during the period for

42 usc 421.

98 STAT. 1812
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usc 421.

Effective date.

42 USC 421 note.
42

usc 1805.
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which such agency was monitored, or if an agency notified pursuant
to subparagraph (A) fails to provide assurances in accordance with
clause (i) of subparagraph (B), the Secretary shall, within 60 days
after the date on which a preliminary fmding was made with
respect to such agency under subparagraph (A), (or within 90 days
after such date, if, at the discretion of the Secretary, such agency is
granted a hearing by the Secretary on the issue of the noncompliance of such agency) make a final determination as to whether such
agency is substantially complying with such regulations and guidelines. Such determination shall not be subject to judicial review.
"CDXi) If the Secretary makes a fmal determination pursuant to
subparagraph (C) with respect to any agency that the agency is not
substantially complying with such regulations and guidelines, the
Secretary shall, as soon as possible but not later than 180 days after
the date of such fmal determination, make the disability determinations referred to in subsection (a)(1), complying with the requirements of paragraph (3) to the extent that such compliance is possible
within such 180-day period. In order to carry out this subparagraph.
the Secretary shall, as the Secretary finds necessary, exceed any
applicable personnel ceilings and waive any applicable hiring
restrictions. In addition, to the extent feasible within the 180-day
period after the final determination, the Secretary, in conjunction
with the Secretary of Labor, shall assure the statutory protections of
State agency employees not hired by the Secretary.
"(ii) During the 180-day period specified in clause (i), the Secretary
shall take such actions as may be necessary to assure that any case
with respect to which a determination referred to in subsection (a)(l )
was made by an agency, during the period for which such agency
was not in substantial compliance with the applicable regulations
and guidelines, was decided in accordance with such regulations and
guidelines.".
(2) Section 221(a)(1) of such Act is amended by striking out "subsection (b)(l )'' and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b)(l )(C)".
(3)(A) Section 221(b)(3)(A) of such Act is amended by striking out
"The Secretary" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in
subparagraph (D)(i) of paragraph (1), the Secretary".
(B) Se<:tion 221(b)(3)(B) of such Act is amended by striking out
"The Secretary" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in
subparagraph (D)(i) of paragraph (1), the Secretary".
(4) Section 221(d) of such Act is amended by striking out "Any
individual" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in
subsection (b)(l)(O), any individual".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) of this section shall
become effective on the date of the enactment of this Act and shall
expire on December 31, 1987. The provisions of the Social Security
Act amended by subsection (a) of this section (as such provisions
were in effect immediately before the date of the enactment of this
Act) shall be effective after December 31, 1987.
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SEPARABILITY

SEC. 18. If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to
any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of this
Act and the application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
Approved October 9, 1984.
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ftA'l'BMDI"l a'l !'liB PUSIDD'l'
1 . . pleaaed to &19ft into law a.a. 3755, the •aocial
Security Diaahllity aenefita a.fora Act of 1984. • !'his
.
legialation, which has been foraulated with the support of the
Adainietrat~on and passed by unant.oua vote iD both Bouaea of
Congreae, should reston order, ulforalty, aDd conauns in
the dbabUlty progr•. I t aalntalne oar ~ t:.ent t:o treat
disabled ~rican citizens fairly and hu.anely while fulfilling our obligation to the COngress an~ the Aaerican -t:axpayera
to aa.inister the disability prograa effectively.
When 1 took office on January 20, 1911, ay A4ainiatratlon
inherited the task of t.pl..anting the continuing disability
reviews required by t.he 1980 Dieabillty Alle.ndmenta which had
been enacted and aigned into law duriDg the previous adainietration. Soon after the Departllent of Health and Buaan
Services began the aandatory. reviews, we found that trying to
tapl...nt ~e mew law's requirements within the fr..evork of
the old, paper-oriented review process was causing hardships
for beneficiaries. Accordingly, back in 1982, t;he Department
began a long aeries of administrative reforaa designed to aake
the disability review process .ore buaane and people-oriented.
'l'bese reforaa included providing face-to-face ...tinge between
beneficiaries and Social security Administration (SSA) clat.s
representatives at the very start of the review process.
'l'bese initial steps were followed by further iaportant
announced by Secretary Beckler in June of 1983,
including:
refo~s

o
o

classifying additional beneficiaries as peraanently
dieabled, thus exempting them from the 3-year
review,
teaporarily ex.-pting from review two-thirds of
· cases of individuals with . .ntal t.pairmenta while
the decision-aaking . atandarda were being revi&edl
and

o

accelerating a top-to-bottoa review of disability
policies by SSA and a~ropriate outside experts.

While -t hose June 1983 reforaa vent e long way towards
hWD&Dblng the process, by the spring of 198C, it ~
apparent that legislation was needed to end the debate and
confusion over what standard should be uaed in conducting
continuing disability reviews. 'l'he Adminiatration worked with
the Congress to develop this consensus legislation and, . ln the
interia, took the additional step of auapending the periodic
disability reviews pending ~lementa~ion of aev disability
legislation.
·.
(OVER)

2

One indication of the ~luity of the iaauea in..-olfti!
ia the fact that Congre.. beld .ore than ·CO bearings on tbe
dbability review process over a t:hr--year period before
arriving at a consensus on this legislation.
One significant provision of B.a. 3755 is the ao-called
•aedical iaproveaent standard• that seta forth the criteria
SSA .uat apply ~hen 4eci4ing whether a 4iaability beneficiary
is still disabled. ~ standard this new legislation would
establish for future deterainations will restore the
uniformity that is so essential to a nationwide program.
Another provision in B.a. 3755 would extend ta.porarily
the ability of a Social Security· disability beneficiary wbo
baa decided to appeal a decision that his disability baa encJed
to have benefits continued up to the decision of an
administrative law judge. ~is will prevent undue hardship to
beneficiaries vbo are found on appeal to be still disabled
while the new law 1a being put in place.
In addition, the legislation places a desirable
aoratoriu. on reviews to deteraine whether individuals with
mental impai~nta are still disabled until revised criteria
for evaluating these impairments are published. ~·
Department of Health and Human Services baa been workiDCJ with
mental health experts on these criteria.
Several other cha.n gea are written into this new law that
will clarify and expedite the adainiatration of the disability
program.
I have asked Secretary Beckler to iaplement the
provisions of this legislation as speedily and as fairly as
possible. The Department of Bealth and Ruman Services will
act promptly in reviewing individual cases so that no disabled
beneficiary has to wait any longer than necessary for the
proper decision on his or her case.
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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFI TS
REFORM ACT OF 1984
)n September 19, 1984 , the Congress pass ed and sent to the
H.R. 3755, the "Social Security Disability Reform
tunendments of 1984. " H.R. 3755 makes a number of changes in the
3ocial Security and SSI disability prog rams . A summary of the
~rovisions of the bill is attached .
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SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS
section 2 -- Standard of Review for Termination of Disability
Benefits and Periods of Disabili ty
Permits the Secretary to terminate a beneficiary ' s entitlement to
Social Security disability or SSI disabled or blind benefits
(hereafter referred to as SSI disability benefits) (or Medicare
benefits based on the disability of an individual), or to
determine that a period of disability has ended on the basis that
the impairment has ceased, no longer exists, or is not disabling
only if there is substantial evidence of at least one of the
following:

(1) That the individual has medically improved (other than
improvement not related to his ability to work) and is now
able to engage in substantial gainful activity (SGA);
(2) That (except for SSI recipients eligible to receive

benefits under sect ion 1619) new medical evidence and a
new assessment of the individual's residual functional
capacity demonstrate that, although the individual has not
improved medically, (a) he is a beneficiary of advances in
medical or vocational therapy or technology, related to
his ability to work , and is now able to perfor m SGA, or
(b) he has undergone vocational therapy, related to his
ability to work, and is now able to perform SGA;

(3) That, as determined on the basis of new or improved

diagnostic technique s or evaluations, the individual's
impairment is not as disabling as it was considered to be
at the time of the most recent prior disability
determination and that therefore the individual is able to
engage in SGA; or

(4) That, as demonstrated on the basis of evidence on the

record at the time of any prior determination or newly
obtained evidence relating to that determination, a prior
determ i nation was in error.

Regardless of the new standard, disability benefits can be
terminated if the prior determination was fraudulently obtained or
if the beneficiary is engaged in SGA, cannot be located, or fails,
without good cause, to cooperate in the continuing disability
r e view (CDR) or to follow prescribed treatment which would be
expected to restore his ability to engage in SGA.
Provides that any determination under this standard should be made
neutrally--without any initial inference as to the presence or
~bsence of disability--on the basis of all evidence (both prior
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and new) available in the case file concerning the individual's
prior or current condition.

Applies similar provis ions , modified to rely on the concept of
ability to perform gainful activity, to widows, widowers, and
surviving divorced spo~ses.
Regulations for the standard of review are required to be in plac e
within 6 months after enactment.
The standard of review applies automatically only-o

when a determination is made by the Secretary on or afte r
enactment:

o

when a final decision of the Secretary has not been made a s
of the date of enactment and a request for further
administrative review is timely and properly made:

o

when a request for judicial review was pending on
September 19, 1984 involving either individual litigants o r
class action members identified by name in the pending
action on that date: or

o

when an individual has made or makes a timely request for
judicial review of a final decision of the Secretary which
was made within 60 days prior to enactment.

Courts are required to remand the judicial review cases described
above to the Secretary for redetermination under the new standard
only if the court actions raise a medical improvement question.
Courts are also required to remand cases of individuals whose
impairment s were found not to exist, to have ceased, or not to b e
disabling and who are members of a class action relating to
medical improvement certified on or before September 19, 1984, a nd
pending on that date, but who were not identified by name. The
new standard of review does not apply automatically to these
cases; these individuals must be notified by the Secretary by
certified mail that they may request a review of their case under
the new standard within 120 days of the receipt of the notice.
Any individual whose case is remanded by the court (providing h e
requests review timely if he is an unidentified member of a class)
may elect to have benefits continued beginning with the month o f
election and ending as provided in section 7, except that payment
will be made at least until the new initial determination. If t he
new determination is a !inding of disability, retroactive benefi ts
will be paid beginning with the month of the most recent
termination of benefits.
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~o class in a class action relating to medical improvement may be
certified after September 19, 1984, if the class action seeks
judicial review of a decision terminating entitlement, or a period
~f disability, made by the Secretary prior to September 19, 1984.

New dete rminations under this provision may be appealed in
accordance with appeal rights under present law and ·regulations.
The provision is intended to promote administration of the program·
in a uniform manner nationwide by making explicit to the State
agencies administering the program and to the courts the s tanda rds
to be applied in determining continuing eligibility for benefits-the . standards as set forth in national policy by the Congress .
The provision also represents a response to broad- based concerns
that the continuing disability review requirements of the 1980
amendments resulted in unforeseen hardships to beneficiaries whose
benefits were terminated even though their condition~ _ were
unchanged from the time they were awarded benefits. Additionally,
however, the provision is intended to avoid unnecessary program
expenditures by assuring that benefits can be t erminated when
warranted.
The conference report noted that the agreement reached was an
attempt 11 td strike a balance between the concern that a medical
improvement standard could be interpreted to grant claimants a
presumption of eligibility, which might make it extremely
difficult to remove ineligible individuals from the benefit rolls,
and the concern that the absence of an explicit standard of
review ••• could be interpreted to imply a presumption of
jneligibility or to allow arbitrary termination decisions, which
might lead to many individuals being improperly removed from the
rolls."
Section 3 -- Evaluation of Pain
Provides a temporary statutory standard (through December 31,
1986) for using subjective and objective evidence in evaluating
cases involving pain or other symptoms. This standard reflects
SSA's current policy for evaluating symptoms, including pain.
Also requires the Secretary to appoint a Commission on the
Evaluation of Pain to conduct a study, in consultation with the
National Academy of Sciences, concerning the evaluation of pain in
determining whether a person is disabled under the Social Security
Act . The commission must be appointed within 60 days of enactment
and will have at least 12 members from the fields of medicine,
law, and disabili ty program administration. The Secretary must
submit the results of the study and any recommendations to the
House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Committee on F i nance
by December 31, 1985 .
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The study is intended to address concerns about the use of
evidence of pain, particularly subjective evidence, in making
disability determinations. The interim statutory standard is to
assure that SSA's current poli cy for evaluating pain is adhered to
until the study report can be completed and evaluated; some courts
have used their own standards in evaluating pain.
Section 4 -- Mult iple Impairments
Requires the Secretary, in determining whether a person's
imp airment or impairments are of such medical severity as to
prevent SGA, to consider the combined effect of all impairment s
without regard to whether any one impairment, if considered
separately, would be severe.
If the combined effect of multipl e
impairments is determined to be severe , the combined effect will
~e considered throughout the sequential evaluation process.
Effective for determinations made on or after the first day of the
first month begi nning after 30 days after enactment .
The conferees state that they do not intend to eliminate or -impair
the current sequential evaluation process under which a
determination may be made that a person is not disabled if his
i mpairment or combination of impairments is not severe without
considering vocational factors. However, the conferees request
that the results of the planned reevaluation by HHS of the current
cri teria for nonsevere impai rments be reported to the House Ways
and Means Committee and the Senate Comm ittee on Finance.
This provision is intended to ensure that the combined effect of
multiple impairments is considered in determi ning whether a
person's impairmen t (s) is severe and that when the combined effect
is found to be severe, the full sequential evaluation process
(including, if appropriate , the consideration of vocational
fa ctors) will be followed.
Section 5

-- Moratorium on Mental Impairment Reviews

Delays periodic review of mentally impaire d individuals until
criteria for evaluating mental disorders are revised to
realistically evaluate the ability of a mentally impaired person
to engage in SGA in a competitive workplace. Requires the revised
cr iteria to be published in regulations within 120 days after
enactment. The delay applies to Social Security or SSI mental
impai rment cases on which an initial CDR decision is not made
prior to the date of enactment and to those cases where an
int it ial decision is made prior to the date of enact ment but a
timely appeal was pending on or after June 7, 1983. The delay
does not apply to CDRs involving medica l diaries or where fraud
was involved in the prior dete rmi nation or the individual is
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engaging in SGA (except for individuals eligible for SSI benefits
under section 1619).
Initial disability determinations on applications involving mental

impairments (and reconsideration or hearing decisions on such

determinations) can be made; however , any unfavorable decisions
made after enactment must be reviewed as soon as possible after
the regu l ations are published. If a new decision under the
revised criteria is favorable, it will take effect as of the time
of the earlier determination .
Unfavorable determinations of disability or continu~ng disabil ity
not pending on or after June 7, 1983 are not required to be
reviewed under the revi s ed criteria. However, any individual with
a mental impai rment who receives an unfavorable initial or
continuing eligibility determination between March 1, 1981 and
enactment and who reappl ies for benefits within 1 year after
enactment wi ll be deemed to have reapplied at the time of the
unfavorable determination for the purpose of establishing a period
of disability during the period covered by the prior
determination. However, benefits will be payable only for a
maximum of 12 months prior to the date of the new application
(that is, any retroactive benefits wil l be payable as under
current law and regulations).
The provision reflects the concern of the Congress that some
claims involving menta l impairments were not adjudicated properly
in the last few years and t hat the criteria for evaluating men tal
impairments require updating to make them consistent with presentday diagnosis , treatment, and evaluation of mental impairments.
Section 6 -- Notice of Reconsiderat i on; Prereview Notice;
Demonstrat~on Projects
Requires the Secretary to notify a Social Security or SSI
disability beneficiary whose case is selected for periodic revi-ew
as to the nature of the review, the possibility that the review
coul d result in the termination of benefits and his right to
provide medical evidence to be used in the review.
Also requires the Secretary to implement demonstration projects in
at least five States in which an opportunity for a personal
appearance by the claimant prior to a Social Security or SSI
disability cessation decision will be substituted for the
recons i deration evidentiary hearing that is now applicable when
disability benefits are terminated for medical reasons .
If the
initial decision was unfavorable (regardless of whether the
claimant chose to make a personal appearance) , the claim can the n
be appealed to the administrative law judge (ALJ) level.
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Simi l arly, requires the Secretary to implement in at least five
States demonstration projects in which the opportunity for a
personal appearance will be provided an applicant for Social
Security or SSI disability benefits prior to any initial
disability determination . Effective as soon as prac ti cable aft er
enactment .
Requires the Secretary to report to the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Committee on Finance on the demonstrat ion
projects, including any recommendations, by December 31, 1986 .
The demonstration projects will test whether a face-to-face
meeting between the claimant and the decisionmaker at the initial
stage in the adjudicative process will permit the decisionmaker to
better evaluate the c l aimant•s condition and simplify and exped ite
the decisionmaking process.
·
Section 7 -- Continuation of Benefits During Appeal
Extends the temporary provision {in P.L. 97-455 and P.L. 98-118)
for Social Security disability insurance benefit continuation up
to the ALJ decision to disability cessation determinations made
prior to January 1 , 1988. Benefits can begin with the first month
after January 1983 for which such benefits are not otherwise
payable and a timely request for administrative review or hear ing
is pend i ng . Benefits cannot be continued for months after
June 1988 .
(Retains provisions of P.L. 97-455 on month benefit
continuation ends , overpayments and waiver consideration . )
Permanently provides that SSI disability recipients whose
impairments are determined to have ceased, not to have existed or
to be no l onger disabl ing may elect benefit continuation up to t he
ALJ decision . Benefits can begin with the first month beginning
after the date of enactment for which benefits are not otherwise
payable (and a timely request for review or hearing is pending)
and end with the earlier of the month preceding the month in whi ch
either (1) a decision is made after hearing or (2) no request for
review or hearing is pending. Provides that if the final decisi on
of the Secretary is that the individual is not disabled, any
benefits paid under benefit continuation are overpayments.
If t he
Secretary determines that the appeal was made in good faith , the
overpaid benefits will be subject to waiver consideration .
The provision is effective upon enactment .
Also , requires the Secretary to conduct a study on the effect of
this· provision on the Social Security trust funds and on the rate
of appeals to the ALJ l evel and to report the results of this
study to the House Ways and Means Comm i ttee and the Senate
Committee on Finance by July 1, 1986.
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The intent of the provision is to prevent undue hardship to
"iciaries who are found on appeal to be still disabled. The
&
1 Security provision is temporary because other reforms - in
th~~ bill should improve the quality and accuracy of
determinations made at adjudicatory levels below the ALJ level ,
enhance the uniformity of decisions at different levels of appeal ,
and reduce the number of appeals and the rate of reversals by
ALJs.

r

Section 8

QuaLifications of Medical Professionals Evaluqting
Mental Impai rments

Requires the Secretary to make every reasonable effort to ensure
that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist complete the medical
portion of the case review and any residual functiona l capacity
assessment, if evidence indicates the existence of a mental
impairment , before determining that an individual is not disabled .
Effective for initial Social Security or SSI determinations made
after 60 days after the date of enactment.
Conference report language states that if the Secretary cannot
assure adequate compensation to obtain the services of qualified
psychiatrists or psychologists because of impediments at the State
level, it would be within the Secretary's authority to contract
directly for such services.
ThP ourpose of the provision is to have qualified medical
s·
1lists evaluate mental impairment cases to help to assure
a~
~te decisions.
Section 9 -- Consultative Examinations: Medical Evidence
Requires the Secretary ' to prescribe within 6 months after
enactment regulations covering :
{1) standards for deciding when a
consultative examination should be obtained , (2) standards for the
type of referral to be made , and (3) monitoring procedures for the
consultative examinations _and the referral process.
Also requires that the Secretary make every reasonabl e effort to
obtain evidence from a treating physician before evaluati ng
medical evidence obtained on a consultative basis. Requires
complete medical history, covering at least the prior 12 months,
to be developed before determining that an individua l is not
disabled. Requires that all evidence available in an individual 's
case record be considered in making a disability determination .
These medical evidence provisions are effective on enactment.
Requiring the standards for consultative exami nations to be
included in regulations is intended to provide greater direction
on the use of consu l tative examinations by State agencies,
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including the use of volume providers. Requiring reasonable
efforts to obtain evidence from a treating physician is intended
to underscore the importance of· such evidence, since the treating
physician is likely to be the medical professional most able to
provide a detailed , longitudinal picture of the individual's
medical condition.
Section 10 -- Uniform Standards
Requires publication of regulations setting forth uniform
standards for Social Security and SSI disability determinations
under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) rulemaking procedure ,
which would be binding at all levels of adjudication .
(The APA
generally requires a notice of proposed rulemaking to be published
in the Federal Refister, and an opportunity for public comment
during a periOd o at least 30 days prior to the effective date of
the rule.) Effective on enactment.
In the conference report , the conferees urge but do not require
that all Social Security and SSI regul ations relating to benefits
be published under APA notice and comment r ulemaking procedures .
The provision is intended to ensure public paFticipation in the
disability policymaking prqcess (although HHS now voluntarily
complies with the APA rulemaking process) and uniform
decisionmaking at all levels of the disabi l ity adjudication
process. The provision is not intended to affect the exception in
the APA that informal policy clarifications can be issued through
nonregulatory statements (such as the Social Security Rulings and
the Program Operations Manual System) .
Section 11 -- Payment of Costs of Rehabilitation Services
Provides several additional circumstances under which States are
reimbursed for vocational rehabilitation (VR) services provided to
Social Security and SSI disability beneficiaries. Reimbursement
would be provided in the case of beneficiaries:
(1) who medically
recover but continue to receive disability benefits because they
are participating in a VR program that increases the probability
that they will be permanently removed from the disability rolls
(reimbursement in these cases would not be contingent on the
beneficiary performing SGA for at least 9 months) , or (2) who
refuse, without good cause , to continue to accept VR services or
fail to cooperate and thus preclude successful rehabilitation .
The costs of VR services provided to a beneficiary after he
engages in SGA for 9 months or after his entitlement . to d isability
ends , whichever is ear l ier , wil l not be reimbursed. Effective
with respect to individuals who receive benefits (or .for refusal
to accept serv i ces or failure to cooperate which occurs) in or
after the month of enactment .
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~e conference report states that reimbursement should be made in
:ases in which the beneficiary refuses to continue or ~o cooperate
.n a VR program only when his disability benefits are stopped
>ecause of such refusal.

3y removing certain restrictions on reimbursement, the provision
is intended to give assurance to providers of VR servi ces that
they will be reimbursed.
Section 12 - - Advisory Council Study
Requires the next Advisory Council on Social Security to study and
make recommendations on the medical and vocational aspects of
disability , using task forces of e xperts where appropriate .
Studies must include: (1) alternative approaches to work
evaluation, the feasibility of providing work evaluation stipends,
screening criteria for work evaluation referrals and criteria for
rehabilitation services referral under the SSI program: (2) the
effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs for Social
Security and SSI beneficiaries; and (3) the question of using
specialists to complete medical and vocational evaluations at the
State agency disability decisionmaking level, including the
question of requiring medical specialists to complete the medical
portion of each case review and any assessment of residual
functional capacity in other than mental impairment cases. The
Council must be appointed prior to June 1, 1985. The reporting
date for the council, as provided in current law, is no later than
January 1, 1987.
The provision will assure that further study is made of several
important aspects of the disability programs .
Section 13 -- Qualifying Experience For Appointment of Certain
Staff Attorneys to Adm i nistrative Law Judge
Pos itions
Requires the Secretary to submit a report to the House Ways and
Means Committee and the Senate Committee on Finance within
120 days of enac tment on actions taken by the Secretary to
establish positions to enable SSA staff attorneys to acquire
sufficient qualifying experience to compete for ALJ positions.
The conference report states that it is critical to ensure that
staff attorneys can qualify for ALJ positions in order to ensure
the continued availability of qualified attorneys and ALJs.
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Section 14 -- Supflemental Security Income Benefits for
Ind1viduals Who Perform Substant ial Gainful Activity
Desp1te Severe Med1cal Impa1rment
Extends through June 30, 1987 , the temporary authority in
section 1619 of the Social Security Act that continues SSI
benefits and Medicaid for disabled recipients who engage in SGA
despite their impairments . The temporary authority expired on
December 31 , 1983 and this provision is retroactive to that date.
Also, requires the Secretaries of HHS and Education to establish
training programs with respect to section 1619 provisions for
staff personnel in SSA district offices and State VR agencies and
to disseminate information to SSI applicants , recipients, and
potentially interested public and private organizations.
The original section 1619 temporary authority was enacted as part
of the 1980 disability amendments in order to gather information
on whether the 1619 provision would lessen the work disincentives
for an SSI disabled recipient who could otherwise risk the loss of
SSI and Medicaid when he increased his work efforts and earnings
despite his disability. The intent of continuing the authority
through June 1987 is to collect additional data on the effects of
the provision.
Section 15 -- Frequency of

~ontinuing

Eligibility Reviews

Requires that the Secretary promulgate regulations within 6 months
after enactment which establish the standards to be used in
determining the frequency of periodic eligibility reviews. Until
final regulations are issued, no individual's eligibility may be
rev i ewed under periodic review more than once.
The intent of the provision is to clarify through regulations the
criteria to be used in scheduling CDR ' s in situations where the
beneficiary has recently been found eligible for benefits after
lengthy administrative appeals, or the individual has been
c lassified administratively as being permanently disabled, or the
individual's case is diaried and he is expected to recover in less
than 3 years.
Section 16 -- Determination and Monitoring of Need for
Representat ive Payee
Requires the Secretary to (1) evaluate the qualifications of
prospective representative payees either prior to or within
45 days following certification , (2) establish a system of annual
accountability monitoring for cases in which payments are made to
someone other than either the entitled individual or his parent or
spouse living in the same h ousehold , and (3) periodically verify
that parent and spouse payees who have been living in the same
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household as the beneficiary continue to do so. The conference
agreement directs the Secretary to establish procedures under
which large lump-sum payments will not ordinarily be paid to new
representative payees until the required investiga tion of their
suitabili ty has been completed.
Permits the Secretary to establish a separate accounting system
for State institutions for the mentally ill and mentally retarded
which serve as payees and exempts Federal institutions which serve
as payees from accounting . The conference agreement clarifies
that all State ins t itutions subject to onsite review are to be
audited at least once eve ry 3 years; current practice is to audit
only a sample of the institutions in each State.
Also, increases the penalties for misuse of benefits by
representative payees and prohibits certifying as payee any
individual convicted of a felony under either title II or
title XVI. Requires the Secretary to report to Congress within
9 months of enactment on implementation of this provision and
annually on the number and disposition of cases of misused funds
and, when feasible , other appropriate information.
Effective on enactment; for penalties, effective with respect to
violations occurring on or after enactment.
The purpose of the provision is to protect beneficiaries with
representative payees by requiring payees who are not close
relatives or who do not live with the beneficiaries to account
annually for the use made of the benefits. Additionally,
requiring that spouse and parent payees verify custody rather than
account avoids unnecessary intrusion in private family affairs.
Section 17 -- Measures to Improve Compliance with Federal Law
Requires the Secretary to assume the functions of a State
Disability Determination Service (DDS) within 6 months of finding
that the State is failing to follow Federal law and agency
guidelines in making disability determinations. Such a finding
would have to be made within 16 weeks of the time that the State's
failure to comply first came to the attention of the Secretary.
If the Secretary assumes the functions of a DDS, the Secretary
would be authorized to exceed Federal personnel ceilings and waive
hiring restrictions, and be required to assure , to the extent
feasible, in conjunction with the Secretary of Labor , statutory
protections of DDS employees not hired by the Secretary of HHS.
The conference report directs the Secretary to give preference to
hiring qualified DDS employees in the event that the Secretary
must assume the functions of a DDS . Effective on enactment and
expires on December 31, 1987 .
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The purpose of the prov1s1on is to provide a means
the Secretary takes prompt and effective action to
uniform, national administration of the disability
event of a State failing to make determinations in
consistent with law and regulations.

to assure that
maintain
programs in the
a manner

'

Section 18

Separability

Provides that the constitutional invalidity of any prov1s1on of
the bill does not affect the other provisions of the bill.
Nonacquiescence :

Statement of Managers

Currently, when a case is appealed to the courts , SSA abides by
all final judgments with respect to individuals. named and classes
certified in an act i on unless and until the judgments are reversed
on appeal or a stay is entered. However, we do not app l y a c ourt
decision to nonlitigants when it is contrary to the Secretary 's
interpretation of the law and regulations. The reason for thi s
policy is that it would be impossible to admi nister the nationwide
Social Security program in a uniform manner i f conflicting court
decisions had to be applied in different jurisdictions.
Al though there is no provision in the bill, the conferees included
a s t atement in the conference report dealing with the issue of
nonacquiescence. First , the con f erees stated that the absence of
a provision in the bill is not to be interpreted as approval of
nonacquiescence as a general policy. The con ferees noted that by
refusing to appl y circuit court interpretations and by not
promptly seeking review by the Supreme Court , the Secretary fo rces
beneficiaries to re l itigate the same issue over and over again in
the circuit , at substantial expense to both beneficiaries and the
Federal government . The conferees urged that the policy of
nonacquiescence be followed on l y where the administration intends
t o take the steps necessary to get the issue reviewed by the
Supreme Court. Alternativel y , the administration could seek a
legislative remedy from the Congress. The conferees also said
that the legal and constitutional issues raised by nonacquiescence
can only be settled by the Supreme Court and urged the
administration to seek a resolution of this issue •

•
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Social Security Disability Benefits
Reform Act of 1984:
Legislative History and Summary of Provisions
by Katharine P. Collins and Anne Erfle*
This article describes the legislative history of the Social
Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984 (Public Law
98-460), and contains a summary of the provisions in the new
law. Major provisions include: standards for continuing disability reviews (CDR's) of disability insurance (DI) beneficiaries and supplemental security income (SSI) recipients who get
payments based on disability or blindness; the right of a Dl
beneficiary or an SSI recipient to have payments continued
during appeal of a CDR decision to an administrative law judge
that disability or blindness has ceased; and suspension of
CDR's of mentally impaired persons until the evaluation criteria for mental impairments are revised. The new law was enacted in response to problems that arose as a result of the
implementation by the Social Security Administration (SSA) of
a provision in the 1980 disa bility amendments that required
periodic CDR's. In enacting the new law, Congress intended to
assure more accurate, consistent, and uniform disability decisions at all levels and equitable and humane treatment not only
to beneficiaries who must undergo CDR's but also to new
applicants for DI benefits or SSI payments based on disability
or blindness.
On October 9, 1984, President Reagan signed into law
H.R. 3755 (Public Law 98-460), the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984. The President's
signing statement noted: "This legislation, which has
been formulated with the support of the Administration
and passed by unanimous vote in both Houses of
Congress, should restore order, uniformity, and consensus in the disability program. It maintains our commitment to treat disabled American citizens fairly and
humanely while fulfilling our obligation to the Congress
and the American taxpayers to administer the disability
program effectively.''
The first section of this article summarizes the provisions of P. L. 98-460; the second section discusses the
background (the enactment and implementation of and
reaction to the 1980 periodic review provision); the third
section describes legislative activities during the 97th
•Office of Legislative a nd Regulatory Policy, Office o f Policy, Social Security Administration.

Congress (198 1- 82); the fourth section describes legislative activities and Administration initiatives during the
98th Congress, First Session ( 1983); and the fifth section
describes legislative activities and Administration initiatives during the 98th Congress, Second Session (19R4).

Summary of Provisions of
Public Law 98-460
Standard of Review for Termination of
Disability Benefits and Periods of Disability
(Section 2)
Permits the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to terminate a beneficiary's entitlement to social
security d isability insurance (DI) or supplemental security income (SSI) disabled or blind benefits (hereafter
referred to as SSI disability benefits), or Medicare benefits based on the disability of an individual, or to deter-
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mine that a period of disability has ended on the basis
that the impairment has ceased, no longer exists, or is
not disabling, only if there is substantial evidence of at
least one of the following:
(1)

(2)

That the individual has medically improved
(other than improvement not related to his or
her ability to work) and is now able to engage in
substantial gainful activity (SGA);
That (except for SSl recipients eligible under
section 1619) new medical evidence and a new

assessment of the individual's residual func-

(3)

(4)

tional capacity (RFC) demonstrate that,
although the individual has not improved medically, (a) he or she has benefited from advances
in medical or vocational therapy or te,c hnology,
related to the ability to work, and is now able to
perform SGA, or (b) he or she has undergone
vocational therapy, related to the ability to
work. and is now able to perform SGA;
That, as determined on the basis of new or
improved diagnostic techniques or evaluations,
the individual's impairment is not as disabling
as it was considered to be at the time of the most
recent previolfs disability determination and
that therefore the individual is able to engage in
SGA; or
That, as demonstrated on the basis of evidence
on the record at the time of any previous determination or newly obtained evidence relating to
that determination, an earlier determination was
in error.

Regardless of the new standard, benefits can be terminated if the prior determination was fraudulently obtained or if the beneficiary is engaging in SGA, cannot
be located, or fails, without good cause, to cooperate in
the continuing disability review (CDR) or to follow
prescribed treatment that would be expected to restore
his or her ability to engage in SGA.
Provides that any determination under this standard
should be made neutrally-without initial inference of
the presence or absence of disability-on the basis of all
evidence (both past and new) available in the case file
concerning the individual's past or current condition.
Applies similar provisions, modified to rely on the concept of ability to perform gainful activity, to widows,
widowers, and surviving divorced spouses.
Regulations for the standard of review are required to
be in place within 6 months after enactment. The standard of review applies automatically only when: a determination is made by the Secretary on or after enactment; a final decision of the Secretary has not been
made as of the date of enactment and a request for
further administrative review is timely and properly
made; a request for judicial review was pending on
September 19, 1984, involving either individual litigants
or class action members identified by name in the pending action on that date; or an individual has made or
6

makes a timely request for judicial review of a final
decision of the Secretary made within 60 days before
enactment.
Courts are required to remand the judicial review
cases described above to the Secretary for redetermination under the new standard only if the court actions
raise a medical improvement question.
Courts are also required to remand cases of individuals whose impairments were found not to exist, to
have ceased, or not to be disabling and who are members of a class action relating to medical improvement
certified on or before September 19, 1984, and pending
on that date, but who were not identified by name. The
new standard of review does not apply automatically to
these cases; these individuals must be notified by the
Secretary by certified mail that they may request a
review of their case under the new standard within 120
days of the receipt of the notice.
Any individual whose case is remanded by the court
(providing he or she requests timely review, if the individual is an unidentified member of a class) may elect to
have benefits continued beginning with the month of
election and ending as provided in section 7, except that
payment will be made at least until the time of an initial
redetermination. If the new determination is a finding
of disability, retroactive benefits will be paid beginning
with the month of the most recent termination of benefits.
No class in a class action relating to medical improvement may be certified after September 19, 1984, if the
class action seeks judicial review of a decision terminating entitlement, or a period of disability, made by the
Secretary prior to September 19, 1984.
New determinations under this provision may be appealed in accordance with appeal rights under the present law and regulations.
The provision is intended to promote administration
of the Dl and SSI disability programs in a uniform
manner nationwide by making explicit to the State agencies administering the programs the standards to be
applied in determining continuing eligibility for benefits-the standards as set forth in national policy by
Congress. The provision also represents a response to
broad-based concerns that the continuing disability
review requirements of the 1980 amendments resulted in
unforeseen hardships to beneficiaries whose benefits
were terminated even though their conditions may have
been unchanged from the time they were awarded benefits. Additionally. however, the provision is intended to
avoid unnecessary program expenditures by assuring
that bt:ut:fits ~.:an bt: lt:rminated when su~.:h action is warranted.
The conferenc-e report notes that the agreement
reached was an attempt "to strike a balance between the
concern that a medical improvement standard could be
interpreted to grant claimants a presumption of eligi-
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bility, which might make it extremely difficult to
remove ineligible individuals from the benefit rolls, and
the concern that the absence of an explicit standard of
review ... could be interpreted to imply a presumption
of ineligibility or to allow a rbitrary termination decisions, which might lead to many individuals being
improt>erly removed from the rolls."

Evaluation of Pain (Section 3)
Provides a temporary statutory standard (through
December 31, 1986) for using subjective and objective
evidence in evaluating cases involving pain or other
symptoms. This standard reflects the current policy of
the Social Security Administration (SSA) for evaluating
symptoms, including pain.
Also requires the Secretary to appoint a Commission
on the Evaluation of P ain to conduct a study, in consultation with the National Academy of Sciences, concerning the evaluation of pain in determining whether or not
a person is disabled under the Social Security Act. The
commissio n must include aL least 12 members from the
fields of medicine, law, and disability program administration. The Secretary must submit the results of the
study and any recommendations to the H ouse Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on
Finance by December 31, 1985.
The study is intended to address concerns about the
use of evidence of pain, particularly subjective evidence,
in making disability determinations. T he interim statutory standard is to assure that SSA's current policy for
evaluating pain is adhered to until the study report can
be completed and evaluated; some courts have used
their own standards in evaluating pain.

Multiple Impairments (Section 4)
Requires the Secretary, in determining whether a person's impairment or impairments are of such medical
severity as to prevent SGA, to consider the combined effect of all impairments without regard to whether any
one impairment, if considered separately, would be
severe. If the combined effect of multiple impairments
is determined to be severe, the combined effect will be
considered throughout the sequential evaluation
process. Effective for determinations made on or after
December 1, 1984.
The conferees stated that they did not intend to eliminate or impair the sequential evaluation process under
which a determination may be made that a person is not
disabled if the impairment or combination of impairments is not severe without considering vocational factors. H owever, the conferees requested that the results
of the planned flHS reevaluation of the criteria for nonsevere impairments (announced by Secretary Margaret

M . Heckler on June 7, 1983, as part of a package of disability reform proposals) be reported to the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance.

Moratorium on Mental Impairment
Reviews (Section 5)
Delays periodic review of mentally impaired individuals until criteria for evaluating mental diso rders are
revised to realistically evaluate the ability of a mentally
impaired person to engage in SGA in a competitive
workplace. Requires the revised criteria to be published
in regulations within 120 days after enactment. (A notice of proposed rulemaking was published on February
4, 1985.) The delay applies to Dl o r SSI mental impairment cases on which an initial CDR decision was not
made before the date of enactment and to those cases
where an initial decision was made before the date of
enactment but a timely appeal was pending on or after
June 7, 1983. The delay does not apply to CDR's involving medical diaries or where fraud was involved in the
previous determination or the individual is engaging in
SGA (except for individuals eligible for SSI benefits
under section 1619).
Initial disability determinations on applications
involving mental impairments (and reconsideration or
hearing decisions o n such determinations) can be made;
however, any unfavorable decisions made after enactment must be reviewed as suu11 as possible after Lhe
regulations are published. If a new decision under the
revised criteria is favorable, it will take effect as of the
time of the earlier determination.
Unfavorable determinations of disability or contintiing disability not pending on or after June 7, 1983, are
not required to be reviewed under the revised criteria.
However, any individual with a mental impairment who
received an unfavorable initial or continuing eligibility
determination between March I, 1981, and enactment
and who reapplies for benefits within 1 year after enactment will be deemed tO have reapplied at the time of the
unfavorable determination for the purpose of establishing a period of disability during the:: period covered by
the earlier determination.
The provision refle·cts the concern of Congress that
some claims involving mental impairments were not adjudicated properly in the last few years and that the
criteria for evaluating mental impairments require updating to make them consistent with present-day diagnosis, treatment, and evaluation of mental impairments.

Notice of Reconsideration, Prereview Notice,
and Demonstration Projects (Section 6)
Requires the Secretary to notify a DI or SSI disability
beneficiary whose case is selected for periodic review as
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to the nature of the review, the possibility that the review could result in the termination of benefits, and the
right to provide medical evidence to be used in the review.
Also requires the Secretary to implement demonstration projects in at least five States in which an opportunity for a personal appearance by the beneficiary
before a DI or SSI disability cessation decision will be
substituted for the reconsideration evidentiary hearing
that is now applicable when Dl benefits are terminated
for medical reasons. If the initial decision is unfavorable
(whether or not the claimant chose to make a personal
appearance), the claim may be appealed to an administrative law judge (ALJ).
Similarly, requires the Secretary to implement in at
least five States demonstration projects in which the opportunity for a personal appearance will be provided to
an applicant for Dl or SSI disability benefits before any
initial disability determination is made. Effective as
soon as practicable after enactment.
Requires the Secretary to report about those projects,
including any recommendations, to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on
Finance by December 31, 1986.
The demonstration projects will test whether a faceto-face meeting between the claimant and the decisionmaker at the initial stage in the adjudicative process will
permit a better evaluation of the claimant•s condition
and simplify and expedite the decisionmaking process.

Continuation of Benefits During Appeal
Process (Section 7)
Extends the temporary provision (in P .L. 97-455, as
amended by P. L. 98-118) for DI benefit continuation
up to the time of ALJ decision to disability cessation
determinations made prior to January 1, 19S8. Benefits
can begin with the first month after January 1983 for
which such benefits are not otherwise payable and a
timely request for administrative review or hearing is
pending. Benefits cannot be continued for months after
June 1988. (Retains provisions of P.L. 97-455 on the
month benefit continuation ends, overpayments, and
waiver consideration.)
Permanently provides that SSI disability recipients
whose impairments are determined to have ceased, not
to have existed, or to be no longer disabling may elect
benefit continuation up to the time of the ALJ decision.
Benefits can begin with the first month beginning after
the date of enactment for which benefits are not otherwise payable (and a timely request for review or hearing
is pending) and end with the earlier of the month preceding the month in which either (l) a decision is made
after hearing or (2) no request for review or hearing is
pending. Provides that if the final decision of the Secretary is that the individual is not disabled, any benefits
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paid under benefit continuation are overpayments. If
the Secretary determines that the appeal was made in
good faith, the overpaid benefits will be subject to
waiver consideration. Before enactment of this provision, SSI payments were continued through the ALJ
hearing-based on a Supreme Court decision, Goldberg
v. Kelley, which held that the benefits of a welfare
recipient cannot be terminated without providing the
opportunity for an evidentiary hearing. The provision is
effe.ctive upon enactment.
Also, requires the Secretary to conduct a study on the
effect of this provision on the social security trust funds
and on the rate of appeals to the ALJ level and to report
the results of this study to the House Committee on
Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance
by July 1, 1986.
The intent of the provision is to prevent undue hardship to beneficiaries who, on appeal, are found to be
still disabled. The DI provision is temporary because
other reforms in this bill should improve the quality and
accuracy of determinations made at adjudicatory levels
below the ALJ level, enhance the uniformity of decisions at different levels of appeal, and reduce the number of appeals and the rate of reversals by ALJ's.

Qualifications of Medical Professionals
Evaluating Mental Impairments (Section 8)
Requires the Secretary to make every reasonable effort to ensure that a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist completes the medical portion of the case review
and any residual functional capacity assessment, if evidence indicates the existence of a mental impairment,
before determining that an individual is not disabled.
Effective for initial Dl or SSI determinations made after
60 days after the date of enactment.
Conference report language states that if the Secretary cannot assure adequate compensation to obtain the
services of qualified psychiatrists or J)sychologists because of impediments at the State level, it would be
within the Secretary's authority to contract dire-ctly for
such services. The purpose of the provision is to have
qualified medical specialists evaluate mental impairment cases to help to assure accurate decisions.

Consultative Examinations and Medical
Evidence (Section 9)
Requires the Secretary to prescribe, within 6 months
after enactment, regulations covering: (1) standards for
deciding when a consultative examination (CE) should
be obtained, (2) standards for the type of referral to be
made, and (3) monitoring procedures for the CE's and
the referral process.
Also requires the Secretary to make every reasonable
effort to obtain evidence from a treating physician
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before evaluating medical evidence ohtained on a consultative basis. Requires that a complete medical history, covering at least the last 12 months, be developed
before determining that an individual is not disabled.
Requires that all evidence available in an individual's
case record be considered in making a disability determination. These medical evidence provisions are effective on enactment.
Requiring that the standards for CE's be included in
regulations is intended to provide greater direction on
the use of CE's by State agencies. Requiring that reasonable efforts be made to obtain evidence from a treating physician is intended to underscore the importance
of such evidence, since the treating physician is likely to
be the medical professional most able to provide a
detailed. longitudinal picture of the individual's medical
condition.

Uniform Standards (Section 10)
Requires publication of regulations setting forth uniform standards for 01 and SSI disability determinations
under the Administrative Procedure Act (AP A) rulemaking procedure, which will be binding at aU levels of
adjudication. (The AP A rulemaking procedures generally require a notice of proposed rulemaking to be
published in the Federal Register, allowing an opportunity for public comment before final publication.) Effective on enactment. The conferees' report urges, but
does not require, that all social security and SSI regulations relating to benefits be published under A PA notice
and comment rulemaking procedures.
The provision is intended to ensure public panicipation in the disability policymaking process (although
HHS now voluntarily complies with the APA rulemaking process) and uniform decisionmaking at all levels of
the disability adjudication process. T he provision is not
intended to preclude norlregulatory issuances (such as
the Social Security Rulings and the Program Operations
Manual System (POMS)).

Payment of Costs of Rehabilitation
Services (Section 11)
Provides two additional circumstances under which
States will be reimbursed for vocational rehabilitation
(VR) services provided to DI beneficiaries and disabled
or blind SSI recipients. Reimbursement will be provided
in the case of beneficiaries or recipients: (1) who medically recover but continue to receive disability benefits
or payments because they are participating in a VR program that increases the probability that they will be
permanently removed from the disability rolls, or (2)
who refuse, without good cause, to continue to accept
VR services or fail to cooperate and thus preclude successful rehabilitation. Reimbursement in these two

situations will not be contingent on the beneficiary performing SGA for at least 9 months. However, the costs
of VR services provided to a beneficiary or recipient
after he or she engages in SGA for 9 months or after his
or her entitlement to disability benefits or payments
ends, whichever is earlier, will not be reimbursed.
For a VR agency to be paid under the first of the
above two circumstances, the beneficiary or recipient
must have received payment, based on continued participation in a VR program, in or after November 1984.
Under the second circumstance, the beneficiary or recipient must, without good cause, have refused to
continue to participate in a VR program or failed to cooperate m such a manner as to preclude successful rehabilitation in a month after October 1984.
T he conference report states that reimbursement
should be made in cases in which the beneficiary or recipient refuses to continue to participate or to cooperate
in a VR program o nly when his or her benefits or payments are stopped because of such refusal. By removing
certain restrictions on reimbursement, the provision is
intended to assure providers of VR services that they
will be reimbursed.

Advisory Council Study (Section 12)
Requires the next Advisory Council on Social Security to study and make recommendations on the medical
and vocational aspects of disability, using task forces of
experts where appropriate. Studies must include: (1)
alternative approaches to evaluating the ability to work
of SSI applicants and recipients, the feasibility of providing work evaluation stipends to those applicants and
recipients, screening criteria for work evaluation referrals, and criteria for rehabilitation services referral
under the SSI program; (2) the effectiveness of VR programs for DI bt:ut:ficiaries and SSI recipients; and (3)
the question of using specialists to complete medical and
vocational evaluations at the State agency disability
decisionmaking level, including the question of requiring medical specialists to complete the medical portion
of each case review and any assessment of residual functional capacity in other than mental impairment cases.
The Council must be _a ppointed prior to June 1, 1985.
The reporting date for the Council, as provided in current law, is no later than January I, 1987. The provision
will assure that further study is made of several important aspects of the disability programs.

Qualifying Experience for Appointment of
Certain Staff Attorneys to AU Positions
(Section 13)
Requires the Secretary to submit a report to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance, within 120 days of enactment,
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on actions takt:n by the Secretary to establish positions
to enable SSA staff attorneys to acquire sufficient qualifying experience to compete for ALJ positions. The
conference report states that it is critical to ensure that
staff attorneys can qualify for ALJ positions in order to
ensure the continued availability of qualified attorneys
andALJ's.

SSI Benefits for Individuals Who Perform
SGA Despite Severe Medical Impairment
(Section 14)
Extends through June 30, 1987, the temporary authority in section 1619 of the Social Security Act that
continues SS1 payments and Medicaid for disabled recipients who engage in SGA despite their severe impairments. The temporary authority expired on December
31, 1983, and this provision is retroactive to that date.
Also, requires the Secretaries of HHS and Education to
establish training programs with respect to section 1619
provisions for staff personnel in SSA district offices and
State VR agencies and to disseminate information to
SSI applicants, recipients, and potentially interested
public and private organizations.
The original section 1619 temporary authority was enacted as part of the 1980 disability amendments in order
to gather information on whether or not that provision
would lessen the work disincentives for an SSI disabled
recipient who would otherwise risk the loss of SSI and
Medicaid when work efforts and earnings were increased despite the disability. The intent of continuing
the authority through June 1987 is to collect additional
data on the effects of the provision.

Frequency of Continuing Eligibility Reviews
(Section 15)
Requires that the Secretary promulgate regulations
within 6 months after enactment that establish the
standards to be used in determining the frequency of
periodic eligibility reviews. Until final regulations are issued, no individual's eligibility may be reviewed more
than once under periodic review.
The intent of the provision is to clarify, through regulations, the criteria to be used in scheduling CDR's
in situations where the beneficiary has recently been
found eligible for benefits after lengthy administrative
appeals, or the individual has been classified administratively as being permanently disabled, or the
individual's case is diaried and he is expected to recover
in less than 3 years.

Determination and Monitoring of Need for
Representative Payee (Section 16)
Requires the Secretary to: (1) evaluate the qualifications of prospective representative payees either before
10

or within 45 days following certification, (2) establish a
system of annual accountability monitoring for cases in
which payments are made to someone other than either
the entitled individual or his parent or spouse living in
the same household, and (3) periodically verify that parent and spouse payees who have been living in the same
household as the beneficiary continue to do so. The conference agreement directs the Secretary to establish procedures under which large lump-sum payments will not
ordinarily be paid to new representative payees until the
required investigation of their suitability has been completed.
Permits the Secretary to establish a separate accounting system for State institutions that serve as payees for
the mentally ill and mentally retarded, and exempts
from accounting Federal institutions that serve as
payees. The conference agreement clarifies that all State
institutions subject to onsite review are to be audited at
least once every 3 years; current practice is to audit only
a sample of the institutions in each State.
Also, increases the penalties for misuse of benefits by
representative payees and prohibits certifying as payee
any individual convicted of a felony under either title II
or title XVI. Requires the Secretary to report to
Congress about implementation of this provision within
9 months of enactment and annually on the number and
disposition of cases of misused funds and, when feasible, other appropriate information. Effective on enactment; for penalties, effective with respect to violations
occurring on or after enactment.
The purpose of the provision is to protect beneficiaries with representative payees by requiring payees who
are not close relatives or who do not live with the beneficiaries to account annually for the use made of the
benefits. Additionally, requiring that spouse and parent
payees verify custody, rather than account, avoids
unnecessary intrusion in private family affairs.

Measures to Improve Compliance With
Federal Law (Section 17)
Requires the Secretary to assume the functions of a
State Disability Determination Service (DDS) within 6
months of finding that the State is substantially failing
to follow Federal law and agency guidelines in making
disability determinations. Such a finding would have to
be made within 16 weeks of the time that the State's
failure to comply first came to the attention of the Secretary. If the Secretary assumes the functions of a DDS,
the Secretary would be authorized to exceed Federal
personnel ceilings and waive hiring restrictions, and be
required to assure, to the extent feasible, in conjunction
with the Secretary of Labor, statutory protections of
DDS employees not hired by the Secretary of HHS. The
conference report directs the Secretary to give preference to hiring qualified DDS employees in the event that
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the Secretary must assume the functions of a DDS. Effective on enactment and expires on December 3 1, 1987.
The purpose is to provide a means to assure that the Secretary takes prompt and effective action to maintain
uniform, national administration of the disability programs in the event of a State failing to make determinations in a manner consistent with law and regulations.

Separability (Section 18)
Provides that the constitutional invalidity of any provision of the bill does not affect the other provisions of
the bill.

Nonacquiescence: Statement of Managers
Although P.L. 98- 460 contains no provision dealing
with the issue of SSA nonacquiescence with certain
court decisions, the conferees included a statement on
this subject in the conference report.
Currently, when a case is appealed to the courts, SSA
abides by all final judgments with respect to individuals
named a nd classes certified in an action, unless and until the judgments are reversed on appeal or a stay is
entered. H owever, SSA does not apply a court decision
to nonlitigants when it is contrary to the Secretary's
interpretation of the law and regulations. One reason
for this policy is that it would be impossible to administer the nationwide socia l security program in a uniform
manner if conflicting court decisions had to be applied
in different jurisdictions.
In the conference report, first, the conferees stated
that the absence of a provision is not to be interpreted as
approval of nonacquiescence as a general policy. They
noted that by refusing to apply circuit court interpreta tions and by not promptly seeking review by the
Supreme Court, the Secretary forces beneficiaries to
relitigate the same issue over and over in the circuit, at
substantial expense to both beneficiaries and the Federal Government. The conferees urged that the policy of
nonacquiescence be followed only where the Adminstration intends to take the steps necessary to have the issue
reviewed by the Supreme Court. A lternatively, the Administration could seek a legislative remedy from the
Congress. T he conferees also said that the legal and constitutional issues raised by nonacquiescence can o nly be
settled by the Supreme Court and urged the Administration to seek a resolution of this issue.

Background: Enactment,
Implementation, and Reaction to
1980 Periodic Review Provision
Enactment
T he last major enacted disability legislation was the
Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980 (P.L.

96-265), which was signed into law by President Carter

on June 9, 1980.1
The provisions of the 1980 amendments reflected a
number of concerns of the Congress and the Executive
Branch that related primarily to the rapid growth in the
DI benefit rolls in the early 1970's. The President's signing statement described the legislation as "a balanced
package, with amendments to strengthen the integrity of
the disability programs, increase equity among beneficiaries, offer greater assistance to those who are trying to
work , and improve administration."
One provision-section 311-was aimed at improving
program administration by assuring that only those who
meet the definition of disability in the law continued to
receive benefits. Section 311 requires that, beginning in
Ja nuary 1982, the Secretary of HHS review the status of
all nonpermanently disabled DI beneficiaries every 3
years. The Secretary is required to review the status of
permanently disabled beneficiaries at such times as the
Secretary considers appropriate.
Before enactment of this provision, SSA had
reviewed only a small percentage of disability cases
(about 150,000 a year). It had reviewed only cases in
which: ( I) at the time of the initial determination, it was
expected that the beneficiary's medical condition would
improve; (2) the beneficiary's earnings record indicated
work activity; or (3) a beneficiary voluntarily reported
work activity or medical improvement. The previous review process failed to identify other cases where the
beneficiary had medically improved as well as cases in
which the initial determination of disability was incorrect or those in which the impairment might no longer
be considered disabling because of medical advances.

Implementation of Periodic Review
In March 1981, SSA began implementing the periodic
reviews, 9 months before implementation was required
by the 1980 disability amendments. (It already had the
authority under pre-1980 law to review the continuing
disability status of beneficiaries.) A major reason for
the decision to begin the reviews in March 1981 was a
draft report hy the General Accounting Office (GAO)
indicating that as many as I in 5 workers on the disability rolls might be ineligible for benefits and that the
payment of benefits to ineligible persons might be costing the social security disability insurance trust fund $2
billion per year. The draft GAO report urged SSA to red irect all available resources toward removing ineligible
individuals from the Dl benefit rolls. Studies by SSA
also had indicated that a significant number of beneficiaries on the rolls did not meet the legal definition of disability.
I See "Social Securily Disabilil y Amendmenls of 1980: Legislalive
His10ry and Summary of Provisions." Social SecuriiJ• Rullelin. April
1981, pages 14- 31.
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Another reason for accelerating the reviews was to
ease the administrative burden. If SSA had started the
reviews in January 1982, the State agencies would have
had to do about 500,000 periodic reviews in fiscal year
1982 in addition to regular reviews. Instead, by starting
in March 1981, there were 18 months in which to spread
the first year periodic review workload, thus ameliorating its impact on the State agencies.
It was also decided by SSA that implementation of
the periodic review process would be more effective if
the cases selected for review were those of beneficiaries
most likely not to be disabled. Therefore, SSA developed a case selection system based on specific profiles using such characteristics as current age of the
beneficiary, date of entitlement, total amount of benefits paid, numbers and kinds of auxiliary beneficiaries,
and age of the beneficiary when he or she first claimed
benefits.

Reaction
Shortly after implementation, periodic review began
to be criticized by the public and Congress. The major
reasons for the adverse reaction were the great increase
in the number of cases subjected to CDR's; the large
number of persons dropped from the DI rolls, many of
whom had been on the rolls for a number of years and
had not e,.:pected their cases to be reviewed; and the
public attention given to a number of cases in which
beneficiaries were erroneously dropped from the rolls.
The public criticism of the harsh effects of periodic review was heightened by the fact that more than half of
those removed from the rolls were reinstated upon appeal. Advocacy groups for the disabled raised questions
about SSA's termination policies and procedures and
petitioned Congress for legislative relief.
One result of the widespread concern about the DI
program was that a large number of congressional hearings were held. The Administration was asked to testify
at an unusually large number of them-including field
hearings and hearings by committees other than the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance, which have general jurisdiction
over legislation relating to the social security program.
In all, 27 hearings were held: 14 in Washington, D.C.,
and 13 throughout the country. (See appendix A for a
list of hearings.)
Later, concerns about the disability process were
raised by the Federal courts and the States. The major
issues related to: requiring medical improvement before
benefits could be terminated, the criteria for disability
decisions in mental impairment cases, and SSA's policy
of nonacquiescence in certain court decisions. (See appendix B for a summary of major litigation and appendix C for a chronology of major State actions relating to
the DI program.)
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The events that led to enactment of the 1984 disability
legislation were also unusual. Because many of the criticisms of the CDR program involved administrative policies, a great many administrative changes were made
beginning in 1982 to deal with these criticisms. Thus, the
disability legislation as finally enacted reflects, in part,
the evolution of the CDR administrative process since
1981.

Activities During the 97th Congress
(1981..82)
Subcommittee on Social Security, House
Committee on Ways and Means
On April 9, 1981, Representative J. J. Pickle (D.,
TX), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Social Security
of the House Committee on Ways and Means, introduced H .R. 3207, which was primarily intended to address social security financing problems. However, the
bill included five provisions related to making social
security disability determinations: (l) including in the
law an explicit statement of SSA's policy on pain; (2) requiring own-motion review of a specific percentage of
ALJ disability awards (the 1980 disability amendments
provision sponsored by Senator Bellmon required no
specific percentage to be reviewed); (3) providing that
disability determination guidelines in the regulations,
the Social Security Rulings, and the POMS would apply
at all levels of the adjudicative process; (4) automatically increasing the SGA and trial-work monthly dollar
amounts; and (5) authorizing trust fund monies to pay
for certain medical education and establishing a permanent Advisory Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability. The provisions did not relate to problems with
the CDR process since these had not yet become evident.
On July 24, 1981, during the subcommittee markup
of H .R. 3207, the subcommittee approved all the abovementioned disability provisions, but the bill was never
reported out of the subcommittee. However, on
November 4, Representative Pickle and Representative
Barber B. Conable, Jr. (R., NY), the ranking minority
member of the Ways and Means Committee, offered an
amendment in the committee to H.R. 4331 (a bill relating to the restoration of the minimum benefit). The
amendment included the five disability provisions previously approved by the subcommittee. Also included in
the amendment was a provision to eliminate, in 1983
and thereafter, the requirement that SSA do a 65-percent preeffectuation review of State agency allowances.
(The 1980 amendments had required SSA to review, before effectuating payment of benefits, 15 percent of all
favorable determinations in fiscal year 1981, 35 percent
in fiscal year 1982, and 65 percent in 1983 and there-
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after.) The amendment was not adopted by the committee. No further action was taken in 1981 on the disability provisions by either the subcommittee or the full
committee.
On March 3, 1982, Representative Pickle and Representative Bill Archer (R., TX}, the ranking minority
member of the subcommittee, introduced H .R. 5700,
the Disability Amendments of 1982. In introducing the
bill, Representative Pickle indicated that he and many
subcommittee members were concerned about what appeared to be precipitous terminations of benefits of
individuals who had been on the disability rolls for some
time, the need for some special adjustments and allowances for these individuals, and the disparity of adjudicative standards used by the State agencies and the
ALJ's. The bill included the following provisions:
( I}

(2)

(3)

(4)

Continued payment of OJ benefit~ during appeal-would allow a DI beneficiary whose benefits were terminated on medical grounds to elect
to have benefits continued through the reconsideration level of appeal.
Adjustment benefits-would provide through
1984 an additional 4 months of benefits in cases
of medical termination for individuals who had
been on the DI rolls at least 36 months.
Benefit payments not to be treated as overpay·
ments-would provide that any benefits paid
before the month a DI beneficiary was notified
that his or her benefits were being terminated on
medical grounds would not be considered overpayments unless the termination was delayed
due to the beneficiary's willful neglect to report
his or her medical condition. This provision was
intended to protect the beneficiary against large
overpayments on the grounds that it was not his
or her fault that SSA had failed to review the
beneficiary's continuing eligibility in the past.
Closing of the record on applications involving
determinations of disability(a} Would close the record for purposes of introducing evidence after the reconsideration
level of appeal. If the claimant who appealed beyond the reconsideration level had
additional evidence concerning the impairment considered at reconsideration, the case
would be remanded to the State agency for
additional review . (If the evidence related to
a new impairment or a worsening of the
original impairment after reconsideration,
the claimant would have to file a new claim
for DI benefits.} This provision was
intended to strengthen reconsideration,
which many claimants and their attorneys
considered a rubber-stamp process. The
provision would place full responsibility for
documenting cases on the State agencies and
would enable ALJ's to decide cases on the
record.
(b) Would lengthen the time in which a DI
claimant could request a reconsideration
from 60 days to 6 months. T his provision
was also intended to make reconsideration
more meaningful. Chairman Pickle said

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

that within the 6-month period the case
could become more developed and evidence
might be presented showing a changed
med ical condition.
(c) Would provide a face-to-face evidentiary
hearing at reconsideration (through SSA
employees if the State agency wished} for DI
medical termination cases beginning in
January 1984. This provision was intended
to make the reconsideration level of appeal
more meaningful and to extend the due
process hearing requirement for the termination of SSI disability benefits to DI beneficiaries.
Own-motion review-would require the Secretary to conduct an own-motion review of 15 percent of ALJ allowances in fiscal year 1982 and
35 percent thereafter.
Additional insured-status requirement-would
require that for a worker to be insured for DI
benefits, the worker must have 8 quarters of
coverage (QC's) in the 24-quarter period before
the onset of disability. This requirement would
be in addition to the present requirement that
the worker be fully insured a nd have 20 QC's in
the 40-quarter period before disability. This
provision was intended to provide a better measure than the 20/ 40 test of whether a disabled
person left the workforce because of his or her
disability rather than for some other reason.
Establishment of Social Security Court-would
establish a Social Security Court to replace the
existing Federal district court review of social
security claims. This provision was intended to
address the problems of: (a) inconsistent judicial precedents that sometimes led HHS to issue
social security rulings of nonacquiescence in the
decisions; and (b) growing backlogs of disability
cases in the already overburdened Federal
courts.
Attorney fees(a) Would prohibit social security trust fund
expenditures for the fixing o f attorney fees
for representation of claimants before the
Secretary of HHS and the certification from
the social security claimant's past-due benefits of payments to an attorney for representing the claimant before the Secretary or
a court. This provision was introduced for
study only; the Administration had included
the provision as appropriations language in
the fiscal year 1983 budget in order to permit SSA to devote more resources to reducing heavy hearing and postadjudicative
workloads and claims processing times and
to largely eliminate Federal involvement in
private contracts between claimants a nd
their representatives.
(b) Would exempt social security administrative
adjudications and court cases from the provisions of the Equal Access to Justice Act
(EAJA). (The EAJA legislation provides
that the Federal Government will pay legal
costs of adversary administrative actions or
judicial p roceedings to a party who prevails
against the Government, unless the Government's position was substantially justified.)
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(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Prohibition against interim benefits-would
emphasize that the Social Security Act does not
permit SSA to pay benefits before a final determination of entitlement is made. Some courts
had established time limits for the adjudication
of social security cases and had ordered SSA to
pay benefits if the limits were not met.
Amendments relating to the reduction of DI
benefits to offset other related paymentswould make minor and technical changes in the
workers' compensation offset and public benefit
offset provisions.
Payment for medical examinations in making
disability determinations- would require provider reimbursement payments for purchased
CE's to be determined under the reimbursement
principles used in the Medicare program. Would
remove States from any payment involvement;
payment would be made by a private SSA "carrier" selected through competitive bidding. This
provisio n was intended to ensure that the fees
for CE' s would keep pace with increases in fees
for comparable services so that State agencies
would be able to maintain adequate sources o f
CE's and would not have to rely on volume providers for CE's.
Payment of costs of rehabilitation services from
trust funds; experiments and demonstration
projects(a) W auld establish a new V R program in fiscal
years 1983-84 to provide evaluation and
placement services for beneficiaries whose
benefits were terminated on medical
grounds.
(b) Would provide additional reimbursement
from social security trust funds to States
and other public or private sources for the
cost of evaluation services provided to Dl
beneficiaries and the cost of VR services
provided to a social security Dl beneficiary
who refused VR or failed to cooperate and
thus precluded successful rehabilitatio n.
Also, would permit SSA to continue to use
State VR services or to contract with private
o r other public agencies.
(c) Would require the Secretary to undertake in
five States within 18 months of enactment at
least I 0 experiments designed to demonstrate how best to use public o r private
agencies to provide VR services to disabled
beneficiaries.
This provision was intended to "revitalize" the
program o f using social security trust fund monies for VR se rvices.
Evaluation of pain-would provide an explicit
statement in the law of SSA's policy on painthat is, a claimant's testimony as to pain and
other symptoms would not alone permit a find ing of disability unless medical signs and findings established by medically acceptable clinical
or laboratory diagnostic techniques showed a
medical condition that could reasonably be expected to produce the pain or other symptoms.
The provision was intended to remove a chronic
problem: that State agencies, A LJ 's and Federal courts use different standards for evaluating pain.

(14) Guidelines for disability determinations-would

provide that the regulations, the Social Security
Rulings, and the adjudicative standards in part 4
of the POMS, which govern the adjudication of
disability cases by the State agencies, would apply to all levels of adjudication of disability determinations. The provision was intended to
promote uniformity in decisionmaking by assuring that State agencies and ALJ's use the same
standards.
(15) Substantial gainful activity and trial workwould make the monthly SGA level (the amount
of earnings from work that is considered to
show t hat a Dl beneficiary is able to perform
SGA and is therefore not disabled-$300 in
1981) the same as the monthly equivalent of the
earnings test exempt amount for people younger
than age 65 (the amount of earnings a nondisabled social security beneficiary can earn from
work wit hout losing any benefits-$340 in 1981)
and provide that the SGA level would be automatically adjusted, as is the earnings test
amount, to keep up with increases in wages.
Also, would similarly automatically increase the
monthly amount of earnings that causes a
month to be counted under the 9-month trial
work provision for Dl beneficiaries ($75 in
1981). The intent of the provision was to ensure
that both these amounts were kept up-to-date
with wage increases. Under present law, the Secretary of HHS has the authority to set the SGA
a nd trial work period levels; the levels had not
been increased since January 1980 and January
1979, respectively.
(16) Medical school courses and continuing education in disability- would authorize social security trust fund monies to: (a) pay the cost of
courses in medical schools to provide instruction
to medical students in evaluating medical impairments; (b) pay for the continuing education of physicians participating in the disability
determination process; and (c) establish an Advisory Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability to give the Secretary of HHS advice on
medical and certain other aspects of the disability determination process and to oversee the
education referred to in {a) and (b) above. This
provision was intended to improve t he quality of
medical evidence used in disability claims and
enhance the evaluation of disabHity.
On March 16 and 17, 1982, the subcommittee held
hearings on H.R. 5700. In his testimony, Social Security
Commissioner J ohn A. Svahn said that SSA had been
moving aggressively to find administrative solutions to
problems with the Dl program. He described various
administrative initiatives: (l) no longer determining
that a person had medically rt:~uvt:rt:ll in the past and
must repay benefits when the delay in the determination
was SSA 's fault; (2) expanding the use o f Social Security Rulings to assure uniform application of disability
standards at all levels of adjudication; (3) doing sample
reviews of initial denials (as well as allowances) on a
preeffectuation basis; (4) expanding the ALJ corps and
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support staff to reduce the hearings backlog and speed
up case processing; and (5) increasing productivity in
hearings offices by efficient use of resources.
Commissioner Svahn said that while some legislative
changes were desirable, he would not at that point take
a position either on the individual provisions of H.R.
5700 or on the bill as a whole. However, he stated that
the bill addressed serious problems in the Dl program
and offered some constructive approaches to dealing
with those problems.
Other witnesses said that since more than two-thirds
of those whose benefits were terminated later returned
to the DI rolls, the CDR process created unnecessary
hardship for beneficiaries. They also said that the medical evidence used to make deciisions was inadequate,
and that the disability criteria used in mental impairment cases were not related to employability. Most of
the testimony from advocacy groups for the disabled
and attorneys who represented the disabled generally
supported the provisions of H.R. 5700 that revised the
CDR process, but more far-r,eaching reforms were
urged.
Testimony also generally opposed the provisions
closing the record at reconsideration (because most
claimants do not secure representation until after reconsideration), applying the POMS to AU's (because the
witnesses believed that State agencies, not ALJ 's, were
making incorrect decisions), changing the attorney fee
provisions (because the witnesses feared that claimants
for DI benefits would be less likely to be able to secure
the services of an attorney if the fee were not withheld
from past-due benefits), and exempting social security
cases from the EAJA (because the witnesses believed
that often SSA's position was not substantially justified). Many witnesses opposed any tightening of the
insured-status requirements.
On March 23, 24, and 25, 1982, the subcommittee
marked up H.R. 5700 and made the following major
changes: (1) would not close the record after reconsideration if there was good cause for the evidence not
having been submitted; (2) required the Secretary to
ensure that uniform disability standards are used at all
adjudicative levels; and (3) modified the own-motion
review provision to require a 15-percent review of favorable ALJ decisions in fiscal year 1982 and a 25-percent
review for fiscal years 1983- 86, plus a 10-percent review
of all State agency decisions in the same period with
five-sixths of the cases reviewed to be allowances. Two
amendments by Representative James M. Shannon (D.,
MA) were adopted: (1) requiring that experience as a
GS-12 staff attorney in SSA's Office of Hearings and
Appeals count toward qualifying as an ALJ; and
(2) stating in law that the AP A applies to ALJ decisions. Dropped from the bill were provisions relating to
the Social Security Court, attorney fees, the EAJA,
medical courses and continuing education on disability,

reimbursement for CE's, and disability insured status.
H.R. 5700 was reported to the full Committee on Ways
and Means on April I, 1982.
On April 28, 1982, HHS Secretary Richard S.
Schweiker and Commissioner Svahn announced that
"The Reagan Administration wishes to be fair to people
whose cases are being reviewed, and to prevent financial
hardship for persons who appeal their removal from the
disability rolls during the time their appeals are
pending . . . We support the provision in H.R.
5700 ... permitting beneficiaries to continue receiving
payments during the first level of the appeal process.
We agree, too, with the section of the legislation allowing face-to-face contact during the initial appeals
process to help assure that decisions on appeals are
made correctly."

House Committee on Ways and Means
On April 28, 1982, the committee began to mark up
H.R. 5700 and made decisions on every provision of the
bill except the one closing the record at reconsideration.
After the committee completed this action, Representative Pickle introduced a new disability bill, H.R. 6181,
which contained the provisions of H .R. 5700 as modified by the committee to make certain provisions
applicable to the SSI program and to make minor and
technical changes in the workers' compensation offset
and the public disability offset.
At Representative Pickle's request, the committee
deferred consideration of H.R. 6181 until he could
reach agreement with the members on the closed record
provision. On May 19, the committee again took up
H .R. 6181 and approved an amendment offered by
Representative Pickle that would close the record at
reconsideration only in cases where the claimant had
been offered a face-to-face evidentiary hearing reconsideration, require the evidentiary hearing to be reasonably accessible to the claimant, and permit States to
begin to hold the hearings before the 1984 effective
date, if they so elected. An amendment offered by
Representative Harold Ford (D., TN) to drop the closed
record provision was narrowly defeated. At the request
of the Committee on the Judiciary, which wanted to
consider it, the committee dropped the provision relating to counting SSA staff attorney experience toward
qualifying as an ALJ.
The committee then ordered H.R. 6181 favorably
reported to the full House. Representative Dan Rostenkowski (D., IL), Chairman of the Committee on Ways
and Means, said that he would request the Committee
on Rules to provide that H.R. 6181 be considered on the
House floor under a modified closed rule, with only an
amendment to delete the closed record provision being
in order. In mid-July, the Committee on Ways and
Means withdrew H.R. 6181 from consideration by the
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Rules Committee because of serious disagreements in
the House over the closed rule.

Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management, Senate Committee on

Governmental Affairs
On May 25, 1982, the subcommittee held an oversight
hearing to consider the problems with the CDR process.
In his testimony, Paul B. Simmons, Deputy Commissioner of Social Security. detailed the steps SSA was
taking to improve the disability process. In addition to
the SSA initiatives described by Commissioner Svahn at
the March 16 hearing, Mr. Simmons noted that SSA
was: (1) classifying more beneficiaries as permanently
disabled so that they are exempt. from the 3-year CDR
process; (2) requiring State agencies to furnish more
detailed explanations of decisions to terminate benefits;
(3) improving decisionmaking by physicians employed
by SSA and the State agencies through special training;
(4) requiring that State agencies attempt to get all medical eviden.::e of record for the previous 12 months; and
(5) doubling the number of quality reviews of cases of
benefit termination and studying terminations to determine which kinds are especially error-prone.
Several witnesses at the hearing testified in favor of a
medical improvement standard. Many statements were
submitted for the record by advocacy groups for the disabled, attorneys, and representatives of mental health
groups. In general, the statements: criticized SSA 's
CDR procedures (especially inadequate development of
medical evidence and fai lure to take into account allegations of pain and vocational factors); said SSA was
emphasizing State agency speed over accuracy; and
highlighted the special difficulties of the mentally ill under the paper review process and SSA's overly stringent
standards for the mentally ill to qualify for benefits.
Many of these statements opposed the provisions in
H.R. 6181 closing the record at reconsideration and applying the POMS to AU's.
Uregory J. Ahart, Director, Human Resources Division, General Accounting Office (GAO), submitted a
statement for the record identifying problems with the
CDR process. Mr. Ahart stated that many of those losing benefits had been on the rolls for years, still have severe impairments and have experienced little or no
medical improvement. He said the primary reason for
this situation was that CDR cases were being adjudicated as if they were new disability claims with no
presumptive effect given to the previous finding of disability or to the length of time the individual had been
receiving benefits. In many cases, benefits had been
awarded years ago under a more liberal, less objective
evaluation process, but the CDR decision was being
made under more stringent guidelines in a tougher adjudicative climate.
16

Mr. Ahart noted that SSA had used a medical improvement standard from 1969 until 1976 and that several court decisions suggested that some form of such a
standard be used. He said that Congress should state
whether a medical improvement standard should be
used and how CDR cases should be dealt with where
there is no medical improvement but the initial award
was clearly erroneous or the case was reviewed under
changed eligibility criteria.
On June 24, 1982, Subcommittee Chairman William
S. Cohen (R., ME) and Senator Carl Levin (D., Ml) introduced S. 2674 to reform the CDR process by: ( l ) requiring the Secretary to show before terminating DI
benefits that the beneficiary had medically improved or
was working, or that the earlier decision was based
on fraud or clear error; (2) including SSA's policy on
evaluating pain in the law; (3) requiring State agency
face-to-face interviews at the initial level of review with
beneficiaries whose benefits were likely to be terminated; (4) eliminating reconsideration in medical cessation cases; (5) allowing a disability beneficiary to elect
continued benefits through the ALJ appeals level in
medical cessation cases, subject to overpayment
recovery if the cessation was upheld; and (6) imposing
uniform standards on all disability decisionmakers with
the standards being published under the APA public
notice and comment requirements.
On July 13, 1982, Senators Cohen and Levin introduced S. 2725, which permitted continuation of benefits
during appeal to the ALJ level and directed the Secretary to modify the 3-year periodic review process as
necessary to ensure that sufficient staff and time were
available to conduct high quality reviews. The two
Senators stated that they intended to offer the legislation as a floor amendment at the earliest opportunity
in order to provide immediate relief to beneficiaries and
to give Congress enough time to consider the more
comprehensive measures inS. 2674.

Senate Committee on Finance
On August 18, 1982, the committee met to hear testimony un the CDR process and to assess the overall
operation of the disability determination process since
the 1980 amendments. Deputy Commissioner Simmons
reviewed the many administrative actions that had been
taken over the last several months: doubling the
number of reviews of unfavorable State agency decisions; requiring that State agencies review all medical
evidence available during the past year; developing
plans for face-to-face evidentiary hearings at reconsideration; considering providing a face-to-face interview
in the district office at the beginning of each CDR;
broadening the definition of permanently disabled,
which was expected to exempt an additional 165,000
beneficiaries from the CDR process during the next
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fiscal year; and exerc1smg a selective moratorium in
August and September 1982 on sending CDR cases to
States with unusually large backlogs. He reiterated that
the Administration supported most of the provisions of
H.R. 6181.
Representatives of the Pennsylvania, Minnesota, and
New York State agencies testified about their problems
with large CDR caseloads and about the adverse effects
on beneficiaries when benefits are terminated abruptly.
All these witnesses mentioned the large proportion of
mentally ill beneficiaries who were found no longer
disabled. Many advocacy groups submitted testimony
for the record generally supporting legislation to: slow
down CDR's; impose a medical improvement standard;
publish uniform disability standards subject to the APA
rulemaking requirements; pay benefits through the ALJ
level; require better development of medical evidence;
and require regulation of the CE process.
The Administration had indicated that it could not
accept some ·of the more far-reaching and costly provisions of H.R. 6181 an~ had expressed a willingness to
work with the committee toward acceptable compromises. One area that was particularly difficult related to
the development of a medical improvement standard
that would assure that individuals who continued to be
disabled would not have their benefits terminated, and,
at the same time, permit termination of benefits to
persons who were not disabled. It did not prove possible
in the fall of 1982 to develop a mutually satisfactory
solution to this problem. Therefore, on September 28,
1982, the Senate Committee on Finance marked up S.
2942, introduced by Senator Cohen and 19 cosponsors
on September 22, 1982, which provided for continued
benefit payments throughout the administrative appeals
process and allowed the Secretary to slow down the
periodic review process. By voice vote, the committee
modifi~d S. 2942 to permit continued payment through
the A LJ decision on a temporary basis only and to
permit slowdown of periodic review on a State-by-State
basis. T wo provisions were added to require the Secretary to: (I} obtain all relevant medical evidence for the
past 12 months before making a CDR termination
decision and (2) make semiannual reports to the
Congress on the results of CDR's.
Senator Robert Dole (R., KS), Chairman of the
committee, asked that S. 2942 as marked up by the
committee be added to a H ouse-passed bill, H.R. 7093,
which concerned taxes in the Virgin Islands. T hus, H .R .
7093, with an amendment containing the provisions of
S. 2942, was reported by the committee ort October 1,
1982.

Senate Action
Under a Senate floor amendment offered by Senator
Dole and 29 cosponsors, the continued payment provi-

sian in II.R . 7093 was modified and a provision was
added to require the Secretary, when mak ing a CDR
determination, to consider all evidence in an individual's case record relating to the impairment and to
discuss the evidence in the denial notice if the decision
was unfavorable. On December 3, the Senate passed
H .R. 7093 by a vote of70 to 4.

Subcommittee on Social Security, House
Committee on Ways and Means
On December 8, 1982, the subcommittee held an
oversight hearing concerning Administration initiatives
to improve the CDR process. Deputy Commissioner
Simmons outlined the steps SSA was taking to improve
the CDR process. Mr. Simmons expressed the Administration's support for continuing payment of DI benefits
through reconsideration; closing the record at the
reconsideration level; and requiring a face-to-face
evidentiary hearing at the reconsideration level of
appeal.

Action in Both Houses- Enactment of H.R.
7093 (P .L. 97- 455)
On December 14, 1982, the H ouse amended H .R.
7093 as passed by the Senate and passed it by unanimous consent. The House deleted the Senate provision
relating to consideration of medical evidence in CDR
cases and added an amendment requiring the Secretary
to provide an opportunity for a face-to-face hearing at
reconsideration in disability cessation cases. A HouseSenate Conference Committee met on December 21,
1982, and resolved differences between the House- and
Senate-passed versions of H .R. 7093. The bill as agreed
to by the conferees was identical to the H ouse-passed
bill, except for modifications in the pension offset
provision. On December 21, 1982, the House passed
H.R. 7093 as agreed to in conference by a vote of 259 to
0 and the Senate agreed to the bill by voice vote.
On January 12, 1983, P resident Reagan signed H .R .
7093 (P.L. 97- 455). H e said " This bill enhances the
quality and fairness of the social security d isability
insurance system. It also helps us to maintain the integrity of the disability rolls while protecting the legitimate
rights of both beneficiaries and contributors . . . . Over
the past year-and-a-half, the Department of Health a nd
H uman Services has improved the administrative
p rocesses for determining who should receive disability
benefits . . . . With the signing of this bill today, I am
pleased to add some useful statutory changes to the
administrative initiatives that have already been taken."
The disability-related provisions of the law follow:
(1) Continued payment of benefits-Permits, on a
temporary basis, a DI beneficiary to elect to have
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benefits and Medicare coverage continued up to
the ALJ decision. The continued benefits would

bt: treated as overpayments and subject to the

waiver requirements of present Jaw. This would
be effective for henefit!: beginning January 1983
with respect to termination decisions made by
State agencies between enactment and October
1983, but the last month for which payment
could be continued would be June 1984. (Cases
pending a reconsideration or an ALJ decision
would also be covered by this provision, although
retroactive payments would not be authorized.)
(2) Evidentiary hearing at reconsideration-Requires
the Secretary to provide the opportunity for a
face-to-face evidentiary hearing during reconsideration of any DI cessation decision. The
reconsideration could be made by l-IHS or by the
State agency that made the finding that disability
ceased. The provision would be effective with
respect to reconsiderations requested on or after
a date to be specified by the Secretary, but no
later than January l, 1984.
Requires the Secretary to take steps necessary to
assure public understanding of the importance
Congress attaches to the face-to-face reconsiderations discussed above-including advising
beneficiaries of the procedures during the
reconsideration, of their opportunity to introduce evidence and to be represented by counsel at
the reconsideration, and of the importance of
submitting all evidence at the reconsideration
level.
(3) CDR case flow to State agencies-Permits the
Secretary of HHS to reduce, on a State-by-State
basis, the flow of periodic review cases sent to
State agencies, if appropriate, based on State
workloads and staffing requirements, even if this
means that the initial periodic review of the rolls
cannot be completed within 3 years.
(4) CDR reports to Congress-Requires the Secretary to make semiannual reports to the Senate
Committee on Finance and the House Committee
on Ways and Means about the results of CDR's,
including the number of such investigations that
result in termination of benefits, the number of
terminations appealed to the reconsideration or
hearing levels or both, and the number of rever~
als on those appeals.

Activities During the First Session, 98th
Congress, 1983
Senate Action
During the first few months of 1983, in both the
House and Senate several bills were introduced to
reform the disability process or to impose a moratorium
on CDR's. The most comprehensive and significant was
S. 476, the Disability Amendments of 1983, introduced
by Senators Cohen and Levin on February 15, 1983.
The provisions were:
(I) Termination

of benefits based on medical
Improvement-would provide that DI benefits
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could not be terminated because disability had
ceased unless the Secretary made a finding that
the individual was significantly more able to
engage in SGA because of medical improvement
or advances in medical or vocational therapy or
technology. This medical improvement standard
would not apply if the most recent past disability
decision was clearly erroneous under the standards in effect at the time or new or improved
diagnostic techniques or evaluations demonstrated that the impairment was not as disabling
as it was considered at the time of the most recent
past disability decision.
(2) Evaluation of pain-would provide an explicit
statement in law of SSA's current policy o n pain.
(3) Pretermination notice and right to personal ap-

pearance-would eliminate reconsideration in

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

disability determination cases. Instead, if the
disability determination was unfavorable, the
State agency would make a preliminary unfavorable decision and send the individual a statement
of the case, which would include the right to
request a review (including the right to a personal
appearance) within 30 days. Also, would require
the Secretary to initiate each CDR by notifying
the individual of the nature of the review and of
the fact that it could result in termination of
benefits.
Payment of disability benefits during appealwould make permanent the provision permitting
an individual to elect to have benefits continued
up until the month before the hearing decision.
Case development and medical evidence-similar
to the medical evidence requirement in section 9
of P .L. 98-460.
Uniform standards for disability determinations- similar to section 10 of P .L. 98:_460.
Termination date for disability benefits-would
provide that benefits in medical cessation cases
would terminate as under present law or, if later,
in the month in which a pretermination review
decision was made or in the month the period for
requesting such a review expired.
Mandatory appeaJ by Secretary of certain court
decisions-would provide that if a U.S. Court of
Appeals decision required HHS to carry out a
policy different from the usual HHS policy, the
Secretary would have to either acquiesce and
apply the policy generally or request review by
the Supreme Court.

Senate Special Committee on Aging
O n April 7 and 8, 1983, the committee held oversight
hearings on CDR's in cases involving mental impairments. Deputy Commissioner Simmons testified that
SSA was exploring the need for reexamination of the
criteria for evaluating mental impairments contained in
the Listing of Impairments in the regulations. He said
that SSA representatives and representatives of the
American Psychiatric Association had agreed to set up a
blue-ribbon panel to review the listings.
Mr. Simmons cited other steps taken by SSA to improve the disability process, particularly in mental impairment cases, including: (1) issuance of instructions
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emphasizing the: nt:t:d fur longitudinal development in
mental impairment cases; (2) testing the usefulness of a
second CE in such cases; (3) meeting with mental health
advocacy groups and State agency personnel to obtain
their input on the program; (4) expansion of the definition of permanent impairments; and (5) implementation
of the initial face-to-face interview in CDR cases.
Peter J. McGough, Associate Director, Human Resources Division, GAO, said that agency's survey of the
CDR process in cases of mental impairments revealed
the following weaknesses:
State agencies were using an overly restrictive interpretation of the criteria to meet the Listing of
lfT!pa~rments for mental impairments, resulting
pnncipally from narrow assessments of an individual's daily activities. State agencies' conclusions that individuals did not meet the listings
were based on very brief descriptions of only
rudimentary daily activities, such as watching
television and fixing basic lllt:ab.
Residual functional capacity (RFC) and vocational characteristics were not appropriately considered. When a mentally impaired person did
not meet the medical listings, SSA's policy guidance to the State agencies resulted in a virtual
presumption that the individual had the RFC to
do basic work activities or unskilled work and
therefore the chance of a younger individual being determined disabled was extremely slim.
State agencies were not developing the full medical history in mental impairment cases and were
ordering CE's before securing existing medical
evidence.
Because the mental impairment disability decision is highly complex, a qualified psychiatrist or
psychologist should be involved; however
neither the State agencies nor SSA had adequat~
resources to meet this need.
Other witnesses, including several State officials,
criticized SSA's procedures for dealing with the mentally ill. Several beneficiaries told of hardships stemming
from benefit terminations.
On April 26, 1983, Senator John Heinz, Chairman of
the Special Committee on Aging, and 22 cosponsors introduced S. 1144, which provided for:
( 1) Revision of regula tory criteria rela ting to mental
impairments-similar to section 5 of P .L. 98-460
except, the moratorium would not apply to
CDR's being appealed (although these would
have to be redetermined under the revised criteria) and the Secretary would have to appoint a
panel of mental health experts to recommend
revisions in the regulations.
(2) Evaluation by psychiatrist or psychologist in
menta l impairment cases-similar to section 8 of
.P. L. 98-460, except there was no provision that
the Secretary need only make every reasonable effort-the qualified psychiatrist or psychologist
would have to participate in every case.

House Action
In May 1983, several bills were introduced in the
House to reform the CDR process or to place a moratorium on CDR's. The most comprehensive bill was
H.R. 2987, the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1983, which was introduced by Representatives Shannon and Fortney H. Stark (D., CA) on May
11, 1983. The bill included the following provisions:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(S)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Sta nda rd of review-Would require the Secretary to show by clear and convincing evidence
that ·one or more of the following conditions
was met before a beneficiary's entitlement could
be terminated on the basis that the disability no
longer existed: (a) a significant improvement in
the beneficiary's condition; (b) in the absence of
improvement, demonstration that the beneficiary was able to perform SGA due to advances in
medical or vocational therapy or technology; (c)
clear error or fraud involved in the previous determination of entitlement; or (d) performance
of SGA by the beneficiary.
Evaluation of pain-would provide that subjective evidence of pain or other symptoms could
lead to a finding of disability, even when medical findings failed to fully corroborate the pain
or symptoms.
Multiple impairments- would require the Secretary, in making disability determinations, to
consider the combined effect of all of an individual's impairments, regardless of whether or
not each impairment, considered separately,
was so severe that the person was unable to engage in SUA.
Moratorium on mental impairment reviewssame asS. 1144.
Disability determina tion review p roced ure; pre-

termination notice; right to personal appearance- same asS. 476.
Continuation of benefits du ring appeal-would
permanently provide for the right of a beneficiary appealing a medical cessation decision to
elect benefit continuation through the level of
the final decision of the Secretary (Appeals
Council).
Qualifi~tions

of

nns

medi~ professional~

would require a physician who was qualified in
the appropriate specialty to complete the medical portion of any applicable sequential evaluation and RFC assessment before a disability
determination could be made·. Also would require a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist to
complete the medical portion of any applicable
evaluation and assessment in the case of determinations relating to mental impairments.
Regulatory sta ndards for CE's- would require
the Secretary to issue detailed regulations setting
forth: (a) standards to be used by disability
adjudicators in determining when a claimant
should be referred for a CE; (b) standards for
the type of referral to be made; (c) standards to
ensure that those performing CE's were professionals qualified in the appropriate specialty;
and (d) mechanisms for monitoring the referral
process and the quality of CE's.
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(9)

Case development and medical evidencewould require SSA to: (a) consider the complete
medical and vocational history, including all
evidence from past evaluations, when reviewing
a beneficiary's eligibility for benefits; (b) develop a complete medical history covering the I 2
months before the review; and (c) exert every
reasonable effort to obtain information from
the treating physician before ordering aCE.
(10) Uniform standards-would apply the APA
requiremen'ts of public notice and comment
before publication of a final rule to the social
security program. Moreover, o nly published
rules promulgated pursuant to the APA would
be binding at all levels of decisionmaking in Dl

(15)

(16)

cases.

(11) Continued benefits for persons in VR programs-would repeal the provision that permits
SSI payments to be continued only if the Commissioner determines that the individual's completion of an approved VR program would
increase the likelihood t hat the person would be
permanently removed from the Dl benefit rolls.
The SSI payments would be continued as long as
the individual was participating in an approved
VR program.
(12) Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability-would provide for a permanent 20-member advisory council on disability. Members
would be appointed by the Secretary for 4-year
terms and would be designees of specified professional organizations and organizations representing the disabled, prominent individuals in
hospital and health fields, and State agency administrators, staff physicians, or providers of
CE's.
Functions of the council would include: evaluating t he process of acquiring medical evidence
and establishment of standards governing the
purchase of CE's; advising the Secretary on the
level of documentation needed to adjudicate
claims and on standards for determining RFC;
making recommendations for revision of the
Listing of Impairments; developing instructional courses for use in schools of medicine and
osteopathy in the evaluation of medical impairments to determine eligibility for 01 benefits;
studying the feasibility of making 01 awards on
a time-limited basis and based on the rehabilitation potential of given conditions; and providing advice to the Secretary on general disability
policy. The council would be required to report
biannually to the Congress on council activities.
(13) Qualifying experience for appointment of certain staff alitorneys to AU positions-would require the Secretary to establish within 6 months
a sufficient number of positions (at GS-13 and
GS-14 levels) to enable Office of Hearings and
Appeals staff atlorneys to advance to successively higher positions to achieve the experience
necessary to qualify for ALJ positions.
(14) Evaluation of ability to work-would require
that a determination of whether or not a person
could engage in substantial gainful work be
based on a realistic evaluation of the person's
remaining capacity to meet the demands of competitive work on a substantial basis. Also, would
require t he Secretary to consider the individual's
20

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

past work successes and failures and evidence of
relevant functional limitations contained in a
medical history or physician's report or obtained from a vocational or other nonmedical
source. Would require a work evaluation before
a person with a severe mental impairment could
be found not to be disabled.
Consideration given noncompetitive workwould provide that an individual working in a
sheltered work setting or other noncompetitive
work environment could not be regarded, solely
on the basis of that work, as having demonstrated an ability to engage in SGA.
Assistance with reviews of continuing eligibility-would require the Secretary or the State
agency to ascertain through personal contact if
an individual whose disability was based, in
whole or in part, on (I mental impairment required assistance in complying with instructions
for a CDR. If assistance was needed or requested, the Secretary would have to provide it o r refer the person to an agency or organization that
could do so.
Accessibility and reimbursement requirement
for hearings-would require SSA to hold any
hearings at a location and in a b uilding reasonably accessible to the disabled applicant. Would
also require SSA to reimburse the applicant, in
advance if necessary, for the expenses of obtaining and presenting necessary medical evidence;
costs of travel, attendants, and witnesses, if evidence of financia l need was presented.
Payment for CE's-would require the Secretary
to establish payment rates for CE's that were
consistent with the Medicare Part B rate for
comparable physician services.
Compliance with certain court orders-would
provide that if a U.S. Court of Appeals rendered a case decision that required HH~ to carry
out a policy different from the usual HHS policy, the Secretary would either have to acquiesce
and apply the policy generally or request review
by the Supreme Court. If the Supreme Court did
not accept review, the decision of the circuit
court would apply only in the States within the
circuit until the Supreme Court eventually ruled
on the issue involved and reached a different or
contrary result.
Continued assistance for potential concurrent
beneficiaries-would require the Secretary to
mail notices to a ll title ll beneficiaries informing
them of the availability of SSI payments and of
assistance, upon request, in the completion of
claims and the establishment of eligibility for
benefits.
Trial work-would provide that: (a) periods of
work by a disabled individual would be counted
towards the 9-month trial work period only if
performed in the 15 months immediately preceding the month in which SSA began a review
of the individual's disability; (b) periods of
work shorter than 3 consecutive months would
not count towards the trial work period; and (c)
SSA could not terminate benefits based on a
beneficiary's completion of a trial work period
unless the beneficiary was still working at the
time of the termination decision and had been
working for the previous 6 consecutive months.
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Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management, Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs
On June 8, 1983, the subcommittee held a hearing to
examine the role of the ALJ in the disability program.
Chairman Cohen summarized the issues to be addressed: (1) the decisional independence of SSA's
ALJ 's and the effect, if any, of Bellmon own-motion review on that independence; (2) the incorporation of the
POMS into the Social Security Rulings; and (j) SSA '.~
practice of nonacquiescence in certain decisions of lower Federal courts. Senator Cohen also said that legislation might be necessary to correct what appeared to be
an inappropriate attempt by SSA to interfere with the
independence of its ALJ's.
Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner for Hearings
and Appeals, and Acting Deputy to the Deputy Commissioner for Programs and Policy, SSA, testified that
SSA had never improperly exerted pressure on ALl's to
deny claims, nor had the agency ever established any
production goals or q~otas for ALJ's. He said that
SSA's implementation of the Bellmon review of ALJ
decisions was never intended to threaten the decisional
independence of ALl's, but rather was designed to improve the quality and consistency of ALJ decisions. Mr.
Hays said that SSA initially chose to review only favorable decisions of ALl's with high allowance rates because early Bellmon review data showed that ALJ's with
high allowance .rates had a greater likelihood of error
than ALJ's with lower allowance rates. He emphasized
that once SSA had data on ALJ error rates under the
Bellm on review, the allowance rate became irrelevant
and errors were the only consideration in placing ALJ's
on review or removing them from review.
Associate Commissioner Hays added that the publication of certain disability policy statements as Social
Security Rulings was in response to the lack of uniform
guidelines for decisionmaking among the various levels
of adjudication. He also stated that SSA does not acquiesce in certain decisions of the lower Federal courts
so that the agency can continue to administer the social
security program nationwide in a uniform and consistent manner.
In October 1983, the subcommittee published a report
of its findings from the hearing. The principal finding
was that SSA was pressuring its ALJ's to reduce their

disability allowance rates and was doing so by several

means, including targeting only allowance decisions and

high allowance ALl's for review and the use of mini-

mum production quotas and productivity goals.

Administration Initiatives
On June 7, 1983, Secretary Margaret M. Heckler
announced a package of major reforms in the CDR

process to make sure the Dl program was as fair and
compassionate as possible. She said that the reforms
responded to the concerns of members of Congress,
medical and mental health professional groups, State
agencies, and beneficiaries. The reforms were:
(1) Expanding by 200,000 the number of beneficiaries exempted from the CDR process (by classifying additional individuals as permanently
disabled), bringing the total so exempted to 37
percent of the disabled workers on the benefit
rolls, thus easing the workload of the State agencies and giving them more time to review each
case.
(2) temporarily exempting from review two-thirds
of all mental impairment cases (those involving
functional psychotic disorders), until SSA and

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

outside experts had thoroughly reviewed the
standards in this area. Once acceptable standards
were adopted, SSA would re-review those cases in
which benefits were terminated under existing
standards.
Selecting CDR cases for review on a more random basis (instead of using a profile), which
should sharply reduce the number of initial decisions to stop benefits as well as the growing backlog of cases under appeal, thus freeing staff
resources for closer review of the most difficult
cases.
Proposing legislation to remove the built-in bias
against beneficiaries that forces SSA to review
two-thirds of State agency decisions to allow
benefits but does not mandate a review of decisions to deny benefits.
Proposing legislation to make permanent the
payment of benefits through the first opportunity
for a face-to-face hearing to individuals appealing a decision to terminate benefits.
Ordering SSA to accelerate its top-to-bottom review, in consultation with appropriate outside experts and the States, of disability policies and
procedures. The areas under study included updating eligibility criteria involving all medical and
mental impairment cases, reexamining the issue
of whether or not an acceptable medical improvement standard could be developed, and reviewing
the issue of whether or not an improved standard
of "nonsevere impairment" could be developed
to better ensure that a marginally disabled person
was accorded a review of his or her age, education, and work history before any decision was
made.

Senate Action
On June 16, 1983, the Senate passed (by a vote of
64-33) H.R. 3069, a supplemental appropriations bill,
which included a Senate floor amendment offered by
Senator Heinz on June 15, 1983, that was essentially the
same as S. 1144. In introducing his amendment, Senator Heinz said that he welcomed the moratorium on the
reviews of the mentally disabled announced by Secretary Heckler on June 7, but that the moratorium did not
go far enough because it excluded persons with nonpsy-
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chotic disabilities ami had not indil:atc.::d any willingness
to revise the criteria used to assess RFC in mental impairment cases.
On June 20, 1983, Chair man Pickle wrote to C hairman Jamie L. Whitten (D., MS) of the H ouse Committee on Appropriations urging the conferees on H .R.
3069 to strike the Heinz amendment from the bill because it would bypass the Committee on Ways and
Means, which had the clear a uthorizing responsibility in
this area, and because it undermined the efforts of the
Social Security Subcommittee to develop comprehensive
legislation to reform the entire disability adjudicative
process. On July 20, 1983, the conferees on H .R. 3069
d ropped the disability provisions.
On June 29, 1983, Senator Levin submitted an
amendment to S. 476 intended to be proposed by him
and Senator Cohen. The amendment was LO clarify and
improve the bill and also added a new provision. T he
new provision would require the Secretary, in determining whether an individual's impairment(s) was so severe
that he or she was unable to engage in SGA, LO consider
the combined effel:t of all impaimJt:JJLS, without regard
to whether or not any individual impairment was of
such severity.

Pickle said that Congress must strengthen its role in setting policy for the program, and that he hoped the subcommittee would be able to draft legislation and move it
through the House before the August recess. Deputy
Commissioner Simmons testified that the Administration did not favor a legislative moratorium on periodic
review of all mental impairment cases because it was
unnecessary, that publication of the Social Secu rity Rulings in the Federal Regis~r was inappropriate because
the rulings merely explain what is contained in the regu lations, and that the burden of proof to show continuing eligibility is properly with the beneficiary.
On July 15, 25, 28, and August 3, the subcommittee
marked up the disability reform proposals developed by
subcommittee staff, largely based on H.R. 2987. Upon
completion of the markup, the bill was introduced on
August 3 by Representative Pickle as H. R . 3755. The
bill included the following provisions:
(1)

House Select Committee on Aging
On June 20, 1983, the committee held a hearing o n
the problems encountered by States in administering the
DI program and on the impact of CDR terminations. In
opening the hearing, Chairman Edward Roybal (D.,
CA) said the hearing would focus on four major concerns: (I) the effect of CDR's on beneficiaries; (2) the
States' discontent with SSA's operating guidelines; (3)
the fact that SSA's implementation of CDR's went beyond congressional intent; a nd (4) the J une 7 initiatives
announced by Secretary Heckler.
Deputy Commissioner Simmons cited SSA 's efforts
to change the disability review process from a papero riented LO a people-oriented one and summarized Secretary Heckler's June 7 initiatives. He noted that some
States had experienced considerable problems in processing the cases and conseq uently had large backlogs
(for example, due to insufficient staffing as a result of
Stat~: hiring freezes). He said that SSA was closely monitoring the situation in these States and had taken many
steps to case the workloads, including adjusting the flow
of cases to States to ensure each State agency's ability to
produce consistent and high quality CDR determinations.

Subcommittee on Social Security, House
Committee on Ways and Means
O n June 30, 1983, the subcommittee held a hearing
on the DI program. In his opening statement, Chairman
22

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Standard of review fo r termination of disahility
benefits-would provide that the Secretary
could terminate a beneficiary's entitlement to
DI benefits on the basis that the disability no
longer existed only if there was substantial evidence that: (a) due to medical improvement the
individual now was able to engage in SGA; (b)
new medical evidence and a new assessment of
the individual's RFC demoustratt:d that, although he or she had not improved medically,
the individual was able to perform SGA due to
advances in medical or vocational therapy or
technology; or (c) because of new or improved
diagnostic techniques or evaluations, the individual's impairment was not as disabling as it
was considered to be at the time of the most recent earlier disability determination, so that he
or she now was able to engage in SGA. Regardless of these standards, DI benefits could be terminated if the beneficiary was engaging in SGA,
or if evidence on the face of the record showed
that the earlier determination of disability was
clearly erroneous or fraudulently obtained.
Study concerning evaluation o f pa in-would require the Secretary to study, in conjunction with
the National Academy of Sciences, the issue of
using subjective evidence of pain in determining
disability.
Multiple impairments-would require the Secretary in determining whether an individual's
impairment(s) was so severe that he or she was
unable to engage in SGA to consider the combined effect of all impairments, without regard
to whether or no t any individual impairment
was of such severity.
Moratorium o n mental impairment reviewssimilar to section 5 of P. L. 98- 460, except that
in making the revisions the Secretary would
have to consult with the advisory council established under another provision of H. R. 3755
and the regulations would have to be published
by April I, 1984.
Review procedure governing disability deter-

mina tio ns affecting continued e ntitleme nt to DI

benefits; demonstration projects relating to re-
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)

view of denials of DI benefit applicationswould eliminate reconsideration in medical
cessation cases effective January 1, 1985, and
instead provide that in these cases the State
agency would send the beneficiary a preliminary
notice of a cessation determination. The beneficiary would then have 30 days to request a review (including a face-to-face hearing) before a
formal cessation determination was made.
Would a lso require the Secretary to conduct
demonstration projects on using the same procedure in initial disability cases. T he projects
would have to be conducted in at least five
States and a report to the Congress made by
April I, 1985.
Continuation of benefits during a ppeal-would
make permanent the temporary provision in
P .L. 97-455 that DI benefits be continued up to
the ALJ decision. Would also require the Secretary to report to Congress by July 1986 on the
impact of this provision on the rate of appeals to
ALJ's and on the fi nancing of the 0 1 program.
Qualifications of medical professionals evaluating mental impairments-similar to section 8 of
P .L. 98-460, except there was no provision that
the Secretary need only make every reasonable
effort-the psychiatrist or psychologist would
have to participate in every case.
Regulatory standards for CE's-similar to section 9 of P .L. 98-460, except no deadline for
publication of the regulations.
Administrative procedure and uniform standards-similar to section 10 of P.L. 98- 460, except would apply to all title II benefit programs.
Benefits for individua ls participating in VR pro·
gra ms-similar to section 11 of P .L. 98- 460.
Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disa·
bility- would create a I 0-member Advisory
Council on the Medical Aspects of Disability to
be appointed by the Secretary within 30 days of
enactment and to terminate December 31, 1985.
The council would be composed of independent
medical and vocational experts and the Commissioner of SSA ex officio. It would provide to
the Secretary advice and recommendations on
0 1 policies, standards, and procedures. The
council recommendations would be conveyed to
Congress in an expanded SSA annual report.
Qualifying experience for appointment of cer·
tain staff a tto rneys to AU positio ns-would require the Secretary to establish, within 180 days
of enactment, a sufficient number of attorney
advisor positions in HHS at the GS-13 and
GS- 14 levels to enable SSA's Office of Hearing
and Appeals staff attorneys to advance to successively higher positions to achieve the experience necessary to qualify for ALJ positions.
Within 90 days of enactment, the Secretary
would also be required to submit an interim report to the Committees on Ways and Means and
on Finance about the progress in meeting these
requirements and within 6 months, a final report setting forth the manner and extent of compliance with the requirements.
Compliance with certain court orders-would
require the Secretary either to recommend appeal or to acquiesce in the decisions of the cir-

cuit courts of appeal and to apply them to at
least all beneficiaries whose appeals were within
the jurisdiction of the circuit court, until or un·
less the decision was overruled by the Supreme
Court.
(14) Effective date-tht: provisions would apply to
disability determinations pending in HHS or in
court on the date of enactment, except as otherwise provided in respective sections.

Subcommittee on Public Assistance and

Unemployment, H ouse Committee on Ways

and Means

On August 3, 1983, the subcommittee held a hearing
to discuss the SSI disability proposals in H .R. 3074, introduced by Representative Stark and 16 cosponsors on
May 19, 1983. The H .R. 3074 provisions were:
(I) Revision of regulatory criteria relating to mental
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

impairments-essentially the same as H. R. 37SS,
but applicable to SSI recipients.
Continued payment, on a permanent basis, of
SSI disability benefits through the ALJ hearing
level.
Requirement for evo.l uotion by psychiatrist or
psychologist-essentially the same as H.R. 3755,
but applieable to SSI recipients.
SSI benefits for individuals who perform SGA
despite severe medical impairments-similar to
section 14 of P.L. 98-460, except that extension
would have been permanent.
Requirement of specific annual authorizations of
funds for reviews involving disabilities based on
mental impairment under the SSI program.
Assistance to disabled individuals in complying
with requirements and procedures under the SSI
program.

House Co mmittee on W ays a nd Means
On September 20, 1983 the committee began its markup of H.R. 3755 and took the following actions:
(1) Medical improvement standard-agreed to an

a mendment by Representative William M.
Thomas (R., CA) permitting SSA to secure evidence needed to reconstruct a case when no evidence was in the beneficiary's file. Also agreed to ·
an amendment by Representative Andy Jacobs,
J r. (D., IN) permining termination of DI bene·
fits, in the absence of medical improvement, if
any vocational therapy resulted in a beneficiary's
ability to engage in SGA.
Rejected by a vote of 21 to 12 an amendment
by Representative Archer that would obviate the
need to show medical improvement in cases in
which the beneficiary could do the work he or she
was doing before he or she became disabled.
Representative Bill Gradison (R., O H) stated that
the Archer amendment involved such a signifi.
cant policy issue that it should be debated by the
full House. Chairman Rostenkowski agreed to
ask the Rules Committee for a modified closed
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

rule permitting consideration of the amendment
(with one-half hour of debate) on the House
floor.
Study on pain-adopted an amendment by Representative Thomas that the study also consider
the question of how a person could prevent, reduce, or cope with pain. Also agreed to an
amendment by Representative Pickle to delay the
report on the study from J anuary I, 1985, to
April I , 1985,
Moratorium-agreed to an amendment by Representative T homas to require that the regulations establishing revised criteria and listings for
mental impairments be published no later than 9
months following enactment (rather than by
April 1, 1984).
Face-to-face bearing on termina tion determinations-rejected by voice vote an amendment by
Representative Thomas to tepeal the provision in
P .L. 97-455 requiring evidentiary hearings in reconsiderations of DI benefit terminations effective December 31, 1983, since H .R. 3755 would
eliminate the reconsideration level of appeal in
disability cessation cases j ust I year later.
Qualifications of medical professionals evaluating mental impairments-rejected an amendment
by Representative Thomas that would have permitted a qualified mental heath professional,
such as a psychiatric social worker, to complete
the medical portion of the disability case review
and to make the assessment of the RFC in an unfavorable determination involving a mental impairment.
Advisory Council o n Medical Aspects o f Disa bility-agreed to an amendment by Representative
Thomas to allow the Secretary 60 days after enactment (rather than 30 days) to appoint the
members of the Advisory Council o n the Medical
Aspects of Disability.

The committee adopted without amendment the following provisions-multiple impairments, continuation
of benefits during appeal, regulations pertaining to
CE's, administrative procedure and uniform standards,
compliance with certain court orders, reimbursement
for VR services, staff attorneys, and effective date. The
committee added an amendment to H .R. 3929 (an unemployment compensation bill) to extend the provision
of continued benefits through the ALJ decision for 45
days so that it would apply to all cessation decisions
made before November 16, 1983. (The provision in P.L.
97-455 applied only to determinations made prior to
October 1, 1983.)

Subcommittee on Public Assistance and

Unemployment Compensation, House

Committee on Ways and Means

O n September 22, 1983, the subcommittee marked up
H.R. 3755 and ordered it favorably reported to the
Committee o n Ways and Means. The markup entailed
making most of the OJ program provisions in H .R. 3755
applicable to the SSI program.
24

The subcommittee also mentioned, in its report to the
committee, two other proposals that were discussed but
not finally decided by the subcommittee. One was
Chairman Harold Ford's (D., TN) amendment to permanently provide SSI payments to individuals who perform SGA despite severe medical impairments and the
second was an amendment by Representative Robert T.
Matsui (D., CA) to the provision in H.R. 3755 establishing an advisory council. The amendment would require
the council to look into: (1) the development of alternative approaches to work evaluations of SSI applicants;
(2) a review of SSA's policies related to work evaluations; (3) establishing new criteria for assessing SSI applicants' potential for VR services; and (4) determining
the feasibility of providing work evaluation stipends for
certain SSI recipients.

House Committee on Ways and Means
On September 27, the committee completed markup·
of H.R. 3755 and ordered the bill reported to the
H ouse. The committee agreed that several amendments
by Representative Ford, on behalf of the Subcommittee
on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, would be offered as committee amendments on the
H ouse floor, including: (1) making the provisions of
H.R. 3755 applicable to the SSI program; (2) extending
the provisions of section 1619 through J une 30 , 1986;
and (3) requiring the advisory council to study several
SSI issues (essentially the amendment offered by Representative Matsui on September 22, 1983).

Action in Both Houses-Enactment

of H.R. 4101 (P .L. 98- 118)

By this time, it was clear that no major comprehensive 01 legislation would be enacted before October
when the continued payment provision would no longer
apply to new continuing disability review decisions, and
Congress took action to extend the provision. On September 22, 1983, the Senate Committee on Finance objected to an amendment to H.R. 3959, a supplemental
appropriations bill, which would have extended the continued payment provision by 6 months.
On September 29, 1983, H .R. 3929, a supplemental
unemployment compensation bill with an amendment
providing a 45-day extension for continuing benefits up
to the ALJ decision, was passed by the House. On the
same day Senators Cohen and Levin and 38 cosponsors
offered a Senate floor amendment to S. 1887, a supplemental unemployment compensation bill, that would
have extended the continued payment provision by 2
months. Senator Cohen said that a 60-day extension
would give the Congress time to enact comprehensive
disability reform legislation before adjournment. Senator Dole said that he preferred a 6-month extension but
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offered a 90-day extension as a compromise. The
amendment to S. 1887 was so modified and agreed to by
the Senate.
On September 30, 1983, the Senate passed (by vote of
89-0) H.R. 3929, after amending it to extend the continued payment provision for 90 days. House and Senate
conferees of H .R. 3929 then tentatively agreed to a 67day extension (applicable to determinations made prior
to December 7, 1983). The last possible month of continued payment would be June 1984. The compromise
provision was added to H.R. 4 101, another supplemental unemployment compensation bill, which was passed
by both the House and Senate on October 6, 1983, and
signed by President Reagan on October 11, 1983 (P. L.
98-1 18).

On October 20, 1983, the House Committee on Ways
and Means ·agreed to include the provisions of H.R.
3755 in an omnibus tax,bill that was introduced by Representatives Rostenkowski and Conable that day (H.R.
4170, The Tax Reform Act of 1983). The disability provisions were under title IX of H.R. 4170. On October
21, 1983, the committee reported H.R. 4170 with the
three amendments that the committee had previously
agreed could be offered on the House floor as committee amendments.
On November 17, l~H3, the House voted 214 to 204
not to consider H .R. 4170. The defeat was on a vote on
the rule for floor consideration of a bill and related primarily to the handling of the major tax provisions.

Senate Action
On November 17, 1983, Senators Cohen and Levin
and 26 cosponsors offered an amendment with disability reform provisions to H.R. 3959, a fiscal year 1984
supplemental appropriations bill. Senator Levin, in his
introductory remarks, characterized the provisions as a
trimmed-down version of S. 476 resulting from months
of work with members of the Senate Finance Committee. He said that the provisions would cost about a billion dollars less over 5 years than Representative
Pickle's bill (the disability provisions in H.R. 4170). He
said prompt enactment of the provisions was urgent because about 30 States were either stopping CD R's entirely or following rules other than the rules of SSA. The
provisions were:

(2)

(4)
(5)

{6)
(7)

(8)

House Action

(1)

(3)

Standard of review for termination of disability
benefits-same as the provision in H .R. 4170,
except t hat benefits could also be terminated if
the individual could do his or her previous
work.
Evaluation of pain-incorporated the provisions of S. 476 (as amended on June 29, 1983)
and H.R . 4170.

(9)
(10)
(1 1)
(12)
( 13)
(14)

(15)

Multiple impairments-same as the provisions
inS. 476 and H.R. 4170.
Moratorium on mental impairment reviewssame as the provision in H .R. 4170.
Persona l a ppearance demonstration projectswould require demonstration projects on providing pretermination face-to-face interviews by
State agencies in disability cessation cases in lieu
of face-to-face, evidentiary hearings at reconsideration. A report would be due to Congress on
April I. 19R5.
Pretermination notice-same as the provision in
s. 476.
Continuation of benefits during appeal-would
extend the temporary provision to disability cessation determinations made prior to January 1,
1986; payments could be made only through
June 1986. The report requ irement would be t he
sameasH.R. 4170.
Qualifications of medical professionals evaluating mental impairments-same as the provision
in H.R. 4170.
Uniform standards for disability determinations-same as the provision inS. 476.
Case development and medical evidence-same
as the provision in S. 476.
Payment o f costs of rehabilitation servicessame as the provision in H. R. 4170.
Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability-same as the provision in H .R. 4170.
SSI benefits for individuals who perform SGA
despite seve re medical impairment-same as the
provision in H.R. 4170.
Response by Secretary to court decisionswould require SSA to notify Congress and print
in the Federal Register an explanation of the
agency's decision to acquiesce or not acquiesce
in decisions of the circuit courts. Would state
that nothing in the provision should be interpreted as sanctioning nonacquiescence with circuit court decisions.
Effective d ate-same as the effective date in
H .R. 4170.

Both Senator Dole and Senator Russell B. Long (D.,
LA), ranking minority member of the Finance Committee, opposed the amendment on the grounds that the
Finance Committee should have time to consider the
provisions. Senator Dole also said that the Senate
should extend the continued payment provision (due to
expire on December 6, 1983). The Senate voted, 49 to
46, to table the amendment.
On November 18, 1983, the St:ua le passed (80-0)
H.R. 3391, a H ouse-passed trade adjustment bill, to
which the Senate had attached an amendment offered
by Senators Dole and Long and 11 cosponsors to: provide a 6-month extension of the continued payment
provision and a 3-year extension of the section 1619 provision permitting SSI payments and Medicaid benefits
for severely disabled individuals who work.

Ho use Action

On November 18, 1983, the House considered H.R.
3391 as passed by the Senate. Representative Shan non
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proposed that the House concur with the section 1619
provision added by the Senate but not with the continued payment extension. which he said could be dealt
with when the Congress returned next year. Representative William E. Dannemeyer (R., CA) objected to Representative Shannon's request and the Congress adjourned without taking further action on the bill.

Administration Action
Because the continued payment provision was expiring on December 7, 1983, SSA, in December 1983, instructed State agencies, effective for CDR decisions
made on or after December 7, 1983, to continue processing CDR's to the point of determining if a cessation
notice was appropriate but not to prepare or release a
cessation notice.

Activities During the Second Session,
98th Congress, 1984
Senate Committee on Finance
On January 2~, 1984, the committee held a hearing on
the DI program. Martha A. McSteen, Acting Commissioner of Social Security, testified that the Administration opposed enactment of disability legislation because
the administrative and legislative reforms already
accomplished made further legislative reforms unnecessary. She stated that the high costs of the disability provisions of H .R. 41 70-about $6 billion in the first 5
years-were unacceptable, especially because the safety
margins of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance trust funds were now relatively small . She reiterated Administration support for congressional action to
authorize continued benefit payment through the first
evidentiary hearing in the appeals process. She noted
that the provision to continue payment up to the ALJ
decision had expired on December 6 and that, as aresult, SSA had temporarily directed States to hold termination notices but the States would be directed to
resume processing terminations beginning in February.
Mrs. McSteen then discussed the Administration's reasons for opposing a number of legislative proposals concerning the DI program.
Carolyn Kuhl, Deputy Assistant Attorney General,
Department of Justice, stated that the Department of
Justice supported the policy of nonacquiescence and opposed legislation to curtail its usc.
Representatives of advocacy groups for the disabled
testified in favor of comprehensive disability legislation
such as H.R. 4170. Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas,
speaking on behalf of the National Governors Association, recommended enactment of legislation to: make
permanent benefit continuation through the ALJ appeal in CDR terminations; mandate a medical improve-
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ment standard; provide for pretermination evidentiary
hearings; impose a moratorium on mental impairment
reviews; require SSA to acquiesce in circuit court decisions; and publicly promulgate Dl policies.

House Action
On February 2, 1984, in floor action on H.R. 3391,
the House agreed to the section 1619 amendment, struck
the amendment extending continued payment, passed
the bill, and returned it to the Senate for further consideration.

House Select Committee on Aging
On February 28, 1984, the committee held a hearing
during which testimony was given by representatives of
State governments, members of Congress, and the legal
services community. The hearing focused on: (1) the
reaction of the States to January 24 letters from Secretary Heckler directing States to resume processing CDR
cessations; (2) ruling:; of Federal courts striking down
SSA's DI policies; and (3) the program costs of various
court decisions and State moratoria on processing cessations. Representative Roybal, chairman of the
committee, said he intended to recommend a nationwide moratorium on the CDR process either through
authorizing legislation or the appropriations process.

House Action
On March 5, 1984, the House Committee on Ways
and Means reported H.R. 4170. On March 7, the House
Committee on Rules agreed to a modified closed rule
for floor consideration of H .R. 41 70, which provided
for a committee amendment in the nature of a substitute
deleting from H .R. 4170 the disability provisions (title
IX). On March 14, the House Committee on Ways and
Means reported to the House H .R. 3755 with amendments conforming the bill to the former title IX of H .R.
4170. On March 27, the House passed H.R. 3755 by a
vote of 410- 1.

Senate Action
On March 15, 1984, Senator Levin submitted a n
amendment intended to be proposed by him to S. 476.
The amendment differed from the amendment to H.R.
3959 offered by Senators I .evin and Cohen on Novem.
ber 17, 1983, as follows:
(1) Standard of review for termination of disability

benefits-would omit the past work exception to
the medical improvement standard.
(2) Continuation of benefits during appeal-would
extend the continued payment provision to decisions made before J une I, 1986, rather than be-
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{3)

{4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

fore January 1, 1986, and make the last month of
continued payment January 1987, rather than
June 1986. Also, would omit the requirement
that the Secretary report on the effects on the
trust funds and on the rates of appeal to ALJ's of
continued payment.
Case development and medical evidence-would
provide that a complete medical history of at
least the last 12 months would have to be obtained only in unfavorable disability determination cases.
Advisory Council on Medical Aspects of Disability- would extend the life of the Council through
1986 rather than through 1985.
SSI benefits for individuals who perform SGA
despite severe medical impairment-similar to
section 14 of P. L. 98-460.
Frequency of continuing eligibility reviewssimilar to section 15 of P. L. 98- 460.
Secretarial review of AU determinationswould repeal the provision in the 1980 amendments requiring the Secretary to institute a program of reviewing ALJ decisions (the Bellmon
a mendment).

On April 12, 1984, Senators Levin, Cohen, Dole,
Long, Heinz, Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D., NY): and
John H. Chafee (R., R I) had a colloquy on the Senate
noor during which Senators Cohen and Levin agreed
not to offer their disability reform package as an
amendment to H . R. 2163, a Federal boat safety bill that
contained the deficit reduction proposals of the Senate
Commiuee;; on Finance. In rc:tu1 n, St:mttor Dult: ~grc:c:u
that the Senate Committee on Finance would mark up
S . 476 and report it to the full Senate by May 7. Senator
Dole nO£ed that Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr. {R.,
TN), the majority leader, had agreed that the bill would
be scheduled for floor action during May.

Administration Action
On April 13, 1984, Secretary Heckler announced that
she was imposing a nationwide moratorium on periodic
CDR 's until Dl program legislation could be enacted
and effectively implemented. The Secretary said, "AI·
though we have made important progress in reforming
the review process within Social Security, the confusion
of differing court orders and State actions persists. The
disability program cannot serve those who need its help
when its policies are splintered and divided. For that
reason, we must suspend the process and work together
with Congress to regain order and consensus in the disability program.'' The moratorium also applied to cases
properly pending at all levels of administrative review;
in these cases, SSA would rescind cessation decisions
and restore benefits to prevent such beneficiaries from
losing benefits after June 1984, when the continued payment provision expired .
At the time the moratorium went into effect, 26 States
were processing CDR's as required by SSA, 2 States

were processing medical reexams only, 9 States were
processing CDR's under court-ordered medical improvement standards, 7 States were not processing
CDR's because of State agency or gubernatorial actions, 7 States were not processing CDR's because of
court orders, and 2 States were not processing CDR's
pending court orders. (These numbers include the District of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico.) {See appendix C for a chronology of State actions concerning
the processing of CDR's.)

Senate Committee on Finance
On May 15 and 16, the committee marked up a DI reform bill offered by Chairman Dole as an amendment in
substitute for S. 476, and voted 18-0 to report the bi ll
on May 16. T he provisions of the bill were:
(1)

Medical improvement-would provide that D l
benefits could be terminated if the beneficiary
could perform SGA, unless the beneficiary
could show that the condition was the same a s
or worse t han at the time: uf the earlier determination. If the beneficiary could show that he or
she had not medically improved, the DI benefits
could be terminated only if the Secretary could
show that one of the following occurred and if
the beneficiary was determined to l.H:: abk to perform SGA: (a) the individual had benefited
from medical or vocational therapy or technology; (b) new or improved diagnostic or
evaluative techniques indicated t hat his or her
impairmcnt(s) was not as disabling as believed at
the time of the earlier determination; (c) the
earlier determination was fraudulently obtained; or (d) there was substamial reason to
believe that the earlier determination was erroneous. If the beneficiary had not medically
improved and none of the foregoing conditions
was met, Dl benefits would have to be continued whether or not the individual would have
been found to be able to perform SGA.
Such benefits would also be terminated if the
beneficiary was engaging in SGA, could not be
located, or failed, without good cause, to cooperate in the CDR o r to follow prescribed treat·
mem that could be expected to restore the ability
to work.
The new standard would apply to future
CDR's and to all individuals who currently had
claims properly pending in the administrative
appeals process. The CDR cases properly pending in the courts on May 16, 1984, would be remanded to the Secretary for review under the
new standard. The individuals would not have
had to request the review if they were individual
litigants, members of class actions identified by
name, or had completed the administrative appeals process during the period between March
15, 1984 , and 60 days after enactment. The case
of an unnamed member of a class action certified before May 16, 1984, who llad completed
the administrative appeals process on or after a
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

date 60 days before the filing of the court action
would also be remanded to the Secretary but
would not automatically receive a review under
the medical improvement standard. The Secretary would have to notify such an individual
that he or she had 60 days within which to request a review under the new standard. If a
timely request was not made, no further administrative or judicial review of the case would occur. Cases of unnamed members of class actions
other than those described above would not be
remanded and would not be subject to any further administrative or judicial review. If, on review, a person was found to be disabled under
the medical improvement standard, full retroactive benefits would be paid.
An individual whose case was remanded by a
court (providing the request for review was received timely if the individual was an
unidentified member of a class) could elect to
have benefits continued beginning with the
month of election. Regulations implementing
the provision would have to be issued no later
than 6 months after enactment and the provision would sunset on December 31, 1987.
Evaluation of pain-similar to section 3 of P. L.
98-460, except the statutory standard would
sunset on December 31, 1987, the commission
would not be required to consult with the National Academy of Sciences, and the report to
the Congress would be due December 31, 1986.
Multiple impairments-same as the provision in
H. R. 4170, except would clarify that the requirement would apply to the determination of
whether or not an individual had a combination
of impairments that was medically severe without regard to age, education, or work experience.
Moratorium on mental impairment reviewssimilar to section 5 of P.L. 98-460, except it
would require publication of regulations within
90 days after enactment and the reapplication
provision would apply to persons who received
unfavorable determinations after June 7, 1983.
Modification of reconsideration prereview notice-similar to section 6 of P. L. 98-460, except
the demonstration projects would be done in periodic review cases only and the report to Congress would be due by April I, 1986.

Continuation of payments during appeal-would extend the temporary provision to
include payment up to the ALJ decision when
the disability cessation determination was made
prior to June 1, 1986; payments could be made
only through January 1987.
(7) Qualifications of medical professionals-similar
to section 8 of P. L. 98-460, except it would be
effective on enactment.
(8) Consultative exams; medical evidence-same as
the provision inS. 476.
(9) Uniform standards-same as section 10 of P .L.
98-460.
(10) Vocational rehabilitation-similar to section II
of P .L. 98-460, except it would not pay for
services to those who failed to cooperate or who
refused to continue participation in VR, and it
would not apply to the SSI program.

(6)
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(II) Advisory Council-similar to section 12 of P.L.
98-460.
(12) Special benefits for individuals who perform
SGA despite severe medical impairment-same
as section 14 of P .L. 98-460.
(13) Frequency of periodic reviews-same as section
15 of P .L. 98-460.
(14) Monitoring of representative payees-same as
section 16 of P .L. 98-460, except the report to
Congress would be due within 6 months of
enactment.
(15) Measures to improve complian~ with Federal
law-same as section 17 of P .L. 98-460, except
there was no provision requiring the Secretary to
waive any applicable personnel ceilings and to
give preference to State employees.
(16) Nonacquiescence in court orders-would
require the Secretary to notify Congress and
publish in the Federal Register (within 90 days
after the decision date, or on the last date available for appeal, whichever is later) a statement
of the Secretary's decision to acquiesce or not
acquiesce in circuit court decisions affecting the
Social Security Act or SSA regulations, and the
reasons in support of the Secretary's decision.
In cases in which the Secretary acquiesced, the
reporting requirement would apply only to
significant decisions. Would also state that
nothing in the section should be interpreted as
sanctioning nonacquiescence with circuit court
decisions.
(17) Fail safe-would require the Secretary to adjust
DI benefit increases to prevent the DI trust fund
balance from going below a defined threshold .
Would require the Secretary to notify the Congress by July I in any year in which the amount
of the DI trust fund for the second following
year was projected to decline to less than 20 percent of the year's benefits. Would provide that,
if Congress took no action, the Secretary would
have to scale back, as necessary to keep the fund
balance above 20 percent, (a) the next cost-ofliving increase for DI beneficiaries, and, if further necessary, (b) the benefit formula used to
determine benefit levels for persons newly disabled in the following year.

Action in Both Houses-Enactment
of H.R. 3755 (P .L. 98-460)
On May 22, 1984, the Senate passed (96-0) H.R. 3755
after substituting for the House-passed version the language of S. 476 as reported by the Committee on Finance.
A House-Senate Conference Committee met on July
26 and tentatively agreed on all but seven provisions of
the bill (the most controversial items). The provisions
agreed to were:
(1)

Moratorium on mental impairment reviewsadopted the House provision but required
publication of revised criteria for evaluating
mental impairments within 120 days of enactment.
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(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

Qualification of medical professionals evaluating mt!nhtl impairments-adopted the Senate
provision but changed the effective date to 60
days after enactment.
Standards for consultative examinations and
medical evidence-adopted the House provision
with respect to standards forCE's. Adopted and
amended the Senate provision with regard to obtaining medical evidence from treating physicians.
Uniform standards-adopted the Senate provision and conference report language.
Payment of costs of rehabilitation services-adopted the House provision but made
technical amendments and changed the effective
date.
Advisory Council study-adopted the Senate
provision but included in the law details o f the
issues to be studied.
Qualifying experience for appointment of certain staff attorneys to ALJ positions- replaced
the Ho use provision with a requirement that the
Secretary report to the Congress within 120 days
on the actions taken by the Secretary to establish
positions to enable staff attorneys to gain the
quali fying experience.

SSI benefits fo r individuals who perform SGA

despite severe medical impairment-adopted the
Senate provision.
(9) Frequency of continuing eligibility reviews-adopted the Senate provision.
(10) Determination and monitoring of need for representative payee-adopted Senate provision
but required a report to Congress within 270
day!, aftt::r t::llal:LIIIt:IIL
(11) Measures to improve compliance with Federal
law-adopted the Senate provision but required
the Secretary to waive any applicable personnel
ceilings and other restrictions in carrying out the
provisions and to give preference to hiring State
employees if the Secretary assumed the functions o f a State agency.
From July 26 until September 14, no formal meetings
of the conferees occurred although several compro mise
offers were exchanged informally. On September 18,
the conferees reached agreement on the remaining provisions:

(1) Standard o f review of termination of Dl benefits
and periods of disability-adopted H ouse provision but: (a) removed the causal links between all
but one of the conditions for termination and the
ability of the person to engage in SGA and related the conditions to the individual's ability to
work; (b) substituted for the H ouse language on
error the requirement that substantial evidence
shows previous error; (c) a llowed termination of
benefits where the person was engaging in SGA
(except where he or she was eligible under the section 1619 provision), could not be located, or
failed without good cause to cooperate in thereview o r to follow prescribed treatment which
would be expected to restore the ability to engage
in SGA; (d) substituted for the House language
o n the Secretary obtaining additional medical reports. the requ irement that any CDR should be

made on the basis of all evidence available on the
individual's past or current condition as present·
ed by the individual or secured by the Secretary;
(e) added the requirement that any CDR should
be made on the basis of the weight of the evidence
and on a neutral basis with regard to the individual's condition, without any initial inference as to
the presence or absence of disability being drawn
from the fact that the claimant has previously
been determined to be disabled; and (f) added the
requirement that the regulations must be promulgated within 6 months of enactment.
Adopted the Senate provision dealing with benefit payments during remand a nd retroactive benefits. Their agreement on the effective date
followed the Ho use provision with regard to
no 3-year sunset and followed the Senate provision otherwise except: (a) changed the date on
which a judicial action had to be pend ing for an
individual litigant or a named member o f a
class action from March 15, 1984, to September
19, 1984, and deleted the requirement that s~1ch
cases be "properly pending;" (b) clarified that
the pending judicial actions had to relate to
medical improvement ; (c) changed the date on
which a class action had to be certified from
May 16, 19R4, to September 19, 1984, and deleted the requirement that an unnamed member
o f the class action had to have been notified of
the Secretary's decision o n or after a date 60
days before the filing of the coun action;
(d) added a new provision that no class in a
class action relating to medical improvement may
be certified after September 19, 1984, if the
action seeks j udicial review of a CDR decision
made by the Secretary before September 19,
1984. and (e) provided that unnamed members of
class actions whose cases were remanded to the
Secretary would have 120 days (rather than 60
days) to request a review under the new standards.
(2) Evaluation of pain-adopted Senate provision
but: (a) required the study to be done in consultation with the National Academy of Sciences
and the report to be sent to Congress by December 31, 1985; (b) made the interim standard more
accurately reflect the current SSA policy on pain;
and (c) sunsetted t he interim standard on January
l , 1987.
(3) Multiple lmpalrments-substitutt::d ahernative
language for the provisions in both bills. The new
language provided that: (a) in determining
whether an individual 's impairment(s) was of a
sufficient medical severity that such impairmem(s) could be the basis of eligibility, the Secretary must consider the combined effect of all
impairments without regard to whether any impairment considered separately would be of
such severity; and (b) if the Secretary found a
medically severe combination of impairments,
the combined impact of the impairments would
be considered throughout the disability determination process.
(4) Notice of reconsideration, prereview notice, and
demonstration projects-adopted the Senate provision with regard to retaining the current reconsideration process and CDR demonstration
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projects, but required the report to Congress
on December 31, 1986, and a notice at the
start of a CDR. Adopted the House provision
with regard to demonstration projects in initial
disability cases, but required the report to Congress on December 31, 1986.
(5) Continuation of benefits during appeal-adopted
the House provision but: (a) extended the continued payment provision in Dl cases to termination
decisions made through December 1987 with
benefits last payable for June 1988, and (b) permanently extended the continued payment provision to SSI cases.
(6) Compliance with cou rt orders-deleted both the
House and Senate provisions.
(7) Fail-safe-deleted provision.
On September 19, 1984, the House, by a vote of
402-0, and the Senate, by a vote of 99-0, approved the
conference report on H.R. 3755; the President signed
the bill into law (P .L. 98-460) on October 9, 1984.

Appendix A: Congressional
Hearings on the'Social Security and SSI
Disability Programs (1982-84)
Washington, D.C.
H ouse Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Social Security; March 16-17, 1982.
H ouse Select Committee on Aging; May 21, 1982.
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on Oversight of Governmental Management;
May 25, 1982.
Senate Committee on Finance; August 18, 19R2.
H ouse Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Social Security; December 8, 1982.
Senate Special Committee on Aging; April 7-8, 1983.
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on Oversight of Governmental Management;
June 8, 1983.
H ouse Select Committee on Aging; June 20, 1983.
House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Social Security; June 30, 1983.
House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Public Assistance and Unemployment; August 3,
1983.
Senate Committee on Finance; January 25 , 1984.
House Select Committee on Aging; February 28, 1984.

Appendix B: Summary of Major
Litigation Relating to the Social Security
and SSI Disability Programs (1982-84) 1
Introduction
During the 1982 84 period, about 62,000 new disability cases were filed in Federal courts. The pending court
caseload rose from about 22,000 at the end of fiscal year
1982 to almost 50,000 at the end of fiscal year 1984, as is
shown in the tabulation that follows.

Fiscal ye.a r

New cases
filed

Affirmatiom

Re•e•~als

Di~mis~ah

Pending,
end of
veriu\1

11,632
23,288
27,322

4,068
3,699
2,320

1,081
1,680
4,216

388
338
377

21,707
35,771
49,824

1982 ... . .....
1983 ....... •.
1984 1 •••... • .
1

Prelim mary data.

Summary of Litigation Issues

Field Locations
House Select Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on
Retirement Income and Employment; Hauppauge,
N.Y., July 19, 1982.
Senate Special Committee on Aging and Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on
Civil Service, Post Office, and General Services; Fort
Smith, Ark., November 19, 1982.
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House Select Committee on Aging; Charleston, W.Va.,
May 20, 1983.
House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation; Hayward, Calif., J une 6, 1983.
House Select Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on
Retirement Income and Employment; Burlington,
Vt., July 22, 1983.
House Select Committee on Aging; Portsmouth, Va.,
September 12, 1983.
House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Social Security, and Senate Special Committee on
Aging:
- Chicago, Ill. , February 16, 1984,
-Dallas, Tex., February 17, 1984,
-Boston, Mass., February 24, 1984, and
-Hot Springs, Ark., March 24, 1984.
House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee
on Social Security; Atlanta, Ga., March 23, 1984.
House Select Commiuee on Aging, Subcommittee on
Health and Long-Term Care; Miami, Fla., April 30,
1984.
House Select Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on
Retirement Income and Employment; Boston, Mass.,
May 31, 1984.

Medical improvement. Prior to the enactment of P . L.
98-460, the regulations provided that disability benefits
w.ere terminated when the definition of disability in the
law was not met. However, most of the courts of ap~
t Includes tit le II, title XVI, and lilies II/ XVI concurrenl disability
cases for 1982 up to enactment of P .L. 98-460, which was signed by
the President on October 9, 1984.
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peals have ruled that SSA must apply some form of a
medical improvement standard or apply a presumption
of continuing disability before benefits could be terminated. Included among such rulings in 1982-84 were:
Second circuit

De Leon
Paren te

Third circuit

Kuzmin
Daring

Fourth circuit

Dotson
Johnson

Fifth circuit

Babineaux
Buckley

Sixth circuit

Burnett
H aynes
Gist

Eighth circuit

Lee
Rush

Ninth circuit

lida
Lopez et al.
Patti

Tenth circuit

Byro n

Eleventh circuit

Simpson
Vaughn

v. Secretary
(1984)
v. Heckler
(1984)
v. Schweiker
(1983)
v. H eckler
(1984)
v. Scbweiker
(1983)
v. H eckler
(1984)
v. Secretary
(1984)
v. H eckler
(1984)
v. Se~retary
(1982)
v. Secretary
(1982)
v. Secretary
(1984)
v. Heckler
(1984)
v. Secretary
(1984)
v. Heckler
(1982)
v. H eckler
(1982)
v. Scbweiker
(1982)
v. H eckler
(1984)
v. Scbweiker
(1982)
v. Heckler
(1984)

During 1982- 84, there were 20 class-action cases, certified by Federal district courts, that involved med ical
improvement- IS involved State-wide classes and two
involved circuit-wide classes.
Evaluation of pain. Before enactment of P .L. 98460, the social security law did not state how symptoms,
such as pain, were to be evaluated in determining disability. Regulations provide that allegations of pain
must be considered. providing there are medical signs
and findings that show the existence of a medical condition that can be reasonably expected to produce the
pain. During the first half of 1984, three class-action
decisions were issued that required SSA to evaluate allegations of pain regardless of whether or not the subjective complaints are supported by medical evidence. The
decisions were:

Hyatt et al. v. Heckler {Western District of North
Carolina)
Aldrich et al. v. Heckler (District of Vermont)
Polaski et al. v. Heckler (Eighth circuit)
Disability standards in me ntal impairm ent cases. In

Mental Health Association o f Minnesota v. H eckler
(1983) the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals (in a Chicago region-wide class action) ordered SSA to cease using a standard for evaluating the disabilities of mentally
ill claimants that presumed that a person retained the
capacity to perform unskilled work if he was under age
50 and had an impairment that did not meet the criteria
for a mental impairment in the Listing of Impairments
in the regulations. In August 1984, in City of New York
et al. v. Heckler (1984) the Second Court of Appeals (in
a State-wide class action) upheld the district court finding that SSA used an improper standard from 1978
through at least the early months of 1983 in evaluating
the impairments of young workers with mental illnesses.
A rehearing is pending.
SSA rulings of nonacquiescence. In Lopez et al. v.
Schweiker (1984) the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (in
a circuit-wide class action) affirmed the district court's
preliminary injunction requiring SSA to follow the
ninth circuit in two opinions-Finnegan v. Mathews
and Patti v. Schweiker. In Finnegan, the circuit court
had ruled that SSA could not terminate the benefits of
an SST disability recipient who had been grandfathered
into the program from State disability rolls, unless SSA
established that either the recipient's medical condition
had materially improved or that there was clear and specific error in the original finding of disability. In Patti,
the circuit court ruled that to terminate disability payments to a nongrandfathered SSI recipient, SSA must
show improvement or other changes in the recipient's
condition. In both Finnegan (SSR 82-10c) and in Patti
(SSR-82-49c), SSA issued a ruling of nonacquiescence.
Medical-vocational factors regulations. The Supreme
Court in Heckler v. Campbell (1983) unanimously upheld the validity of SSA's medical-vocational guidelines-the so-called "grid" regulations-used in evaluating claims for disability in which vocational factors
must be considered. A second circuit decision in Campbell had required SSA, in lieu of using the grid regulations, to name suitable jobs, allegedly available under
the guidelines, that a claimant could perform in the national economy. A claimant would then have an opportunity to show that he was incapable of performing
those jobs.
O wn-motion review of A U decisions. Several issues
concerning the manner in which SSA implemented ownmotion review were raised in Association of Administra tive Law J udges, Inc. v. H eckler et a l. On September
10, 1984, the District Court of the District of Columbia
denied the plaintiff's request for injunctive relief. However, the court noted in its opinion that SSA 's focus on
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allowance rates in implementing the individual ALJ
portion of the own-motion review created an atmosphere of tension and unfairness that violated the spirit
of the APA. The court concluded that SSA had shifted
its focus, obviating the need for any injunctive relief,
and that the present system of selecting cases for review
from a national sample was a more equitable and conciliatory means of ~ccomplishing the same purpose and
did not compromise A LJ independence by focusing excessively o n allowance rates. A motion for reconsideration was pending as of September 20, 1984.

AppendixC:
Chronology of Major State Actions
Relating to the Social Security and SSI
Disability Programs (1983-84)
Massachusetts. On March 8, 1983, Governor Dukakis
ordered the Massachusetts State agency to ensure that
the disability standards used in CDR cases were consistent with the First Circuit Court of Appeals standards
set forth in Miranda v. Secretary of HEW, 514 F.2d 996
(1st Cir. 1975), which Massachusetts officials interpreted as requiring a medical improvement standard. On
February 7, 1984, the Governor ordered the Massachusetts State agency to stop processing C UR terminations.
Arkansas. On July 14, 1983, Governor Clinton ordered the Arkansas State agency to follow the termination standards of the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in
processing CDR's. On December 5, 1983, the Governor
placed a moraV)fium on CDR terminations until the
Congress took action on CDR problems.
New York. O n July 22, 1983, New York State Social
Services Commissioner Cesar Perales ordered the New
York State agency to stop CDR terminations until the
Federal Government established a medical improvement
standard.
West Virginia. On August 12, 1983, Governor Rockefeller ordered the West Virginia State agency to develop,
within 6 weeks, CDR policies and proced ures consistent
with Federal coun decisions favorable to disability
claimants. On September 26, the State agency stopped
processing CDR terminations.
North Carolina. In early September 1983, Governor
H unt ordered the North Carolina State agency to stop
processing C DR terminations (unless fraud was in-
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volved) until a medical improvement standard was
adopted.
Alabama. On September 19, 1983, Governor Wallace
ordered the Alabama State agency to stop processing
CDR terminations.
Virginia. On September 28, 1983, Governor Robb ordered the Virginia State agency to stop processing CDR
terminations.
Maryland. On October 4, 1983, the head of the parent
agency informed Secretary H eckler that the Maryland
State agency was holding CDR terminations.
Pennsylvania. In early October 1983, Governor
Thornburgh ordered the Pennsylvania State agency to
hold C DR terminations until a medical improvement
standard was adopted.
Vermont. On October 7, 1983, Vermont Social Rehabilitation Services Commissioner J ohn Burchard
ordered the Vermont State agency to hold all C DR
termination cases.
Ohio. On October 8. 1983. Governor Celeste ordered
the Ohio State agency to hold CDR terminations for a
period of 150 days and appointed a task force to review
the CDR process and make recommendations to improve it.
New Jersey. On October 14, 1983, Governor Kean ordered the New Jersey State agency to hold CDR terminations.
New Mexico. Effective in late October 1983, Governor Anaya ordered the New Mexico State agency to
hold CDR terminations.
Maine. In October 1983, Governor Brennan announced that the Maine State agency would stop processing CDR terminations immediately.
Michigan. In mid-November 1983, Governor Blanchard ordered the Michigan State agency to stop processing CDR terminations until reform legislation was
enacted.
Illinois. In late December 1983, Governor Thompson
ordered a moratorium on processing C DR terminations.
Idaho. On February 10, 1984, Governor Evans imposed a moratorium on CDR terminations until Congress acted on disability legislation.
Texas. In March 1984, Governor White advised the
Texas State agency that if it started releasing CDR
termination notices, he would impose a formal moratorium. Consequently, the Texas State agency did not
process CDR terminations.
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